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INTRODUCTION
The

])ui']iovt

will find in

it

of the present

book

is

a twofold one.

The beginner

definitions of such terms as he will encounter during his

numismatic works in both English juid foreign languages.
The advanced student and collector will have his labors facilitated by
the large luimber of citations of authorities which have lieen consulted
in the preparation of this vohime.
The author has frequently had the
experience of discovering that the same coin is alhided to by one or
more writers under entirelj' different luimes, and what is still more perplexing is the fact that these designations naturally fall far apart in any
alphabetical arrangement.
Notable examples are Cuarto and Quarto,
and
Moneta
Duplex,
Levant Dollar, Maria Theresa Thaler and
Double
Tallero del Levante, Glass Coins and Monnaies de Verre, Black Farthing and Denier Noir, etc. To obviate these duplications extensive
cross references have been introduced.
The divisions and multiples of a standard are usually to be found
under the name of the particular coin which constitutes the monetary
unit; the only exceptions to this rule are where the larger or smaller
denomination has so incorporated itself into numismatic history as to
merit a separate description. Thus the terms Quarter Dollar, Medio
Real, etc., are to be found under the substantive and not the adjective,
whereas in the case of Tetradrachm, Quadrupla, etc., the opposite rule
has been adopted, and these names are retained.
This is not a work on the metrology of coins, and weights are only
introduced where they affect the name of a denomination due to its enlarged or reduced size. Many of the Oriental monetary systems are
based on the weights and quantities of certain seeds, and to cite these
moneys of account would exceed the scope of the present volume. The
ancient Indian weights for gold and silver are described in detail by
Prinsep, in his Useful Tables (i, 212)
R. C. Temple has enumerated
the Malayan weights in the Indian Antiquary (April, 1913) the Chinese
metrology is treated by J. A. Decourdemanche, in the Traite des Monnaies, Mesui-es et Poids anciens et modernes de I'lnde et de la Chine,
Paris, 1913; and the Greek and Roman standards comprise pages 222
to 225 inclusive of G. F. Hill's Handbook of Greek and Roman Coins.
jterusal of

;

;

Introduotiox

vi

The popular slang names, as well as the unusual substances employed in coinage have been enumerated; these features, will be of
special interest to the beginner.
Special obligations are due to the officers of The American Numismatic Society for their assistance and counsel. Mr. Edward T. Newell
the President, Mr. Howland Wood the Curator, Mr. John Reilly, Jr.,
the Treasurer, and Mr. Sydney P. Noe the Secretary and Librarian,
valuable suggestions, corrections, and additions.
contributors should be mentioned Mrs. Agnes Baldother
Among
win Brett who has supplied notes on the ancient coins Mr. J. de
Lagerberg who has revised the Scandinavian nomenclature and Mr.
Dennis Mclnerney who has kindly made the Gaelic translations. Credit
must also be given for assistance in general to Messrs. William F. Beller,
Bernard J. Nangle, A. D. Savage, Elliott Smith, and Moritz Wormser.

have

all

made

;

;

attending the execution of a work of this magnitude
are enormous, hence, its impei"fections will not, it is to be hoped, be
French author has said: " La numismatique
judged too severely.
est une maitresse dangereuse pour I'amateur, et toujours adoree, bien
que cruelle, pour ses fervents disciples; " and if the present volume
will make the numismatic paths more accessible, and the steppingstones somewhat easier, the writer will feel that his labor has not been

The

difficulties

A

in vain.
A. R. F.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED
a.

1).

c.

Fair condition (French, assez bien
conserv(?).

To

a. d.

tlic

ri!j;ht

(French.

;i

droite;

Italian, a destra).

Adv.

Obverse (Latin, adverso).
Copper or bronze (Latin,

AE.

aes. cop-

per).

To

the left (French, ;i i;auclie).
Silver (Latin, ariientiim).
To the left (Italian, a sinistra).
(iold ( Latin, anrnni).

a. g.

AR.
a. s.

AV.

In cjood condition

B.

Italian,

(French, belle;

buono).

Br.

Bronze: brass.

C.

In good condition.

C^.
C*.

In medium condition.
In poor condition.

'ounterstamped.

C'.S.

(

D.

Obverse

I).

Daler.

d.
dcsirl.

(Italian, dritto).

Pence (Latin, denarius),
.same; ditto
(German,

The

des-

gleichen).

E. F.

Extremely

El.

Electrum.
.Specimen (Italian, eseniplare).

Es.

F.

F

C.

T)

fine.

lu fine condition.
In mint state (French, fleur

de

coin),
four.
fr.

Plated (French, fourree).
In poor condition (French, fruste).
In good condition.

(i.

g. e.

Large bronze (Italian, gran bronzo).
In good condition (German, gut

geli.

erhalten).
With a ring

'i.

I!.

gel.

attached (German.
gehenkelt).
Perforated; with a hole ((iernian.
gelocht).

(>.j.

In good condition(Swedish,(;iuten).

(ir.

Grammes.

lis.

Obverse (German. Hauptseite).

Ins.

Inscription.

L.

Left.

Lait.

Tin

Ll>.

.Small bronze (Swedish. Liten l)rons).

Leg.

Legend.

M.
M-

In mediinn conditioii.
Millon (Italian, niistura).

^L

1!.

(

French. Laiton).

.Medium bronze.

IN

NUMISMATIC WORKS

Med.

Ab acts

Abu-Cinco

Abacis.

A

coin

silver

Teixeira de Arajjao

(iii)

mentioned by
and claimed to

Abbesses as well as abbots enjoyed the
The most noprivilege of striking coins.
tal)le are those of the Frauenmiinster in
Zurich, and the abbeys of Qiu'(lliid)urg,
Ilerford, E.ssen, and Thorn in Brabant.

have been formerly in use botli in Portuguese India and in the Portuguese possessions in East Africa.
Abanque. See Abenge.
Abassi. See Abbasi.
Abaze. See Abbasi.
Abbasi.
A Persian silver coin which

Abendmahl

its name from Shah Abbas I (A. II.
It was divided
996-1038=1587-1629).
into two Mahmudis, or four Shahis, or ten

takes

Bisti.

In the Georgian series tlie Abbasi was
introduced in the reign of Theimouraz II
(1744-1762), and had a value of ten Bisti.
The half Abbasi, called Chaouri or Schauri,
Langlois (No. 67), Fonrobert (4288, 4303)
appeared in 1779 under Ereele (Hercules)
II.

With

the Russian occupation of Georgia
I, beginning in 1801, this
eoin received the name of Abaze or Rial,
and the currencj- was made to harmonize
with that of Russia, a.s follows 1 Abaze=

under Alexander

;

under the name of

iuilf is

Aba.ssi,

and the

In the Afghan coincomputed at one-third of

called Senar.

age the Abaze

is

the Rial.

Abbey-Pieces.

A

name given

to both

coins and tokens that were is.sued by the
great mona-stic establishments.
Some of
these pieces were not coins in the modern
sense, but were
intended as Tesserae
Sacrae for use of pilgrims and monks who
travelled from one religious house to another.
Others, however, were legitimate coins,
and the issues of the abbatial mint of St.
Martin at Tours were noted during the

Middle Ages.

See

Communion

Abenge. Du Gauge mentions this as
being a small coin, the name of which is
found in an agreement dated 1320 between
Philip V of Prance and the Bishop of
Tournaj'. An ordinance of 1330 mentions
"deux soulz uz deniers et une abanque
Parisis, " which is probably the same coin.
Abidi.
of

A name

given to the half Rupee

Mysore by Tipu Sultan,

in 1786,

when

he adopted his new system of reckoning,
based on the Muludi, i.e., dating from the
birth of the Prophet. The coin is so called
after the fourth Imam, Zainul-abidin, or
Abid Bimar.

Aboudjidid. The name given to certain
cotton fabrics used for currency in Abyssinia;

in

:

200 Thetri=10 Kopecks. The Kopeck was
again divided into tenths, one of which was
called Phoul or Pid plural Phuli.
The modern Persian coinage retains this
piece

Pfennige.

Tokens.

some

localities

it

is

known

as

Stamma.

Abraemos. A gold coin said to have
been struck by the Portuguese for their
possessions in India.
See Teixeii'a de
Aragao

(iii).

Abschlag.
A term used by German
numismatists to indicate a restrike from
an original die. The later impression fre(|uently occurs in an entirely
different
metal, e.g., Dukaten-Abschliige in silver,
etc.

Absolutionsthaler.

The name given

to

a medallic Thaler struck by Henry IV of
France in 1595, after his reconciliation
with the Pope. On the obverse of this coin
is a portrait of C'lement VIll, and on the
reverse his own bust.

Abu-Cinco.

An Egyptian

denomination

to indicate the silver piece of five Francs.

[1]

L

Adha-ani

Abukash
and

Abukash, or Abukesh. Zanetti (i. 450)
states that this was the name given to the
designation, Aslani, meaning a lion,
was used in the Ottoman Empire to desig-

lar

nate this coin, the allusion being, of course,
the prominent figure of a lion on the
obverse.

groschen formerly issued in Brunswick,
Hanover, Westphalia, etc., because they
were equal to eight Pfennige instead of the
customary twelve Pfennige.
Achterwiel. A popular Dutch name for

Abu-Mafta. The last word in Egyptian
means a cannon, and this name was applied
Spanish Piastre in Egypt, because
the Pillars of Hercules on the reverse were
mistaken for cannon.
to the

the eui-rcMit silver coin of two

According to
Abuquelp, or Griscio.
Kelly, this was a current silver coin of
Egypt of the value of twenty Medini.
Abu-tera. The name given in Egypt to
the Levant Dollar {q.v.). It appears to be
See Jugate.

Achaean League Coinage. About B.C.
37U several cities on the southern side of
the Corinthian Gulf banded together as a
means of defence against Macedonian agand the coins issued by them are
usually referred to by the above name.
The monogram of the League was AX,
which is frequently found on the coins.
The League increased in power circa B.C.
280, and eventually included all of the
Peloponnesian cities, some of which, howIt ceased
ever, also struck independently.
B.C. 146 with the constitution of the Roman province.
gression,

Achesoun or Atkinson. The name sometimes given to tlie Plack of the first coinage
of James VI of Scotland. It was so called
on account of Thomas Atkinson, who was
master of the Edinburgh mint from 1581
to 161
to

of Thaler struck in Sachsencirca 1605-1620, with eight bu.sts
They
of the princes, four on each side.
were all sons of Duke Johaun Ernst.

a

series

Wcimar

Conf. Madai
variety with
one side.

and one-half

Gulden.
Achtzehner. See Ort.
Achtzehngrbscher. See TjTnpf.
Ackey. An English colonial silver coin
issued by the African Company on the
Gold Coast in 1796 and 1818. There is a
corresponding half Ackey.
The name is a native term, used as a
monetary standard, denoting twenty grains
of gold dust. See Takoe.

an abbreviation of Theresa.

The name given

a half Schillinge.

Acht en Twintig. See Guilder.
Achter. A name given to the Marien-

to

Achtbriiderthaler.

Silbergroschen which was equal

and

The name given to a
Achtelthaler.
piece of three Groschen or the one-eighth
of the Ortsthaler. It was common to Saxony, Brunswick, and other German States
in the seventeenth century. See Ort.

Thaler of the Low Countries in the Levant
during the seventeenth century. A simi-

Accolated or AccoUed.

a half

to seven

(1478, 1479), who cites a
on
all the eight portraits

Achtehalber, means actually "eight
halves" or four, but popularly "eight less
one half," or seven and a half. The term
was used in Prussia for the piece of two
[

A

general name for coins
Acrimontana.
These
struck at the mint of Agramont.
pieces were current in Catalonia under
James I, king of Aragon (1213-1276), and
in
(i,

France under Louis XIV.

See Blanchet

165).

Adarkonim.

Another

name

for

the

Daric (q.v.).
Adelheidsdenare. A name given to a
variety of Deniers which liave been found
in great quantities in Saxony, though the
exact localities where they were struck
have never been determined.
These coins have on one side a cross and
the name otto, and on the reverse a figure
o# a church and the inscription ateahlht,
or similar, whence the designation. Some
authorities attribute these to Otto I, king
of Germanj- (936-962) and his queen, Adelaide or Adelheid, while others ascribe them
to Otto 111 during his minority.

A

name given to the half Jlohur
Adha.
of Nepal, struck by the Malla Rajas in the
seventeenth century. See Fonrobert (2324
et sf(/.)

.

Sec Suka.

Adha-ani. The one-sixteenth silver Mohur introduced bj' the Gorkhas in the coinage of Nepal it must not be confused with
;

2]

Adhada

Affonso de Ouro

Aes Grave (heavy bronze) also called
the Aes Lil]i-alis (i.e., pound of bronze),
was the first Roman monetary unit. The
basis was tlie As, wliich in its earliest form

the Adiiaiii, i.e., the one thirty-seconrl of
the frold Mohur. See Suka.

Adhada.

A

money

of aeeoiiiit of C'utcli
e(|nal to the one
ninety-sixth part of the Kori (qak).

and

and

Kathiawar,

Adheeda.

Another name for the silver
eiprht-anna piece of Nepal.
See Mehnder-Alnlie.

Adhelah.
and e(|ual to

;

A

copper coin of Hindustan

one-lialf of the

Dam

(q.V.).

A

Adlea

or Adli.
billon coin, plated
with frokl, issued by Yussuf Paselia in
Tripoli in 1827.
It was forced upon the
people as the equivalent of a Spanish Dollar, but oidy a few days after its introduction the value of this coin depreciated
over ninety per cent, and it was one of the
factors that led to the revolution of 1832,
which resulted in Yussuf's abdication.

—

weighed an Oscan Latin i)oniul of twelve
ounces, derived from a standard originallj'
brought to Italy l)y the Phocaeans. It is of
a lenticular shape and the obverse bears
the portrait of Janus bifrons and the figure
as an indication of the value.
1
The reverse has the prow of a galley, probably
indicative of the mai'itime power of Rome,
wliich had been greatly develoiicd by the
Decemviri (B.C. 4.52-450), to wliich period
thcs(> coins are usually assigned.
The best
and latest authorities, however, place them
a century later.

The

1.324).

Its

weight was 140 grains,

Srr Sihansah.
Rui)ees.
Adolfsd'or. Tiic name given to the gold
coin of ten Thaler issued bv Adolf Fredrik,
King of Sweden (1751-1771).
Aerosi Nummi. The name given by the
to billon coins

(q.r.).

Aes, or more ]iroperly As. A Latin word
of probably Arian origin, meaning bofii
pure copper and a mixture of tin and coj)per. The term served afterwards in Rome
as a generic word for every variety of
money.
The earliest types of the Aes are called
the Aes Rude or Aes Infectuni, i.e.. unwrought copper. Thei'c was no iiionetai-y
unit aiul the weight formed tlie basis of
all

exchanges.

•'
•*

"

4

3
2

"

*'
1 \A
"
1
"
'j

The midtiplcs arc the l)u|)()ndius, Tri|)ondius, and Decussis; all of these are descrilicd under their respective names.
Tlie

As was reduced

it

in

weight as follows:

I'riiiiitivv I.ihi-al.
ilihral,

n.C.

4r,lt

S

ll.C.

:i:!S

onnci'S
Six ounces

Si'xiMiilal.

li.C.

2(>S

Two

fncial.
Scnii-fniial.

B.C. 217

Aes Rude.

A

*'

8
7
.5

S«'niiin<-ia

See Tankah.
gold coin of Akbar,
of Hindustan, aiul valued at nine

9

f>

(Jiiadrans. Quadrant, or TiTimda,
Sox fans, Si'xtanto, or Sextas,
Sosciinx,

(

Romans

11 ounces
"
10

Sfuiis, S<'niissis, or Scxt-iinx.
tjiilncniix, Quirunx. or Cinj;us,
Ti-h'ns. Triciito. or Trias,

stored. Sfr Tliomas Nos. 180, 181). Also
a piece of fiftj^ Tankahs used in Hindustan.

Emperor

are the

TiHla.

and it was a substitute for the ohl
Tankahor Kujiee of his predecessors whicli
weighed 17.5 grains. It was discontinued
about A.II. 7.30 and the old standard re-

AdI Gutkah.

As

lalnis,
Ili'iunx,

i)r

Si'ptunx,

A

silver coin of Dehli introduced
Aluhammad III Ibn Tughlag, A.H. 72.'5

by
(A.D.

iir

nudniiis or Dodras,
lies or lU'ssIs,

Adier-pfennig, Schilling, etc. The popular name for an.v coin having the fif^ure
of a double eagle prominently displayed;
e.g., the luimerous issues for Aix-la-Chapelle, the Thaler, Groschen, and Schillinge
of Bentheim, etc.
Adli.

divisions of the

KciMix

I>ixtiins

ivr

and

1?.C.

89

'I'wi'lvi'

iiiinci's

One nnnco
Half of an ounoe

The name given

to the primpieces of bronze used
as money previons to the

shajielcss

by the Romans
Aes Signatum (q.v.).

Aes Signatum. The second tyi)c of the
Aes, so called because rude stamps or marks
are to be found on it, signifying the weight
and an approximate value. These are of
olilong. sqiiaiv, and oval shapes.
They are
generally supposed to have originated in
the i-cign of Servius Tullius (B.C. 578•'):{5), but are moi-e likely of the 5th and
4tli ccntui'ics B.C.
Aetolian League.

Affonsim.

Si

i'

See League Coinage.

Gro.s.so

Affonsim.

Affonso de Ouro. Another name for the
earliest tvpe of Cruzado (q.v.), issued by
Alfonso V of Portugal (1438-1481), and
so called in honor of the I'uler.
]

Afrikanische Pfennige
Afrikanische Pfennige.

Albertin
See Schiffs Du-

kateii.

1883 and represent the value of a silver
dollar of the United States.

A

Aftaby.
gold coiu of Akbar, Emperor
of Hiiidustau, of the value of ten Rupees.
Sec Sihansah.

Aggio or Agio. A term used more in
banking than in numismatics to indicate the
fluctuations of exchange rates, i. e., the
actual value of a coin as compared with its
current exchange value.

A

Agnel

French
(plural Agneaux).
first issued under Philip IV in
Jaiuiary, 1310.
It is the French form of
the Agnus Dei (q.v.), with similar designs
and inscriptions. The Agnel was struck in
France until the period of Charles VI
(1380-1422).
^Ve Denier d'Or, Gouden
gold coin

A

Akcheh, or Othmany.

altered.

Lane-Poole

Agnus

A

Dei.

John

silver

coin

of

Castile

(1379-1390) and struck at
Toledo, Burgos, and Seville. The obverse
sliows the Paschal Lamb, and on the reverse
is a large crown.
The inscription reads:
"Agnus Dei Qui Tolis Pecate Mundi
Miserc Nobis," referring to the words in
the Cospel of St. John ("i: 29). Sec Agnel.
issued

\)y

I

Agod. The name given
piece of Abyssinia.

to the half Talari

See Ber.

Agontano.

See Anconitano.
Agostaro. Sec Augustalis.
Aguglino. Tlie popular name for the
Aquiiino {q. v.).
Aguila de Oro. Tlic name given to a
variety of the Dobla de los Excelentes, or
doubh! Exceleiite, issued in the i-eign of
Ferdinand and Isabella (1474-1516). It
has on the reverse the armorial shields of
Castile, Leon, Aragon, and Sicily supportcil by an eagle with wings extended.

Ahmadi

Ahmedi. Tlie name given
t(i the gold Mohur of Mysore, by Tipu Sultan, when he adopted his new system of
reckoning,

from

nr

based on the Muludi,

1lic bii-th

dating

of the Proj)het.

Airgead.
A Caelic word meaning silver; but Simon, in liis Essay on the Coins
of Ireland, doubts that it was ever applied to coins of this metal. Bonn Airgead,
or Aii-gid, means a silver medal. See Bonn.

Akahi Dala.

The name of the silver
coins issued for the Hawaiian
Islands
'I'liey
under Kalakaua 1.
are all dated
[

Awm.

states,

Chroni-

3d Series (ii: 175-176), that "at first
50 Akchehs went to the Ghrush, then 40,
sometimes as many as 80, and finally, in
A.H. 1138, as many as 120 Akchehs went
This last figure,
to the new Turkish unit.
however, is perhajis explained by the fact
cle,

that another small silver coin, the Para,

and eventuhad come into existence
ally usurped the place of the Akcheh."
.

Lam, and Mouton.

small Turkish

the onl.y piece issued by Urkhan, the son of Othman I, when he inaugurated the Ottoman coinage, A. 11. 729.
When the C4hrush was introduced, A.H.
10!)9, it was divided into fifty Akchehs,
but the relation of the two coins constantly
coin,

silver

.

.

See Para.
In the Tunis currency this coin had the
same value as the Asper, i.e., the fourth
part of the Kharub.

A

Akhtar.

name given

five-cash piece of Mysore,

to

the copper

by Tipu Sultan,

adoption of his new
This system was begun in 1786, and was based on the Muludi,
i.e., dating from the birth of the Prophet.
The name is the Arabic designation of the
1792,

in

after

the

system of reckoning.

word "Star."
Alamgiri.
A small copper coin formerly current in the Deccan principality.
It was valued at one sixty-fourth of the
Chaiidor

I\U]iee.

A name given to the
gold coins issued by the Kinghts of St.
Alban at Mainz, who received the priviAlbansgulden.

lege of striking coins
Maximilian I in 1518.

from the Emperor
The number was

limited and they were distributed to the
members of the Order on St. Martin's Day
(November 11), and are conse(piently

sometimes referred to as Martinsgulden.,
They bear on one side a figui'e of St. Alban
holding his head in his hand.
Alberetto, or Albero, meaning a tree,
lie
popular nanu; for the copper
Baiocco struck bj^ tlie Roman Republic in
The obverse has the lictor's fasces
1797.

was

I

surmounted
lieai'

Albertin.
bant,

4]

by

a fanciful

A

a

Phrygian

cap,

resemblance to a
giild

which

tree.

coin issued for Braetc., which ob-

Touruay, Flanders,

Alicomo

Albertusthaler
tains

name from

its

Archduke

Albert,

material,

of

Austria {ir)i)S-l()21 ), who was governor of
Tlie obverse bears Ids
the Netherlands.
with tiiat of his consort
l)ust,
t()fz:etlier
Elizabetii, and on tlie reverse is tlie cross of
Huriiriiiidy, in tlie an>;h's of

posed the

fi^'iires

which are

(hn-kei-.

Alderman.
a lialf
istrate

dis-

tiic

of the date.

A

iirii.

silver

Kiill,

Blount, in his Liiw Dirtion-

states that this

is

the

name

i)aid

to

of
the

Alexanders.

A

general

name

in

luoderu

for the coins of Alexander the
Great aiul those bearing the type of this
monarch 's coinage.
Tlic designation for
these pieces in ancient times was Alc.xaninu'lance

See Babelon, Traitc (i, 482).
Alexandreion.
A silver coin of four
Drachiiiai struck circn B.CI. ;U5-310
by
Ptolemy I, king of Egypt.
Alexandrian Coinage.
Tiie
coinage
sti'iick under the Koman emperors at Alexandria in Egypt.
Alexandrine
Coinage.
Tlie
coinage
bearing the types of Alexander the Great.
Struck at many mints in Eiii-opean Greece,
Asia Minor, Syria, Babylonia, and North
Africa from B.C. 336 down to the Roman
drcioi.

A

Albulo, or Albulo del San Pietro.
base silver coin of Lucca issued during the
It has, on
Kepublican nde (1309-1805).
tlie reverse, a figure of St. Peter holding
the keys. The name is the Italian ciiuivalent for the Albus.

A

billon coin current in GerLow Countries in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It was common in Cologne, Trier, Mainz, llcssen, and

This coinage, while invariably
using the types of Alexander the Great,
sometimes substituted for his name the
name of a ruling king, such as Philip III.
Lysimaclms,
Sclcucus,
Antiochus,
and

occnipation.

the

the Palatiiuite, and gradually replaced the
oklcr Turnosgroschen.
The name Grossus Albus, or Weissgroschen was given to these coins on account of their white appearance, due to the
silver of which they were composed, and
which compared favorably with other coins
of the same era.
Au even earlier coin was the Denarius
Albus, or Weisspfennig.
It is frequently
mentioned in records of the Middle Ages,
and owes its name to its white, shiny apjiearance.
Both of these coins are more or
less synonymous with the French Blanc,
the S])anish Blanco, the Italian Bianco,
and the Wittcn Pennine of the Low Coun-

others.

A

Alfonsino.

silver coin of the Carlino

by Alfonso I of Aragon, wiiile
ruler of Naples and Sicily (144L*-14(i8).
The Alfonsino d'Oro of the same king
was a large gold coin, also known bj' the
name of Dncatone d'Oro.
Alfonso. A term used to indicate the
Spanish gold coin of twenty-five Pesetas,
it
having been originally issued under
Alfonso XII, and the portrait of this monarch is on the obverse.
Alicomo. A silver coin of Ferrara,
tyi)e issued

issued

l)y

Duke Hercules 1 (RTl-loOi)),
this name from the figure

which receives

tries.

The

and

I.

ehen.

hardly

half a king in his own ward,
is a sort of half king.

crown

Lord Maior of London, by those that sell
Ale within the Cit.v."
Alexander.
A gold coin of ten Lei,
issued for Bulgaria luider King Ale.sander

PER ALBEKTVS THALEii, and tliosc of Frederick William 11, struck in 1797, read, ad
NOKMAM TALEROKUM ALBERTi. Corresponding smaller silver coins of the same design
as the Albertusthaler were called respectively Albertusgulden and Albertusgros-

Albus.

is

half

An English slang term for
An alderman as chief mag-

"a Kent or Tribute yearly

Krcuzthaler and Burgundcrthaler. Their
value was three (Jidden or fifty Patards.
The coin was copied in llolstcin, Brunswick, Brandcnbui'g, etc. Those of Frederick II bear the inscription nach dem fvs

many and

crown.

Ale-silver.

coin struck
for the Low ('ouidries by Albert, Archduke
of Austria, aiul of the same design as the
Albcrtin {q.v.). From the Burgundy cross
on the reverse these i)ieces arc also called

Albertusthaler.

and their color naturally became
Sic Raderalbus, and Ueichsalbus.

later issues of the Albus, however,

deserved

the

nanu!,

as

gradually

more and more copper was added

to their
[

of a unicorn on one side.
teniiiiied in

equal to twelve Quattrini.

5]

Its

value

is

de-

an ordinance of 1492 as being

—

Amoles

Alliance Coins

Altyn, sometimes called Altininck, was
base silver coin of Russia of the value of
three Kopecks or six Dengi, first issued in
The date on the reverse is in Slav1704.
onic characters, and three dots or bosses
are usuallv found upon this side of the
The coinage
coin, indicative of the value.
of tliese pieces was discontinued in 1736.

A name g;iven to cerAlliance Coins.
tain iM.ins of Greece and Asia iliiior, which

a

were issued by a joint agreement between
two or more cities. See Head (Introduc. §
17).

Among the earliest
pieces are those of the
Rhodes, C'nidns, Samos,
:5!l4-::?87.
Each bore the
the reverse; and on the

of Alliance
federal coinage of

types

and Ephesus, B.C.

Aluminium, or Aluminum. A grayishwhite metal rescndjling silver in color but

type of its city on
obverse a figure of
the infant Heracles strangling the snakes,
and the legend STN (for ffuiAiJ.a7.tMv).

Almonds used
Alms Money.

as

money.

.SVr

-See

much lighter sjiecific gravity. It is used
extensively for tokens and medals, but the
employment of it for actual coins has
proved rather unsatisfactory.

of

Badam.

For British East Africa and Uganda
aluminium Cents and half Cents have been
issued, and a one-tenth Penny was struck
for Nigeria in 1907 in the same metal. It
has also been employed as a money of
necessity by Germany in 1916-1917.
Ambrosino. A name given to both a
gold and a silver coin of Milan, struck
under the first Republic (1250-1310), and
retained by the Sforzas to the end of the

Peter's Pence.

which had
few years

Aloethaler. In 1701 an aloe,
been introilnced to Germany a
previously, blossomed for the first time,
and in eonnnemoration thereof the Dukes
Rudolph August and Anton Ulrich of
Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel struck a ThaThis coin has on one side a figure of
ler.
the plant in bloom, with an appropriate
description.

fifteenth century.
They obtain their name from St.
brosius, the patron saint of the city,

Alpaka. An alloy of copper, zinc, and
the
nickel, and used in the composition of
twenty Heller piece of Austria of 1916.
Altilik. A base silver coin of Turkey in
the series of Metalliks;
Piastres.

Altininck.

its

value

is

Amwho

rei)resented standing, but
sometimes on liorseback, with a whip in
his hand, which is supposed to have reference to Christ's driving the moneychangers out of the temple. See Cahier,
is

five

See Altyn.

A

generally

Altun. This word in Turkish signifies
gold, and after the conquest of Constantinople, Miduimmad II, in A.H. 833, issued

Character istiques des Saints dans I'Ari
Populaire (ii. 429), and Jameson, Sacred
and Lrgcndarii Art (i. 395).
Amedeo d'Oro. The popular name for
the gold Lira, of the value of ten Seudi,
issued by Victor Amedeus I of Savoy at
the Turin mint in 1633. See Beato Amedeo.
Amoles. A name given to the salt money
of Abyssinia which was used as a circu-

a gold coin named Sultauy Altuu, which,
for brevity's sake, was called Altun.
It was "patterned after the Se(|uin, and,
according to Lane-Poole, Num. Chronicle,
3d Series (ii. 167-168), "was known by
various other names, according to the predominant foreign commei'cial influence;
under western influence it wa.s called
Flury (florin) under Persian, Shahy; and
after the ('on(|uest of Egyi>t, the name
Ashrafy, or Siierify, wiiicli iiad been given
to the imi)roved coinage of El-Ashraf i5ai'sabay, was transferred to tiie issues of the

lating medium for smaller monetary transThis
actions to the west of Gondar.
I'urrency appears to have been in the form
of blocks of rock-salt, about eight inches
long by one and one-half inches in breadth,
anil of a value of from two to three pence
It is described by Poville, Les Moneach.
naies de I'Ethiopic, and is mentioned as
early as 1625 in the works of Don Alonzo
Meiidez, patriarch of Abyssinia, who travci'scd the country, and says: "The boun(hii-y between the kingdoms of Daucali and
Tygre is a plain, four days' journey in

silver
Altmishlik, or Double Zolota.
coin of tiie Ottoman Empire of the value
of one and one-half Piastres, or sixty
Paras. Its weight varies from 300 to 41^0
grains. The name is derived from Altmish,
See Utuzlik.
i.e.. sixty.

;

length and one in breadth, which they call

Constanlinopolitan mint."
[
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:

Angel

Amulets

anchor of any ve.s.sel, however small, should have had only the value
of a triol)ol, as Ilesychius tells us.

sible tiuit tlie

the country of salt, for there is fouiul all
that they use in Ethiopia, instead of
money; being bricks almost a span long
and four fingers thick anil broad, and wondcrfull\- white, fine and iiard, and there
is never any miss of it, though they carry
away never so nnu-h and tliis quantity is
so great that we met a caravan of it,
wherein we believed there could be no less
than 600 beasts of burden, camels, mules,
and asses, of which the camels carry 600
of those bricks, and the asses 140 or 150,
and these continually going and coming.'"
For the purchasing powers of the Amole,
or Emol, as it is sometimes called, see an
interesting contribution by A. Tliouison
D'Abbatlie to the Niiniisinatic Chrunicle
(Vol. 11. 1S39-1840). :Sce also Wakea and

variety of
(Irosso sti-uck at Ancona in tlie thirteenth
century, and of the value of twelve Denarii.
In 1476 Si.xtus IV reduced
the
value of tliis coin from ten to eight (juat-

;

Ana

equal

Pieces.

a

Pope Alexander

1498

\'l

two and

111

onc-lialf

l>olcp;:iiini

in

A guld coin of Russia,
value of two gold Rubles, struck
under a ukase of February 14, 1718, and
These coins bear
continued luitil 1730.
the figui'c of the Saint on a ei'oss, copied
fi-om tlie design on the Order of St. Andrew, which was instituted by Peter I in
Andreas Ducat.

of

1

tiie

(iitS.

A

Andreas Thaler.

silver coin issucil by
of llolinstein (ir)()8-ir)o2), which
leceives its name from the figure of the
Saint on the reverse, and the inscription

V

Ernst

SANTVS ANDREAS.

See Kagami

Ya

Sen.

coins of the Dukes of IJruiiswickwhicli are also called Andreas
Thaler, take this mime from the mines at
Andreasberg in the liar/. Mountains fnnn
which the silver was obtained for coining

The

A

Liinelnirg,

gold coin of Travancore of double the weight of the Fanam.
This coin appears to have been struck under Rama Riija (1758-17'JS). -See Elliot
(pp. 138-139).

Anchor

in

dcscrilM'

to

v.ilue.

See Anna.

Anandaramen.

uscil

issued an ordinance nudving tiie Anconitano oiu'tiiird of tlie Carlino in weiglit and

Tlie name given to certain
Amulets.
coins or medals that are supposed to have
talLsmanic qualities attached to them, sucli
as warding off evil, disease, accidents, etc.
There are a large number of Chinese and
Korean pieces known as Amulet coins.

Ichi Sen.

and

1i-ini,

Salt, infra.

Ana, Ani.

The name

Anconitano, or Agontano.
frci|nciitly

The name given

series of silver coins struck in

to a
1822 luider

George IV of England for general use in
the West Indies, Canada, and Mauritius.

them. See also under St.
Andries, infra.

Smaller

known
iiige,

The

issue consisted of a half, <piarter,
eighth, and si.xteenth of a dollar; on the
reverse is an anchor, crowned, between
the figures of value and the inscription
roLONiAR BErrAN MONET. See Breton (857-

860).

as

efiins

Andreas

of

Andrew and

siiiiihir

(iuldeii,

design

St.

are

Andreas Pfen-

etc.

Anepigrafa. An Italian term for a coin
which has no legend, as, e.(j., certain types
of the half Bezzo, which have only figures
and no inscription whatever.
Anepigraphic Coins. A genei'al term
See Monfor coins without inscriptions.
naies Muettes.

Anchors.

Ilesychius states that the
Cypriotes called their Triobols "anchors."
As no ancient money of C'yprus bears the
type of an anchor, 8i.\ has believed that
we should conclude that the coins called

Anchors were something very different
from ordinary money Babelon, on the
;

other hand, thinks there were very ancient
pieces of a primitive epoch, and of snudl
size,
which were auchor-sha])cd, liaving
flukes or recurving arms for it is impos;

[

A large French gold coin
under Philip VI of Valois
(1328-1350). It receives its name from the
crowned angel on tiie obverse, who is representeil seated under a canojiy, his feet
over a dragon, holding in one hand a long
cross and in the other a shield with the
Ange

first

d'Or.

stinick

fleurs de

lis.

Angel.
An English gold
struck by Edward IV in 1470.
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coin,
It

first

received

Ani

Angelet

Anglo-Gallic Coins are such as were
issued by the English rulers and princes in
French territories. The earliest
their
specimens are the Deniers of Henry II,
which must have been struck previous to
1168, in wliich 3^ear Aquitaine was given

the design on the obverse,
which represents the archangel Micliael,
standing with his left foot upon a dragon,
and piercing him through the mouth wutli
its

name from

a spear.

On tiie reverse is a ship, and
inscription reads, per crucem

tlic

original

by Henry to his son, Richard I.
The last of the series of Anglo-Gallic
coins are the Tournay Groats of Henry

tuam salva
Nos cHRisTE REDEMPTOR ("By thy cross

The
save us O Christ, our Redeemer").
Angel succeeded the Noble {q.v.), and was
not coined after 1634:.
Tliis coin was tlie one used for "touching for the King's Evil," probably on acSee
count of its religious inscriptions.

VIII, issued in 1513.

A

Touclipiece. Tyler, in his History of Scotland, 1864 (ii, 390), cites an Inventory of
Jeirels of tlie year 14SS in wliich are mentioned "Twa hundredth four score and
angelis," and Shakespeare, in The Merry
Wives of Windsor (i, 3), speaks of "a

billon coin of Burgundy
Angroigne.
issued by Philip tlie Good (1419-1467) and
struck at the mint at Auxonne. It has on
the reverse a cross with lions and fleurs de
lis in the opposite angles, and the inscripScC Blauchct
tion: ANSERNA DE AVXONE.
(i,394).

V

legion of angels."

Angelet.

A

half- Angel.

It

was of

simi-

preceding and the original
reverse inscription was o crux ave SPES
Cross, our only hope").
UNiCA ("Hail,
In the time of Elizabeth the motto had been
changed to an abbreviated form of a
DOMINO PACTUM EST ISTUD ET EST MIRABiLE IN ocuLis NOSTRis ("This is the Lord's
doing and it is marvellous in our eyes").
The Angelet was discontinued in 1619.
A gold coin of the AngloAngelot.
Gallic series corresponding to the Angelet

lar type as

tlie

{q.v.), and as the latter constituted half of
an Angel, so the Angelot was valued at

fifteen Sols or

about two-thirds of a Salute

{q.v.).

It was first struck by Henry VI of England about 1427, with the usual obverse of
The type
St. Michael shiying the dragon.
is found on coins of Thorn in Brabant,
issued by the Abbess Margaret of Brederode (1531-1577) and also occurs on speci-

issued by Henri II of Brederode
(1556-1568), struck at Vianen in Luxemburg.
Under Louis XI of France (1461-1485)
a series of Angelots were issued to commenioi-ate tlie foundation of tlie Order of
Sir Hoffmann (7-10).
St. :\Iichae1.

mens

Angevin.

S(

r

Munnaies Aiigevines.

Anglo-American Money.
name given to tlic cuius of

The general

the American
.settlements struck by English rulers from
the time of Elizabeth until 1770.

Angster.
In

various

A

small base silver coin struck

Cantons of Switzerland, but

Luzerne, Sch\vj'z, Appenzell,
Zug, Zurich, Sehaffhausen, and St. Gallen.
They are mentioned as early as 1424, and
in a Miinzbitch, printed at Nuremburg by
Georg Wachter in 1530, the value of the
Angster is stated to be one-fourth of the
They occur in the coinage as
Kreuzer.
late as the middle of the nineteenth century, and retained this value.
The etymology of the name is dubious.
Du Cange (i) states that it is a corruption of Angesicht, i.e., face or visage. Another authority derives the name from an
individual named Angst, the master of a
mint in Switzerland.
specially in

A

silver piece struck in Nepal
Ang-tuk.
for currency in Tibet, bj' the Newar King
Java Bhupatindra ]\Ialla Deva in the year
816 of the Newar Era, corresponding to
The name Ang-tuk means
A.D. 1696.
"number six," and it is given to the coin
on account of the last figure in the date.
The Tibetans call it Pa-nying Tang-ka, or
"old Nepalese" coinage. It is also known
as the Dung-tang, i.e., "Spear Tang-ka,"
or Dung-tse, i.e., "Spear-point," from the'
trident emblem of the Newar kings, which
It is called a
is minted on the reverse.
I\Iohar in Nepal.
See Tang-ka, and Conf.
Walsh, Coinage of Tibet, in Memoirs
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1907 (ii), and
"Wood, in American Journal of Numismatics, 1912.

A

gold coin of Nepal of the value
Ani.
of one-sixteenth of a Mohur.
See Suka,

and Anna.

[8]

"

Aplus

Animals
Animals, especially sheep ami eattle,
were used as basis of exeliaufje in ancient
times.
lu Ilouier oxen ai't; fre<|nently
mentioned as the commodity l)y wliieli
The ai'mor of
other tilings were valned.
Diomedes was said In lie worth nine oxen,
while that of Glanciis was valned at a
hundred. Iliad (vi). In the saine work it
is stated that the tirst ]irize <riven to the
wrestlers at the (ire<'ian tjames was worth
twelve oxen. «SVc Kufjildi.

A

Anna.
copper coin of India, the sixteenth part of a Kn|)ee.
It is snlidivided
into four Pice or twelve Pies.
It is referred to carl}- in the eighteenth
century by A. Hamilton, in A New Account of the Eaat Indici, 1727 (ii, Apj). 8),
who states that "in I'eniral their accounts
are kept in Pice, twelve to an Annoe, sixteen

Annoes

to a Kni)ee.

Annapolis Coinage.

See Chalmers.

series of silver coins issued in

to

a

Brunswick,

Hanover, and Hildeslieim at the beginning of the sixteenth century. They have
a figure of St. Anne standing, who
ing the Christ child on one arm
infant Mai'v on the other.

is

hold-

and the

Annenpfennig. A coi)iier token struck
Annaberg, Saxony, with the iuserij)tion HTLF HEILIGE ANNA.
at

Annoe.

An

old form of writing

Anna

(q.v.).

Annulet Coinage.
certain

issues

in

gold

Antoninianus, also called Argenteus Anloninianus,

and Aui'eliamis,

is

a

Roman

double Denarius which takes its name from
M. Aurelius Antoniinis C'aracalla (211217), who introduced it.
This coin was
distinguished from the Oenarius by the
fact that the Emperor's head bore a
radiated crown, and there is a crescent
under the head of the Enii)ress.
It was
originally of modei'ately good silver, but
gradually depreciatetl until at the time of
Gallicnus it was barely more than a silvered co|)per coin. It was abolished about
the period of Constantino the Great.
Tlie
original
weight of this coin was 5.4")
granuiies. or about eighty grains.

Ant's Nose Coins.
A name given to
small copper pellet-like shaped
money of China, convex on one side and
flat on the other.
They are generally concetled to have been in use about B.C. 650GOO, and the designation "Ant's Nose
certain

The name given

Annengroschen.

eeived this name from the figure of St.
Ansclm on the obverse. See Selmino.

A name
and

given

silver

to

of the
of Eng-

of Henry V and Henry VI
land, on account of the annulet which was
one of the distinguishing characteristics
of the mfiney of these reigns.
])cri<)d

Annunciata. The popular name for a
of the Gonzaga famil.v, princes of
(iuastalla, which bears on the obverse the
annunciation to the Virgin. It was eipud
to fourteen Soldi and was issued to the end
coin

of the sixteenth century.

Money" is due, perhaps, to the ancient
practice of burying "valuable ants" with
the dead. "Ghost's Face or Head Money"
is also a]i appellation given to them, no
(l(iul)t on account of their likeness to the
features of a spectre of the nether world.
Their latest cognomen is that of "Metallic
Cowries" in imitation of cowry shells,
whose shape they are supposed to follow
and which were known to be used as a
cui-rency medium in ancient China.
The most common variety is that suj)posed to be inscribed with the weight value
Pan Liang, or half Tael. For a detailed
account see Kamsden, Nin)iismatie and
Journal of Japan, 1914
and Spink (xxiii, p. 5G4).

I'hilateiic

5),

(iii,

4,

Anvoire. Da Cange states that this was
a kind of tribute of twenty-eight Deniers
to be used for the church wlueh the Bishop
of Beauvais exacted
couples.

from newly married

Mantua under Vineenzo

Aparas.
According to Teixeira de
Ai'agao (iii) this was a Portuguese silver
coin striu'k for their possessions in India.
The word means to cut ofT, or to divide,
Mild the coins consisted of pieces cut from
lie Piastre and eounterstamped.

was a silver
coin of the value of twenty Soldi and re-

Aplus. The Assyrian eipiivalent for the
Greek (Jbol (q.v.)'.

The type was copied in 1745 on the
Quadruplo d'Oro of ('harles Emanuel
111,

king of Sardinia.

Anselmino.
(liulio
1.

issued

Gonzaga

A name
in

given to the double

(ir)87-161o).

It

[

I

!.]

Arenkopf

Apollina

The popular name used in
Apollina.
Sicilv for the gold coins of Syracuse of the
Agathocles
{B.C.
317-310),
of
which bore on the obverse tlie head of
period

Apollo.

Apostel Thaler.
ler of the Holj'

A

Thabearing no

silver medallie

Roman Empire,

date but issued under Rudolf II (1576It is from designs by Christian
1612).
Maler, and obtains its name from the
figure of the Savior surrounded by the
symt)ols of tlie twelve apostles.
Appelgulden. A nickname given to the
gold Gulden of the city of Cologne, issued
in the latter part of the fifteenth century
Cappe (No. 1244), on account of the imperial globe on the reverse, which was frequently mistaken for an apple.
The name was adopted tlirougliout the
Rhine Provinces and was \ised in the eonConf. Paul Josepli
temporary archives.
(passim).
Appoints. See Assignat.
Apuliense. The name given to a small
silver coin struck by William II (11661189) for Brindisi, Palermo, etc. The reverse has usually a palm-tree and the inSome varieties are
scription APVLiENSis.
concave. The value was equal to a Ducato
d'Argento, and divisions of tliree, six, and
twelve were issued called respectively
Tercia or Terzo, Sesto, and Dodicesimo.

Aqdscheh. A silver coin of Egypt, introduced by Ahmed III (A.H. 1115-1143),
and corresponding to the Asper, or onethird of the Para.
Aquilino.
A silver coin, which, as its
name indicates, bears a large eagle on the
obverse, and is common to a number of
Italian States.
It was issued at

Padua during the Republican period (1200-1318), and from its
size was generally known as the Grosso
At Treviso it was struck hy
Aquilino.
Enrico II di Gorizia (1319-1323) at Mantua by the Gonzaga family in the latter
and at
part of the fourteentli century
;

;

Aquila under Joanna

II of

Durazzo (1414-

The last-named
CeUa or Trentino and

1435) and her successors.

coin was also called
had a value of half a Paolo.

It

bore an

eagle witli outstretclied wings, which received the popular name of Uccello, i.e., a
bird,

and

this

in

turn was corrupted to

Cella.
[

Arbaa. A name given to certain base
gdld coins of Egypt of the value of four
Piastres or one-half of the Kairie.

Arbol de Valencia. The billon Deniers
issued by .John I of Aragon (1387-1395),
for Valencia, are so called. See Engel and
Serrure (iii. 1346).
Arcadian League.

See League Coinage.

A general name for
pes of the Greek coins struck
from circa B.C. 700 to B.C. 480. In this
jjeriod "there is a gradvuil development
from extreme rudeness of execution to
more clearly defined forms characterised by
This is
stiffne.ss and angularity of style."
tlie first of the art periods according to
Head's classification, and the figures on
tlie coins usually consist of animals, heads
of animals, and human heads in profile.
Archaic Coinage.

tlu' earliest t\

Archer.
A name sometimes given to
both the Persian gold Daric and the silver
Siglos, as these coins bear the figure of a

bowman on

the obverse. The term TO^OTat
from an archer, is also used to define these
coins, and tlie.y were known by this latter
name.
Ardha. An Indian word meaning half,
and used in conjunction with denominations .such as Kakini, Pana, etc. See Pana.

Ardit.

A

corruption of Ilardi or Hardit

Ardite. A small copper coin of Barcelona struck by Philip 111 (1598-1621) and
by his successors until the middle of the
It probabl.y obtained
eighteenth century.
its name from the fact that on the earliest
types the portrait of the king separated the

two letters A.R. (Aragoniae Rex).
Ardpanchio. A silver coin of Cutch
and Kadiiawar of the value of two and a
lialf Koris.
See Panchia.
Arends-Rijksdaalder. A silver Thaler
issued by the I'nited Provinces, Friesland,
part of the sixteenth cenis obtained from the emblem of the two eagles upon the obverse.
The smaller denominations, the ArendsGroot and the Arends-Schelling have the
same design.
The Thaler was equal to
sixty Groten.
etc., in tlie latter

tury.

The name

A name given
Pfennig of Goslar, on account of
the eagle's head appearing on the same.
10]
Arenkopf, or Amekopf.

Id the half

Arsura

Argenteolus
These diminutive base silver coins were
issued orifritially in tlie fifteenth eentury;
they are also alluded to hy the nanu's of
Sciierf

(f/.r.

and

)

(Josiar.

See Ai-fienteus.

Argenteolus.

Another name for the Derevived by Dioeletiau and struck
was also
It
96 to tiie i>ouiid of silver.
ealled Arnnittiis niiiiiitiihis or AnjiHtculus, and eoutiuued to be struck until the
Argenteus.

The type was copied by his successors,
Alfonso II and Ferdiimnd II, and also by
Francesco Maria 1, Duke of Urbino (1508The ermine being mistaken for a
1513).
fox (valpe), the coin
lUune of Volpetta.

II

the Ai)ostate.

Scr Talari.

Argenteus.

Sir Antoiu-

Argenteus Antoninianus.
niaiuis.

Argenteus Aureliatnus.

Antonini-

See

ainis.

Argenteus Minutulus.
tradistiiiclion to the

'

So ealled

lai->;ei-

in eonAr^'eideus An-

A

le Roy, i.e., the King's silver.
When this term was used in conneetion
with coins issued in Franco during the
it implied that llic metal was
In a document of 1378 the
karats fine.
Grosso of diaries V of France is ealh'd
Argento le Uoy, ])rot)ably on account of
the |)urity of tiie metal.

Middle Ages
2:5

Argento.

the fifteenth century this
to silver coins struck

In

ajjplied

by the I'opes

at

Avignon and Carpentrasso.

The name
Maillechort.
given to a mi.xture of nickel, copper, and
zine which constituted the basis of the
Swiss coins of ISSO. See Nickel.
Argenton,

oi'

Argentum Dei. Sec Earnest.
Argentum Oscense. See Denarius

Os-

weight than the Italian coins of the

less

same

pei-iod.

of

See Arenkopf.

Arnoldus. The ducat of Arnould, Count
Egniont and Duke of Gueldres (1423-

1472)

is

so called.

Arrhes. A French expression meaning
money given for the binding of a bargain
aiul corresponding to Earnest (r/.i'.).

American Joiiriuil of Numismat31), there is an extensive description of the Arrhae, or "tokens of spousage, " called by the French Deniers pour
epouser.
In the

ics

(xli.

Arrow Head Money. Arrow heads of
stone or metal have been used by various
primitive people as objects of barter. Although they may be considered as primitive money they cannot be classed as
coins. The American Indians and the Japanese used stone arrow heads for jjurposes
of exchange and the Chinese u.sed bronze
arrow

Chinese numisnmtists have

points.

.sometimes included these in their works.

eensis.

Argentum Nigrum.
Argurion.

Agen

and supposed to obtain its
name from Arnaldo I of Bonneville, who
was bislu)p of Agen in the eleventh eentury.
Poey d'Avant (ii, 143) ascribes its
oi-igin to Arnaldo de Kovinhan, bishop of
Agen and the first to coin money there in
1217.
The same authority (p. 145) cites
an account of the year 1232 in which Arnaldeses are mentioned as being of slightly

jrold

Argent

nick-

A(piitaine,

in

Amekopf.

coin of the Argentine Itepuhlic, introduced in IS.SO, and of
tlie value of five Pesos.

Argentine.

name was

to a NMiall base silver coin struck at

See Argenteus.

toninianus.

the

Arnaldes, or Amaudin. The name given

narius,

time of .luiian

received

A

See Billon.

Greek word meaning "a

piece of silver," and so u.sed in the Gospel
of St. Matthew (.wii: 27, xxvi 15).
See
Pieces of Silver.

See Ramsdeu. There is, however, a specific
instance of an inscribed bronze arrow
point in the
Pei iq.v.).

Korean

series

known

as

Chun

:

Arlabaso.

See Rollbatzen.

Armellino. A silver coin of the value of
half a Carlino, issued by Fei-dinan<l
of
Aragon, as king of Naples and Sicily HoS1494). It obtains its name from the figure
of an ermine on the reverse.

Arsum.

A

name applied

to

any coinage

of base metal resembling billon. Du Cange
states that the etymology is from an old
French word, anls, meaning black.

I

Arsura.

(

it

1670.

[11]

The

was coined.

trial of

money by

—Blount,

Law

fire, after
Dictionary,

"

Artesienne
Artesienne.

Asper

A

name

general

for

tury.

Tlie type

was copied

in Lille,

Ant-

werp, Brussels,

etc.
See Blancliet (i, 444,
449), who refers to them by the names of
Artescense and Atrebatensis.

A

Artig, ]ilural Artiger.
small silver
coin, tlie fractional jiart of a Schilling,
issued l)y the bishops of Dorpat and the
arclibishops of Riga early in tlie sixteenth
century. They also belong to the currency
of the Order of Tjivonia.

A

silver coin of
Artilucco, or Artiluk.
the Republic of Ragusa issued from 1627
It had a value of three Grossetti,
to 1701.
and was copied from tlio Polish Drei-

groscher (q.v.).
The name appears to be taken from the
Turkish woi'd altilule, i.e., six-fold, because
its equivalent in the Ottoman Empire was
For a detailed account of this
six Para.
coinage see Resetar, in the Monittshlntf, der

Num.

Gesell. in

Wien

(viii,

Aruzzeh, or Tamunah,

18-21).

a quarter of
a llabbeh or one-fortieth of a Danik, or
one forty-eighth of a Danik (q.v.) of
is

Khwarizm.

Aryandic Coinage.

The name given to
struck by Aryandes,

a series of silver coins
a satrap of Egypt, in imitation of the royal
Darius, from the acPersian coinage.
coiuit by Herodotus (iv, 165-167), would
ajjjjcar to

have been angry with Aryandes

issuing silver of excessive purity. No
coins are extant which can be attributed to
this satrap, and Hill suggests that "he
coined sigli with the royal types which
should only have been issued by the royal
mint, and that this was the real reason of
his fall." See Head (p. 845).
f(jr

As.

The confusion

tlie

coins, especially Mailles, struck at Artois,
toward the latter part of tlie eleventh cen-

same size.
Ascanische Pfennige.
A variety of
bracteates issued by the Dukes of Anhalt,
who established a mint at Ascania, or As-

caria,

now Ascherslebeu,
They are very

century.

[

in

the eleventh

difficult to class-

ify, being without inscriptions and corres]ionding to the Moinuiies Muettes (q.tK).

Aschera. The imme given to the quarter
Piastre in the Egyptian series. It is a base
silver coin of th(> value of ten Paras.
The
luime for the half Piastre of the same issue
is Aschreneali.
Roth coins were introduced
A.H. 1255 or A.D. 1839.
As'ek. According to R. 0. Temple, in
the Induin Antiquary, 1898 (p. 14), this
name is given to a rough silver casting,
used by the Lao tribes in the northern part
of Siam.
It is valued at three Rupees,

though it contains only about one Rupee's
worth of silver.
Ashrafi, or Sherify.
A Persian word
meaning "noble," and applied to a gold

by the Sufi, or Safi, dynasty.
corresponds in approximate size and
weight to the Dinar and Sequin.
The

coin issued
It

triple Ashrafi, occasionally struck, received

the

name

of Muhr-Ashrafi.

See Altiui.

A

small silver coin struck by
the Emirs of El Harrar, a pi'ovince of
Abyssinia.
About twenty-two of these
were comiinted to a Dollar, though the
value fluctuated under the different emirs.
It was formerly a gold coin.
In the modern Abyssian coinage it is a
monev of account, three being equal to a
Ashrafi.

Talari.

A

Asht.

and equal
See Sihansah.

silver coin of India

to one-eighth of a

Aslani.

the princip.d large silver coins current in
the Ottoman Emi)ire pi-ior to the reign of
.Soleinuui II, who introduced the Ghrush,
or Piastre, in imitation of these coins.
Marsden, liowever (i. 373), quotes Meninski, that the Utuzlik, or Zolota, a
smaller coin, was "Thalerus llollandicus
floreno Rheuensi aequivalens.

probably due to the fact
and the Utuzlik are of

ncai-ly tlie

See Acs Grave.

Asadi Ghrush. Tlie name given by the
Turks to the Austrian Tiialer, and the Rix
Daler of the Low Conntries, which were

is

that the Piastre

Rupee.
See Abukash.

A

Asmani, or Usmani.
name given tO
the copper fortj'-cash piece of Mysore, by
Ti|ni Sultan, in 1789, after the adoption
of his new system of reckoning.
This system was begun
Miiludi,

/.('.,

in 1786, and based on the
dating from the birth of the

The coin is so called after
'Usman-ibn-'Affan, the third khalifa. See
Mushtari.
Pro])liet.

Asper, or Aspre. A billon coin of the
value of oiu;-third of a Para formerly cur12]

Asprione

Augustalis

Turkey and Asia Minor. It weighs
from two to three <;raiiis.
The name appears to be derived from the

rent in

of the
modern Greeks, being
"wiiite" money, as (listin<,Miished from the
copper.
In the Tunis currently tlie Asper is divided into twelve Hourbes.
aj'^rpo;,

Tlie

name

is

also >;iven to a silver eoin

current in Rhodes
tury and later.

the fourteenth cen-

in

was issued by the
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, and is
tiie same as the Denier of Western Europe.
There is a series of them struck at Trebizond, under the C'ommenes, from Manuel
I
{12:i8-l !>(;:!) to Alexis IV (1417-1447),
and fhe\- W(>re copied in Georgia under
Georgi VIII (1452-1469).
In 1492 it was computed in Venice at 20
Tornesi, and in 1677 it was coined in the
Republic of Genoa for the Levantine trade.
It

Asprione.
Du Gange cites ordinances
which intlicatc that this was a name given
to the Soldo d'Oro struck at the mint of
Ravenna.
Assarion.
of the Latin

The Greek diniiiiutive
word As (r/.c).

I'orni

Stra.sburg, and Luxemburg during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
In the Luxemburg coinage it represents
a Sol or Sou, and a necessity piece of 72
Asses was issued during the siege of Luxemburg bv the French, in 1795. See Mail(73, 1).

liet

A copper coin struck for the Portuguese Indies at Din, with a corresponding half. The issue ajipears to have been
begun under Jose|)h I about 1750 and was
continueil until 1851. The reverses usually
exhibit a cross with the foui- figures of the
date in the angles. The value of the Atia
was fifteen Reis or twenty Bazaruccos.
Atia.

Atkinson.

A

Atmah.

gold eoin of Akbar, Emof Hindustan, ecjual to one-fourth of
the Siliansah (q.v.).
pei'o)-

Atrebatensis.

Atribuo.

Auarius.

and

It

The fourth part of the Follis
was introduced by Diocletian,

eorrcs|)()nds

to

the Dekaniuiiinion of

the Byzantine Empire.

of i)ai)er

The name given to a species
money first issued in France pur-

suant

an order of

Assignat.

National Assembly of April 19, 1790. The Republic issued
them in denominations from 10, ()()() Livres
to 5 Livres, as well as a smaller currency
called Appoints as low as ten Sous.
As there was an inade(iuate gold or silver redemption fund their value soon depreciated to one-sixth of their original
worth. By an order of the Directorate of
February 19, 1795, they were abolished,
and the holders were permitted to exchange
them for a new variety of jiajx'!' money
called
the
.Mandat.
This also became
worthless in a short time.
Essays of Assignats foi- 100, 51), 25, and
5 Livres struck in white metal and copper

were

to

t^he

is.sued in 1791.

Assis.

The Roman As

A

{q.v.}.

Assis, plural Asses.
base silver coin
of the value of six Kreuzer i.ssued in Ba,sle,

See Artesienne.

Sec Judenpfennige.

Atsida, plural Atsidor or Atsidorna. Ati
ex))ressiou used by Swedish numismatists
to signify the obverse of a eoin or medal.
It is

a

compound word meaning "the

toward the
(q.v.).

Sec Achesoun.

pcrsoJi.

"

side

Sec Fransida.

A

Alt.
Siamese copper coin, the sixtyfourth part of the Tical (q.v.).
In the
foi'mer Cambodian coinage the Att represented the one four-hundredth of the Tical.

In the constitution of Erik

Attesaal.
\'

1

1

of

Denmark, 1269,

nomination
states that
oi-

is
it

this

monetary de-

mentioned, and Du Cange
was current for a Trcmissis,

thii'd |)art of a Solidus.

The name given to a variety
Ecu struck for Lorraine and Bar, by

Aubonne.
of

^lousieur d "Aubonne, the director of the
mint from 1724 to 1728. Sec De Saulcy,
(PI. xxxii).

Auferstehungsthaler, i.e.. Resurrection
Sif Scliiualkaldischer Bundes-

Thaler.
thaler.

Augslups Polleten.

Sec Polleten.

Augustalis.
A gold coin i.ssued by the
iMuperor Frederick II as king of the Two
Sicilies. They were struck at Brindisi from
1197 to 1220, and were valued at one and
The design on
a ([uarter gold Gulden.
these pieces is copied from the Ronuin
^5]

Axe Money

August d'Or

pound,
one sixtieth to one-seventieth of a
i.e., 84 to 72 grains.
Aureus Regalis. See Royal d'Or.
The Latin generic term for
Aurum.

Aurei; the Emperor's head is laureated,
and he is clothed in Roman costume, from
which fact they derive their name. Italian
numismatists refer to this coin by the
name of Agostaro.
August d'Or. A gold coin of Saxony,

and

money.

Aurum ad Obrussam. See Obryziim.
Aurum Excoctum. 6'ee- Excoetum and

later

struck originally by the electors
by the king. It was a variety of the PisThe
piece.
gold
five-Thaler
or
tole
Frederick
by
issued
type
a
d'Or,
Ephraim
to 1758
the Great, at Leipzig, from 1756
only
contained
and
inferior
was greatly
gold of
about one-third the (luantity of
the regidar Pistoles. See Bphraimiten.
given
Augustos, or Augustari. A name
figure of the
to such coins as bear the
Vinbishops of Augsburg, i.e., Augusta
coins
deliconni. These ecclesiastics struck
after 1402. See Blanchet (ii, 92).
The Icelandic equivalent for the

Aur.
Scandinavian Ore

Oliryzum.

Ausbeutemiinzen.

to

Aureus.

The

known

of the

practice extensively, and it was
in other German states as well as

tinctive mottoes, e.g.. das L.\Nn die fruchte
The Isargold Dukaten and
BRiNGT., etc.

(q.v.).

best

to

in France, Scandinavia, etc.
Ausbeutethaler frequently bear
Tlie
views of the mines or allusions to the place
In many eases they have disof striking.

Rheingold Dukaten struck from the
product of washings in these rivers are
also classed with the Ausbeutemiinzen.
A third variety are such pieces as bear a
motto invoking a blessing on the mining
These are known as Bergseoperations.
occur for Mansfeld, the
and
gensthaler
Harz Mountains, etc.

the

to exist.

Roman

succeeded the Scripulum,
the end of the Retoward
appeared
and
in
public, when Sulla in B.C. 87, Pompey
B.C.
46,
in
Cffsar
Julius
and
B.C. 81,
series
issued a military gold coinage. This
(q.v.).
Castrenses
Nummi
the
of
part
forms
The regular coinage of the Aurei began
under .Julius Ca-sar, and their value was
The weight of the
twenty-five Denarii.

gold coins.

tliis

common

Aurelianus. See Antoninianus.
Aureola, plural Aurelii. An ordinance
reads fu
of the mint of -Venice of 1178
noinuiata
d'argenfo
moneta
sfampata
was comAurelii. The value of these coins
puted at two Soldi, but no specimens are

known

The name given

the
both "Old and silver coins and implying
speciearliest
The
mine.
local
product of a
men is probably the Saxon Ausbeutethaler
of St. Katharinenberg, dated 1505.
The various Dukes of Brunswick resorted

It

Auswurf Miinzen.

Sec

Maundy Money.

Aureus gradually

A name given to
Coins.
and territories as
cities
such
by
struck
coins
required no external authority to issue
They ai-e common in the Greek
them.
series and to some extent in the Roman;
but the provinces of the latter empire
were usually restricted to the extent that
they were permitted to strike only in cop-

finally

per.

Autonomous

declined, and it was
abolished when Constaiitine the
Great established the Solidus.

Under Augustus quadruple Aurei

called

Quaterniones were issued.
Originallv the Aureus was struck at the
proportion" of 42 to the Roman pound
(327.45 grammes) but its weight gradubeing
ally tended to diminish, the reduction

Avers,
facing.

is used as early as the year 1715 in
the catalogue of an auction sale of coins
-See Berliner
held at Gotha in Saxony.
MihKbliitlrr (No. 141).

term

Awpenny. See Half-Penny.
Axe Money. The common name

approximately as follows:

Augustus the Aureus was

In the time of
one forty-second of a po\ind, i.e.. 120. :{
grains; in the time of Nero, one forty-fifth
of a pound, i.e., 113.5 grains; in the time
of Caracalla, one-fiftieth of a pound, i.e.,
101.05 grains; in the time of Gallienus,
[

from the Latin adversiis, i.e.,
The same as obverse {q.v.). The

r\i(lc

Clipper currency used

The native name
The shape

for a

by the Mexican

Sicca, or Sicof these pieces
rcsciubles an axe, about twenty by forty
millimetres.

Indians.

i-apili

14]

((/.('.).

is

Azzalino

Aydans

A variety of base silver deissued in Flanders during the fifDu Cange eites an orditeentli eentury.
naiK-e of 1450 showing that they were
struck at Liege and that .twenty were computed to tlie Florin.

Azzalino.

Aydans.

iiicrs

The name given

to a Testone

issued by the Paleologi at Casale during
the fourteenth eentury.
The word is a
corruption of ucciurinu, meaning a steel
for striking fire, this device occurring on
the coin.
For a similar emblem, see Briquet.

[15]

'

Bacca

di

Bahrain

AUemagna

B
Bacca di AUemagna. According to Pro(ii. 66), this term was used in Piedmont for a coin of two Soldi. In 1548 a
Scudo of Savoy was equal to 221/2 Bacca.

mis

Bacchanalian Coins.
tlie

issues of Jahaiigir,

A name given to
Emperor of Hin-

dustan, which bear on one side the ruler
seated with a goblet of wine before him.

These pieces appeared in 1612 and
Bacquette.

later.

Another name for Baquette

iq.v.).

Badam,

or Padens.

The name given

to
used as

almond of Persia which was
money in some parts of India and on the
Malabar Coast. Stavorninus, in his Voy-

the

ages to the East Indies, 1798 (iii. 8), in
writing of the coinage current at Surat,
says: "In the same way as cowries are
made use of in Bengal, as the lowest medium of exchange, almonds, which are
called badams, are employed for that purpose here; the comparative value whereof
is, as may easily be conceived, more liable
to variation than any other respective me'

dium.
J. A. de Mandelslo, who was in Gujarat
about 1638, published an account of his
voyages in 1669, and says of the natives
they also make use of almonds wherethat
of thirty-six make a Peyse" (?Paisa).
'

'

Bar Pfennige. A nickname given to the
small silver and billon coins of the Swiss
Cantons of Berne and St. Gallen, which
This privilege
have a figure of a bear.
was granted them by Frederick III in 1475.
See Blanchet

(ii.

263).

Baetzner. A base silver coin of Strasburg curn'nt in the sixteenth century and
It was equivalent to eight Deniers,
later.
or the sixth part of a Dick-Pfennig, and
multiples called Drcibaetzner, or one half
of the Dick-Pfennig were also issued.
In the Luzerne coinage the Baetzner was
equal to four Krcnzer, and silver denominations of J^olmbaetzner were struck from
about 1750 to 1812.
[

The popular

Bagarone, or Bagzuroto.

for a variety of the mezzo Bolognino, issued in Bologna, Ferrara, and Modena, during the fifteenth century and
later.
In 1507 it was current in Parma
at one fourth of the Quattrino.

name

Bagattino, from hagata, a trifle. A small
copper and billon coin of Venice, which
appeared originall3^ about the reign of the
Doge Francesco Foscari (1423-1457), and
was in use for about two centuries.
It was also extensively employed at
Friuli, Sebenico, Spalato, Zara, Rovigo and
other Venetian colonies. At Verona it ap-

pears with a date as early as 1516.
The Bagattino was the Venetian unit in
copper, and it was usually computed at
one half of the Soldo.

A

Baggiane, or Bagiane.
coin issued by
the mint of IMirandola early in the seventeenth century and of the value of four
Soldi.
An ordinance of 1693 mentions
Baggiane of Modena.

Bagni ( ?plural of Bagno). There is a
reference in Promis (i. 316) to an order
of the year 1717 which prohibits the circulation of coins called Bagni in the Duchy
of Savoy.
According to Noback (p. 82), a
of accoinit was formerly used at
Bantam, on the island of Java, which is
based on a decimal system, as follows:
1 Bahar = 10 Utas
Bahar.

money

=
=
=

100 Catties
1000 Laxsans
10000 Pcccoos

The smallest of these, the Peccoe, was
computed at 30 to the Spanish Dollar,
though the value fluctuated.
Bahloli.

See Buhloli.

A

name given to
piece of Mysore, by
Tipu Sultan, in 1790, after the adoption
of his new sj'stem of reckoning. This sysBahram, or Behram.

till'

copper

five

casli

tem was begun in 1786, and was based on
the Muludi, i.e., dating from the birth of
the Prophet. The name of the coin is the
Persian designation of the planet Mars.

16]

Bamboo Money

Baiarda

A

Baizu-da.

coin of the

Holof^niiii stnii'k in

1553.

was a variety of

It

value of two

JModcna from 1551 to
tiic

Jliirajola

(q.v.).

Baiocco, or Bajocco.
in use in tlie Pajnil

A

coin fornu'rly

States.

It

was

orig-

base silver and later in
copper, and it obtains its name from its
brown color, the Italian for a hay or brown
tint beinpr bajo.
Rut ('inafrli states that
the name is probably derived from Hayeux,
a town of France
(old name, Bajocae),
where there was at one time a mint.
The Baiocco was the tenth part of the
Paolo, and the one hundredth part of a
inally struck

Seudo, and

in

it

was

subdivided

into

Iniiian currenc}'."

Bajoire.
A name given to coins on
which occur two or more ]irotile portraits,
one suiterimposed and 'more or less obscuring the one underneath. Notable examples
are the English Crown of William and
Mary; tlie Lafayette Dollar, etc. t>ce Jugate.

Bakiri, or Bakhri. A nanu- given to the
quarter l\u|)ce of ^lysore by Ti|)u Sultan,
in 1786, when he adopted his new system
of reckoning, based on the Muludi, i.e..
dating from the birth of the Prophet. The

five

Quattrini.
In 1712 Po|)e Clement XI issued a silver coin of 80 Haiocci, and in 1796 Pius YI
struck a 60 Baiocci i)ieee at Bologna in
copper. Among the obsidional pieces ^Mailliet cites

atid five

coin is so called after
the fifth Imam.

copper coins of two and one half
Baioeei struck during the French

occupation

of

Civita-Vecchia.

Baisa.
In a report of tlie United States
Consulate at Maskat, Onuin, dated Marcli
2:S, 1911, it is stated that the only Oman
coin is the cop])er Baisa or ".Maskat Pice."
"It is used in retail ti'ansactions and can
usmdly be exchanged in small (pumtities at
the rate of twelve Baisas for one Anna of

two and one lialf, and one half liaiocci
for San-8everino, 1797; and five Haiocci
for Tivoii in 1797.
Src Ducato.

Balance Half Merk.

Baioccone. Tlie name given to a copper coin of the value of five Baiocci struck
for the Papal States during the pontificate of Pius IX.

V

alto,

early

I

A

Ancona,
part

The name

is

etc.,

of
a

Balboa. The unit of the gold staiulard
Panauui, divided into one hundred
Centesimos ami of the same value as the
of

by Si.\Rome, Fano, Montand in use during tlie

billon coin issued

l.').sr)-1590),

the

money of the I'nited States. It is luimed
after the explorer, but uji to the ])resent
lime lias not been str\u-k, the largest coin
1)1'
I'iiiiama being the Peso, or half Balboa.

for

seventeentli

century.

diminutive of Baiocco.

Baiochetto. A small silver coin issued by
the Farnesi Family for Castro, Piacen/.a.
etc., during the sixteenth century.
Those
of Pietro Luigi P"'arnese (1545-1547) are
(juitc common and usually bear the figure
of Saint Saviiuis on the reverse.

a

Baldacchino. An Italian word meaning
canopy, and sometimes used to describe

the Pavilion

d'Or

(q.r.).

Baliardus. Du Cange cites a manuscrijit
of the thirteenth century of the Diocese
of Bourges which reads, "Ilenricus de
Solia<'o cantor Bitui-icensis ipii dedit decern libras lialiardorum ad emendos reddiins."
It
is probably
the same as the
liaviardus (q.v.).

Baiotta.
Promis (ii. 174) states that
pursuant to an order of Feliruary 17, 1717,
a tax was levied in Piedmont consisting
of a Baiotta, i.e., five Soldi.
This would
make it a variety of the Dueatone, but no
such coin is known at the present time.

Balssonaya.

See Bossoiuiya.

Bamboo Money.

An

row, tablet-like sliajjcd
1"

[

See Mcrk.

Balastraca. A name given to the Spanish Peseta stamped with the figui'e 400 in
a I'cctaugle to indicate its altered value into Heis.
Tlu're are cori'esponding halves
and (piarters, stamped respectively liOO and
100.
This ])ractice was extensively carried
on by private jiersons in the province of
K'io (Jrande do Sul.
Sec Meili (ii. 355).

The Baiocco is nuMitioned by Andrew
Boorde, in his Introduction to Knowlrd(jc,
1547 (179), who .says, "In I)ras they haue
Kateryns and byokes and denares."'

Baiochella.

Bakir,

Bakia Asarfi. A gold coin of Nejial of
the value of two Mohurs.
See Suka.

17!)G-17!)7;

five,

tus

Muluuumad

]

elongated, nar.supposed to

money

Barbarian Coins

Banco

are usually applied to paper money issued
by a national government.
The Skilling Banco was a copper coin
introduced in Sweden in 1819 for Avesta

been derived from ancient metal
cheeks said to have been current in the city
of Tsi-an fu, the capital of Shantung-, as
far back as A.D. 1275, bat as time weiit
on, its circulation vpas not limited to this
They are now found in nearly
locality.
all parts of China, 'although they appear

have

to be

most popular

in the

and

in 1832 for Stockholm.
struck in 1855.

was

last

Banderuola. Anotlier name for the Ducatone struck by Odoardo Farnese (16221646) at Piacenza. It has on one side the
figure of St. Anthony holding a banner.

Yang-tse regions.

This subsidiary money was issued by small
banks, exchange houses, contractors of labor, etc., to serve as a medium of small
exchange according to the values indicated
on them. Besides the value, the names of
the issuers, as well as the address of their
business place, is found on a great many

A

Bankje.
for paper

Dutch term popularly used

money

in general.

Beoik Note. A term used to describe a
promissory note issued by a bank, and
made payable in cf)in to tlie bearer on demand. It is a circulating medium author-

of them.

Their field of circulation was, as a rule,
purely local, althougli no few extended
over "the limits to whicli tliey were first
intended. Some, on the other hand, served
as checks, to be redeemed for cash on preOthers were intended to be
sentation.

ized bj' law.

Formerlj' bank notes, or bank bills, as
they were sometimes called, were made
payable to a particular individual and the
date was limited.

the amount
f)f a journey, a day's work, or some other
The values inscribed on
such purpose.
them are stated, in tlie majority of cases,
in cash, and range from 1 Kwaii (1000cash) down to 1 cash denomination. Their
sizes also vary, from six inches down to a
The inscription is
little over one inch.
usually in relief, burnt with a stamping

used as

It

Bank of England
Bank of Ireland

tallies for calculating

and countermarks are sometimes
added afterwards to prevent fraud. See
Wooden Money.

iron,

Banco. The system of banco currency
was instituted in the sixteenth century in
Italy, when tlie banks sought relief from
failure by ajiplication to the government
for authority to reduce tlie weiglit of the
The practice of a
Ducat, Zecehino, etc.
goverinnent to profit by the variation of
weight and fineness of metal is of frequent
occurrence.
The Mark Banco was a money of account iiiti-oduced liy the Bank of Hamburg wliich insisted on ]iayments by its
depositors of bars of fine silver, but liquidated its transactions with so-called Banco
Thaler, i.e., with silver coins containing
more or less alloy.
Frederick the Great issued a silver
Banco Tiuder in 176:") ujioii the institution
At the present day
of the Koyal Bank.
the terms Banco Thah'r, lianco Daler, etc.,

Dollar.

Hcc Dollar.

Dollar.

Sec Dollar.

Bankportugaloser.

Sec Portugaloser.

known as Escalin au
of West Friesland is-

Bankschelling, also

A

Lion.

silver coin

sued in 1676 and

later.

It

bears the in-

scription VI STVIVERS BANKGELT.

Banngeld.

The popular name for

fines

court during
the Middle Ages in manj^ parts of Ger[laid to the local excheciuer or

many.

Ban Sen.
sen.

The Japanese for numbered
pieces have numbers on the back
arc found in the Eiraku, Genwa and
The

and
Kwanei series.
Banu.
A copper coin of Roumania
adopted in 1867 when this country based
its monetary system on the Latin Union.
One hundred Bani are equal to one Leu,
and ten Lei are ecpud to one Alexander.
Baptismal Thaler.

See Tauf Thaler.
Baquette. The luime given to a Liard
stfiiik liy Louis XIII for Beam in 1642
and later. It is a small copper coin on
llio obverse side of which the field is divided into four comjiartments with crowned
Ls and cows in the opposite corners. See
Vacquette.

Barbarian Coins.

[18]

A.D. 300

in

A

general

designa-

from circa B.C. 400
imitation of Greek and Ro-

tion for pieces struck
to

.

—

Barb arm

Bar Money

types.
To this class may he assifjiied
the imitations of Atlieiiiaii eoiiis towards
the eiul of the fifth eeiitury B.C.; tlie imitations of the coins of Philip 11, of Macedonia, the Gaidish coinafje, the imitations
of the latter for Britain, and finally imitatiee Hill
tions of Roman Imperial issues,
(pp. 9-10).

man

Barbarin.
A ba.se .silver coin of the
Alihcy of Saint Martial in Bretagne, issued at the betrinning of the twelfth century. It obtains its name from the bearded
face of the saint on the obverse. >SVf Lemocia.

Barbarina.

The name given

to a silver

coin of Mantua of the value of ten Soldi,
which bears the figure of St. Barbara, the
patron of the city.
It was originally
struck by Duke Guglielmo Gonzaga (1550-

1587) and was copied in (Juastalla.
A variety of this coin, but smaller, was
issued at the begijining of the seventeenth
century, and was computed at one Grosso.
It was known as the Barbarina Nuova, or
Barbarina col Girasole, from the sun-flower
in the design.

Barbary Ducat. The popular name for
the Zccchino in some of the West Indian
Islands where it was introduced in the
latter part of the .seventeenth century. See
Chalmers (p. ;{97).
Wavell Smith, the Secretary of the Lee-

ward

Islands, in a pamjihlct entitled Two
Letters to Mr. Wood. 1740, states that
these coins were "dipt of five grains of
their weight" and adds the following note:
"When I fii-st discovered the introduction of these Barbary ducats in my office
at St. Kitt's, I soon j)ut a stop to their
currency by refusing them in my office;
and afterwards talking with some gentlemen, they were desirous to give them a
common name. Upon which I reply 'd:
'Christen them as sons after their fathers'
name: so let them be called Toby's and
Jerry's,' for they were introduced by a
rich man at Nevis, Tobias Wall, and Jere-

miah Brown, another very

rich

man

at St.

Christopher."
Barberine.

A

general

name

for

the

piece of five Soldi struck at
ltj."57

by Pope Trban VI

name was

11,

Avignon in
whose family

Barberini.

Barbonaccio.
The name givcii to the
Barl>onc of Lucca after its value had been
reduced from twelve to nine Soldi.

Barbone. A silver coin of the Republic
Lucca issued in the second half of tlie
fifteenth century and continued to the
middle of the eighteenth.
The name is
derived from the bearded face of Christ
on the obverse, which is usiudly accompanied by the inscription sanctvs vvltvs.
Its value was twelve Soldi.
(if

A billon coin of Portugal isreign of Fernando (1307-1:583)
and struck at Lisbon, Porto, .Miranda, and
Tuy. There is a corresponding half. On
both types the ruler is depicted as crowned
with a vizor over his face, and on the reverse is a cross surcharged with a shield.
The Barbuda had a value of three I)inBarbuda.

sued

heiros.

The name given

Bar Cent.

to a

United

States copper trial or experimental piece
supposed to have been struck about 1776,

according to a proposed

jilan foi- a

decimal

coinage.
It takes its name from the tliirtecn lateral bars which cover one entire side of
the coin.

Bareheaded Noble.

See Noble.

Bargellino. This word means "pertaining to a shei'iff, '' and the nairie was bestowed on a piece of si.\ Denarii issued in
1316 by Lando di Agubbio, the Sheriff
(Bargcllo) of Florence.
Bari-Bri.

The unit

of

weight

in

the

Soudan, and corresponding to 18 grammes.
It is worth 14 Miscals, and each IMiscal is
divided into 27 Banans, the latter being
a native seed.
See Spink (ii. 841).
Barile. A silver coin of Florence sli-uck
early in the si.vteenth lentury and ado|)te(l
by Alessandro Medici (1533-1536), the
first Duke.
It has a figure of St. .lohn the
Baptist on one side and a lily on the re\erse.
The original value was twi'lve Sols
and si.\ Deniers.
It
was coined in the
Duchy of Urbino.
Tli(> name is said to have been bestowed
on this coin because its value re])resented
the duty or tax on a barrel of wine.

A name generally applied
bars of metal which are stamped with

Bar Money.
to

[It)

in the

]

"

Bauri

Barrinha
some value, and were formerly used as
currency. See Bonk, and Tang.
Caesar, De Bello Gallico (v. 12) \ises the
phrase "utuntur aut aere aut taleis ferreis
ad certum pondus examinatis pro nummo,
(the Britons), use either copi.e., "They
per or iron rods (that have been) weighed
by a fixed weight, for coined money."
A gold coin of bar form
Barrinha.
struck under Maria II of Portugal for
Mozambique. Its value was two and one
half Maticaes or sixty-six Cruzados. There
was a corresponding half for one and one
quarter Maticaes.
Bartgroschen. See Judenkopfgroschen.

Ilolinshed, Chronicles, 1577 (ii.
Basel.
67), states that in "the same yeare [i.e.,
in 1158], also the King altered his coine,
abrogating certeine peeces called basels.

See Kuding (i. 170).
Bassanaya. See Bossonaya.
Bastardo. A tin coin introduced by
Albufiuerciue, Governor General of Malacca in 1510. See Caixa.
Bastiao.
The collo([uial name for a
variety of the silver Xeraphin struck at
Goa in 1659. It received this designation
from the figure of St. Sebastian on the
obverse. Its value was three hundred Reis
or five Tangas.

Bat.

The Siamese name

for the Tical

iq.v.).

Bath Metal. According to Ure, Dictionary uf Chemistry, this is an alloy consisting of three or four ounces of zinc to
one pound of copper. It is said to have
been used in the manufacture of the Rosa
Americana

coins.

Battezone. A broad silver Grosso of
It is of the
Florence, i.ssued in 1503-4.
type of the Carlino {q.v.) and the bapti.sm
of Christ by St. John is represented on
the obverse. The name of the coin is from
the Italian battezznre, to baptize.
Batzen, f)r more properly in the singuBatz or Batze, was the name originally given to a silver coin of the size of
the Groschen, which was introduced in
Berne, early in the sixteenth century, when
the Piappart was abolislied. It was copied
in the otlier Swiss cantons, as well as in
Bavaria,
Isny,
Strasburg,
Nordlingen,
lar,

Augsburg,

According to the best auetc.
the name seems to be derived
from the figure of the bear, the armorial'
The old
device of the canton of Berne.
German name for this animal was Betz,
later Batz.
The etymology from the Italian pczza, a piece, is erroneous, as these
coins never originated in Italy, but were
copied in that country'. See Rollbatzen.
The original value of the Batmen was
four Kreuzer, therefore 18 Batzen made
the Thaler of 72 Kreuzer.
It appears to
have retained this ratio for a long time,
thorities

because in

Adam

Berg's Miinzhuch, pub-

1597, as low as 17 Batzen are
given as the equivalent of a Thaler.
In the modern Swiss coinage prior to
the introduction of the Latin Union system, the Batzen was one tenth of the Franc,
and equal to ten Rappen.
lished in

Baubee.

See Bawbee.

A

Baudequin.
French word meaning a
tent or canopy, and sometimes applied to
the Pavilion d"Or {q.v.).
Bauerng^oschen,

i.e.,

Peasant's

Gros-

A

chen.
name given to the silver Groschen
of Goslar on account of their poor execution.
These coins bore the figures of Judas
with a staff and Simon holding a saw, and

they were supposed to bear a resemblance

The Bauerngroschen
two peasants.
were originally struck about the middle of
the fifteenth centurj-, and were of the value

to

of twelve Pfennig.

Bauem

Thaler.

The cf)mmoii designa-

tion for a small brass token bearing the
inscription web mich last stehen dem

wiRDS VBEL GEHEN, and ou the reverse,
BEHALT MIE NICH DAS RATE ICH DICH.
The object of these pieces was the following whenever it was necessary to convoke an important convention of peasants
living at some distance ajiart, the head of
the community desjiatched a message to
the nearest farmer with this token and a
summons. The latter in his turn was ex:

pected to notify his nearest neighbor, and
each recipient pursued the same course
until all had been informed.
These tokens were common in Westphalia (luring tlie eighteenth century.
Bauri.
{q.v.).

[20]

Anotlicr

name

for

the

Burrie

Beichtthaler

Baviardus

A coin of
Baviardus, or Bauviardus.
the tliirtcciitli ci'iitiiry cited Uy Dii C'an<re.
It is a term rolatiiii; to pa\nu'iits probably
inaclo in Herri in TJOM an<l 11227, and may
be the same as tlie Halianhis (q.r.).
Bawbee.

A

Scoteli l)illon
the reifrn of .lames

coin

first

V and disstruck ill
continued under William III.
The early varieties, issued at the Edinburfrh or Stirlinjr mints, wei-e of the value
of one and one half pence, but in the
reign of Charles II the value was raised
to sixpence.
The name by some is derived from has
piece or bax billon; others think it takes
its name from Alexander Orrok, Lord of
Sillebawbye, who is said to have been the
first to strike these coins.
Marston in Thr Malcontent, 1C04 (Induction), s|)eaks of a wager "that was not
worth five bau-bees," and the coin is also
mentioned by Beaumont and Fletclier,
Wit nt Srvf'ratl Weapons, 1647 (v. 2).

Bay

in

in

A

the

;

Koda.
.lacob Canter Visscher, in his Letters
from Malabar, Madras, 1862 (p. 82), describes a base coin struck at Cochin which
he calls Boeserokken, consisting of an alloy
of lead and tin, with tlie arms of the Dutch

East India

Company on one

side.

also given to

it,

in

allusion to

Beads used as money.
and Kharf.

See Borjookes,

Bean. An English slang term for a
Sovereign or Guinea, and for money when
used in the plural.
William Harrison Ainsworth, in his
novel, h'oohwood, \SM (iii. !)) has the following passage: "Zoroaster took long odds
that the match was off; oft'ering a bean to
half a quid (in other words, a guinea to
a half guinea), that Sybil would be the
bride."

Bean Money.

See Cho Gin.

Beard Money.

See Borodovaya.

Beato Amedeo,

i.e., Blessed Amedeus.
given to a silver coin of the value
of nine Fiorini struck at the mints of
Turin and Vercelli in 1616 by Duke
Charles Emanuel I. It bears a bust of the

A name

in

armor and a

figure of St.

Ame-

deus.

coin struck by the Portusixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and current in their possessions
at ("haul, Goa, Bassein, Din, and in the
Specimens occur in
vicinity of Bombay.
copper, lead, and billon.
Ill the early (Joa coinage of about 1510,
the Bazarucco, also called Leal, was etiual
Later it became the fifteenth
to two Heis.
part of a X'intem but the value fluctuated.
Multiples exist as high as twenty.
The coin Ijears on one side the armorial
shield of Portugal, which is sometimes
found with tlie letters D and B to the left
and right, to indicate the mints at Diu
and Bassein. The reverse designs vary;
some specimens have a St. Andrew's cross
with a central horizontal bar, others a
sphere, and others again a cross with the
foul' figures of the date in the angles.
See

Bazarucco.

guese

is

composition.

its

Duke

Sec Pine Tree Coins.

Shillings.

Tinney

Sixty

of them are e(iual to a Cochin Fanam.
The name of this coin is frecpiently corrupted to Buzerook, and the nickname
[

Beato Luigi. A silver coin of Mantua
by Viiicenzo II. Gonzaga (1626Its
1627) in honor of Luigi Gonzaga.
value was half a Scudo.
Beaver Skins. See Hudson Bay Tokens.
issued

Bees.

See Bezzo.
A gold coin of the modern
Egyptian series of the value of one hundred Piastres.
It was introduced A.H.
1255 or A.D. 1839.
Bedidlik.

Beghina. Dii Cange cites this as being
a small coin mentioned in the Pacta Tongrensi of 1403.

Begrabniss Thaler.

See

Mortuary

Pieces.

Beguinette. A name given to a variety
the Maille Blanche {q.v.) .struck by
Guillaume de Nancy, a monever of Robert,
Count of Bar, from 1370-1374. See Blanchet (i. 475).
of

Behram.

See Bahram.

Beichlingscher Thaler.
land, issued

under August

A

Thaler of Po-

II in 1702.

The

obverse bears the cross of the Danebrog
surrounded by four crowned monograms.
Beichtthaler, meaning "Confession Thawas the name bestowed on a medallie
Thaler issued by Johann Georg II of Sax-

ler,"

•21]
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Bertha Thaler

Bekah

Yaber Agod, i.e., half Ber; the quarter
Yaber Roob or Rub, i.e., quarter Ber; and
the eighth Yaber Tenan, Temun, or Tou-

The obverse represents the
fefector standing at a table, and the coin
received its name from the fact that he is
supposed to have handed one of these pieces
to the church every time that he went to

ony

in

1663.

luon.

Berenicii.

confession.

Bekah. An early Jewish weight standit was equal to one half of the Shekel.
»SVr Exodus (xxxviii. 26).
ard

See Ptolomaici.

Bergsegensthaler. See Ausbeutemlinzen.

A small base silver coin of
Berling.
Goslar of the value of one quarter Pfennig
or one half Arenkopf (q.v.).

;

Bell Dollar.

Hee Glockenthaler.

Berlinga.

Bell Money. The name given to a variety of early Chinese metallic currency on
account of "its resemblance to a bell. These
coins average from 50 to 100 millimetres
They are described in detail
in height.
Ramsden
by
(pp. 13-15).

Viseonti,

A silver

Duke

of

coin of Filippo Maria

Milan (1412-1447).

The

obverse bears an equestrian figure of the
Duke and the reverse has St. Ambrosius
on a throne. It is a variety of the Grosso.

A

Bender. A slang name for the English
sixpence it probably owes its origin to the
Dickens in
fact that it is easily bent.
Sketches by Boz says "Niver mind the loss
of two bob and a bender;" and Thackeray
in The Newcomes (si) has "By cock and
pye it is not worth a bender."
;

A

gold coin of Morocco which
Benduqi.
appears to have been originally issued in
the reign of Muley Soleiman (A.H. 12071238).

Benediktspfennige, or Benediktuspfen-

A sci-ics of religious medalets the
nige.
origin of which can probably be traced to
masses said in cloisters. See Kohler, Miimbelustigungen (vi. 105).
Bener Dener. This term occurs in the
laws of William I as given by Ingulphus,
and according to Turner, Uhtory of the
Anglo Saxons (ii. 135), it signifies "better
pennies." Ruding (i. 110) observes that
the word bener is omitted in all the later
editions of these laws, and adds that "possibly the word may be nothing more than
the following one, dener, mis-spelled."
Benggolo. A leaden .coin of Celebes,
supposed to have been issued by the ruler
Ainloidlah de Tallt>. See Millies (p. 178),
Ponrobert (No. 904).
Ber. The Amharic word for the Abyssinian Talari (q.v.), of Menelik. The word

primarily means silver, and thence silver
The value expressed on the Talari
The half has
is Amd Ber, i.e., one Ber.

name given to the Denier
Bernardin.
issued at the mint of Anduse during the
These coins are charthirteenth centurj-.
acterized by a large letter B on the obverse which is supposed to stand for Bernard, a local ruler, although this name was
borne by the Seigneurs of Anduse from
1024 until 1243. See Blanchet (i. 19).

Bemer

or Perner, were diminutive base
coins current iji Tyrol from the
They
thirteenth to the sixteenth century.
were copied from the Deniers of Verona,
called in German, Bern, which must not
be confused with the Swiss town Berne
Four Berner were equal to
or Bern.

silver

one Vierer, and twenty Berner were equal
See Prey
to one Kreuzer, or Zwainziger.
(No. 72).

A

silver coin of
Bemhardsgroschen.
Ilildesheim which appeared in 1490 and
which has on the reverse a half length
figure of St. Bernard with a cross and
mitre and the inscription sac berwakov p.
See Prey (No. 345).
The concluding letter of the inscription
is taken to be the abbreviation of Patronus.
Gappe, in his introduction shows that the
choice of this saint was an error, and that
the blunder occurred in the year 1298,
when a new seal was ordered for the city.
The patron saint of the city is Godehard,
aiul he appears with his bishop's title S'.
Episc. in the earliest seal and arch(iO(J
ives,
lie further states that the last appearance of St. Bernard on the Ilildesheim
coins occurs in the year 1552.
:

money.

(if
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Bertha Thaler. A broad medallic Thaler
the Canton of Solothurn which shows

Bes

Bianchetto

OH the obverse St. Ursus, the martyr, receiviiif; a model of the cathedral from the
kiiecliiip: (HU'cii Bertha of Hiir^Miiidy.
The
date, A.l). d'.i'I, wlieii this is supposed to
have hai)])eiied, is addod.
Bes, or Bessis.
As of a weight of
Grave.

Besa.

A

two-thirds of the
eigiit ouuees.
tice Acs
Tlic

copper coin issued for Italian

represents the value of tlie
a silver Rupee, and
there are niulti|)les of two Bese and four
Bese.
These i)ieces were first struck at Rome,
from Ciior<ji's models, and they were authorized h\- a roval decree of January 28,
Soiiialilaiid

:

it

one huridi'edth

i)art of

l!t()!t.

In the Ahyssiiiian coinafre the one fifth
of the (icrsh, or one hundi'cdth part of
tile Talari, is a copjier coin called Besa.

Besante.

A

\'enelian eojiper coin struck

by the Doge.s Girolamo Priuli (1559-1567)
and Pietro Loredano (1567-1570), for Nicosia, in

Cyprus.

Beutel, meaning a purse, was a former
money of account. The Keser, or
Beutel of silver, was computed at 500
Ghru-sh or Piastres.
Tiie Kitze or Chise,
i.e., the Beutel of gold, was valued at 30,000
Tuikisii

Piastres.

The corresponding French

A

Beshlik.
Originally this was a silver
coin of the Ottcmian Empire of the value
of five Paras, and weighing fi'om 20 to 40
grains.
In the modern silver currency of Turkey
the lieshlik reiu'csents four and three (juarter Piastres, and in the series of Metalliks,
two and one half Piastres.
The Beshlik of Egypt was originally a
cojiper coin of the value of five Aspers or
Aledins; under JIahmud II (A.II. 122:!1255) it was made of liillon.
The issues
for Tunis and Trijioli are billon and woi'th
five Paras.

Besorg. Mandelslo in his Voyage and
Tnirds to the East Indies, 1669 (p. 8),
under date of 16.'?8 states that at Gombroon
the native currency is a copper coin called
the Besorg, "whereof six make a Peys, and
ten Peys make a Shiihi, which is worth
about fivepence English." This is ])rol)ably the same as the Bazarucco iq.i'.).

Sec Weihemiinzen.

A

Bettlerthaler, or Martinsthaler.
genname used to describe such coins as
bear a figure of St. Martin and the beggar.
eral

L2,

etpiivaleufs

are Bour.sc d 'argent and Bourse d'or.
In Egypt the Beutel was equal to 25,000
Medini, or 75,000 Aspers.

Beutgroschen, meaning Grosehen made
of booty, was a name given to certain varieties of silver coins struck in 1542 by the
Elector Johann Frederick of Sachsen and
the Landgi-ave Philip of Ilessen.
They

were minted from captured silverware and
bore the j)ortraits of the two rulers with
the insci-ij)tion bkvt. g. v. wolpbvt.
Bezant.

See Solidus.

copper coin of modern Turkey
Besh.
of the value of eig:ht Paras or one fifth of
the Piastre.

Betpfennige.

Tiiey occur in the series of Mainz, Erfurt,
IMagdeburg, Schwarzburg, etc., and in the
coinage of Lucca where they receive the
name of San Martino {q.v.).

See Solidus.

Bezemstuiver.
The name given to a
small silver coin issued in Friesland, Overy.sel,
Utrecht, etc., from about 1620 to
1770.
It had on the obverse a figure resembling the fasces, to indicate the union
of the Provinces, and hence tiie French
e(iuivalcnt, Sou an Faisceau.

Bezzo. A small Venetian silver coin introduced about the period of the Doge
Andrea Gritti (1523-1538), and continued
until the beginning of the seventeentii century.
The type usually represents a fioriated cross on one side and the lion of St.
I\Iark on the other.
The name is suppo.sed to be derived from
the Illyrian word hees,
piece of money.

meaning a small

A

Bezzone.
copper coin of the value
of six Bagattini struck in Venice bj* the

Doge Marino Grimani in 1604.
Bia.
A former money of account in
Siam, based on the cowrie shells of which
it was e(iual to 200.
Tiie cojipcr Pai {q.v.}
was com])uted at 200 Bia.

A

Bianchetto.
billon coin of Casale in
the iManpiisate of Monteferrato, of the
value of one twelfth of a (irosso. It was
introduced by Teodoro II, Palaeologo
(1381-1418), and continued in use for

;

Bissolo

Bianco

A

slang French term for copper
it is probably from Billon

about a century. See Maglia. The type
was imitated at many mints in Savoy and
Piedmont.

coins in general

Bianco. An Italian coin of base silver
corresponding to the German Albus and
It appeared ]irobal)ly
the French Blanc.
before the fifteenth century and was issued
at Bologna, Venice, the Duchy of Mantua,
For an extended account see Papodetc.

by mixing silver and copper.
The designation is now generally applied
but
to any coin ostensibly called silver,
containing in reality more than fifty per

oi)oli, f)tl

Pireolo

e

<hl H'uineo, 1887.

Biancone. A base silver coin originally
issued at Monteferrato in 1528 of the value
It was copied in Modeiui,
of ten Soldi.
Bologna, and Reggio, ancl in 1558 it was

computed

at 131/2 Baiocchi in Perugia.

A copper coin struck by the
French at Pondichery for Mahe on the
Malabar Coast. It corresponds to the Pice
and is the fifteenth part of a Fanam (q.v.).
There are divisions of halves and (juarters.
See Zay (p. 289).
Biche.

Bigati.

A

name given

to certain issues

of the Roman Denarius on account of the
figures of Diana, Victory, etc., in a biga
which appear
{i.e., a two-horse chariot)
on the reverse. They are referred to by

Pliny, Tlistoria Nai.

(Ixxxiii.

c.

12).

See

Quadrigati.
Biglione.

The

Italian

name

for Billon

(q.v.).

Bilibres Formae were extraordinarily
gold medallions of two pouiuls
large
weight, said by Lampridius (Sev. Alex.,
to have been struck by Elagabalus.
Another name for these medallions is F{n'mae Centenariae, as two pounds exactly
No specimens
equal one hundred Aurei.

39)

have survived.

Bille.

;

(q.r.).

Billon.

A

base metal usuallj' obtained

If the proportion of copper is more than seventy-five per cent, the
composition is called black billon, argenLastlj',
fiiiii nigrum, or moneta argentosa.
if the coin is of copper, and is only thinly
washed with silver, as in the case of some
of the Scheidemiinzen (q.v.) it is called
Weisskupfer, i.e., white copper. See Potin.
The Encgclopaedia Britanniea in an early
edition of 1797 states that gold under
twelve carats fine is called billon of gold.

cent of co])per.

Ruding

(i.

nigri, that

210) mentions the Turonenses
the black money of Tours,

is,

which was brought

to

England

in the four-

teenth century and prohibited.
Billon Groat.

See Blanc.

Binauriae Formae were gold medallions,
weight to two Aurei, said by Lampridius (Sev. Alex., 39) to have been issued by Elagabalus.
None have come
etpual in

down

to us.

Biniones, or medallions of the weight of
two Aurei, struck by Gallienus.

A

Binsat.
gold coin of Akbar, Emperor
of Hindustan, equal to one fifth of the
Siluuisah {q.v.).

Bir-ghrush.

See Piastre.

Birthday Thaler.

See Geburtstagstha-

ler.

Bi-lingual Coins are common to all peviWhen Kome controlled portions of
Asia Minor the pro-consuls issued coins

Bishop's Money.

See Salding.

ods.

with both Latin and Greek inscriptions.
In the Bactrian and Indo-Scythian series
occur (ireek and luitive Indian characters;
on the Sicilian coins of the Middle Ages
are Latin and Arabic legends, etc.
In a number of modern coinages it is

now common

to find inscriptions in

more

these are coins for
than one language
over-sea Colonial possessions, e.g., China,
The coinage of the Manchu
India, elc.
dyTiasty of Cliiiia is lii-lingual.
;

A

Bissolo.
base silver coin of the Duchy
of Milan issued by Giovanni Maria Visconti (1402-1-112), and retained in the
coinage of Estore and Giancarlo Visconti.
It had a value of one eighteenth of the

Soldo.

The obverse of this piece usually bears
a floriated cross or a bust of St. Ambrosius
the rever.se has a crowned serpent or viper
(hixcia), the arms of the Visconti family,
from which design the coin obtains its
name.

[•J4]

Black Farthing

Bissona
Bissona. A silver coin struek by Louis
XII of Franec fur Milan (1300-1512), with
It has on the oba valiu' of tliree Soldi.
verse the arms of France betwei n two
crowned vipers or serpents. iSVc liissolo.

Tn Crrssij (Chap. 1) one of Bret Harte's
Californian tales, a boy is i)aid "two bits"
for giving some lessons.
In some i)arts of California the Dime or
tcn-c<'nt

Bit
Bisti.
A Persian eopiier coin of the Sufi
or Safi Dvnastv wiiich ap])eare(l ahont tlie
reifin of Shah "Ahbas I (A.ll. i)!Ki-l():(S=
1587-1629).
It bore a proportion of two
and one-half to the Shilhi, or five Bisti
ecpial to two Shahi, and was also ecpial

fonr Kashbegis.
In the Geor-iian series this coin can be
traced to the reign of Queen Knsndaii
(A.D. 1227-1247), and there is a correspondiiifj: half, called Nim-Bisti. See Lansihtis and Fonrobert (424!) rt acq.).
to

tlii('\('s

and

a

piece

called a "short bit."

is

and Bung are slang terms used by
ill
icfnririg res|)ectively to money
purse.
The old Fnglisii dramatists,

Thomas Dckker and Kobcrt

Cii'eeiie, refer
terms.
Dekker in his Jests to
iiKike Mcrie, 1607 (repr. Grosart, ii. 328),
says, "If they
once knew where the
bung and the bit is
your purse and
the money;" and in the same wi-iter's
ItcliiKiii (if Ijiniiton, 160S (ivpi'. iii. 122),
we find a passage, "To learne
what
store of Bit he hath in his bag."
Greene

these

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.1
Defense of Connif-catrliin;/, 1592
(Works, xi. 44) states, "Some
would

in

.

.

.

The central portion of the Spanish
Peso or (-olonato, wliich was cut out and

venter

countcrstaniped for use in British (Uiiana
and a ininibcr of the West Indian islands.
The word is also sometimes written
Uitt, and is generally used as an eciuiva-

Bita Sen.
The .Japanese name foi- bad
or counterfeit coins. See Shima Sen.

Bit.

The
for the Spanish silver Ileal.
vahie of the Bit it.self was generally unaltered, but their number as an equivalent
for the Spani.sh Dollar was increased or
lowered.
For details as to these fluctuations, sec C'aldecott in British Niimisnuttir
,/uurnal (i. 294), and Wood in Aineriain
Journal of Ninnismaiics (.\lviii. S9).

all

the b\te in their

The name was used
form on a
(iossling

in

bra.ss

in an abbreviated
token issued by Herman

1771,

for the

There are two

island of St.

marked
and 1/2 RtThe Bit, when used in computation in
the Danish West Indies, is reckoned at the
Eustatius.
1

varieties,

Bt.

copper cent of that country.
coinage of the islands before
their purchase by the United States had
their values expressed thus: 50 bit - 10
cKNTS on the dime-size silver, 25 kit on

one-fifth of the

The

last

the nickel, and 10,
bronze. See Daler.

5,

and

2'/)

hit on the

bonng

at (lii'c."

See Bit.

Bitt.

Bizante.

Sec Solidus.

lent

'

.

.

Promis (ii. ISO) (piofes a
document of the district of Cortona, dated
August 17, 1727, in which ar(> mentioned
Bizzichini.

coins called Bizzichini, which are valued iU
a

seven Soldi.

liver

ti-ifle

Black Billon.

See Billon.

A cant name in Queen
time for bad shillings or other
ba.se silver coin.
Ashton, in ']'hc Ixciijn of
(fueen Anne (ii. 225) mentions "The Art
of making Black Dogs, which are Shillings
or other pieces of Money, made only of
Pewter double Wash'd."*
Sec also Swift, Drtipier's Letters (iii.)
and Crosby (]i. 203).
Black Dogs.

Ainie's

;

Black Dogs. This name was given to
Cayenne Sous when introduced in the
I'jiiglisli ishukls in tlie West Indies.

the

Black Farthing. A name given to the
Farthing issued in the reign of
James 111 (1460-1488). There appear to
be two varieties. One has on Ol>t<. 1. kkx
scoTdijvii, with Kcv. VILLA EDi\nvK(i and a
Scotch

A popular name in many of the
Bit.
western parts of the United States to indicate the value of twelve and one-half
cents.
As, however, no coin of this denomiiuition was ever struck, the expression
"two bits," i.e., the
much more common.

((uarter

dollar,

was

The other variety

saltire cross in a circle.

has the crowned initials
verse,

and

reverse.

[2 ']

a

crowned

T.

R. on the obon the

saltire cross

"

Blanc

Black Mail
Wharton, Law Lexicon,

Black Mail.

"a

is

were men of influence, and allied with certain robbers and brigands for protection

from the devastations of the latter; rendered illegal by 43 Eliz. c. 13. Also rent
paid in

cattle,

otherwise called neat-gild."

pers, 1910.

A

general term for coins
but which actusUver,
for
issued
ostensibly
ally contain a large proportion of base
metal alloy, the latter soon giving them a
dark appearance. See Billon and Korten.

Black Money.

coins thus debased were
pennies, and from the twelfth
freto the fourteenth centuries there is
of
Noir
Denier
the
of
mention
quent
France, the Schwarze Pfennige of the German States, and the Swarte or Zwarte Penninge which originated in Brabant and the
Low Countries. They are also found in the

The principal

the silver

coinage of Denmark, Ireland, Scotland, and
in the Anglo-Gallic series.
In the reign of Richard II Ruding (i.
457) states that "among other expedients
for
to procure money, a writ was issued
the discovering of black money, and other
subterraneous treasure hidden of old in
the county of Southampton, in whosesoever
hands it might be, and to seize it to the

afterwards claimed black
of 150 pounds of
money to the
full weight, which had been found in that
county, as belonging to him in right of

King's use.

He

amount

his

Blacksmith Tokens. A series of tokens
and brass issued about 1820 and
Canadian
the
with
usually classified
"d(mbtful" series. The majority of them
ai'e said to have been made in Montreal by
a blacksmith, from which fact the series
has received its name. For a detailed account see Wood, Canadian Blacksmith Copof copper

certain rent of
money, coin, or other thing, anciently paid
to persons upon or near the borders, who
1864, states that this

crown."

As eai-ly as 1331 an ordinance was passed
"that all manner of black money which
had been commonly current in the King's
realm, sliould be utterly excluded."

A

name given
Charles I,
of
half-crown
struck
to a nuU'ly
which was issued at Kilkenny in 1642.
Coins to the amount of £4000 were struck
Blacksmith Half Crown.

under an onlinance of "The Confederated
Catliolics."

Blacksmith Half Groat.

A

(xi.

317).
[

See Tang-ka.

Blaffert, or Plappart, is a base silver
coin of the value of three Kreuzer or six
Rappen, introduced in Switzerland in the
fifteenth century, and a variety of St. Gallen dated 1424 (Frey No. 21), is the

known bearing Arabic numerera.
Christian
als with a
The type wa.s soon copied in Germany.
The Hohlblaffert of Liibeek bears an eagle,
that of Mecklenburg a bull's head, that of
Liineburg a lion, etc. All of the preceding were valued at two Pfennige. In the
Rhine Provinces the Blaftert was variously
computed at three Stuber or four Albus.
It was gradually abolished in the sixteenth

earliest coin

century, the Batzen taking its place.
An amusing story occurs in Cahn 's Miinz
und Geldgeschichte der irn Grossherzogtum
Baden Vereinigten Gehiete, 1911 (p. 274),
relating to a quarrel between the municipalities of Constance and Berne because a

nobleman of the former town ridiculfed
these coins by the name of Kuhplapperte,
i.e.,

"cow

plapparts.

A

silver coin of Munster,
Blamiiser.
It is reCleve, Liege, Dortmund, etc.
ferred to in an ordinance of Bishop Christopher Bernhard of Munster dated May 4,
1658, as a Schilling of Brabant or Blaumiiser "to be current at three Schillinge

In Liege
five Pfennige."
puted at two Grosclien and

and

it

was com-

in

Cleve at

tliree Grosclien.

The name

in

Southern

Germany was

variously written Blomiiser and Blomeiser,

and
variety of

half groat issued in the reign of Charles I,
which received its name from the barbarous
Hawkins states that the
workmanshii).
Blacksmith Half Crowns of the same period, also very rude in design, "are now
See
generally considered to be Irish."

British Niuuismatic Journal

Black Tang-Ka.

it is

mentioned by Grimmelshausen, in

Simplicius Simplicissimus, 1669.

Blanc, or Blanque, also called Gros
Blanc, is the name of a silver coin which
was struck in France in the fourteenth
century, contemporaneously with the Gros
Tournois. Originally it was of very pure
silver from which circumstance it probably

20]

Blanquillo

Bla
received its name, hut the later issues deIt was divided into
teriorated ill fineness.
tlic hitter, howof
([uaiitity
the
Deniers,
Tlie jreneral type was tiiat
ever, varied.
of the Gros, tiie Un\'^ cross being a conspicuous feature, aiul tiie inscription hen-

EDU'TirM .SIT
tained for a

NOMKN DOMINI, etc., was reUmg period. The hiter issues
hy

ehai-aeterized

wei-e

such as a sun, star,
to

various

lily,

etc.,

synd)ols,

{jivin-j:

distinctive titles, all of wiiicli

will

rise

be

found under the word Ciros, infra.
The Bhnuiue appears in the Anglo-Gallie
coiuiifrc issued by Henry VI of England.
It was a billon groat, silvered over to hide
There existed
the baseness of the metal.
large and small varieties, known respecBhnuiue or Gros
tively as the Grand
lllan(iue and the Petit lilanqtie.
The Blanque was striu-k in France as
late as 17'J1, in which year the Caisse do
Hun lie Poi at Paris issued a piece of si.v
Hlanes in copper.
Blanca, or Blanco.

A

Spanish coin of

inferior silver issued fi-oiu the fourteenth
It receives its
to the sixteenth centuries.
name from its white, shiny appearance,

and corresponds to the German Albus aiul
the French Blanc.
The Blanca Agnus Dei api)eared origin-

Blanc a
with

a

A

I'Etoile.

star in the
a I'Etoile.

variety of the Blanc
centre.
See Gros

BbuKiue
Blanc aux Trois Fleurs.
Denier coined in France in
in use for a

A

variety of
but only

135!1,

short period.

A type of silver Gros
of France.
It bore a
letter
crowned, and was intended, as its
name implies, for presentation purposes
on si)eeial oeeasions.
Blanc de Donne.

struck by Charles

V

K

Blanc Guenar. See Guenar.
Blancha. Du Cange cites an edition of
which
(iiacomo d'Aragona
(1213-1276)
mentions solidos de blancha iiwneta; and
he quotes from an ordinance of 1381 the
term "Blanchees, "' being the (juantit}' of
any article that could be purchased for a
Blanco.

Blanco. The Spanish equivalent of the
Blanc or Blaiujue. The Blancos Burgales
were pieces of two Deniers struck about
1258 bj- Alfonso X of Castile and Leon,
and ninety were equal to a gold Maravedi.
Bland Dollar. The popular name for
the silver dollar issued in the United States
from 1878 to 1904 inclusive. It owes its
origin to the Bland-Allison Act of February 28, 1878, which provided for a mininuim monthly silver coinage of two mil-

the reign of Juan 1 ( i:37!)-l:]!)0),
its designation from the Paschal Lamb on the obverse. It was struck at
'I'oledo, Burgos, etc.
See De La Torre (No.

lion dollars, and establishetl this
4121/2 grains troy as legal tender.

G4;?0).

ator William

ally

in

and obtains

Blanc a

la

Couronne.

A

French

silver

coin of the value of twelve Deniers Parisis
reissued by John 11 (1850-1364).
It
ceives this name from the large crown
which is a conspicuous feature, and is also
known as the Gros Blamjue a la Couronne.

Blanc a

la

Patte d'Oie.

A

nickname

issued in
variety of Blanc
France in l^oT. It had a poorly executed
figure of the flours de lis, which was supposed to bear some resemblance to the foot
of a goose.

given

to

Blanc a

The Act takes

la

Queue.

This was struck by

Blanc a I'Ecu.
VII of France.

A
It

silver coin of Charles

was of large

bore a shield of fleurs de

size

and
[

of ^Missouri, and SenB. Allison of Iowa.

A

Blank.
coin of the Netherlands, of
inferior silver, issued during the sixteenth
century. It was originally of the value of
half a Stuiver, but its value fluctuated
greatly.
The name was probably derived
from its white, shiny appearance when
newly struck.

Blank. See Plauehet.
Blankeel. See Blanquillo.
Blanque. See Blane.
Blanquillo, or Muzuna, sometimes

A

in-

correctly referred to as Blankeel.
fornuu' base silver coin of Morocco, the name
of which is a diminutive of blanca, given
to it on account of its white, shiny appearance.
It was divided
into twenty-four
FaliLS.
The issue terminated in the latter
part of the eighteenth century. See Mu-

zuna.

lis.

name from Congress-

man Richard Bland

a

.)ohn 11 of France in 13.35 to take the place
of the lilane a la Couroinie {q.v.).

its

coin of
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Blaumiiser

Bolette
der

Blech, meaning "tin," is a
slang term for money in general.

Blechmiinzen,

mon

(p. 46), and Lacroix, Numismatique
Annnmite, 1900 (p. 52).

See Blamiiser.

Blaumiiser.

i.e.,

name

(i(>rm;iH

German

the

for

Tlie common
English Shilling. J. H.

Bob.

coins, is a

tin

com-

Braeteates

1812, has "Bob or Bobstick,
a Shilling," and Dickens uses the term in
the Pickwick Papers.
In the Athena'um, 1864 (558), is a statement to the effect that the nickname is supposed to have originated in Sir Robert

A

general name
Blesensis, or Blesianis.
for the Deiiici's struck by the Counts of
Blois, beginning with those of Thibaud IV,

They genealk'd the Impostor (!)22-;)7S).
erally bear tlie head of a wolf, which in
Celtic is called hlcz.

Walpole's time. <SVe Magpie.
Bocksthaler. The name given to a variety of silver coins struck in the bishopric
of Chur, which have as a device a standing ram (Bock), the armorial shield of this

A

coin of five
and 1910.

popular name for the copper
cents struck for Ceylon in 1909
See Spink (xviii. 12602).

Blomiiser.

district.

See Blamiiser.

The name, Bockspfennige, or BiJckler, is
similarly applied to coins of Schaffhausen,
which have a running ram as a design.

Bluebacks. A nickname for certain issues of the paper money of the Confederate

States,

in

contradistinction

to

the

this

to

some

Bodle.
A Scotch copper coin, sometimes known as the half-plack or two pence
Scotch. It appeared in the latter part of
the sixteenth centurj', and was last coined
in 1697.

Blunt. An English slang term for money
available at once. It was in use at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Dickens, in Oliver Twist, says, "I must have

The name is said to be a corruption of
Bothwell, a mintmaster, but no documentary evidence to this effect is cited.
Its value in England was considerably
lower, as is indicated by R. Holme, in his

'

some blunt from you to-night.
The popular name for a
Blutpfennig.
new or red Pfennig in allusion to its ruddy

Armoury, 1688

(iii.

Bodle, three of them

English."
Bbckler.

color.

Berthold Auerbaeh, in his Dichtungen
(i. 14) has the line:

Bohmen.

habe keinen Blutpfennig."

base silver coin
issued in the Bishoiiric of Chur in the Canton of Graubiinden from the middle of the
sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century, and also at Ilaldenstein during the
same period. The early types have a figure of the cross and Madonna, and the
later issues have armorial bearings.
Constantin von Buttlar, Abbot of Fulda
(1 714-1 72(i) copied them.
They are compuled at seventy to the

Silesia.

It

who
make a

2),

says,

"A

half -penny

See Bocksthaler.
The name given to the popu-

lar Groschen of

A

is

Prague

bj^

the natives of

probably due to the figure

of the lion of Bohemia and the inscription,
DEI GRATIA REX BOEMiE, found on these
coins.

Boeki.

See Trade Dollar.

See League Coinage.
Boeserokken. See Bazarucco.
Bolette. A leaden token issued at Prankfort a. M. as early as 1497 and in use until
tlie beginning of the seventeenth century.
Joseph and Fellner, in their work on the
coinage of that city (1896, pp. 39-40), state

Boeotian League.

Gulden.
Blyen. See Bolette.
Bo. A sipiare coin of Annam usually
assigned to circa B.C. 475-221. See Schroe[

gives citations

name was given

early base silver coins of Liege, of which
36 were equal to a Florin.

Another nickname for
Blue William.
the preceding and used in various parts
of the Southern States of the United States
The name is a play upon the
at the time.
Bill, the latter being a
and
bill
words
familiar term for the name William.

Bluzger, or Blutzger.

Du Cange

Boddiferus.

showing that

Greenbacks of the North.

"Ich

nickname for an
Vaux, in his Plash

Dietionurij,

(q.i'.).

Blob.

See Hams.

Boars' Feet.

that the Boleton, or Blyen (i.e., Blei-lead)
were of two sizes
the larger were re:

28
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;

Bolivar

Borbi

deemed for twelve Heller and the smaller
for six Heller.

A

Bolivar.
silver coin of Venezuela, of
the same value as the Franc, and named
after Simon Bolivar, the liberator.
It is
divided into one hundred Centimos, or Ccntavos.
For the different systems of monetary standards in use in Venezuela, see the
Annual Report of the Director of the U. iS'.
Mint, 1912, and for tlic Peso system, still
in use to some extent, sec Peso.
Tlie Bolivar is sometimes called Veuezolauo.

The unit of the

Boliviano.

silver stan-

dard of Bolivia, and divided into one hundred Centavos.
The former gold Boliviano, of the same
country, introduced in 1868, was equal to
half an E.scudo.
Bolognino. Oriiriiially a silver coin of
Bologna issued during the Republican period (1191-1337), and of the value of half
It also occurs in the coinage of
as a Republic (1226-1293); was
copied for Acpiila, under Ludovico II
(1382-1384), and is found as a billon coin

a Grosso.

Modena

in

Bonn.

Dinneen, Jrish-Enylish Diction"Bonn, a itiece of money, a
groat, a medal bona airgid, a silvci- medal
bonn or, a gold medal Iiouti buidhc, a yellow medal bonn ruadli, a cnpi)cr or brass
medal; bonn ban, a shilling."
O'Reilly, lrish-En(jlish Divtionarij, has

arij,

;

;

Bonn

is a Gaelic proverb,
"Is fearr
caraid sa cuairt, na bonn .sa sparan," i.e.,
friend at court is better than a groat in
"'
the |iurse.

"A

A

Bonnet Piece.
gold coin of .lames V
of Scotlantl, issued only in 1539 and 1540,
and remarkable as being the earliest dated
Scottish coin.
It is so called fi'om the king's head being
decorated witii a bonnet, or scpiarc cap, instead of a crown.
Its weight is 88i/> grains, and there are
one third and two third i)ieces of similar
type.
This coin is sometimes referred to as a
Ducat, but this designation belongs more
properly to the gold coin struck by Mary
Stuart in 1558.

eighteenth century.
slang term, which ap])ears to

be confined to the United States, and which
was originally apidied to a silver dollar,
but was afterwards used for a dollar
The name
whether of paper or metal.
jirobably originated from the bone or ivory
counters or chips used in the game of
poker.

A

designation em])loyed

Englisii silver coins.
Thus on
some of the pennies of William 1 the term
is used where the full-face bust, and large

crown with long ])endent lappets occur.
Bononenus. The name given to the
mezzo (J rosso struck at liologna by Po|)e
Eugenius 1\' from 1431 to 1438. It has on
the reverse the figure of St. Petronius seatholding in his hand the cathedral of the
city.
The inscription reads s. petroniv. iik
ed,

BONONIA.

Booby Head.

The

]ioiiular

name

for

one of the varieties of the cents of the
United States issued in 1839. It has a
large, stu|)i(l-looking head of Liberty on
the obverse.

Bon Gros.
Gute Groschen

Bonk.

Bonnet Type.
to classify

when Bologna
was under Papal nde, a Bolognino was
struck in copper.
Copper Bolognini were
also issued for Modeiui under Rinaldo
(1694-1737), and for Lucca earlj' in the

A

sian, a half-penny.

There

The
same coin was known as the

Ferrarino.
In the sixteenth century,

Bone.

has:

:

Ferrara in the thirteenth century.

half of the

l!M)4,

Tlie

French equivalent for

(q.v.).

Borage Groat.
Dirtioiiiirii of

A name

given to the rectangular
copper coins struck in Java from 1796 to
1818.
See Netscher and van der Chijs
(passim), where Bonks, varying from one
half Stinver to eight Stuivers, are described.
A similar coin, known as the Tang {q.v.),
was issued bv the Dutch East India Com-

pany for Ceylon.

Jamieson, Eti/niolofjical
Srottisli Lanijuaiic. states

that this was a four-])(Miny piece formerly
in Scotland, and that it may have
received this name fi-oiii the use of liorax
as an alloy in its com])osition.

current

4) states that this was
the beginning
of the nini'Icenth century, and that 320 of
them wei-e vi[\m\\ to the Pia.stre.
Conf.

Borbi.

Kelly

an Kgyi)tian

Bourbe.
[

till'

20]

(]).

coi)i)er coin at

:

.

Boulton's

Bord

the thirteenth century, to distinguish the

Bord. A slang name for a Shilling. See
Hog.
An Italian term applied to
Bordata.
coins tliat are not perfectly round.

Wharton, Law Lexis "a customary
the lord of a town for

Bord Halfpenny.

icon, 1864, states that this

small

toll

paid to

setting up boards, tables, booths,
fairs or markets."

etc.,

in

Borgesi Neri, i.e., black Bourgeois. According to Promis (ii. 12), this was a variety of base silver Denier struck in the
borough of Bressa, and by an ordinance

Turin of December

of

15,

1335,

it

was

valued at one eighth of the Grosso.
The name given by the
Borjookes.
Abyssinians to glass beads of different colors" which were formerly current as money,
and which were computed at the rate of
thirty to the Para. See Wakea, and Kharf

Borodovaya, or Beard Money.

Among

Peter the Great's measures to bring Russia

tion

up

to the

was

level of

European

Twopence

civiliza-

his decree that beards should not

To encourage shaving he imworn.
posed a tax, varying in amount, according
the social standing, the mercantile
to
class paying the highest tax for the privibe

When the
lege of retaining their beards.
tax was paid a token was given as a receipt.

Chaudoir cites a piece in silver, dated
1705, of the size of the twenty Kopeck silSchubert (p. 103) states that
ver coin.
the specimens in silver are modern, and
did not exist in the time of Peter I. Of
those in copper there were two varieties.
One is like the silver piece and the other
has the size and weight of a Ruble, and
They are dated 1699, 1705, and
is square.

type from the contemporary issues of the
kings of Aragon. See Blanchet (i. 312).
The name is also written Bassanaya and
Balssonaya, and Du Cange quotes documents of 1209 and 1343, the former of
which states that "fuit dspera luoneta de
Bassanaifa quae chiravit ires annos."
Boston Money. In the Colonial Records of Pennsylvania, 1683 (i. 85), there
is a passage reading, "their Abuse to ye
Governm', in Quining of Spanish Bitts and
Boston money." The latter expression
probably refers to the Pine Tree Coiias
[q.v.)

Botdrager. The popular name for the
double Gros which was struck in Brabant
and Flanders early in the fifteenth cen-

The name signifies "pot carrier,"
tury.
the allusion being to the helmet on the
lion's head which looks like an inverted
pot or kettle. See van der Chijs (p. 123125).

The type was copied in the various provinces of the Low Countries, and the coin
also referred to as the Brabandsche
is
See
Leeuw and the Gehelmde Leeuw.

Heaume.

A

silver coin of Georgia which
Botinat.
ajipeared in the reign of Queen Rusudan
(A.D. 1227-1247), and which received its
name from the fact that it was a close copy
of the coins struck by Nicephoras Botoiiiates of the Byzantine Empire. See Langand Ponrobert (No. 4253).
lois (]!. 73)
;

Boudjou. See Budschu.
Bouhamstash. A billon coin of Tripoli,
introduced by Nedschib Pascha in 1835.
and of the value of fifteen Paras.
Boulton's Twopence. A very large and
copper coin, issued in 1797 at the
Sdho mint, Birmingham, which owes its

1725.

lieautiful

The native name for the African

Boss.
cowries formerly used as a money of account on the Gold Coast.
Nol)ack (p. 311), gives the following

existence to

Matthew Boiilton

(h.

1728).

When converted into an actual monetary
unit HiOO Cowries are equal to one sixteenth of an ounce of gold dust.
Spanish billon coin
Bossonaya.

weight was exactly two ounces, and the
c()rres|)oiiding penny was one ounce; yet
this weight rendered them unwieldy and
they were only issued in the year above
mentioned. See Montagu, and Spink (ix.
4519). They were long used as weights by
shojikeepers, and from their size obtained
the nickname of "Cartwheels."
This is the first and last twopenny piece
that was ever coined by authority in cop-

struck by the Counts of Barcelona during

per.

Its

table of e(iuivalents

2'i Cowries = 1 Tnbii.
40 (^>wrl('s = l namhn.
Kion ('owrics = l r.iiss Dollar.
1000 Cowri(>s = l Cnbps (sinnlll.
2000 Cowrlps=l Cain's (largp).

A

[

30
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Bracteates

Bouquet Series
Bouquet

Series.

Box

See Sou Tokens.

(r/.r.

A

copper
Bourbe, also called Burbe.
coin of Tunis, introduced at the hcfrinnintr
of the eifrliteenth century, and of the value
of one twelfth of an Asper.

Bourbonnais. The name given to a varDenier and Ohole struck oriRinally
(ll:57-nS()),
by" Louis VII of France
which have on the reverse a cross and the
inscription, horbonensis. They should uot
be confused with the issues for Bourses by
the same ruler, which have on the reverse,
VRii.s niTVKicA.
See Blanchet (i. 149).
See Denier Bourdelois.

Bourgeois.

This term was applied

vai'inus

varieties of the billon Deniers

to
is-

in

metal.

The Bo\irgeois Fort,

i.e.,

geois, bore the inscription,

the heavy Bourbvrgensis for-

was inTis, and the Bourgeois .Simi)le
scribed HVRGENSis Novvs. Sce Borgcsi Neri.
Bourse.

See Beutel.

Bousebbatash. A billon coin of Tripoli,
introduced by Nedschib I'ascha in 18:55,

and of the value

of seven

and

a half Paras.

L'Isle Tokens. The iianu> given
of twelve tokens which were
struck at Birmingham and imported to
Caiuida to be used as tickets or passes over
three ditVerent bridges which were built to
unite the Lsland of Montreal with the

Bout de

to

a

sei'ies

mainland. They are described in detail in
Breton (p. 43), and see Repentiguy (infra).

Boutleteen. A billon coin of Tripoli, introduced by Nedschib Pascha in IHlif), and
of the value of thirty Paras.

Bowed Money. A term used to indicate coins which were purposely bent and
then given as pledges of love or friendship. Thomas (irccne, in The Art of Con)n/-C(itchi>Hi, ir)!)2, has as follows: "Taking
forth a bowed groat and an old |ienny
bowi'd he gave it \sic\ her."
\

i>assage

in

the

will

of Sir

Edward

Arrhdrnhfiin
(xxxviii. :{70), reads, "I bequeathe him
my rope of bowed nobles."

Howard.

ir)12,

copied

as Sehraubthaler

duced i)nrsuant to the OrdonnHutie of May
10, 14:!().
it was struck by Philip I, Constable of France and Duke of Ligny and
St. Pol.
It has on the obverse the fulllength figure of the Duke holding an armorial shield. See v.d. Chijs, De Munten
Hrahand en Limburg, 1851 (p. 141),
.

.

.

and

conf. Sehild, infra.

A liase silver coin which circulated in England toward the close of the
thirteenth century. For a short time tiiey
were allowed to pa.ss at the rate of two for
a penny, but were i)rohil)ited in IIHO. The
name was probably given to them from the
fact that they origiiuited in Flanders, Hrabant, or the Low Countries.
Ruding (i. 201) states that "these coins
were distinguished by the mimes of pollards, crocards, scaklings, brabants, eagles,
leonines, sleepings, etc." Ilolinshed, in his
Chronicle, 1577- '87 (iii. :«)!)), adds that
"all these were white monies, artificiallie
made of siluer, copper, and sulphur."
Brabant.

France and Lorraine during the
As
thirteenth and fourteenth centui-ies.
the name implies, it was used to designate
coins of the baser sort from those of pure

sued

The same

Brabandsche Leeuw. See Botdrager.
Brabandsche Mijt. See Myte.
Brabandsch Schild. A gold coin intro-

ietv of

Bourdelois.

Thaler.

).

in

[

Brabant Thaler. A variety of the Albertusthaler iq.v.) issued for the Low
Countries. They have the Burgumly cro.ss,
in the angles of which are crowns and the
order of tlie CTolden Fleece.
Brabeon. A name employeil in Switzerland to desigiuite a certain class of medals
which were distributed as awards for proficiency to .scholars in colleges, schools, etc.
The custom appears to have originated at
Basle in the latter part of the sixteenth

century.
pfennige.

Bracata.

They are

also

known

as

Sclud-

A

Polish term signifying
that has the stamp of the Braeatori, or mint master.
Du Cange (i.) cites
an ordinaiu'e of 1467 reading tiiiniita pecunia hracaia, etc.

money

Bracteates.
From the Latin brarlra. a
thin piece of metal, is a iuiiiu> us\ially given
to iiieccs of thin silver, impressed with
a die, on which the device is cut in relief.
Conse(piently the lines and figures del)ressed on the one side appear raised on
the other, and the obverse of the coin pre:fl]

"

Brassage

Bragone
seuts the same features as the surface of
the die.
They are supposed to have ori<;iiiated at
the beg-iiinino; of the twelfth century in
Thurin^U'ia, and tliey were copied in other
German provinces as well as in Switzer-

Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, and
Scandinavia. They were in use until the
latter part of the fourteenth century, at
which time the many types of Groschen
gradually supplanted them.
The majority are of silver, but gold ones
have been found; some of tliem, struck in
copper and very base silver, probalily
served the same purpose as the tokens of
succeeding periods.
The name, Bracteate, however, was not
applied to these coins until the eighteenth
Their contemporary designacentury.
tions were Pfennige, or Denarii, and that
land,

tliey tooktlie place of the latter pieces

and

attested by the
words nunnis, inoncta, denarius, etc., which
are occasionally found in their inscriptions.
To these varieties the name Schrift Bracteaten is usually applied.

passed as' current

money

is

The popular name in Italy
Hungarian Ducat extensively
the
struck during tlie sixteenth century. The
word is a corruption of brdchc, i.e., trousers, and these coins exhibit the standing
figure of the ruler, with large, expansive
breeches.
slang
Braise, i.e., glowing coals.
French exin-ession for money, i.e., an allusion to "coal to keep the pot boiling."
Bragone.

for

A

Branca Moeda. A term iised by Portuguese Humisniatists, and corresponding to
the Frencli Blanc or Blanque.
Brandthaler.

The name given

to a Poin 1629, to

Thaler, issued at Thorn,
commemorate the gallant defence of that
city against the Swedes under General
Wrangel. There are a number of minor
varieties, all exhi])iting a view of the city
in Hames, and tlu» inscri])tion fides et conST.ANTIA l'l:H IGNEM PROBATA.
lish

Brasangium. See Brassage.
Brasher Doubloon. A gold coin, sti-uck
It obin the city of New York in 1787.
tains its name from its originatoi', Ei)hraim
Braslier, a goldsinitli, whose place of business was at number one, C'lierry Street.
Brasher made applieatimi to tlie Lcgisla[

ture of the State of New York for permisHis petition
sion to strike copper coins.
was not granted, and in consequence only
the gold Doubloons are known.

A

Braspenning.
base silver coin of Brabant, Friesland, and the Low Countries, in
general use during the fifteenth century
later.
It appears to have been originally of the vahie of two Stuivers, but
later was equal to onl^^ one Stuiver and
Some authorities refer
eight Pfenninge.
See Blanchet
to it as the Dubbele Jager.

and

(i.

462).

Brass. The terms first, second, and third
brass (or bronze), applied to Roman coins
according to their sizes, is convenient but
unscientific.
The first brass, or Great
Brass, is in reality the Sestertius the Second Brass, or Middle Brass, is the Dupondius and As; and the Third Brass, or
Small Brass, is the Semis and other small
;

coins.
It should further be rememliered that
the latter class is of copper; the larger
coins are neither brass nor bronze, but
composed of orichalcum, a mixture of cop-

per and zinc.
Brass.
An Pjuglish colloquial term for
a copper coin, but chiefly used for the
plural.
The expression can be traced to
the fourteenth century. Langland, in Piers
Ploughman, circa 1362 (iii. 189), has
"Beere heor bras on thi Bac. " In his
translation of the New Testament in 1526,
Tindale renders Matthew (x. 9) thus:
"Posses not gold, nor silver, nor brasse.
At a later period the word was slang
or dialect for money in general, as the
following quotations indicate:
"Shanio that tllP imisps shinlld bo bought
Kor evory iicnsanf.s brass."

—

•Thou

ilamniMl anil

Offer'st

me

—

"Who

iinil

HaU. Satin\^,
mountain goat,

I'iishop

liixurlmis

sohl
liiitT.

brass?"

Shakfspi'aro. King Hciiiii thr Fifth (iv. 4).
ne'er ch-spises books that bring him brass.",

Byron, Hints from Horace

(.548),

A

French term used to indicate the variation between the actual
value of the metal, and the denomination
stamped on the coin. This difl^erence in
former years constituted the payment
Brassage.

wiiieh the official who struck the coins received.
Sec Slegclpenninge.
Du Cangc (i.) states that as early as the
thirteenth century the name Brasangium
was given to the official whose duty it was

52]

Bravuda

Briquet

to determine the aliove-immetl variations.
Sec Seifrnoragre.
Bravuda. A monetary denomination
mentioned in ordinanees of the reign of
Dnarte I, Kinf,' of Portii<ral (148:M4:!S),

and cniniintcd at three Diidieiros.
Bread Tokens. The name fjiveii

to

series of tokens extensively issued in

a

Nu-

renilierjj,
Paderhorn, and other German
towns durinfr tlie sixteentii eentnry and
later, which on ]iresentation eoidd be re-

deemed

for a loaf of bread.
They are of
various shajies and metals, and some of
them bear the inserijjtion trot or URdD. A
I-?rodmarke was struck bv the Kornvercin
of KUierfcld in 1817.

A nickname

Breeches Money.

fjiven to

English Commonwealth
1()48-166()) on account of the el(>n<rated
shields on the obverse which bear a fanciful resemblance to a pair of trousers.
flic

coins

the

of

{

Breite Groschen, also called Breitfjroschcn, oi- (4rossi Lati, was a name applied

fourteenth century aiul later to cerBohemian (iroschen of large
module, to distinguish tluMii from smaller
pieces of the same denomination, (irossi
in the

tain ty])es of

which were

Praeeisi,

contempora-

sti'uck

neously.
It

A name given to a Thastruck in 1537, so called be(Bremse) appears in the field

Bremsenthaler.
ler of Liilicck,

cause a fl.v
on the obverse.

The "Bremse" was

coat of arms of Nicholas
the Biii'gomaster.

Brenag^um.

According to Wliai'ton,
was "a |)a,vmeiit

18G4, this

I.r.riro)!,

bran, which tenants ancientl.v
feed their lords' hounds."

Brick

Tea

the

von Bi-ombseii,

in

in

the balls of Shan tea.
The discs weigh
twenty Tickals each seven piled together
make a packet which used to sell at one and
one-half Tickals and two Ticks" \sk\.
Sec also Terrien de la Couperie (.\x) and
the Am. .lournal of Numismatics (xli. 79).
;

Bridge Money. The name given to a
variety of Chinese metallic ciirnMicy on account of their bridgelike appearance.
Ramsden, who describes these pieces in detail (pp. L'!)-:)2), adds. "I would suggest
the name of Tingle Dangle as more appropriate, since they will jirobably result to
be miniature token representatives of the
larger musical instruments which are still
to be seen in certain |)arts of China." The
Chinese name for Bridge Jloney is Kiao
Pi, and for Tingle Dangle moneV is Kiu"
Shih

Pi.

A gold coin of Denmark
struck by Christian IV in 1647.
The
reverse
exhibits
a pair of spectacles
("Brille"), with the motto vinio ihka
noMi. There is a corresponding half.
Brillen Dukat.

Brillenthaler.
The name given to a
variety of Tlialer issued b.v Duke .Julius of

Brunswick-Liincburg

shoidd be remcmliercd, however, that

the ad.jective hrcit is employed in a genral way to define the broad type, as distinguished from the rlirk. or thick specimens.
This a
Mints for such names as the l^rcitpfemiig of Augsburg; the Breiter Thaler,
S,( Dickfhaler.
etc.

Law

kinds apparently known in the market at
Bamo are the flat discs of China tea and

is

a recognized

made

to

unit of value

some parts of Burma and Tibet; the

ditferent

mark and

(lualities

each liear a distinctive

jiass at diflf'erent prices.

Clement Williams, in Throufjh liurwa io
Wrxtern China, 1864 (p. 34), has a note
which seems to refer to a currency consisting of cakes of tea.

He

says:

"The

only

[33

at (Joslar

from 1586

are of the .so-called "Wild
Man" type, and from the arm of this figure there hangs a skull, an hour-glass, and
a pair of spectacles ("Brille"). »Sfrr Louis
to 1589.

aux

They

IjUliettes.

Briot's Crown.
The name given to a
variet.v of Crown executed about 1633 by
Nicliohis Briot, who had been appointed at
the Tower mint by Charles I in 1628. This
piece, though not of vei'v sjiirited workmaiishi]), is neat and well f(H'mcd, and was
struck by the indciiciident ajiparatus which
Briot owned. There is a half crown of the
same t.vpe. Briot's coins can be distinguished by the initial B.

A

Briquet.
silver coin of the fifteenth
ciMitury issued in Brabant, Burgundy, and
the Low Countries.
It has on the obverse
the figure of a lion holding a fire-steel in
his claw. There are correspoiuling doubles,
halves, and quarters.
The word means a steel for striking fire,
and the chain attached to the Order of the
(iolden Fleece instituted in 1429 by Philip
the Good, Duke of Burgundy, was decor]

"

:

Britain

Crown

Bruneti

ated with sparkling precious stones,
golden fire-steels.
The Dutch equivalent is Vuurijzer,
by this name these coins are known in
land, Gueldres, etc.
See Azzalino

and
and
Hol-

and

Fewreysen.

An English gold coin,
Britain Crown.
struck in tlic reign of James I pursuant to
Its
a proclamation of October 20, 1604.
original value was five shillings, which was
raised to five shillings and sixpence in
The union of the kingdoms is re1611.
ferred to in the legend Ilcnricus rosas rc(jna Jacobus, i.e., "Henry unites the roses,
James unites the Kingdoms." This coin
was discontinued in 1661- '62. See Crown.
Britannia Groat. A name given to the
English silver fonrjience which was revived for general circulation in 1836 and
The following cudiscontinued in 1856.
rious note concerning these coins appeal's
in

Hawkins
"These pieces are said

to

have owed

their existence to the pressing instance of
Mr. Joseph Hume, from whence they, for
some time, bore the nickname of Joeys. As

they were very convenient to pay short
cab fares, the lion. Member of Parliament
was extremely unpopular with the drivers,
who frecjuently received f)nly a groat where
otherwise they would have received a sixpence without any demand for change."
British Dollar.

See Dollar.

Another name for the Unite
iq.i'.), a gold coin issued by James I of
England.
In the reign of Charles II the term was
Broad.

hammered twentyfrom the new coins of the

used to distinguish the
shilling i)ieces

same value then introduced

called Guineas

iq.v.).

The Bi'oads were
to

called in

be no longer current

nia,)oi'it\'

in

and declared
1732-'i3,

the

them having become much dimvalue and size by wear and clip-

of

inished in
ping.

Broad Thaler.
Brockage.

See Breite Groschen.

A

faulty piece in coining: a
damaged coin. In a report of the mintmastci-s under Klizaiicth, trinp. 1572, mcntiiiii is made of "brocage" in tiie making of
six pi'iices. Sec Num. Chrun. (Ser. iv. Vol.
16. p. 75).

Brod.

Sec Bread Tokens.

A

Broke Money.
term used to indicate the cut Bracteates, Deniers, and especially Pennies of the Middle Ages.
The
process of quartering or halving ap]>ears
to be adapted to the Anglo-Saxon coinage,
e.g., to the Pennies of Althelred II (9781016), on which the shears or chisel is
guided by the cro.ss on the reverse.
The practice of cutting coins was sanctioned by Philip VI of France by an ordinance of May 29, 1347. See Blanchet, Les
Monnaics Coupees in the Revue Nuinismatique

(iv. 1).

In the Burij Wills, 1463 (repr. 1850, 41),
there is a reference to "broke silvir.

Bronze. An alloy made of ninety-five
parts of copper, four parts of tin, and one
part of zinc, which has been found more
serviceable for coining purjtoses than pure
copper.
somewhat similar mixture was
em]iloved by tlie Greeks and Romans, but
among modern nations it was not used luitil 1850, when the Swiss Government began to i.ssue coins of this metal. France
adopted it in 1852, Sweden in 1855, England in 1860, and Belgium in 1861. See
Brass.

A

Bronzo. The name given to a small copper coin which appears at Messina, Ravenna, etc., before the tenth century.
The
Bronzi are generally of very rude workmanship, and a number of types have both
Latin and Cufic inscriptions.

Brown. An English slang term for a
coi)per coin, especially a halfpenny, in allusion to its color.

Brown Money.
both

in

Ireland

A
and

word used
Devonshire for

dialect
in

copper coins.
Briickenpf ennige. Sec Lanclsberger Pf ennigc.

A

Brule.
copjicr coin struck in the
Bishojiric of Liege from about 1513 to the
end of the century. It was valued at four
Stuivers.
See de Chestret (jmssim).

Brummer. A base silver coin of Poland,
struck by Sigismund III at the beginning
of the seventeenth century. It is a variety
of the Drei|i(ilker

(q.v.),

and receives its
it was coined.

name from Bromberg, where
Bruneti,

or

Bruni.

A

term

used

by

Italian numismatists to indicate coins that

have become greatly oxidized, and to such
[

34]

Brusselaar

Bullion

pieces that are subject to oxidation on aeof the impurity of the metal.

t'ouiit

A

Brusselaar.
BriipH't issued
ing,'

varietj'

minority of Philij)

tiie

the

of

hy JMaximiiian

in

tiie

liouhle

14M8 dur(iood.

It

the reverse an ornamented cross,
B in the centre, from which
circumstance it is assumed that it was
stnii'k at Brussels. See Prey (No. 298).

has on

witii tlie letter

Bryan Dollars.

The name given

to

series of satirical pieces issued in 1S!)()

a

and

and second "free silver" campaign of William J. Bryan. They
occur ill .silver and other metals and are
of various shapes, sizes, and designs.
1!K)0 durinjj;' the first

A billon coin of Brabant,
l:iM and later.
The type i)rescMts two shields placed side by side, with
For a detailed acsmall lions over each.
count of these ]iieces sec van der ("hijs (p.
Their value is mentioned as being
96).
equal to four Grooten of Vilvorde.
small, rectangular Japanese gold
Bu.
coin, first i.ssued in 15!)!). It was the fourth
part of a Ryo, and bears the inscri|)tion,
Brymann.

struck

in

A

Ichi

meaning one Bu.

liu,

The Bu was

also divided into four pai'ts, each one being

called Shu.
The silver

Bu was introduced

and contiiuied

in

1830,

in use until the introduction

of the Meiji currency in 1870.

A

copper coin of the Malay
Sff I'it.je.
The word means
a crocodile, and is probably derived from
the old tin ingot money cast in this shape
and minted at Selangor, etc.

Buaya.

Peninsula.

Buck. A slang term used in some parts
of the I'nited States for a dollar. The word
is of comi)aratively recent origin and the
etymology is unknown.
Buckscha. >SVt Kabir.
Budata.
A coin of Palermo i.ssued in
liisti Miiil prohibited and retired from circulation in 1G!(8.
Delia Hovere, Mrmoric
Storirhr
supra Ic Monctr hits.te, 1814
(12!t), gives an account of this debased
.

.

.

struck in copper, tin, and lead, and was
usually com|)uted at one forty-eighth of a

Fanam.
Budschu, or Boudjou.

A Swiss nickname for a coin
more or less concave foi-m. "Biickel"
means a bent back or hunch back.
Biiggeli.

of

Bugne.
A base silver coin struck in
Metz and current in Lorraine during the
fifteenth century and later.
It is mentioned in an ordiiuuice of 1511 as having a
value of ten Deniers.
There are both niunieiiial and e|)iseo])'ii
tyjies, and the usiud devices bear a figni'c
of St. Stephen, with the inscription .s'.
STKl'-U. I'ROTHO'.
It

.sometimes
(486).

is

a corrui)tiou of
poptdai' name for the
cuius issued in Pommerania
(1471-152:?) and his
under Bogeslaus
successors.

is

Portuguese

Bazarucco

{q.v.}.

It

was
[•!

The

X

Buhloli, or Bahloli.
A coin of mixed
metal, weighinj^' abdut 145 grains, iutrnduced b\- P>ahlol Lodi, the Afghan rider i>\'
It
Dehli, A.II. 855-8!)4 (A.D. 1450-1488).
was the standard coin for about seventy
years. Nrr Thomas (No. 311).
Bull.
A slang expression for an Kuiilisli

Crown

piece.

Dictidiiiirii.

or

ti\-e

Bullet

Money.

Bullion.

word

J.

II.

Vaux,

1812, says:

in his Flush
"Bull, a Crown

Sliilliugs."

The

ajiix'ars to

exchange.

p?-obably a variation or corruption of the

probably

Bugslaver,

Bogislauer.
small silver

ter.

to

Sec

Tiercelle.

calleil

I'.Ianchet

office,

is-

former silver

:

currency ami asserts that it was composed
of a mixture of copper and chalk or plas-

Budgrook. A coin of liombay, first
sued under the charter of KiTT, granted
the East India Company.
The name

A

coin of Algiers, introduced at the Iteginning of the nineteenth century and divided
into twenty-four Muzuna.s.
The midtii)les and divisions of this coin
all have their particular nanu's, as follows:
2 Budschu, called Zudi, or Sondi Budschu;
1
P.udschn, called Rial Btulschu 14 Budsehu, called Rebja, or Rebia Budschu; '/^
P>udschu, called Temin Bud.schu.

Srr Tieal.
original

meanintr of the

have been a ndnt or

a.ssay

but the writers of the sixteenth century soiuetinies refer to it as a jilaee of

The

dr In Lcii. 1641
(p. 43),
"Bullion ... is the place
where gold is tryed." and Blount, in his
Ijdw Dicliiiiiiiric. KiTfl, has: "Bullion
sigiufies sonu'times the Kings Ex<"hange, or

states

Tn-iiics

that

.

.

.

Butaca

Bundesthaler
place whither such Gold in the lump
brought to be tryed or exchanged."

is

The

definition in use at the present time,
gold or silver in the lump, as distinguished from coin or manufactured articles, can be traced to the latter part of the
sixteenth century.
Thomas North, in his
translation of Plutarch's Lives of the Noble
Grecians and Romans, 1580 (p. 865), says:
i.e.,

"Bringing with him all his plate, both Gold
and Silver, unto the Mint-master, he gave
it him to put into bullion, and so to be
converted into currant

[sic]

coin."

Bundesthaler. The name is usually
given to any silver coin of Convention
Money (q.v.). The Schweizer Bundesthaler is in reality a medal designed by
Jakob Stampfer (obit. 1579) to commemorate the foundation of Swiss Independence. See Schmalkaldischcr Bundesthaler.

A

Bung.
slang term used by thieves in
referring to a purse. See Bit.

Bungtowns.

A

name given

to

clumsy

imitations of the English half pennies
which circulated extensively in Pennsylvania and the other states in the latter part
of the eighteenth century.
The name is probably derived from the
slang term, "to bung," meaning to cheat
or deceive.
There is an extensive list of them in Atkins.
See also Amer. Journal of Nnniisiiiatirs (xxxiii. 67, xxxvi. 94).

A

series of copper
Bursarienzeichen.
tokens struck by the bursar of the guild
or chapter at Munster and Paderborn from
1543 to 1633. They are of the denominations of three Schillinge, 12, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1
The value is
Pfennig, and one Heller.
on one side and a figure of St. Paul on the
Many are countermarked with
reverse.
the arms or name of the bursar.

In 1493 HerIV, Archbishop of Cologne, the duke
of Julich and Berg, and the municipal
authorities of the city of Cologne, held a
conference to adjust the irregular monetary system then prevalent, and agreed
upon the following values Weisspfennige,
24 to a Gulden; Blanken, 12 to a Gulden;
Double Buyschen, 18 to a Gulden; Simple
Buj'schen, 36 to a Gulden Half Bu.yschen,
72 to a Gulden; Old Morchen (Moergyhe),
8 to a Weisspf ennig Neu Morchen: 12 to
a Weisspfennig.
The above appears to be an early reference to a small copper coin which derived
its name from a bou(iuet or bunch of flow-

Busch (plural Buschen).

mann

:

;

;

and leaves which appeared on one side.
These coins were later identified with the
cit.y of Aachen, or Aix-la-Chapelle.
The
ers

obsidional pieces of six and twelve sols
issued in 1597 are sometimes called Buschen, and in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the twelve and four Heller pieces had a respective value of three
and one Buschen. They were struck as
late as 1790 or 1792 and were abolished by
the Prussian coinage system of 1821.

Bun Sen. A Kwanei sen (q.i'.) having
the character Bun (learning) on the reThe coin was made in 1668 from
verse.
the fragments of the Daibutsu, or great
image of Buddha, at Nara. The last pieces
to be made from the Daibutsu statue are
called "Tori Sumi" Sen (gathered endings), which have this inscription as well
on the reverse.

Bussignarfi. According to Caucich, Bol(li Nuinisniafica Ifaliana
(iii. 34),
this was a name used in Ancona to designate either the mezzi Ducati, or the mezzi
Scudi d'oro of twenty Bolognini.
Irttino

•

A

Bussola, or Bussolotto.
pojnilar name
for the Grosso issued at Mantua from the
period of Ludovico III.
Gonzaga (14441478) to Carlo II (1637-1647). The word
means a pyx, and these coins have on the
obverse the figure of a pyx, used for holding the host.

Burbe.

See Bourbe.
Burgales. See Blancos Burgales.

Burgunderthaler. Scr Albertusthaler.
Burigozzo. A iieavy silver Testone of
the value of 32 Soldi, struck by the Emperor Charles V for the Duchv of Milan
It has a bust of the Em(1535-1556).
peror on one side and a standing figure of
St. Ambrosius on the reverse.

Bussolotto Papale.

name
Pope
from

Burrie, or Bauri.
A money of account
in the Maldive Islands, and equal to twenty

Cowries

A

Butaca, or Butki.
former gold coin
of Morocco, the name of which is probably

(q.v.).
[

This was another

for the Giulio struck in Parma by
Clement VII, the type being copied
the preceding coin.

30

]

Butchers' Half-pence

Byzant

a corruption of the Pataca (q.v.). Tts value
was two Rials or twouty-seven Ukkias.

Butchers' Half-pence. This torin is used
Dean Swift in his Prapicrs' Letters,
1724 (iii), and implies eouiiterfeit or very
hase silver eoins.
1)\-

A

silver eoin issued at Campen,
Deveiiter, /wolle, etc., during
the tit'teciilli and sixteenth centuries.
It
appears to have been of the value of two
l'lal<i<en, and is sometimes referivd to as
the half (iroot.
See Frey (No. 45!)).

Butgen.

(!roniiij,'fii,

Butki.
Buttala.

/SVe

Butaca.

The popular name

for a coin
of Piaeen/a issued duriu": the seventeenth

century and originally of a value of ten
Soldi.
Its value, however, fl\ietuated eonsiderahly, as in a monetary ordinance of
Salihioneta of 164S, the Ii\ittala is mentioned as e<|ual to 14 Soldi, liavinfi: lieen
ehanjred from 12 Soldi.

Buzerook.
Buzzard.

See Bazarueco.
.slang term formerly apjilied to the silver dollar of the United
States on account of the huzzarddike eagle
on the reverse.
Byoke.
An ob.solete form of writing
Baioceo {q.v.).
Byte. An old English form of Bit iq.i'.).
Byzant. See Solidus.

•!
[

]

A

:

Cambist

Cabes

African mone.y of account.

Caime. An inconvertible paper currency used in Turkey and Cyprus and abol-

Cache. A copper coin issued by France
from 1720 to 1837 for its possessions in
Pondichery and Karikal on the Coroman-

ished in 1879.
The word Kahti, plural Kuime, in Turk-

Cabes.
Sec Boss.

del Coast.

An

ish,

Conf. Kas.

There are a large number of

ly

Dauphiny by Charles V (1364-1380),
and retained by his successor Charles VI.
.S'^e Hoffmann (ii. 43).
Anne, Queen of France and Duchess of

for

Nummi

A

A

inally struck by Charles II (1665-1700),
of tlie value of one sixth of the Soldo, or
one three-hundredth of the Scudo. In 1711
it was reduced to one half of its original
M'cight.

Cagliarese.

A

copper coin of Cagliari,

was

struck
by the Kings of Spain as rulers of Sardinia in the sixteenth century, and the
coinage extends to the beginning of the
nineteenth century under the House of
Savoy. Jlultiples of three Cagliaresi were
issued as late as the reign of Victor EmanIt is usually computed
uel I (1814-1821).
at two Denari.

Cagnolo.

first

The popular name

for a bil-

issued at Mantua by Giovanni
Francesco, a leader of the people. It had
on the obverse the figure of a dog, and on
the reverse a cross with the inscription
PER SIGNUM LIBERA NOS.
lon

coin

Cagnone, meaning "money of the
gers,"

is.

this root.

guese Cruzado.

small
or Callaresifos.
copper coin of Cagliari which must not be
confused with the Cagliarese. It was orig-

in the island of Sardinia. It

comes from
Dutch writer

in the latter part of the
sixteenth century refers to it as being of
the size of the Duit, but with a hole in the
He adds that two hundred Caixas
centre.
are eipial to one Sata, and five Satas have
the value of a Carolns Gulden or a Portu-

Cadueeati.

Cagliaresco,

be used

;

iq.v.)

Bretagiie, struck a gold type, the Cadiere
d'Oro, circa 1498. Conf. Engel and Serrure (iii. 972).

See

to

Caixa, or Caxa. A copper coin formerused in the Malay Peninsula the name is
a Portuguese word derived from the Hindu
The common word cash
Kasu, or Kas.

varieties,

for a detailed account of which, see Zay
(pp. 273-285).
Cadiere. A billon coin of France issued

Caduceati.

means "upright," and comes

for a bond, hence for the Treasury note.

stran-

according to the Ri vista ItaVuind

di NiiiiiisDiatica (ix. 86), a coin mentioned
in a ])roclamation issued at Milan in 1520;
its nniuinal value was three Soldi.

Houtman,

in

his

Journual

(June

11,

1596), kept in the Straits of Sunda, states
that one hundred and sixteen Caxas are
equal to one Spanish Real. Conf. Netscher
and v.d. Chijs (p. 152).
Birch, in his Commentaries, Hakluyt
Soc'y (ii. 128 ff), states that Albuquerque,
the Governor General, ordered a coinage
for Malacca in 1510, as follows: Pieces of
10 Dinheiros
1 Dinheiro
2 Caixas (tin)
1 Bas1 Soldo; 10 Soldos (tin)
(tin)

=

=

5

tardo;

Bastardos

;

(tin)

=1

=

Malaque

(silver), or 1 Catholico (gold).

The

Calculus.

Latin

name

for

a

counter (q.v.).

A Spanish copper coin
Calderilla.
struck by Philip IV, circa 1636 to 1654. Its
value fluctuated, for while originally equal
to eight Maravedis, specimens occur couhterstamped for twelve Maravedis.
Callaresifos.

Cambist.

A

Sec Cagliaresco.
banker.

Cambistry.

The

From the Italian
of exchange.
camhista, from cambio, meaning exchange.
Ruding (ii. 138) states that "in the year
1270, the keeper of the cambium was appointed to assay the coins throughout the

science

wliole

[38]

Kingdom."

Camera

Carapace Money

An

Camera.
inonoy

term,
meaning
and usually lound in

(•(injunction with tlio name of a coin, e.g.,
Kioi'iiii (li Caniei'a, Dueati di Cainora, etc.

of Austria, Count of Corregfiio
Its value was two Soldi.
1606).

Cammacks.
llic

ill

Kudinfr

in2"l

(ii.

silver

of

(If)!)?-

what

libii f(jco

ruixnihir.

coin mentioned in conrentals of the Ronuin
Catholic Church. l)u Cange (ii. 67) thinks
that it pi-obabl.v signifies the revenue attached to a small field.

Canaries.

the

Caput Aspergellis.

A

jiopular

name

struck divisions consisting of halves, (inar-

and sixteenths;
Carantano, also variously written Carano, and Cliarantano, and jiossibly a corfers. eighths,

ruption of Carinthia.

It is thus
referred to as early as 1501) in .some correspondence between the Emperor Maximilian and Giaeimio IV, Appiani, Signor
of Piombino.
During the sixteenth century and later the name was common in
Venice and other parts of Xorthern Italy
to indicate the Kreuzer. and it was est)ecially used for the Austrian
Kreuzer
struck by Francis .losejili
for Milan, etc.
Multiples of five and ten Carantini of this
issue exist in silver.
Conf. Quarantaiio,

for the

((/.c).

piece

is

also

known

I

infrn.

Cara o Sella. A Spanish term meaning
"face or seal" and corresponding to the
English "Heads or Tails" {q.v.).

as Patsica

See Teixcira de Aragao (xiv. 4),
and Fernaiides (p. .'J.IS).
{q.v.).

Canopy Type.

A designation
English silver coins.
.some of the pennies of William I
is used
where a full-face bust
to classify

Carapace Money. A name given to a
Chinese money, or tokens, issued
in the time of the Emperor Wii Ti of the

employed
Thus on

variet\' of

the term

under

Mail Dyiia.sty (B.C. 140-86).
is
deIt
scribed in the Ch'ien I'li T'lni;) Cliih. a

a

canopy occurs.
I

The general name

in Italy for the (irosso Tirolino.

—

The

Skins of Ani-

crowned shield with the (|uartered arms of
France and Hurgiindy. There were also

Canella, or Onga.
A deuoinination issued in 1S-|:5 and 1845 under Maria II of
Portugal for ll()zambi(iue. It consisted of
an oblong bar of silver, bearing on one side
an M,aiid on the reverse oncj.v 6 crs (Cruzados).

.SVr

Carambole. A name given to the silver
ficu of eighty Sols issued by Louis Xl\' in
1686 for Flanilcrs.
The reverse has a

Francis (Jrose, in his Diction-

Candareen.
The name given by foreigucis in the Far East to the Chinese Pen
or Fun, the one hundredth part of the
Tjiang, or Tacl {q.v.), and the tenth part of
the Mace (q.v.). Pieces are struck in the
following denominations: 7.2 Caiidareens,
e(i\ial to one tenth of a Dollar, and 8.6
Caiidareens. e(pial to one twentieth of a
Dollar; also known as five cents.
As a
money of account it is worth about 1.4
Scr Ciri(>n and Fen.
cents.
Thaler

etc.,

mals.

of thr Vuhjnr Totuiuc, 1785, states
that this is a slang luime for Guineas; the
reference is of course to the yellow color.

Candle Thaler.

(/iio-

caponcx Ii. Muriae iiuiland assumes that this was

(lui

.

(liciiiilttr (•(ipuc'utr.

arij

liiclit

.

document of

dinariox pro

A

A

with

.

cites a

sf.r

Capuciae.
name given to a variety of
Follari struck at Hagiisa at the end of the
thirteenth century. The diadem and toga
on the figure on the obvei-se gave it the appearance of being covered with a cap.
hence the po])ular designation. A statute
of the year 12!)4 mentions, ftillarl. qui

it.

Campulus.

Du Cange

a triliiitc to the cliiii-eh.

was

.jniu'lidn

III

the year 1250 reading

however, was not mint coin, but
called ('anuuac'.s, being half
pence made by a person of that name, a
proprietor of cojjpcr mines, with a device
u|)on it, not the King".s face."
part of

Italian word caThe name given to

the

meaning '•hair."

Capones.

states

The greater

Enjijland.

From

Capellone.
jxllii.

co

chise of the ei^'liteenth

coinafje

copper coin of Bulgaria.

Stilt iiika.

a silver coin of

century
"the copper c(iina>;e of Ireland was in an
infinitely hetter state compared with the
thai

jS'cr

Modena struck by Francesd'Fste (17:i7-17S()), and distinguished by the long hair on the portrait.
Its value was one third of the Lira.

Camiilino.
A silver coin of Corre^frio
which hears on the oliverse a hust of C'amillo

A

Canteim.

Italian

(if oxelie(|ii('r,
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Carolus

Carasco Dollar
The obverse, or upper
rare native work.
side, resembles the back of a tortoise, with
scales, wliile the lower side is hollow, traversed by two "roads." The name is due,
probably, to the shape and design of the
objects themselves, rather than to the ancient custom of using tortoise-shell in barter.

For detailed information concerning
types and designs, see Ramsden, in Am.
Journal of Numismatics

(xlv. p. 70).

Carasco Dollar. The name given to one
of the coins issued by the Constitutional
Provisional Government of Mexico. They
were struck by orders of General Carasco,
at Culiacan, the capital of Sinaloa, in No-

Carlino.

present monetary s.ystem.
His successor, Vittorio Amedeo III
(1773-1796), struck the Carlino Nnovo in
1790.
This was a much larger coin, equal
to about one hundred and twenty Lira.

A

silver coin, the twelfth part
Carlino.
of the Ducato (q.v.), issued by Charles II
of Anjou, King of Naples and Sicil.y (1285It was also called Gigliato [q.i'.),
1309).

and the type was copied
series.

Another

name

for

the

Pic-

but speciall.v applied to the
coinage of Stio. The Caratto, in copper,
was issued here during the reign of Lorenzo Ginstiniani Banea (1483).
Carci.
The plural of Carzia (q.v.).
(q.v.),

Raimondo

Card Money.

to

copper

A

G rosso

V

a

on the

A

Carolin, plural Caroliner.
gold coin
Sweden of the value of ten Francs. The
name is probably taken from Charles John
XIV (Bernadotte). It was last struck in
1868 by Charles XV.
The same designation is also applied to
a silver coin of Sweden issued b.v Charles
XI and Charles XII. See Karolin.

A former silver coin of BomCarival.
bay, the tifth part of a Rupee, and equal to
twelve Paisa. See Noback (p. 64).

of

A gold coin of Brunswick
Carl d'or.
which takes its name from Charles Wil(1780-1806).
It
was
Ferdinand
liam
usually computed the same as the Pistole,
The name was
i.e.. at five Tluder in gold.

Carolingian Money. A general term for
coins striR-k during the Carolingian
jieriod in France, i.e., from Pepin (752768) to Hugh Capet (obit. 987).
The
name is derived from ("harlemagne, who
introduced monetarj' i-eforms. See Engel
and Serrure {passim), and Blanehet (i.

retained, after the death of Duke Charles,
until the end of 1834, when a new monetary system went into effect. The name is
sometimes written Karl d'or.

thi'

nickname for the Car-

A

silver coin of France struck
Carlin.
for Dauphiny by Charles V (1364-1380).
See Hoffmann (12).
[

(1736-1741)

silver coin of Rome
It was first struck b.v
type.
Urban
in 1367, and was issued b.y Boniface IX to commemorate his jubilee in
1400. Karlini Papali are referred to in a
Milanese ordinance of 1474, and again in
a tariff of Bologna of 1588. This coin was
gradually reduced in weight, and eventuall.v the Grosso took its place.

backs of playing cards, which were issued
by Inteiulant de Meules, in 1685, in Canada, for the payments in arrears to soldiers.
The issue continued for over thirty
See Breton (p. 11, et seq.).
j'ears.

Carle. A P''rench
olus (q.v.).

Despuig

Carlino Papale.

of the

The name given

varietj- of jiromissory notes written

in the Florentine

an ordinance of April 20, 1818,

Carlini were issued.

See Quart d'Ecu.

Cardecu.

By

the Carlino was made the tenth of the Ducato and equal to one hundred Grani for
Naples, or two hundred Baiocci for Sicily.
The Carlino of Bologna appeared under
Clement VII (1523-1534), and was issued
almost uninterruptedly until the middle of
the seventeenth century.
In Malta the Carlino was struck in silver of the value of half a Tarin as early as
the middle of the sixteenth century; its
value, however, was reduced, and luider

Carat. Kelly (p. 49) mentions this as a
small Arabian coin and equal to one eighHe may have it contieth of a Piastre.
fused with Kabir {q.v.).
Caratto.

gold coin of Sardinia issued

of the value of about thirty-five Lira in the

vember, 1913.

ciolo

A

by Carlo Emanuele III (1730-1773), and

141).

Carolus.
A base silver or billon coin
struck by, and named after Charles VIII
40
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Cash

Carol us
of France (1483-1498).
Tt probably received its name from the hirjre letter K. on
the obverse.
It had a value of ten Deniers Toiiriiois, and, besides the re-riilar
type, tliere were special i.ssues for Hrc-

See Hoffman {passim).
A proelamatioii of Henry VIII,
datetl November 5, 1522, fi.Ked its value at
four-pence sterling. See Rndino; (i- -W^^)

and l)aMi)luny.

ta^iie

Carolus, or Carolus Gulden.
A silver
(iuldcn issued by Charles \' for tlie XetluM'iands. Tliere is an extensive series of them
for Hesan(;on. They befrin about ir)4(), and
the name appears to have been retained
until the end of the sixteenth centui'v,
even after the death of the Emperor.

Carzia. The Italian e([uivalent of Kreuzer (([.v.).
It is a])plied to copper coins
issued by the Prioli Family for Nicosia in
the sixteenth century, etc.

Carzia.
The popular name to indicate
the fi-artional jjart of the money of ("yprus, and usually aj)plie<l to the Danaro.
The term was copied by the \'enetians in
the sixteenth century.

Case.

A

slang exjiression for a dollar.
is uncertain, l)ut it may be
corruption of th(> Fi'encli caisse, i.e.,

Till'

a

etymology

money.
Cash,
in
commerce, signifies ready
money, or actual coin paid on the instant,
and in this sense it has been in use since

Carolus Dollar. The common name for
the
Spanish-American silver Dollar or
piece of eijiht Keales when used for trade
in the far East.
The term is confined to
the issues of Charles ill (1759-1789) and

the

Charles IV (1789-1808).

tei-m are to be

A name

Caron.

given

to

the

billon

latter

part of the sixteenth century.

The etymology appeai-s to be from the
French word caisse, a coffer or chest in
which money was kept.

Two

early instances of the use of the
found in Saffron Watden,
by Thomas Nashe, 1596 (106), to wit, "He
put liis hand in his jiocket but
not
to ]>luck out anie cash;" and in Shakespeare's King Henry V (ii. 1, 120).
.

Marcpie

in the

Caroub.

Reunion Islands.

Sec Kharub.

Carrarino.

A

of Padua,
Carrara (l.'iSOl;!')"))
and his successor Francesco I da
Carrara (1355-1:588).
The name is deI'ived from the prominent fig-ure of a carni. or cart, f)ii the obverse, which may pos-

by

sti-nck

sibly

be

the

coin

silver

Jaeopino da

orijirin

of

the

name

of

the

govern ill": family.

A

Carrettini.
general name for the
issued by the Marchesi del Caretto,
Signors of t'ortemiglia. In the Rivista
Ifaliana rU N'lnnistnatica (.xiii. 79), a chronicle of Piacenza of the year 1255 is cited
which reads: eudein anno cle mense decnnhris iiicrra tores {eeerunt fieri monetnm
itot'ffin (ipud iiKirchiuncs de Cnrretto quam
nppelUthant carrettini.

money

Cartwheel. A nickname given to the silver Diillar of the Cnited States, probably
on account of its size ccmipared to all of
the other coins.
The term is applied to
any large coin that is unwieldy. See Boulton 's Twopence.

Carucage. A tax of one penny formerly
imposed in England on every ])lough. See
Eleemosyna Aratri.
[

.

.

Cash. The name given by foreigners to
the Chinese copper coin with a scpiare hole
in the centre. Tlie term is probably derived
thi-ough the Portuguese word Caixa, from
the Telugu and Karanese word Kasii (cj.v.),
and the Tamil Kas, whi<-h, in turn, jjrobabl_\- conu^s from the Sanskrit Kiirsha, or
Karsha|)ana.
The Chinese call this coin
by various names, Ch'ien (q.iK) being the
most common. The more modern Chinese
term is Wen (q.v.), which is the word expres.sed in Chinese characters on many of
the modern copper coins that bear as well
the English word Cash.
The Chinese Li,
the thousandth part of a Tael, is the e(piivalent of the word Cash.
The coin known as Cash hius been for
about two thousand years of an almost uniform design, circular in shape, and with a
scjuare hole in the centre, the object of the
latter feature being for the purpose of
stringing (a string of Cash being known as
a Kuan, Ch'iian or Tiao, q.v.).
These coins are cast and .sometimes are
of fine brass, while others are a mixture
of coii])er, spelter, and iron.
The inscriptions on these coins since
A.n. 621 are mostly uniform. The char-

41]

Cash

Cattit

acters to the riglit and left can be translated "current coin" or "currency," while
tliose at the top and bottom are the names
of the emperors, or more properly the
name under which their reign is known.
For the most part the value has been one
tliousandth, though multiples of
11 or one
two and five have lieeu made from early
times.
Durinfi' the nineteenth century, folliiwing the Tai Ping rebellion tokens up
to lOUO cash in denomination were issued

In 1895 some improvement was made
coinage, the pieces being made of
uniform size and struck instead of cast.
About the year U)()(), when silver was
no longer circulated in China by weight,
but by value, copper was struck of one
general design for the different provinces
The
into which the country is divided.
new denomination consisted of 1, 2, 5, 10,
and 20 cash. The 10 cash in Kwang Tung
Province bore the inscription one cent,
in the

pi'obably due to the influence of the Hong
Kong coinage. These new coins had a
dragon on one side, and the central hobwas no longer retained except for the

Kwang Tung
in

Spink

Conf, also Ramsden,
163-169), and see Kas.

issues.

(xxiii.

Cash. The English word for the Hindu
Kas or Kasu iq.v.). The word cash is
used on the copper coins of Mysore about
1830 under Krishna Raja ITdaij'ar (179!)The inscriptions read XL cash,
1868).
XXV CASH, XX CASH, X CASH, V CASH. The
rare 21/2, ^Vi, fincl 121/2 cash pieces have
the value in Kanarese numerals.
Certain of the modern co])per coins of
Travancore have their values expressed in
cash as well as a number of the copper
In
coins of the British East India Co.
Humatra it was a money of account and

worth about
Casquete.

tliree cents.
>^rp

Timbre de Valencia.

A silver coin of the
Cassa Thaler.
Ducliy of lierg struck by Joachim Mnrat
It is frequently referred to as
in 1807.
tiie Ka.ssenthaler, but the reverse has the
insci'iptiou

1.

i!i':R(iiscHER.

Cassiusgroschen.

cassa. thaler.

The name given

A

parens prugum.
For a detailed description of the token
and the Colony see Ilickcox, Ilisforical
Account of American Coiminr. 1858 (p.
85), and Amcr. Jourunl of Numhmatics
(iv.

34).

_

A

Castroni.
general term for the Grossi
struck in the Duchy of Castro by Pier
Luigi Farnese (1545-1547). These usually
have the inscri]ition VRii. castricvs.
Castruccino.
A silver coin of Lucca
which receives its name from Castruccio
Castrucci (1316-1328). It has a crowned
bust portrait figure holding a sceptre, and
on the reverse the inscription imperialis,
with LVCA in the exergue.
Its value was
eiiua! to the mezzo Grosso.
Cataa Hamsie.
gold coin of the modern Egyptian series of the value of five
Piastres.
It was introduced A. II. 1255 or

A

A.D. 1839.
Catanesi.

Forgeries

of

ancient

known by
The name owes its

coins are said to be

this

Greek
term

Sicily.
origin to
the activities in this line of the notorious
bj'others b>iauchi of Catania.

in

Catechismusthaler, or Glaubensthaler.
medallic silver Thaler issued by Ernst.
Duke of Sachsen Gotha in 1668. It has
the articles of belief from the catechism
on both obverse and reverse. See Madai

A

(1512).

Catedra. The Spanish eriuivalent of the
Chaise d'Or and valued at 33 Marabo-

Old French documents mention the
Cathedra in alluding to the same coin.
Catholico.
A gold coin introduced by
All)U(|uer(iue,
Governor General of Malacca in 1510. See Caixa.
Cattle used for payments. See Pecunia,
Nowt Geld, ami Animals.
tini.

to a

Groschen of Bonn which has on the
reverse a view of the church of St. CasThey
sius, the patron saint of the city.
were issued under Archbishop Ilenrv IT,
Earl of Virneburg (1304-1332).

silver

Castellano.
The name applied in genany gold coin bearing the armorial
shield of Castile, but specially to such as
were one-fiftieth of the gold marc in
weight.
Under Pedro I, King of Castde
(1350-1368), the Castellano was computed
at thirty Maravedis.
Castoriati. Sec Denarius.
Castorland Token.
silver pattern
struck in Paris in 1796 by Duvivier, for
a French settlement in the northern part
of the State of New York.
It has on the
reverse the figiire of Ceres and a beaver
in the exergue, with the motto salve magna
eral to

[4 2]

Catty

Cent

Catty,
e()iii|)iis<'(l

\vei<;liiiifr

The Cliiiiese pouiul,
sixteen Taels or Ijiaiifrs, aiul
apprdxiiiiately one ami one third
(>!•

Chin.

111'

of our pounds.

'

.').

Scr Krishnala.

A name

Cavalier.

I

ou

tiie

obverse

to

the

to coins hearfigure of a Uin>:iit
term is ;t'nerally ap<;iven

tiie

The

lioi-seback.

ied

he

1

Carmagnola under Michele Antonio (l.')()41528) at Correggio by Camillo and Fab1 580-1 r)it7
at Sabbioneta by Vespasiano Gonzaga (155!)-1,591) etc.
Caveer. 8ee Kabir.
Caveria.
l)u Cange (ii) cites an ordinance of Saiicho \'1I, King of Navarre
(1194-1234), in which viij'niti raverias are

French and Flemish

series,

Countries

provinces of the Ijow

re-

(Jonsethe name llijder iq.v.).
ipiently the Cavalier d'Or is the same as
the Goiideii Rijder, and the ('avalier d'
silver
Arjjent. is the Rijderdaelder.
(iros au Cavalier was struck bv .Tohn II,
Count of Ilainaut (1280-1304).'

A

A

Cavalitti.
nickname used in Bolojjna
the (Jrossi of Ferrara which bore the
figure of St. George on horseback.
f(U'

According to the Corpus NiimItnUcorum (xxiv. f)), this was
coin of Antonio I, Prince of Mon-

Cavalla.
a billon

aco {1701-1731)
Danari.

Cavallina.

A

of

the

value

of

four

necessity coin issued for

Candia under Venetian rule

in

\'Vi\

and

1.573 to sujiply the lack of

Danari. S])eeimens occur in both coppei- and base silver.
It receives its
Cavalli, the governor.

name

fi-om

)

l-eferi-ed

;

Marino

Cavallo. A copper coin issued by Ferdinand
of Aragon while I'uler of Naples
and Sicily (1458-1494), which obtains its
name from the figure of a hoi-se on the reverse.
This device was abandoned in the
1

sixteenth century, but the coin nevertheless retained its name.
An idea of the small value of the coin
can be readily obtained when we consider
that 1200 went to the Ducato (q.v.) and
that it was the twelfth pai-t of a (Jraiio, as
the issues under Ferdiiuiiul IV dated 1786
to 1797 state.

[t

to.

A money of account in the JIaldive Islands and" equal to
1280 Cowries (q.v.).
Cawne, or Kahan.

Caxa. See Caixa.
Cecchine.
A corrujition

taininjr

niorum

(

;

Cauci.
A term emjiloyed hy Italian
numismatie writers to indicate coins of
concave shape.

1)1

Cavallotto.
silver coin which, like
the Cavallo, derives its name from the
figure of the horse on the revei-sc.
It was struck for Asti by Louis XI
of
France early in the sixteenth century; at

rizio

llahar.

Si'i'

Caturvim^atimana.

on

II

;

Catty.

injr

was consequently largely struck
and pieces of 2, 3, 4* (i, and
Cavalli are common.
coin

A

Catty, or Chang. A Siamese wci^lit of
2.(i7') His., avoirdupois.
Treasury pieees
of a s|)heri('al foi'ni iiave hcen made in
silver of tlie value of 1. i/.., i/j, i/J, anil
Cattys, or in Tieals 80, 40, 20, 10,
,,.
:ind

The

in multiples,

(q.v.)

and

conf.

of Zecchino
Checc|uin and Chickino,

infra.

Ben Jonson,

in his jday
3), uses the phrase
... is a cecchine."

Volpoiic.

"When

(i.

l(i()5

euery W(U'd

Ceiniog.
An old Welsh word meaning
a penny. See Cianog.
Ceitil, also called

Real Preto, the earliest
coin of Portugal, of the value of
one-sixth of the Real, first issued bv Alfonso III (1248-1279).
It has usually a
co|)|)er

castle with three towers

occupying a large

part of the field, and was extensively
struck at Lisbon, Porto, and Ceuta.
The
latter town in Northern
Africa is supposed to have supplied the name of the
coin.

Cella.
See Aquilino.
Cenoglego. A luime given to a varietv
of the silver Soldo issued in Venice under
Francesco Dandolo (1326-1339), and his
successors Bartolomeo Gradenigo and Andrea Dandolo. The name is derived from

the kneeling
obverse.

figure

of the

Doge on the

Cent. The name of a copper coin of the
Fnited States of North America, and eipial
to the one-hundredth part of the Dollar.
The word was fii-st used on the so-called
Washington Cent of 1783, but the regular coinage of the Cent and half Cent was
not authorized until 1792.

Chahar Goshah

Centavo
For ail early use of the word in the
history of the United States coinage see
Am. Journal of Numismatics (xv. 77).
The Cents are classified according to
their devices, e.g., Fillet head, Turban
They were first
head, Indian head, etc.
struck in 17!*;i and every year thereafter
In 1857 the
witli the exception of 1815.
was reduced.
The half Cent was abolished in 1857;
the two-Cent pieces were issued from 1864
to 1873; the nickel three-Cent pieces were
issued from 1865 to 1889 the silver threeCent pieces from 1851 to 1873 and the
nickel five-cent pieces were authorized in
1866 and are still in use. For four years,
1875 to 1878, silver twenty-Cent pieces
were coined.
The Cent as an equivalent of the onehundredth part of the Dollar is also used
in Briti-sli North America, British Guiana,
British Honduras, the Danish West Indies,

size

;

;

Hawaii, Fiji, Liberia, Cuba, Guam, the
Philippine islands, Porto Rico, Noi-th Borthe Chinese
Ilong Kong, China,
neo,
Treaty Ports, Labuan, Sierra Leone, Sarawak, and the Straits Settlements.
In Ceylon, Mauritius and Seychelles it
and
is the one-hundredth part of a Rupee
in the Netherlands and the Dutch Colonies the one-hundredth part of the Florin
;

or Gulden.

A copper coin of Mexico,
Centavo.
Central America, and many countries in
South America. It is almost uniformly
the one-hundredth part of a Peso.
Centeiiariae, f)r Centenariae Formae
were large gold medallions e([ual to one
hundred Aurei, said by Lampridius, Sev.
Alex. (39) to have been struck by the Em-

peror Elagabalus.

A

weighed between 3.55 and 2.60 grammes.
It was first introduced by Constantine the
Great and continned to be issued in great
It was the
numl)ei's until after Arcadius.
hundredth part of the silver Siliqua. See

Babelon, Traite

Centesimo.
countries,

(i.

A

612-614).

Centesimi equal one Lira; in Uruguay 100
Centesimi ecjual one Peso etc.
Centime. A copper coin the one-hundredth part of a Franc. It bears this re;

;

lationship in France and the French Colonies, Monaco, Belgiiun, Bulgaria, Luxem-

burg, Switzerland, etc.
In Haiti the Centime is the one hundredth part of the Gourde.
The multiples of the Centime exist in
both copper and nickel.

Centime. The Spanish equivalent of
in Spain it
the Centime and Centesimo.
is the one hundredth of the Peseta, and
before 1871 it was the one hundredth of
the Escudo.
It is used in the same relation to a larger coin in Morocco, Venezuela, Costa Rica, and the Dominican Republic.

Centupondium.

its

name

indicates,

is
[

See Talent.

A

multiple of one hundred
Centussis.
Asses after the first reduction, and used
as a money of account.

Cepayqua.

See Leal.

Cercle.
A French nickname for any
piece of money in allusion to its shape.

Cervette, or Cervettoni. According to
the liivista Italiana di Numismatica (xxii.
39), this was a coin issued in Casale during the war of 1628. It received its name
from the figure of a stag on the obverse.

A

Cervia.

silver coin of

Massa

di

Lu-

of the Malaspino Family.
It appears to have been originally issued

nigiana, a

fief

under Alberico

I Cibo (1559-1623), with
a figure of St. Peter on the reverse, and
The latter gave
a stag on the obverse.

as

nickname Lupetta for the coin,
was supposed to bear a re-

the stag

semblance to a wolf.
The Cervia was also a coin of Casale
Monferrato struck by William II Paleit bore the figure of a
ologo (1494-1518)
stag in an enclosure. Promis (i. 185) cites
a proclamation of Charles III, Duke of
;

Savoy, dated 1529 which jn-ohibits monete
et (linari di

Monferrato nomati cervoni.

Chahar Goshah, meaning a square

piece,

the lunne given to a gold coin of Akbar,
Emjieror of Hindustan, and valued at
thirt}' Rupees.
See Sihan.sah.
is

copper coin of various

which, as

Thus, in Italy,

Lombardy, Venice, and San Marino, 100

rise to the

Centenionalis, Centenionalis Communis,
coin first
or Nummus Centenionalis.
mentioned in an edict of Constantius II
and Julian of the year 356 A.D. It was
of bronze, slightly washed with silver, and

some larger and

the one-hundredth part of
fre(inently standard coin.
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Chazza

Chaine Money

name

earliost tyix' of

napolis, Maryland.
They consist of the
Shilling, six-pence and three-pence denominations.
For details, etc., see Crosb.v.

reads ameri.

cites this as

Chain Cent.

The

p()]iular

for the

eoppor feiits issued by the
(idveriiment of the United States in 179:J.
There are several varieties, one of which

Chaine Money.

See Cliaiiy.

A

Chaise, or Chaise d'Or.

by

eoiii striu'k ()ri<i:iiially

Preueh

Philij) 1\'

jjohl

(1285in the

1:514) and copied by Edward HI
Anglo-Gallic series. It received this name
because the ruler is seated on a Gothic
throne or chair of state.

A similar coin was issued in Germany
by Ludwijr IV (1314-1347) and the type
was co]iied in the Low Countries under the
name

of Clinckaert (q.v.).

A

Chakram, or Chuckram.
silver coin
of the Hindu State of Travancore issued
in the eighteenth century and later. There
are multiples and divisions, and report
says that ("liakrams of gold had once been
coined, but this, though probable, lacks
confirmation.
The Chakram is e(|ual to
Kas, and is the fourth part

sixteen copper
of the Fanam.

Conf. Elliot {pussiw).

See League Coin-

Chalcidian League.
age.

Chalcus, or Chalkos. The earliest Greek
copper coin and the eightli i)art of the
Obol (q.v.).
The etymology is jirobably
from Xx/.xo?, i.e., ore, or from Clialcis, the
city that commanded the market for cop-

Chalongia, or Chaloigne.
I)u Cange
an examjile of how the word
Schilling is corrupted in media'val documents. The word occurs in ordinances of
Peter, P>isho]) of Laon, of 1377 and 1386.

Chamsi. Tiie name given to the one
eighth Pia.stre in the Egyptian series.
It
is a base silver coin of the value of five
Paras.

Chang.

The Siamese mime

Cattv

for

(q.v.).

Ch'an Pi, (.r Ch'an Pu. See Pu.
Chany, or Chaine Money. A dialect
coi'iniption of Cliiua money and ai)|)lied to
the porcelain tokens issued by

tiie

I'inxton

China Works in East Derbyshire, England.
These pieces are oval in shape, flat on one
side and convex on the other.
The convex
side bears the value in large figures.

One

Ch'ao.

of the Chinese names for
money.
Chaouri. See Abbjisi.
Charantano. See Carantano.
Charms, i.e., metallic tokens with pictures in lieu of inscriptions, were used in
Japan and Korea for money at times. See

their paper

E

Sen.

Cham.

A

silver

to

the

e(|uivalent

coin

India
Rupee.

of

quarter

and
See

Sihansah.

per.

supposed to have been

It is

first

struck

time of the Pelo]ionnesian War, and
was largely used by the successors of Alexander the Great.
The nndtiples of the ("lialcus were the
Dekachalk (= 10 units), Octoclialk (= 8
in the

units),

chalk

Pentachalk

(=

5 units),

Tetra-

(= 4 units), Trichalk (= 3 units),
(^ 2 units). It was subdivided

Dichalk

into the

Hemichalk (=1/2 unit).

Chalk,

tiec

Challaine.

beai'ing

Chasperli.

charta

See Kasperle.

for the Spanish copper pieces
this island.

Chalmers* Tokens.

The name given

three silver

to

issued in
Chalmers, a goldsmith of Anpieces

[4'

m.mjna

Chaubinbank. See Chulon.
Chavo. The native name in Porto Rico

A

Chazza.
pi-ol>ab!.\-

a

tin coin of
later name for

William

(q.v.).

(eirea

I.

inscription

Chalcus.

iq.v.).

a series of

the

HAVARIAK.

See Chazza.

Challies and half Challies are copper
coins issued by the Dutch Government for
Ceylon.
They are the same as the Duit

1783 by

Charon's Obol. .sVr Nanlum.
Charta Magna Thaler. Another name
for tlie Convention Thaler struck in 181S
by Ma.ximilian Joseph 1, King of Bavaria.
It has on tlie reverse a figure of a tablet

1

"For

in

use on

Malacca and
the Hastardo
his

Travels

.says:

.').')()),

mony

Malacca the least
stamped with
Amies of Portugall and 12 of these
the

niony current
tlie

Barret

in

is

of

of

tiiuie

"

"

'

Ch' len

Checquin

20 and 50 cent pieces are expressed
2 and 5 Chiao instead of by Mace
and Candareens. See Hao.

Tlie Chazza is also of
Chazza.
with the said Amies and two of
The Challaine is
these make a Challaine.
of tinne with the said Armes and forty

make

a

of these
))iit not

make
made

Tanga

a

of

^^y Vz^ 1;

Chiappe di Forte. Promis (ii. 12) cites
money current in Turin in 1335

Goa good mony

this as a

Malacca."

in

10,

5,

tiiine

of which 28 were equal to a Grosso.

Checquin, Chekin, and Chequin are

all

A

eornijitions of Sequin, the latter being a
form of the Zecehino {q.v.). In
llnUuut's Voyages, 1599 (ii. i. 152), he
sa.ys, "Eiiery man a chekin, which is seuen
Brome,
shillings and two pence sterling."
Novella. 1632 (i. 2), vises the term "IIcre"s

Chiavarino.
copper coin of Frinco
issued by tiie Counts Ercole and Claudio
Mazzetti" (1581-1601). The word Chiavajo
in Italian means the Keeper of the Keys,
and the coin receives its name from the
Papal type of the keys and tiara which

a thousand checquines.

appear on

collo(|uial

Massinger, in

A

Venj Woman, 1655 (iii.
and Wheler,
chekeen
'

'

form
in his Journey to Greece, 1682 (vi. 413),
has "chequin." Conf. Chickino, infra.
A table adojited in the Province of Mary1

)

,

uses the

'

'

;

land in 1763, as a standard for jiayments,
mentions the Arabian Chequin as equal to
108 pounds of tobacco. By an act of 1781,
after Maryland became a State, fixed valuations were put on foreign coins, and
among others Arabian Chequins are quoted
as equal to thirteen shillings

this issue.

Chickino, and Chickquin, are corruptions of Zecehino [q.v.).
Caesar Frederiei in H<ikluyt's Voyages, 1583 (ii. 342)
mentions "Chiekinos which be pieces of
gold woorth seuen sliillings a piece sterling." W. Parry, Trauels of Sir A. Sherley, 1601 (30) uses the expression "Feeding her with two cliickins. " Chapman, in
May Day, 1611, has "Half a chickeene to
cut's throat," and Greaves in Seraglio,
1653 (9), .says, "Six hundred thousand

and sixpence.

chic(iuins yearly.

In the

See Gubber.

'

quarto edition of Shakespeare's Pericles, 1609 (iv. 2), we find mention of "three or four tiiousaiul clieckins,
but in the later (piartos, and in the third
and fourth folios (1664, 1685), the same
word is written "chickins" and "chickeens, " tlnis indicating that there was no
fixed rule foi' the spelling.

A

corruption of Siiilling, and
Chelin.
applied in lower Canada first to the silver
twenty cent piece i.ssued in 1858, and latei*
to the twenty-five cent piece which appeared in 1870.

The Greek
Chelonai, or "Tortoises."
popular name for the money of Aegina
bearing the tortoise type.
Chequin. See Checquin.
A silver coin of Goa. See
Cherafin.

first

The
money which has

Ch'ien, also written Tsien or Tsen.

common Chinese term

for

been thus used from very early times. It
probably superseded the woi'd
Ch'uan
Specifically it applied to the round
{q.v.).
copper coins, they being the only coins
made, and is synonomous to our word

Xerapiiin.

The name of a modern PerCherassi.
sian gold coin struck at coronations and
of varying value. iSVe Kelly (p. 358).

cash

Chesle-money.
An English dialect
word used in Gloucestershire by the coun-

(q.v.).

It originally

coins as the

word was used

try people to designate the Roman coins
which are frequently found in ploughing,

Tsien.

word has been

until recent times written
a weight and is then
known as a Mace (q.v.) hy foreigners, it being the one tenth i)art of the Liang or Tael.
Certain coins of tiie Hsien Feng period liad

etc.

A

Chhi-Ke.

of tlirce Annas.

Tibetan coin of the value
See Tang-Ka.

Chia Ch'ien.

See

Yu

See Cianfrone.

Chiao.

modern Chinese name

the

Tlie

10 cent coin.

It

is

also

the weight thus expressed on them, as well
Kwang-tung cash, which
bore "Treasury weight, one Ch'ien." The
words Ch'ien Pi are also used as a general
term for copper money. See also Wen and
as the first struck

Chia Ch'ien.

Chianflune.

for

In some provinces the
[

meant the Hoe
for a hoe. The

Li.

40

]

"

"

Chon

Chienes
III

J<ii)iiii

Korea,

('liun

the
or

word
Chon

Sen

is

in

Sir

Siam

velde,

(q.v.)

{q.v.)

;

in

;

Henry Taylor,
18:34

Saluni;' (i/.r.).

"Are men

Chienes, or Kiennes. A term found in
an ordinanee of 1:]>S() which reads niinuta

sold,

rhiriis chc ad casi coxto
di 15 fritnchi; and a document
of Licf^e of 1382 reads ccrtainc moiinaic
)noncf(i

chiintidfit

In sonniKi

appcloit Kicunrs.

Du

Canpie asare tlie
popuhir names of some coins wilii a figure
of a dofr njiDn them.
qi(f

oil

sumes

tluit

in all iiroliahility tliese

Ch'ien Fan.

name

for the
coin monids in wliieh tlieir coins from the
Tlie Cin"nese

earliest times to

about 1S90 were

See Ch

Ch'ien Pi.

'ien.

Sec Kiao-tze.

The Chinese word

Chih-tsien.

standard

meaniuf,'

eoinaj^e.

Chickino, supra, was a cor(q.v.).
T. Sanders,
in
An Unfortunate Voijayc to Tripoli,
158i), says "lend him lOO' chikinos."

Chikino,

iMiption

lii<e

of Zeccliino

Chimfram.
Real

The name gjiven to the luilf
issued under Alfonso V

Port\i<,ni('z

(14;]S-1481

Lishon
clippetl

).

Tliese coins

and Porto.
Tlie
and was ajiplied

were struck at

word
to

signifies

tliese

pieces

on account of their inferior weight.

Chimney Money,

also

called Hearth
for every fire-

.Money, was a crown duty
place in a house, estahlished 14 Charles II
It was ]iroducfive of great dis(c. 2).
content and was abolished by 1 William
and .Mary (Stat. 1. e. 10).

under October 15,
that the chimneymoney mi^ht be taken from the King."
Pejiys, in his Diary,

l()()(i,

writes,

"One moved

Chin, or Kin.
The Chinese word for
Catty (q.v.) or pound. The word is found
on certain Ku Pii coins (7.!'.) as a weight
value.
Another Chinese character with
the same sound means gold or precious,
and is sometimes used for money. The
word Chin Pi is now commonly used for
gold money. Sec Kin for a si)ecific i)ieee.

China Money.

like

See Chany.

and see no
see .^'onr chinkers.

Philip
inis

be

money?

\'an Arte-

this

jia.s.sage:

entrapjied and
... So let us

Chin Tao.

See Knife IMoney.
Chiqua.
According to Du Cange this
was a small coin issued bv the Hishop of
Grenoble in l:j4:!.
Chiquiney.
A eorru])ti()n of Zeeehino
and conf. Chickino and Cliec(|uin,
((/.('.)
sujjra.

Coryat, in his
refers to "chests

.

Crudities, 1011 (191),
fidl of chicpiineys.
.

.

money

of

account.

Chitopense. Kuding (i. 197) states that
1289 or 1290 the I\Iayor of Bordeaux
"made proclamation that until the feast of
Saint i\Iartin, the Cliito|)enses should still
be current at the rate of five Chitopenses
for four new Pennies, or tlie same nnmbei'
of jietit Tournois.
In 1312 eight Chipotenses wei'e reckoned to be e(|ual to one Sterling.
Cho Gin, meaning "long silver," is a
in

name given to oval lumiis of silver, more
or le.ss diluted with cojijier, issued in .Japan
as early as IfiOl.
They have no right to
be called circulating coin.
Munro states (p. 202) that "the weight
was sup|)()sed to be 43 momme, but owing
uncouth form and rcnigli casting, tliese
pieces fre(|nently fell slioi't of tiiis amount.

to

To correct the deficiency, pieces of silver
of various weights were added. These have
been

described

money, but

in

some works

as

Bean

this is (juite incorrect, the exClin, or Bean Silver, hav-

pression Mame
ing reference to their usually round or
bean like form. They all iviiresent Paikoku Ten, the god of wealth, and have
the year jieriod impressed in the centre
of each figure."

Chon, or Chun, generally referred to
Yopchon, is a Korean word,
and a general term for any copjier coin,
circular in form, and having a s(|nare hole
Tlie Chinese word is Ch'ien.
in tiie centre.
The Tang-bak-clion was a copjier coin of
Korea issued in the third Near of the Emcollo(iuially as

Chinker. A colloiiuial name for anything that chinks, as a coin or a piece of

of

money.

building the

[47

in

185),
us to

Chise.
A Turkish
See Hentel.

east.

Chih Pi. The Chinese word now commonly used for paper money.
Chih-tsi.

(ii.

peror Tai,

]

making

A.I). LSfit!, for the |)urpose
the deficit in tiie funds for
Kyong-pok palace. It bore

i.e..
ii])

;

Chugul

Chonen Taiho
cliarat'ters

meaning "worth a hundred,"

but having no such real value its use had
to be forced upon the people, causing great
distress.

The Tang-au-chon was a copper coin
issued in the twentieth year of the same
Emperor, i.e., A.D. 1883. It had characters meaning "worth five" on the reverse
and was put into circulation at tlie value
of five of the older coins, but having no
such real value and being similar in size
with the larger varieties f)f the older coins,
it was often used indiscriminately with the
For the silver pieces with enamel
latter.
centres sec Daidong Chun.
The modern copper Korean Chon is the
equivalent and almost the counterpart of
In 1894 nickel two
the Japanese Sen.
Chon five Fun pieces were issued in great
quantities, and in 1897 silver ten and
twenty Chons, nickel five Chon, and copper
one and half Chons were issued.
Chonen Taiho. See Jiu ni Zene.
Chopped Dollars. The popular designation for the Me.Kicau silver Dollars
stamped by one or more business firms in
Chinese and Indo-Chinese ports as a token
of their genuineness.
A decision of the United States Treasury Department dated April 18, 1905 (No.
26281) reads as follows:
"On and after May 1, 1905, the silver
dollar of Mexico will be valued at .'tiO.498,

on April 1, 1905 (Treasury
The duties on merDecision 26223).
chandise imported from countries other
than Mexico, invoiced in so-called Mexican
dollars, will be computed on the bullion
value as heretofore."
In Treasury Decision 26560, wliich gives
the value of foreign coins after July 1,

as proclaimed

1905, the Mexican chopped dollar is cited
for the first time, its value being given
as $0,458.
The word "chop" in China, India, etc.,
means an official impression of a seal or

stamp.
Ovington,

A

Voijaye to Snratt, 1696
their Chops, as they
call them" in India, or Seals engraven, are
only Characters, generally those of their
(251), says:

in

an eastern Custom-house stamp or
on goods that have been examined and
have paid duty."
Cho-tang. Sec Tang-Ka.
curac.y

Christfest Thaler.

Simmonds, in his Dicfionaru of Trade.
has: "Chhap, an official mark on
weights and measures to indicate their ac1859,

[

See Weihnachts Tha-

ler.

from

whom

A

gold coin of Densince 1775 by Christian VII,
it receives its name.

Christian d'Or.

mark struck

Christklndl Dukat. The popular name
for any of the numerous varieties of gold
Ducats bearing the figure of the infant
Savior.

Christus Gulden. The popidar name for
a gold florin of Utrecht, struck by David
de Bourgogne (1456-1496). It has on the
obverse a figure of the Savior seated on a
throne. See v.d. Chijs (xvii. 7).

Chrysos.
the

Staters

A Greek word meaning gold
were conseciuently known as

Chrysoi Stateroi.

Chu.

Also variously written Schu and
Chinese weight, eciuivalent to

A

Tchu.

a drachm, and occasionally found
stamped on some of the earlier coins. The
name may be derived from Tsu, the most
aliout

southerly State of C'hina in the last centuries before the Christian era.
The Chu and its multiples became the
standard coins of the Chinese Empire during many of the later dynasties. See

Wu

Tchu.
Ch'uan.

A

Chinese word meaning funds

held in I'eserve, also a spring.

The word

is

The word Ch'uan
used for money.
was eventually supplanted by Ch'ien
also

(q.v.).

The character for Ch'uan

on the coins of

We

find

the

Wang Mang
following

is

found

(A.D. 7-14).
combinations:

Ch'uan Fa=coinage, Ch'uan Pi=metal
money, Ch'uan Pu, or Pu Ch'uan=currency.

Ch'uan. The Chinese word for a string
of Cash.
ThLs word has somewhat taken
Another
tlie place of Kuan, or Kwan.
word is Tiao.

"Upon

Name."

;

seal

Chuc.

Annamese money

of

account.

See Quan.

Chuckram.

Sec C'hakram.

A gold coin of Akbar, EmChugul.
peror of Hindustan, valued at 27 Rupees.
iS'ee

48]

Sihan.sah.

Chulon

Civil

Chulon,
jifiveii

Chaubinbank.

The

iiauiu

to t-ertiiin silver iiijiots sliaped

some-

or

thing like a mower's whetstone, hetweeii
four and five inches lonp;.
These pieces
are characterized by rows of ]irotidieranccs OH one of the surfaces, and are used
in Aruiam and the Lao States.
See Sehroeder (p. (i:J7).

Chun.

See Choa.

Chun Dam. The
of Nepal.

ciiri'ciieN-

Dam

half of the

in the

Srr Suka.

old type Cash.

Pei, meaning
arrow money, was
variety of coin struck in Korea in the
ninth year of King Sei-cho, i.e., A.D. ]464.
One piece of Ciiun Pei was fixed by law to
be worth tliree pieces of the pajier money,
and the coins were used as arrows in times
of emergency. <S'f e Arrow Head Money.
'

'

'

'

a

Church Tokens.

A

series of brass

or

copper counters issued by churches in Saxony and otiiei- ])ai-ts of (lermany in tlie
seventeenth centur>'. They were comnionl.v
known as Kirclu'n])fennige, and were
sold to the worshippers, who deposited

them in the offertory,
munion Tokens.

See, also,

etc.

Com-

A name

given

to a variet.v of the silver Scu(h) issued b.v

Charles V, and also during the siege of
Ifj'JS.
This coin is mentioned in

Na])les in

a monetarv edict of October 8, If):}:}.
Under Philip III of Naples ISOS-lG'il),
the same name was ajiplied to the silver
half Ducato, which had a value of five ('ar(

and which was

later

known

as

Pataca

(7.10.

Cianog, Cianoige, or Cionog.
Eli/iiioliiijirdl

coin.

Diclioiniri/

Macbain,
the

of

(iaclif

1S96.

defines this as a small
Conf. Welsh, Cciniog, a Peipiy.
In

l,(in(/H(u/r.

Cork, fralwa.v, Donegal, etc.,
designate a iialf Farthing.

Cicada Money.

it

is

used to

The luime given

variet\' of (^hinese metallic

count of

to a

currency on ac-

resemblance

to the harvest fly.
describes them in detail
(pp. 33-34), (|uotes a Chinese manual
where they are mentioned as money to be
fastened to wearing apparel.
its

Kamsden,

public.

Cincuentin.

Cingus.
iMinx

Sec Cin(|uaritina.

Another name for the Quin-

((/.v.),

Cinquantina,

also
called
Cincuentin.
largest of all the Spanish silver coins
of a value of fiffv Keales.
It was issued

The

by Philip

III, Ph'ilip

IV, and Charles

IT.

of the varieties struck at Segovia
have a view of the aqueduct of that town.

Cinquina.
A silver coin struck under
Ferdinantl
of Aragon, as King of Naples
and Sicily (14oS-1494). Its value appears
to have been originally five Grani but the
later issues being of copper were only
e(iual to two and a half Grani.
.S'ee Du1

cato.

the ]\Ialtese series this coin appears
the beginning of the .seventeenth century in copjier and was struck as late as
the reign of Emanuel de Kolian (17751797).
Ill

at

Cinquinho.

who

[4'J

A

small silver coin of Porissued under IManuel
(14951521), with a value of five Keis.
It was
continued under the reign of John III
tugal,

first

(1521-1557) and then

Cionog.

Cianfrone, or Chianflune.

liiu,

A name given to the French
of five Francs in the Dominican Re-

Cinco.
l)iece

Some

Chung Pao. Tlie Chinese name for
heavy coin, and it is thus written, instead
of T'onw Pao, on many of tlie larjjer of the

Chun

War Tokens

aboli.slied.

See Cianog.

Cisele.
An expression used bj' French
numismatists to indicate that a coin or
medal has been re-engraved or tooled to
bring out certain jiortions in relief.

Cistophorus.
the

A

silver coin

j)rincipally

Kingdom

of Pergaiiios during the second and first centuries B.C. and
which was valued at three Komau Denarii.
It receives its name from the representation on the obverse of the cista, or m.ystic
chest of Bacchus, from which sei'pents are
escaping.
The place of mintage of the Cistophori
is
often indicated by the first letters of
Hie name of the city, the types of which
appear as subordinate symbols in the field
of the coin.
niiiilcil

ill

Citharephori.
At first a jiopular term
which later liccame an official name for
Hie silver Ilemidrachms of the Lyeian
League which bore the reverse t.vpe of a
lyre (KtOapa, hence KtOapY^^opci).
Civil

War

Tokens.

See Copperheads.

Cob Money

Clean Dollars

A

Clean Dollars.
term used to designate the uiK-lioi)]ied ('hiuese Dollars; they
usually command a premium of one per
cent or more over the chopped varieties.
Sec Chalmers (p. 378).

A

dementi.

term for the
Grossi issued by Pope Clement VII (15231534)
a practise instituted by Julius II
general

Nimegue, Groningen,

etc., at
of the sixteenth century.
bears a figure of St. Stephen
The German eipiivalent is
and all of these terms mean
or as we would call it, a

the beginning

The obverse
or St. Martin.

Knackkuehen,

a brittle cake
cracker.
The
nickname was bestowed on the coin from
the reverse design which resembled a cake

;

with the Giulio.
An earlier silver coin,
the Grosso Clemcntino, or Clemeutino, was
struck by Pope Clement V (1304-1314).

A

Clemmergulden.

name

giv^in to the

gold florin of Gueldres and J\diers struck
by Charles of Egmoud (1492-1538). It
has a figure of St. John the Baptist, and

k arol d-v-x gelr rvL
term used in French numismatic works to indicate an electrotj'pe
copy of an original coin or medal, and
the inscription
Cliche.

:

.

.

.

'.

A

•

usually the sides are given separately to

show the obverse and reverse. The etymology is probably from the old Fi-ench
cliquer, to

fix.

A gold coin
of Flanders and tlie Low Coiuitries, issued
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
It resemliles the Anglo-Gallic Chaise (q.v.)
Clinckaert, or Klinkhaert.

tlie name is probably derived from
"Kliuken, " i.e., to ring.
There are divisions of one half and one

and

third.

Clipped. A name given to such coins
have tlieir edges trimmed. This practice was pursued by dishonest persons for
as

the sake of retaining some of the metal.
The abuse is referred to by W. Wood, in
his Siirvri) of Trade, 1719 (346).

John Foxe, in his
of the Church, 1596

Acf.<<

and Monuments

(311), has: "About
lewes for monie clip-

which time also
ping were put to execution."
Clou. Zay (p. 361) states that this name
was given to the cut segment representing
one eighth of the Mexican Dollar, when
used in Cochin China, prior to 1879, in
which year the regular French coins were
.

.

.

issued.

Clover Cent.

The popular name for a
1793 cent of tlie United
States, which has under the bust of Liberty
a sprig of leaves resembling those of "a
variety

of

the

cliiver phint.

Cnapcock,
given to

tlie

(jr

Knapkoeken.

half gold

florin

The name
struck at
[

in

common

use.

The name given to cii'cujar pieces of jet or carved coal, which
appear to be waste in Roman times from the
lathes of turners, after working ott' rings,
etc.
They are found at Kimmeridge in
Dorsetshire, England, but it is questionable whether they were ever used as money.
See Spink (xiii. 154), and Ruding (i. 4).
Coal Money.

Coban. Sec Koban.
Cob Money. A term applied to the
early Mexican and South American money,
both in gold and silver, from the method
of striking the coins with a hammer. They
are known in Mexico by the name of
Mdquina de papalotc y cruz, i.e., windmill and cross money, the cross being of
an unusual form, and not unlike the fan
of a windmill. In the Numisniatic Manual
of Eckfeldt and Dubois, we are informed
that: "these were of the lawful standards,
or nearly so, but scarcely deserved the
name of coin, lieing rather lumps of bullion flattened and impressed by a hammer;
the edge presenting every variety of form
except that of a circle, and affording ample
scope for the practice of clipping.
Notwithstanding, they are generally found,
even to this day, within a few grains of
lawful weight. Some are dated as late as
They are distinguished by a large
1770.
cross, of which the four arms are e((ual
in length, and loaded at the ends; the
date generally omits the thousandth place,
so that 736 is to be read 1736. The letters
PLvsvLTRA are crowded in, without attention to order."

Cob Money.

A name

given in the
eighteenth centuries in
Ireland, and subsequently in some British
colonies and possessions to the Spanish
Dollar or "Piece of Eight."
Pettv, in his Political Anatomy of Ireseventeenth

and

land, "l672
(350), refers to
pieces of eight, called cobs in

and Dinely

"Spanish
Ireland,"

in his Journal of a Tour in
Ireland, 1681, in the Transactions of the
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Cochrane Placks

Comet Cent

Kilkenny

Archaeological Society (ii. II
"The most usual money
is Spaiiisli Coyne kiiowuc here by the mune
of a cob, an half eob, and a quarter cob."
Tiie word means something rounded, or
formiiifz: a I'oundisli lump.
55),

says,

.

.

.

Cochrane Placks. In the reifrn of Edward III of Scotland permission was given
to

Cochrane,

money,

Earl of Mar, to coin base

which

were

called

"Cochrane

placks," and this was a chief charge
against him, and for which he was hanged
over Lauder Bridge in 1482. The Placks
were called in by proclamation after his
death.

This coinage was probably the billon
placks and black half pennies (afterwards
reduced to farthings). They are said to
have been made of copper, and the placks
to have been current for three pennies.

Cobiische Mark.

See Mark.

Coin.
Usually a piece of metal which
bears an imjjression conferring upon it a
legal character by public or private agree-

ment.
Coined mone.v

probably originated in
Lydia in the eighth century before the
Christian era.

Herodotus

states that the
people to strike
this probably re-

Lydians were the first
coins of gold and silver
fers to the reform of the coinage by C'roe561-546.
siis B.C.
Prior to that period
elcctrum was probably used altogether.
The use of the word in English literature can be traced to the fourteenth century, and Chaucer in the Clerk's Tale
(I. 1112)
writes, "though the eoyn be
;

fair at eye."

Collot. A nickname given
stamped sou of Guadeloupe.

Collybos. A small bronze coin. A name
given at Athens to the Lejiton (r/.c).
Ilesychius also mentions the Dicoll.vbos

and the TricnilylHis.
Colombiano. A variety of tiic Peso issued at Santa Pe de Bogota i'l-nni 18:}4 to
about 1850.
Its value was eight Reales.
Srr Fonrobert,

Colombina.

(8077, 8078, 80!)()).
base silvei- coin of Reg-

A

by Hercules II (15M4-1559). It
has on the reverse a tigure of Saint Daria,
the mart.vr.
gio, issued

Colon. The unit of the gold standai'd
of Costa Rica, named after Columbus, and
divided into one hundred Cciitimos. The
Colon was not coined, but nudtiplies of
two, five, ten, and twentv Colones have been
struck since 1899.
Colonato. A name given to a variety
Spanish Peso which exhibits two
crowned jiillars rising from the sea. These
of the

are the so-called Pillars of Hercides, assumed by the ancients to be the limits of
habitation.
The Emperor Charles
(Charles I of Spain) added the motto Plus
Ultra on these coins to indicate that his
dominion was be.vond the territory recognized by the ancients.

V

Colts.
(IIwXo'..)
The popular name
the ancients for the silver coins of
Corinth which bear the figure of the
winged horse Pegasus on the reverse. See
Pollux (ix. 76).

among

Columbia Farthing.

The name given

a copper token with the figure of a
h(>ad and the word rorjiMBiA.
Their exact
origin is unknown but they were probably
to

to a counter-

In October,
signed an edict ordering
1766, Louis
the minting of copper pieces of the value
of one sou for the use of the American
Colonies.
These pieces were struck in
1767, and jirobably did not reach Guadeloupe until the following year, but they
were not put in circulation.
In 170:? George Henri Victor Collot
was the governor of the island and on
October 2 he issued an order for the release
of these pieces, the latter to be counterstamped R.F. before being put in circidation.
These coins brought into the treasury an amount of 50,000 livres, and re-

XV

lieved the searcity of tile Sou .Mari|ucs and
the small silver.
They were popularly
known as Collots, after the Governor.

manufactured
ning of the
tend(>d

in

England

nineteenth

at the begincentiirv and in-

for exjiort.

Columbian

Half Dollar.
The name
given to a silver coin of the United States
struck in 1892 and 1893 to conniieinorate
the four hundi-cdtli anniversary of the diseoverv of America.
A corresponding <pmrter Dollai- is jiopnlarl.v
known as the Isabella Quarter
{q.v.).

Comet Cent. The popidar name for
one of the varieties of the United States
cents of 1807, which has behind the head
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a

:

Constantinati

Comet Dollar
of Liberty a peculiar die-break i-esembling

a comet in appearance.

Comet

See Kometenthaler.

Dollar.

Commassee.

See Kommassi.

Commissarie. See Prestation Money.

Communion Tokens.

A

series of tokens
originated in Switzei-land,
where it is claimed John Calvin introduced
them about the year 1561 to exercise control over sucli as presented themselves for

said

to

liave

used for the obverse, and a concave one
for the reverse.
These nummi scyphati, as they were
called, made their appearance as early as
the second century B.C. among the Ger-

manic tribes inhabiting what is now BavaLater, this type of coin
ria and Bohemia.
was extensively employed by the Byzantine Emperors of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries.

A

Conceigao, or Conception.
gold coin
of Portugal of the value of 4800 Reis issued by John IV in 1648 in lionor of the
Madoinia de Conception, tlie protectress
of the King. It has on the obverse a cross
and a scriptural inscription on the reverse.

Communion services. They were known
as Abendmahl Pfennige.
The Liturgy drawn up for the Church
of Scotland, circa 1635, has the followingrubric prefixed to the Order for the administration of the Holy Communion: "So
many as intend to be partakers of the
Holy Communion shall receive these tokens
from the minister the night before."

Conder Tokens.

figure of the condor on

;

dina.

obverse.

lu

See Fonrobert (8160).

Confederate Half Dollar.

The popular

name

for a silver coin of the size of the
regular issues of the United States Half
Dollars, but which was struck by the Confederate States of America in the New
Orleans Mint in 1861.
It is claimed that but four originals are
in existence.

Confederatio.
The name given to a
copper coin issued in 1785 with tliis inscription.
It is muled with a number of
For details, see Crosby.
other dies.

ters C.C.

For Canada over two hundred varieties
communion tokens are known, and
a list of tliem luts been compiled by R. W.
McLacldan of Montreal.
of the

Communis.

tlie

Ecuador its value is ten Sucrcs and in
Cliile twenty Pesos.
Condor Doblado. A gold coin of the
value of twenty Pesos struck at Santa Fe
de Bogota for the Confcderacion Graua-

Bannantyne

Chtb Publications (i. 77), states that they were used
at the Glasgow Assembly of 1638, to wit
"Within tlie said Church, tlie Assembly
thereafter sitts down the church door was
straitly guarded by the toun, none had
entrance but he who had ane token of lead,
declaring he was ane covenanter."
The first church or sacramental token
employed in America of which we have
any authentic account, was used in the
Welsh Run Cluirch in Pennsylvania, which
was founded in 1741, and the token is
This cluirch was generally
dated 1748.
known as the Lower West Conecheaguc
Church, and the token bears the two letSpalding,

See Tokens.

Condor. A gold coin of Chile and of
Ecuador which receives its name from the

Confession Thaler.

See Beichtthaler.

The name given to
a State coinage struck in copper from 1785
to 1788 inclusive.
For varieties, etc., see
Connecticut Cents.

Sec Centenionalis and Pol-

lis.

A

Crosby.

name given to a variCompagnon.
ety of the Gros Blanc issued bv Jolui II
,Sfee "Hoffmann
of France (1350-1364).
(XX. 41, 42).
Conant. A nickname given to tlie silver
Peso of the Philippine Islands introduced
in 1903 on the recommendation of Charles

Consecration Coins. A name given to
Roman coins as were struck to comnu^morate the apotheosis of a ruler,
ceremon.y which celebrated his passage to
Divinities, and which was ordered
tlie
either by the Senate or the successors of

A. Conant.

the deceased individual.

Concave Coins.

A name

siicli

Constantinati. Byzantine Sf)lidi, struck
by various cm])crors of the name of Constantine, were known by this term.

given to such

pieces as pri'sciit the appearance f)f a sluiliow bowl, tiue to a convex die having been[

—
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Copoludi

Constantin d'Or

Coiistautin voii
of Strasburg

the (irivate silver of the residents and
from metallic ornaments, regalia, chalices,
etc., belonging to the churches.
See Obsidional Coins.

Roman coins struck
Consular Coins.
under tlie •jovernnieut of tlio ("onsuls from

rency which was accepted by mutual agreement at a fixed standai'd within certain

known

In ancient times uniform
found on the coins of the Achaean League, originally formed in the
fourth century B.C. by some cities on the

Constantin d'Or, or Konstantin d'Or.
Tllf

liaiiir

Ducat

to

jiivcii

issued

tll('

I'istdio

Ludwij,'

liy

Bisliop

Koluui-iMoiitbazDii,

doiililc^

(ir

Convention Money.

(1756-1779).

circa B.C. Ho5-27.
as Family Coins.

Tiiey are also

Continental Currency. The name given
paper nione^' issued by the Congress
of the United Colonies in Nortli America.

made May

1775, and
eontirnied in use nntil prohibited by the
Constitution of the United States as that
instriniient was finallv ratified and ado])ted
wei'c first

10,

in l7Si).

The Colonies from 1775 to 1779 issued
large numbers of bills of various denominations from one sixth of a Dollar to eighty
with
different
values
Dollars;
twentjeleven distinct dates.
Continental Dollar. See Fugio Cent.
Conto. A copper denomination of Braintroduced by C-almon Dupin, the
zil,
Minister of Finance, in 1828 and 1829.
These coins were put out at a fictitious
value to defi-ay the cost of a war with
Buenos Aires, and were witiidi'awn in
1S:{6.
Scf Nobaek (p. 1020).
Contorniates. A name given to certain
Konian tokens or small medallions which
can always be readily distingnislied by a
groove encircling the entire plancliet.
They wei'c first issued about the time of
Constantine the Clreat and were continued
until the close of the fifth century.
Their use has not been definitely determined. It is supposed that thej' were employed at the public games in the allotment of prizes, or that they were used as
coiuiters in games of chance.
See NumisVKilic Cliroinrlf. 1906 (p. 232).

Contorno.

An

Italian

word signifying

the edge around the rim of a coin.

trollcr

•

From

the French conwas a former comj)whose duty it was to keep accounts

Contragardator.
irfi/iirdi r.

to

keep,

of the mints.
Ending (ii. 252) cites the
use (if the term as early as ll'i54.

Contribution Coins.

The name

apj^Iied

any series of coins which were issued
as necessity money to ])ay an indemnity
They were frecpiently struck from
levied.
to

form of cur-

liouudaries.
tyjx's are

to the

They

A

Corinthian (Julf. All these issues have AX
or AXAIQN, the mark of the League, and
over fortj' cities joined it before it was
dissolved. The example was copied by the
Aetolian,
Boeotion,
Ionian,
and other
Leagues.
The Electors of Cologne, Trier, Mainz,
and the Palatinate made an agreement in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries by
which their gold florins were struck of a
uniform weight and value. Other important monetary conferences were those of
various cities in the Low (^)untries in the
fifteenth century; the coinage of the Protestant Rulers during the Thirty Years'

War;

the Convention of 1758, legalizing
the Species Thaler; the one of 1865, called
the Latin Union, in which the Franc, Lira
(and later the Drachma and Peseta) were
put on the same basis and lastlj' the Scandinavian Conference of 1872 between
;

Sweden and Denmark, to which Norway
became a partj' in 1877.
The Tallero di Convenzione, struck for
Venice under Francesco I (1814-1834) and
The term
hiter, had a value of three Lira.
Vereins Thaler is frequently found on tlie
coins of Leopold Friedrich of AnhaltDessau (1817-1871), and Alexander Carl
Anhalt-Bernburg (1834-1863).
of
See
Verfassungsthaler.

Cooter.

Copeck.

See Couter.
iS'ee Kopeck.

Copetum, or Coppes. Both of these
words arc used in mcdiu'val ordinances of
Holland and Flanders to designate coins
with a head on the obverse and corresponding to the Kopfstiick (q.v.).

Copkinus.
A mediseval silver coin
which is i-eferred to in the Opstal bomicis
Friscis (cap. 21).

to
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Copoludi, or Coppoluti. A name given
such of the Piccoli and the Bagattini

Corona

Copper
tlie Doge Christopher Moro of Venice
(1462-1471), as were of concave shape.
Conf. Papaclopoli, Le Monete di Venezia
(i. 285).

of

Copper in a pure state has been practically abandoned for coining purposes, it
having been ascertained that bronze was
more suitable. It is now used only for
coins of minor denominations, but there
was a period when it was made the standard of value. See Aes.

Coral. Marco Polo in his Travels (ii.
37), states that this material was used for
money in Thibet.

Cordoba. A silver coin of Nicaragua,
introduced in 1912 and of the size and
It is
value of the United States Dollar.
On
divided into one hundred Centavos.
October 31, 1915, the Cordoba was made
the only legal tender of the Republic.
Cornabo. A silver coin of the value of
half a Testone, issued during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries

Copper,

i.e.,

"a copper" (and

the plural

coppers), is used colloquially in England
to denote any small copper coin and in the
ShakesUnited States it means a cent.
peare in Love's Labour's Lost (iv. 3. 386)

"our copper buys no better treasure," and Steele, in The Spectator (No.
509), states that "the beadle might seize
their copper."
says,

A

name commonly apCopperheads.
plied to the tokens issued during the Civil
War in the United States (1862-1865).
In the latter part of the year 1862 the
first of these copper tokens were issued
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and other western
Many of them have on the obverse
cities.
the Indian head copied from the United

It

]\Iantua,

coin

varieties,

and they continued

Copper Noses.

A

when
to

See Copoludi.

II,

coin.

See Blaiichet

(i.

under Alfonso

X

of

Castile

Comet. A general name for money
coined by the Princes of Orange in whose
armorial bearings a hunter's horn appears.
See Blanchet (i. 353).
Comone. In an ordinance of 1522 relating to the value of various coins issued
old and new Cornoni of the
in Pavia,
mints of Casale, Messerano, and Dezana
are referred to, of a value of nine Soldi.

A

nickname was consequently applied

issued

centur.v.

billon coin struck by Guv
Hi.shop of Canibrai
(1296-1.306), and
copied by William I of Hainaut (1304It has on the obverse
the rude
1337).
figure of an eagle which was mistaken by
the common people for a cock, and the

Coquibus.

dis-

appear made of billon and of much inworkmanship, and it seems to have
been discontinued earlj' in the sixteenth

See Copetnm.

Coppoluti.

The

etc.

ferior

the Englisii silver of the fourth and fifth
coiiuiges of Henry VIII. They were greatly (Icbased, and having the full face of
the king, they soon began to wear and
show the inferior metal at the end of the
nose, the most prominent ]iart.

Coppes.

Montanaro, Casale,

to

in circu-

nickname given

Italy.

(1252-1284), and struck principally at ToIt bears a crowned bust of the king,
ledo.
and on the reverse a gateway of three
towers. In the fourteenth century it began

States cent, and this feature probably gave
their name. Some of the later issues
however, were struck in brass, white-metal
and silver. There are at least five thou-

sand

Northern

tinguishing feature of almost every variety
of the Cornabo is the figure of Saint Constantius on horseback.
Cornado. Originally a Spanish silver

them

lation until the end of the year 1863,
their use was jirohiliited.

in

occurs in the coinages of Carmagnola,

to the

19. 461).
[.^4

Comuto. A silver coin of Savoy of the
value of five Grossi, i.ssued by Charles II
It has on the obverse the
(1504-1553).
armorial shield with a large helmet, and
on the reverse an equestrian figure of St.
Mauritius.
Coroa, or Crown. A gold coin of Portugal of the value of five thousand Reis.
There is a
It was first issued in 1835.
half and fifth.

Coroa de Prata. A silver coin of Portugal of the t.vpe of the preceding and of
It was isa value of one thousand Reis.
sued in 1837 and designed by
Tliere is a corresponding half.

W. Wyon.

Corona. A silver coin of Naples, issued
under Robert of Anjou (1309-1343) for
the provinces, and continued by some of

:

"

!

Coronat

Counterfeit

successors.
It appears to have been
the prechM'essor of tlie Coronato (q.v.) and
obtains its name from the large crown on
the obverse.
Tlie word Corona and the plural ("orliis

onae

is

used on

gold

issues,

tlie

Austrian silver and

esijccially

the

latter.

term was introduced about 1892.
Krone and Korona.
Coronat. Sic Royal Coronat.
Coronation Coins are such as

The
See

ai'c

struck si)ecially wlien the coronation of a
usually contain
rider takes place and
some allusion to the ceremony. They occur
extensively in the German series and ai'e

known

as

Kronungs Muuzen.

A

issued by
Fci'dinand I of Aragon, as King of Naples
and Sicily (1458-1494), and copied by his
successor, Alfonso II. It receives its name
coronatvs qvia
from the inscription
LEGITIME C'ERTAViT, on the obverse, which
surrounds the seated figure of the king,
the latter being crowned by a cardinal,
with a bishop standing on the other side.
On the reverse is a large cross.
The Coronato del Angelo, of the same
ruler, bears a representation of the archangel Micluiel slaying a dragon.
Coronilla.
The word means a small
crown anil the designation was applied in
a general way to the Spanish gold coins
of the value of half an Escudo which Iku'c
a crown on the reverse.

Coronato.

silver

coin

:

Cosel Gulden, or Kosel Gulden. The
name given to a silver coin of August 11,
King of Poland and Elector of Saxony,
issued in 1706 and 1707.
The name is

from the Countess of Cosel, a
mistress of the Elector. These coins differ
oidy from the ordinary types in that on
the reverse, a dot, i)robably a mint mai-k,
is a distinguishing feature between the interlaced sidelds of Poland and Saxony.

A

Cotrim.

Portuguese coin issued
(1438-1481).
It ha.s the
figure of a coronet between two annelets.

A washer, or broad thin ring
metal placed below the head or nut of

Cotterel.
(if

a bolt; in .several Englisii dialects it is
the idckname for a coin.
In the plural,
written the same, it is used to express
money or coins.

Counter. A token frequently struck in
imitation of a real coin and usually of
bra.ss, copper, or some other inferior metal.
.John Skelton in 'J'lic Interlude of Muij)i!jf!jci'iicr, 1526 (1. 1186) has "Nay, offer
hym a counter in stede of a peny, " and
in

Deid,

The I'athway

(iriisso

of

The popular name for the
Cosmus 1, Duke of Florence

(1536-1574).

It

was valued

at

160 Pic-

coli.

Cotale.

A

silver coin of Florence issued

under the Republic

in the early jKirt of
the sixteenth century, with a value of four
Grossi.
It has a figure of St. John the
Bai)tist on one side and a lily on the re-

verse.

[5

Heaven, 1601

to

"A

(24) occurs this phrase:
every thing; tiiat copper

fool believeth

gold,

is

and a

counter an angel."
The last word is of
course an allusion to the gold coin.
The second meaning of Counter is to
signify a piece of metal used for calculations, e.g., in games of chance.
In this
sense

corres[)onds to the Rechenpfennig
it is .so u.sed by Tliomas llobbes,
in his Leviathan, 1651 (i. iv. 15), who has
this
passage:
"Words are wise mens
counters, they do but reckon by them; but
they are the luony of fooles.
Similarly, the clown in Shakespeare's
])lay, The Winter's Tale (iv. 3), attempts
it

(q.v.),

and

compute

his money, but says, "I cannot
without counters."
Finally the word was employed in the
l)lural form for ba.se coin and monej' in
to

d(i"t

An example

general.

is

Brutus

I

yiiu

Shcmhl

1

'i'ci

lie

fol-

<liil

;,'(»I»I

In

ilcnii'il

havf

Mart'iis

K

liiin

:

aiiswcr'cl
ni'iitiis

wliere

Iliy

was

Ipfriiins,

chine

that

Cains Casslns

Ukc Casslus?
S(>?

/rrows so covi'tiins.
ccinntfrs fnmi Ills
ali

ycmr

frit'ncjs.

tlinncicrliolts.

to iiicccs

Counterfeit.
iiiismalics

sues of

3)

1

pjl.v

inr

hick snch rasc-al
ready. k<k1s. with

Hash

(iv.

saj's

Tn .Vnn
Which

When

be found in

to

Shakespeare's JkUiis Casar

obtained

Cosimo.

billon

V

by Alfonso

licitii

This term
to

indicate

is

used in nu-

fi-aiidiilcnt

is-

coins pre|)ai'ed to deceive collectors, and to debased cui'i-ent coins struck
to be circulated among the general public.
The limits of the present work prevent
detailed description; the reader should
consult the exhaustive treati.se in Lnscliin
von Ebengi-eiUii, Athjetueine Miinzkunde
unil (hldgeschichte (pp. 122-132).
.1

rai'c

:

Crocard

Countermark

China as a medium of exchange from primThey have been used in most
parts of Asia and Africa up to very recent
times.
In Siam 6400 cowries are equal to
about Is. 6d. English money. The Chinese

Countermark,

also called Coiiuterstamp.
device or lettering, generally made with
a punch, on the face of a regular issue,
either to give it a new valuation or to
indicate its acceptance as a coin of a different countr.y or locality from the one
that struck the original piece.

A

itive times.

name

Coupure. This word, meaning a "cutwas originally applied to the
French twenty franc paper notes. It is
now, however, identified with bank notes
of smaller denomination, and beginning in

the editor states that "it will be of
the greatest use to the public, and will
totally abolish the trade of cowries, which
for a long time has formed so extensive
a field for deception and fraud."
See Allan,
umismatic Chronicle (Ser.
iv. xii. 313), and Elliot (p. 59).
Bowrey, in his Account of Countries
Round the Bay of Bengal, published by
the Ilakluyt Society in 1905, states (p.
218) that there is a money of account in
the Maldives, based on the Cowries, as
follows
1 Gunda
= 4 Cowries.
age,

ting,"

1914 necessity i)aper money called eoupures ranging as low as a few centimes,
were issued in many of the French cities.

Courant.

This term

is

N

generally em-

ployetl to tlistinguish the internal currency
from that used in eonnnerce and abroad,

or from paper money.

The Courant Thaler of Poland was issued under Stanislaus Augustus in 1794
and 1795.

It had a value of six Zloty,
the reverse reads 14 ^/^^ ex marca

:

and
pur

.J

21/2

Courie.

See Cowries.
Couronne d'Or. A French gold coin,
introduced by Louis IX (1226-1270), and
continued almost uninterruptedly to the

Cawne, or 1280 Cowri(»s.
Rupee, or 3200 Cowrie.s.

foiirteenth centuries.

A

Creutz, or Criutz.
copper coin of
Giistavus II Ad(dphns of Sweden struck
in 1632 has the value as 1 Creutz or Criutz.
It is the size of the ^2 Oi"e piece.

A

Creutzer.

Kreuzer

An

obsolete spelling of the
Berg, in his New
1597, invariably uses the form

(q.v.).

MUnzhuch,

Adam

Creutzer.

In 1731 and 1732 the French
issued silver coins of six and
twelve Sols for the Isles du Vent, or Windward Islands. An Englishman named

Crimbal.

See Ecu a la Couronne.
Courte Noire. See Korten.
Couter, or Cooter. A slang expression
It may be derived fi'om
for a Sovereign.

Couronnelle.

Government

Crimbal introduced them at Barbadoes
and in that island they received the name

meaning a

See Wood
See Civntz.

of Crimbals.

Cow Money. See Kugildi.
Cow Plappert. See Blaffert.

A

or 20 Cowries.
or 80 (Viwries.

I'oiie t)r I'oon.

1
1

Cremonese. The popular name for the
Grosso issued at Cremona during the Republican rule, /.('., from the twelfth to the

Couromie du Soleil.
French gold
coin of the sixteenth century.
It was of
the same weight and (|nality as the English fh'own of the Rose issued in the reign
of Henry VIII.

Cowries.

liiirrii',

1

See Krabbelaar.
See Grazia.

Crazia.

(1328-1350).
It receives its name from
the large crown on one side; the reverse
has an ornamental cross with fleurs des
lis
in the angles, and the inscription
-|-XPC :VINCIT :XPC' :REGNAT :XPC :IMPERAT.

nita,

Cawne

1

Crabbelaer.

end of the reign of Philip VI of Valois

word

=
=
=
—

Guud.TS

4 liiirries

IG Pone

COLONIENS.

the Danubian-Gipsy
gold coin.

Pei.

is

In the Betujul Gazette for 1780, referring to the introdiu'tion of a copper coin-

Criutz.

(p. 2).

The Si)anish equivalent of the
The name is iisnally applied to a
series of silver coins issued by the Counts
of Barcelona during the foiirteenth and
Croat.

Gros.

general term for the shells

tlie Cijprcva Moneta.
The word comes
from the Hindustani Kauri. The shells
are alnnulant in the Indian Ocean and are
collected especially in the Maldive and
Laccadive Islands, and have l>een used in

of

[

fifteenth

centuries.

Crocard,
wliich
.'")(;

iir

circulated

Crokard.

A

base coin
extensively in England

Crown

Croce o Testa
toward the

close of tho tliirtoouth contnry.
short time tlie.v were iillowed to jiass
at the rate of two for a penny, but were
proliiliited in V.UO.
Tliey were decried in
Ireland liy a i)rochniuitiiiii of Edward I,
and an ordinance of this ruler (Act 27,
11500) refers to iininreises monees que sunt

For

ii

(iljprllc:

I'olliirds

it

crnkdrilz.

See Bra-

hant.

Croce o Testa. An Italian term mean()!• head"
and correspoudinu- to

ing "cross

the Kiiiilish

"Heads

or Tails" (q.v.).
Probably an ol)solete si)ellino-

Crocherd.
of ("rocai'd.

lings aiul was made of 22 carat gold fine
only, this being the earliest example of
a gold coin of less than standard fineness
This alloy was henceforth
in England.
known as Crown gold, and it has been the
stan<lard for all Knglisii gold coins since
1634.
In the time of Elizabeth this coin readied
the low value of three shillings and four
jience, and it was entirely discontiiuied in
being suix'rseded in 1()04 by the
l(j()l,
Britain Crown and the Thistle Crown
{q.V.).

Crown.

»SVr Ilalard.

Crocione. A silver coin of Milan introduced nniler Joseph II (17Sn-1790).
It
is the Italian name for the Austrian Kronenthaler (q.v.).

Cronichte Groschen.
Croeseids.

See

»SVf

Kronigte.

Ki'oiseioi.

Crokard. See Croeard.
Cromstaert. See Krorastaart.
Crookie. An obsolete Scotch term for a
six])eiic(', and formerly common to Lanarkshire.
The name is )U'obal)ly due to the
fact that it was easily "crooked" or bent.
Croondaalder.
The Diitcli and Flemish c(|uivaleiit of the Kronenthaler (q.v.).
Crore.
A money of account used in
India and equal to one hnmlred Lacs.

Du Cange cites
Crosatus, or Crozat.
documents of the fourteenth century indicating that this name was generally used
with a cross upon it.
Crosazzo. A silver coin of Genoa current from the beginning to the middle of
to describe a coin

The obverse
seventeenth century.
crown beneath which is the Castell
di (tenova, and on the reverse is an inscription surrounding a cross with a star
in each angle.
the

l)ears a

Cross Dollar.
The ])opular name for
the Spanish silver coin of eight Reales
witii the IJurguudian cross on the reverse.
In the LoiHhin (lazette, 16S!) (No. 2444)
is made of "about 40
Money and Cross Dollars."

mention

Cross-type.

.S'ee

1.

Monnaies a

in

Spanish

Crown. An English gold coin first issued in the reign of Henry VIII pursuant
to a proclanuitiou dated November 5, ir)2(),
and origiiudly called a Crown of
Double Rose. It was current for five

the
shil[

The English silver coin of this
was first issued in 1551, and

dciiouiiiiation

formed a part of the third coinage of
Edward VI. Those struck at Southwark
under the direction of Sir John Yorke have
a letter Y for a mint mark, and those issued at the Tower under Throgmorton
have a figure of a ton.
The double crown of the value of ten
shillings first appeared in the second coinage of James

I.

Crown.

See Coroa, Korona, and Krone.
Crown of the Rose. By a proclanuiwas oi-dci-ed to be struck. This coin was

an imitation of the French Couroune du
Soleil, and it was made current for four
shillings and sixpence, to which value the
French coin was also raised. As the expoi'tation of gold to France and Flanders
did not cease, it was thought that this
could be stopped by an increase in the
nominal value of this and other gold coins,
and eonsetpieutly on November 5, 1526, another j)roclamation was issued, by which
another crown, called the Crown of tiie
Double Rose, was to be made, and which
should be current for five shillings.
The
latter coin is the regular issue of the gold

Crown {q.v.).
As the existence of such a coin as the
Crown of the Rose was (juestioned for a
long time a detailed description of this
great rarity follows:
Obv. A shield crowned bearing the arms
of

England and France

in
la Croix.

Rose

of the

two inner

circles,

ipiarterly, all with-

the

innermost one

linear, the outer dotted, both i)ierced above
li.v the ball and cross on top of the crown,

mm.
REX

a rose, legend henric" -8 dei gra":
agl' :z :Pra'; Rev.
A full-blown
:

:

:

single rose of five petals, surrounding
f(jur

57]

fleurs de

lis

it

arranged erossways, be-

Crozat

Cut Dollar

tion of August 22, 1526, a new English
gold coin, called the Crown of the Rose,
tween these a lion passant gnardant and
the letter
crowned, placed alternately,
all within inner circles as on the obverse,
mm. a rose, legend henric ' rvtilans
EOSA SINE SPINA, the letters on both sides
in Roman characters, except the letter H,
the numeral Arabic.
See American Journal of Numismatics (xliv, 22).
Crozat. See C'rosatus.

H

:

:

:

:

Cruciatus,
Kreuzer.

Crucifer,

Cruciger.

See

Cruitzer. An obsolete spelling of Ki-euzer discontinued at the end of the eighteenth centuiy. See Poy.

Crusade. See Cruzado.
Cruzadinho. A small Portuguese gold
coin issued under John V (1706-1750),
and struck at Lisbon it was copied for
the colonial possessions and specimens
occur with the Rio and Minas mint marks.
Its value was the same as the later Cruzado, i.e., four hundred Reis.
;

sade, a gold

re-

A

Cruzado Calvario.

gold coin of Porthe reign of John III
It obtains its name from the

'I'ual first issued in

(1521-1557).
elongated cross on tlie reverse, which resembles the cross of Calvary, and succeeds
the square type of cross previously emplo.yed.

The name given

Cufirenta.

silver coin of forty
in 1915.

to the

Centavos

Cuban

introduced

A

Crulckston Dollars. A name sometimes
given to the Scottish crowns of Mary and
Darnley of the second issue of 1565, because the yew tree on the reverse is supposed to represent a noted yew at Crulckston, Lord Darnley 's residence near Glasgow.

Cruzado,

480 Reis, but his successor, .John V,
turned to the old standard.

also called

Crusado and Cru-

coin of Portugal, originally

by Alfonso V (1438-1481). It obtains its name from the cross on the reverse which was placed there to commemi.s.sued

orate the i^articipation of this King in the
crusade against the Turks.
The value of the Cruzado was originally

390 Reis, and in 1517 it was fixed at four
Tostoes, or four hundred Reis,
i.e.,
the
tenth part of the Moidore. Under Manoel
I (1495-1521) it was called Manoel, out
of compliment to that ruler.

The silver Cruzado appears under the
restoration of the House of Braganza, in
the reign of John IV (1640-1656).
Its
value was the same as the gold, but many
siiecimens occur counterstami)ed 500, indiciitiug that it possessed a higher value on
special occasions. It was extensively struck
at the mints in Lisbon, Porto, and Evora.
Pedro II, in 1688, issued a Cruzado
Nuevo, also called Pinto, of the value of
[

Cuartilla.
Mexican copper coin and
the same as the Cuartino {q.v.).
The
designation is used for issues of Alvarado,

Chihuahua,

Duraugo,

Hermosillo,

Guan-

axuato, Sinaloa, etc.

The same as Cuartino (q.v.).
Cuartino.
A silver coin of Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, the
Argentine Republic, etc., of the value of
one quarter Real. See Quartinho.
Cuarto. See Quarto.
Cuartillo.

Cufic Coins.

See Kufie.

According to Du Cange this
implies Iributum pro impressione typi ex-

Cunagium.

Riuling (ii. 256) states that
1422, Henry Somer, the keeper of the
dies in the Tower of London, was commanded by writ to deliver eunagia for the
solreitduni.
in

mints in this town.
He adds: "This, I
presume, had been paid to the warden of
the mint in the Tower, and was therefore
to be returned by liim to the treasurer of
the mint, to which it properly belonged."
Cuneator. A former officer in the mint
who was responsible for the accuracy of
the dies; he received the old aiul broken
dies as his fee.
See Ruding (i. 41).
Cunnetti Type.
The name given to a
series of Anglo-Saxon Pennies principally
struck at York under Guthred (circa 877-894) wliich bear on the reverse the inscription (VX. NET. TI.

Cupang.
mers
is

the

This coin mentioned by ChalCurrency, 1893 (p. 383)

in Colonial

same

Currency.

as the

By

Kepeng (q.v.).
is meant coin

this

or bank

notes, or otlier |)aper mon<'y issued b.y autliority, and wliich are contLinially passing
as and for coin.

Cut Dollar.
Siianish

The name given to the
Peso or Colonato when cut into

Cjrpraea

Moneta

Czvorak

four, eight, or twelve seprments, each of
whicli passed for tlie corrosiioiidiiif; value
of the fractional )>art. See Bit.

Cypraea Moneta.

seated figiire of St. Cyril the Apostle of
the Slavs.

Cyzicenes (Cireek:

See Cowries.

Cyrillus Thaler.
A silver coin of 01miitz struck liy Wolfjran<!:, Earl of Sclirattenbat'h iu 1730.
It bears on one side a

[

Kyl^'.xrjvo!).

A name

given by the Greeks to the eleetrum Staters
of Cj'zieus in Mysia.

Czvorak.

The luime given

silver coin of four Grossi.

M

]

to the Polish

See Szelong.

"

Daalder

Danegelt

D
Daalder, or Daelder.

The equivalent in
and the various provinces of tlie

lii-aliiint

Low

Clountries for t.lie Tlialer.
Tliis coin
in value,
in some
parts of the
Netherlands it was the same as two Gulden and five Stuivers, while in others it

Damareteion.

Damba.

equal
Dollar.

thirtv-two

to

Patards.

See

See Dull.
Daelder. Sir Daalder.

A sum

Dagger Money.
merly paid to the
northern circuit

An

Dahab.

of

money

for-

on the
provide

.justices of assize

in

England

to

Ab.yssinian mone.y of ac-

Srr Wakea.

Daidong Chun.
coins

The Korean name

with

porcelain

centres

for

|)yo.

Daing. Tlie name given to the cast silver ingots of Burmah. They are the earliest types of money of this country.
Dala. See Akahi Dala.

The Polish equivalent

of Thaler
divided into
thirty Groszy corresponding to Groschen.
It was originallv struck bv Sigismund III
(1587-1632).
See Plate Money, De Gortz
Daler.

Dalar.

like

to

copper coin of Hindustan
one eighth of the Dam {q.i>.).

the

German

Daler, Rigsdaler,

The Aavaxr; of the Greeks. At
designated a small silver coin in the
East, but later came to be applied to a
copper coin. In the Persian Empire it
corresponded to the Greek Obol.
It was
also popularl.y api)lied to Charon's Obol
iq.v.) according to Suidas and other ancient authoi'S.
The word persisted until
the Middle Ages as the Arabic daneq, the
Persian dungh and the neo-Sanscrit lanka.

Danaretto.

on

reverse minted in 1882 but never put into
circulation. They come in three denominations, one, two and three Chun.
See Um-

and

See Tamjiaug.

A

Damri.
and ecpial
first it

against maraiulers.

silver

Dampang.

Danake.

Dabou.

count.

See Demareteion.
African money of account.

See Boss.

varied

was

An

t.vpe

and Species.

Danaro. The Italian equivalent of the
Denier, which can be traced in Beneventum to the reign of Grimaldo (793-806)
and was current in nearly all the Italian
states, provinces, and cities.
It is frequentl.y written Denaro, and a
smaller coin which was issued by the Doges
of Venice from circa 1170 to 1250 is called
the Danaretto, or Denaretto.
There are also multiples, and under
Antonio I (1701-1731) and Onorato III
(1731-1793) of Monaco, pieces of eight
Danari

in

tions.

Dam. A eojijier coin of Hindustan, and
of about the same value as the Paisa, i.e.,
Of the
the fortieth part of the Rupee.
Moghul emperors, the Dams of Akbar
(1556-1605) were minted at Lahore, Delhi,
Malpnr, etc. The Bahraanis of Kolbarga
also emplo.ved this currency.

The Phoka Dam is a Nepalese copper
coin belonging to the reign of Surendra
Vikranui (1847). See Thomas (p. 439 et
seq.), and Sihansah and Suka [infra).
[

copper wei-e struck.

Dandiprat, also but rarely written Dand.vjirat.

Daler. A coin of the Danish West Indies introduced in 1904 and equal to five
Francs or five hundred Bits. It is issued
in gold in four and ten Daler denomina-

See Denaretto.

The colloquial name for a small
which was current in England

silver coin

at the beg'iiniing of the si.xteenth eenturv.
It was probal)lv
VII (1485-1509).

the half Groat of Ilenrv

C!amden, in his Remaines, 1605 (188),
it thus:
"K. Henry the 7th
stamped a small coine called dand.yprats.
refers to

Danegelt. An annual tax formerl.v laid
on the English nation for maintaining
forces to oppose the Danes, or to furnish
It was at first
tribute to procure peace.
one shilling, afterward two, and at last
seven, for every hide of laud except such
as belonged to the church.
x\t a subsequent period, when the Danes
became masters, the Danegelt was a tax
00]

:

Daneq

Decaen Piastre

levied by the naiiish
princes on every
liide of land owiieil by the Anglo-Saxons.

Daneq.

See Danake.

A

small Persian silver coin curThe
seventeenth eeutury.
I)aii<:h was j)rimarily a weight, hence its
e(|iiivalents, in silver, came to represent
See Larin and
the fractions of the coin.
Daiiako.

Dsuigh.

rent

ill

tiie

The name given to a
1561 by the Princess Maria
of the House of -lever.
It has on the reverse a figure of the prophet Daniel sui'rounded by four lions. See Madai (1734).
Danielsthaler.

Thaler struck

in

Dfuiik.
The si.xth of the Dinar and of
the Dirhem: therefore of variable weight
in reference to one or the other, and in
respect of the varying weights of either.
As one .sixth of a dinar, it is equal to 12, or
to 10, or to 8 habbehs, according to the
number of habbehs to the dinar. Hence
we find the following relations recorded
2 kirats (of silver, i.e., 2'/3, as there
are 14 kirats or 6 daniks to the dirhem)
or
3'/3 kirats {i.e., in relation to the
dinar of 20 kirats) or
10 hai)behs or
40 aruzzchs, i.e., in reference to the dinar
of 60 habbehs; or
12 grains, i.e., in refcreuce to the dinar of 72 habbehs.
Five
daniks of gold
11 "/i.^ dirhems at Bag-

=

;

=

=

=

=

dad, whei'e the dinar was worth 14'/4. The
daiiik was the ((uai'tor of a dirhem in

Khwarizm, afterward 41/;.
Danim. See Mahmudi.
Darb. A silver coin of India and

e(|uiv-

origirudly is.sued by Darius 1, the son of
Ilystaspes (B.(;. .52"l-48r)). See Herodotus,
Ilistorid (iv. 166).
The King is geru-rally
represented ;is a kneeling bowman, and conse(|uently these coins are sometimes referred to as Archers (q.v.).
The reverse
bears an incuse punch-mark.
These coins are the Aapity.oi of the
Greeks, and in those parts of the Scriptures
written after the Babylonish captivity, they
are called Adarkoiiini.
Ezra (viii. 26, 27),
/ Chron. (xxix. 7), and by the Talmudists,

Darkonoth

;

Nehemiah

Hill, Historical

Darkonoth.

(vii.

70-72).

Conf.

Greek Coins (p. 27).
Tlie Talmudic luune

for

the Daric (q.v.).

Dasa. A silver coin of India and eipial
one tenth of a Ruiiee. Sec Sihan.sah.
Dauphin. A billon coin of France which
receives its name on account of being specially sti'uck for Dauphiny.
The Petit
Dauphin was issued by Charles V (13641380), and the (irand l)au|)iiin bv Charles
to

VI

1
(1422-1461).
Davidsthaler. The name given to a silver coin of David, Count of Mansfeld, issued fnmi about 1605 to 1628.
Davidstuiver.
The luune given to tlie
doulile (iros of I'trecht issued in 1477 by
David de Boiirgogne, Bisho]) of Utrecht.
See Frey (No. 182).
A gold Florin i.ssued by the same ruler
with a figure of David and his harp, is
c(mimonly known as the Davidsharj), or

Harpe d'or.
Debased Coin

money

in his Work.^, 1682 (ii.'20), says, "down
with the dust and ready Darby," and
Shadwell, in his ]>lay The Squire of Alsatia, 1688 (i. 1), uses the expression, "the

that is lowered
Macaulay, in his
Ilistori/ of Enijhind (v. 3), uses the term
"a debased currency." Sec Embasc and
Imbasing.
Decachalk. This multiple, 10 Chalkoi.
seems to jiave been coined only under the
Ptiili'iiia'i'c sovereigns of Egypt.

Darby."
Dardenne. A copiuT coin of France?

Decadrachm, or Dekadrachmon, represented the multiple of ten Drarlims {q.v.).

alent to the half Kupee.

See Sihansah.

in

Darby. An obsolete English slang word
meaning "ready monev. "
Ilickeringill,

ready, the

struck in 1711 aiul 1712 for Provence. Its
value was six Deniers. indicated by six
crowned figures L placed opposite the sides
of an e(|uilateral triangle with tlie figure

&

in the centre.

Daric.

A

Persian gold coin which is
supposed to have obtained its name fro7n
the figure on the obverse of the Persian
King Darius. They appear to have been
[

is

cliaractcr or quality.

Next

Dodecadrachm it is the largest
the silver coins struck by the Greeks,
and was issued principally in the Sicilian

of

to the

all

cities.

Decaen Piastre. A silver coin of the
value of ten Livres, i.s.sued in the Isle of
France in 1810. The coins were struck
from metal captured in the ship Oviedor,
and obtained their name from Decaen, the
61]

Demand Notes

Decalitron

For a detailed account,
and Zaj' (p. 265).
The Corinthian Stater, we
Decalitron.
know from Pollux, was so called in Sicily
captain general.

see

Spink

(ix. 4-415),

it equalled exactly 10 litrae of the
Coins of this standard
native standard.
bearing Corinthian types were frequently
struck in Sicily.

because

Decanummion.

See

Nummus and

Fol-

lis.

Decargyrus. A Roman silver coin first
issued by Honorius, and of one half the
value of the Siliqua. See Babelon, Traite
(i. 581).
Decenario.

The name given

to a vari-

ety of mezzo Grosso struck by the Counts
Its value was ten
of Tyrol at Merano.
Piccoli.
See Rivista Italiana di Numismatica (xx. 430).

Decime. A copper coin of the first
French Revolution, issued in 1794, from
dies by Charles Wielandy, a medallist and
engraver of Geneva.
When the Franc system was introduced
in 1803, the Decime was made the one
tenth of the Franc, a position which it
nominalh' still holds, though no longer
struck.

The Decime was issued in 1838 for Monand in 1840 for France, as a pattern
for a proposed new copper coinage. Mailaco,

(cii. ciii. 3-6) cites Decimes struck in
1814 and 1815 for Strasburg when blockaded by the allies.
A cast Decime was
issued for Santo Domingo in 1801.
It is
of very rude workmanship and bears the

liet

inscription in three lines
UN
on both
8, all of the letters
sides being reversed.

reverse

:

DECIME LAN

N

Decimo. A silver coin of the Central
American States of the value of ten Centavos, or the tenth part of a Peso.

For Buenos Aires there was struck in
1822 and later a copper Decimo equal to
the tenth part of the copper Real of the
same city the Real, in fact, is .stamped
10 DECIM BUENOS AYRES.
;

Declaration Type. See Oxford Unite.
Decobol. Mentioned in inscriptions (C.
I. G. Attic t. II, No. 387) was never struck,
being solely a money of account.

Deconcion, or Aexw-cv.iov, or Deunx (q.v.)
was ten twelfths of the litra (or As of
twelve ounces). Bronze coiiis of this de[

nomination were struck at Centuripae in
Sicily.

One

Decunx.

of the

of the

divisions

It is
weight of ten ounces.
See Aes
sometimes called the Dextans.
Grave.
Decus.
A nickname for the silver
Crown of James II of England, the first
issues of which had an edge inscription
reading decvs et tvtamen, i.e., "an ornament and a safeguard."
Thomas Shadwell, in his play. The
Squire of Alsatin, 1688, has the phrase,
"To equip you with some Meggs, Smelts,
Decus 's and Georges;" Sir Walter Scott
mentions the term in his novel The Fortunes of Nigel (xxiii.) thus: "noble Master Grahame
has got the decuses and
See Megg.
the smelts.

As,

of

the

.

.

.

'

'

A

Decussis.
multiple of the Roman As
It bears on the
after the first reduction.
obverse the iiead of Minerva or Roma and
on the reverse the prow of a galley and
the mark X, i.e., ten Asses.

De Gortz
name given

Daler,

or

to a series

The

Notdaler.
of eleven

copper

coins struck in Sweden from 1715 to 1719,
which are so called from Baron George
Henry de Gortz, a nobleman who obtained
the sanction of Charles XII to issue them.
They were intended to pass for four times
the value which they would have possessed
if composed of an equal weight of fine
silver.

The death of the King in 1718, and the
execution of de Gortz in the following
year, put an end to the exaggerated valuation of these coins, and they were reduced
to something like their actual worth, that
is, about two Pfennige.
Dehliwala.
A base silver coin of the
Patlian Sultans of Hindustan. They were
imitated and adopted, with altered legends,
bv Altamsh, and liis feudatories, until
about A.H. 630 (A.D. 1232). See Thomas
(p. 14).

Dekadrachmon.
Dekanummion.
<|uart('r

Follis,

See Decadrachra.

A name

given to the

consisting of ten

Nummi.

See Foil is.

Demand

Notes.

The name given

to a

of paper money issued by the
United States in 1861, of values from five
dollars to twenty dollars. See Greenbacks.

variety

02]

.

Demareteion

Denarius Oscensis

Demareteion,
iiiiiiic

liiviMi

t(i

or
a

The

Damareteion.
of

vaiii'ly

1

Jccadraclmi

at S\ raciisc ciri'n !>.('. 4S().
They
issued in cclcliratidii of tiic victory of
(Jcloii ovci- tiic Cartlia^riniaiis at Iliiucni
and were iiiimed from Doiiiarete, the wife
of Goh)ii.
These coins were eacJi worth ten Attic
Draclims; the Sicilians called ihem Pente-

struck

wew

eoiitalitra

Coiif.

on account of

Hill.

Coiiix

ijf

tiieii-

wei<z:ht.

Axriciit Sicili)

{p.

narii are conse(piently also

A

Demy.

Ca.s-

lunneral XVI substituted, the latter being
generally abbi'cviated by the sign *.
The Denarius, in A.D. 2!)(i, was succeeded by the Centenionalis as a silver

I.

It

Scotch jiold coin issued by
has on the obverse the arms

and the name Denarius was applied
copper coin, commonly known as the
"third bronze." 8rc Follis.
The gold Denarius, of the .same weight
as the silver one and of the value of ten,
was the same as the half Aureus or Quinto a

arius.

tion.

sular

Dana. A silver coin of Tiiscany of the
value of ten Lira struck by the Queen
JIaria Louisa imrsuant to an ordinance of
July 21. ISO.i.
Denar. The German ei|uivalent of both
the l>eiiarius and Denier.
Denaretto. A name jriven to such varieties of the Denaro as are of small fabric.
They are conniion tf) the Venetian series
tury.

a.s

In B.C. 217 the value of the Deiuirius
was changed to sixteen Asses, and the

of Scotland in a lozeiifre shape, and on
the reverse a St. Andrew's cross in ti'essui-e.
Its wei^'ht was
usually fi'oni fifty to
fifty-three ^n-ains and the half in ])roi)or-

fi'om

known

toriati.

coin,

;")(; )

James

by the aid of Castor and Pollux who appeared on the battlefield as youths riding
white horses.
These early ty])es of De-

the

twelfth

to

fonrteenth

the

cen-

It

occurs both in the Honuin Con-

and Imperial

The following

series.

shows how extensively the silver Denarii were debased, and
their corresponding values:
,,

Under
,

.
,
.Augustus

table

<'OI)IirT alloj-

,

the

was

ncimriiis

mif

piKlit.v-fourth of a ikiiiucI,
<ij|i|iriCd
grain,s
I'niler Nero the Deuariua was one Dine
tieth of a pounil. copper ."i.') grains
I'niler
Trajan tiie Pi^nariiis was one

ninet.v-ninth
*;'=>""*
„
Uuiler

of

copper

ninet.v ninth

was

Denarius

(lie

of

a

.SVe

Okeli)en-

Under M.

Denarii Corvorum, or Rabenpfennige,
was the name <riven to small silver coins
struck at Freiburp: in Hi'eisj;au in the
fourteenth century, on account of the head
of a raven on the obverse, which was
copied from the arms of the city. Rabeu
was later corrupted into Rappen (q.v.).

Denarino.
A base silver coin of Modena issued duriufr the sixteenth century.
It was c(|ual to the half Soldo.
Denarius.

.\ureli\is

ninet.v-nlntli
srain*'

u\\\<j:.

A Roman

silver

coin

The ori<rinal type beai's on the obverse
the liead of Minerva and the numeral X,
and on the reverse the Dioscuri on horseback and the legend ro.ma in the exerfjue.
There is a tradition that the Romans won
the battle of Lake Regilius, rirra B.C. 490.
[63

of

Di'narius

lln>

iii

.Tl

ponml.

a

copjier -Irt grains
Unilcr Sept. Severus

one hundred and
copper 4S grains

tlie

a

js ,„

o,,

20

to

25

o.'i

to

30

;{()

(„

r,-,

was one

copper

.".1

Under Comiuodus the Denarius was one
one hundred and a third of a pound.
Denarius was oni'
tifth id' a pound,

Denarius Aereus.

From

the time of
Gallienus the Denai-ius became so debased
that it was little more than copper and
was henceforth called D. Aereus h^ojiiscus
Aurelian, 9).

Denarius
Denarius
Denarius
Denarius

first

issued 15.C. 1268 with the Quinarius and
Sestertius as its divisions.
At that time
the Aes Libralis had been reduced to two
ounces in \vei<rlit and the Denarius was
ecpiivalent to ten of them.

|,i

one

copper

pounil,

grains

Denarii Augmentabiles.

r,

.'jl

in to 18

Hacirian

Sir Danai'o.

iiounil,

:i

-

Albus.

S(c Albus.

Communis.
Dentatus.

iSVf Follis.

See Serrated Coins.
Novus Argenteus.
This insci-iptioii
occurs on a large silver coin
stnu'k for Riga in ir)74.
It
had a value
of eighteen Ferding.
Denarius Oscensis. A coin of the weight
of a Roman Denarius but bearing as t.vpes:
obverse, a youthful or bearded male head;
rever.se, a horseman, was issued in the
second and first centuries B.C. from vari]

Denaro Mancuso

Desjat

ous mints in Spain to facilitate pxclian<;e
between the local population and the Romans. This coin is spoken of as Argcntum
Oscense and Oscenses by Livy (xxxiv, 10;
46; xl, 43). The name is derived from the
city of Osca (the modern Hnesca) in Tarraconensis which was the capital of Sertorius and, owing to the proximity of large
silver mines, was the principal place of
issue of this coinage.

Denaro Mancuso.

See Mancoso.

Denaro Provisino.

See Provisino.

Also called Tenga and Denuschka. A Russian word meaning money
The term was first applied to
in general.
silver coins struck by the Dukes of Moskow and Kiev, as early as the second half
of the fourteenth century, and subse-

twelve to one was retained for the Denier,
it was
styled Denier Tournois or
Denier Parisis according to the place of
mintage. In the reign of Louis XVI the
base silver Denier was worth only one
eighth or one tenth as much as the fine
silver one of Charlemagne.
Last of all the Denier was struck in copper and its value diminished still more.
Frederick the Great issued it in this metal
for Upper Silesia in 1746; the copper
Denier of France was equal to four Liards,
or the twelfth part of the Sol or Sou.

and

Denga.

by the free cities of Novgorod and
The Dengi were intended for ciramong the Tartars, and the style
and denomination of the Tartar money
was naturally adojited. Their form is generally oblong and irregular, but nearly
In
circular specimens have been found.
numerous instances they bear a portrait
of the ruler or the same personage on horsecpiently

Pskof.
culation

They wei-e divided into half Denga
and Poluschkas (q.v.).
The later issues are of billon and copper
and the value of the Denga degenerated
These were isto that of half a Kopeck.
back.
pieces

sued as late as the

iirst half of the eighcopper Para or three
teenth century.
Dengi piece was struck by Catherine I'l
of Russia in 1771 and 1772 for circulation
ill JMoldavia and Wallachia.

A

Denier. A silver and billon coin, corresponding to the Penny, and current
throughout Western Europe from the
time of the Merovingian Dynasty.
The name is derived from the Denarius,
which it resembled in size and fabric; and
the Daiiaro, Dinero, Dinar, and Dinheiro,
are modifications of tlie same coin, emjiloyed according to the country or territory where this type was in circulation.
under Charlevalue fluctuated
Its
magne's reforms of the monetary system
240 Deniers were ordered to be struck from
one pound of fine silver, and the Denier
was valued at one twelfth of the Solidus.
When the Gros Tournois and later the
Gros Parisis appeared, the same ratio of

Deneg

Denier a

la

Reine.

Reiue.

»SV(^

Denier Bourdelois.
A variety of the
Denier struck by Louis XI of France and
retained by his successors Charles VIII
and Francis I. All the early types appear to have a small shell as a mint-mark.
Denier d'Or. A gold coin of Western
Elnrope which appeared about the time of
the Carlovingian Dynasty.
It was extensively issued at Melle and occurs in the
Anglo-Gallic series, where it corresponds
to tlu' Salute and was valued at 25 Sols.
Denier d'Or.
Another name for the

Mouton

applied to
(q.v.) and generally
types as were struck by the Comits
of Bar and throughout Flanders.
Louis
of Malle, Count of Flanders, by a commission dated April 13, 1357, ordered his
moneyer, Andi'ieu du Porche, to strike
Deniers d'or an Mouton for the Seignory
of Rethel, with the inscriptidu Ludovicus
sticli

Comes

Regitesteiisis.

Denier Faible. iS'ee Lausaiuiais.
Denier Noir. Sec Black Farthing and
Zwartc Penning.
Denier Palatin. The name given to a
silver coin of the (Jarolingian series issued

by Louis I (816-840) with the inscription
PALATiNA MONETA. Coiif. also JMoncta Palatina, infra.
Parisis.
A billon coin belonging
the Anglo-Gallic series, and struck by
Henry VI pursuant to an ordinance of
May 31, 1424.

Denier

to

Deniers pour ^pouser.

;

See Ai'rhes.

Denkmiinze. A commemorative coin or
.S'rr Jubileums Thaler.
ui('<lal.
Denuschka. See Denga.
Desjat Deneg. The name given to the
Russian base silver coin of

[ fi4 ]

five

Kopecks,

-

"

"

Deuce

Didrachm

which was

first

struck at

tlic

hcfrinniufr of

the eiglitcciith century under Peter

Deuce, also written Duce. An Englisli
dialect term for two pence.
See Mayhew,

London Labour and London Poor,

1851

256).

(i.

von Blankenheini, Hishoi) of
fi<rure

Uti'echt

(1:5!):!-

This coin liore a jioorly executed
of an eagle which was mistaken for

used by iiumisnuitists to describe the emblem or armorial
design on a coin in conjunction with a
national motto.
Thus the United States
uses a figure of Liberty and tiie words "In
God we trust." Great Britain has "Dieu
Device.

mon

This term

is

droit,'' etc.

Devil's Bit.
An English dialect term
current in Lincolnshire and meaning a

threepenny

piece.

called because jiroud i>eo])le
not give copper at collections in
church, and therefore provide themselves
with the smallest silver coin.
It

is

it

was originally three

Diamante. A silver coin of Ferrara,
corresponding to tlie Grosso, first struck
by Horso (14.')()-1471 ) and imitated by
of his successors.
It receives its
a figure resembling a diamond
on the obverse. A smaller coin of similar
type is known as tlie Dianumtino.

name from

Dibs, or Dibbs. A slang term for money
and possibly a corruption of "tips," i.e.,
gifts for service rendered.
Horace and
.lames Smitli
liS12,

"make

a goose.

et

I think
or tamliios.

a half,

several

Deunx, or labus. A division of the As
and e(|ual to eleven ounces. Sec Aes Grave
and Deconcia.
Deventergans.
A nickname given to
the (li-osso issued in Deventer by Frederick
1423).

and
|)ice

1.

so

will

Dextans.

Str Decun.x.

Dhabu. A copper coin formerly current in the Deccan iirincipality
it was valued at two of the Alamgiri Pice
or one thirty-second of a Chandor Rupee.
See Kori and Pice.

Dhabbu,

or

:

Dharana. A silver coin of ancient Insame as the Purana (q.v.).
The name is from dhri, "to hold," and
probably means, according to Cunningham, "a handful of sixteen copper Panas.
dia, the

See Pana.

Dhebua. A rough \uistam|)od lump of
copper used in the currency system of
It was computed at four Dams.
Nepal.
See Snka.
Dhingalo, or Dhinglo.

A

copper coin

of C'utch iuid Katliiawar, of the value of
one si.xtcenth of a Kori (q.v.). Codrington states that "nhingo" is a Cufch term
meaning "fat," and "lo" is a masculine
suffix, and he adds, "so Dingalo means
something fat, hence the fattest coin.
TlKHigh at present it is used for a pice

[6

Rrjrrird Addresses,
use the phrase
nunk\' surrender his dibs," aiul
in

tlicir

lUirnwell

(leortje

Smyth, in The Sailor's Word-book, 1867,
has, "Dibbs, a galley term for ready

money."
or Diciottino.
This woi'd
it was used in Parma,
Milan, etc., during the fifteentii century
to indicate the pieces of 18 Danari struck
Dicciottino,

means eighteen and

Savoy.
Dichalkon. A Greek co])|)er coin of the
value of double the Chalcus or one fourth
of the Obol (<i.r.).
Dicken, Dickpfennige. A iiojiular name
ill

to

distiuguisii

coins of

thick

fabric,

and

usually applied to the silver i.ssues of
Switzerland of the fifteenth and sixteenth
Tiiese i)ieee.s were patterned
centuries.
after the Italian Testones but did not have
the light weight.
The Dicken of Berne,
dated 1492 (Frey, No. 369), is a good example.

Dick Thaler, Dick Groschen. A name,
Dicken, employed to designate the

like

characteristics of a coin, to distinit from the broad type.
See Breite
(Jroschen, and Gros.
The term Dick Groschen, or Numnii
Grossi, was originally applieil in the fourteenth century in France, Bohemia, Germany, etc., to coins of the Gros Tournois
variety but struck on much thicker planehtliick

guish

ets.

The Dick Thaler of Tyrol, dated 1484
(Frey No. 260), is one of the earliest of
these, and its small and thick fabric was
imitated in a inimber of the (iermaii
Denmark.
Didrachm, or Didrachmon.

states, as well as in

ver

of

coin

(q.v.).

It

the

was

A Greek sil-

value of two Drachms
copied from the silver

Dirhem

Die
Stater of the Persians, and is consequently
name,
referred to by this
frequently
though as a monetary unit it was soon reTlie Didrachm
placed by the Drachm.
was extensively struck in Corinth and its
colonies (see Stater, Poloi) and also in the
cities of Sicily

and lower

Philwritten Dynders.
History of Shrewshury (pp.
199, 200), in referring to Wroxeter, has

Dinders,

also

his

following note:

the

"The Roman

See Divionensis.
A Greek copper coin of
the value of half of the Chaleus (q.v.).
Coiif. Collybos (supra).
Silver coins of two Litra in
Dilitron.
value were struck at Rhegium in Italy.
See Ijitra.

A

silver coin of the United
Dime.
This
States, the tenth part of a Dollar.
coin, and its corresponding half, were au-

thorized by Act of Congress, April 2, 1792.
The half Dime was first coined in 1794
and discontinued in 1873. The Dime was
struck in 1796 and is still coined.
See

Disme.

Roman

denarius."

A

small copDinerillo, or Dineruelo.
per coin struck by Philip III and Philip
IV of Spain during the seventeenth cenThe
tury for Valencia and Barcelona.
name is a diminutive of Dinero.

The Spanish equivalent

Dinero.

Digenois.

DikoUybon.

coins

found here are a proof of the antiquity of
the place; the inhabitants call them dinders, a corruption of the

Italy.

Die.
The stamp used in coining. An
early reference to it Ls found in M. Smith's
Memoirs of the Secret Service, 1699 (App.
19), viz., "to bring or send to him some
Deys ... to coin some mill'd Money."

Denier.

of the

appears to have been intro-

It

duced about the reign of Fernando III of
Castile (1280-1252), and is mentioned as
late as the French occupation of Navarre
under Henri II d' Albret (1516-1551).
The half is called Malla.
Dinero.
A silver coin of Peru of the
value of one half the Peseta or ten Centavos.

Dinga.
coin.

A

Burmese word signifying a
probably a corruption of Tanga
See also the Indian Antiquary

It is

(q.v.).

(xxvi. 235-245).

The Portuguese equivalent of
The coinage of these pieces
begins under Alfonso I (1128-1185) and
Dinheiro.

The name

is

probably derived from the

French, clixieme.

A Muhammadan

gold coin, first
part of the seventh
The name is derived from the
Roman Denarius. The weight of the early
Dinars was about sixty-six grains, but at
later periods the same term was used for
gold coins of greater or less weight and

Dinar.

issued in
century.

the

latter

size.

The quality of the metal was almost always fine gold, the chief exceptions being
the coins struck in Turkey and Morocco,
some of which contain a lai'ge amount of
alloy.

Dinar.
A money of account used in
niodrrn Persia, and computed as follows:
ninnr
KM) DiiKU-

liMio

r,i)

Diniii-

-."i

IMiiar

--

=
=
=

1

Kniii

1

silver
Shiihi i'iiimut
I'lil ((ippcT

1
1

silvfi-

Sciiiir

Dinar. A silvei- coin of Servia adopted
in 1S67 when that country followed the
liatin Union in its monetai'v system.
It
is of the same value as the Franc, Ijira, etc.,
and is subdivided into one hundred Paras.
Tliei'e

in

lips,

are pieces of ten and twenty Dinara

the Denier.

extends to the latter ]iart of the fourteenth
century.
See Caixa.

Dinomos. The ancient name for the silver piece of the value of two Nomoi struck
at times in South Italy, notably at Thurium and Metapontum. See MommsenBlacas, Mommies Roiiiaines (i. 155). They
are known to modern numismatists as Tetradrachms or Distaters.

Diobolon.

[

]iiece

of two Oboli.

See

Dirhem.

A Muhammadan

silver

coin,

issued Iti the latter part of the seventh
century.
The name is a modification of
the Greek Drachma.
The weight of the
Dirhem origiimlly was forty-six grains,
but both the weight and size have undergone many variations.
Originally the Dirhem was one tenth of
the Dinar, but this relation was not kept
up.
The legal Dirhem is a money of account;
the actual Dirhem of currency varied
greatly in weight, r.r/., in 710 the Egyptian

first

Dirhem

in gold.

A

Obol.

C6]

weighed

64

Habbehs,

at

other

:

Dobler

Disk
times 48.

The

into 6 I)anii\s,

divisions of tlie nirlicm aro
14 Kirats, or 70 Harloy-

oi-

Do-am.
half of the

lines
"I

ask but half-a-cr»wn a line
s<ing be .vnur's, the disk Iti' mine."

The

A

Disme.
pattern or experimental coin
of the United States issued in 1792, with
a eoi'rcspoiidinf,' half. See Dime.
Di-Stater. The doulile of the jrold Stater
It oceurs in the coins struck by
iq.v.).
Alexander the Great.
This name also
desifrnated a silver coin e(nuil to two silver
Staters.

Ditto Bolo.

An

the Ionian Islands.
a coi'rnption of di

Divini,

or

obsolete copper coin of

The name

is

jii'obably

ulxili.

Diwani.

name and equivalent
Wakea.

of

The
the

Abys.sinian
Para.
See

Fonrohert (Nos. 4989-5003) enumerates
coins of San 'a, in Arabia, called
Diwani, forty of which were eipial to one

silver

Glii-ush.

Divionensis,

Digenois,

The name usually

or

Dijonnois.

the money
struck at Dijon, the capital of the ancient
Duchy of Burgundy. Silver issues date
from the eleventh centurv. See Blanchet
(i. :i9r,) and Poey d'Avant (iii. 192).

Dixain.
its

name

ap])lied

to

A

French billon coin which, as
was the tenth iKii't of
Franc and later of the Ecu.

duccii

and struck at Seville, Toledo, etc.
original type bore on one side a threeturreted castle, i)ut this was followed by
the [)ortrait vai'iety undei- Ferdinand and
Isabella (1474-151()).
The earlier varietyis fre<|uently known as the Dobla Castellaiui and
the other as the Dobla a la
l.'i()8)

The

Cabeza.
The value of the Dobla, also called DobIon, was two Escudos or one eighth of
the Onza.
There were multiples, called
Doblon de a Cuatro and Doblon de a Oclio,
the latter was of course the same as the
Onza; it was struck ])rincipally for Mexico

and (tther Spanish colonies, and is commonly known as the Doubloon.
Another variety, the Did)lone, was issued by Charles V during the Spanish
occupation of the Low Countries.
By a royal decree of 1849 the metric
system was introduced in Spain, and the
money of account W'as made as follows
One Doblon de Isabel was e(|ual to ten
F]sciulos, or one hundred Reales, or five
gold Piastres.
In the Italian coinage the term Dobla
is generally applied to the double Dueato
di Oro, such as was struck by the Emperor
Charles V for Naples and Sicily, etc. See

Chalmers

Djampel, or Jampal. A silver coin of
the Malay Peninsula of the value of one
half the Real.
See Pitje.
The name is
also given to the Krishnala

(q.v.).

[67

(p. 395).

Dobla de

indicates,

the silver
In the reign of Louis XII (1498-151.5)
were i.ssued the Dixain a Couronne and
the Dixain du Dauphine, both of a similar
type to the Douzain (q.v.).
Under Fi-ancis I (1515-1547)
it received
the name
Franciseus, probably from the large letter
F with the ei-own above, which is a prominent feature.
In 1791 an e.ssay was struck in bellmetal of a coin to equal one tenth of the
Livre, and the prototype of the Decime
It bears on one side the date in
(q.v.).
a wreath and on the reverse the word
Dix.^iN
surrounded by the inscription
METAI, |)i: CLOCIIK.

is

(q.v.).

Dobla.
A gold coin of Spain, introabout the time of Peter I (1350-

coriis.

An Enjilisli dialect term for a
Disk.
half Crown.
Roswcll, Pocficol Wurks. 1811, has the

In the Nepale.se system this

Suka

la

Banda.

A

gold coin of

Castile struck by Juan 1 (1379-1390).
It
receives its name from the band ci-ossing
the shield, which was a feature of the

Ordre de la
Knighthood
('(nif. De La
Dobla de

Vanda (Band), an Order
instituted

by

Alfonso

of

XI.

Torre (No. 6427).
los Excelentes.

See Aguila

de Oro.

Doblado. Another name for thi> Dobla,
but usually applied to the gold coin of
two Esi-udos struck in Ecuador in 1835
and later. Sec Fonrobert (8298).

A

denomination

Ramon

IV, Count of

Doblengo, or Duplo.
struck

iiy

P>crengei'

Bai-celona ( 1131-1 1()2), and later adopted
the Kings of Aragon.
It probably rejiresented a piece of two Deniers in value.
l)y

Dobler.
A luime given to the billon
double (iros of the Island of Majorca. It
]

Dog

Doblon
was issued as early as the thirteenth century and continued in use until the time
The general
of "Philip V (1700-1746).
type has on one side a crowned bust l)etweeu two roses, and on tlie reverse a cross
The later issues were
or armorial shield.
struck in copper and reduced to the value
of two Dineros.
Doblon. A Mexican gold coin, the Onza
of eiglit Escudos.

in Chile

and

Pesos.

The name given

Doblone.

to

a gold

Bologna in 1529 by the
Dominicans at the time of a famine; its
value was four Scudi d' Oro. The Papal
mint at Rome used the same name for the
Doppia da due, also valued at four Scudi
d'Oro, which was issued as early as the

coin struck in

X

(1644-1655).
reign of liuiocent
In Modena the Doblone was a gold coin
of the value of eight Scudi struck by

Francis

(162!)-1637).

I

until its abolition early in the nineteenth
centur.v.

Dobra

Dodecadrachm.
the value of twelve

Spain for Burgundy
and the Spanish Netherlands. Tlie word
means "clumsy" and the nickname is applied on account of their coarse and thick
issues of Philip II of

fabric.

Doewi. The Malay equivalent of the
word Duit. It occurs on the copper coin
of Celebes dated A.H. 1250, i.e., 1834- '35.
Dog. See Black Dogs.
Dog Dollar, or Lion Dollar. The
Leeuwendaalder of the United Provinces
{q. v.).

circida-

Dog Dollars. In an act of the Assembly of West Jersey, dated October 3-18,
1693, it is stated tliat "Dog Dollars not
dipt," are worth six Shillings each, being
of the same value as Mexican "pieces of
eight" of twelve pennyweight.
The Assembly of the Province of Maryland in 1708 passed a law fixing the rates
of exchange, and this act mentions Dog
Dollars as being tlie mone.y which was
most plentiful in the Province, and with

instead of half Joes.
It should be added that in 1731 a Dobra
of twenty-four and another of sixteen Escudos were struck. These large gold coins
are illustrated by Aragao (pi. xli. 23, 24)
and described by Meili.
In 1750, the Dol)ra, now rcdiiced to four
Escudos, or 6400 Rois. received the name

this

designation

continued
[

See

Dblpelthaler.
A name used in Adam
Berg's Miiinbuch. 1597, to describe the

in time tlic lialf Dobras were im|)roperly alluded to in some places as Joes

and

{q.v.).

Dodrans. One of the divisions of the
As, of the weight of nine ounces.
The reverse of this very rare coin bears
an S, as in the Semis, and three bosses in
addition.
See Aes Grave.

and

of Peca,

silver coin of

Dodkin. A diminutive of Doit {q.v.),
and usually applied to inferior coins
brought into England by foreign traders.

guese proclamation of November 29, 1732.

from

Greek

Drachms

Dodicesimo.
The name given to the
one twelfth of the Apuliense (q.v.).

they circulated extensively, this

disajijieared

A

Hexastater.

was abbreviated into Joe, the latter coin
being called the half Joe. The striking of
these coins ceased by virtue of a Portu-

tion,

as Gentil, a

Doddane. Lewis Rice, in the Mysore
Gazetteer, 1877 (p. 8), states that a silver
coin of tliis name and of the value of two
Annas was in circulation in the abovementioned year.

Dobra. A gold coin of Portugal which
was first issued in the reign of Pedro I
(1357-1367) and equal to 82 Soldi.
At the beginning of the reign of John
V (1706-1750) appeared the Dobra de
oito Escudos, and the Dobra de quatro
Escudos, valued respectively at eight and
four Escudos, or 12,800 aiul 6400 Reis.
The former coin was commonly known as
the Joannes, and in the Britisli West In-

They gradually

known

reverse a cross formed of five shields within an outer circle composed of eight

Doblon Sencillo. This was not an actual coin but a money of account in the
old Spanish system representing a value
of sixty Reales.

dies, wliere

Gentil, also

Portuguese gold coin issued in the reign
Like the
of Fernando I (1367-1383).
Chaise d"Or it represents the King seated
on a throne under a canopy, and on the

castles.

See Dobla.

The name is still employed
Uruguay for tlie piece of ten

Dollars

68
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Doppia

Dogganey
wliieh

wore

iiilialiitaiits

tlie

hest

ae-

upon tlu'in tlic value of four
and sixpt'iice was jjlaccd. In the

f|iiaiiite(l

;

sliilliiifjs

laws of Pennsylvania, these coins are fre((uently mentioned as the Lion or Do-;:
Dollars, and are rated in 1728 at five Shillings.

Dogganey.

Sre Dug^ani.

Doit, or Doyt. The Englisli equivalent
The name is evifor the Duit (q.v.).
dently a corruption of the French d'huit,
an eighth, this being their value as compared to the Stuiver.
Doits were current in Scotland during
the reign of the Stuarts, but their imSee
portation was iirohibited in 1685.
Ruding (ii. 22).

Dokani.

or

Dokro.

kado, or the Sanscrit

A

Dvikrita,

meaning

"twice done," i.e., twice a Tambio. He
adds that "though now used to mean one
been two
pice, it must originally have
pice."

Dolche,
the

daggers.
Groschen of

i.e.,

ducal

during

the

turies.

The

A

name given

Lorraine

to

struck

fifteenth and sixteenth cenobverse of these coins bore the

figure of an arm holding a short sword
which was easily mistaken for a dagger
or poniard.

Dollar. The derivation is generally supposed to come from the (Jei-man word
Thaler {q.v.), and this in its turn takes
its name from the silver coins struck about
152') in the mining region of Joachimsthal
in Bohemia.
It is the unit of value of the United
States and is worth ten dimes or one hundred cents. The silver dollar was authorized to be coined by an Act of Congress
dated April 2, 1792, and the first coins
were issued in 1794. They were originally
of 416 grains; reduced in 1887 to 412.5
The coinage of the silver dollar
grains.
ceased in 1904.
The gold dollar was authorized by an

Act of March

8,

1849,

and abolished

in

of the weigiit of 25.8 grains,
and was designed by James B. Longacre,
the chief engraver of the mint.

1890.

It

A

silver coin struck by C'harles
for Scotland from 1676 to 1682, and
It is of
constituting his second coinage.
the weigiit of 429 grains, the same as the
Four Merk ])iece of the jireceding issue.
There are divisions to one sixteenth of a

Dollar.

II

Dollar.

Her Nasfi.

copper coin of
Cuteli and Kathiawar, of the value of one
twenty-fourth of a Kori (q.r.). Codrington states that it is from the Prakrit l)uk-

Dokdo,

JIan\- of the British Colonies now use
a silver dollar, called the British Dollar,
and based on a metric system. This |)iece
was authorizeil in 1895 and first struck for
circulation in 1896, being intended principally for Hong Kong and the Straits
Settlements.
It was originally 416 grains
fine.
The Bank of England dollar of the
value of five shillings, and the Bank of
Ireland dollar of the value of six shillings
were botii issued in 1804.

is

[

Donativ. This, as tiie name
a coin or medal issued to commemorate some event and not sold, but
distributed on an anniversary.
One of
Carl CJustav of Sweden striu-k f«r Riga
prior to his accession in 1645, reads: ex
.WKICO SOLUX) CIVITATIS KKilONSIS iM !: PIKRI

Donario,

indicates,

oi'

is

FECIT.

Pietro Virgilio on his accession to the
Bishopric (jf Ti-ent in 1776 coined the
Donario in both gold and silver foi- presentation ]iurposes.

Donativ.

Hee Donario.

AnotJHM- name for the Sapeque
piece of 100 Dong of the Em])eror Hien-Tong of Annam (1740-1785)
Dong
is desci'ibed by Lavoix (x.w. 889).
and Dong-thien is the Annamcse equivalent for tiie Chinese Cash.

Dong.

(<[.i'.).

A

Doppel in <!erman, and Do])])io in Italmeans (loul)h\ and is generally used

ian,

conjunction

in

wilii

Tiialer,

Grosso, etc.

Doppia, from doppio, double, is the
of a former gold coin of a number
of the Italian States, and the double of
some recognized unit.
It appears in Milan in the fifteenth century under the Sforza dynasty as a piece
of two Zecchini, and it bore the same value

name

in Malta.

As

a coin of two Scudi it occurs in the
of Genoa, Venice, Mantua, the
Papal .series both at Rome and Bologna,

coinage
etc.

69]

;

Drachm

Doppia da Due

Doublon. The French equivalent for
Doblon and Doubloon. The name is used
on a series of silver tokens ranging from
one eighth to one Doublon struck in Paris
1825 for Guadeloupe. See Zay (p.
in

The name is variously written as Doppione aud Doppietta, the latter form usually for Sardinia.
See Quadrupla.

Doppia da Due.

Doppietta and Doppione.

See Doppia.

203).

Doubloon.

Doppler, like Doppia, is a general term
used to express tlie double of any recognized standard, e.g., pieces of two Kreuzer,
two Thaler, etc.

Dough.
Douzain.

A money of account
eomjiuted at six Reis.

Dorea, or Durih.
ISomliay,

of

etc.,

A

Siamese gold coin of the value
Dos.
of ten Tieals issued pursuant to an order of

King Chulalongkorn, dated November 11,
Tlie reverse lias the figure of Gam1908.
with a shield bearing the "Chakra"
Legend, one dos siama rath
trident.
(in Siamese), and the date of mintage.

da,

and

Do
were
the

The name given by the Jap-

Sen.
t(i

coins with central holes that
fi'om A.D. 70S to 1868, wlien

tlieir

issu(>d

modern coinage began.

Double. The abbreviated name for the
In tlie
French i)iece of two Deniers.
Anglo-Gallic series the same term was applied to the double Gros, and in the Irish
Edward IV to the double
series under
Groat, which was current for eight pence.
See Ruding

The

(i.

284).

earliest varieties of this coin

bear

the inscription moneta dvplex and they
are found in Brabant under Jean III
(l:iT2-iar)5).

A

copper coin of the Island
Double.
of Guernsey, introduced in 1830, and of
the value "of one eighth of the English
penny. There are multiples of four and
eight' Doubles. Bronze replaced the copper
in 1861.

A corruption of DubCiialmers (p. 382) mentions Doulilc Keys, (ir Kupangs, as being
the Dutch cciin of two Stuivers. See also
the Indian A)ili(iiiiir!i (x.wi. 335).
Double Key.

bclt.je

A slang term for money.
A billon French coin, which,

name indicates, was the douzieme or
twelfth part of the silver Franc and later
It appears
the twelfth part of the Ecu.
to liave been introduced in the reign of
Charles VllI (1483-1498), and the genei'al type re])resents on one side a crowned
shield with three fleurs-de-lis, and on the
reverse a cross with crowns and fleurs-deThe issues for Perpiglis in the angles.
nan have a P over the cross, and the Douzain pour le Dauphine has dolphins in the
Among the numerous other varieangles.
ties are the Douzain de Bretagne with the
letters R or N on the cross to represent
Rennes or Nantes the Douzain a la Coiironne, and the Douzain au pore-epic, the
latter with a porcupine under the shield;
both of which appeared under Louis XII
(1498-1515) the I)ouzain a la Salainandrc
issued in the time of Francis 1 (15151547) on which the shield has two crowned
Salamanders as supporters; the Douzain
a la Croisette of the same monarch, on
which the cross appears in a quadrilobe
the Douzain aux Croissants of Henri II
(1547-1559), having two interwoven crossand besides all these
es on the reverse
there are special issues for Beam, Navarre,
as its

See Mohur.

anese

See Dobla.

See Duddu.

Doudou.

(f/.c).

;

;

;

etc.

Under Louis XIII specimens occur

countermarked with a

lis or lily, pursuant
ordinance of June, 1640.
There is an obsidional Douzain struck
for the Low Countries during the French
occupation in 1672. See Mailliet (Hi. 9).

to the

Doyt.

See Doit.

the

Dozzeno. The double of the Sesino
((/.*'.), and consequently the third part of

Louis XIII of
It has on the

the Grosso.
It exists as a coin of Friiico
in the latter ]nirt of the sixteenth century.

lilies and the words dovble
See Hoffmann
LORRAIN with the date.

Drachm, or Drachmon.
The unit of
the silver coinage of Greece, the normal
weight of which in the Attic standard was
4.367 grammes, or 67.28 grains.

Double

Lorrain.

A

vai'iety

Ddiililr Tdui'iiois struck by
Fi-ance in 163r) and 1636.

of

reverse three
(134, 1351.

Double Merk.

S,r Thistle Dollar.
[

Drachma
The
verb

Dripmy

iiiime

is

derived from the Orook

cp3--0[i.xi, i.e., to

grasp, to

the (icrman States since the sixteenth cenSee Seehser.

tury.

liold, litcr-

a liamlful, or as much as can be coiiheld iu the hand to be put in the
scales for weighiu";.
The multiples of the Drachm are:
= 12 Dniihms
Diiili'iaclrachiri
all.y

=
=
=
=
—
=

I'ciitadrarhnt
T*'trrtdrni-hin
nicliachiii, or

Stater

Iripic

iM-at'hms

"(

UDifhins

4

2

Oboli

Dimlims
Ornrhms

to six

o(|ual

Obols or

Dreikaiserthaler.
A name given to a
variety of Tlialcr struck by the Emperor

iq.v.).

The first coined piece known to the Hebrews was the Persian Daric (q.v.). This
is rendered as Dram in the autliorized verSee I Chronicles (xxix. 7), Ezra (ii.
sion.
69),

and Nehemiah

(vii.

Fcrdinantl

155r)-15()4
which bear the
crowned profile busis of himself, the
Em|)eror Maximilian 1, and Ciiarles V.

"^riiey

(Ir

Id

(Ifori/ie

that this name
coin, the same as the

is

Ciros

A

Dreiling.
term formerly emi)loye(l in
the North (l(>rman States, c.fi., llojstein,
Iliimburg, Mecklenburg, etc., to indicate the
triple of the lowest exi.sting denomination
in use at the time, or the one fourth of
some standard like the Groschen.
During the French occupation of Hamburg in ISO!) ii billon piece was issued with
the inscri])tion i. drkiling.
An essay of
this coin struck in gold appeared in 1807.

Brosset, in his
169),
(pp. 159,
given to a gold

Armenian Taht^gan

cher,

See Drachm.

given to the large
gold coins of the mediaeval dynasties of
Central
India,
notably the Chandellas
(A.D. 1015-1150).
Detailed descriptions
will be found in the Journal of the Asiatic
Societii of Bengal, 1897 (Ixvi. p. 306).

Dreier.

i)icce

The popular name for the
Dortmund, issued during
the seventeenth century. They had a figure
13 stamped on them to indicate that their
value was one thirteenth of the Thaler.
coins

of

Drie Duitstuk.

A common name

Dripmy
penny

of

A

Bit.

|)iece;

See Duit.

Sec Dreilander.

Drielander.

See Baetzner.

[

half of the Dreigrosof one and one half

Dreizehner.

silver

for the base
three Pfciinige or three
Kreuzer which was struck in a number of
silver

])iece

etc.

of A.D. 1216, where it is
referred to as eijual to six Vodris, and
adds that this "cci-taiidv refers to the
Greek Drachm of six Oboli."

Dreibaetzner.

a

Dreissiger.
A general term for a coin
of thirty Kreuzer. See Seehser, Zwanziger,

an inscriiition

cites

i.e.,

Groschen. It was common in Prn.ssia during the seventeenth century. See Poltora.

A name

(p. 3)

The

Dreipolker.

646).

Cunningham
from Jaunpur

when

lander.

Drake. A popular name for the silver
miUcd Shilling of Elizabeth, with a martlet, commonly called a drake, as a- mint
They were usually struck at the
mark.
York mint. See Murdoch Catalogue (No.

Dramma.

are without date.

der current in lirabant, Hennegau, and
Holland. The name is also written Drie-

(q.v.).

Dram.

)

A name given to the double
the same type was adopted by
three disti-icts or territories. Thus .lean IV
of Brabant (1415-1427) struck a Dreilan-

The
(Plural Drachmai.)
unit and basis of the coinage of modern
(ii-cecc since 1833, and also adopted by
It is a silver coin of the
Crete in 1901.
same value as the Franc, Lira, and other
coins of the Latin TTnion. and is divided
into one hundred Lepta.
llistoirc

(

Dreilander.

Drachma.

states

1

triple

70-72).

Drakani, or Drahkani.

for the

issued Dreigrdscher of the value of three
Prussian (froschcn plus four Pfcnnige, with
corresponding larger coins called SeehsgWischcr and Zwiilfgriischer.
All of the
above named were of base silver.

of these types.

The Draehin was

name

Prussia in the si.xteenth century.
At a
later period the Electors of Braiulenburg

But no single monetary system possesses
all

iiojtwlar

which

(irosclicn

were struck in
Poland, Lithuania, and some portions of

10 Unulinis
S Dnuhms
(i

A

Dreigroscher.

veiiieiitly

lii'iadi-aihui
Oitiiilrailiiu
Hf\a<lra<-tiiii

Bit

it

is

used in Devonshire.
'

1]

corrnjition

an English

of

dialect

three

word

"

:

Ducato d'Argento

Driittainer
or

Driittainer,

Dritteiner.

The name

used in Monster to designate the Prussian
See Kastencoin of five Silbergroschen.
mainichen.

A

Dschingara.

pale gold coin with AraGowa in Celebes,

bic inscrii)ti()us issued for

A.H. 1078, and later. It was valued at
four Koupas. Conf. Millies (p. 177), and
Ponrobert (Nos. 899, 901).

cdmnmn name

for the base
silver two Kreuzer piece struck for Hungary and Transylvania during the sixteenth
aiid seventeenth centuries.

Duarius.

Tlie

Dub. A Persian word meaning thick,
and applied to various Indian coins of the
Pels type liaving a thick or heavy module.
The Prench equivalent is Dabou, and
Zay (p. 287) states that at Yanaon in the
French Indies forty-six to forty-eight Dabous are

one Rupee.

ecjual to

The Dub with multiples was also issued
by the Madras East India Company in
1*807 and later.
See Neumann (19906),
and Fahu-e, liifni.
Dubbeltje, or Dubeltje, meaning twice,
or

double,

is

the

iio])ular

name

for the

former Dutch coin of two Stuivers.
In the currency of the Malay Peninsula
it is ecfual to two and one half Duits, and is
called by the natives Wang Baharu, meaning "small change." Conf. Pitje.
The word is still retained in Holland to
designate the silver coin of ten Cents.

Dublone.

See Dobla.

Also called Ducato and Dukat.
Tiie best known of all gold coins.
It is
generally supposed to have been first issued

Ducat.

by Roger

11,

King

of Sicily, al)out

1150.

This coin bore the figure of Christ, and the
inscrijjtion sit run xre dat q tv regis iste
DVCAT, i.e., Sit tibi Christe datus, quem tu
"To thee,
Christ, be
regis iste ducatus
dedicated this duchy which thou rulest.
Pi'om the last word of the inscription the
coin received its name.
The Ducat was extensively copied by the
chief rulei's of Kurojie, aiul has almost universally retained its fineness.
The last
country to i.ssue this denomination was

—

Austria.
Tliere are divisions as low as one thirtysecond, and multi])les as high as pieces of
over one iiuiidri'd ducats. It also occurs in

and hexagonal shapes.

sipiare

See Zec-

chino.

Ducat. A gold coin of Scotland, struck
1558 after the marriage of Mary Stuart
Its
to Francis, the Dauphin of France.
weight is 118 grains. See Bonnet Piece.
Ducat. A money of account in the Venetian Republic during the fifteenth century.
Coryat, in his Crudities, 1611 (286), has
Now whereas the Venetian
tlie following
duckat is much spoken of, you must consider that this word duckat doth not sigBut many
nifie any one certaiue coyne.
severall pieces do concurre to make one
duckat, namely six livers [ ? livres] and two
gazets, " i.e., Gazzetti.
Ducatello. A silver corn of the Republic
of Venice, which appeared under the Doge
in

'

:

'

Marco Poscarini (1762-1763).

It

was

evi-

dently intended for foreign trade, and as
late as 1823 the Ducatello is referred to
coinage as equal to ten
in Alexandrian
Medini, or one fourth of the Piastre.

A

coin struck in both gold and
but espeIn
cially for Naples and the two Sicilies.
order to indicate the complicated relationship of these coins to their multiples and
divisions the following table is appended
10 Neapolitan Carliui;
Ducato d'Oro
100 Grani the half
Ducato d'Argento
of the silver Ducato, of the value of 50
Grani, being also known as the Pataca.
Following the ordinance of April 20,
1818, there were issued the Oncetta, a gold
coin of three Ducati, witli double, (piintuple, and ten Oncetta pieces, and the Ducato
d'Argento, of ten Carlini or 100 Grani.
In Sicily the divisions of the Ducato,
prior to 1818, has only half the value of
those in Naples, i.e.

Ducato.

silver for several parts of Italy

=

=

;

—

Napli's
Sicily

S

g

I
D

13
t,

H

1

2

r,

1

S

10

s

.„

»

i

i

S

.2

2

g

.S

5

'•

rj

§

fH

Q(

p_

tj

in
20

40

100
200

200

.SOO

O

liaioccl

rali'iiiiii

Tlie silver

GOO 1200
1200

called

I'spiH-lall.v

Ducato of Ragusa, struck only
and 1723, had a value

the years 1722
of t'oi-ty Grossetti.
in

3

'S

See Vislino.

Ducato d'Argento. A silver coin of the
Dauaro size, issued for Naples and Sicil.y,
-']

Banco

Ducato

di

Apulia,

etc.,

Duit

as early as

core State there are varieties marked Ara
Chakram, meaning half a Cliakram. See
Elliot (p. 139), who describes two varieties
of the value of four and eiglit Cash re-

twelfth eenof Na(1180-1154)
struek it in eoneave form in imitation of
the liyzantine tyjies, witii the i-everse inscri])tion 4* "' -^*' ke in aktekn, i.e., Jesus
Christns regnat in aeternum. It was issued
in Venice under the Doge Girolamo Priuli
(1559-1567), with a value of 124 Soldi. In
(1497-1504)
Savoy, Duke Philibert II
struek pieces of the same name, and it is
to be found in tlie currency of otlicr Italian
states.
It must, iiowever, be remembered
that these latter Ducats in silver were approximately of the size of a Thaler or
tlie

Roger II (Kuggiero),
turv.
ples (1105-11:50), and Kin-,'

Crown.

Duke

spectively.
In the Madras Presidency the.se coins
were issued earlj- in the eigliteenth century, and in Bengal they were computed
as e<(ual to the half Paisa.
AVhen the French operated tlieir mints

Pondichery and Karikal, they struck the
Doudou, as they called it, with a rude Heur
dc lis on one side, and a Tamil inscription
on the reverse. There is a dated variety of
at

1836, with the Gallic eock on the obverse.
These coins were also valued at four Cash.
Sec Zay (pp. 278, 285).

See Romesine.

Ducato di Banco. A money of account
instituted by Cardinal Palctti in 1581 by
which he deci'ced that ten Ducati di Banco
were tlie equivalent of twelve ordinary cur-

Diitchen.
inces of East

mer Silbergroschen equal

to one sixteenth
of the Thaler. It is very extensively found
in the coinages of Bremen, Ilolstein-tJottorp, Stralsund, etc., at the beginning of
the seventeenth century.
See a curious treatise on the etymology
of the name by Schroder, in the Niederdeiitschi's .hthrbuch, 1907 (xxxiii.).

As it was simply a scheme
rent Ducati.
for local ]irofit it never went into effect.
Ducato di Camera. Another name for
the Zecchino of tiie Paiial States, whicli
later became a money of account.

A

Ducaton, also called Ducatone.
silver
coin of crown size first struck in 1598 by
the S])aniar(ls during tiieir occupation of
the Low Counti'ics. The original tyjies had
on one side tlie busts of tlie Arciuliike Albert and his wife Elizabeth, but the name

had been

jireviojisly

employed

Duetto.
A copper coin of Florence,
Lucca, etc., of the value of two Quatti'ini.
It was issued
throughout the eighteenth
century and was gradually abolished from
the coinage before 1850.

to designate

It was usuthe Philippus Daahler (q.v.).
ally comjjiited at thirty Stuivers.
Tii(> Ducaton was extensively co|)icd in
Savoy, Milan, Parma, etc., and an i.ssiie for

the

Dutch Colonies bears the

nial

mark.

An

s|)ecial

DufFer.
An English slang term for a
counterfeit coin or non-negotiable money.
W. S. Jevons, in his work on Monci/, the
Meehanism of E.rchange, 1875 (xxi. 289),
has the following: "The cheques, bills,
[etc.] are regarded by thieves as 'duffer,"
with wliii'h they dare not meddle."

colo-

obsidional Ducaton was issued for
in the war against France,

Amsterdam

Duggani.
Lewis Rice, in the Mysore
Gazetteer, 1877 (p. 8), states that a copjier
coin of this name, and of the value of half
the Duddu, was in circulation in the abovementioned year.
The Duganih, or Dogganey, probably a
variant of the above, was a name sometimes given to the Pice of Bombay, etc.,
when used as a money of account. See

Mailliet (Supi)l. iii. 4-6).
Ducats, always used in the plural, is a
slang or collo(|uial term for money.
KITl'

l(i7:!.

.SV'c

Wliyte Melville,

Diyhji iirnnd (vi.),
spendthrift King
-lohii downwards, tlie Cliristian has ever
pocketed tiie ducats, and abused the do-

has the following:

in

"From

nor."

Duce.

Duddu,

The name given in the provand West Pru-ssia to the for-

See Deuce.

Mohur.

variously written Dndu,
Dondiiu, and Tuttu.
A copper coin of
SoutiuM-n India, the value of wliich vai-ied
according to tiie locality. In tlic Travaiialso

[

Duit, also variously written Diiyt, Dute.
{q.v.), is a eoiijier coin of the
value of one eighth of a Stuiver, issued in
the various provinces of the Low Countries

and Doit

'

n

Dynders

Duitole Asarfi
to the beginning of the
According to the
eentury.
Ordonnantie of 1586 it was equal to

from about 15S0
nineteenth

Munt

two Penuinge.

The Dutch Government also issued Duits
and lead for their possessions in
Ce.ylon from 1782 to 1792, and for Java
from 1764 to the early part of the nineteenth century. See Oord, and Pitje.
The name is retained in the Dutch Inin copper

dies as a popular appellation for the current one cent copper coin of Holland, and

the two and one half cent piece
referred to as a Drie Duitstuk.

is

usually

Duitole Asarfi. A gold coin of Nepal
See Suka.
till' value of four Mohurs.
amulet
silver
given
name
to
a
Duk. The
resembling a coin, and current in Ainiam.
It usually bears an inscription on one side,
and a iigure (rose, swastika, vase, etc.) on
the reverse. See Fonrobert (2125, 2186).
of

The German equivalent

Dukat.

of

Du-

cat {q.v.).

According to Kelly (p. 232),
this was a former money of account used
on the Malabar coast and equal to four
cowrie shells. Twelve Dumares were ecjual
to one copper Pice.
Dump. A name generally applied to any
small coin of unusual thickness, irrespecWell known
tive of the metal or value.
examples are the early coins of Ceylon with
elephants on the obverse; the thick small

penny of George

I

of England, issued

1718; the Bit {q.v.) cut out of the Sin\nand the centre piece of the Holey
isli Pesos
Dollar {q.v.).
Dung-tang, and Dung-tse, are names
given til the Pa-nying Tang-ka by the Tibetans. See Ang-tuk.
in

;

Another
Duodeciaere.
Dodrans, which .see.
Duplo. Sec Doblengo.

name

for

the

A

gold coin of a mimber of
Duplone.
the cantons of Switzerland and adopted by
the Helvetian Re|Miblic in 1800. It repre.sented in value a double Ducat or si.xteen
Francs, some of the issues reading IG
sciiw'KiZER
(luintujiles

P^RANKEN.

afit r

Qiuidruples

and

were occasionally struck.

Dupondius.

As

•

in

common

vai'iety of

file

A
first

multiple of the Roman
It bears on
reduction.

use.
They were probably some
Denier or Maille.

The name given to the gold
Duriglio.
Pezzetta of Philip ^' of Spain and his successors to the end of the eighteenth century.

Durih.

Dumare.

half

the obverse the head of Minerva or Roma,
and on tlie reverse the prow of a galley and
the mark ii, i.e., two Asses.
The Dupondius continued to be coined
under the Roman Emperors but in brass
(in contradistinction to the As, which conBesisted of more or less pure copper).
cause in size it was about equal to the As
distinguished from the latter by
it was
placing a radiate crown upon the EmIt was
peror's portrait on the obverse.
discontinued under Trajan Deeius and Trebonianus.
A mediieval
Durantingi, or Durantini.
money of Clermont-Ferrand, in Auvergne.
Du Cange cites an order of the eleventh
century showing that these coins were then

See Dorea.

Tlie same as the Peso {q.v.).
Duro.
But the name Duro was used as a designation on an obsidional silver piece struck
for Geroua by Ferdinand VI 1 in 1808

(Mailliet xlii. 10).
In the Morocco coinage the gold piece of
twenty Rials is called a Duro.
Duro de Plata. See Vellon.

Duro de Vellon. See Vellon.
Duro Resellado. See Resellado.
Dust. A colloquial term for gold dust,
Wilkins, in his play The
hence money.
Miseries of Enforced Marriage, 1607 (iv.),
has the phrase "come, down with your
dust," and Smollett, in Ferdinand Count
Fathom, 1753 (i. 122), says, "1 have more
dust in my fob."
John G. Saxe in his poem Jupiter and
Danae has the line, "open your purse, and
come down with the dust." See Darb}'.
Dvoiak. The name given to the Polish
silver coin of two Grossi. See Szelong.
Dvougrivenik. See Grivna.
Dwi. A word meaning "two," and used
in cMinjunction with the Pana (q.v.).
Dyak. A silver coin introduced by the
(iorkhas into Ne])al and equal to two Paisa.
Sec Suka.
Dynders. See Dinders.

Eagle

Ecu

Eagle.

A

base silver coin

current

in

Irt'land in the latter part of the thirteenth

eentiiry.
in

Foi- a

England

time they were aeeeptcd

two for a i)enny,

at the rate of

but were prohibited in 1310. W. Ileminburgh, in his Chronicon, circa, 1350 (repr.
ii. 187), says Monetas
pessimi metalli,
.

.

mirdrdonnn,

pollardoruiii,

See

.

.

.

.

(Kiuilaruiu.

P>i'alpaiit.

Elagle.

The

slandai'd

In 183.S a

<j:old

coin of the

new design

and

Eagle Cent-

((uarter'

Hagies.

of snial!

The popidar name for the
size

Money

or goods given to bind
an agreement sjiecifically in law, the payment of part of the price by the buyer of
a commodity as a guarantee that he will
uphold the bargain.
"If any part of the i)rice is paid down,
if it be but a penny, or any jiortion of the
goods delivered by way of earnest (which
the civil law calls arrha and interprets to
be ciiiptioni.s venditionis contractae argviiientum), the property of the goods is absoBlackstone, Cuiiilutely bound by it."
nieiitaries (ii. 30).
"To constitute earnest the thing must
be given as a token of ratification f)f the
contract, and it should be expressly stated
so by the giver."
Chittv, Common Law
Practice (iii. 289).

Earnest.

Dictionani,

Easterling.

See Esterlin.

Ebenezer.

A

variety

of

the

double

Krone or piece of eight Marks struck by
Frederick ill of

Denmark
so called.
It
commemorate the unsuccessattempt of the Swedes to take C'o|)eni.s

i.ssued to

ful

hagen on February

The

obver.se

11,

1659.

has the King's initials
the inscrii)tions do.minvs

crowned, with
FKuviDEHiT and khenezkk, the latter word
referring to the memorial .stone mentioned
in /

Samuel

On

crown which
l^-

a swoi-d.

and

(iv. 1

the reverse

vii.

12).

hand grasping at a
being severed from the arm

is

is

Tiic

a

motto

i-eads

soli

dko

Cl.ORI.^.

Ebraer, or Hebraer. The name given to
certain gold and silver coins of Denmark

by Christian IV from 1644 to 1648
commemorate the e.\|>ulsion of the
Swedes. The reverse of these coins bears
tile in.scrii)tion ii'stis ii^okx, and
between
these words occurs the name Jehovaii in
Hebrew script.
i.ssued

to

issued in the United
States from LSofi to 1858. It has the figure
of a Hying eagle on the obverse.
cent

Law

Blount,

l(i70.

ai)i)eared, en-

graved by William Kneass, and of a fineness of .900, as provided by an Act of
This
Congress dated January 18, 1837.
issue continued until the year 1907 when
it was
succeeded by the new design of
There ai'e al.so
Augustus St. Gaudens.
doidilc. half,

of any bargain."

was

United Sates of the value of ten dollars.
They were authorized to be coined by an
Act of ("on<j:ress dated April 2, 1792, and
were to have a iineness of .916 -/., and a
weight of 270 grains.
They were issneil
from 179") to 1<S()4 with the exee|)tion of
1802.

"Argentum Dei, God's money, i.e.,
money given in earnest upon the making

Ecclesiastical Coins.

general to such

jjieces

A name

given

as were is.sued

;

—

archbishoj)s, bishoi)s, and abbots,
tinguisii them from tho.se .struck
ei-eigns and rulers.

in

by

to

dis-

by

.sov-

In England ecclesiastical coins were not
Henry VIII.
Eckige Pfennige.
A common designation for the median-al (Jerman issues which
were not struck on circular planchets. The
word means "having corners."
Ecu, corresjionding fo the Italian scudo,
issued after the reign of

meant originally a
on the coin.

shield, from the device
Similarly the Dutch emjiloy

the term Schild, the Spaniards Escudo, etc.
The silver Ecu, or Ecu Blanc, as it is

frequently called, appeared under Louis
XIIT in 1641, and had a value of sixty

Ecu a

Couronne

la

Tlioro

Si>ls.

were also stnu-k a lumibor of

sub-divisions,

llotl'imuin

iifc

XV

I'lider Louis
varied at three,

under Louis X\'l
latter

Ecu du Parlement
pence Sterling."

value of the Eeu
and six Livres, and
was made equal to the

Ecu au

Couronne, also ealled Couronnelle.
A larue Freueh trold eoin tirst issued by Charles VII (.142:2-14tJl). It obtains its name from the erowued shield, the
It was
principal design on the obvei-se.
struck at Paris, Roueu, and Tournay.

Ecu au

A

I'Aigle.

The type

silver coin,

la

Perruque.

A name

given to a

the silver

Ecu aux Lunettes.
Ecu Blanc.
Ecu de Six
Ecu d'Or.

The name given to a
Ecu of Louis XV is-

1740 and later, on account of the
ill
broad band or ribbon which is a jn'omineiit

feature in the head-dress.
Ecu au Briquet. A variety of the Ecu
a la ("ouronne, having on the reverse alternate lozenges and tleurs de lis in the angles
of the cross.

SV r

Ecu.

Livres.

Srr Laubthaler.

A

Ecu du Dauphine. A gold coin issued
by Francis 1 of France (1515-1547) for
Dauphiny, and struck at Grenoble, Cremieu, etc. It differs from the Ecu au Soleil
in having the quartered arms of FraneeDauphiny on the obverse.

count of the porcupines on the reverse, in
the angles of tlie cross.
hi 1522. in consequence of the lack of
English coins, several foreign coins of both
gold and silver were proclaimed current in
England; among these were "crowns

Ecu du Pzu-lement. A variety of the silver Ecu of Louis XIV struck in 1680 and
It has a bust in armor with peruke
later.
and embroidered

four shillings and four
[

Louis aux Lu-

A

Ecu au Lion. See Leeuwendaalder.
Ecu au Pore-epic. A name given to the
Ecu d"or of Louis XII of France, on ac-

at

iS'fc

gold coin of France introduced by Philip VI (1328-1350). The
earliest types have a figure of the King
seated, holding a shield in his hand, aiul
this was imitated by Edward 111 in the
Under Cliarles VI
Anglo-Gallic .series.
(1380-1422) the new type, with the large
shield on the obverse, was struck.
This
varietv was cojiied in Gueldrcs bv ilaria of
Brabant (1361-1399).
Scottish gold coin issued in 1525 and
again in 1543 has received the same name.
Srr also Chaise.

sucil

named Porpynes,

The name given to
Ecu struck b.v Louis

nettes.

from the obverse design, two salanuinders
supporting the armorial shield of France.
(if

Lauriers.

X\' in 17o7 and later, on account of the
reverse design which represented a crowaied
shield between two branches of laui'els.
There are divisions of one half, one fifth,
one tenth, and one twentieth.

the one

Ecu a la Salamandre. A variety of the
gold Ecu issued by Francis I in his second
coinage (1540-1547). It receives its name

Ecu au Bandeau.

The name given to the
Ecu struck by Louis XI (1461-

a variety of the silver

>

variety of the silver Ecu of Louis XIV
struck in 1G86 and later, on account of the
elaborate head-dress on the bust portrait.

vai'icty

Victor Daal-

Soleil.

Ecu aux

II.

third of the Arends-Kijksdaalder (q.i'.).
and havinir a value of twenty Groten.

Ecu a

.s^c St.

Ecu aux Colliers. A luiiiie given to a
variety of the silver Ecu of Louis XIV
struck in 1684 and 1685, on account of the
chains or i-ibbons of the Order eucireliug
the shield.

Kruisdaalder.

Ecu a

Victor,

1483) which bears the tigure of a small
snn over the crowned shield of France. It
was also copied by Charles VIII, Louis XII,
and Francis I.

It has
in his second coiiuige (1540-1547).
a small equilateral cross on the reverse and
was struck at ilontpellier, Saint Andre,

Ni

St.

variety of

Ecu a la Croisette. A variety of the
Ecu au Soleil issued by Francis I of France

was retained by his successor, Henri
Ecu a la Croix de Bourgog^e.

is

as

der.

la

Lyons, Paris, and Marseilles.

it,

at JMilan.

tisriiro.

Ecu a

on

Louis iiitroduceil a (iros au Pore-epic into
his Franco-Italian .series, which was issued

tlie

five,
it

Possibly this reference

to a silver coin with a jMirciipine

(ptiiisitu).

cravat,

verse a crow'ued shield.
'

.5]

and on the

re-

Ecu Heaume

Engel

Ecu Heaume.

Tlie

name

fjiven to

any

variety of the Ki-u on wliifli a helmet ap])fafs aliovc the shield.
See Heaume.

Ecu Pistolet. A gold coin of Geneva i.ssued from about 1562 to 1585. It ha.s on
the reverse a ra<liatin<r sun with the motto
I'o.sT Ti:NEiiK.\s

the

same

eentury

A

larger gold eoin of
following
as the Quadruple.

Lvx.

tyjie hut sti'uck in the

is

known

Edelrost, i.e., "noble rust.''
An expression used by German nuniismatie wi-itei-s for patina.
Eg^isthaler.
A name formerly used
IluMuaiy fur the Convention Thaler.

Eight Brothers' Thaler.

in

Sec Achtbrii-

derthalei-.

A

Eintrachtsthaler.
name given to sueh
coins as were struck .jointly by two or more
rulers osteHsibl_\- from i)uit motives of
friendshij), Imt fi'e(ineii11y a political i)urpose of unity is also to be served.
The following are the prinei]ial ones: for

Baden, struck by the Margrave.s Bernhard
and Ernst in 15:53; for Sa.Kony, struck by
the Dukes Kasimir of (iotha and .lohann
Ernst of Eisenach in 151)8; for Brunswick,
struck by .Julius I'^rnst and August in 15!t!(
and IHIT; and for Stolberg, struck by
Christian P'riedrieh and

Jo.st

Christian in

1704.
All of these have the busts facing or the
names of the contracting rulers and fre(|uently a device of clasped hands, etc.

Eiraku Sen. Origijudly a Chinese copper coin introduced into .Japan in the fifteenth century and made the sole lawfid
currency of .la pan in 157:!. The piece was
coined by the Ming Emperor Cheng Tsu
in 140:3-1425 and has the inscri]ition yi'no
LO TiN'G-i'.\<i. Eiraku Tsulio is the .Jajiaiiese |)ronunciation.

A name given to a variety of
beads used as money by tlie Galla
tribes of Abyssinia.
Those most esteemed
are red with an eipiaforial zone of wliite
enamel. Sec A. TlumLson D'Abbadie, in
the Nirmismafic Chronicle (ii. 18:39- '40).
Elkaba.

gla.ss

Ek-ani.
iluced

Nepal.

b\-

The one eighth
the (iorkha.s

in

I\Iohur introthe coinage of

See Suka.

An

Ellectro.

abbreviation of electrotype
ninnismatics to indicate a co|)y
of an original coin or medal by the electrotype process.

and used

in

Electron,

<<v

Electrum.

.SVf Tkilik.
[

natural alloy

i.e., and)er, the color of the ali-esembling
this
])r(i(luct.
It
wa.s
found in considerable (piantities in the
rivei- Pactolus in Lydia, and is mentioned
by IMiny and Sophocles. The electrum of

V-sy-'pov,

loy

Asia Minor contained ap])ro.\imately twenty-seven per cent of silver, but coins of
Africa and Sicilian coins of Agathoeles in
this metal contain a lai-ger percentage.
The pale gold coins of the Merovingians
and the Postulatsgulden of Liege, issued
about A.U. 1500 and containing about fifty
per cent of silver, arc not natural electrum,
but a mixtui-e purposely effected.

Eleemosyna
mentioned

in

and

Liniihiinl.

Aratri.
A tribute or tax
the l,e(/cs Athclstan apiid
consisting of "a penny

which King Ethelred ordered to be paid for
every plough in England towards the supjiort of the poor."
It is also known by
the name of Carucage.
Ellilik.
A gold coin of the modern Turkisli

series

,,['

the \alue of fifty Piastres.

Elm Seed Money.
Embase.

See

Vu Chia

Chien.

To depreciate

coins in price or
value.
Holinshed, in his Chronicles, 1577
(iii. 111)2), states that "the teston coined
for twelue pence and in the reigne of King
Edward endiased by proclamation to six
"

])ence.

"

Emol.
See

Sec Debased and Imbasing.

The

salt

money

of

Abyssinia.

A mole.

Encased Stamps. See Postal Currency.
Enest. A word meaning "female" and
used in Abyssinia to designate the Maria
Theresa Thaler.
Engel.

See

Wand.

The name

frerpiently applied" to
any eoin with the device of an angel. In
Brabant the Brussclaar {ej.v.) receives this
luune from the figure of the archangel Michael on the same.
An ordinance of 1404 in tlie archives of

Frankfort a M. orders the striking of Enbe valued at one third
rf the Turnose. Cf. Paul Joseph (p. 223).
gels, these coins to

Ekilik.

A

and silver cm|)hned by the Ionian
(j reeks at an early period for money.
The
name seems to be derived from the Greek,
of gold

Engelsgroschen

Escalin

Engelsgroschen. In the year 1-490 rich
deposits were discovered in the
Schreokeiiberge in Saxony, and two years
hiter mining operations were instituted.
From the product of these mines the Elector Frederick III (1486-1525), in conjunction with Dukes Albrecht and Johann, ordered a new variety of Groschen to be
struck in 1498.
These coins had on the
obverse the figure of an angel standing and
holding a shield, and received the name of
Engelsgrosehen or Schreckenberger. Their
actual value was four Groschen and twelve
Kreuzer, and the.y were issued for a long
period by both the Albertinian and the
Ernestinian Lines.
silver

A

Elngelsk.

to the Estcrlin.

Danish coin corresponding
It was current in the latter

part of the fourteenth century.
(ii. 314).

See Blan-

chet

the King seated on a throne and on the
reverse the quartered arms of Castile, etc.
There is a half or Medio Enricjue of similar type.
Cunf. Henri d'Or.

nickname given to a
and gold
issued by Frederick the Great in Saxony
from 1753 to 1756, during the Seven Years'
War.
The King appointed a merchant named
Itzig Ephraim as mint-master and he
caused tliese coins to be struck from dies
of the year 1753 found in Leipzig.
They
consisted principally of the August d'Or
iq.v.) and pieces of eight and four GrovSchen in silver, and they were so debased
that they contained two thirds or more of
base metal alloy.
They were gradually
withdrawn from circulation after the peace
of 1763.

A

Ejigelthaler.
silver coin of the same
type as the Engelsgroschen but of a larger
size and of the value of forty Groschen.
It
was struck for Jnliers, Cleve, and Berg at
the beginning of the seventeenth century.

Engenhoso.

A

gold coin of Portugal of

the value of five hundred Reis, first issued
by Sebastian in 1562. It differed fi-om the
older Cruzado in having the date and the
words IN HOC siGNO viNCES in the four angles of the cross.
The letters G.A., the
initials of tlie engraver Guimarens, are at
the side of the shield.
The name of the
coin means artistic or novel.

Engi Tsuho.

See Jiu Ni Zene.

when applied

Elngrailed,

to coins,

means

having an edge or border formed by a ring
of dots or curvilinear indentations.

Engroigne.

See Angroigne.

Enneobol

(ivvjoJoXov)

is

a

sum

of nine

Drachms. A money of
count mentioned in inscriptions.
Oiidls

di'

1

!>,

ac-

Elnrici, or Enriciani.
The name given to
Dcniers struck in Lucca, with the name of
Henry II l()04-lt)24), but also used in the
early coinage of Milan where there were
several rulers named Ilenrv prior to the
first Hcpublic (1250-1310).'

Equipaga.

A

Spanish gold
takes its name from Henry IV
in whose reign it was struck
It has
Toledo, and Villalon.

coin

which

(1454-1474)
at JIadrid,

on one side
[

A

Portuguese

copper coin

struck for Angola and other African possessions.
It is the fourth f)f the Mactda
(q.v.).
A corresponding half was called

Pa no.
Emestus. A silver coin of the Denier
tvpe issued bv Ernest of Bavaria as Bishop
of Liege (1581-1612).
See de Chestret
(533, etc.).

Ernst d'Or.

The name given

to the gold

Pistole or piece of five Thaler struck by
Ernst August, Duke of Hanover (1837-

1851).
Escalin.
A silver coin current in the
various provinces of the Low Countries
since the latter part of the sixteenth century. It is the same as the Schelling (q.v.),
but the term Escalin was generally apjilied
to such coins as were em])loyed in the trade
outside of the Netherlands proper.
Thus
the issues of the Compagnie van Verre of
Amsterdam struck for Java in 1601 were
called Escalins or Reals, and had a value
of 48 Dutes.
See Netcher and v.d. Cliijs
4). Verkade (199. 4).
Mailliet (exxxi.) cites an obsidional Esca-

(i.

(

Enrique.

A

Ephraimiten.

series of coins of debfised silver

lin

struck for Zeeland in 1672.

Escalin.

A

silver coin issued for Santo-

Domingo and Guadeloupe.

The type for
was struck by order of
(icneral Leclei'c about 1801. The pieces for
Cuadeloujie issued during the English occupation of 1810 and 1813 are countermarked
the former jirovince

7.S]

Escalin a la Rose
witli

letter

ii

ti

Esterlin

i-rowiicil,

French rule have the
|)iil)li(|ue
2:!(li.

piiteii

iind tliose luidor

initials R. P. for

Rc-

Srr Zay (pp. 227,
Franeaise.
Fsealin of C'ui'a(,'a() was eomthree Sous.

'rill'
:it

Escalin a la Rose.

See

Escalin au Cavalier.

Roosscliellinj.'.

See Snaphaaii.

Escudo, which I'ontaiiis the same
of gold as the Milreis, ami is divided into one hundred ecpial parts called
Centavos, so that one Centavo is eijual to
ten Reis of the old system. There are multiples of two, five, and ten gold Escudos,
and a silver Escudo was struck, bearing the
l!ll(), to comnuMiiorate the
date October

gold

amount

."),

Escalin au Lion.

Sec Banksehellinji-.

Escalin au Navire.

Sec Scheepjesehel-

lin-.

The niekname triven to a eoin
Elscoufle.
of Flanders of the f((nrteenth century, of

Du
the valu(> of twelve Deniers Pai-isis.
Caufre, who cites several ordinances showiufr its value, thinks that it is from the old
French word eseouble, nieanin;? a kite, the
eaf,de on this coin being: mistaken for this
hird.

Escudillo d'Oro. A trold coin of Spain
struck liy Charles III about 1770 and conIt
tiinied by his successor, Charles 1\'.
was valued at ten Reales.

Escudo, meaning a shield, is the S])anish
for the French Ecu, and the
The term Escudo de Oro
Italian Scudo.
is <renerally applied to the gold Ducat type

e(|uivalent

ill the lieiiiuuing of the sixteenth century, and the value a|)pears to have Ikmmi
one eighth of the Doubloon.
In the silver series there is an obsidional
Escudo of five Pesetas issued for Tarragona in 1809, and another for Lerida of

issued

the same date. The silver Escudo was also
extensively sti'uck during the Spanish ociniFnder a
l)ation of the Low Counti-ies.
law of 18(i4 the Escudo was nuide the Spanish monetary basis with a value of ten
Reales.
It has now disa|)|)eared as a monetary
unit in Eui-ope, and the only country whei'e
it is still in use is Chile, whei-e the Escudo
is a gold ciiiii of the value of five Pesos.

Escudo.

A

gold coin of Portugal origin1720 with a value of KiOO

|)roclamation of the

E Sen, oi' Picture Sen. .lajianese tokens
or chai'ms; they are ("ilher made at goveiMiMicnt mints or privately, aiul for the most
part have pictures on them rather than
iTiscriptions.
They ai'<' about the size of
the old .lajianese co])])er coins and oftentimes )iassed as money.
Espadim. A gold coin of Portugal issued by .loannes II (1481-141)5), and the
half of the Justo (q.v.).
It obtains its
name from the device of a hand holding a
sword {rxpadn)
A silver coin of the same
type was issued by Alfon.so V ( 14;i8-1481 ).
Srr Spadiu.
.

Esphera. The name given to a gold semi(14!)")Cruzado, i.ssued under Manuel
iri21), and struck at Goa under the government of Alfonso de Albu(piei'(pie (l.')0!)ir)15).
The obverse has the word mka
(half) under a lai'ge crown, and the reverse shows a large sphere from which the
See Telxeira de
coin derives its luuue.
I

Aragao

1).

copper coin of the same name wa.s
struck under Antonio (ir)8()i for the Portuguese colonies in India.
Elssays,

and

called

in

Freiu'h

I\Ionnait>s

d'-

German

Probemiinzen, are
trial pieces, the object of which is to test
the die and note the details of the design.

essai,

in

They are

fre(piently maile of a different
thickness and in other nu>ta!s than the
coins subsequently to be sti-uck from the
same die. See Piefort.
Esterlin.

A

small silver coin cui'rent in

centui-y and later.
The
found written as Easterling,
Sterling, and in a mint ordiuiince issued
at Antwerp in 1525 there is a reference to

the

and which receives its name from the
It was innnelarge shielil on the rever.se.
diately adoi)ted by the colonial possessions
and stnu'k at Rio and Miiuis.
When the new monetary system went

name

into effect, on May 22, l!)1l", tlie unit fixeil
for the entire territory of the Republic,
except the possessions in India, was the

(i.

A

ally issued about

Reis,

new Republic.

thirteenth
is

also

Estrelin.

Their chai'acteristic is a bust or head of
the ruler or mint mastei- on the obverse,
and a cross with ])ellets in the angles on
the reverse.
'•'J

E Yien

Estevenante
The Esterlins were originally introduced
England and were copied in Brabant,
Flanders, various parts of France and in
Germany. Sec Sterling.
Estevenante, or Stephanensis. The name
into

money struck in Besangon, the
original issues bearing a figure of St. Stephen.
The town had a mint as early as
the ninth century. The type was imitated
in otlier places, especially in Burgundy,
and liy the Princes of Orange.
given to

Etampe.

iSVe

incident.

Excelente.

Klingenberg, Bishop of Constance

to a
II of

(12981306). The word means eternal, and was
applied to the coin because the type was
retained for many years.

A

Spanish gold

coin

first

issued in the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella.
It is of the size of a Ducat and its
value was eleven Reals and one Maravedi
or 375 Maravedis. There are quadruples,
doubles, and halves of corresponding values.

See A(iuila

cle

Exergue.

Oro.
is a Latin
See also Obryzum.

Aiirinii crcoctuiii

term for ]iure gold.

The lower segment usually on

the reverse of a coin and separated by a
horizontal bar. ft frequently contains the
date, initials of the designer, and in some
instances the place of minting.

Exurgat Money.

Crowns

O.\ford

Charles

The name given
Bracteate issued by Henry

Ewiger Pfennig.

piece of circtilar or rectan-

mLne the standard weight of the Solidus.

Excoctum.

See Kreuzer.
Etschvierer. See Vierer.
Euboean League. See League Coinage.
Eulendukaten. A name given to certain
giihl coins struck by the Emperor Charles
XI from 1712 to 1715 from metal obtained
from the Eule mine near Prague. A figure
of an owl which they bear refers to this

A

gular bronze which was employed to dcter-

Tampe.

Etschkreuzer.

variety of

Exagium.

Ch'ien

1,

A name

issued

in

applied to the
the reign of

derived from the inscription on

Exurgat Deus
the Book of
See Oxford Unite.

these pieces which reads:
(lissipeutur inimici, from

Psalms

[80]

(Ixviii. 1).

E Yen

Ch'ien.

See Goose Eye Coins.

.

Face

Face.
01)vcrsc

Farthing

The two faces of a coin are the
and Reverse {q.v.).

The French term

Face.

for obverse.

Face.
A French shuifj expression for
any coin having a portrait stamped upon it.
Fadge is cited by J. H. Vaux, in his
Flash Dictionari/, 1812, as a slang term for
a Farthinfr.

A name

frivcn

vaript\' of half Crown of ("iiarlcs I,
issued by the Scottish mint, and bearing
the letter F under the horses' feet.
This
type was executed by .John Falconer, the
son-in-law of \icholas Briot and the warden of the Edinburgh mint.

to a

The name given to a
the gold Ducat issued by the
Karl Wilhelm F'riedrich, of

Falkendukat.
variety of

(IT^O-lToT).
It
Hrandenburg-Aiispach
bears on the obverse a hooded falcon, and
on the reverse a falconer on horseback. A
corres])oiiding silver coin is known as the
Falkenthaler.

at
is

Falken Schild. The Chaise d"Or struck
Antwi'i'p during the fourteenth century
so called, from Falco of Pistoia, the

mint master.
Fals.

f<ii-

Family Coins.

(q.v.).

See Consular Coins.

A word

probably corrupted
Europeans. A name given
to both gold and silver coins which are
common in the southern part of India.
The gold Fanam is a minute coin circulating in Travancore and on the Malabar

from Paimni

liy

Coast.

The
the

silver Fanam probably originated at
Bombay mint in the middle of the

seventeenth

century.

The

earliest

types

have on the obver.se two C's interlinked,
and on the reverse the figure of a deity,
Vishnu or Swami.
In Travancore the silver Fanam has a
value of ff)ur Chakranis; in Madras it is
equal to four Falus.

A

silver jiiece of five

Fanams was

issued
possessions
in Tran(iuebar.
France struck Fanams
from the time of Louis XIV to the year
18:37 for its po.ssessions in
Pondichery,

by Denmark,

in

168."],

for

its

Chandernagor,

See Fels.

Falsche Miinzen.
lent

The plural of Fels

Falus.

Fanam.

Falconer's Half Crown.

Margrave

of the Carnatic country.
In this coin an
attempt was made to assimilate the Muhammadan with the Hindu monetary system, as the forty-eighth jjart of a Rupee
is just equal to the piece of twenty Kas.

The German equiva-

ties,

etc.
There arc many variefor detailed account of which ste Zay

(p. 29.5 ef seq.).

cijuntci'feit coins.

A copper coin of
Faluce, or Falus.
^Madras and vicinity, issued early in the
eighteenth century, and of a value of
twenty Cash, or Kas.
On a Madras copper of 1801 the obverse
has an Aral)ic inscription indicating its
value to lie two Falus, and the reverse inscription is partly in English and partly
in Telugu, statijig a value of two Dubs.
The Dul) and the Falus may therefore be
considered as synonymous.
In 17!t4 a one forty-eighth copper Rupee
was struck by the United East India Company for the Circars, a large district on
the coa.st of the Bay of Bengal to the north
[HI

The Fanam struck by the French at
Pondichery for use at Mahe on the I\Ialabar Coast is the fifth part of a Rupee and
is
divided into fifteen Biches, i.e.. Pice.
Conf. also Elliot (part IV).
In the coinage of early India the Fanam
was a gold coin weighing somewhat over
five grains and equal to the tenth jiart of
the Pagoda. See Pana and Paiumi.

Fanon.

nam

(

q.v.

The French name for the Fa1

Farthing.
This word was origiiudly
feorthing, and the term "fourthling" occ\n-s in the Anglo-Saxon
version of the
(Jospcls (Matthew v. 26, and Luke .\xi. 2).
]

Fels

Farthing

At first the Farthing: was the fourth part
of a silver penny, and it no donbt received
its name from the practice of cntting pennies into quarters specimens of these have
been fonnd dating back to the time of Edward tlie Confessor.
Farthings of silver were first struck under Edward I for England, although John
had coined them as Lord of Ireland in
1210. Gold farthings are mentioned in an
Act of the ninth year of Henry V, i.e.,
1421 and a project for coining fartliings
;

;

was brought up about 1679, and this
metal was used for them to a small e.Ktent
in the latter part of the reign of Charles II.
James I, in 1613, granted a patent to
Lord Harington, of Exton, in the county
of Rutland, to strike Royal Tokens, each
of the nominal value of one farthing.
These pieces were nicknamed Haringtons.
The silver farthings were last coined in
the reign of Edward VI, and in 1561 a
three-farthing piece was ordered to be
struck. This was discontinued in 1582.
The copper farthing was originally
In 1635,
struck in the reign of James I.
a farthing token, called the Rose Farthing,
or Royal Farthing, was issued
it
was
coined in copper, but was sometimes composed of two metals to make counterfeiting
more difficult. It obtained its name from
the rose surmounted by a crown on the rein tin

;

verse.

The proclamation of Charles II, dated
August 16, 1672, made the farthing a legal
tender only for sums less than sixpence.
In the reign of James II the fartliings
were made of

tin,

with a square plug of

coii[)er in the centre.

During the reign of Queen Anne no copper mone.y was struck for currency, but
patterns for farthings were minted.
One
executed shortly before the
of these,
Queen's death, gave ri.se to the vulgar
error that only three farthings were issued
in this reign.
This variety was put in circulation and is not rare.
Half Fartliings were struck in 1828 and
later, for use in Ceylon; one third Farthings appeared in 1827 to supersede the
Grani of ]\Ialta; f|uarter Farthings have
also been issued for colonial use.
Farthing.

The translators of the New
this word several times, and

Testament use

each instance the original text indicates a different coin.
In the Gospel of St. Matthew (x. 29)
the Greek text reads aacapiov; in St. Luke
in

(xii. 6) the Vulgate has
in St. Matthew (v. 26)
-12),

word

the Greek

Faruki.

Pagoda of

dupondius; finally
and St. IMark (xii.

is /.oopavTr)?.

The name given to the gold
Mysore by Tipu Sultan in the

(.e., 1787, that is the year
following his new system of dates based on
the Mnludi, the year of the birth of the

year A.M. 1216,

Propliet.

The name

is

derived from

Omar

Pariik,

the second Khalifa.

See League Coinage.

Federal Coinage.

Fedem

A

popular name for a
Thaler which was supposed to be worth one
Groschen more than the ordinary issues.
Berthold Auerbach refers to them in his
novel Barfiissele (p. 245), but does not
specify what district they belong to.
Thaler.

Fedgat. A name given to pieces of
coarse cotton cloth, about nine inches in
width, and eighteen or twenty feet in
length, which circulated as money in Ethiopia and other parts of Africa. One piece
of this cloth is of tiie value of sixty pieces
of the iron "Ilashshah" (q.v.).
Fehrbeliiner Sieges Thaler.
Thaler.

See Sieges

The native name for the Stone
used on the Island of Yap.
Feingolds^lden. The name given by
Fei.

Money

(q.r.)

German mnnismatists
Feinsilberthaler.
by William IX of

A

to the Fiorino d'Oro.

denimiination struck

Hanover in 1835 and
1836 and copied bv Ernst August in 1838.

See Schwalliach (88, 92).
Feldthaler, Feldklippe.
The general
for a coin struck during the coiu'se
of a campaign. iSVr" ilailliet {passim). The
Dutch have a siinihir term, Velddaalder,
which includes obsidional coins.

name

Felipo.

See Filippo.

Fels, jilnral Falus.

name

The general Arabic

for a copper coin; tiie name denotes
piece of money accepted by weight,

any
though

it is commoiily used to indicate a
particular cojijier issue. Po.ssibly the name
was derived from the Roman Follis. See

Pagoda.

:

Fell

The
where

Fewreysen
eniii

is

in Morooco.
two and four Fiilus

very

niiiltiplcs

coiniiKni

of

oeeiir as early as tiic reiirn of

luan (A.II.

il2()7-ll2:{S).

desiirn eoiisists of

so overlaid as to

Its

Muley

Solci-

eharaeteristic

two ('(|iiilaterai trianiilcs
form a six-pointed star.

The type was copied

in

other Rluhamma-

See Kasbegi.
Femtia.
The popuhir name for the
Swedish bank-note of fifty Krona.
Chinese name for
'I'lie
Fen, or Fun.
what foreifrners call the Candareen. Tiie
modern Chinese silver coins are found with
the following values inscribed on them
Felus.

=z one Yuan, in' I>olIar
= one half Yuan, nr Dnllar
Mace, 4.4 Caudareens — une fifth Ynaii. or Dollar
7.2 Candareens = one tenth Yuan, or DoMar
3.6 Candareens = one twentieth Y'nau. or Hollar

7 Miu'e. 2 i'andnrpons
3 Mace, G Canilarcous
1

The Fen Ls used in some instances as
the equivalent of the Cent.
In the Sino-Tibetan coinage a Tael of
Tiie
silver is comi)uted at eighteen Pen.
latter coin is valued at one tenth of the
Chien {q.v.). Pieces of five Fen issued for
Kasligai- have a stpiare hole in the centre
and Chinese characters.
The C'hinese rebel ruler, Wu-san-Kwei,
of the Tsehao-wu ei)och (1673-1679), issued
the Fen extensively.
Sec Phoenix.

Feorlainn.
Farthing.

Feorthing.

The

Gaelic

name

for

a

or Ferrandino.
The jxipii
fur llic .Xcapulilaii Ducali
1

of

Aragon (1458-

14!)4j.

Ferrarino.
A
S(r Holognino.

billon

coin

of

Ferrara.

A

gold coin of Savoy struck by
(1439-1465).
It is supposed to have received its name from the
initial letters of the motto Fatiifudo Eius
Hhudum Tenuit, which was used by the
family since the thirteenth centui'y. Mrs.
Bury Palisser, in Historic /)ci<ice.<i, 1870
(p. 2-'10), demolishes the story of the defense of Rhodes by Amedeus IV (12321253).
On a ten Scudi d'Oro of Victoi- Amedeus
I
(1630-1637) the legend reads Focdrre et
Rcliginne Trnemur. Both the Scudo d'Oro
and the Testone of Carlo II (l.')04-1553),
struck at Nizza, Aosta, etc., have on the
reverse a shield dividiiio' the letters fe-rt.
Cinif. also Forte.

Duke Lodovico

Ferto.

The one

fourlli

of

the

Mark

(q.v.).

Festing Penny.

According to Wharton,
was "earnest given

Ijdic Lr.ricon. l<Sfi4, this

to servants when hired or retained in service." It was called the (iod Penny. See
Earnest.

The popular name for
and six Heller
which appeared from tlie latter j)art of the
Fettmannchen.

the billon pieces of eight

iSVr Fartliing.

Ferding.
A silver coin issued by the
Bishops of l)oi'|)at as earlv as IS'iS, and
by Erik XIV of Sweden, for Keval, in ]r)61
and later. It also belongs to the currency
of the Order of Livonia. The name means
one fourth, and four were originally computed to the Mark. I)ut the later issues
became so depreciated that they were only
wnrtli one half the original amount.
See
Mite.

Ferling Noble.
A name given to the
quarter Noble, lirst issued by Edward 111.
See Noble.
Ruding (\. 222) states that in 1:546 Pereival de Porche, master of the mint, "covenanted to make Mailles and Ferliiiu'es of
the alloy of old sterling.
The Mailles to
wei<rlit of the standard of the
Tower of London, and 2."^ shillings and
three pence in number to the ixmiid."

be of the

i(]n

struck by Kcnlinaiid

Fert.

daii coiiiitries.

Fenice.

Femandino,
lar dcsjoiiMt

sixteenth to the middle of the seventeenth
ci>iituries at Coloy'iie. Trier, Juliers, Cleve,
etc.
The name is said to be derived from
the short, stout figure of some saint or
ecclesiastic on the obverse.
Tender the Abbesses of Essen (164616cSS) their value was fixed at one one
hundred and twentieth Thaler.

Feuchtwanger Metal.
A composition
resembling nickel, wliicli receives its name
from Dr. Lewis Feuchtwanger, who endeavored to induce the United States Congress in 1837 to adopt it for the manufacture of the

minor

coins.

Fewreysen, or Vureysen. This is menlioned b\- Budelius, Or Mmirtis. 1591 (p]i.
250, 253), as a silver coin worth nine and
one half Pfennige.
It is no doubt a corruption of the German word Feiicr-eisoi,
i.(
a steel for striking fire, and the coin
..

Fiat

Fiver

Money

The name given to a variFillet Head.
ety of the United States Cents and half
Cents issued from 1796 to 1807 on which
the hair of the head of Liberty is tied with
a ribbon.

referred to is probably the Briquet {q.v.).
Scr also Azzalino.
Fiat Money. The name given to a paper
eurreiiey issued by a government but which
is not redeemable in coin or bullion.

A

Fiddle.

slanj,'

Filthy Lucre.

Englisli stock-exchange

See Lucre.

term and used for transactions involving
the one sixteenth part of a Pound ster-

The revenue of a sovereign
Finances.
or state, or the money raised by loans,

ling.

taxes, etc., for the public service.

An English slang expression
Fiddler.
meaning a six pence. Grose, in A DictionVHUjar Tongue. 1785, has,
ari/ of the
The
"Fiddlers' Money, all sixpences."
term may have originated from tlie old
custom of each couple at a dance paying
tlie fiddler sixpence.

trouruiille.

See Viei'er.
The popular

Filiberto.
coin, issued

name

Yiddish term for the five-dolUnited States; the word is,
no doubt, a corruption of the Gennan

"fiiiif,

five.

See Florin.

A

corruption of "fipny bit," i.e.,
It was used in the
a "five-penny bit."
Eastern Middle States for the Spanish
Fip.

Medio or half Keal.
Firdung. The one fourth

of the

Mark

(q.v.).

Firleyoe Mont.

A

Danish term mean-

ing "four mints," and applied to coins
which were current in the four Hanseatic
cities
Liibeck,
Rostock, Wisniar, and
Stralsnnd.
:

Oro of IMilan is also
referred to by this name.

The Scudo

di

occa-

A

Filippone. A base silver coin of Filippo
of Savoy, Prince of Achaia (1297-1334);
it was valued at one twenty-fourth of the
Grossd Tdnii'se.
Filipsdaalder. See Pliilippus Uaalder.

Gulden.

The name given

to

a

gold Florin issued by Philip,
Arclidnkc of Ansti-ia, for Brabant, in the
There
latter jwirt of the fifteenth century.
is a ilated si)ecimcM with St. Phili]) W'th
a sceptre and book on the obverse, and the
s.\ncte phe intercede pro
inscri]ition
NOBIS. 1499.
The reverse has an ornamented cross,
and Piis DEI (iRA ARCHiinx avst px bvr bra.
There is a half of the same tyi)e. »SVt

variety of

tlic

:

Pliilippus.
Filler.

meaning

Fiorino.

for a gold

by Emanuel Filibert of Savoy

exist.

Filips

"'

Finkenauge. »S'ee Vinkenauge.
Fiordaliso d'Oro. See Lis d'Or.
Fior di Conio. <S'ee Fleur de Coin.

(1553-1559), "of the value of three Scudi
The silver coin of the same was
d'Oro.
equal to one twelfth of the silver Scudo.
Filippo, or Felipo. A name given to tlie
silver Scudo struck by Philip II of Spain
and his successors for the Duchy of Milan.
There are dated specimens as early as
1598, and halves, (puirters, and eighths

sionally

A

Finif.

lar bill of the

The blank space on either side
Field.
of a coin not occupied by the head, inscriptions, etc.
Fierer.

A term applied to a discovery of
and corresponding to the French

Find.
coins,

of HunIt rejiresents the

A copper denomination

gary introdueeil in 1892.
one huiulrcdth part of the Korona.

[

Fisca.
former silver denomination of
the Canary Islands and equal to one sixteentli of the Spanish Piastre.

Fish-Hook Money.
Fish

Money.

See Larin.

A name

given to a variety
of copper coins issued at Olbia, in Sarmatia, which resemble a fish in shape. Authorities differ, however, whether these
"fishes," as they are called were true coins
or only commercial tokens used in the fish
trade, for which Olbia was famous.
Couf.
P>abel()n (])p. 8 and 83), and von Sallet,
in Zeitxchrift fiir Niiwisinatik, 1883 (x.
144).
Fitpence. A corruption of fivepence. It
an English dialect term, and is used in
Somersetshire, Dorsetshire, and Devonis

sliire.

Fiver.
A popidar name for tlie
|iound note of the Bank of England.

S4]

five-

:

Habbe

Florin

Whyte

Melville, in

Dif/hji

Crnnd.

ISfi^

says: "Spooner
loses a live-|)i)uiKl
note, or, as lie calls it, a tiver"; and Uoyle,
in Shcrliick Ifoliiifs, has, "I'll lay yon a
(i.),

fiver

.

.

.

.

that

yon

.

.

will

never

lieai'

I'i'oiii

him a^ain."

Flinderke. A money of account used
Bremen and comiJUted at four (iroten.

.lungk (p. 100) ([uoles a system of reckoning based on Peter Roster's work, Neue
Wohhirfjriindcff Ilniner Miinze, 1664, as
follows

Flabbe. A billon eoiri struck in (Jroningeii from the middle of tiie fifteenth cen-

1

Relchsthaler

=

2 Gulden
(J

tury, antl co])ied at Deventei- Zwolle, and
other towns. It had a value of four Stnivers.

in

Kopfslijckt'

1(!

niit.liiMi

18

Fllii,l,.rk.-ri

l-'

(iri.li'ii

3I1II

Sihwnrcn

Sff Langrok.

A

Flag.
An obsolete English slang expression for a Groat or fourpenee. Thomas
llarnian, in A Cirvcat or Wari'iiiiuj for
flagge, a
Vdijiibinics. 1507 (85), says:

Flindrich.
silver coin of Fast Friesland, Oldenburg, etc., issued during the
fifteenth century.
It was valued at three

wyn, and a make (a grot, a penny, and
a halfe penny)."
Flan.
The blank piece of metal which

Flitter.
very small base silver coin
of thin workmanship and resembling the
Bracteates.
They appeared in (ioslar as
early as 1620, and later in Ilameln, iwppe,

"A

to receive the impression for tlie coin.
In old French the word is written flaon,
and it is derived from fliitiini. The verb
flare is employed to designate tlie casting
of metal into a mold, and the Roman mintmasters were ofitleially termed /// viri
A.A.A.F.P., i.e., Triumviri aura, arijciito.
aeri, flnndo, feriundo. See Planehet.
is

An expression used by
Flan Bruni.
Frencli numismatists to indicate a coin or
medal struck from a polisiied die and
eorrcs|ionding to onr proof.
Fledermaus, meaning a bat, was tlie
nickname given to the Griisehel of Silesia,
and the base silver Kreuzer of Prussia
struck at the beginning of the nineteentli
century, on account of the sniijiosed resemblance of the eagle on these coins to a
bat.

A

Fleur de Coin.

French term which,

when

apiilied to describe a coin, signifies
The Italian ecpiivalent
in mint condition.

is

fior di conio.

An

Fleur de Lis.
coin.

iScf

Flicca, or "Flica.
in

Fiume and

Ital.v f(n'

Flimsy.

early

Freii(!]i

gold

Franc a Pied.

a jiiece

An

A

popular name used

other parts of
of ten Soldi.

English

slang

Nortliern

expression

paper money in genwhich name is probably due to the

for a bank-note or
eral,

frail nature of jiaper as coiii])ared with
metallic currency.
Barham uses the term
in the Ingoldsby Legends.

[S.5

Stiiber.

A

Niu'tlieim, etc.

A variety of the Oros struck
Charles VI of France ( l:iS0-14L'L> and
whicli had a value of twenty Deniers Tournois, or sixteen Deniers Parisis.
It obtained its name from the tiiree large flenrs
de lis on the obverse. See Hoffmann (17Florette.

I)y

)

21, etc.).

The tvpe was cojiied in the Anulo-dallic
by Henry V (14ir)-1422).
Florin.
The gold Florin, according to
Villari, was first coined in the Kepublic
of Florence, in the year 1252.
The obverse bore a full-length figure of St. John
series

the Baptist, with the legend s. ioannes. b.,
On the
Sanctus Johannes Baptista.
reverse was a lily, the arms of the city of
Florence, and tlie inscription fi,(>rkntia,

i.e.,

usually preceded by a small cross.
The excellence of the gold made
fiorino d'oro, as

it

was commonly

the

called,

speedily current throughout Europe, and
tlic type was adojited by all the principal
powers, as well as by other potentates who
possessed the right to strike money.
In England the gold Florin was first
issued by Edward 111 in 1343, for AipiiThe indenture made states that it
taine.
was "to be equal in weight to two jietit
florins of Florence of good weight," i.e.,
108 grains, and of the same fineness, namely, 23 carats and 31/2 grains pure gold to
half a grain of alloy; and the half and
quarter Florin in the same iiroportion. By
the ])roelamation of .lanuary 27, 1343, these
]

'

:

FoUis

Florin
coins were described as "one coin with two
leopards, each piece to be current for six
shillings, another piece of one leopard,
and another piece of one helm, being respectively the half and quarter of the

and they were ordered to be
accepted by all persons. It was, however,
soon discovered that the coins were valued
too higli, and they were consequently generally refused; this led to their being discontinued in the following year. The half
Florins were commonly called Leopards
larger coin,"

(q.v.).

V

issued a gold
In France, King Charles
coin called the Florin d'Or, which was copied after the Florentine type it was, however, not very long in u.se, as, according
to Leblane, it was considered "derogatory
to the dignity of the crown, being bor-

The English Florin circulated extensiveCyprus, but was replaced by a silver

ly in

coin of"l8 Piastres in 1901.
In 1910 and after, a silver coin insci'ibed
ONE FLORIN-TWO SHILLINGS was coincd for
Australia.

A

gold coin of France
of Valois (1328-1350).
The obverse has a tigure of St. George on
horseback slaying a dragon with a spear.
The inscription reads philippvs dei gra
PRACOR REX. These Florins were struck at
Languedoc, pursuant to an ordinance of

Florin-Georges.

issued by Philip

VI

:

April 27, 1346.
Flury.

A

Florin.

See Altun.

;

rowed.

Srr Mahmudi.

Flying Money. One of the names given
the Chinese to their early paper money.

liy

'

The gold Florin

was

extensively
copied in other parts of Italy, as well as
in Spain, the Low Countries, and especially
in

Flusch.

also

Hungaiy and Germany.

These imita-

tions usually retained the obverse inscriptions of the Florentine type, but to the

same were added small marks, letters, tigures, crowns, and similar devices while on
the reverse the name of the mint appears
in some cases, and the armorial shield of
the locality or the mintmaster is frequently
;

substituted for the lily.
Prior to the introduction of the Florin
the coinage of the German States consisted
chiefly of silver of the denarius and pfennig types, all of which were more or less
base.
The new coin was, therefore, called
the Giilden Penning, or gold Pfennig, a
designation which was gradually abbreviated into Gulden (q.v.).

The silver Florin, or fiorino
Florin.
d'argento, of Florence was introduced
about the same time as the gold coin of
the same name, its value being one tenth
It bore the rhyming Latin
of the latter.
verse
Det

tihi /Jorcrc
Christiis, Florentla, rerc.

The Florins of Gernumy and Austria are
multiples of 100 Kreuzer, and those of the
Netlicrltinds of 28 Stuivers. All these coins
are of the same value as the silver Gulden
(q-v-).

Silver

Florins, or two .shilling

were issued

in

England

in

pieces,

1849 with the
[

Foghetti. The name given to half Grossi
struck in Parma by Pope Adrian VI (15221523). They are also known as Pelegriui,
from the figure of Saint Thomas in a pilgrim's habit.

FoUaro. A copper coin common to a
large numlier of the Italian states, of which
the Follis {q.i>.) was the prototype.
T]u\v were issued in Naples before the
ninth century, those of Stefanio (821-832)
having a figure of St. -Januarius. Capua
and Salerno struck them about the same
time. At Gaeta and Mileto they appear in
the eleventh century, and at Messina, Brindisi, and Cattaro before the termination of
the twelfth. Those of the last-named town
bear the figure of St. Trifon, the patron
saint. Ragusa and Scutari issued them before the fourteenth century, but after this
jieriod the}'

were gradually superseded by

other coins.

The original meaning of this
Follis.
word was a purse, or a bag containing
money Juven. (xiv. 281). After the monetary reform of Constantine the Great this
term was employed alongside of the older
.sesterces (which soon disappeared) in accounts, i.e., so many bags of gold (follis
auri), of silver (follis (irfjenici), or of copper (follis ad drnnrismum. follis denariorum, or full is arris). The use of this term
was connnonest for sums in bronze, and
soon the name follis was transferred to the
actual coin once contained in the follis
or purse.
Certain decrees of Constantine
8(5 ]

Follis

ad Denarismum

Fractional Currency

view to ostablisliing a decimal systom in the

The

piece was greatly ohjecti'd
to, on account of tiie omission of tlie letters D. O., or Dei (IratUi, in the legend,
and it received the name of the (Jodless,
Three ([uarters of a
or graceless, Florin.
The
million were struck, all dated 1849.

coinage.

ne.xt issue, in

omission was remand is a broader
The Florin of Edward

which

tlic

edied, ai)peared in 1851,

and thinner

coin.

VJI, issued in 1902, shows the figure of
Britannia standing on tlie prow of a vessel, her right hand holding a trident and
her left resting on a shield,
the Great and his immediate successors already use follis as the name of a bronze

Fond. A variety of the "cut money"
and e(|ual to three llocos or two Shillings
and si.x Pence sterling. It was established
in the Windward
Clialiaers (p. 91).

Fondug.
It

See

1840.

See Funduk.
The Hungarian word for Flor-

Forint.
in.

Islands in

occurs usually in the abbr(;viated

form Frnt on the Austrian
specially struck for Hungary.

silver

issues

A former money of account used
Egypt and computed at one si.xth of

Forli,
in

the ^lediuo.

A

Fort.

rare gold coin struck at Bor-

pieces of forty nuinnii first issued l)y that

deaux by Charles of France, as Duke of
Acjuitaine (1469-1474).
It has on the obverse a lion, two leopards, and two fleui-s
de lis, and on the reverse the (piartered
arms of France and England. See Blanchet (i. 298).
It is sometimes called the

Emperor.

Samson d'Or.

coin

—the

nunimus

ccnteniunalis.

In the Byzantine Empii-e, from the time
of Anastasius, the name follis seems to
have been applied to the large copper

divisions were
letters, as follows:
Its

M = 1
A = %
K =
I

=

E =

indicated

by Greek

Follis. or -10

Niiniiiii

Vs

oall<.-il

Follis. or

(also called

L>t-kaniiinriilon
.^)

I'fnt.Tmiiimiion

See Follis.
A purse or sum of one
hundred and twent.y-five Arguria. From
ancient sources we learn that in the Constantiniau period a Follis Argentei was valued at one hundred and twenty-five Millarenses, or two hundred and eighteen SiliFollis Aeris.

Follis Argentei.

Nummi

of bronze.

It

to

narismum.

in this sense

1

;

titolo,

it

is

than
applied

coins

issued

to those struck in

^lesserano, etc.

See Fert.

Fortuna Thaler, or Gliicksthaler.
general term for anj' Thaler with the

A
fig-

ure of Fortuna, such as those struck in
Brunswick- Wolfenbiittel, Mecklenburg, etc.
In 162.3 and 1624 Christian IV of Denmark i.ssued Thaler for Gliickstadt, which
bore the figure of Fortuna, the armorial
bearings of the city.
These receive the
same name.
Fouage. See Smoke Farthings.
Fouang. See Fuang.

Fourre.

was

one eighth of the Follis Auri, or
nine gold Solid!. Babelon, Traile (i. 764,
765) and Hultsch, Script, (vol. 1, p. ;308).
FoUis Auri. A purse or sum of seventytwo gold Solidi, equal in weight to a gold
Pound (libra). The term was also used
for its ecpiivalent in silver (one thousand
silver Millarenses), or in bronze (six thousand bronze Denarii).
Follis Denariorum.
See Follis ad Dee<iual

and

Portuguese silver

Fernando
I

This term, like the Italian

to indicate the fineness ratlier

under
Savoy during the fourteenth century under Amedeo
VI, to the issues of the Fieschi Family for

to
I

Niiniiiii

Later, the name came to be used for a
copper coin in general and waS' adopted
bv tlic Arabs as Fels, pi. Falus. See BabeIon, Tniitr (i. 761-771).
Follis ad Denarismum. A purse or sum
of two liundred and tifty Denarii of bronze.
See Hultsch, Script, (vol. I, p. 308).

((uae plus eight

used

the value,

FoUis, or 'M Niiinini
','>
FolUs, or ^2(1 Niiniml
Vi Follis. or In .Simiini
(also

Forte.
is

See Plated Coins.

See Farthing.
This term is usuall\ apjilicd to an issue of pai)er money of
the United States of America which appeai-ed from 1862 to 1876 inclusive.
The
values ranged from three to fifty Cents.
There are five general i.ssues, as follows:
First Issiip. .\ugiist 21, 18r,2, to May 27. ISC.:!.
Fourthling.

Fractional Currency.

Si-.onil

issiii'.

Oi'tohcr

111.

lS(;:i.

to Foliruary 2:!.

lS(i7.

Thinl issue. DecctnhiT ',. lS(!t. to ,\iiiL;ust U). lS(i9.
Fourth issue. July U. ISO!), to February It!. 1S75.
Fifth Issue, February 26, 1875, to February 15, 1876.

[S7]

Frelucques

Franc

and the designation was retained in the
coinage until the provisional government of

Franc. Originally a French silver coin
of nearly tlie size of the Ecu or Crown,
the latter coin superseding: it in 1642. The
Franc was created under Henri III b.v a
decree dated Mareli 31, 1575, which estabThe first
lished its value at twenty Sols.
Revolution created a new silver coin on
whicli tlie name Franc was bestowed. By
an ordinance of March 28, 1803 (7 Germinal, an. xi), it was decreed that the
Franc was to be nine hundred one thousandths of ]nire silver, and that gold pieces
of twenty and forty Francs were to be
struck.
At the same time the ratio of

and gold was made

silver

at fifteen

1S59.

Franchi.

Switzerland.
Franciscus.

and

Frank.
A silver coin of Switzerland,
struck in Luzerne, Schwyz, and other cantons, and the counterpart of the French
F'ranc.
Its usual divisions were one hun-

hundred
Centimes, has lieen adopted by the French
Colonies, Belgium (see Frank), Luxeminto one

dred Rappen.
In the recent Belgium coinage those
pieces that have Flemish legends have the
spelling Frank instead of Franc.
In the Napoleonic kingdom of Westphalia gold coins of five, ten, twenty, and
fortv Franken were issued from 1809 to

burg, IMonaco, Switzerland, etc.
Tlie term also occurs on the gold issues
for Sweden in 1868 and on the Austrian
gold coins for Hungary in 1880. In both
instances an attempt was made to harmonize with the French decimal system but

was abandoned.
Beginning in 1904

tlie

1813.

monetary system

This spelling occurs on the recent issues
of paper money for Switzerland as well
as the word Franc, the French equivalent.
The note in question bears the triple inscription, CINQ FRANCS, PUNF FRANKEN,

West

Indies was changed
and fifty Franc or ten Daler pieces and
twenty Franc or four Daler pieces in gold
were issued, as well as two and one Francs
or forty and twenty Cents in silver.
of

tlie

Danisli

CINQUE FRANCHI.

Franc a Cheval. The name given to an
earlv French gold coinage dating from
John II (1350-1364). The coins received
this name from the figure of the King on
horseliack, the type of the
They were copied in tlie

and

in

Brabant,

under

Franklin Cent.

Gouden

Rijder.
Countries,
Joanna (1355-

Low

Franzi.
The name formerly used for
the Levant Dollar in Arabia, and probably derived from the portrait of the Emperor Francis on the obverse. See Noback
(p. 679).

An

early French gold
coin wliich receives its name from the
prominent figure of the ruler standing on
It was also called
foot under a canop}^
the Fleur-de-Lis from the large number of
It
these devices whicli are found on it.
was introduced by (Charles V (1364-1380),
and was copied in Ligny, Provence, and
the Tjow Countries in general.

Francescone.

The name given

to

Frazione. A copper coin of Cagliari issued by the Kings of Spain as rulers of
Sai-dinia in tlie seventeenth century.
Fredericks d'Or. A gold coin of Denmark struck by Frederick VI pursuant to
an ordinance of February 3, 1827.

the

Francis III of Lorraine
(1737-1765) for Florence, Pisa, and other
Its value was ten Paoli
cities of KliMiria.
Sciido struck

])y

[

See Fugio Cent.

Fransida, jilural Fransidor or Fransidorna.
An expression used by Swedish
numismatists to signify the reverse of a
coin or medal.
It is a compound word
meaning "the side away from the person."
See Atsida.

1405).

Franc a Pied.

Conf. also Frank.
iSVe Dixain.

Franco. A silver coin of the Dominican
Republic of the value of one hundi'ed Centesimos.
It was introduced in 1891.
Francois d'Or. The name given to the
gold double Ducat issued by Francois III,
Duke of Lorraine (1726-1737). 'See De
Saulcy (xxxiv. 5).

one half to one, and the decimal system

was introduced.
The Franc, divided

The plural of Franc in the
The word occurs on the
paper money issued for

Italian language.
modern series of

Frelucques.
of
ss

]

Burgundy

Minor coins of the Dukes
frequentl.v referred to as ba-

Fun

Fretin
iii^T

use

in

tlio

diiriiifr

Dii Caiifio thinks tlicy
tlicir

name mcaniuf? a

fiftepiitli

cpiitiiry.

were of small value,
trifle.

A

Fretin, m- Fretone.
former base silver coin of France.
It is eited in a monetary oi-dinance issued hy Cliarles VI in
l.'i')?

while

ance of

and another ordinmentions "hiiit pieces d'ar-

l)au|)liin,

l:!71

(jnit inilri'iiK

III

Frrt'tn."

Friedrichsdor.
coin.

A

former Prussian <i:old
hy Fredreceives it name from

Aithouiiii oi'ijjfinally issued

erick William

1,

it

who struck

l-'redei-iek

II,

tities.

was abolished when the Mark

Jt

it

in Iar<re ((uan-

.system went into effect.

The name

is also applied
to the five
pieces of Bamberg, Salzburg,
Ileiuieberg, etc., and to the five Ferding
pieces of Riga.

Kreuzer

Fiinfzehner.
A silver coin of Austria,
Tyrol, etc., which i-eceives its name from
its value, i.e., fifteen Kreuzer.
There is a
reference to this coin in the Chronica of
Melehior Balthasar Kupfersehmit, 1668,

where he states (p. 882) that attempts
were made to introduce counterfeit i)ieees
of this denomination from Tui-key into
Austria.

Fiirstengroschen.

Margraves of Meissen

Frignacco, Frisaco, or Frisacense. The
name f;-iven to the Denari struck hy the
Patriarchs of A(|uile.ja early in the thirteenth century and copied hy the Bishops
of Salzhurfj.
Dii Cange cites a document
of 1278 in which their value is given as
e(|ual to thirteen Piccoli of Verona.
(Latin frustinii).
A term u.sed
liy Flench numismatic writers to indicate
a coin or medal that has been badly worn
from usage.

A

silver coin of the

struck by Balthaser at the close of the fourteenth century.
They resembled the Breitgrosdien
but were somewhat less in value and size.
They were extensively copied in other
localities, notably in Ile.ssen, and there is
a series of them for Magdeburg from 1570
and later, their value there being twelve
first

Pfeiniige.

Fruste

The Chinese name for a species of
word has been applied
from veiy early times.
Fuage. See Smoke Farthings.
Fuang, 01- Fouang. A Siamese silver

Fu.

water-beetle.
The
to the copper Gash

coin,

the eighth j)art of the Tical

(q.v.).

two Song Pais (song meaning two or double).
The Fuang was extensively copied in Cambodia.
It

is

e(|ual to

A

German slang or popular
for a red cojiper coin, and formerly
frc((ucutly ai)i)lied to the Pfennig.
The
Fuchs.

name

word means

fox,

a

and the allusion

is

of

course to the color.

Gold Fuchs is used for a Ducat. Th>is
Langbein, Ocdirhtc (ii. 137), has the lines:
Sliill il.T

;.'i-h.ifTI.'ii

Koldfiicn

Fiiclisi-.

man iiiir KiipfiT in diT Hiichse."
Fuddea, or Fuddih. Another name for
the double Pice of P.ombay, etc., when used
as a money of account.
See Jlohur.
I'.iiicl

Fuerte.

Funfer.

Fugio Cent, sometimes called the FrankCent, on account of the motto, "Mind
your Business," which was one of the sayings of Benjamin Franklin, was the earliest type of Cent issued by the Government
lin

of the United States,
it bears the date
1787, and there are a number of varieties.
The obverse shows a sundial with tlie
words p-tTGio 1787 and the above-mentioned motto in the exergue. The suiulial
and motto are copied from the similar design on the so-called Continental pewter
dollar struck in 1776.
The latter has the
initials eo fecit, hence it is assumed that
pjdward Getz prepared the dies.
The reverse of the Fugio Cent bears an
outer circle of thirteen links in a chain,
indicative of the thirteen original states.
An inner circle is inscribed unitp;d states,
and this again encloses the motto we are
ONE in three lines.

•

Sec Peso.

A

billon

coin

of

Freiburg,

liausanue. and other Swiss eanton.s, issued
originally in the si.xteenth century with a
value of five Heller, and later fiveKreuzer.
[8!)

Fuju Jimpo.

See Jin Ni Zene.

Fumage. See Smoke Farthings.
Fun.
The denomiiuition of certain of
the modern stnick coins of Korea.
These
were first issued about 1886.
There are
one Fun pieces in brass, five Funs in copper, and quarter Yangs in nickel with the
value expressed by 2 Chun 5 Fun.
See
Fen and Candareen.
]

Funduk

Fyrk

A

Fiinduk, also called Fonduq.
gold
coin of the Ottoman Empire, issued early
in the sixteenth century, and used not only
in Turkey but also in Egypt, Algiers and
Tripoli. It corresponds to the Sequin, and
originally weighed fifty-four grains, but at

been under fitty
Under Alnned III (A H. lllo-1143) appeared the Toghralu-P unduk on which
the toghra or royal cipher was introduced.
See Fonrobert (No. 5U39).
later periods has

I

Funeral Pieces,

A

ftee

Mortuary

Pieces,

of the Bishopric
of Liege issued by Louis de Bourbon (145614S2).
There are corresponding halves
and doubles. See de Chestret (passim).
Fusil.

A

silver coin

pyrk.
copper coin of Sweden which
originally appeared under Gustavus Wasa
^^^^^ ^^^2, and was continued imtil the
i,eginning of the seventeenth century. Un^-^^^
Gustavus Adolfus it was struck for
Arboga, Sater, and Nykoping.

!'0 ]

Gehelmdeschelling

Gabella

Gabella. A silver coin of Bologna, issued in the sixteenth century nnder Popes
Julius HI and Marcellus If.
It appears
to have been a variety
of tlie Carlino.
There is a double and a triple, tlie latter

known

also

as Gabellone.

Gabulus

According

Denariorum.

Seld.Mi. Iflstorii of Tithes
tiie

lei/al

t'ei-ni

foi-

to

(321), this was

rent jiaid in inonej'.

Ga-den Pho-dang Tang-ka.

See Tang-

ka.

A

Galeazzo.
silver coin
of Venice
struck liy tlie Doge Alvise Pisani (1735for Dalmatia and All)ania.
It had
1741
a value of tliree Lira, and halves and ipiar)

were also issued.
A former small silver coin of
Cambodia. See Kelly (p. 216).
Galley Halfpence.
A name given to
half pennies of base metal and somewhat
thinner though larger than the regal issues.
The name is said to be derived from the
fact tliat they were brought from Genoa
by the galleymen who traded in London,
ters

Gall.

and a spot
(? quay), in

Tower
the.v

Hill,

known

as

the

Galley

Key

Lower Thames Street, near
was the locality from which

were circulated.

They were declared fraudulent by Acts
of Henry IV and Henry X, init continued
to be brought into England until their
circulation was finally prohibited
ute in I.'')!!).

bv

stat-

Gallus Pfennig.
A billon coin of the
canton of St. (iallen, Switzei-bind, struck

by the abbots and by the

civic authorities
dui-ing the fourteentii century.
It resembles tlie Bracteates in fabric and bears the
figure of a saint. See Blanchet (ii. 264).

A former base metal coin of
consisting of cojiper and tin. It
is mentioned by a number of wi-iters early
in the nineteentii century as being e(iual
to two or three French Sous.
It was abolished about 1840 and the Kabean (q.v.)
Ganza.

i'.iiniia,

succeeded

it.

[

Gass.
A denomination of Maskat, the
four hundredth part of the Piastre. See

Mahmndi.
Gastmael-Penning. See Labay.
Gazzetta.
A copper coin of Venice
whicli was originally struck for the Gohmies and later ado]ited by the city.
Pieces
of one and two Gazzette were issued for
("andia about 1632, and Mailliet mentions
a piece of ten Gazzette struck during tiie
war against the Turks (1646-1650).
For Zante it was struck with the inscription CORFV. CEFAL. ZANTE and for Zara the
pieces of two Gazzette have isole et arMATA, or ARMATA ET MOREA.
It is claimed that the first newspaper
ever published, which was issued at Venice,
obtained its name from this coin, which
was the price of a copy, and from which
the English word "gazette" is derived.
The (iazzetta was issued for the Ionian
;

Islands as recently as 1801,
ritories

when

those ter-

were under Russian protection.

Geburtstagsthaler, i.e.. Birthday Thaler,
the name given to a large silver coin
struck in 1666 to commemorate the eightyeighth birthday of August, Duke of Brunswick- Wolfenbiittel.
The obverse shows a
bust of the Duke in a wreath of laurel and
is

the inscription pavstum. ivstitae. et. pacis.

consortivm.

Gedachtjiismiinzen. See Jubileums Thaler.

Geeltje. A Dutch popular name for a
gold coin and derived from "geel," i.e.,
yellow. See Gelbvogel.
In some parts of Holland the term Geelvink, i.e., "yellow-finch," is used for a
Ducat or any gold piece.
Gefiitterte Miinzen.

Gehelmde Leeuw.

See Plated Coins.
See Botdrager.

Gehelmdeschelling.
Sclielling struck for the

A variety of the
Low Countries at

the beginning of the seventeenth century,
which receives its name from the device of

Gelbvogel

Geusenpfennige

a helmet on
chiefly in
Ileaunie.

the obverse.

Deventer

It

and

was issued

Zwolle.

See

Gelbvogel. The popular name in Southern Gei'mauy for a gold coin. The word
means "yellow bird." See Geeltje.
Geld, the (rerman equivalent for money
in iiiMieral.

Gelegenheitsmiinzen.

A

term used both
and to com-

for coins issued occasionally,
memorate some special event.

Gelso, possibly a corruption of Guelfo
(q.v.).
A term used in Verona to describe
coins of tive Soldi issued from circa 1349
to 1428.

Genevoise. The name given to the ReThaler of Geneva issued in 1794.
Its value was twelve Florins, but upon the
adoption of a decimal system it was exchangeable at ten Decimes.
pulilii-an

A

gold coin of Genoa inthe twelfth century. The type
usually exhiliits a gateway on the obverse,
and a cross on the reverse, with the inThere
scription CONBADVX REX ROMANO.
exist halves, thirds (Terzaroli), and quarters, the latter i-eceiving the name of Quartarola.
The Genovino di Oro remained as
the current gold coin in Genoa until the
termination of the Sforza dynast}^
The Genovino di Argento dates from the
sixteenth century and was of the same
value aii]iroximately as the Scudo.

Genovino.

troduced

ill

See Dobra Geutil.

Gentil.

See Janumi.
Geordie. See White Geordie and Yellow ieordie.
George. An English slaug term for
a coin bearing the image of St. George.
Grose, in his Dictionarii of the Vulgar
Tongue, 1785, has, "George, a half-crown
piece." See Decus (supra).
The English Guinea was popularly
known as a "Yellow George." Robert
P.uriis, in his Epistle to Rankine, 1784
(xii.), says, "An 'baith a yellow George
to claim."
George. Tlie name given to the five-

Genuini.
(

dollar gohl piece issued in Canada in 1912.
fi-om the fact that it bears the head of
(icorge V, King of England.

George Noble.
England

A

rare gold coin of
wliicii appeared only in the sec-

ond coinage of Henry VIII, i.e., from 1526
when they were autliorized, to 1533 when
the divorce of Katharine of Aragon occurred, the latter date being fixed by the
letters H and K on the obverse.
It was
current for six shillings and eight pence,
and the half George Noble (of which only
one specimen is known) in ])roportion.
About four varieties of the Noble exist, all
having the rose mint mark. The reverse
legend is a (juotation from a hymn l>y Prudentius, written in the latter half of the
fourth century.

A

Georgius Triumpho.
copper coin, of
the half-penny size struck in England in
1783, for circulation in the Colonies of
North America. The reverse bears a figure
of Liberty with the legend voce populi
(q.v.).

The name applied in genany coin of Thaler size on wliich
a figure of St. George slaying the

Georgsthaler.
eral to

there

is

dragon.

There is an extensive series of them for
Mansfeld during the sixteenth century
and later, and they were also issued in
Hungary and in Hanover. See FlorinGeorges.

Gerah. An early Jewish weight standard and equal to one twentieth of a Shekel.
See Exodus (xxx. 13), Leviticus (xxvii.

Numbers

47), Ezekiel (xlv. 12).
the Anglo-Saxons this
See
was the chief officer of the mint.
Riuling (i. 15, 137).
25),

Gerefa.

(iii.

Among

Gerlacus. The name given to the gold
Gulden struck by Gerlach, Archbishop of
Mainz (134G-1371). An ordinance of circa
1400 states that this piece was of light
weight compared with the Ducat.
See

Paul .Joseph (p. 214).
Gersh. Sec Ghrush and Guerche.
Gessnerthaler.

A

very rare silver coin

of Zurich, issued in 1773,

and after

tlurty-

specimens were struck the dies broke.
It was designed by the painter and poet
Salomon Gessner, and the dies were cut
by Balthaser Vorster.
Gettone. The Italian etiuivalent of Jesix

ton (q.iK).

Geusenpfennige are not coins but small
medalets bearings the figure of Philip II
of Spain. After the compromise of Breda
.2]

Gewere
in

1.'>()()

Giustina
cortiiiii

of

tlio

iioMos

f)f

Low

the

Reckheim, Bois-le-Duc. and other |)laces in
Brabant dui'ing the sixteenth and seveu-

wci-c ((nitcniptuously rctViTcd to
They adopted this
as fiKcuj-, i.e., hc^pirs.
nickname and issued tokens witli the in('iiiiiitrics

teentli centuries.

Gildepenningen.

Tlie reseription en tout fidelles an roy.
verses bore clasped hands and a befrj^ar's
bag with jiisques a porter la besace.

Gewere.

Du Can^e

Gin Kwan.
money (q.v.).

an ordinance
of 12!t4 i-eading sub annuo ccnsu
(Irnariorum Flandrinsium monetae quae
(licltur (jewere; but no such coin can be
eites

.

.

Ghrush.

A

silver eoin of the

Early .lapanese silver ring

The word "Gin"

in

fourteenth century for a variety of
Soldino which boi'e a figure of the
Doge in a kneeling position. See Pa|)ado-

the
the

Head

poli

Ottoman

(i.

ix.

14).

Giorgino. A billon coin of Modena issued l)y Cesare d'Este (1.597-1628) and
continued until the middle of the eighteenth century.
It has a portrait of St.
Gerainian on the reverse. See Luigino.

issued \inder Soleinum
11 (A. II. !()!)!)). The name recalls the (Iros,
(Troscheii, and (iroat, and by travellers it

was termed Piastre, whieli however must
not be confused with the modern eoin of
the same name.
The name of the coin is variously written
Grush, Onrush, Gersch, etc. The later is-

A

Girasoli.
nickname or popular name
for the silver coin of 160 Sols struck al
Mantua when that city was besieged by
the Emperor Ferdinaiid II in lGL'!l-:{(').

See Asadi Ghrush and

Guerche.

The name means

value was forty Paras, and the issues
for E<;ypt in billon were equal to forty

these objects are depicted on the coin.
Mailliet (Ixxviii. 2).

Its

Medins.

An

Italian

was originally

word
lilies.

meaning
The name

The

reverse

of this silver eoin
suri'ounded with lilies.
Tiie tyjie was copied in Piedmont, Durazzo,
the Grand .Masters of the Order of
1).\
.^ialta, etc.

The Fioriid d'Oro of Florence bearing
the figure of a lily are also called by the

coin is conse((uently what may be called
a Victory Thaler, wiiicii is confirmed by
the view of shijis on the ojien sea, and
the inscription jiemor. kro. tvi. ivstina.

same name.
Sec Lis d'Or.

Gigot.
A copper coin of the value of
iialf a Liard struck at Antwerp, Mons,

vmno.
<.:5

[

its

Doge Alvise I Mocenigo (1570-1577) and
continued by his successors until the latter
part of the seventeenth century.
The
name is derived from the figure of St.
Giustina on the coin, on whose name day,
October 7, 1571, the battle of Lepanto was
fought and the Venetians gained an important naval victory over the Turks. The

shoi't cross

Gigliato d'Oro.

in

ceived

Giustina.
Tlie name given to a \'enetian silver coin originally issued uiidei' the

apjilied to a variety of the

{q.v.) issued by Charles
II of
Anjou, King of Naples and Sicily (1285l.'iO!!).

duced

Gonzaga (1570-1575); at Avignon under
Gregory XIII and his successors; at Camerino, Mantua, etc.

Garlino

bears a

sunflower and both of
See

the thirteenth ccntui-y. and I'cmore common designation from
Pope .lulius II (150:Mr)l:!).
In a tract
entitled ^1 Miffiinus fa the Jubilee at li'ome,
1625, it is said to be worth eight Soldi.
It was copied at Guastalla under Cesare

on the obverse a crowned shield supported
by two griffins, and on the reverse a Janus
head with male and female faces.
Gigliato.

a

Giulio. A Papal silver coin, which under the name of Grosso Largo was intro-

The modern E<i;yptian nickel coin of five
Jlilliemes is known as a Guer.sh.
Gianuino. The name given to a variety
of the silver Luigino {q.v.) of Genoa issued in 1668 and later by the Banco di
San (iioi'gio, under Cesare Gentile. It has

strewn or decorated with

.lap-

Ginocchiello, meaning a "Knee-piece,"
was the common name used in Venice in

Enipii-e. oriy:inally

sues are of billon.

conunon name for
by the numer-

anese means silver.

.

i<h»ntified.

Ghost's Face Money, or Ghost's
Money. Sic Ant's Nose Coins.

Tlie

the tokens formerly is.sued
ous guilds in Holland.

]

Go

Giustino

There are two varieties the Giiistina
Maggiore, of a value of 160 Soldi, with
divisions of one half, one quarter, one
eighth,
and one thirty-second, and a
smaller type, the Giustina minore, of 1:24
Soldi, with similar divisions.
The latter coin was imitated by Cesare
d'Este, Duke of Modena (1597-1628), with
a value of twenty Bolognini.
:

Giustino. The name given to a variety
of the silver Luigino {q.v.) of Genoa issued in 1668 and later by the Banco di
San Giorgio, under Cesare Gentile. It has
on the obverse a crowned shield supported
by two grilifins, and on the reverse a figure
of Justice seated.

Glass Beads.

See Borjookes.
Glass Coins.
The Nummi Vitrei, or
Monnaies de Verre, originated under tlie
Roman Emjierors in Egypt, continued
through tlie Byzantine period, and were
then adopted l)y the Arab invaders. Those
resembling Arabic coins in size,*weight, and
inscriptions are nothing else but standard
weights issued mainly for the purpose of
testing the accuracy of current coins. They
were issued by the governors under the
Amawee and Abbasee Khaleefehs, liut were
conniionest under the Fatimide rulers and
lasted

until

the Turkisli

conciuest.

Conf. Lane-Poole, Catalogue of Arabic
Glass Weights in the British Museum,
1891.

Glaubensthaler.

See Catechismusthaler.

or "Owls," the popancient times for the famous
Tetradrachms of Athens which always bore

Glaukes.

ular

name

i'/.auy.e?,

in

an owl, the
reverse tyjie.

emblem

of Athene,

for theii'

Globe Dollar.

The name given to a
introduced by Charles III of
Spain (1759-1788) which bears on the obverse tlie two hemispheres. It was continued f(i the Iirirf reign of Josepli Napoleon.
Globular Coins. A term generally aj)-

silver coin

any coins more or less sphei-ical
Tlie best examples are certain
Byzantine coins of a con.siderable thickness and small diameter, and the so-called
"Bullet" money of Siam.
plied to
in

sliai)e.

to commemorate the evacuation of
the fortress and city of Wolfenbiittel.
These coins have their divisions of halves
and quarters, and with one exception they
all bear the picture of a large bell.
The
first three varieties have the bell without
a clapper; the fourth shows only a clapper; the fifth and sixth have the complete
bell with the clapper, and the last variety
has a view of the city, al)ove which are
three hands ringing the bell.
For a detailed account of the inscriptions, cii'cumstances of their issue, etc., see
Blatter filr Miimfreunde (No. 5, 1908).

burg

Gloriam Regni. The name given to silver coins of fifteen Sols and five Sols struck
in Paris in 1670 for use in the French colonies in America. The reverse inscription
reads gloriam. regni. tvi. dicent., which
is taken from Psalms (c.xlv. 11).
See Ti&y
(p. 45).

Glove Money. It was formerly the custom in I<]iigland for clients to send a pair
of gloves to the counsel who undertook
their cau.ses, and even to the .judges who
were to try them. These presents usually
partook of the nature of a bribe, and it
is recorded that a Mrs. Croaker presented
Sir Thomas More, the Lord Chancellor,
with a ])air of gloves lined with angels,
which he returned.
bribe given under these circumstances
continued to be called "glove money" long
after the gloves had ceased to be a featui'c
in the transaction.

A

Gluckhennen Thaler. The nickname
given to a silver coin of Basle, issued without date but struck in the latter iiart of
the seventeenth century from designs by
Friedrich Fechter.
It has on the reverse
the figure of a hen with a brood of young
chickens.

Gliicksthaler.

Sec Fortuna Thaler.

Gnadenpfennig

is
not a coin but a
medal usually of oval form with a ring
or similar attachment for suspension. They
were chiefly issued for weddings of iirinces
and tlie nobility, and are common to Bamberg, Paderborn, various parts of Pommei-ania, Courland, etc.

Glockenthaler. A sei'ies of seven Thaler, ail dated
1643, and struck by Didie

Go. A .la]ianese word meaning five. A
Gin Go Momme, i.e., "silver five momme,"
was i.ssued as earlv as 1767. See Fon-

August the Younger

robert (No. 1034).

of

Brunswick Liine[94

]

"

Gobbi

Gosseler

A

Gobbi, or Gobi.

They were prohibited

popular name used
Papal Baioeei,
said to have been

mers

in BolofTua to describe the

many

of wliieh were

Good

stniek at the Giibbio mint.

|)icc('

Gobog. A species of
money issued in the island

eopiier ti'inplr
.1///of Java.

lies (p. 23) calls these pieces medals and
compares them with the Chinese temple
money. Neteher (p. 141), however, jjives

a table of equivalents, as follows:
Ki'tfug
1 GobOK =
400 GohoR = 1 silver DirhiMii
.")

4000 GoboR

=

1

proUl

Dirhcm

The name

friven

to

of United States pattern coins
struck in 1836, 1838, and 1830, and of
which there are twenty varieties.
They receive their name from Christian
a .series

who was assistant engraver at
the mint in Philadelphia, and whose name
appears on some of the specimens.

Gobrecht,

Godless Florin. See Florin.
God Penny. Srr Festing Penny.
Gosgen, or Gosken. A copper coinage
of the citv of Hameln issued from about
158n

to 1628.

Srr

Neumann

(8198, etc.).

Gold. The accepted standard of value.
was tirst coined by the Tjydians, in Asia
]\Iinor, in tlie sixth century before our era,
and has been adopted in the monetary system f)f nearly every country.
It

Gold Fuchs. A gold coin. Srr Fuclis.
Gold Thaler. A former money of account in Hremen, the one four hundred and
twentieth part of a pound of fine gold. It
was equal to seventy-two Groten, and in
1871 .silver coins were issued bearing the
inscription ein thaler Goi,n, based on the
above standard.

Goldy.

An

English dialect term for a

Sovereign. It is
ber of counties,

common

Gontzen Pfenning.

1822.

in

See Chal-

2.33).

Samaritan Shilling.
A silver
16.")2, which was never intended

dated

for a coin altiioiigh it is an imitation of
the New England and Pine Tree issues.
In the American Journal of Numismatics
(vii. 40) Dr. Green states that the original
was "undoubtedly the work of some English apothecary, who, without any special
object in view, stamped tiie piece with his

trade-mark.
is figured
It
in Felt's Account of 'IMa.ssacliiisetts Currency' (plate,

(? Dinar)

See Kancftantr.

Gobrecht Dollars.

(p.

to a large

num-

.Tohann Stiimpf, in

The Good Samaritan Shilling
p. 38)."
attracted attention as early as 1767, when
Thomas Hollis wrote about it to the Rev.
Andrew Eliot, D.D., of Boston, and in his
letter said: "Shilling, No. 10, IMasathvsets
in Pourtraiture of the good Samaritan.
Over it Fac Simile No Reverse. ... If
the shilling. No. 10
can be procured
for T.H. in fair, unnibbed, uneleaned condition, he will be glad of them at anj'
price." To this Dr. Eliot replied: "The
portraiture of the good Samaritan no one
among us ever heard of. I am i)ersuaded
that it was not a current coin but a medal
struck on some particular occasion."
It
will be noted that the piece Ilollis asked
for, nearly a century before Wyatt, had
"no reverse," and was a fac simile copy
of an earlier issue.
.

.

.

;

Goose Eye Coins.

The

nairie

given to

certain debased coins of China struck in
the Yung Kuaiig period A.l). 465.
The

Chinese name

is

E Yen

Cli'ien.

Gorgoneion, or Gorgona.
A general
term for Greek coins of Olbia, Populonia,
etc., which bear a
rejiresentation of the
Gorgon 's head.

Gormo, meaning "round coin," is a
name given to the Indian Rupee in Tibet;
they are valued at three Tang-Kas.

Goslar.

See Arenkopf.

that "ITerzoir (lontzen von Schwabcn
ein ]\[iintz mit eiiiem Loweii, die
wurde lang heriiach gcneniit (loiilzenpfen-

Gossarius. Du Cange cites an ordinance
of 1192 in which duos r/ossarios n)(ri are
mentioned, but we can only conjecture
what gold coins are referred to in this

ning.

passage.

his Srhirri-rr Chroiiik. 1606 (3!)3a), states
.

.

.

selling

Good

Fors.

The name given

currency circulated

to a

paper

the Cajie of Good
Hope by private individuals "to the great
prejudice of trade and public credit."
at

Gosseler.
A small base silver coin issued in \arious jiarts of the Low Countries
during th(> sixteenth century. It was current for the fortieth part of a Daalder.

Grano

Gothic Crown
There are numerous varieties. Some of
those struck at Zwolle have an effigy of
Saint Miehael others struck at Deventer
(1534) bear tlie figure of Saint Lievin, etc.

Goz.

See Mahmudi.

Graceless Florin.

See Florin.

;

A

Gothic Crown.

pattern by Wyon,

struck only in the years 1846, 1847 and
1853, and occurring with both plain and
lettered edges.
account of the

It was never popular on
medieval character of the

Grain. The poj^ular name for the Grano
or one third Farthing of Malta. See Chalmers (p. 324).

See Pfaffenfeind

Gralosken.
The name given to Hungarian si]\er coins of the sixteenth century, which bore on one side the armorial
shield and on the reverse the seated Madonna with the infant Savior on her arm.
According to Adam Berg, New Miinzhvch,
1597, one hundred Gralosken were equal
to a Thaler.

lettering.

Gottesfreund Thaler.
Thaler.

A

gold coin of BraGouden Kroon.
bant, struck by Jean IV (1417-1427), and
copied in the Low Countries. The obverse
shows the tiuartered armorial shield of
Brabant and Burgundy, above which is a
large crown, from which circumstance the
coin receives

its

name.

Lam,
and frequently abbreviated Lam, was the
name given to a gold coin of the type of
the Agnel {q.v.) struck by the Dukes of
The
Holland, Brabant, Gueldres, etc.
larger coin or Mouton received the name
of Groot Lam.
The Gouden Lam is mentioned in the

Gouden Lam,

also called Giilden

monetary records of Vilvoorden, as early
as 1330.

Srr

Van der

Gouden Leeuw.

Chi.js

<SVe

(p. 71).

Lion d'Or, and

Leeuw.

Gouden Nobel. See Rozenobel.
Gouden Peter. See Peter.
Gouden Reaal. See Reaal.
Gouden Rijder. See Rijder.
Gouden Schild. See Schild.
Gouden Torens. See Torentje.
Gouden Vlies. See Vlies.

silver coin of this

name

is

Gramo.

The

inscription

vn gramo

oc-

curs on a private gold coin struck in 1889
by .Julius Popper at Paramo in the archiIt is probpelago of Tierra del Fuego.
ably intended for the weight of the coin
and not for the denomination, as the piece
A larger gold
is usually called a Peso.
coin of the same type is inscribed 5

GRAMOS and

is

known

as five Pesos.

Evidently the
Granas, or Gramatas.
luime of certain gold coins struck in Cracow during the fourteenth century. Du
Cange ((notes an inventory of 1366 in
which they are mentioned.

Granby Coppers. See Higley Coppers.
Grand Blanque. See Blanc.
Grsmd Bronze. The popular name for
the K(inuui Sestei'tius of Imiierial times.

Gourde. A French colonial term, and
equivalent to the Spanish gordo, i.e., thick.
Zay (pp. 203-205) describes jetons ranging from one (piarter Gourde to sixteen
Gourdes struck in 1825 for Guadeloupe.

The

Graici.
In the Bivixta Italiana di Nuism a tied (x. 476) mention is made of a
tax in Bologna in which Graici boni are
quoted as equal to eight Danari.
VI

now

the

standard of value in Haiti, and is divided
See Piastre
into one hundred Centimes.
Gourda. The piece of twenty-five Centimes is known as the Gourdin.
Go Yo Sen. Lit. Honorable use, meaning here "f(jr service of the government".)
A Japanese Kwanei Sen {q.v.) made to
pay the workmen engaged in repairing the
great temples at Nikko.
(

[(I

Grand Dauphin. Sec Daujiliin.
Grand Ecu. See Laubthaler.
Grande Plaque. See Gros Blanque an
Lis.

A small copper coin which aphave been originally issued by
Ferdinand I of Aragon, as King of Najiles
and Sicily (1458 to 1494). Its value was
the one hundredth part of the Ducato
Grano.

pears to

and multiples of two, three, five,
were struck at later periods.
The silver (irano, also called Obolo, was
struck by Philip II of Spain, while ruler
of Najiles and Sicily ( 1 554-1 59S), and nuiltiples as high as twentv-six Grani appeared
(q.v.)

aiul ten (frani

in

1686.

Grivna

»rave
111 Malta tlie firaiio was stnu'k in copper as early as the iiiiiklk' of tlie sixtceiitii
century, but its value was much lower
than the Sieilian type. In 1825 when the
various British silver and copper coins
were |)roelaimed as current in Jlalta, the
Penny was made the eiiuivalent of twelve

(irani, and it was reeoniiueiided that in
addition to lialfiienee and fart]iin<rs, a coin
of the value of one third of a farthiiifr, or
a Grano, should be issued, "as many articles of primary necessity are often sold
The
here to the value of one firano. "
recommendation was carried out in 1827,
when "British frrain" were first intro-

duced.

Grave.
Grave.

See Aes.

A

billon Portuffnese coin issued

Fernando (1367-1383) and
struck at Ijisbon and Porto. The obverse
has the letter P in a crowned compartment, and the reverse a shield l)et\veen
four castles.

Green

A

slang term for a halfpenny
with both sides alike, and nsed by sharpers.

Mayliew,

in

his

and London Poor,

London Lnlwur

book
18.'51

(i.

199), has the

"I don't
pa.ssage
coster lads; they're the

followiiiji:

:

like

tossing;

wide-awakes
They're
tliat way. The thieves use 'grays.
ha'pennies, either both sides heads or
the

to

Wharton,

Gregorina. A gold coin of Pope Gregory X\'l (1821-184(J) struck in Rome, and
of the value of five Scudi.
Those dated
1834 are of the greatest rarity as only
eleven were made.
Gregorio. A silver coin of Pojie Gregory XI 11 struck at the mint of Bologna,
jiursuant to an order of December 14, 1574.
Its value was one Paolo, and it bears the
figure of St. Petronius. A double and half
were also issued.

in the reiorn of

Gray.

According

Silver.

Linv Li. r Iron, 18()4, this was "a feudal custom in the manor of Writtel in Essex,
where every tenant whose front door opens
to Greenbury shall pay a halfpenny, yearly, to the lord, by tiie name of green silver or rent."

A

Grenadino.
Reales,

a

silver

variety of the

coin
Peso,

Santa Fe de Bogota from 1847
1850.
See Fonrobert (8102).

of eight
issued at
to

about

Srr Grcischel.

Greschel.

Sre Grivna.
Griffon.
A base silver coin struck in
Brabant t>arly in the fifteenth century, and
corresponding to the Stuiver of the Low
Countries.
See van der Chijs (passim).
It receives its name from the figure on the
obverse of a griffin holding in its claw a
Grif.

'

tails."

Gray Groat.
(iroat

or

A

Scotch nickname for a

four]ieiiny

piece.

There

is

a

Scotch phrase or proverb, "Not wortli a
gray groat," which is used to imply wortlilessne.'S.

Grazia, or Crazia.

common

A

base silver coin

and which
|)robably originated in Florence nnder
Cosmo
(ir)36-l.'i74).
The Medici Family
also issued it for Siena and Pisa, and it
occurs in the coinage of Lucca and Piombino to the end of the seventeenth century.
The name may have been derived from
the inscription dki grati.\ usually found
upon it, an early copper issue for Lodi,
however, has the words i gr.vzi.v in two
to several Italian states

1

lines.

Tiic name given to certain
non-interest-bearing notes of
States, because the reverses

Greenbacks.
legal-tender,

United
were printed in green
the

ink.

short sword or bri(iuet.
The iiiscri|)tioii
usually reads: denaris simplex nominaTV.S

GRIPONVS.
are corresponding

There

doubles

and

halves.

Grimeliin.

A

former money of account
was coiii|nited at

of Tripoli.
The Piastre
thirteen (Jriiiielliiii.

Gringalet.
The pojiular name for a
coin of three Deiiari struck in Geneva in
the si.xteenth century by -Tohaiin Gringalet.
Griscio.

See Abu(iuelp.

(Plural (irivenki.)
A Russian
base silver coin of the value of ten Kopecks, or the tenth' part of a Ruble.
They
were struck at Novgorod, Pskof, Kiev,
Novotoi'jok and otiicr mints, the later issues being in copper. Tiiev \\'ere originally
of an oblong or bar form, and about 1701
the circular shajie was adopted.
The ma.iority of the.se coins have ten dots or globules on the reverse, indicative of their

Grivna.

value.
1

Gros

Groat
The

by Adam Olearius
Ambassadors, etc., 1636
the same coin.

Groschel, or Greschel, a diminutive of
Groschen, is the designation for the small
silver coins issued for Silesia during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These
consisted of one quarter Groschen of the
Holy Roman Empire, and later the German rulers continued the practice and
struck coins at one quarter and one half
of the Kaisergroschen of the respective
values of one Groschel and two Groschel.
A copper coin with the inscription ein
GRESCHL was issued in 1763-65 b.y Maria
Theresa for Transylvania. See Pataz.

Grif, referred to

in Travels of the
(p. 97), is

For an extensive account of the etATiiology of the name see Chaudoir (p. 17 et
The corresponding double, i.e., the
ff).
piece of twenty Kopecks, is called Dvougrivcnik.

This word, and its equivalents
German, Groschen or Grosch, in Dutch
and Low German, Groot and Grote, and in
Polish, Grosz, is derived from the Latin

Groat.

in

adjective grossus, i.e., thick; these coins
being of a thicker and heavier fabric than
the fi-agile Bracteates that preceded them.
The English silver coin of this denomination and of the value of four Pence is first
referred to in Grafton's Chronicle, who
states that about the year 1227 a parlia-

ment was held

in

A

Grolla.

billon coin of Turin, issued

by Count Edoardo (1323-1329) and mentioned in an ordinance of December 5,
1335.
It was valued at one sixteenth of
the Grosso.
See Promis (ii. 12).
Groot.

London, which ordained

(Plural

Grooten.)

The Dutch

that a Groat should be coined, having on
one side the King's effigy, and on the other
a cross reaching to the edge, "to avoyd
No specimens, however, are
clippyng."
known prior to the reign of Edward III,
who, by virtue of the indenture of 1351,
coined "grosses" to the value of four sterlings, and "half gros," to equal two sterThese coins were copied from the
lings.
Gros Tournois, or four Denier piece of
Tours made by Louis IX of France.

eciuivalent of the Groschen.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century a Daalder
was usually computed at sixty Grooten.

continuous in English
coinage until the reign of Charles II when

ceslaus II (1278-1305) large Denarii were
struck to take the place of the Bracteates
and similar small coins in use all over
Europe, wliich were insufficient to meet
the demands of increasing trade.
These
new coins received the name of Nidnini
Grossi, i.e., "thick coins," a term later abbreviated into Grosz, plural Groszi (q.v.).

The

Groat

is

the introduction of milled coins led to its
abolishment except for the Maundy issues.
double Groat was struck by Edward
IV for Ireland. The Scottish Groats, introduced by David II. originally bore a
])rotiIe instead of a full face of the ruler.
a one-third Groat
In the reign of James

A

V

was

A

A

Grootken.
small Groot.
billon
coin of LUrecht and Brabant of the sixteenth century and later. By an ordinance
jniblished at the Hague in 1617, its value
was established at sixteen Mites.

Groot Lam.
Gros.

See Gouden Lam.

In Bohemia under King Wen-

They were rapidly copied by other nationand the German Groschen, the English Groat, the Russian and Polish Grusch,
and the Grote of the Low Countries, are
practically synonymous terms.

alities,

issued.

In 1888 a Groat was issued for British
it is now current throughout
See Gros, Grosthe British West Indies.

Guiana and

chen, P>ritannia Groat.
An obsolete Englisli slang
Grocery.
fur money of snudl deiionii nations
t('i-in
such as would be likely to be paid at the
grocery for purchases.
Bailey, in his English Dietiuiiarij, 1721,
small Money as Farthhas: "Grocery,
.

.

.

ings and Half-Pence."
Dietionarii,
.1.
II. Vaux, in the Fla.'ih
1812, has: "Grocery, half-pence, or copper
coin, in a collective sense."
[

Their value in Deniers varied, averaging

from four to ten, and sometimes even more.
The Gros Tournois (q.v.) was the most
pitpular of these, and the Gros P,Ian(|ue
and half Blanque of the Anglo-Gallic coinage were copied after them.
The name
was frequently abbreviated into Blanque or
Blanc (q.v.), probably on account of their
light color.

The double Gros occasionally received
the luune Drylander and Vierlander (q.v.).
98]

Gros a

Grossetto

I'Aigle

Gros a
varietifs

I'Aigle.
A luinic irivoii lo sii<-Ii
llir (iros BlaiKiuc as luive a

cil'

lai'ge eatrlf ">> 'Ik' i)1iv(M's<\

for Diiiaiit,

ist

Nanmr.
Gros a

la

:i

mint

(if

Madone.

SpotMiiieiis ex-

Counts of

tlic

See Mariengjros-

eheii.

A

Gros a

varioty of tlic
la Marie.
issued by Mary of liurfruiuly
(1476-1482), so called frlnn the letter
on the obverse.
P>laiii(ii('

M

Gros a Sainte Anne.

See Annenirnis-

chen.

Gros au Cavalier.
Gros au Chatel.

See Cavalier.

The name

varietirs of silver coins issued

to

by Jean

II

(

A

Gros au Lion.

Jean

variety of the ])reIII, with the fi<;ure

Gros au Pore-Epic.

See Ecu au Porc-

of a lion.
E]iic.

Gros Blanque. Scr Blanc.
Gros Blanque a la Couronne.
ety of the

Hliini|uc

disliu^-uislied

wliicli

is

vari-

by

tiie

used

in-

Gros Blanque a la Salamandre.
A
name <;iven to a variety of tiie tiros which
bears two snuill salamaiulers on the

Gros Blanque a I'Etoile.
the Gros, so callcil from a star
of the

Lis,

Gros Blanque au
tlie

In the (tcrman mone\' of account the
term Sciiockjrroschen freipiently occurs.
Schock is an old German word, meaniii":
sixty, and it is comnioidy u.sed in cou.juih;tion with small portable articles, such as
fruit, egofs, etc.
It was applied to these
coins on account of the (piantity that were
an equivalent of the Mark, as a weifjht;
and the term was dropped w'hen the Guldenojroschen or Thaler was introduced.

A billon coin of France
Henri II l.')47-15r)<)), with
an approximate value of fifteen Deniers.
It derives its name from Nesle in the Department of Sommc, wiiere a rcfjal mint exfirst

struck

liy

(

isted since the twelfth century.
The mime
of the coin was frecpiently abbreviated to
Nesle, to distinguish it from other tyjies of
the same value.

Gros du Roi.

A name

given to the Gros

France which
surmounted by a crowii.

P.lani|nc of Charles \'II of

bears three

lilies

ticid.

Gros Heaume.

Sec Ileainue.

Gros

A

Parisis.

variety of the

(Jros

which was made one fourth
heaviei-.
It
was extensivelv struck bv
Philip VI (l:32S-l:?r)0) and bears fleurs
Toui-nois

Gros Blanque au

of

alibi'cvi-

These coins appeared first in the Rhine
Provinces and Saxony, but they were rapidly introduced thron<riiout all (iernuiuy.
The divisions in the northern part consisted of Pfennifre and in south Germany
of Kreuzei- of which usually twelve, but in
some instances, eifjht or sixteen were considered an ecjuivalent. Their composition,
while orif^inally of ver.y fjood silver, became debased and their corresponding
value reached as low as fi-om two to four

variety of
in the centre

field.

r)laiii|\ic

latei-

en.

A

also

called

the

firandc l'lai|nc. is tlic name g'iven to a
variety of the Blan((ue, issued by Charles
VII of France. It has three lilies on one
side, and on the reverse the letters, frac
in the anf,'Ies of the cross.
This coin was
struck at Tournay. See Hoffmann (12).
the

and

Gros de Nesle.

A

prominent crown on tiie field. See IJlanc
a la Couronne.
Gros Blanque a la Croisette. This variety of the tii'os i-cceivcs its name from a
small oriuimented cross
stead of a cross pattee.

i-etaincd

Pfenniji'e.

friveii

1L*II4-I;!ll2) and his sueeessor
of Ri'abant
Jean III (l;!12-l:5r)5). They have on the
obverse a well executed castle.

cedinjr, struck liy

was

jrroseheu

ated into Tui'nosc and finally into Grosch-

A

Soleil.
variety of
so calh'd from a small tijrure

sun on the

field.

'

de

lis in

[

The diniiiuitivc of G rosso, a
coin struck in X'enice in the
part of tlic fourteenth century, and
replaced the Matapau (f/.r.), a
and thicker coin. Its value was four
The later Grossetti of Oalmatia,

Grossetto.
base

siixi'i-

latter

Groschen. Ori};inaily this was the? German form of the Gros Tournois (q.v.)
which it resembled: even the name Tnrnos-

the angles of the cross.

Grossello. A silver coin current in Bergamo in 1361 and of the value of half a
Soldo. See Kivista ItaJiann di Ninnisnintica (i. 313).

which
larger
Soldi.

Grote

Grossi Lati
IIl\ria,

eti;.,

were worth only about two

thirds of the Venetian.

Grossi Lati.

See Breite Groschen.
See Breite Groscheu.

An

silver coin, the
equivalent of the
in fact the
Gros, Groschen, and Groat
term Gros Touruois becomes the Italian
Grosso Tornese.
It appeared in the fourteenth century
and some varieties were current until the
eijjhteenth.
The value varied, the Grossi
of Milan heiiifi worth from tive to eight
Soldi at dirt'erent jieriods. There are multiples as high as eight Grossi, and the divisions were the Mezzanino or one half, the
Quattrino or one (juarter, and the Sesino
or one sixth. Sir llatapan.

Grosso.
of

which

Italian

an

is

;

A

Grosso AfFonsim.

Portuguese silver

V

'coin struck in the reign of Alfonso
(1438-1481), and of the value of eleven
For convenience the name is
Dinheiros.
frequently iil)l>n"viated into Aifonsim.

See Aquilino.

Grosso Aquilino.

Grosso Clementino.

Grosso Guelfo.

was
The

it

Grossi Praecisi.

name

fourteenth century, and extensively
It receives its
copied by other nations.
name from the city of Tours, at which place

the

See Clementi.

general type has on one side a
chapel or city gate and the inscription
TVRONis civis surrounded by a wreath of
lilies, and on the reverse a cross pattee
enclosed by legends in two circles, the
inner circle bearing the name of the ruler
and the outer one the words bndictv. sit.
NOME. DNi. NRi. IHV. -xpi., an abbreviation
of heiiedictuin sit nonien elomini nostri
Jesu Christ i.
In the latter part of the fourteenth century the type was imitated in the Rhine
Provinces where it received the name of
Turnosgroschen, later abbreviated into
Turnose.
The coin enjoyed such a poinilarity that
the term Tnrnois distinguished money
based on the standard of Tours down to
the time of Louis XIV.
For an interesting treatise showing that
the Gros Tournois is not an imitation of
the Dinar issued at Saint Jean d'Acre in
the year 1251, see Mous. Adrien Blanehis

Grosso Largo.

See Giulio.

Grossone. An Italian silver coin issued
by the Hi'public of Pisa both with Imperial
and autonomous legends. It is also found
in aiantua under Louis III (1444-1478), in
the two Sicilies under Ferdinand and
Isabella, and occurs in the Venetian coinThe latter
age of the fifteenth century.
variety had a value of eight Soldi, and
the Florentine type was equal to seven
Soldi.

comnumication

to the Co)ni)tes rendes Inseriptions et
BeUes-Lettres, Paris, 1901. See Groat.
The Tournaj' Groat was the last of the
Anglo-Gallic series issued by Henry VIII
in 1513.
The Denier, also struck at Tours, and
of the same design was generally known
as the Petit Tournois.

chet's

See Guelfo.

struck.

first

I'Aeadi'inie

cle

Grosz.
Polish
earliest

(Plural Gi'oszy or Grosze.)

name
issues

sinijily

silver

struck by the

hand and a palm leaf in the other.
Grosso Tirolino. See Tirolino.
Grosso Veneto. See Matapan.
Grossus Albus. aSV^ Albns.
Gros Tournois. A billon French
of tlic \aliii' lit
issued by Louis

four

IX

aliout

(q.v.).

The
The

under King Wenceslaus

II
:

(Plural Groten.) The Low Gerequivalent of the Groschen, and the
seventy-second part of the Thaler. It occurs in base silver and copper in the coinage of Bremen, Oldenburg, .lever, etc.
There are multijiles of from three to fortyThe issue of Groten in Breeight Groten.
men can be traced to the |iei'iod of Arch-

Grote.

man

coin
originally
the middle of

Deniei-s,

Gros

;

Senator Brancaleone
d'Andalo (Piri'^-Tif);')) and continued until
It has on the obabout the year 1417.
verse an cmblenuitic seated female figure
repi'csenting Ronu>, with a globe in one
coin

the

1278-1305) were of silver and read grossi
I'RAOENSES their popular name being Prager Groschen.
Later the Groszy were made of copper
By an
aiul thirty were equal to a Gulden.
imi)erial ukase of 1841 the coinage ceased
and the Ru.ssian Kopecks took their place.
(

Grosso Romanino, iilso called
A Roman Senatorial
Romanino.

for

[1 0(1

]

Grouch
l)ishoi)

l.SOO,

Guillot

P.aldwin

:!()()

(

(Ji'i)t('ii

I4:ir)-1442).

were

('qiial to

Fn tho year
one Pistole.

Grouch. See Ghrush.
Grueso. The Spaiiisli equivalcMit of tho
Oros.
There is a sei'ies of tliese for Navarre and Arafroii, lieiiiiiniiiy witii liie
reip-n (,f Juan II (1441147!)).
Grusch. Sec Ghrush.
Gubber. This is eon.jeetui-ed l)y Yule
to come from the Persian l)iuar-i-galii', i.e.,
"mone\' of the intidel." The name was
formerly applied in India to the gold
coins of Europe.
C. Lockj-er, in Trade of India, 1711 (vii.
201), says, "they have Venetians, Gubbers,
Mugyerbees, and Pagodas," and in the
.same work (viii. 242), "When a parcel of
Venetian Ducats are mixt with others, the
whole goes by tiie Name of ('hequeens at
Surat, but when they are separated, one
.sort is called \'enetians, and all the others
Gubbers indifferently."
Sec Guldengrosehen.

Giildener.

Gulden Lam.

Si r

Gouden Lam.

Guelfo, or Grosso Guelfo.

A

silver

coin of F'loreiu'e of the value of four Soldi
or double the Popolino iq.v.).
It
was
struck about the middle of the foui'teenth
century and continued in use until the
period of the iledici Family.
It is characterized hy the representation of the armorial bearings of a large number of the
Florentine nobility, e.g., the Houses of the
Aceiaioli, Gajiponi, (Juicciardini, Lanfrcdini. Patulolfi, Strozzi. Venturi, etc.

Guenar. A
variety of the Rlane, struck by Charles VI
of France (i:!S()-1422).
Its value was ten

Guenar,

also

called

lilanc

Deniers, and the obverse showed the armorial shield of France, while the reverse
had a cross pattee with lilies and crowns
alternately

in

the angles.

The

Guenar

Delphinal of the same type was issued for
Dauphiny, and there is a corresponding
demi-Gucnar in both series. It was c'opied
in the Anglo-Gallie series by Henry V
(1415-1422). See Hoffmann (22-29, etc.).

Guerche, or Gersh.

A

silver coin

of
Abyssinia, the one twentieth part of the
Talari (q.v.). Under the reign of Menelik.
however, a decree was passed abolishing
the decimal system,
and making the
Guerche the one sixteenth of the Talari.

The name

is

synonymous

to

Ghrush

(7.1'.),

or Piastre.
Copper (luerches and their
subdivisions were issued by .Menelik |)revious to the silver pieces.

Guilder.
in

tiie

Low

The

('(piivalent of the

Two and

Countries.

Gulden
one half

were eipuil to one Hijksdaaler,
and the (luilder is divided into 100 cents.
It weighs 154.32 grains.
Of the Dutch
Guilders

gold coins the largest is the piece of ten
Guilders, sometimes called the
Fhu-in,
which weighs 1():!.7 grains. These values

Dutch possessions

also aiiply to the

and West

in the

colony of
P>ritish (iuiana, formerly a part of F]sse((uibo and Demerara, used silver three
Guilders and smaller denominations struck
p]ast

bv George
IV in 1832.

III

Tiie

Indies.

in

ISUi, and

bv William

The Guilder or Florin of the I'nited
Provinces was a silver coin originally
struck by Friesland about 1600 and continued in use until the close of the sevenThis is the piece menteenth century.
tioned by Shakes])eare in The Comedy of
Errors (i. 1), aiul by other contemporary
writers.
It had a value of twenty-eight St ui vers,
and on the obverse is the bust of a warrior
who holds a sword in his right hand. This
figure divides the denomination 28 .ST.
From its value the coin was ordinarily
called Acht en twintig; the half was known
as Veertienstuiver, aiul the cpiarter was
:

|

called Zevenstuiver.

Guillaume d'Or.

See Wilhelm d"Or.

Guillemin. Tiie name given to a variety
of Denier i.ssued bv Guillaume I (1094and Guillaume II (1150-1220),
1129)
Counts of Forcahpiier in Provence.
The term was also used in Brabant,
Gueldres, etc., to indicate coins struck by
any one of the numerous rulers named Willem, Wilhelm, or Guillaunu'.
Dii Cange
cites an ordinance of 1449 reading, "Deux
pieces d'or c'est assavoir ung GuiUelmins
de vint solz parisis."
Guillot.

An

ordinance of the Parlia-

ment of Paris dated

in July, 137S, mentions this coin as being one sixth of the

Gros Tournois. Another monetary regiilation for Le Mans, in the Department of
Maine, dated 14fi6, reads "quod dicti abilinites Ce)wmanen.ies
giillloto.t nut semi

[1< II]

.

.

.

Gunda

Guinea
indirjnos

guillotos, receptione

unnm tvronum

Tlic Ducat gradually supDucats.
planted tlie gold Gulden and by tlie end
of the seventeenth century the coinage of

quorum sex

of

vnlehant trndebant."

A

gold coin of England originall}' of the value of twenty shillings, and
made current by a proclamation of March
It received its name from the
27, 1663.
gold of which it was made, and which was

Guinea.

tlie

was struck for the use
embarking for France.
Quarter Guineas were issued only with
the dates 1718 and 1762, and one third
Guineas, or seven shilling pieces appeared
from 1797 to 1813 inclusive.
In tlie reign of William III, the Guinea
was at first current for £1 8s., but was
reduced to £1 6s., then to £1 2s., and
finally in 1698 to £1 Is. 6d., at which rate
thev were received by the ofiSeers of the
On December 22, 1717, the
reveiHie.
(iuinea was reduced to 21s., which value
i^rr Spade
retained until abolished.
it

itary Guinea, as it
of the troops then

Guinea.
Anglo-Gallic gold coin,

issued by Edward III, and which is
supposed to iiave received its name from
the territory in whicli it was struck.
These coins luive on the obverse the
King walking through a Gothic ])ortico and
first

The reat his feet two recumbent lions.
verse has the motto Gloria iu E.rcclsis. etc.
silver and billon coinage of simihir
typo lias received the same name.

A

Gulden.

The

gnlil

Germany

(lulilcii

was

a

in

obsolete.

issued gold coins

Gulden. This silver coin was originally
same weight and value as the Thaler
However, in the latter part of the
(q.v.).
seventeenth century it was reduced in size
and made of the value of two thirds of a
Thaler or half of a Speciesthaler, which

of the

standard

it retained with slight modifications until 1871, when the Mark was introduced in Germany.

The terms Gulden and Florin were frequently used synonymously.
Srr Florin
and Guilder.

A

Gulden, also called Florin.
silver
coin of Austria of the value of si.xty Kreuzer until January 1, 1859, and after that
it was made one hundred Kreuzer for both
Austria and Hungary.
For Lombardy- Venice and the Austrian
f)ffices abroad it was divided into one hundred Soldi, and for Bosnia and Montenegro into one hundred Novica.
All of the above coins were superseded
in 1892 when tlie Krone (q.v.) went into
eft'ect, which cut the previous moiietar.y
system into one half.

Guldengroschen.

The

earliest

type

is

described under Thaler (q.v.). The name
was applied to the new coin on account of
its value being equal to that of the gold
Gulden, and because up to the time of its
appearance no silver coins were in circulation of a larger size than the Groschen.
In Latin documents of the sixteenth century tlie}' are generally referred to as
Uneiales, from their weight, which was one
ounce.
The name Guldengroschen was soon abbreviated into Giildener; tlie coins were
])oi)ular for a time but were eventually
superseiled liy the Thaler. See Florin.

name

the Florin (q.v.).
in finedeteriorated
gradually
coins
The.se
ness, whereas those of Hungary and Ausretained their origiiud vidue and
tria
purity and were distinguislicd liy the name

given

Hungary

Gulden (twenty Francs) and four
Gulden (ten Francs) in recent years.

from Guinea by the "Company of
of England trading
Adventurers
Royal
As an encouragement to
into Africa."
bring over gold to be coined, they were
permitted by their charter to have their
Tliis device^ was
stamp on the coins.
originally an elephant, and after 1675 an
elephant with a castle on its back; the
stamp was discontinued in the reign of
Queen Anne.
Rottier made tlie dies, and the original
consisted of five and two Guinea
issue
pieces, both of which were discontinued in
1753, and Guineas and half Guineas disThe Guinea of the
continned in 1813.
latter date is sometimes known as the Mil-

An

was practically

of eight

brouglit

Guinnois.

latter

Austria and

Gulden Penning.

to

A

Gunda.

See Florin.

nioiiey

Maldive Islands, and
ries (q.r.).

from

[102]

tlic

Tlie

name

of account
is

in

the

four Cow])robably derived

e(iual

to

gaiida or rati berry.

Gun Money

Gyllen

Gun Money.
by .lames
to .June,

crowns,

II

in

A

debased eoinajie issued

Iivland,

lGi)0.

The

half-crowns,

from

.series

.June,

KiS!),

consisted of

shillings,

and

six-

The last two denominations arc
dated with the month as well as the year.
These coins derive their name from the
circumstance that thej- were prineiiially
struck from metal, the product of old cannon.
The reverses all bear two sceptres
in saltire, throiifih a crown, between the
pences.

letters I

and R.

See

an extended description of these
coins contributed by Philip Nelson to the
British NuDiismatic Journal (i. 187).

Gute Groschen.

The name given

to cer-

coins current
in
Hanover,
Brunswick,
Prussia,
etc.,
during the
eighteenth century.
The Gute Groschen
was computed at one twenty-fourth of a
Thaler and must not be confused with the
tain

silver

[

w:^

Mariengroschen iq.v.), which was valued
at one thii'ty-sixth of a Thaler.
Gutfreitagsgroschel. A base silver coin
.Silesia, a varict\' of the Dreier (q.v.).
It was struck by the Princes of Licgnitz,
and distributed as alms to the ])oor on
Good Friday. I\Ius;liis refers to it in one
of his legends of Kiibezahl.
of

Gygeades, or ruyaSat.

A name

sup-

posed by some modern writers to have
been given to money perhaps issued bjThe passage in
Gyges King of Lydia.

Herodotus

(i.

14)

from which

this

infer-

ence is made is now interpreted differently.
See Babelon, Traitc (i. 468).

Gyllen.
The Sw-edish erpiivalent of
Gulden. The Silfvergyllen was originally
struck in 1528 and the Ungersk Gyllen, or
Ducat, in 1568. In the following year appeared the Krongyllen, a gold coin so
called

]

from the crowned

.shield.

"

Halb

Habbeh

H
Habbeh.

A

uraiii,

i.e.,

a

teenth century at Hall in Wiirttemberg.
are without an.y inscription and have
on one side a cross and on the other a
hand, from which the name is derived.
They are mentioned in an ordinance of
the Emperor Weneeslaus of the year 1385,
in which it stated that the cities of Augsburg, Nuremberg, Ulm, and Hall, are the
onlj- localities in which these coins are to
be struck.

Barleycorn

They

equal to four Aruzzehs, one third Kirat,
one eighth Danik or two Barleyeorns are
equal to one third Tassuj or one sixtieth
Dinar. Srr Danik.
is

;

Habitant Tokens. In 1837, through an
ordiuanL-e passed b\- the special Council,
the four banks doing business in Lower
Canada were autliorized to issue regular
bank tokens. As these bore the figure of
a French-Canadian farmer on the obverse,
thej- are known as the "Habitant" tokens.

Haha

They came to be recognized and accepted
See Papas a regular provincial coinage.
ineau.
Hacienda
deemalilc
tion

at

the

to

Sen,

oi

"Mother Sen."

The Jap

impressions made
from the Hori Tane Sen (q.v.) or original
hand cut Sen, and from which the Tane
Sen (q.v.) are made. These are naturally
very rare and much prized as most of them
are cast in pewter.
See Mu Ch'ien, the
Chinese equivalent.
anese

Tokens were formerly reknown value, on presentaproprietor who had issued

a

name

i'ttv

the

fii'st

them.
They are of various shapes and
usually bear devices suggestive of a trademark, from which their place of is.sue can
be determined.

Hahnrei Thaler.
The word means a
cuckold and it is usually applied to a class
of medallie Thaler which have obscene in-

Hacksilber means cut or chopped silver and is a term used by German numismatic writers to indicate the cut and fragmentary coins which constitute a part of
a "find."
The buried trea.sure dating

It is also used to designate a Thaler
struck by Pliilip Reinhard I, Earl of
Solms, in 1627 from silver found in the
fortress of Wolfenbiittel, and dedicated to
Christian IV of Denmark.

from the tenth

name given to
Haidari, or Heideri.
the double Kujiee of Mysore by Tipu Sultan, in 1786, wlien he adopted his new
system of reckoning, based on the Muludi,
i.e., dating from the birth of the Prophet.
The coin is so called from Ilaidar, a surname of the first Imam.

to

the

scriptions.

A

twelfth centuries

consists of silver in bars or
cakes with a mixture of both cut and jierfect coins.

frecjuently

Halbling, or Helbling. Tliis word means

and as the Pfennig was the German
cfiuivalent for the Denarius, so the Iliilbling was originally used to designate the
It occurs
lialf of this coin, i.e., the Obolus.
a

liall',

among
cessdi'

of

the Hracteates and was the predeSoutiiern Germany and Austria

in

tiie

many

Haies d'Or.
The common designation
for a gold coin of William IV, Count of
Ilainaut, in Flanders (1-104-1417), which
was co[)ied from the Ange d'Or, of Philip
VI of France.

Heller, and in
of the Scherf.

more northern Ger-

Halard.

Haller, or Haller.
The Swiss equivalent of the Heller (q.v.).
It was issued
in the Cantons of St. Gallen, Zug, etc.,
and 4Sfl were computed to the Gulden.

Handelheller.

The name given

Boorde,

cited

by

Andrew

Stiuers.

Halb. Tlie German e(|uivalent for one
half and generally used in connection with
Thaler, Groschen, etc.

to small

silver coins

[

coin

hitroduetion to Knowleclc/e.

1.^)47
(xiv. 161), who says: "They haue
Norkyns, Halardes, Phenyngs, Crochei'ds,

which were originally
struck about the beginning of the fonrthin

A

in his

104

;
;

Hard Head

Halb ag
Halbag.

f!re

An

Halber.

Hana

Furi Kin, or "Raining Flowers
Certain thin small oval Japanese gold ])ieces were called iiy this name,
and were said to have been issued by II ideyoshi for the invasion of Korea in 1592.
To this day the word liana is used for a
reward.

Judenpfennige.

Gold Coin.""

abbreviated form of the
and extensively

half of some unit of vahie,

used

(iennany

Southci'ii

ill

half a

for

Krcuzt'i-, lialf a PtViiiiifi, etc.

See Skoter.

Halbskoter.

The

Halfje.

]>()|)ular

name

for

Earnest money on a contract
"hand sale." See Earnest.
"Anciently, among all the Northern nations, shaking of hands was held necessary
to bind the bargain; a custom which we

Handsel.

tlic ciir-

copper hal f Cent of the Netherlands.

I'ent

a coi'rui)tion of

Halfling.
The half of a Silverliiifj or
Sir Walter Seott in
old silver IVniiy.
li'diihoe has tiie sentence, " 'Not a shekel,
not a silver penny, not a halfling'
.

said the

.

sale thus

Jew."

ditio

Proliabiy no other EngIn
has so many dialect forms.

Half Penny.
lish

coin

\'orkshire

it

is

ern Yorkshire

till

called Awpenny; in WestAwpney and Ilaupenny; in

in

the

sixteenth

eai'ly

century.

the use of
lish

hammered

silver

money was

called in
ITT, and the

during the reign of William
lianunered gold coins were declared
no longer current in 1732-1733.

iSVr

to be
Milled

JToney.

ven-

per niutiiam iiuniuuni vinnpJesionem

same word was

(ii.

30).

A name

given to

Hansatsu.
Early Japanese paper curSee Kinsatsu.
Hantpennige. See Pfennig.

rency.

Hao. The Chinese name for the silver
fen-cent piece introtluced at Ilong Kong
under British rule, and later used on the

Kwang Tung

as Boars' Feet, is the
a variety of copper
coins, struck by the (iallie city of NemauTliey are of tlic siiajie of a ham, and
siis.
tli('ir exact use has not been determined.
Conf. the exhaustive treatise on tiiis sub-

by Goudard, Notiee

siir Ic.i Medailles
Sanglier, Toulouse, 1880-

silver coins.

See Chiao.

Hape. A Scotch nickname for a half]ienny and common to lianarkshire.
Nicholson, in his Idi/lls. 1870 (106), lias:
"Dae ye want the Citeez |Citizen|?
"
Evenin' or Weekly? It's only a liajio.

Hapmy.

Hams, also known
common name for

ject,

sale,

The mounted
tion TO H.\!si()VEi{ above.
figure is intended for the Duke of Cnmbei-land, who was very unpopular in England,
and the motto signifies that his return to
Hanover would be desirable.

hammei'ed coinage was superseded by
tiie mill and .screw.
The Eng-

'I'lie

hand

a brass medalet, dated 1S:!7, with a gallojiing rider on the reverse, and the inscrij)-

periiiil ami an interesting account of their
manufacture is to be found in the Kosnio(fraphie of Sebastian Miinster, which was

early

A

verbal contracts.
called

Hanover Sovereign.

Half Shiner. A coin mentioned in the
monetary ordinances of Gibraltar and in
17(ili fixed at a valne of eleven Dollars and
two Heaies. Prom tliis value it must have
been tiie .loliainies, whicii was half the
Dobra. Srr Chalmers (p. 298).

printed

many

in process of time the

Commentaries

;

Coins date from a very

in

made was

used to signify the price, or eaiMiest, which
was given immediately after the shaking
of hands, or instead thereof." Blackstone,

Devonshire Ilapmy; in Cornwall Happeny; in Lan<'asiiire Hawpny and in Cnniheriand Ho'penny.

Hammered

retain

still

.

See Half Penny.

Happeny. See Half I^enn.v.
Hard Head. A name given to

a Scotch

billon coin first issued in the third coinage

Mary (1555-1558). The term
ruption of the French Ilardit.

of

is

a cor-

lialf"

Some authorities refer to this piece under the name of a Lion, from the lion
rampant, crowned, whicli it bears.
These coins, originally of the value of
one and one half Pence, were struck to

lands.

loss

(lites

Picds-

tie

1893.

Han. A Japanese w^ord meaning "one
and used as a prefix on coins, r.y.,
ilan Shu on the coins of the Lu Cliu is[

105

afford relief to the poor, who suffered much
on account of the lack of small change.
]

"

Hat Piece

Hardi
Under James VI the value was raised to
two Pence, and indicated bj' two pellets.
The Hard Head was discontinued in the
reign of Charles 1.
An Anglo-Gallic
Hardi, or Hardit.
silver and billon coin issued l)y Edward
111, King of England, and copied by the
French Kings as Dukes of Aquitaine. It
bears on the obverse a half-length figure
holding a sword.
The Hardi d'Or is a similar coin of gold.
Edward the Black Prince had them struck
at Bordeaux, and Charles de France, the
brother of King Louis XI, issued them for
Aciuitaine from 1469 to 1474.
The name is jirobably derived from a
small eopper coin issued by Philip le
Hardi, King of France, and later repreSome authorities
sented by the Liard.
claim that as its original value was one
fourth of the Sol, the name is a corruption of the English word Farthing, corresjionding to tlic one fourth of the Penny.

Hard Times Tokens.

A

popular name

for a series of eojjper tokens struck from
1834 to 1841, and bearing inscriptions referring to the movement for and against
the r.aiik of the United States.

Harf.

An

Abj'ssinian

money

of

ac-

»SVf Wakea and Kharf.
Harington. The popular name for the
copper Farthing issued in the reign of
James I. The term is derived from the
patentee, John, Lord Harington, of Exton.
He died in 1614, but the tokens continued
See Farthin circulation long afterward.

coinit.

Harry groat."'
Harry Sovereign. The designation some-

old

times applied to the Sovereign of Henry
VII of England who first striick this coin
in 1489.
J. Stephens, in his Sati/ricul Essrijjrs, 1615 (:)71), writes: "She hatli old
hari-y soveraignes ... to give away on her
death bed.

A gold coin of Brunsstruck liy the electors
in the eighteenth century and which receives its name from the fact that the metal
was obtained from mines in the Ilarz
Harzgold Dukat.

wick and

The

colloquial

name

for

the

Groat and lialf Gi'oat struck in 1536 and
later, by Henry VIII for Ireland, on account of the figure of tiic harp on the re-

iSVc Ansbeutemunzen.
Hashshah. Semicircular pieces of iron,
somewhat resembling the knives used by

are current as money in
Koi-dofan and other African localities.

leather-cutters,

Hashtkani.

Hassa.

In coiitciiiporary documents there is
mention of 'red harpes, " being worth three
Snudkyns {q.v.). See also Numismatic

Hat Money.

According

to

Wharton,

Lcricun, 1864, this was "a small duty
paid to the captain and mariners of a ship,
also called

primage."

The custom appears

to have been in force
in the seventeeuth century, for C. Molloj%

work De Jure Marilimo, 1676 (ii. 9,
says: "Petty Averidge is another
small Duty which IMerchants pay to the
Master.
The F'rench Ships commonly
term the Gratuity Hat-money."
Hat Money. See Tampang.
Hatome Sen, or "Pigeon Eye" Sen. A
in a

§6),

.

very small

.

coin used at one time in
A linndnMl were
strung together and a string was worth
about ten Japanese Mon {q.v.).

in

tliin

Lu Chu

Hat

Chronicle (4th Series, xv. 192-229).
Harpe d'Or. See Davidstuiver.
Harps. The name given to a .series of
co])per tokens issued in Canada in 1820,
and later. Tliey bear on the obverse a

Islands.

A

Piece.

15;il

to

Scottish gold coin issued
upon wiiich the King,
represented wearing a high

1593,

James \'I, is
crowned hat.

On the reverse is a lion sejant, holding
a sceptre in his paw, above which, in a
cloud, are the Hebrew letters for Jehovah.
The legend is te. solvm. vereor., i.e.,
"Thee only do I fear." The weight is
seventy grains.

bust of George IV, and on the reverse a
large harp, and the date.
They were so
])opular as currency that large luimbcrs of
brass countcrfcils were nuide.
[

See Nasfi.

See Towcelah.

Law

the

verse.

ljiiiicl)ni'g

Mountains.

.

ing.

Harp.

Harry Groat. A popular name for the
Groat of Henry VIII of England (1509Shackerly Marmion in his play
1547).
The AntiqiKirtj, 1633 (ii.), has the lines:
"A piece of antiquity; sir, 'tis English
coin; and if you will needs know, 'tis an

10«

]

"

Haupenny
It

is

"for

Heller

claiiiiod

that tins coin

piirpiisc

till'

ol'

cunviicy with

tisli

lesson tho

the

tho St'ot-

Enjilish,

iiiconvoiiioiico caiisod

and lo
by their

disafri'oement.
It must
iiave been eiinnterl'eited at a
very early period, as Piteairn, in his Crim-

inal

Tri<i'ls

tions

of Scothnul,

"False

lo'Ji)

menand

(ii. 9t)),

pistulettis,

liat-jieieeis,

""

eniwiiis.

Haupenny.

Srr Hall' Penny.

A

Hausgroschen.

The phrase

was issued

liariiinniziiip;

base silver eoin stniek

is

common

in

many modern

languages.
The French say a pile ou face;
the (ieniuins, Kopf oiler Flach ; the Scandinavians, Krona eller Klafre; the S|)anish, C(rra o Sella; the
Italians, Croce o
Tesla, etc.

Hearth Money.

Heaume,

i.e.,

See Chiimiey .Monej'.
helmet.

a

A name

ap-

any coin on which the helmet is
j)rominent
feature.
A silver Oros
a
Heaume was issued bv Charles \\ of
France (1380-1422), and Jean de Horn
]ilied

to

twenty-fourth of a Thaler, it was tinally
worth only one forty-seeond of a Thaler.
It was succeeded bv the Hilbergroschen in

(1485-1505) copied the type for Jjiege.
Louis de Male (1346-1384)," Count of Flanders, struck the Ileaunu; d'Or, the obverse
of which shows two lions supi)orting a helnu'ted shield under a (lothic dais.
See
Hotdi'ager. The Helmi)fennige of the city

1821.

of

by

In eiinrse of time

Fi-etlerick the (li-eat.

deterioi-ated in pni'ity to sueli an extent
of the orii;inal value,
one
that instead
it

Hawpny.
Hayaki.

.Japanese paper currency of
the value of one half or one quarter Koban.
Src Kinsatsu.

Hazardinar.

A

eoin of Persia
wliii'h the Enji'lish called Mildinar, and the
Russians Houble. It was introduced in the
second year of the reign of Nadir, i.e.,
1738, and had a value of one thousaiul
Dinars.

Head
icon,

Silver.

lS(j4,

!.;olil

Wharton,

states that

this

in his

an.>-

Tails.

projiositioii

cen-

Law

Lex-

coins that are below the regular standard
as to size and fineness.

Hecte.

A

phrase used to deby tossing a coin in

the air; the "head" representing the obverse, and the "tail" correspoiuling to the
rever.se.

The custom dates back to ancient tinu^s,
Komans using the term "heads or

the

ships." iMaerobiiis, a Latin grannnarian of
the fifth century, in his Saturnalia (i. 7),
has: Cum pueri denarius in sublime jactantes, "capita aut navia," lusu teste vetustatis exclamant.
In Ireland the expression "heads or
har|)s" was formerly common, the allusion

being to the harp on the reverse of the
Pennies of the seventeenth and
half
eighteenth centuries.

[10

A

the Stater

Greek

{q.iK).

coin, the one sixth of
It

was

sti'uck lioth

in

gold aiul electrum.
The electrum Ilecti'-s
of Phocaea and Mytilene are the commonest and enjoyed a wide vogue in ancient
times, being

Heideri.
Haidari.

;

Heads or

in the seventei'iitli

Hebraer. See Ebriier.
Heckmiinzen, Heckpfennige, are terms
used by (iei'man numisniatisls to indicate

was the name

given to "dues paid to lords of leets also
a fine of £40 which the sheriff of Northumberland heretofore exacted of the inhabitants twice in seven years."
It was abolished by a statute of 2:5 Henry VII e. 7.
cide

Hanover issued

tury have similar designs.

Srr Half Penny.

known as 'iv.\on 'fwy.aiSsi;.
The double Ruiiee of My.sore.

.SV('

Heilandsmiinzen.
The iio|)ular name
any coins bearing the figure of the
Savior.
See Salvator.
Heitje.
A slang term for the current
silver coin of twenty-five Cents i.ssued bv
for

the Netherlands.

Helbling.

See

Iliilbling.

Heliens. The name given to Deniers of
Perigord which bear the name of Count
Elie II (1006-1017). See Blanchet (i. 22).
Heller.

Originally a .small silver coin
in Wiirt-

which takes its luuue from Ilall,
temberg, where it was originally

i.ssued in

the earlv part of the thii'teenth centurv
Conf. Ilandelhellcr.
In the fifteenth century it degeiierated
to a base silver, ami later to a billon coin,
and was not only common thi'oughoiit

southern Germany, but was used extensivel,v in Silesia, Ponnuerania, etc.
At a some-

n

H exadrac hm

Hellier
wliat later period, the Heller

per coin altogiether.

Hemisium

became a cop-

Its value varied ac-

cording: to the locality. Eight Heller were
generallj' equal to a Kreuzer or two Heller

{q.v.)

to a Pfennig.

Tjixia-ia-ripcv

retained in Austria and in German East Africa, being the one liundredtli
part of the Krone and the Rupie respeeIt is still

tivi'ly.

Hellier.
An obsolete
Heller. See Poy.

form of writing

(juoted

is

by

Du Cange

an

as

old form of the half As.

The half of the Stater
or the Ilcmi-chry.sos {q.v.).
The

Hemistater.
is

mentioned by Pollux and

Hesychius.

Hemitartemorion

is the one eighth of
Obol or the one forty-eighth of the
Drachm. Specimens in silver were struck
at Athens, other places coined their ecjuiv-

the

alents in bronze.

Helmarc. A corruption of Halb Mark.
Du Caime cites it as a denomination used

Hemitetarte.
The one eighth of the
gold Stater {q.v.). A very rare denomina-

as early as lOSO.

tion.

Helmpfennig.

See Heaume.

is

Hemiassarion.
halt'

The Greek name for the

\'n]\h'ms, Historia

As.

(ii.

15).

at

Cyrene.

the half of the Danake
The r);j.t?avay.Y5 or T]|).tBava/.'.&v is
mentioned by Hesychius and was a Persian
iq.r.).

coin.

Hemidaric, or half Daric, principally a

money of account and so used in
known passage in the Anabasis
])h(>n

(i.

3,

21),

where

lie

the wellof Xenospeaks of the

Y;tj.i?ap£!y.a.

Hemidrachm.
(q.v.),

The half of the Drachm
and spoken of as tiie Triobol.
It

was extensively coined

in ancient times.

Hemihecte.
The half of the Hecte
{q.v.) and i'i|ual to the 01)ol of gold, or
one twelfth of the Stater. In gold it was
coined principally at Cyrene; in electrnm
it appeared at many mints in Asia I\Iinor.

The half of the Litra
of silver and fretiuently coined at
Lcontini, Entella, and Syracuse. Later the
Hemilitrion.

iq.i'.)

French gold coin struck

lieing the first
it
The reverse
coin of France with a date.
has the inscription dvm totvm compleat
II

in

]r)49,

Conf. Enrique.

ORBEM.

Heptadrachm.
Draciuns

(t/.v.).

The multiple of seven
Actual siiecimens are not

Hemilitrion in bronze (commoidy known
its Latin name of Semis) apjieared at
iriaiiy minis in southern Italy and Sicily.

HeptoboL
{q.v.).
in

The multiple of seven Obols
This term was often used in Egypt

monetary accounts.

Heregeld. This word occurs as early as
the year 1018 in a charter of King Canute.
Cowel, in The Interpreter, ItiOT, states that
it "is a Tribute or Tax levyed for the
Maintenance of an Armv. " Conf. German
Ileer Geld.

Herescarius. A small coin mentioned
codex (if Fol(|uino.

a

in

Herrengroschen.
The name usually
given to silver coins of the sixteenth century bearing a figure of the Savior. The
word means "(iroschen of the Master."

Herring Silver. An old English term
implying a payment in money for the
custom of supplying herrings for the provision of a religious institution.

Herzogsgroschen. The name applied in
general to any type of the Gros or double
Gros on which the principal feature is the
ducal figure.
Examples exist for Diiren.
struck by William I de Jidiers (13571361), and reading wHjHelm ditx-ivIjIA-

liy

Hemiobol.

Henri

hy

known.

Hemichalk. The half Chaleus (q.v.).
Hemichrysos is mentioned by Pollux.
It is the half Stater of gold and was most

commonly struck
Hemidanake,

A

Henri d'Or.

defined by Wharton, in his
Law Lexicon, 1864, as "a Saxon brass
coin, of the value of a half penny," but
it is doubtful what particular coin can be
intended.

Helsing

The half

of the Obol (q.v.)
aiul the one twelffli of the Draehm.
The
commoni'st examples are those of Athens.

[1 OS

and moneta diirensi.
Hexadrachm. A Greek silver
the value of six Drachms {q.v.).

CKSis

coin
It

of

was

rarely struck, though specimens from the
Cartiiaginiau mint ai'c known.
J

Hock Tuesday Money

Hexas
Tlie one sixth of the Litra
Coins of tliis (k'nomination were
stniek in southern Italy and Sicily hoth in
In bronze it eorresilver and bronze.

Hexas.

{(/.v.).

sjjonds to the

Hexastater.
Staters, better

Roman

Sextans.

ill

mies.

Heytnannchen.

A

nirknaiiie

;;iven

to

certain Prussian JIarienj::roselieii struck in
They were a temporary
Auricli in IKil.
money of necessity and were put forth by
a iiiiiit-war(h^n

named lleymann.

of
century.

re-strnek on Gun-money Siiillinu;s and luive
on the reverse a seated tigure of llibernia
holding a harp.

Hieronymus d'Or.
A gold coin of
Westjihalia of the value of five Thaler;
it obtains its name fi'om .Jerome Napoleon.
Higley Coppers.

The name given

to a

variety of thi-eepence sti-uck by John Higley of (jranby, Connecticut, from which
circumstance these i)ieees are also referred

Granby Coi)j)ers. Higley was born
and the coins are dated 1737 and
There are a number of varieties, one

in 1673,

1739.
of which was discovered as recently as 1913
with a wheel on the reverse.
For details as to this pi'ivate coinage, ser Crosby,

and Worxlford,

Ciirrriicii niul

Hanking

in

iiiidei-

ll.')(l),

and

during

Cologne

the
principally
von AVied (1151-

They were

Arnold
Reinald

11

von

Da.ssel

(llo!)-

All of the coins have a church with
three spires on the reverse.
1

1(17

I,

Ho. A .Ia])anese word meaning treasThe term is used in conjunction with

ure.

i.e., currency, on coins, forming two
of the usual four characters on the obversi".

See Pao and Tsu and ronf. Miinro

(j)]).

251, 264).

Hobby
reiter.

Horse, also known as Stecken-

The name given

to

both

a

gold

and silver s((uare coin which the Imperial
Ambassador in Nureniburg ordered to be
struck in the year 1650, on the conclusion
of the Peace of Westphalia.
lie was tendered an ovation by the youths of the city,
who appeared in front of his residence
riding on hobby-horses
This incident is
dei)icted on one side of the coin aiul the
reverse bears the inscri|ition vivat fiordi.X.^N'DVS III. ROM. IMP.

Hochmuths Thaler,
Tluiler.

A

also called Waser
silver coin of Zurich struck in

lti6().

Hock Money.

An

olisolete

English

for the money collected by various
]iersons at Ilocktide.
In the Churchwardens' Aeeoiint.'i of St. Dunstan"s Church
in Canterbury, under the date 14S4-1485,
occurs the following entry: " Ress. by vs
the seyde \Vardeyiu!S of Ilockemoneye at
t<'rm

Connrrtiriif.

Hip. A slang name for the current silver coin of fifty cents issued for the
Netherlands.
Hirschgulden.

A name

given

to

the

Gulden or two thirds Thaler of Wiirttemberg which has a stag sui)pf)rting the armorial bearings. The large silver coins of
Stdlberg which bear a stag standing against
a pillar ai-c

twelfth
issued

Tsu,

Hibernias. A name given to the brass
half Pence struck at Limerick dnrin<r the
These |)ieces were <;(Mierally
sie;;e of Kiill.

known

Ester ix. s. xd."
In other old records the word is variously written Ilok Money, Hoke Money,

and Oke Money.

as IlirsehthahM-.

Hock Tuesday Money.

Hirtenpfennig. .\ niekiiaine given to a
uniface copper coin of Huchhorn. The armorial bearings of this city are a beech

and a horn, and from the latter figure,
resembling a sheiiherd's horn, the name
was probably coined.
tree

Hitarc Ffennige. The name given to a
type of small silver coins struck in the
Arclibishopi'ic

A

multiple nl' the Obnl (q.r.)
bronze in Efrypt under the Ptole-

Hexobol.

to as

given in ancient
or 'laTtar/.ov ap-fupiov) to the
well-known Tetrobols of Ilistiaea in Eiil)(H'a. See Ilomolle, Bull. curr. hell. (vol. vi.
1882, p. 133).

The denomination of six
known as the l)o<lekadraehm

{<l.r.).

struck

A name

Histia'ika.

tiiiK's {'l-j-'.xiv.d

Cowel, in The

1607. states that this was "a
duty given to the landloi'd, that his tenants
and bondmen might solenniize the day on
which the English coiupiered the Panes,
beini; the second Tuesday after Easter
/itlerpii

week."

n 0!»]

li r.

Ho'penny

Hoedjesschelling

A

Hoedjesschelling.
Selielliiifj- wliii'li

receives

variety
its

of

name from

the
the

figure of a hood on a staff, the latter being
held in the claws of a lion rampant.
It
was issued only for the Province of Zeeland, and the coitiage originated in 1672
and extends to about 1720.

Ho Ei Sen. A large rouud Japanese
bronze coin made in 1707 at the value of
ten ordinary Sen and withdrawn two years
later desjiite the fact that the reverse in-

scription reads
of the World."

"For

the Everlasting Use

Hog. The slang name for a Shilling.
R. Head, in his Canting Acadcnii/, IGT-i,
has "Shilling, Bord, or Hog''; Cruikshank
in Three Courses and Dessert (412), remarks, "What's half a crown and a shilling?
bull and a hog."

A

Hog Money.

The popular name for a
coins issued for the Bermuda
Islands earl.y in the seventeenth century.
It is stated that in 1515 a Spanish vessel
commanded by Juan Bermudez, and containing a cargo of hogs, was wrecked on
one of these islands, while on its way to
series

of

Culia.
In 1609 George Somers was a])pointed Governor of the Colony of Virginia, and on his voyage from England he
was cast away on the Bermudas, where he
found a large number of wild hogs. He
victualled a vessel with them, proceeding
later to Virginia.
In the same year, 1609,
a charter was granted to the Bermuda

Company by James

1,

and

it

is

assumed

that frcim about 1616 to 1624 the first
coins consisting of copper shillings, si.xpences, three-pences, and two-pences were
struck.
These pieces have on one side the figure
of a hog, with the inscription sommek
ISLANDS, and on the reverse a galleon. See
Niiiiiisniatic Chronicle, 1883 (p. 117), and
Crosby Cpp. 17, 18).

HohlblafFert.

See Blaffert.

Hohlpfennige. A name given to certain
uniface coins rcs('inl)ling the Bi'acteatcs but
containing a smallci' jjcrccntage of silver.
Tliey were originally issued in tlie northci'n
portions of (iermany, Ponnnerania, P>ran-

century and received the name of Ijiibische
Pfeunige.
The latter arc usually found
with a raised edge, by which they can
easily be distinguished from the Hohlpfennige.

Hohlringheller.
A minute base silver
uniface coin of Aix-la-Chapelle, Aremberg,
etc., current in the latter part of the sixteenth century. It bears a resemblance to
the

of

much

Hoke Money.

See

{q.i\)

Hok Money,
Hock Monev.
Holey Dollar,

but

is

Ring Dollar.
Governor Macijuarie of
New South Wales iirocured some £10,000
worth of Spanish Dollars from the centres
of which he had circular discs cut. Around
the edges of the perforation, which is
milled, the words new south wales, 1813,
were stamped, and on the reverse five shilIn

also called

the ycai' 1S13

lings, 1813.
This coin received the name
The circular central
of the Holey Dollar.
it
piece was known as a Dumj)
was
countermarkcd with a crown and the value,
p^iFTEEN PENCE.
The Ilolcy Dollar was
cui'rent until 1829. See NiiDiisniatic Chrunivlr (Series iii. 3, pp. 119-120).
;

Homage Coins are such as indicate by
their inscriptions that homage or respect
They occur exis tendered to some ruler.
tensively in the German series and are
known as Huldiguugs IMiinzen.
Homereus, or 'OiJii^ps'.ov. This name, as
we learn from Strabo (xiv. 1, 37), was
given

to

certain

bronze coins struck at
the type of llcnner

Smyrna which bear

Illustrations of these coins will
be found in the Bi'itish Museum catalogue,
Ionia (Plate xxv. Nos. 15-17).

seated.

An

Hongre.

obsolete

form of the On-

garo or I'ngaro.
Richai'd Hayes, in The
Neejociators' Magazine, 1740, mentions "a
Hongre at 151^ Livres, " current at Bergamo; "an Hongre, or Hungarian Sequin,
of about 240 or 250 Aspers, " used in Con-

and "a Gold Hongre at
Mvics," rnrrcnt at Bologna.

stant ino|)lc

;

Hook Money.

dcnburg, I\Ieckleid)urg, etc., and wei"e copied in the Khine Provinces in the fiftecntli
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IIohl])fennige

smaller niodide.

Ho'penny.
1

Sec Larin.

See Half Penny.

81/4

Hybrid Coins

Hoppers' Money

A

Hoppers' Money.

VHi-it'ty

(if

Huang Kai

tokens

made

of lead, and jiaid to pickTliey repreers of ho])s in lieii of money.
sented the amount of bushels pieked and
were redeemed when the work was finSrr Spit,k (xx. 1:]872).
islied.

or

tallies,

Ho

money.
Hori Tane Sen. The .lapaiiese name for
hand cut model for a coin,
tlie oi'i5z:inal
from wliich carefully made impressions arc

They are generally
for other Hen.
Sec Ilaha
cut in copper, silver or ivory.
Sen and Tane Sen.

made

Homgroschen.

The nanu' given

to

a

by the Elector

Ernst of Saxony, jointly with his brother
Albrecht and his uncle Wilhelm (14()4-

There are numerous varieties of
1486).
mint-marks for Leipzig, Colditz, Freiberg,
Dated specimens exist as
Zwickau, etc.
early as 1465. See Frey (No. 109). There
are also Hornpfennige of the same design
for vario\is parts of Thuringia inchuling
the city of Erfurt. All of these coins obtain their luimes from the shield on the
reverse which is surmounted by a helmet

with ox

A nickname for the
Sovei-cign of (ieoi-ge III of England, which
has on the reverse St. George on horseback in condiat with the Dragon.

A silver coin struck
1678 to commemorate the
conferring of the Order of the Garter on
the Elector Johann George II of Saxony.
Hosenband Thaler.
Dresden

in

Hsien. A Chinese word used on the
Cantonese and Hong Kong coinage of the
one Cent denomination.
The word is a
])lioneticism for the

Hsing Yeh.

Sec

sound Cent.
]jai

Tsu.

The Chinese for "exchange."
Hua.
The character is found on some of the ancient coins and the word is used in the
sense of exchange for money.

Huan.
in

Kua Teng

Ch'ien.

stag.

Didte Gerhard \'I of Jiilicii founded the
Order of St. Ilubertus, and it was reorgani/.ed by the Elector Palatine Johann
Wilhelm in 170!). A smaller coin, called
the Ilubei'tiisgroschen, was struck at Jliihlheim in 1481^. Sic Frey (No. 2:53).

A name given
four varieties of brass tokens which
were issued about the year 1857 aiul used
Hudson's Bay Tokens.

to

by the Hudson's Pay Comjiany

in its tradings with the Indians.
The largest of
these tokens is of the value of one beaver
skin, and the others are fractions of one
half, one (luarter, and one eighth.
See

Breton (926-92!)).
Huitain.
A name given to the one
eighth Thaler of Geneva issued in 1624 and
later.

Huitieme d'Ecu.

Huldigungs

Sec Qnai't d'Ecu.

Miinzen.

Sec

Homage

Coi)is.

liorns.

Horse and Jockey.

in

See

Hubertusthaler.
A silver coin of the
Palatinate issued during the eighteenth
century, which bears a figure of St. Hubert,
the patron saint of huntsmen.
lie is generally represented as kneeling before a

Pu. The Cliincse name for certain
eoi)per coins issued by Wang Man{?, 7-14
cloth
A.I)., and meaninj;: exehanfjcable

series of silver coins issued

Tsu.

which

A

Chinese weight of six ounces
were paid. The word also

Hun.
Pagoda

in
is

Hinilnstani

Hunting Dollar.

Huo.

name

for

the

See Jagdthaler.

A

Chinese term for money.
It
is composed of the characters
Ilua "exchange" and Pei "Cowries" {q.v.).
Hussthaler.
A general name for all
coins of Thaler size whicii bear a portrait
of .lohaini IIuss.
They are of a medallic
luiturc and are supjiosed to have been
struck in 1515, a centui-y after the Reformer met his death, but were actually
made at a latci- period.

Hvid.
A silver coin current in DenOldenburg, East Friesland, etc.,

nuirk,

early in the sixteenth centnr.\-.
Its value
was four silver Pfennige. The name may
be a contraction of Korsvide {q.v.).

Hybrid Coins.

fines

means a ring, and also a round coin
which the field and the central hole
Sec Pi and Yuan.
cciual.

The
iq.v.).

A

nanu- given to such

coins as have an obverse belonging to one
type and a reverse belonging to another.

See Mule.

[Ill]

Inchquin

labus

Another name for the Deunx

labus.

Ibramee. A money of account of Cutch
anil Kathiawar, and computed at eighteen
Koris iq.v.).
Srr Bn.
Ichi Bu.
Icossadrachmon. The common name for
tlie gold coin of twenty Drachmai struck
in Greece in 1843 by Otto I, and continued
by his siieeessor George I.
Idra, meaning a hydra, was the name
given to the Testone of Hercuk^s I, Duke
of Ferrara (1-1:71-1505), which bears the
figure of this fabled monster on the reverse.

In 1798 there was a project
lesimok.
Russia to make Ecus, i.e., lesimki, of
54-^ Stuivers, to be used for foreign trade.
Only a few essays, however, were struck,
in

and the lesimok,
called,

is

as

very rare.

Ikilik,

this silver

See Chaiidoir

piece
(i.

is

173).

A silver coin of the
of the value of two PiasParas.
Its weight varies

or Ekilik.

Ottoman Empire
or eighty

tres

The name is
from 3D0 to 480 grains.
derived from iki, i.e., two.
The issues for Tunis, which appeared
under Mahmud I (A.M. 1143-1168), are of
billon, and valued at onlv two Paras. Sec
P^onrobert (5316).

A

Ilahi.
gold coin of Akbar, Emperor
of Ilintlustan, of the value of twelve Ru-

pees.

See Sihansah.

Imami.

A

name given

to

the

silver

Mysore by Tipu Sultan, in 1786,
when he adopted his new system of reckIiu|)ee of

oning, based on the Midudi, i.e., dating
from the birtii of the Prophet. The name
was given in lionor of the twelve Imams.

Imbasing of Money.

Ilale, in Picas of
102), states that this consists of "mixing the species with an alloy
below the standard of sterling."
Sir Thomas More in his Vtopin. 1551,
uses the phrase " Enhauncynge aiul imbasyng of coyne." See Debased and Kmbase.

the

Imbiamcate.
ally ajiplied to

(f/.v.).

Crown

(i.

An

Money

Italian expression usu-

such of the

Roman

bronze

coins of the later Empire as were coated
with tin to give them the appearance of
silver.

Immune Columbia. A copper experimental issue belonging to the colonial series
of the United States. They are dated 1785
and 1786, and some varieties have the reverse of the

Nova

Tonstellatio (q.v.).

A

Imperial.
Russian gold coin, first
struck under Elizabeth in 1745, of the
value of ten Rubles. S'uce 1817 oidy half
Imperials are coined but they i-etain the
name of Imperial. These are worth five
Rubles in gold or five Rubles and 15 Kopecks in silver.

Imperial Ducat. A former gold coin of
Russia of the value of three and one tenth
Rubles. These Russian Ducats appear in
the coinage earlj' in the seventeenth century and their issue ends in the reign of
Paiil (1796-1801).
Imperiale.
Frederick II, Viscount of
Milan, sti'uck a silver coin of this name
in I'I'IFi on the occasion of the marriage of
his son Henrv.
The Danaro of Azzone
Visconti (1329-1339) is also so called; it
has the inscription mediolanvm in three
lines. Barnabo ^'isconti (1354-1385) struck
the Imperiale Nuovo with imi'I'IriaIjIS.
The value of these coins gradually declined owing to the impurity of tlie metal
and in 1410 the pieces were only worth
one half of the early issues.
Impression. The entire design on both
obverse and revei\se of a coin.
The
word is also used to denote a reproduction
of a coin in paper, wax, plaster, etc.
Inchquin Money. A series of necessity
Hione.\- issued in 1642 by Lord InclKpiin,
\' ice-president of Munster.
the

They consist of the Pistole aiul doidilePistole in gold, ami Crowns, half-Crowns,
nine Pence, six Pence, Groats,
in silver.
See British
NumisiiKilir Joiiniiil (ii. 333-341).
Shillings,

and three Pence

[11 -]

;

Incuse Coins

Irmilik

A

Incuse Coins.

iiaiiu-

to

^iveii

siu-h

obverse or reverse
On early Greek eoiiis the
t.vi)es in intaglio.
desifrn often ai)i)ears raised on one side,
while on the otlier side it is sunk.oi' its place
The
taken hy a more or less crude punch.
efirly incuse coins of Magna (iraecia usually
present the obverse tyi)e in intaglio on the
reverse.
The same is the case with certain
mis-strikes of a later period where a similar
ert'ect luis been produced, because the coin,
ill the hurry of striking, has remained in
the tile and has then left its own impress on
the succci'diiig blank or ttan.
coins as

|)res('iit

tlieir

Indian Head Cent. The jiopular name
for the small cent introduced in the United
States coinage in 1858 and struck until
1909.
Tlie earlier issues were in nickel,

and

in

1863 bronze was substituted.

Indio.
value of

A

silver

thirty-three

Reis,

issued

in

Fernandes
en," and

the

Sec

(p. 116).

Infortiati.

A term
applied

meaning "to strengthin

a general

way

to

coins of a thick and heavy fabric to distinguish them from those of a lighter and
thinner type.
It is used specially for the Deiiaro of
Lueea, current in the twelfth century, to
avoid the confusing of this coin with the
Denaro Nuovo of the same period. The
latter was of thinner fabric and was also
known as the Ijucchese Nuovo.

Ingot. An amorphous ma.ss of gold, silor other metal cast in a mold and
stamped with some device to pass for currency.
Silver ingots are known of the
(ireek ])eriod and both gold and silver of
the Roman lOmpire.
Copper ingots occur
ill the inoney of Java, silver ones in .Jai)an,
ver,

the (piality

The name has been recognized

since the

sixteenth century, for Stanyhurst, in his
tran.slation of Virgil's ^J^neid, 1583 (i.),
says, "he |)oincted, where the vnknowne
ingots of gonld and siluer abounded."

See

Yuan

and

cpiantity of the deposit

it was called. Inspection
Note, was a legal tender for all purposes
in the county wherein it was issued, and
the holders possessed the right of olitaining
at any time from the storehouses the
amount of tobacco which the face of the
note called for. This currency suiierseded
that of the staple, which was then declared
no longer to be a legal tender.

Interimsthaler.
The name given to a
silver coin struck at iMagdeburg
in 1550 and 1551, during the temporary
declarations of peace between the contesting Protestant and Roman Catholic factions.
It has on one side the baptism of the
Savior, and on the reverse tiie figures of
Christ and a triple-headed monster.
One
head is that of an angel, the second bears
the Pajial tiara, and the third a fool's cap.

satirical

Ionian League.
Iriden.

Irlandes

etc.

Ingot Money.

A peculiar currency
founded upon tobacco valuations.
It was introduced in the Province
of Maryland in 1763, and still existed to
a limited extent at tiie beginning of the
nineteenth century. The system was akin
to and based ujioii that which had existed
for some years previou.sly in Virginia,
where it bore the name, yet more expressive, of Tobacco Notes.
The staple was
placed by the producer or owner in the
public warehouses for his county, was duly
inspected and branded by the proper officer, who gave for it a reccijit, s]iecifyiiig
Inspection Note.

of jiaper,

this receipt, or, as

Portuguese coin of the

latter jiart of the fifteenth century.

Inscription.
The letters or words written across the field of a coin, or upon any
figure in the device.
Sec Legend.

Pao, Shoe and

Syccc.

Inpierans Golt is gold with a considerable anioiint of alloy.
It is referred to
archives of P'rankfort a.M. of 1430.
in
See Paul .Iose|)li (p. 172).

[1

Scr League Coinage.

Src Regenbogenschiissel.

d'Argent.

Ruding

states that at the Parliament

at

(i.

'278)

Droglieda

in 1460 it was enacted that "a propiM- coin
separate from the coin of England, was
with more conveuieiice agreed to be had in
Ireland," and among the jiroposcd coins
was one "of half <|narter of an ounce troy
weight, on which shall be imprinted on
one side a lion, and on the otlier side a
crown, called an Irlandes d'Argent. to
pass for the value of one ]ienny sterling."

Irmilik.

See Medjidie.

Ir

Coir

Itzi

Bu

Iron Coins.
There is a tradition that
Lycurgus banished urokl and silver from
Sparta, and compelled the Lacedaemonians
to use small iron bars as money, and pro-

in 1915 on account of the scarcity of copper.
See Kriegsfiinfer.

claimed it to be the only legal tender.
These bars or spits received the name of

Isabelina.
The luime given to the gold
coins of Isabella II of Spain.

d.is/.iuxo'..

At Tegea, Argos, and perhaps Heraea,
was used in tlie fourth century B.C.,
and their types are similar to tliose of the
silver coins of the same localities.
Iron money was employed in China
during the Liang dynasty, A.D. 502-556,
but was discarded in the latter year when
the Teh 'en dynasty came into power. An
iron four Mon piece was issued in Japan
in 1863, and iron coins were also struck
by the feudal lords (Daimios) of Japan
iron

for exclusive use in tlieir

own dominions.

According to Schroeder (p. 47) iron
coins were issued for Auuam as early as
A.D. 401.

The most recent coinages in iron are the
five and ten Pfennig pieces issued

German

Isabella.
The jiopular name for the
gold coin of 100 Reales struck by Queen
Isabella II of Spain pursuant to an act
of June 26. 1864.

Isabella Quarter. The jiopular name for
a (juarter Dollar of the United States, issued only in 1893. It bears on the obverse
a bust of Isabella, Queen of Spain, who
gave assistance to Columbus.

A

Isargold Dukat.
gold coin of Bavaria
issued in 1830 and which receives its name
from the fact that the metal was obtained
from washings in the river Isar. See Ausbeutemiinzen.
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Itzi

Bu.

See Bu.

"

Jane

Jack

Evidently the name of an early
liclil
at
as at a Parliament
Drofrheda, 1460, for the reformation of the
Irish eoinatre, it was decreed amonfr otheimeasures that "the eoin called the Jack
>Scr
be hereafter of no value and void."

Jakobsthaler.

Jack.

Irish

coin,

Rudin-

(i.

278).

A

name

for the
Enjrlish
of this term can be
traced to the beginning of the eighteenth
century; later the name \va.s applied to
card counters, resembling in size and appearance Sovereigns and half Sovereigns.

Jack.

slan^r

The

FarthinfT.

Jacobsthaler.

Jacobus.

u.se

iS^ee

Jakobsthaler.

The popular but not

official

It
for the Fnite of James I (q.v.).
was retained as late as the nineteenth century, as ]Macaulay uses it iu liis History of

name

England, 1855
Jacquesa.
Jafari,

oi-

(iii.

585).

See Jaquesa.
Jafri.

A name

given to the

liuprc or silver Fanam of Mysore
by Tipu Sultan, in 1786, when he adopted
his new system of reckoning, based f)n tlie
Muludi, i.f.. dating from the birtii of the
Prophet. The coin is so called after Jafar
eigiitii

Sadik, the sixth Imam.

A Russian silver eoin menAdam Olearius, in his Tnirch
He
Amhiissiiilors. 1636 (p. 97).

Jafimske.
tioned
of the

liv

that the Russians a])pl.v this name
to the Rixdollar, and a.ssumes it to be a
corrujitio)! of .Inachimsthaler.

.states

Jagdthaler.
A silver coin of Bohemia
struck by the Emperor Ferdinand II in
1626, from designs by Hans Rieger, of
Breslau. It has on the reverse a city view
and the Emperor on horseback riding to
the chase, accompanied by a huntsman ami

two dogs.
Jager. A
parts of the

coin issued in many
Countries, but especially
Groningen, in the latter part of the fifIt is sometimes known as
teenth century.
SVc van der
the Halve Braspenning.
Cliijs {pasxim), and for the early dated
specimens, Frey.
ba.se silver

Low

The name given to
in 16:!:) and

tain silver coins struck
1)\-

Duke Frederick

Wolfciibiittel

the St.

fi'oni

Jakob mine

cer16:]I

Ulrich of Brunswick
metal obtained from
at

Ijautenthal.

They

bear a figure of Jacob, the patron saint, in
jiilgrim's costume, and a view of the town
of Lautenthal. The pieces were struck not
oidy as sim])le Thaler, but also as doubles

and

sextujiles.

Ruding (i. 187) .states that in the
Ocntlentan's MiKjazine for 1812 (p. :i:il)
there is a communication from Dr. Pegge,
who imagined that he had discovered the
gold Penny of Henry III in a Jewish document under the name of .Faku. This he
considers as eipiivalent to pure or sterling.
The .lews, he .sa.vs, "used Denarim and
-Jaku, just in the same manner as the Christians applied their words Denarius and
Sterlingus.
Jaku.

Anotiier name for the square
Jalalah.
Rupee struck by Akbar, Emperf)r of Iliti-

dustan and his successors.

See Sihansah.

Jamls Kori. See Kori.
Jamodi. See Pice.
Jampal. iSVr D.iampel.
Janauschek Thaler. The name given to
the silver Thalei' ami double with the head
of Frankofurtia, designed by A. von Nordheim, and struck for the city of Fi-ankfort
a.M. in 1857 and later.
Joseph and Fellncr in their work on the
coins of this city

(No. 1265) state that
the actress, is .said to
have served as the model, and they ad<l

Fanny Janauschek,

that at one time this Thaler and doulilc
Thaler were sold in the United States at
high prices under the name of Rothschild
Love Dollars, and the public were informed that the figure re|)i'esented a mistress of Rothschild.

Jane. This word is probably a corruption of Genoese, and it was applied to a
coin of very inferior metal brought to P]ngland b,\- traders from (ienoa.
Spenser, Faerie Queene (iii. 7. 58), says:
"Because I would not give her many a

Jane."

[1 1.-,]

'

Joe

Januini
Januini, or Genuini.
The name p:iven
Denarii struck in Genoa.
Du Cange
cites ordinances showing that the term
was used in 1240 and 1278.

the "Beshlik here means five Ghrusli, and
not five Para, and the coin was issued at
the low weight of 410 instead of 1000
grains.

Jaquesa, or Jacquesa. A copper coin of
wliicli probably received its name
from Jacca or Xaca, the old capital of
Arafifon.
It is referred to in ordinances
of the fourteenth century, but Engel and
Serrure (ii. 824) state that it was originally struck bv Sanzio Ramirez I
(1063-

Jilaleh.
A silver coin of a square form
and equal to the Ru]>ee in value. Its first
appearance is in the reign of Akbar (A. II.
963-1014), one of the Moghul emperors of
Hindustan.
Jingle Boy. An English slang term for
a gold or silver coin, and specifically for a

1094).

Guinea.

to

'

S|)aiu

Jaquesa or Lira Aragonese
was a money of account used in Spain at
the beginning of the nineteentli century
and was computed at ten Reales.
Jarimlik.
See Yigirmlik.
Jaunet.
A French nickname for any

Thomas Dav, in his plav. The Beggar of
liednaU Green. 1600 (v.)," has: "Come, old
fellow, bring thy white Bears to the Stake,
and thy yellow gingle boys to the Bull-

gold coin in allusion to

Jitney. Originally a token or counter of
about the size of the current nickel five
Cent piece of the United States, and later
the name was applied to the coin itself.
The term is now generally used in connection with the normal fare for trans-

Lira

Tiie

its

ring."

Jingo Kaiho.

color.

Jeneuoser, or Jenuersch, are gold coins
referred to in ordinances of Frankfort
a.M. during the years 14U9 and 1430. The
coin is probably the Genovino.
See Paul
Joseph (III). 130, 172).
Jermelik.

portation within town limits.
Jiu Ni Zene. The twelve ancient Sen of
Japan. They are as follows:

See Yigirmlik.

Thaler.

Jesus

See

Schmalkaldischer

Buiulesthaler.

A

counter which can be traced
in France to the tliirteenth century.
Some
of the earliest types bear the inscription
"de la chambre des comptes," and later
issues have portraits,
fleurs de lis, the
makers' names, etc.
The name is derived from the verb
"Jeter" to throw, to cast. The j)ieces originally served the same purpose as the
Kcclicnpfennige (</.('.).
They were fir.st
struck in copper, brass, and other base
metals, but at a later period when tiiey
were intended as gifts, they were freJeton.

teeiitli

.J.

6.
7.

(if

till'

JIaliniiiil

nidlir

II.

()t

Ionian

states

Sei-ies,

ii.

Nyiicld .limpo

ii.

.ToKwan

Eiho

KamiPi'i Tailio

"

"
"

"
"

"

"
"

"

"

••

"

"

"

"

10.
11.

Kngi Tsiiho

••

••

lli.

Kcu^i'ii Tiiilio

"

"

8:55

848
8.59

870
890
907
9.58

"
"
"
"
"
"
*'

See Thaler.

(1410-141.5).

A silver coin of Jever
struck by the Duchess Maria (1.517-1.'>7ri).
It takes its name from -lodocus, the jiatron
saint, who is figured in armor and holding
a flag in liis right hand. Sec JMadai (173S).
Jodocus Thaler.

The common designation
Joe.
gold .loaniies of Portugal (q.i'.).

that
[

5.

XXTl

(Numis182)

Eilio

Jimpo
Sliowa Shoho
Chonen Tailio

in

"

Joanninus.
This term was originally
applied to the money issiun! at Rhodes by
the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, and
later to the Grossi struck bv Pope John

fif-

A silver necessity
Empire i.ssued under

Lane-Poole

Chroiiich, 3d

Kailio

It.vuhci
Fiijii

708 A.D.
760 "
705 "
"
" 796
'*
818 '*

I.ssueil

Joannes. A gold coin of Portugal, fii'st
issued in 1722 under John V from which
ruler it obtains it name.
Conf. Dobra;
and for an account of its underrating see
Chalmers (pp. 82, 396).

Jetton.
coin

Jinjxo

Joachimsthaler.

Jettal, or Settle.
A money of account
formerly used in Kanara and other parts
of Madras, and computed at 48 to the
PaL'oda.
Sec Noback (p. 193).

See Jeton.
Jihadiyeh Beshlik.

Wailo Kaiho

Mannpn Tsuho

o.

made of silver and gold.
Tournay was one of the chief manufacof Jetons during the
and sixteentii centuries.

1.

2.
4.

(juently

turing |)]aces

See Jiu Ni Zene.

1

IC]

f<ir

the

Jux

Joe

A

Joe.
],so;»

Joi'

papor ournMicy

was

issued

about

and Dcmci-ara. Tlic
to twonty-two Hi-ilisli

Essi'i|uil)(i

I'or

(Miuivaleiit

Guilders.

A

Joey.
si

her lour

Jogwan

iiii-kiiaino jrivou to

ISee

I'ence.

Eiho.

Srr

the Hn^rlisli

Britannia Groat.

.Tiu

Judenmedaillen. This term is ajiplied
and silvei- medals which
were the prod\ict of Jewish goldsmiths of
Prague in the early part of the seventeenth
century.
They are cast and then reengraved to give them the a|)pearauce of
having been made about two hundred
to a class of gold

\ears earlier.

Ni Zine.

See Zahrali.

Jora.

Jubilee

and

eoniineniorate
((jueen

the

in

issuo in

tit'tieth

Tlieso coins bear
f>;old

life

an eifigy of the Queen
by Sir Ed^'ar Boebm.

pieces consist of the five Pound
Sovereifrn, Sovereign, and

The largest of the
Crown.

half Sovereij;'!!.
coins was the

Jubileums Thaler.
sti'uck, as tiie

silver

A

commemorative

name

indicates, for a
They are also

jubilee,

ainiiversary, etc.

known

as

Denkmiinzen

or

Gediiehtnis-

miinzen.

There are a number issued on the centennials of the Aug.sburp: Confession, 1530,
1630, 1730, and 1830; and in 175.5 Frederick III, Duke of Saxe-Gotha, struck a
Thaler on the peace of the religions. See
Madai (4013). In Holland similar pieces
have been issued known as Gedenkpennige.

Judenkopfgroschen, or Judenkopfe. A
nickname given to certain Groschen struck
by Frederick II and William III of Meissen in the latter part of the fifteenth century. The bearded head with the peculiar
pointed hat on the reverse of these coins,
which constitutes one of the ornaments in
the IMeissen armoi'ial bearings, was taken
by the populace as resembling a .Jew's portrait.
Other nickiuunes for the same pieces
are Bartgroschen and Judenhiite.

]iort raits

France,

Emperor

I,

of

the

etc.

Judenpfennige.

<rold

in

double

pieei\

coin,

liotli

1SS7 to
anniversary of

Knii'laiid

N'ietoi'ia's reig'u.

modelled from

The

An

Money.

silver siruek

Maximilian

The obverses bear

VI

of Charles

The name given

to

a

of counterfeit coiiper coins which
originated in Fi-atd\fort a.M. in 1703, and
were contimied until 1822.
Joseph and Fcllner in their history of
the coinage of this city give a list of these
unauthorized pieces (Nos. lf)i)()-2()()4). The
issues from 1703 to 1807 are stamped 1
Theler; in 180<) appeared the 1 Atribuo,
and in 1818 the one (piarter Ilalbag. These
are all rated at the value of one Pfennig.
See also Spink (.\i. 128) for an exhaustive treatise on the subject.
series

Jugate.

Placed side by side;
See Bajoirc.

i.e.,

ac-

eolated or accolled.

Juik, Juk, or Jux.
A former Turki.sh
mone.v of account computed at 100,000 Aspers, and in some localities at twelve Bentel

iq.v.).

Julier.
The
(iiulio (q.v.).

Juliusloser.

Jun

Swiss poimlar name for the

See Loserthaler.

See

Pei.

Chun

Pei.

A

gold coin of Portugal issued
by Joannes II (1481-1495) which had a
value of about si.K hundred Reis. The device on one side is the armorial shield, and
oh the other the King seated on a throne
or standing before it, with the motto ivstvs
VT paIjMA plorehit, fi-om which inscription
the coin obtained its name. There is a corJusto.

responding half, known as Espadim

[117]

Jux.

See Juik.

(q.v.).

"

'

Kanna Drick

Kabean

K
Kabean.

money used

The name given
in

to a

form of

Tenasserim, a former prov-

ince of Siam and later of Burma.
Tlie
coins consist of a mixture of lead and tin.
R. C. Temple, in the Indiini Antiquarij,
VMYl (p. 51), states that 40 Kabean are

Kaisergroschen.
A common name for
the silver pieces of three Kreuzer, struck
in Austria, Silesia, etc.
They bore on the
obverse the bust of the Emjieror and were
computed at thirty to the Reichsthaler, or
twenty to the Gulden.

equal to one Madras Rupee, and 88 are
equal to a Spanish Dollar. 8ee Ganza.

Kabir, also variously kuown as Caveer,
Kaliukt,
and Rnckseha.
An Arabian
money of account computed at one eightieth of the Piastre.
It was formerly extensivelv emploved at Mocha. See Noback
"

(pp. 67S-67fl).

Kaczen Gulden.
Kasperlein.

See Kasperle.

See Cawne.

Kahapana.

(q.r.).

to

See Pana.

An obsolete Scotch term
small base coin made by tinkers.
Caird or Kaird means a tinker, and the
Kaird Turner.

is common to Aberdeenshire.
Spalding, History of Scotland, 1792 (i.
197), says: "The Kaird turners [were]
discharged, as false cninzes.

name

.

Kala. A silver coin of India and equal
one sixteenth of a Rupee. See Sihansah.

Kalenderthaler.

by

A

Sendo issued
commemorate

silver

Gregory XIII

I'lipe

to

Kaltis. An early Indian coin mentioned
by the Greeks. Cunningham (p. 2) says,
"the Kaltis I take to be a gold Hun of
the weight of a Kalutti seed, about fifty

grains.

'

Kammerherrenthaler. This word signia Chamberlain, and the name is given

fies

Prussian Thaler of Frederick William III, struck in 1816, on which the inscription reads k. v. preuss. instead of
KOENiG VON PREUSSEN.
A Chamberlain
named von Preuss was at the royal court
to the

in that year.

for a

.

See Dreikaiserthaler.

Another name for the Voclri

Kakini.

the imi)rovemcnt in the calendar. It bears
the insci'ipti((n .\nno restitvto mdlxxxh.

See Katzen Gulden.

Kagami Sen, or "Mirror" Sen. The
Jai)auese name for a form of counter resembling' the old ronnd Sen, but heavier
and flat on one side. The designs on these
are largely floral. Another name was Ana
Ichi Sen.
Kahan.

Kaiserthaler.

Kampei Taiho. Sec Jiu Ni
which

is

Zene.

An

Kamsa.

early Ceylon copper coin
frequently referred to by Sinha-

lese writers.

Kangtang.

See Davids

(sec.

The name given

12).
to a variety

.

Kairien.
A name given to certain base
gdld coins of Egypt. The Kairie Hashireh
was valued at ten Piastres and the Kairie
Ilashreen at twentv Piastres.
Thev were
introduced A. II. I'i;j5 or A.I). 18;19."

Kaisar.

October

named

9,

A

proclamation of Elizabeth, of
states "that the crowns

l.^On,

I?urguiidians,

Kaisars,

or

French
and
and

of the Chinese temple money, struck about
the sixteenth century.
IMillies (p. 38) states that this money

was coi)ied in Java and received the name
of Ketcng, and Netcher gives it a valuation of one fifth of the Gobog (q.v.).
Kani.

See Tankah.

Drick. A token struck both oval
and octagonal and issued for the miners

Kanna

the

"Cap

of

the

six shillings
f((ur pence, should go for six shillings

of

no more." .SVr Ruding (i. :5:!S). The reference is probably to the lirabantine Zonnekroon, struck in 1544 ((/.v.).

is a Swedish licpiid
was presumably exchangeable for a quantity of some beverage.

Crowns, then cui-rent at

Trollliiittan

Witch")

[1 18]

in

(i.e..

The Kanna
measure and the token

West Gothland.

Kantem

Katzen Gulden

A

Kantem.

eoppei-

vinn

ol'

nen Thaler, because it represented the price
of admission to tlie Kasperle Theater, a
kind of "Punch and Judy" show, jiopidar
in Vienna.
The Swiss use Chasperli as an
equivalent.
llebel. in his Ah iiKiiinischr (Irdichtr (iii.
142, 149, etc.), mentions "Ein Kiisperlein."

IJii!-.';!!'!;!.

See Stotiiika.

Kapang.

Scr Kepeiifr.

Karkadona, Greek, Kapy.aSova. According' t(i Suidas, tliis was another name for
the Danakr nv Charon's Ohol {q.v.).
Karl d'Or.

KarKno.

^Ve Carl d'Or.

Kassenmannchen.

See Carlino.

Kar-ma-nga.
A Tibetan cciin of
III' two Annas.
See Taii^-ka.

the

value

A

The small bust would acc(i\int Utr the
of "Miinnchen," and the first
part of the name is ]irobal)ly due to the

<?old coin

Karolus Gulden.

derivatiitn

fact that the majority of the coins were
used to liquidate small payments in the
state treasury.
See Driittainer.

See Carolns.

The name

Karsha, or Karshapana.

Kassenthaler.

nf

Kas.

A

copi)er coin issued

by Denmark

V

{*167()-l(i99)

Chuckram. On the modern coinage the
word is written in English "Cash."
In the Mysore coinage under Kri.shna
Raja Udaiyar (1799-1868) the word Kasu
followed by a numeral is frequently met

It was similar
Tran(iuebar.
to the Caclie (q.v.), issued by France for

to

its

184"),

f(n-

colonial po.ssessions.

are nndtiples of two, four, and
ten Kas j)ieces, and many minor varieties,
for a full account of which see Bergsoe,
Trunk flxir-Monter, 1895 (passim).
Tliei'c

with

similarly, in the coinage of Madras,
the Fels is divided into twenty Kas, the
latter word being another form of Kasu.
See Pagoda, and conf. Elliot (p. 59).

A

Kas, or Kash.
small copper coin of
.Southern India, corresjionding to tiie Cache
and the Kasu (q.v.).
The Dutch and
Danes .struck it in midtiples as higli as fifty
Kaslias for their po.ssessions. See Faluce.

;

Kateryn.

An

obsolete

form of writing

Quatti'ino (q.v.).

The name given
by Katharina,
the widow of F'rederick, Margrave of Meissen
(deceased 1428), as guardian and
trustee for her sons Frederick II and William III. They have in the inscrijjtion the
three initials, K.F.W.
Katharineng^oschen.

to certain silver coins issued

Kasbegi, also named Pid, and Qaz. A
coiiper coin of Persia of the Sufi or Safi
d\'nastv, and valued at one fourth of a
P.i.sti.

The name Kasbegi is not inscribed on
these coins, but instead of this occurs the
Arabic word Falus, the plural of Fels,
which is siip]iosed to be a corruption of
the Latin Follis, just as the Persian denomination of Pid, applied to the same species of coin, seems to be derived
from

Katib.

Sec Kutb.

Kattersinken. A name which occurs in
Adam Berg's New Miinzbueh, 1597, to designate small base silver Bohemian coins of
the sixteenth century.
He states that six
were ecpial to a Kreuzer l)ut does not give
the etymology of the term.

Obolus.

Under Nasir al din (A.II. 1264-1:314) the
Kasbegi was made the one tenth of the
Sliaiit, and ecpial to the Turkish Para.
Srr
Fonrobert (4805 et seq.).
Kasperle.
An Austrian nickname for
the cue fourth Brabanter Thaler or Kio[

See Ca.ssa Thaler.

Kasu. A Kanarese woi-d called by Europeans "cash." This (U'nomiuation is applied to the small cojjper issues of Travancore, sixteen
of them being ecpud to a

both a silver and a cop]ier denomination
in the eoinafie of ancient India.
Sec Pana.

from the reign of Christian

nii-knanie used in

Silbei'gi-oschen.

somewliat hirjrer
tlian the Dueat, introduced in 17:!"2 by
Karl Piiilip, Elector of the Palatinate, and
co])ied in Bavaria, Wiirttembertj, Baden,
Hessen, etc. Src Carolin.
Karolin.

A

Westphalia and the l-ihine Provinces for
the Prussian piece of two and one half

A gold coin referred
archives of Frankfort a.l\I. of 1430,
but wliich has not been identified.
It is
sometimes written Kaczen (iidden.
See
Paul Jo.seph (pp. 91, 172).
Katzen Gulden.

to

1

lit]

in

Kharf

Katzengulden
Katzengulden. A nickname fiiven to the
early silver coins of Ueborlinjien in tlie
Dnchy of Snabia. The armorial bearings
consist of a silver lion on a red field, and
this desig:n when figured on the coinage
resembled a cat.
mint was established
lii'ri> (luring the thirteenth eentnry.

A

Kazmi. A name given to the one sixRupee or silvei- half Fanam of
Mysore, by Tipn Sultan, in 1786, when he
teenth

Kepeng, Keping, Kapang, or Kupang.
The name of a copper coin used throughout the Malay States, and reckoned at the
four hundredth part of a Spanish Dollar.
The word is of Malay origin and means a
bit or piece.
See Netscher and v.d. Chijs
ipfissini) and Pitje (infm).
Keration. Another name for the Siliqua,
which

see.

Kerma, Greek,

K£p|j.a,

dimin.

Kepij.a-iov,

adopted his new system of reckoning, based
on the Mnhidi, i.e., dating from the birtli

was used to designate any monetary fraction, a very small coin.

of the Pro])het. The coin is so called after
Musa Kazim, the seventh Imam.

Kersa.
name (Kepaa, Kepaaiov,
Kopatov) found in Hesychius to designate
an Asiatic coin.

Kebar.
Abyssinian iu-ads nsed for
money. Sec Kharf.
Kedjer. A Javanese money of account
of the value of one sixteenth Real.
See
Pitje.

Kehlpfennig, or Kelpenning, are terms
found in the luimismatic archiv(>s of Brandenburg during the Middle
Ages.
It has not been determined what
frequently

varieties of coins are referred

name, but

to

bj-

this

as.snmed that they are Bracteates or Hohlpfennige (q.v.).
Conf. also
Okelpenning and see Zeitschrift fiir NuiiilsiiKilik. V.K)8
(196).
Keiat.
Tlie name given to the silver
Rupee with the figure of a peacock, struck
for Burma in 1852.
There are divisions
of halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths.
it is

Keizerskroon.

See Zonnekroon.
Kelchthaler.
A silver coin of Zurich,
struck in l.)'2(\. The name means "Chalice
Thaler," and it is bestowed on this piece
because the metal used in its composition
was furnished by the churches.

Kelpenning. See Kehl|)fcnnig.
Kenderi. The Dutch ecpiivalent of Candarcen (q.i'.). The Kenderi Perak is a silver coin of the Malay Peninsula. See
Pitje,

Kengen Taiho.

See Jiu Ni Zene.
Another name for the Gobog

Kentel.
(r/.r.),

a

variety of the temjile

money

of

Java.

Kentucky Cent.
brcausc the

Icltc'i'

This coin

K

is

Oil

is so called
the uppermost

The token was
probably struck in Kugland after June 1,
17!)2, the date nl' this State's admi.ssion to
the Union.
of the ]iryaiiiid of stars.

A

Keser.
See P.cutel.

A

Turkish

money

of account.

A Hebrew word meaning

Kesitah.

a

lamb; it is translated as "a piece of
money, due probably to the fact that the
weight was made in that form. See Job
(xlii. 11), Genesis (xxxiii. 19), and Joshua
'

'

(xxiv. 32).

The name formerh' given to the
Dollar or Piastre at Nubia, Kordofan, etc.
The money of account is based
on the ounce of gold which was valued at
sixteen Spanish Dollars, called Puma or
Wokye.
Half that amount was NosfWok.\e, and the quarter, or four Dollars,
was known as a Miscal (q.v.). The names
were retained in accounts, although the
actual value of an ounce of gold frequently
exceeded sixteen Piastres. See Noback (p.
761).
Keteng. See Kangtang and Gobog.

Kesme.

S])aiiisii

Ketip.

The Malay and Javanese name

for the current silver ten Cent piece of the

Netherlands.

Kha-Kang.

A

Tibetan coin of the value

Anna. See Tang-ka.
Khap-chhe.
A Tibetan coin of
value of half an Anna. See Tang-ka.
of one

A

the

string of beads, used as money
Abyssinia. This currency
is described in detail by A. Thomson D'
Abbadic, ill the Numiswafic Chronicle
(vol. ii. 18:ii)-lS40).
He states that the
string consists of 120 beads, called Kharaz;
three of the i)eatls form a Kebar. and forty
Keliar a Kharf.
The Kharaz are carried
in bags, or tied up in the corner of a cloth.
They are marked by a little dark brown

Kharf.

ill

[1 20]

some

jiarts of

Kharrubeh

Kinsatsu

ami vary

riiiji'

soveu

one

Mitlikal, or
(or one sixteenth)
<rraiiis of eoi'ii
namely, as tlie
to the Dirheni, i.r., 10
7
24
As a eoin, a subdivision of tlie

the Tclutu dynasty, about ]i.('. 1100.
Tlu^ Emperor \Vang-."\Iang (A.D. !t-2:])
re-estaiilished it, with a value of ten thou.sand Chien.
See. C'hin.

ciiiials

lliii-kncss

'I'lic

(iiic

t'ijrlili't'iith

eijnals

.'!

I'l-diu

firairi

t\v('iit\'-fourtli

Dirlicni

|

Dinar is
16* ;;].
Bezant of Cyprus; and a small gold coin
struck on Lentil (Holy) Thursday e(|nal
to one twentieth Dinar.
Kharub, oi- Caroub. Originally a billon
coin of 'I'nnis of the value of half an Asjier.
:

Under Abd-el-Jledscliid,
was struck in eo|i|)er, but

:

:

:

i.r..

after 18:}9,

iv^tained the

it

same

Khizri, or Kizri.
A name piiven to the
one thirty-second Rupee, or silver half
Anna of Mysore, by Tipu Sultan, in 17S6,
vvlien he adopted his new system of reckoning:, based on the JMuhidi,
i.e., dating
from the birth of the Prophet. The coin
is so called after Khwaja Khizr, a prophet.

Khodabandi.

A

Khori.

Scf Mahmudi.

billon coin

of

evidentlj' a variety of the

but struck in baser
(p. 13).

Kiao

Armenia.

Tram

It

{q.^>.),

See Langlois

An Engli.sh dialect term
of the eighteenth century.
to Cuml>erlan(lshire.

King George.
a half Penny

foi'
It

is

common

lialpli,

has

tlK>

Misrrlliiueoii.^

ni.v

1747

I'tiriiix,

{!>6),

following lines:

forllllip-tflli'f

Anil

Ii'ntel.v

twoa guld

King Shih

Pi.

coin

Khif,'

about,

(Iwi-orccs

Sre Bridge

I

powt

out,"

I\Ione\-.

King's Picture, The.

An obsolete Engterm for money in general. It
is mentioned by W. Carr" in The
Dialect
of Craven, in the West Riding of the
Count If of Yorkshire, 1828.
King's Silver.
According to "Wharton,
Law Lexicon, 1864, this was "the money
which was paid to the King, in the Court
of Common Pleas, for a license granted to
lish dialect

a man to levy a fine of laiuls, tenements,
or hereditaments, to another person
and
this

must have been compounded, according

to the

Srr Bridge Mone.y.

eai'ly ("hinese name for
issued l)y private concerns.
It means " Ciiangelings. "
At a later date
tliese notes were called Chih-tsi or "Evi-

Kiao-tze.

]iaper

recorded to have been used during

is

;

silver.

_

Pi.

It

".\

value.

is

A

of the kliarnib

Kharrubeh.
tro<>

four to

Kin.
Chinese weigiit, the ])ound,
\vhich is applied to a cube of gold, each
side of which was about an incli s(|uare.

in

iiiilliinctrcs.

'I'he

money

dences."
Kia-tseh-ma.
A ('liiiicse word for the
so called weight money of peculiar sluipe
used in China from the seventh to tlie
fourth centuries H.C.
Its literal ti'anslation is "slip weight money."
Kibear,
or
Kebar.
An Aliyssinian

oflfice,

value of the land, in the alienation
before the fine would have passed."

Kin Kwan.

money

Early Japanese gold ring

(q.v.).

Kinsatsu.

A name

given

to

.Japanese

paper currenc}', or "money cards," issued
May 15, 1868. For centuries liefore, every
great daimio had issued ]iai)er mone\- current only in his han.
When the Mikado
was restored to power and the government
reorganized, it followed the example of the

daimios and issued .scrip in various denominations.
The cards were oblong in
money of account, consisting of beads, and shape, but varied in size; two thirds of
the length bore an ornamental frame conrepresenting one tentii of the Para.
See
taining the value, and the remaining third
Wakea and Kharf.
resembled a coupon, being the two ramjiant
Kiennes. Srr Chienes.
dragons with tails crossed and enclosing an
Kikkabos.
Another pojiular name in
inscription denoting the issuing oilRce.
ancient times for Charon's Oliol {(/.v.).
The previous paper currency consisted of
Eight Kiy./.2^oi were sujiposed to ecpuil the
Ilansatsu,
of which there are a innnlier of
*rtoO'.a
iq.v.), and were
therefore
the
varieties since 1694 and which were resmallest of the so-called Charon's Obols.
deemed for the Kinsatsu, at the rate of
Kikkar. The Semitic name for the Talone Yen for one Rio; tho.se having a value
ent {/I.r.).
of one half or one (piarter Koban were
Kilkenny Crown. Srr Rebel Money.
called Hayaki and tliose valued at fortyKimmeridge Coal Money. Srr Coal.
eight copper Mon were named Zeni.
[1 21]
;

;

Kippermiinzen

Knife

Kippermiinzen.

A

name given

to clipped

coins wiiieli eireiilated extensivelj- in many
parts of German.-^- at tlie beginning of the
seventeenth eentniy and the same term
was applied to the deliased enrreney issued
;

from 1621 to 162:3.
Thus Ki])perz\v61fer

for Corvey,
Maasfeld, etc.
Kipper-21-er for Lippe
Kipper-24-er for Brandenburg, Reuss, etc.
exist

;

The one twentieth

Kirat.

of

tlie

legal

Dinar and tlie one fourteenth of tlie legal
Dirhem, but in practice its relation varies
one twenty-fourth,
and one twentieth Dinar, and one sixteenth, one twelfth, one (juarter, and under
the t'atimis, one half Dirhem; but this was
a gold coin Kirat which is pr(jperly equal
In 599, under El'to one half Dirhem.
Adil, eleven eniirv Kirats were equal to
one Diiuir.
The Kirat is equal to five
Habbehs, fifteen Kirats to the Buwei"yh.v
Dirhem, and twenty to the Imamy.
The Kirat was the smallest of all the
former copper coins of Morocco, being
e<pial in value to one fourth of the Fels.
greatly,

Kirchenpfennige.

iSVe

Church Tokens.

A

Kiri Kodama.
word meaning cut
cr\stai jewels or gems, and applied to a
variety of beads, supposed to have been
used as a primitive money in Japan. See

Munro

5).

(]).

Klappmiitzenthaler. A name given to a
(luldengroschen which was
issued by the Elector Frederick III of
Saxony in conjunction with the Dukes .John
and Albrecht pursuant to the mint regulavai'iety of the

tions of May
the name of
brecht.

Kistophoros

(pi.

Kiaxotfopoi.)

.

See Cis-

.

Kitharephoroi

((ir.

KiOap-rj^opoi).

.

.

Klinkhaert.

See Clinckaert.

sity.

The et>molog3'

from the
or to cut with a
shears.
Some of the early braeteates present the apyiearance of having been cut with
a pair of sci.ssors, and Christian 11 of Denmark resorted to the practice early in the
sixteenth century to such an extent that
he received the nickname Kong Klipping.
is

Swedish KUppu, to

probably

clip,

Klotergeld. J. ten Doornkaat Koolmau,
iiis
Wortcrhiich
der 0.s-///vV\</.sT/(r»
Spraehe, 1882, defines this as small jingin

money.
The words "Kloter" and
"Kleuter" mean to jingle or to ring, and
the Dutch have a similar name, viz., Kleu-

ling

Klomp.

")()()

A

Kitze.

('hien.

Turkish

money

of

account.

Heut^^l.

Kiu-Ma.

money used

A
in

Chinese word for weight
from the seventh to

C'iiina

the fourth centuries !'>.('.
translated saddle money.
Sf(

The word

is

Khi/.ri.
[

A

popular Dutch name for an
The word means a lump,
analogous to the German Klumpen.

ingot of gold.

and

is

Klopschelling.

Knaak.

See Statenschelling.

A

slang term for the current
silver coin of two and one half Gulden of
the Netherlands.

Knackkuchen, and Knapkoeken.
(

Kit-tao.
A vai'iety of tiie Knife money
of the Emperor Wang Mang, iind

Kizri.

in place of Al-

Klippe. A general name for coins struck
on a square, rectangular, or lozenge-shaped
planchet.
They occur in various metals
and in many instances are mone.y of neces-

Sec

liart'pliiii'i.

((j.i'.)

Srr

later issue bears

Src Khitcrgeld.

Kleutergeld.

A

Kite.
term used in commerce to designate any negotiable pa])er issued to raise
money or to oiitain credit. Maria Edgeworth, in her novel. Love and Law, 1817
(i. 1), has the phrase, "Here's bills
but even the Kites, which I can Hy as well
as any man, won't raise the wind for me."

valued at

A

tergeld.

topiioi'us.

Ci1

1500.

9,

Duke George

The name is derived from the peculiar
head-dress worn by the Dukes, aftei' the
fashion of that period.

ecjuals

it

i.e.,

Money

See

'naix'oek'.

Knife Money, or Tao, owes its origin
the |)i'actic(' of using metal knives for
purposes of exchange. Its introduction in
China cainiot readily be determined, but it
was during the period of II 'wan, about B.C.
050, that the fii-st metal token representing
a knife or sword is supposed to have been
maili'.
This mon(\v could be exchanged for
an actual weapon. For a detailed description of these coins the works of Lacouperie
aiul Kamsden shouhl be consulted; the folto
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:

Knopf zwanziger
lowiiiji

Koggerdaalder

liuwcNcr, the

iii'c,

priiicipal varie-

tips

Knife coins of Kan Tan, tlu'
ancient state of Tciiiio, before
T?.('. 40(1, and situated in what is now tlie
province of 'i'cliihli. These are very tliin
and brittle, with an elon'^ated oval at the
end of the handle.
'2.
The An-^'anji' issue of iarjic three and
four cliaract<'r Knife coins issuecl for the
state of Tsi, between the seventh and tiiird
centuries IJ.C.
8.
The IMiu<;- series issued by the city of
Minj; in the state of Tchao durin<j; the
civil wars in the third century B.C.
The
handle of these terminates in a ring.
4.
The Tsi Moh issue of the third century B.C. These can be groujied into the
Iar<!:e and small sizes.
The former con1.

Tlic Hilt

capital of

tiio

stitute about

mint or

tiiirt.v

varieties with different

Of

marks.

the smaller size
there are 16 varieties, the obverse inscription is reduced from six to five characters,
and the reverse has only one symbol instead of the usual three.
serial

5.
The Wang Mang series, taking tlieir
name from the usuri)er Wang Maug, who

reigned A.D. 9-23 and issued these coins
A.]). !)-14.
These pieces are nuich thicker
than all the preceding types and only about
half as long. Purtliermore, the ring at the
end of the handle was replaced by the
shape of a thick piece of money with a
square hole in the centre.
Wang Mang
struck two varieties, viz., pieces valued at
500 Cliien, called Kit-tao, and pieces with
gilt inscriptions, valued at 1000 ("hien, and
called Tsok-tao.

Mr. E. Torday, in a communication to
London Geographical Journal (1911),
states that "one of the most interesting
the

points

among

Bakutu of the
their use of a
conventional throwing-knife as currency.
The I'.asongo Meno also use this form of
Px'lgian

the cannibal

Kongo, Africa,

is

currency, obtaining it from the Bakutu,
who are the nuunifacturers. " Conf. also

Ramsdeu

(

pp. 10-13).

Knopfzwanziger.
Knurling.

fiee

part of the sixteenth century, and Munro
([). 190) states that "it has been surmised
that they wei'c intended for the encouragement of ti'ade with the Poi'tuguese. This
is <|uite likely, but 1 cannot tind aii>- dcliuite confirmation of it."
In 1837 there was iss\ied the Tenijxi
Koban valued at 5 Ryos, but in a few
years it was discontinued.

The yiiin Koban, meaning "New Koban," was a coin of smaller size, though
of the same value, issued in ISfiO.
The word is variously written as the
following citations indicate: In Cock's
Dinrij, Sept. 17, 1616,
he says, "I receved two bars Coban gould with ten
ichibos, of 4 to a Coban;" and A. Hamilton, in his New Account of the East Indies, 1727 (ii. 86), states that "My Friend
complimented the Doctor with five
Japon Cupangs, or fifty Dutch Dollars."
.

.

.

Kodama.

See Kiri Kodama.
Kodrantes, meaning the fourth jiart, is
the Greek ecpiivalent of the Roman Quadrans, and is translated as Farthing in St.

Matthew

(v.

26)

and

St.

Kortling.

Zwanziger.

Koban. A Japanese oval gold coin of a
similar design to the Oban (^.r.), and of
a value of one Ryo, or one tenth of the
larger coin. It was introduced in the latter
[12:

(xii.

42).

A

dimiiuitive Croschen comparts of Northern (iennany
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
There is a dated one of 1429 for
Giittingen. See Frey (No. 26).
Adam Berg, in his Neir Miimhuch, 1597,
mentions them as struck in Eimbeck, Got-

mon

to

many

tingen, Hameln, Northcim, and Hanover;
and he adds that they are .small silver
coins of the value of three Pfennige or

eighty-four to the Gulden.
The name of the coin is probably derived
from Groschen,
low-German
"Grote,"
dimiiuitive "Grotling;" and by the transI)osition of the letter r we obtain "Gortling" and finally "Kiirtling," i.e., a fractional

"Groschen."

Koggerdaalder.

A

silver coin i.ssued in

Province of Fi-iesland fi-om the beginning of the seventeenth centiirv to
about the year 1690.
The fixed value was thirty Stuivers, but
on sjiecial occasions .some issues were made
in gold of which the ordinary type was
e(piivalent to about ten Ducats, and the
the

Sec Nurling.

Mark

Kolnische Mark. See Mark.
Kopfchen. See Kopfstiick.

multiples in proportion.

:

Kolhasen Gulden

Kori

A gold treble Kojj'i;'erdaakler of 1601 was
executed bj' the mintmaster William van
Vierssen and probably struek for the Diet
held in that year.
double Ko<r»erdaalder, also in gold,
was struek in the same year probably for
presentation to the Ktadtholder.

A

Kolhasen Gulden.

A

gold coin referred

to in arehives of Praid<fort a.M. of 1430,

but wliieh has not been identified.
Paul -Joseph (pp. 91, 172).

Sec

zer.

In Gueldres, Loos, and the Low Counwords Kopje, Kojiken,
and K()]>fchen are used to describe small
Deniers which have a head as a ])rominent
feature. See Flinderke and Copetum.
tries in general, the

Kollybon. Sre Collybos.
Kometenthaler. The name given to a
medallie Thaler issued by the city of
8triisburg' in 1681 when this town surrendered to the French on September 20
of that year.
It has on the obverse a
figure of a comet which appeared in the
preceding year, and which was associated
i)y the
superstitious with the calamity
which had befallen the city.
Kommassi, or Commassee.
A former
l)as(' sihi'i- coin of Arabia, principally used
in the coffee trade of Mocha, and computed at 07ie sixtieth of the Spanish Dollar.
It was later struck in copper and its
value depreciated three hundred and fifty
to five hundred being an equivalent of the
;

Spanisli and Levant Dolhirs.
(p. 679).

Kopfstiick.
A iio|)ular name for any
coin which exhibits the head or bust of
some ruler, and in this respect the same
The desigiuition is, howas Teston (q.v.).
ever, usually ajiplied to the Austrian pieces
of twenty Ki-enzer or five Batzen, to the
Danish twenty Skilling pieces, and to tln^
Bavarian silver coins of twenty-four Kreu-

See Noback

A

Kona.
silver coin of ancient India,
the hall' of the Karsha. See Pana.

Kong-par Tang-Ka.

See Tang-ka.
Konstantin d'Or. See Constantin d'Or.
Konventionsmiinzen.
See Convention

Kopy. A Bohemian money of account.
Kopy Grossuw, i.e., Groschen, formed
the basis, and was subdivided into two and
Th(>

four .sevenths Koji\' Missenkv.
back (p. 975).

Kore. A name (Kopr^, pi. Kopczt) erronesupposed by Alexandrian writers
(who have, pardonably enough, been followed by modern authors) to have been
given to Athenian Tetradraehms on account of their t.vpe, i.e., the head of the
maiden Goddess Athene. See, for correct
ously

account, Willers,
318).

are multi]iles of two, three
and five Ko])ecks, and a division, the half
Tliei'c

Kopeck.

The Kopeck

existed as a silver coin of

Koppar

Slantar.

SiI\Tr Pnin-hiii

table

tn li\f KnT-is.
('()|i|iiT niiahll i'(iii:il to ulM- ci^'hlh Kiiri.
('oppcr IHiiii^'ald ciiujil to nln- sixti'ciith Kori.
CopiuT Udkiln )'(nial tn (Hie twciity-fiuirth Kctri.

i'oppoT

I'qujil

Taiil)i.V(>

equal to one forty-eighth

and the Adliada, |)robably

Kori.

money

of account, etpud to one ninety-sixth Kori.
He further cites their equivalents in the
Indian series, stating that
S Koris

('(pial

1

sil\er

a

Ilial.

Koris ('(nial 1 Il.vderatiail Kiipi-c.
4 Koris iMpial 1 IHitta Ituprr.
:!% Koris and 1 Doiulo ei|nal I Siinit Rupee.
IS Koris etpiai 1 Un-aiiiee.
;i

The
ai'c

varieties of Koris for Kathiawar
sometimes known as Jamis Kori, from

Sri .Tamji, the Rao'.s imme; while those for
Porbandar are termed Rami Shahi Kori.s,
from Sri Rami, the luime upon them.
Codrington {supra) traces the name
Kori fi'om the Sanscrit Kunwari.

See Kopfstiick.
See Plate Money.
See

(xxxi.
i

and gives the following

the coins of Ijithuania.

Kopparplatmynt.

Zeitschr.

The standard of the currenc.v of
Kori.
Cutch and Kathiawar; it is a small silver
coin of the average value of fotir Annas
or one fourth of the Rupee.
Codrington, in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1895 (p. 59) has described these coins

low standard as early as the sixteenth century, but the copper issues began in the
year 1704.
The name is derived from
Ko|)ie,jka, a spear or lance, in allusion to
the armed hor'seman carrying that weapon,
a design similar and |)erliaps copieit from

Kopje, Kopken.

Num.

p.

Money.
Kopeck, or Copeck. A copper coin of
Russia, tiic one hundredth part of the
Rulilc.

See No-

Shiiitai-.
[
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Kreuzer

Korkuraioi Stateres
Korkuraioi Stateres
The iiaiiK' by

(

^ps?).

Sfiitcl's

of

(

Kopy.'jpaio'.

nictz-

the

silver

wiiii-h

wt'fc kiinwii Id tlic

"i)rcyi-;i

An-

C'it'llts.

term used by Uennan inimiswriters to indicate tiie fineness of an

It is referred to in this
sense in a mint ordinaiiee of 1409, contracted between l?a(len, Speyer, and the
Palatinate. The expression probably arose
from the jii'actice of eomi)utin<; two hundred and eifihty-ei^ht barleycorns to the
IMark, when the latter was a weight and
money of account. iSVe Schrot.

alloy in eoiiiajje.

A

Korona.

denomination of llunone iiundi'ed Killer.
It

silver

frary divided into

was

Among the numerous
Pla|)part are some of Zurich with a poorly executed figure of an
This was mistaken by the common
eagle.
people for a crow and the nickname as
above was introduced. Sec Hlaffert.
Krahenplappart.

A

Korn.
iiiatie

\'licgcr,
the latter name probably
derived from the su|)position that the eagle
on the oliversc was in the act of flying.

and

establislie<l

A

181)2.

in

irold

coin of

100 Koi'ona was issued in 1!)07. The Austrian woi-d is Corona, or Krone (q.t\).

Korsvide. A Danish silver coin of the
fourteenth century, struck at Mulmi), AalIts value was lialf of the Ortup:,
borfj, etc.
and at a later period the name ajipears to
ha\e beiM) contracted to livid {q.v.).

A name

Korten.

friven

to

an inferior

and eopjier coins current in
Brabant and Flanders in the sixteenth century.
Their value varied from two to
three Mytes.
The Ordonnantir of 1520
(§ 10) refers to "Korten en andere swarte
penninfi-eu."
These coins had on the ob-

vai-ieties of the

K

\

or Charles

crowned, for Karolus,

Sec

.

v.d.

Chijs

(

p]).

261,

26:3, 26-t).

The PreTicli ciiiiivalent is Courte Noire.
Kosel Gulden. Sec Cosel (iuldcn.
Kou. A till coin of the former Kiiifidoni
of Atji'li ill Sumatra.
Its value varied
from 400 to 1000 to the Piastre. See Millies

(p. 106).

Koupa,

A

Kupa.

^old coin of Celelies
issued priiicipall>- at .Makassar and (!owa.
It was struck A. II. 12r)l in the fornuM- territory, and as early as A. II. 102It-l()7y in
the latter, bearing Aral)ic inscriptions on
both sides.
Conf. Millies (pp. 176-177)
and Fonrobert (Nos. 8!)6, 897, 900).
oi-

Krapatalos.
])loye(l

A

Koupan.
Si

foriner

Krabbelaar. A
pursuant

.struck

15:i6, anil of the

Palards.

iiioiie\'

of account

at

Mas.

I

It

is

biHoii coin of P>i-abanl,

the Ordoinnnilic of
value of ISiur Stuivei-s or
to

also

known

as Ci-abbclaei[

liy

A

(Jreek

money used

in

name

humorous
comedians

em-

designate
crossing the Styx.
See
to

Naulum.
Kreditmiinzen.

many

A

term used in Ger-

any coins whose

legal or marked
value is higher tlian the actual nu'tallie
value of their ciim|)osition.

for

Kreisobristen Thaler.
A silver coin
struck iiy Cln-isti;iii Ernst, Margrave of
l>raii(lenbui-g-P>ayreuth in 1664.
It has on
the obverse a figure of the Margrave on
lioi-sciiack
and on the reverse nineteen
shields indicative of the various circuits
iiiidei'

his .jurisdiction.

Krejcar.
The
Kl'cuzer ((j.r.).

name

P>iilieniian

for the

Kreuzer, also written Kreutzer. Origia small silver coin which appeared
in the Tyrol in the Ihii-tcciit
century, and
which obtains its name trom a cross which
was stam|)ed u])oii it, a device ]ierhaiis
nally'

li

copied fi'om the P>y/.;intine coinage.
Latin documents of this period it is

In
re-

ferred to as Ci-uciatus, Ci-ueifei-, and CruThe oldest t,\pes, calleil Etschkrenzer or Meraner Kreuzer, bore a double
cross, one diagonally ovei- the other.
The Krelizei' of the later t\pe was of
copper and circulated extensively throughout all of Southern (Jermany, Austria, and
Hungary. It was usually coiiipntcd at the
ciger.

Al.ieh.

for the

((/.v.).

Kran. A silver coin of Persia of the
\alue of twenty Sliahis, and also subdi\ided into one thousand Dinars. The Ki'an
is the tenth i)iirt of the gold Toman, and
there are at present multiples in silver of
two aiul five Krai> pieces. The half Kraii
is known as the Penabad.
Sec Tonuiii.
The Kran was introduced by Fath Ali
Shah in 1H26, and its original weight was
lOS grains.

class of billon

verse the letter

The IIungaiMan name

Krajczar.
Ki-eu/.ci'

•-^'
]

Kronigte

Kreuzgroschen
value of four Pfennig or eight Heller.
There were, however, two standards, one of
which represented forty-eight Krenzer to
the Gulden and seventy-two to the Thaler,
and in the other, called the light Kreuzer,
sixty went to the Gulden and ninety to
the Thaler. By a decree introduced January 1, 1859, the Gulden of Austria was
altered from sixty to one hundred Kreuzer.
Among the various multiples are seventeen Kreuzer for Transylvania; obsidional
eighty Kreuzer for Strasburg in 1592
(Mailliet, cii. 1)
and a piece of seven
Kreuzer, 1802, struck for Austria in the
war against Prance (Mailliet, viii. 2).
;

The Bohemian name for this coin is
Kre.icar, and the Hungarian form is Krajczar.

See Zwainziger.

Kreuzgroschen.

A

'

name given

to the
issued during the fourteentii and fifteenth centuries by the German Orders of Knighthood, on account of
the varieties of the Maltese cross which is
found in some cases on both the obverse
and reverse.
The designation was also generally applied to any coin of this denomination on
which a cross was conspicuous. The Groschen of Goslar issued in the fifteenth century is so called from this feature, and one
of Meissen receives the same name from a
silvei-

Gi-oschcn

cross over the armorial shield.

Kreuzthaler.

tlie ])i'o('('ss.

A silKrishnala, also calh'd Djampel.
ver coin of -lava, the usual type having an
incuse lotus flower on the reverse. A gold
coin of the value of twenty-four Krishnalas received the name of Tjaturviugatiis
more or less globular in
It
niAnam.
f(iriii, vvitli an incuse reverse and Dcvauagari characters.

Konrobcrt

(:{()1

Kronungs

See Herodotus

(i.

Kromstaart, also written Cromstaert
and Krumstccrt, i.e., "crooked tail." A
nickname given to a silver coin of Brabant
of the original value of two Groteu, issued
early in the fifteenth century.
The obverse shows a lion rampant with a curved
tail.

The type was copied in the Low Counand also in the city of Enulcn when
tlie latter was under the domination of
Hamburg, from 1433 to 1439..
tries

Krona.

See Krone.

Krone.

A

silver

denomination of the

Scandiiuivian Union and divided into one
huiulred Ore.
It was established for the
three kingdoms by the monetary convention of 1875.
Sweden retains the lunne
Krona and Norway and Denmark use

Krone.
In Iceland the Krone
lunidrcd Aur.

is

divided into one

Krone, plural Kronen.
A silver denomination of Austria, introdm'cd in 1892
and subdivided into one hundred Heller.
It superseded the Gulden or Florin, which
system it cut in half. There are multiples
as liigii as one hundred Kronen.

The gold ten Mark piece of Germany
was originally called Krone.

Srp Albertusthaler.

Kriegsfiinfer. Tlie popular name for the
five Pfeiniig piece struck by the German
Government in 1915. They are made of
iron instead of nickel, and to protect the
iron against rusting the coins have been
sul).iected to a special zinc treatment, called
"slierai'disicrt," luuncd after Sherard, the
invenloi' of

of Lvdia, are so called.
54)."

Coiif. Millies

(|>.

10),

and

-lilO).

Miinzen.

See

(

'(ii-diiation

Kroiseioi, or Kroiseios Stater, 'i'hc coins
said to have been struck by (h'oesus, King

A

called

Kron-

silver issue struck in the latter

century for the
tiie eighteenth
Austrian Netherlands. On the reverse of
these coins is a decorated 8t. Andrew's
cross in thi'ce cominirtments of which there
is a crown, while the fourth has the order
half of

of the Golden Fleece.

The name is also given to other coins on
a crown is conspicuous, e.r/.. the
issues of Ladislaus IV of Poland from lf)35
whicli
to

the (Jennan Thaler of Waldeck,
of the early nineteenth cenand others. See Crocione.

l(i45;

Bavaria,
to I'y,

etc.,

Krongyllen.
Kronigte,

Srr Gyllen.

called Croniclite Grosvariety of the Kreuzgroschen
of the Margrave Frederick II of
{(/.r.)
i\Ieissen (1428-14(j4), which bears a crown
above the shield on the reverse instead of
a cross.
chi'u.

('(lins.

sometimes

Kronenthaler,
thalei'.

[1 20]

A

also

Kwanei Sen

Kroon
Kroon.
ill

l(i4r)

Krone
Kroon struck

Tlio niifdi (Miiiivalpiit for
Tlic I'ataviasi'hr

Ci-dwii.

iiiiil

had a value of

forty-oifrlit Stiiivcrs,

corrcspondiiijr halves and (|iiai'(ers
Scr tioiuh'u Kroon and
wei'e also issued.

and

Zoimekrooii.

Kroung Tamlung.
Siaiiicse

'i'aiiiliiii;;-

iq.r.)

'L'lie

and

of

the

eipuil to

two

hall'

iiaviau

Tieals.

Krucier, plural Krucierze.
((|iiivaleiit

wei'e

Kufic Coins.
A term applied to such
Arabic coins as bear Kulic inscriptions.
The Kutic writing of the Middle Ages obtains its name from the city of Kufa in
the Province of Ii-ak Arabi, and is easily
distinguished from the modern Arabic by
its thick and angular characters.
Kugildi. A term found in both Scandi-

of

the

Kreuzer

introdueed under

The
(f/.r.).

Sijj;isinuiid

Polisli

They
III

in

lGl(i.

Kruisdaalder, or Kruisrijksdaalder.
A
crown issued liy I'hilip II of Spain,
|)ursiiant to an ordinance of .June 4, 1507,
for IJrahaiit and the provinces of the Low

sum

cows of three

to

in payment for healthy
ten years of age.
See
Oblii/diionrnNunhjeriiuniischrs
Auiira,
ii.
rrrht. 1«S2, 181)5
(i. 44:5,
522), and
Kidgeway, Oriijin of Metallic Citrrcnrij,
1SI)2 (rap. 1-3).

Kuhplapperte.

silver

Countries.
It receives its name from the
ohverse desif^n, the cross of Burgundy,
which separates the fiji;ures of tiie date. It
is also known as the
Ecu a la Croix de
15our^'ojjiie.
See van der Chijs (passim).

Krumsteert.
Krysinos.

See Kromstaart.

See Krysus.

Krysus, or Kpujou?, the Greek name for
the Soli<lus. When heavily alloyed so that
liecaiuc electrnni it was called Kputrtvo!;.
it

Kuan,
a

striiiof

used

is

or Kwan. The Chinese name for
of cash. The word now generally
Ciruaii.
Another name is Tiao

(7.1-.).

Kua teng
iiioiivy,""

medals

Ch'ien.

"Ijaini)

haiijuinf;

the ('hinese name for new year's
or coins, which were generally

heavier than the regular issues, and had
oftenliiiies s|)eeial
inscriptions on them.
These were distrilmted among the jialace
attendants.
A popular slang name for
these pieces was Ilnaiig kai-tsu, "yellow
covers."

Kudatama. The name given to certain
stone cylindrical shajied objects, po.ssihly
used as primitive money in .Iai)an.
S(<
Kiri Kodama and Magatama for otiier
forms.

A silver coin of Prusstruck in 1S4'J to commemorate (he
twenty-fifth anniversary of the installation
of Nicholas I, Emperor of Russia, as commander of the si.xth regiment of cuirassiers of IJraudcuburg.
Kiirassier Thaler.

and early (iennaii statutes and im-

plying a fixed

See BlaU'ert.

Kuna. Sec Skins of Animals.
Kupa. See Koupa.
Kupang. Sec Kepeng.
Ku Pu. The Chinese name for the wedge
shaped metallic currency. See Pu. Other
names are Ch'an Pi and Ch'an Pu. Pus
are known in English as Spade Money.
Kutb. A name given to the copper two
and one half Cash ))ieec of Mysore, by
Tiim Sultan, in 17!I2, after the adoption

new system of reckoning. This system was begun in 1786, and was based on
the Muludi, /.(., dating from the birth of

of his

the Prophet.
The name of the coin in
Ai'abic means the Polestar.
^larsden (ii. 725) translates it as Katib.

Kwacho.
One of the many .lapanese
synonyms for a coin. It means "Disguised
Hnttei-fly."

Kwammon

See

O

Aslii.

Gin Sen.

Sic IMii-Moii

(iiii

Sen.

Kwan.
.lai)anese

nionime,

This term ordinarily implies a
weight e(pial to one thousand
or about eight aiul a quarter

pounds. Munro (p. 58) states that in A. I).
810 a (piantity of coin (i)robably Sen),
aiiiounting to 1040 Kwan wei-e cast from
the copper I'emaining in tin' mint, aii<l he
adds that the expression Kwan probably
refers to one thousand pieces, which would
indicate that it was a money of account.
See Ryo and Quan.

sia,

Kwan. S( r Kuan.
Kwanei Sen. Probably

the most popular
coin minted in .Jajian.
It was first made
at Mito ill the .3rd year of Kwan-ei (Permanent Tjiberality), 1624, and was not dis-
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Kwart

Kyzikenoi

continued until 1859, a period of two hundred and thirty-tliree years. It was made
in

nearly

all

of the provincial mints, usu-

copper or bronze but sometimes in
iron.
Collectors in Japan recognize over a
thousand varieties of this coin.
Kwart.
A Dutch word meaning one
fourth, and used in combinations, e.g.,
Kwartdaalder, etc. The name Kwartje is
still used to designate the current silver
ally in

coin of twenty-five Cents.

Kwartnik.

The name given

to the base

silver one fourth Gro.schen of Poland.

It

appears to have been introduced about the
period of Casimir the Great (1333-1370)

[ l'2s

and continued

in the

coinage

until

the

middle of the fifteenth century.

Kyrsmaion. A gold Stater bearing the
types of Alexander the Great was issued
at

Gyrene

by

Ptolemy

I,

and

called

y.'jpavatov XToXsiJ-atou.

Kyrmis.

An enormous

copper

coin,

millimetres in diameter,
issued for Baghcheserai, in the Crimea, by
Shahin Gerai (A.H. 1191-1197) before its
annexation to Russia. See Valentine (pp.
96-98).
aliout forty-four

Kyzikenoi
Cyzicenes.

]

(Ku!^i5<,T)vot

axaTripe?).

See

Labay

Larin

Labay, or Labbaye. A silver coin of
Brabant issiu'd by Wenceslaus and Jo
value of one
Dohbele Labbaye,
also called N\imnms Epularis and Gastluael-Penning wan struck in 1429. Sec
lianna (1355-1405)
fourth of a (Jroot.

of the

A

v.d. Chijs (passim).

A money

Lac.

of account used in India

one hundred
Src Crore.

and representing;
Rupees.

Lafayette Dollar.
United States issued

A

thousand

silver coin of the

1900 as a memento
of the Paris Exposition and a mark of

Landsberger Pfennige.

Langrok,

name given
of

scription, and the proceeds were used toward paying; for the erection of a statue
The issue conof Lafayette in Paris.
sisted of fifty thousand pieces.

Ifing;

tain lig:ht

oi-

(Hiiiis

Hsing Yeh.
issued

liy

In China cer-

Fei Ti, A.D. 465

The words mean the
of the Linnanthemum nymphoides,
are very lig;ht and float on the sur-

were thus

leaves
M'hich
face of the

called.

\vat(M'.

g;lven

silver

i.e.,

A

"long; cloak."

nick-

to the doidilc Flabhe, or piece

eig;lit Stuivers issued in Groning;en from
about 1589 to the middle of the seven-

and appreciation to France for
the services rendered during: the Revolutionary AVar by General Lafayette.
These coins were sold by popidar sub-

Lai Tzu,

snudi

ciM'tain

bridg;e near Dresden.

in

•jood will

The name

coins struck by
Frederick II, Marfrrave of Meissen (14281464). The.v resemble bracteates and were
They obtain
divisions of the Groschen.
their name from the fig;ure of the shield
of Landsberg;, and the inscription land.
Another name for the same pieces is
Hriickenpfennigre, as they are supposed to
have been used for paying; toll over the
to

teenth
fig:ure

century.
The allusion is to the
of St. Martin, who is habited in a

cloak.

Lappen, meaning;
nickname for pajier

"rag;s,''

is

money

in

a

common

Germany,

and, acccu'ding; to the colors on the reverses
of the various denominations, they are distingjuished as blaue Lappen, braune Lappen, etc.

Blount, in his Law
Larding Money.
Dirtionari/. 1670. states that "in the l\Ianour of Bradford, in County Wilts, the

\ name jfiven to a
variety of the Pag;oda (q.v.) which bears
on the obverse a female fig;ure, one of the

Tenants pay to the Manpiis of Winchester,
their Landlord, a small yearly Rent by

Hindu

the Law Lexicon, 1864,
"is said to be for liberty to
feed their hogs with the masts of the lord's
woods, the fat of a hog being called lard."

LzJcshmi Pagoda.

deities.

Sre Sihansah.

Lam. .SVr Gouden Lam.
Lammpfennig. A variety

or

Landesmiinze.

name griven to German copper or base
ver money which circulated oidy in

The
sil-

the

province or state where

it was struck, to
from coins which were current throug;liout an entire king:dom or empire.
The initials L. M. arc fre(|uently
found on these pieces.

disting;uisli

adds that

Largo.

of bracteate
struck by the Abliey of St. Gallen, SwitzerIt
land, duriiii; the fourteenth century.
receives its name from the fig;ure of the
Paschal Ijamb on the obverse.
•

Landmiinze,

Name."

Wharton,

L'al Jalali.
A g;old coin of Akbar, Emperor of Hindustan of the value of ten

Rupees.

this

it

[1 '2!t

in

it

See Giulio.

A

copper coin of the Maldive
Islands issued A.H. 1381, i.e., 1913, and
struck at Male.
It bears the Arabic inscription SULTAN MUHAMMAD SHAMS ALDiN iSKANDAR.
There is a piece of four
Laris of the same date.
Larin, or Lari. A si)ecies of wire money
of Persia, which obtains its name from the
|)rovinec of Laristan, and which was formei'ly ciiiefly current on the coasts of the
Gulf of Persia. Sir .lohn Chardin, who
travelled extensively tiirough Persia from
1664 to 1677, states that these coins were
Lari.

]

;

Lead

Lat

made

until Lari

was conquered by Abbas

the Great of Persia (1582-1627) and he
estimates their value at two and one half
Shahis.
These coins usually occur in silver, but
specimens in gold exist, and are very rare.
They were extensively imitated, both in
Ceylon and at Bijapur. The former are

described by Robert Knox, who was
kept a prisoner for twenty years, from
1659 to 1679, in the Kandian provinces of
He says: "There is ancentral Ceylon.
other sort [of money] which all people by
the King's permission may and do make,
the shape is like a fish-hook, they stamp
what mark or impression on it they please;
the silver is purely fine beyond pieces of
eight; for, if any suspect. the goodness of
first

the plate,

money

it

is

the

custom

in the fire, red hot,

to

and

burn the
so put it

in water, and if it be not then
white, it is not current money."

purely

Wilson, in his remarks on
fish-hook money, contributed to the Nuinismatic Chronicle (vol. xvi), describes some
pieces of silver wire, not hooked, which
were coined in imitation of the Laris, at
Bijapur by the Sultan Ali Adil Shah, who
reigned from 1670 to 1691. They bear on
both sides legeiuls in Arabic characters
on one side the Sultan's name and on the
other "Zarb Lari Dangh Sikka," i.e.,
Professor

at Lari, a stamped Dangh." They
are of the same weight as the Ceylon hooks,
viz., about one hundred and seventy grains

"Struck

troy.

The Ceylon types are known in Sinhaunder the name of Ridi, i.e., silver.
For a detailed account of the Larins, the
reader is referred to the treatise by Rhys

lese

Davids

(sec.

68-78), Codrington (p. 118),

and Allen, Numiisinatk Chronicle
iv.

xii.

(series

313).

Lat. The namc^ given to a cojiper ingot
or bar, used as money in the Tiao States
Their value varied
Siam.
in Northern
from sixteen to sixty-four to a Tical.

Lateres.
to

Koman

Pliny refer
P.olli Varro and
coins of the shape of a tile or a

brick by this name.

Latrones.

The Latin mime

for Tesserae

iq.v.).

Laubthaler.

French

The

name

given

to

a

silver coin sti-m-k in tlie eighteenth

century and so called on account of the
branches of laurel which surround the
shield of fleurs de lis. In France this coin
is called the Grand Ecu or Ecu de six
Livres. Under Louis XVI there were varieties counterstamped for Berne in Switzerland. The type was copied in Prussia.
Lauenpfennige. See Lowenpfennige.
Laurel.
A variety of the Unite (q.v.)
of James I, of England, so called on account of the laureated head on the obverse.

The name given to
gold coins issued by the city of
Nuremlierg from the fifteenth to the
seventeenth centurj'. Thej' bear the figure
of St. Lawrence and a gridiron on which
Laurentiusgulden.

certain

is supposed to have been martyred.
Lausannais, or Livre Faible. A former
money of account used at Neuchatel, Switzerland, which was computed at twelve
Gros, or one hundred and forty-four De-

he

niers Faibles.

Lawenpfennige. See Lowenpfennige.
Laxssm. See Bahar.
Le. See Li.
Lead was used for trial pieces, tokens,
and counterfeit money from very early
times. Among the known specimens prior
to the Christian era are some belonging
to the Kings of Numidia.
In the second
and third centuries A.D. leaden coins were
issued in Egypt, especially at Memphis,
and in the first and second centuries in

Roman

Gaul.
This metal was also employed for striking obsidiojial coins, of which there is a
series, consisting of one Sol to forty Sols,
issued at Woerden when that city was besieged bj' the Spaniards in 1575-1576. See
Mailliet (cxxv. 1-9).
There is an extensive series of Duits in
lead stnick by the Dutch in the eighteenth
century for their possessions in Ceylon and
Java.
In the Danish issues for Tranquebar the
leaden jiieces originated under Christian
IV in 1640. See Indian Antiquary (xxiv.
22")

Fjeadeii tokens passing as half Pennies
were issued to a considerable amount in
England during the reign of Elizabeth;
under James T all leaden tokens of ]irivate
traders were abolished. See Nummi Plumbei.
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Leather Money

League Coinage
Erasimis, in liis Adai/iu, mentions I'lumbeos Angliae in use in the latter part of
the reiojn of Henry VII and Rudelins, De
Moiirfis, 1591
(p. 5), states tliat these
leaden tokens were still in circulation in
;

his time.

The general term used
such coins of the ancients as
were put forth hy a federation of states
or citi('s in order to ensure a certain
amount of uniformity so far as types,
weight, and fineness were concerned.
The iirincipal one of the Leaf!rues was
the Aeha-an (q.v.).
League Coinage.

to desijrnate

The ^Etolian Leafjue i.ssued gold, silver,
and bronze B.C. 279-168, and the coins
usually

have on the reverse a figure of
from a statue dedicated at

.^tolia, copied

commemoration of victories over
and Macedonians.
The Arcadian League was established by
Epaminondas again.st Sparta after the battle of Leuetra, B.C. 371, and under its
auspices the city of Megalopolis was
At this place the coins of the
founded.
League were struck.
The coinage of Ro'otia was largely a
federal currency from the eai'liest times,
and the Btpotian shield is a characteristic
This may iiossibly
feature on the issues.
refer to the shield of Athena Itonia in the
temple of C'oroneia, which was the meetingDelphi

in

ninus Pius anil Marcus Aurelius the above
thirteen cities i.ssued l)r()n/,e coins in celebration of a festival they jointly held.
An alliance between the rulers of the
various Lycian cities gave rise to the Lycian League, B.C. 168, and lasted until
A.D. 43, when the Emperor Claudius organized Lycia with Pamijh^'lia as a

Roman

province.
Leal.
A name sometimes given to the
Portuguese Bazarucco (q.v.).
It is usually found with a large sphere within a
circle as the reverse design.
There is a
corresi)onding half known as Cepayqua.
Cerson da Cunha, in Contributions to
the History of Indo-l'orttKjucse NumisvKitirs. 1880 (pp. 11, 22), states that the
Cepayqua was struck by AUnuiueniue at

Goa

as early as 1510.

the (iauls

place of the League. This type disappears
after B.C. 288 and the League was dissolved by the Romans B.C. 146.
The cities of ('iudcidice established a
League B.C. 392 with Olynthus as headThe coinage is uniform with
quarters.
types relating to Apollo. It was dissolved
circa B.C. 358, when Philip II of Macedonia captured Chalcidice.
The federal coiiuige of Euboea was issued
It lasted from B.C. 411 to B.C.
at Eretria.
336 and nothing was struck during the
Macedonian occujiation. After the defeat
tiie Macedonians at Cynoscephalae B.C.
197 the federal coinage was revived until

of

this League was also dissolved by the Romans, B.C. 146.
The Ionian League was a very ancient
alliance and originally consisted of the
cities of Clazometue, Colophon, Ephesus,
Erythrse. Lebedus, Miletus, Myus, Piioca'a,
Smyrna
Priene, Chios, Teos, and Samos.
was added about B.C. 700. Under Anto[ 1.-51

Leang.

Sec Liang.

Leather Money.
currency by tiie

Leather was used as
Lacedaemonians, and
Plato states that leather money was employed by the Carthaginians in his day, and
that it was probably tlic earliest currency
of tliat peojilc.
Tlicse citations, however,
probabl\' refer to the skins of various animals, and the stamped leather which it is
claimed was used by the Romans before
the introduction of a copper coinage by
Nunui Pompilius was perhaps an entire
skill or pelt rather than a distinctive coin.
There is no doubt, however, that in more
modern times nations have adopted a
leather coinage which frequently served
the function of necessity money, and which
was made redeemable for a metallic currency.
In the year 1241 the Emperor
Frederick 1 issued leather coins when he
was besieging Faenza for seven nuinths,
and these were later exchanged for gold
Angustali which had the vahu^ of one and
a cpuirter gold Gulden.
The coins issued
by the Emperor contained his portrait impressed in silver on the leather.
More than a century earlier, i.e., in 1124,
Doniinicus Michieli, Doge of Venice, issued
obsidional coins of leather cut from horse
hides for the beleaguered city of Tyrus.
This coin received the name of Jlichicletta
from its originator.
In 1360, John IT,
King of France, authorized the making of
small leather coins with small golden
1

]

Leicht Geld

Lebetes

A

threads sewn or stamped upon them; this
lie was compelled to do as his treasury was
depleted on account of a ransom of three
million livres paid to the English nation.
Stamped leather coins were issued by Leyden in 1574, wlieu the city was besieged
by the Spaniards under Valdez they bore
as a device three shields and a stag, with
the letters S. M. and H. S.
The Russians at an early period used
skins of animals for currency and later
they employed irregular discs and strips
The word
of leather rudely stamped.
"rouble" is derived from the verb to cut,

gold coin of BraLeeuw, i.e., Lion.
bant, Flanders, and the United Provinces.
It was struck by Anthony of Brabant pursuant to an ordinance of 1408. The Gouden Leeuw, as it is sometimes called, was
(1430also issued by Philip the Good

varieties of Russian copper
are called Puli, from poul, leather;
these words are probably derived from the
I)rimitive leather currency in use in that

ceding and are struck in

See an exhaustive paper on this
countrj'.
subject contributed by William Charlton
to the British Numisnuitic Journal (iii.
311).
In 1910 a roll of circular leather tokens
was discovered in the archives of the market at Aschbach on the Danube in upper
Austria.
These tokens bore the crest of
Philip Eder of the guild of masons and
stone-cutters at Eferding (near Aschbach)
and the date 1804. Leather strips were
also found from wliich these tokens were
Mr. Franz Hirmaiui, the founder of
cut.
the museum at Aschbach, has discovered
among the records that at the time of the
French occupation the masons and stoneworkers wei'e employed by the French in
the construction of intrenehments, and
were paid by the master of the guild with
these leather coins which represented the
value of one Groschen. <bVc also Ruding
(i. 131, 346).

Legal Tender Notes, also known as
United States Notes. The name given to
a series of paper money first issued by an
Act of Congress of the United States in
1862. They have been issued in denomina-

;

and

some

money

1467) in Flanders and later at Mechlin.

The coin

receives

its

name from

the lion

on the obvei"se, who is in an upright position, and is sometimes depicted holding a
flag or banner in his claws.
See Lion
d'Or.

Leeuwendaalder.
This, and the Leeuwengroot are of the same type as the pre-

mer

is

of

crown

size

silver.
The forand is also known as
was issued from 1576

the Ecu au Liou. It
to the close of the seventeenth centurj'.

tions from".$5.00 to $10,000.00, and are a
Legal Tender for all debts, public and

private, except duties on imports
terest on the public debt.

and

in-

Leg Dollar. The popular name in the
seventeenth century for the new type of
Rijksdaalder introduced about 1662 for
On the reverse
the Province of ITtrecht.
is a Knight staiuling with only one leg
visible, the other being hidden behind an
armorial shield.
Legend, from the Latin legere, the
words running around the coin inside of
See Inscription.
Legierung.
A term used by German
numismatic writers to indicate au alloy,

the border.

and copper, or silver
and nickel.
The etymology is probably
from th(> Italian Irgare, to bind.
Legionary Coins. A name given to certain Riinian gold and silver coins which
were issued in honor of the Legions. The
earliest known were struck bj' Mark Antony, and the last by Carausius.
They
espeiually of silver

Lebetes.

A

fragmentary inscription

re-

cently found in Crete assesses the payment
of certain fines at so-and-so many Ae^riTe?,
or "Cauldrons." It was therefore by this
name that certain silver Staters of the
fourth century B.C., all countermarked
with a device representing a Cauldron
Svoronos,
(Ae^T)?), were known in Crete.
Bull. r»rr. Iltll. 1888. (vol. xii.).

Lebongo. A name given
made of straw, which was

to a
in

I'di'tuguese cdlduy of Angola.
was of the value of five Reis.

It

usually have the inscription leg.

Legpenninge.
Lei.

currency

Leicht Geld.

use in the

Kach jiiece
was super-

seded in 1693 by a copper coinage.

Hamburg and
thaler,

etc.,

depreciation.
[
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See Rechenpfennige.

S( r Tjcu.

A

term formerly used in
ajiplied to Pistoles, Sjiecies-

which circulated at a slight
See Noback (p. 320).

Lepton

Leijcesterdaalder
Leijcesterdaalder.

Crown

size

issued

A
for

silver

coin

(iucldres.

of

that ojjposed

the

leopai'd
states

this

iuill'

from

obvci-se,

animal

Florin, and
the
crowned

a

though Kuding
was in reality a

.

I

.

1

.

.

.

Leopoldino. The silver Sciulo issued by
Pietro Leopoldo I, of Lorrain<>, and (Irand
Duke of Tuscany (1765-1790), is so called.
In the mint regulations of 1823 its value
was fixed at ten Paoli, or six and two
thirds Lira, while the ordinary Scudo was

of

e(|ual to

The name given to the gold
Leopold, Duke of Lorraine (1697-1729)
and also to the silver
Piastre of Leopold II, Duke of Tuscany
bj-

;

(1824-1859).

Lepton. Originall.v this was not a coin,
but simi)ly the smallest pi-actical weight
ajiplied to gold and silver.
After the introduction of copper monc}' in Greece and
Asia I\Iinor the Lepton became an actual
coin.

At Athens seven Lepta went
CImlcns

Alvise II Mocenigo (1700-1709), issued
a similar coin for Zara of a value of eightv
Soldi.

coins are called respectively

Leone Morosino and Leone Mocenigo, and
obtain tlieir names from the large figure of
a lion on the reverse. Thei'c are divisions
of halves, ((uarters, and eighths of the same
design.

Leonina. A name given to tlie gold
two Zecchini piece of Pope Leo XII (18231829).

Leonine, or Lionine. A base silver coin,
from the figure of a lion. Sec

so called

Another name

for the Tallero of Francis T, Duke of Modena (1629-1658), and to that of his sucIts value

Leopard.
An Anglo-Gallic gold coin
struck by Edwai-ii 111 of England in 1343.
[

seven Lira.

Leopoldo.
Ducat issued

cessor, Silvestro Valier (16i)4-1700).

Alfonso IV (1658-1662).
was four Bolognini.

the

(in

tliat

(if

is

Leone. A Venetian silver coin struck
by Francesco Morosini (1688-1694) for nse
It was copied by his sucin the Tjcvant.

cessor,

name

Leopold d'Or. The poimlar name for
the gold coin of twenty Francs issued by
L(>(il.(il(l 1, King of Belgium (1S31-1865).

Lenticular Coins.
A name given to such
coins as are siuipcd like a lentil or a lens,
i.e., thicker in the centre and gradually
tapering towards the edge, as in the earliest
emissions of the Koman Aes.

Brabant and Mitre.
Leonzino, or Leoncino.

val\i('

The legend on the rcscrsc was domine.
x KvnoRi: TV( .\i{(iVAS M K. Svr Florin.

Ni;

the Vicomtes de Limoges and copied from
It
the Barbarin ((/.('.) of Saint Martial.
takes its imme from Lemovicas, the mediaeval name of Limoges.
Guide VI, Vicomte of Limoges (12.301263), substituted Ins own portrait on his
coinage, but the pieces were rejected and
Hee.
the regular Bretagne tvpe restored.
Blanchet (i. 275).

The above

tlif

its

lion.

Si)anisli

From the latter circumstance it
also known as the Ilnicrijksdaalder.
Lemocia, oi' Lemona. A billon coin
rule.

(if

obtained

Prisia, Zeeland, etc., pursuant to an ordisance of August 4, 1586, and coutiiined
nntil about the middle of the seventeenth
century. It bears on the obverse a reputed
half-length iiortrait of Dudley, Earl of
Leicester, and on the reverse tlie armorial
shields of the six Provinces (on some s])Cci-

mens seven),

was

It

West

133

to

the

In the eastern portion of
the Roman Empire it was used to distinguish the local copper coins from the im]icrial issues.
But, generally speaking, the
word Lepton was the term used for a
small copper coin and consequently varied
greatly, according to time and locality.
It was later equal to one half of the
Chalcus {q.v.), as is confirmed from a
comparison of a passage in Polybius (ii.
15) with the well known quotation from
the Gospel of St. Mark (xii. 42).
From
Polj'bius we learn that the Assarius was
equal to half an Obolus, or four Chalki.
Tlie Roman Quadrans was therefore equal
{q.v.).

to the ("halcus, and as St. Mark says that
the Quadrans contained two Lepta, the
Lepton must have been exactly one half
of the Chalcus.
The w^ord Mite was employed by the
translators of the New Testament simply
because the coin was so very small in size,
and it retained this meaning for a long
]iei-iod.
Ilyll, in his Arithmetick, 1600
(iii. 1), says, "Four Mites is the aliijuot

Libella

Lepton
part of a peny, viz. 1/6, for 6 times 4 is
assigne
24, and so many mites marehants
Jeake, in his Arithmetick,
to'l. peny."
1674 (77), states that sixteen Mites are

equal to a Farthing.
C'overdale, in his translation of the New
Testament, 1535, renders the Gospel of St.
Mark (xii. 42) as follows: "And there
came a poore wyddowe, and put in two
mytes, which make a farthinge."

Lepton (plural Lepta). A copper coin
modern Greece, the Ionian Isles, and the
Greek Republic under Capo d'lstria. It
of a Phoenix,
is the one hundredth part
or Drachma. The five Lepta piece is also
called an Obolos. The word Lepton means

of

thin or fragile.

Lesher Referendum Dollar.

endum

See Refer-

Dollar.

Leu, or Lev. A silver coin of Bulgaria
and RoTunania adopted in 1867, when these
countries based their monetary systems on
One hundred Bani are
the Latin Union.
equal to one Leu. The plural is Lei, and
the name of the coin is synonymous with
Lira or Livre. Similarly in liulgaria, one
hundred Stotinki are equal to one Lev
(plural Leba).

Levant Dollar. The name given to any
coin whicli is employed in tlie Levant trade,
but especially to tlie Maria Theresa Thaler
of 1780. This piece is alwaj's struck with
this date for commercial purposes, and is
accepted in Zanzibar, Abyssinia, MadagasIts weight
car, and many other countries.
original
is a trifle over 433 grains, and its
fineness has been retained. In some of the
African and Asiatic sections this coin is
known as the Tallero del Levante, and in
others as

el

Real.

See Ernest and

Wand.

Frederick II of Prussia issued Levant
Dollars in 1766 and 1767 for trade with
These have his bust on the
the Orient.
obverse and the motto suum-cuiquk on the
reverse.

Levy. A corruption of "eleven pence,"
and tlic poi)ular name for the Spanish Real
in

the

States of Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Maryland, and

New

.lersey.

In an ordinance dated July
Lewekin.
1424, and rei)rinted by Paul Joseph
(p'. 155), a coin of this name is mentioned

14,

as being eiiual to one twelflli of a Groschcn.

L'

Lewis.

See Louis d'Or.

Leycesterdaalder. See Leijcesterdaalder.

A Chinese weight, also the
Li, or Le.
one thousandtli part of the Tael of silver,
and of tiie recent Chinese Dollar or Yuan.
The Li is synonymous to the foreign term
Cash. The copper Li is supposed to weigh
one tenth of a Tael and it is so expressed
on coins of Shun Chih (1644-1661) of the
Manehu dynasty. Recent patterns of some
of the copper coins have values of one, two,
and five Li. The Japanese Rin is equal
to the Li

and the same character

is vised.

by
Europeans Tael (q.v.). Some of the earliest round (Chinese coins were inscribed Pan
Liang iq.v.), or Half Ounce. Although
the word Liang is seldom seen on coins the
word lias been used as a value on paper
Certain
money from the tenth century.
coins of Hsien Feng (1850-1861) have the
word Liang impressed on them as a weight.
The Chinese ounce,

Liang.

called

Liard. Originally a base silver coin, the
value of which is difficult to determine as
it was generally struck without any marks
of denomination. Some early French varieties had a value of three Deniers, but with
the decrease in worth of the latter coin the
Liard decreased correspondingly and under Henry IV it was struck in copper and
became the fourth part of the Sol.
The name is probably a corrujition of li
ardiio, the Gascon form of the Hardi or
Ilardit

{q.v.)-

Liardo.
A base silver coin struck in
1720 by Antonio Grimani, Prince of MonIts value was two Denari.
aco.
Libella.

A Roman

silver coin

by Varro and stated by him

mentioned

to be equal to

half the Sestertius. Tl'ie half of the Libella
was called the Sembella, and the half of
the latter coin, or one fourth of the Libella,
was known as the Teruncia, the last named
coin being little more than a grain and a
half in weight.
Some authorities have doubted the existence of these smaller coins altogether, and
sup|)()se tliem to be either copper divisions
of the Denarius, or merely money of ac<'ouiit.
Gronovius states that when Varro
wrote tliere was no such coin as the Libella,
but that the term signified the tenth part
of a Denarius.

Uon

Libertina
Libertina.
A silver coin of Ragusa, issued from 171*1 to 17!)'), with a value of
It was
two Ducati or eighty Grossetti.
copied after the Maria Theresa Thaler and

received

name from

its

LiBKKTAs

(in

I

lie

the

iiisi-riplion

reverse.

'iMie popular name for the
Libertini.
Quatti-ini, struck in Siena in ir)2(j, to pay
the soldiers and repair the fortifications of
the city, after the siege by the troops of

Clement VIT.
Tiie unit of the gold standard
Libra.
It is divided
of Peru, adopted in 1897.
ijito ten Soles, each of ten Diiiei-os, each
of ten Centavos.

Libralis.

S!ee

Acs Grave.

The name given to a
Licht Thaler.
varietv of silver coins struck by Julius,
Duke of Brnnswick-Liiuebiirg (1568-1589).
They rejji'esent the wild man holding a
caudle or torch in his right hand. There
is a half and ((uai-ter Thaler of the same
design.
Ligurino.

The name given

to a varietj'

of Genoa, issued in 1G68 and later by the 15anco di
San Giorgio, under ('esare Gentile. It has
on the obvei'se a crowned shield supjiorted
by two griffins, and on the reverse a bust,
inscribed "Liguria."
of the silver Luigino

Lily

Root Money.

{q.v.)

The name given

to

a variet.v of ("hiuese metallic currency on
account of its resemblance to the root of a
These pieces ai'e described
lily cut in half.
in" detail by Ramsden {pp. 28-29).

d'Or

The Crowns occur only with

the date
but there are half Crowns, Shillings,

174(>,

and

Pences dated 1745 aiul

six

174().

The pop\dai' name for
Lincoln Cent.
co|)p(>i' Cent of the Ignited States of
America, fii'st issued in 1!)()9.
It l)ears a
bust of Abraham Lincoln on the obverse,
from designs b.v \'ictor 1). Prenner.
the

Lingot.
A term used by French luimismatic writers to describe a cast bar of
metal adapted for monetar.v i)Ui'p(ises and
sometimes stamped with a niiiiu'i-Ml of
value, etc.

The nickname given
Linsen Dukaten.
one thirty-second Ducats of Nuremberg and Regensburg, because the.v resemble lentils in size.
to the

A

gold coin of Scotland, first
the reign of Robert II (1371It rel:i90) and continued until 1588.
ceived its name from the rampant lion
over the shield of Scotland on the obverse.
The reverse has a figure of St. Andrew extended on a saltirc cross, hence the name
"St. Andrew" fre(|uently given to these

Lion.

sti'uck

in

coins.

The weight was

originally

thirty-eight

A

grains, but later it varied considerably.
larger coin of nearl.y double the size, but
of the same type, received the name of

Demy

(q.v.).

A

Scotch billon coin has received the
same name. See Hard Head.
Lion.

A

billon coin of the Anglo-Gallic

series, first issued

by Edward

I.

derives its name from the representaof a lion passant
tion, on the obverse,
guardant, which was the heraldic bearing
of Acjuitaine. This device was previously
It

Lima Type.

The word Lima, which ocon certain coins of George II of
England, indicates that these i)ieces were
coined in great part from silver captured
by the two British privateers, "ijuke,"
and "Prince Frederick." This capture
occurred on July 10, 1745, when the above
mentioned vessels took two ships belonging
to St. Malo, which were returning from
Lima.
Another explanation, given by Snelling,
that tiie silver formed part of the cargo
of the great Mexican treasure-ship from
Acapulco taken by Anson, June 20, 1743,

curs

incorporated by Henry II, with two lions
passant guardant, the arms of Normandy,
thus forming the coat since borne by the
Knglish Kings. See also Leeuw.

Lion a la Haie. See Tuin.
Lion Dollar. See Leeuwendaalder and

Dog

ican origin.
[

A
to

gold

coin

have been

of

France

sti'uck onl.v in

It
reign of Philip VI (1328-1350).
resembles the Ecu d'Or of the same ruler,
the only difference being the figure of a
lion lying at the foot of the throne, from
which it obtains its name.

the

obviously

unsatisfactory, because the
above-mentioned inscription indicates that,
the metal was of Peruvian and not Mexis

Dollar.

Lion d'Or.
which appears

135

]

Lion

Heaume

The
the

Litra

was copied in Flanders and
Countries, receiving the name of

t.ype

Low

Goiideu Leeuw.

Lion Heaume.
The name given to a
variety of tlie gold Florin issued in Flanders by Louis de Male (1346-1384).
It
has on the obverse the figure of a helmeted
lion under a Gothic archway and the
com'
inscription lvdovicvs
dei
gra
Z DNS
FLANDRIE. with FLANDRES in the
exergue. See Heaume.
:

:

:

:

:

Lion Shilling. Lion Sixpence. A name
given to the Shilling and Sixpence of the
third type f)f George IV, issued in 1825.
These have on the reverse a crowned lion
standing on a crown, with the rose, thistle,
and shamrock below.
The Shilling of Edward VII bears the
royal crest, a lion standing on a crown,
and recalls the earlier type.
Lira, plural Lire, and derived from the
Latin word libra, a pound, was originally
Payments
a money of account in Venice.
of Lira di Grossi, while made in the latter
coins, were based on their weight irrespective of their number. The Doge Nicolo
Tron (1471-1473) introduced the so-called
Lira Tron, which bore his bust on one side
and the lion of St. Mark on the reverse.
It was divided into twenty Soldi of twelve
Denari, and was copied by some of his
successors.
When Italy adopted
standard the silver Lira

the Latin Union
was made the unit

and placed on

a par value with the Franc.
It is divided into one hundred Oentesimi.
The Lira is used in the Italian colonies, in
Lonibartly, Venice, and in San Marino.
Lira.

See

Pound Turkish.

Lira Aragonese.
Lira Austriaca.

See Jaquesa.

Lira Jaquesa.
Lira Mocenigo.
Lira Tron.

See .laquesa.
See Svanzica.

and

eight, eighteen, and twenty Lirette
during the eighteenth century.
Lirona. A base silver coin of the Venetian Republic, originally issued pursuant
to an act of January 5, 1571, under the
Doge Alvise I. Mocenigo. It beai'S on the
reverse the numeral X, to indicate its
value of ten Gazzette. This method of inscribing was at a later period used for

four,

the Lirazza- (q.v.).

Portuguez.

five Soldi,

and frequently

A

Lis d'Argent.

silver coin of

France

XIV

of the value of twenty
Sols.
The reverse has a cross composed
of eight letter L's, with flenrs-de-lis in the

struck

Louis

bj-

The motto

angles.

is

dominie. elegisti.

There are halves and quarters of ten and five Sols, respectively.
Lis d'Or.
A corresponding gold coin
with the same motto and a device representing two angels supporting a crowned
shield.
Both coins appear to have been
LiLH'M

.

TiBi.

issued only in the years 1655 to 1657, although essays appeared in 1653. The Italians gave it the name of Fiordaliso d'oro,
and Gigliato d'oro.
Litra.
The bronze basis of Sicily, corresponding to the Roman Libra or Pound.
It was also represented by a silver coin
of three Hemioboli, and under the standard of Tarentum, the one tenth of the
Stater, weighing 0.87 grammes.

The

have the value indicated on the reverse
in Roman inimerals.
See Traro.

The double Moeda de Ouro

Lisbonino.

of the Portuguese monetary sj'Stem, and
commonly known as the Moidore. It was
the fifth of a Dobrao, and originally worth
four thousand Reis, but raised to four
thousand and eight hundred in 1688. See

See Mocenigo.

See Lira.

Lirazza.
A base silver coin of Venice
issued at the beginning of the eighteenth
century, and euri'cnt until the termination
of the Republic,
its value originally appears to have been thirty Soldi, but the
later specimens declined to ecpiivalents of
fifteen, ten,

Liretta. A Venetian base silver coin introduced bj- the Doge Nicolo Sagredo
(1675-1676) and copied by a number of
his successors to the end of the Republic.
For Zara the Venetians issued pieces of

divisions

of

the

Siculo-Italiote

bronze Litra are the following in corresponding terms of the Roman As:
Xtxpa == As, or 12 ounces
^zA(^)yv.^o^
deunx, or 10 ounces
semis, or 6 ounces
•fiij.'.Xt-rptov
-sv-co-i-y.tov
(piincunx, or 5 ounces
Tstpa? ^= triens, or 4 ounces
•rpiai;
quadrans, or 3 ounces
eta?
sextans, or 2 ounces
ou7x.ta '= uncia, or 1 ounce

[1 36]

=
=

=

=
=

Lo-han Cash

Livonese

Duke

twenty-four,
were soon
See Noback

of
Brunswick-Liineburg
(15681589), and made from the product of his
silver mines.
These coina owe their origin to an ordilumce of the Duke to the effe<'t that every
one of his subjects, according to their rank
and station, was to redeem one of these
coins ( Loser, i.e., redeemer), and be prepared to account for the same whenever
ilemanded. They could pawn them in ea.se
of necessity but wei'c not allowed to sell
or exchange them.
By this arrangement
the Duke was always kept informed as to
the amount of silver money in his dominions which he could levy upon in case

as the Livornina
silver Piastre, struck for

of necessity.
The latter exigency never
arose, nevertheless these coins are scarce,
although a large inimber were struck.

Tlic multiples are the
x£VT»;/.Civ-a),iTpov

SexaXt-pov

= 10

irevxaXttpov

StXtTpov

litrae

litrae

were struck in
sometimes even in gold.

The majority
bronze or

litrae

litrae

=5

=2

= 50

of these

silver,

Livonese. A silvci' Russian issue struck
by the Czarina Elizabetii for Livonia and
Esthonia, pursuant to an ordinance of
October 2'), ITnG. They consisted of pieces
ninety-six,
of
four, and two

forty-ei^'ht,

Kopecks,

withdrawn from

but

circulation.

(p. 9-2;^).

Livomino,
delle Torre.

Leghorn

in

also

A
Kififi

known

by Ferdinand

II

de Me-

(irand Diikc of Tuscan}', and by his
successors, Cosiiuo III, and Gian Gastone.
It has a view of the fortress of Leghorn
on the reverse.
dici,

Originally the monej' of acLivre.
count in France, and computed at twenty
However,
Hous of twelve Deniers each.
by reason of the debasement of the silver
coinage this ratio could not be maintained
and it sank rapidly in value, and was
fiiiall}' abolished in ISOH when the Franc
system was established. The ratio of silver to gold was then made at fifteen and
one half to one, and the decimal system

was introduced.
Livre Faible.

See Lausannais.

Livre Tournois.
A silver coin of
France, si.\ of which were ecpial to the
It was generally known simjilj- as
Ecu.
the Livre and must not be confused with
the money of account of the same name.

was abolished in lSO;i when the Franc
was adoi^ted.
Locha. A popular name of the Cuartillo or nickel I'ii^ Centimos of Venezuela.
Locumtenensthaler. The name given to
It

sj'stem

a mciialiic Tlialci- of tiie Elector Frederick
111 of Saxony (U8G-]r)25), issued in 1518
and later, on account of the inscription
IMHKRIQVE.LOCVMTENES. GENERAL., & title
conferred on him by the Emperor Maxi-

milian

I.

Loserthaler, or Juliusliiser are large silver coins of the value of from two to
sixteen Speciesthaler, issued by -lulius,

[1

They were made at Heinrichstadt, and
bear on the reverse the ducal armorial
shield supported by two wild men.
See
Wildemannsthalei'.
Losungs-Dukat.

The
and silver coinage
struck by Gustavus Adolphus for Wiirzburg in 1631 and 1632. The name means
"Redeemer," and the coins receive their
designation fi'om the inscri])tion "Gott mit
uus, " on the reverse.

name given

to

Losungs-Thaler.

a gold

Lowenpfennige.

This name is given to
variety of I'.racteates, generally the
twelfth part of the early Groschen, issued
in Saxony, etc., in the early part of the
fifteenth century. They obtain their name
fi'um tlic shield on which is a lion rampant.
An ordinance of 1482 for the mintmaster
Augustin Horn of Zwickau reads "die
a

Pfennig soltn
cins

.schlecht

mit

dem Geprege

Lawen usw. slahen."

These coins were also called Lauenpfenami the type was cojiied by the city
of Brunswick.
The latter have the letter
B above or at the side of the shield. The
nige,

Liiwenheller of Lndwig III, Elector of the
Palatinate {1410-1436) have a crowned
lion ram|)ant, and are of somewhat smaller
size.

Lo-han Cash. A Chinese coin issued in
the reign of Kang Ilsi (1662-1722), and
said to have been made from melted down
Lo-han images.
It can be distinguished
from the other coins of this reign by the
ditTcrc:it form of the character hsi.

'

:

Long Cross Type

Lucati

The name used

Long Cross Type.

to

describe a series of English silver Pennies
They
first struck by Henry III in 1248.
have on the reverse a long double cross
extending to the edge of the coin.
See
.Short Cross

Type.

Lord Baltimore

An

Pieces.

issue

of

Fourpence, and
a copper Penny for the Province of Mar.vP<ir varieties and details
land in 1659.
see Crosby.
Lord Lucas Farthings. A name given
to certain pattern Farthings bearing the
"I
i.e.,
words QVATVOR MARIA VINDICO
claim the four seas," which legend is said
Lord
to have given offence to Louis XIV.
Lucas referred to them in a speech in the
House of Lords, on February 22, 16701671, wlien he complained of the scarcity
of money, as follows
"Of his now Majesty's coin there appears but very little, so that in effect we
have none left for common use but a little

silver Shillings, Si.xpenee,

.

.

.

,

lean coined money of the late three foi'mer
And wluit supply is preparing
princes.
I hear of none unless
for it, my Lords?
it be of copper farthings, and this is the
metal that is to vindicate, according to the
inscri])tioii on it, the dominion of the four
'

seas.

The "sui)ply" appeared in 1672, when
a copper currency for general use appeared, and the Farthing became a legal
tender. See Ending (ii. 14).
Lorrain.

Lorraines.

See Double Lorrain.

A

name given

and 1560
from the hirge crowned monogram F M
{i.e., Francis and Marj') between two Lorraine crosses, which these coins bear on the
reverse.

The

sixteenth

(ine

of

the

Mark

(q.v.).

A

Lott, or Solot.
the hair (if the Att.

Siamese cojiper
See Tical.

coin,

An undated gold coin
struck by the Elector
Karl Tlicodor (1742-1777, and in Bavaria
It has on the rever.se the
until 17!)!l).
figure of a nude Fortuna standing on a
globe and the inscriptions indvstri^-sors
above, and hao favente below.
Lotterie Dukat.

(iT

ITal/.-Siilzliiich,

Lotus Coins.

Srr Padiiia

30 Sols, de 15 Sols, de 5 Sols, de 30 Deniers, and de 15 Deniers.
The Louis de Cinq Sols was specially
struck for the Oriental trade, and was extensively imitated. See Luigino.

Louis aux Lunettes. A nickname used
type of Tjouis d'Or, struck
by Louis X\'I in 1777 and later. The two
shields of France and Navarre on the reverse were supposed to resemble a pair of
to designate a

spectacles.

The Ecu aux Lunettes was
design.

[

same

The name given to
d'Or of Louis XVI
which has on the reverse a crowned shield
in a frame of palm leaves.
Louis aux Palmes.

a variety of the Louis

Louis d'Or. A gold coin of Prance, first
struck by Louis XIII in 1640, when the
refornuition of the currency took place,
and continued until the Revolution of
178!), when the twenty Franc piece took
its place.
Its original value was ten Livres,
but this fluctuated and in the reign of
Louis XVI it went as high as fourteen
Livres.
There are divisions and multiples
as high as an octuple Louis d'Or.
The London Gazette of 1674 (No. 904)
Escalines
mentions "Lewises of Gold
of Gold."
.

.

Louisiana Cent. A name given to the
copper Sous inscribed colonies Francoises
and dated 1721 and 1722, because they
were intended for almost exclusive use in
the French colony of Louisiana, which at
that time incliuled nearly all the territory
between the Alleghanies and the Rocky
Mountains.
Lovenaar.
A silver coin of Brabant,
struck in 1488 during the minority of
I'hilip the Good.
The reverse inscription
is taken from the Book of Psalms
(cxxi.
7), and reads: piat.pax.in. virtvtk.tva.
Love Thaler. See Janauschek Thaler.
Lucati.
The popular name for the
Fiorini, with the figure of St. Martin,
struck in Lucca under Republican rule
(circa 1200-1342).

'i'anka.

of the

Sec Rrillenthaler.

.

to the Tes-

toons, issued in Scotland in 1558

Lot.

A French
by Louis XIV in
known by its size
and its equivalent in Sols. Thus the largest is the Louis de 60 Sols, from which
there is a graduated series of Louis de
Louis, or Louis d'Argent.

silver coin, first struck
1643.
It is generall.y

13S]

'

'

Lycian League

Lucchese Nuovo

A

Lucchese Nuovo.
in

euri'ciit

twflftli

tlic

Deiiaro of Liicca,

See In-

ceiitiiry.

fortiati.

An

Lucre.

expression

a gain

nieaniiifj;

in money, and usually employed in an ill
sense, or with the sense of something base

Alexander Pope

unworthy.

or

has

the

line,
Til.-

Iiisl

(xii.),

•Wh.i

their

ilr.'nil

111.'

cif

ili-iitli,"

Bards and

Eiujiisk

in

h'cricirers
i:iikc>(l

iiml

lu.li..

111

and Byron,

i^cotch

has:

brains

for

Iikmt.

mil

for

fami'."

The translators of the New Testament

make

"Not

use of the following terms:

greedy of

tilthy luere,"'

Timothy

3)
not given to tilthy
luere," Titus (i. 7); "Teaching things
whieh they ought not, for filthy lucre's
sake," Titus (i. 11); "Feed the tlock of
(lod
not for filtiiv lucre," 1 Peter (v.

"A

hisho])

.

.

must he

.

.

I

(iii.

;

.

.

2).
_

value represented 24 .Soldi.
Luigino was also issued by the
Spinola family of Ronco, Tassarolo, and
Arquata; by Yiolante Lomellini for TorI'iglia; and by the Malaspiua family for
l(it)7-l()77).
Fosdinovo
It
was copied

gino.

Its

The

(

from the half Ecu or piece of five Sols
struck at Trevoux. See Timmin, and conf.
Poey d'Avant (viii. 109).
Lundrenses. Kiiding (i. lit:Mft4) cites
an ordinance of 127!M2<S0, empowering
William de Tnriiemii'c! of Marseilles, the
master of the mint, to make Farthings
They were called
throughout England.
Lundrenses, probably on account of the
inscription eonooniensis on the reverse.
Lundress.

W. Lowndes,

in

liis

ninit to the Silver Coinage, 1695

"A

Sterling
that
called a Lundress, becaiise
('oined only at Loudon."

states

The name given to gold coins
struck in (ii-eece under Sylla.
Sec Blanehet (p. 5).
Lucullei.

.

.

.

it

Amend(p. 17),

was
was

once
be

to

Lunga. See Moneta Lunga.
Lu'ong Bac. See Nen.
See Cervia.
Lushburger. A name given to a silver
Penny imported from Luxemburg into
England, in the reign of Edward III and
forbidden in the latter country.
Langland, Piers I'lour/hnian, 1377 (xv.
342), says, "In lussheborwes is a lyther
Lupetta.

Liibische Pfennige.

See Ilohlpfennige.

Liigenthaler.
Tlie name given to a
Thaler struck by Henry Julius of Brunswick-Liineburg, in IS'Jfi and 1597.
It has
on the reverse an inscription hvete.dich.

FVR.DER.TADT.DEK.LVEGEN

.

WIRDT

.

WOL

.

RADT.

For an extended account of the origin
of this coin co)if. Madai (No. 1111).
Luigi.
The common name for the gold
coin of ten Scudi, struck in Malta by
Emainiele Pinto (1741-1773) and his succe.ssors.

It

Louis d'Or.
Luigino.

was of the same value
See Beato Luigi.

as the

The common nickname for the

coins (tf five Sols, or one twelfth
Livre, originally struck by Louis XIV in
1643. They received this title in Italy, to
which country they were sent in large
(luantities for use in the Levantine trade.

silver

S<'{'

aiul

yet loketh

he like a

'

t'liaucer, in the pi'ologue 1o the

Tale (74) states

"God woot

Monk's

no lussheburgh

])ayen ye;" and Oowell, in The Interpreter
1607, mentions Lushoborow, "a base coine
vsed in the dales of King Ed. the 3.
coined beyond Seas to the likenes of Eng-

money."
Ruding (i. 222)

lish

states

that

in

1346

"man}' merchants and others carried the
good money out of the realm, and brought
in false money called Lusshebournes, whieh
were worth oidy eight shillings the ])ound
or

less.

'

Tjouis.

Luigino.

A

silver coin of (ienoa issued

and later by the Banco di San
Giorgio, under Cesare (ientile.
It has on
the obverse a crowned shield sup|)orted by
two griffins, and on the rever.se a figure of
St. George on horseback.
From the latter
in

alay (? alloy)
sterlynge.

lt)68

circumstance

it

is

Lutherthaler.
These are medals rather
than coins, and the name is applied to
to

the
bust of Luther on the obverse.

sometimes called Gior-

L

1661 at Eisleben, and in
commemorate the bicentenary of
Reformation.
They usually have a

pieces struck in

1717

Lycian League.
i:w]

See League Coinage.

Mag

Maccaroni Pieces

M
Maccaroni Pieces. See Maeqnina.
Maccochino. See Macquina.
Mace. The name g-iven by foreigners
Ch'ien (q.v.) or Tsien, the
In the
tenth part of a Tael or Liang.
modern strnck Chinese silver coinage the
following piec^es bear the name Mace:
to the Cliineae

7
."{

1

(Viiau)
t'aliilari'ciis (ir Dollar
Maci' 2
Mace G Cnllilurot'ns or half Dollar
Mail' 4.4 CanilariM-ns or fifth Dollar

See Tael and Ynan.
Mace. A gold coin of Atjeh.
is

See Mas.

Dn C'ange states that this
Macelinus.
an old name for the Marabotin.
Mach.

Annamese word

Tlie

of a siring of Cash.

for a tenth

See Qnan.

Macquina, or Macuqina.

A

Spanish

a clii)ped coin. See Cob.
Chalmers states that in Jamaica "the
Mexican (jnarter dollars were called Macwhich may be a reprecaroni jiieces,
sentative of Maccoehino, a woi'd still used
in Venezuela to denote cut money, and the
name Maccaroni was transferred to the
Britisli Shilling rated as a quarter Dollar,
and was in vogue in British Honduras."
woril

iiieaiiiiig

.

.

.

A

Mada.
gold coin of ancient Lidia,
the one fourth of the Pagoda.
See Paua.
Madonnenthaler.
The name given
any coin on which the Virgin and Child

to
is

depicted, but specially applied to the issues of Hamburg during the seventeenth
century on which the Madonna seated or
standing is a jirominent feature.

Madonnina. Another name for the Lira
struck at (Jenoa during the eighteenth century. Tiie obverse has a figure of the Madonna and on the reverse is a crowned
by two griffins. There is
doppia Madonnina and
mezza Madonnina.
In Bologna a silver coin of the value of
It
six Bologniui received the same name.
was issued in the sixteenth century under
shield supported

corres|)onding

a

Pa])al rule.

A

Papal copper coin of
Madonnina.
the value of five Baiocci, struck by Pius
VI (1775-1798). There are varieties for
Gubbio,
Ascoli, Civita Vecchia, Fermo,
Macerata, Perugia, Tivoli, Montalto, Matelica,

etc.

Viterbo, San Severino, Ronciglione,
The half was called the Sampietrino,

See Moco.

both

Macuta. A Portuguese copper coin issued from the middle of the eighteenth
century for Angola and other African posThe coin has a value of fifty
sessions.
Reis, and the multiples from two to twelve
Macutas are in silver. All of the preced-

from the figures represented thereon.
A nickname given to the
Madridja.
Spanish Dobla in Morocco (where this
coin formerly extensivel.v circulated), on
account of its origin. See Noback (p. 243).

ing coins are frequently counterstamped.
The low denominations are in copper.
The name is probably derived from the
Makua or Makuana, one of the tribes beFernandes (p.
See,
hind MDzamliique.
266).

The Macuta was the

basis of the

mone-

tary system in Sierra Leone in the latter
part of the eighteenth century.
Bonneville, Traitr des Monnaics, 1806,
defines it as "monnaie de compte, ou plutot une maniere de eom]ifer en usage parmi
les nrgres de (|uel(|ues endroits des cotes
d'Afri(iue, |)artieulierement a Loango sur
See also Chalmers
la cote d" Angola."
(p. 208).
[1 40

receiving

coins

their

designations

represented a value of ten Miscals or
Fonrobert (5696).
Maerra Peninga. This term occurs in
the Anglo-Saxon laws of Aelfred, and is
Ruding (i.
translated "larger pennies."
110) thinks that with at least ecpial projiriety,
"it might have been rendered
'pure," or as it would now be called, 'lawIt

Mets(|uals.

ful

money.

Mag,
jiie

"

'

])ossibly

(q.v.).

An

an abbreviation of MagEnglish slang name for

It is thus defined bv 6.
a half Pennv.
I'arker, in Life's Painter, 1781 (p. 129).
Dickens, in Bleak House (xxiii.), uses
tlie phrase "It can't be worth a mag to
him," and Henry Kingsley, in Envenshoe
J

:

Magatama

Majhawala

(i. 9) says, "As long as ho had a map to
bless himself with, he would always he a
Sec Mafifry Robli.
lazy, useless hiimhiifr. "

Magatama.

A

piece of jade or agate
the shajie of a tiger's claw, and supposed to have been used as a primitive
in

money

in

Japan.

See

Munro

(p. 5).

Magdalon. A gold coin issued at TarIt
aseon and other mints of Provenee.
W!is struck by Renatus of Anjou (1434It bears a
1480) and by his successors.
figure of St. Mary Magdalen and the

Mahbubia.

name given to the
Rupee iuti'oduced into circulation in Hyderabad in 1904.
It receives its name from Mir Jlahbub AH
Khan, tlie Nizam of tiie Deei'an, "as a compliment to the ruler who decliiu'd to abrogate his currency privileges."
The term
Mahbubia Annas is also ajjplied to the
copper coinage of this

Diiuir.

At Bassorah, in Asia-Minoi', a money of
account formerly ]U'evailcd based on the
Persian system, as follows
Km Maliniftcli iir .Mainiiilis.
1 Toman =

=
=

According

The Italian equivalent of the
At Casale under Giovanni
144.")- 1464),
was struck the copper
111
For detailed acMaglia di Bianchetto.
counts of this issue see Rivista Numismatica, 1867 (ii. 'i), and flfci/c BeUje, 1866
{<{.v.)

(

3).

An English slang term for a
Dickens, in Ollrer Twist (viii)
has: "I'm at low-water-mark myself, only
one bob and a magpie." See Mag.
Mah. A money of account in Abyssinia,
twiMity-lwii being eipud to an Ashrafi (q.v.).
Magpie.

half-pciuiy.

A bra.ss coin of El-llarrar, a
Abyssinia, issued A.H. 1284
and after. See Valentine (p. 82). It was
the one-twentieth part of the Gersli, oi'
Ohrush. The same name was given to the
pjl-llai'i'ar by
first silver coin striu-k at
has a value equal to the
Mcnelik.
It
Mahallak.

|U-ovince of

Egyptian

Piasti-e.

Mahbub.

to

Noback

also a

ttr

Diiuiiiirs,

(p.

652),

the

former copper coin

of Maskat, and the twentieth jiart of the
Piastre or Spanish Dollar.
It was subdivided into twenty Gass or Goz.

Maglia.

(xi.

1,000 Diininis
10,000 Kliisch,

Mahmudi was

Magister Thaler. A silver coin of Sachsen-Weinuir, struck in 1654 to commemorate the rectorship of the University of
which was conferred on Prince
.Jena,
Bernhard. Hrc Madai (No. 1491).
JMaille

ride.

Mahmudi, also called Kliodabandi. A
Persian silver coin of the Sufi or Safi d.ynasty.
Its value was one half Abbasi or
two Shahis. It is also known as the Sad-

double cross of Lorraine.

Maggy Robb, or Maggie Rab. According to -lainieson, El iiiiiological Dictioiinrij
of the Scultlsh Lanijuaije, this was a ]iopHe deular name for a bad half Penny.
fines Jlagg as a cant term for a half Peiniy
The latter word
with the plural Maggs.
is used in Lothian to designate the gratuity which servants expect from those to
whom they carry anj' goods.
The same authority cites an Aberdeenshire saying, "He's a very guid man, but
gotten a Maggy Rob o' a
I trow he's
wife."

Tlie

haridsoiiie silver

Sec Mathbu and Zer-mahbub.
[1 41

Maille, from a French word signifying
a link in a suit of armor, is from
its ])r<)bable resemblance, applied to a .snuill
The Maille
billon or base silver coin.
Tierce or demi Gros and the Maille Tournois were issued under Philip IV of France
(128.5-1314).
The Maille Blanche apl)eared under Charles 1\' (1322-1328). and
other varieties are the .Maille Noire, Maille
Parisis, Maille Bourgeoise, and the Maille
d'Or, the latter a gold coin struck in 1347
by .Telian Bougier of Arras, for the Bi.shopric of Cambrai.
The Maille was also (•(inniuui in Flanders,
and there are sjiecial issues for Lille, Antwerp, Brussels, and other towns, which resembled .small Deniers.

mesh or

a

Maillechort.

See Argenton.

A name given to the
issued in the I'cign of EdSre Noble and Ferling.

Maille Noble.
half Noble

ward

III.

first

Maiorchino. The poinilar name for the
Grosso issued in the island of .Majoi'ca. It
is subdivided into eighteen Piccoli,

Another name for the gold
Nepal of the weight of half a
Tola.
The word means "a middle coin."
See Suka.

Majhawala.

Mohur

]

of

Majorina

Mangir

Majorina, or Pecunia Major. A name
given to the largest size of bronze coin
issued by Diocletian after his monetai\v reform.
After Diocletian the piece was issued only intermittently, notably by Julian and Valentinian.

An

Make.

obsolete English dialect

and

slang term for a half Penny. See Flag.
In an old poem of 1547 entitled The
Hi/f Wdij to the Spyttel House occurs the
line:

"Docked the

dell for

a coper meke."

Sir Walter Scott, in his novel Woodstock (xxxvi.) has, "I take it; for a make
to a million."

Malaque. A silver coin introduced by
Albuquerque, Governor General of Malacca, in 1510.
Sec Caixa.

Maley Groschen.

See Maly Groszy.

Malkontentengulden. A series of coins
struck in Hungary under Francis Rakoczy
during the rebellion against Austria, from
1703 to 1711. The\- were issued from 1704
to 1706.

Malla. The smallest of all the Spanish
copper coins.
Its value was one half of
a Dinero, and it circulated in Majorca and
Barcelona as early as the fourteenth century. The name appears to be the Spanish
for Maille.

ef|uiv<ilent

A

Malschilling.
silver denomination of
Giinther, Duke of Oldenburg (16031667, and copied by Adolf, Count of

Anton

Bentheim-Tecklenburg.

Maluco.
of

Terceira

Don

name given

to a cast piece
struck for the island of
lS2fl during the war against

Tiie
Rcis,

eiglity
in

iMiguel.

The.se coins Avere

made from

metal obtained from the bells of the convents.
Sec Mailliet Suppl. (72 i.), and
FiTiiandes (p. 312).

Maly Groszy,

or

Maley Groschen.

tury.

den

iiiiihi

ill

I'dlish

The

Eighty-four w<'re

e(|nal to

one Gul-

Mame

The name given to a Neagold coin of the value of forty
Carlini or four Ducati.
It was struck by
Charles III in 1749, and later by Ferdinand IV. Its weight is two thirds that
of the Oncia.
Man^eau, or Man^ois. See Maiisois.
Mancoso, or Mancuso.
A term supposed to have been derived from the Latin
manns and consequently applied to such

A

coins as exhibit the figure of a hand.
Solidus Maneusus of silver is mentioned at
the time of Charlemagne as being equal to
thirty Denarii Nuovi, and an ordinance
of the Abbey of Sesto at Frinli, dated 778,
refers to
mancoseos auri.
Denaro ]\Iaiiciiso is found in the Pajial

XX

A

coinage under Benedict IV (900-i)03), and
In the Byzantine
John XII (955-964).
series the Soldo Mancuso occurs under Constant iiie V and Leo IV (751-775), and it
was copied in Beiieventum by Luitprand,
All of
a contemporary ruler (751-758).
the jireceding coins have a hand as a prominent figure.
The Mancus d'oro was also struck by
Rainiond Berengar IV, Count of Barcelona (1130-1162) who married Petronilla,
Queen of Aragon. This coin has the inscription BARKiNOT, implying Barcelona.
See Blaiichet (i. 312).
Finally in the Lucchese coinage the name
JIancoso occurs as early as 1551, and is
used for the half of the Sciido d'Oro.

Mancus. An Anglo-Saxon mone.v of account mentioned in payments as early as
the ninth century.
An annual tribute of
365 IMancuses was made to the Pope for
the maintenance of the English school in
l\ome, the lighting of St. Peter's, etc. This
tril)ute docs not, however, imply 365 coins.
Mancuso. See Mancoso.

Mandat. See Assignat.
Maneh. An early Jewish weight
ard, the value of which
(xlv. 12).
Sec :\nna.

.SV(

Clio

(iiii.

Quail iq.v.) or string of Cash.

I

Ottoman

and
it.

14-2]

Fiiipirc,

(A. II. 761-792).

standdefined in Ezekiel

A copper coin of
introduced by ;\Iurad

It ranged ajiparently
sixteen to the Akcheh,
eventually became of equal value with

at first

for a

is

Mangir, or Manghir.
tlie

Gin.

of the

Mancanza.

Tlialei'.

Mamudi. N" Mahmudi.
Man. Tiie old Annamcse word

The Babylonian form

(q.v.).

jiolitan

means

small, and this
name was ;iiveji to certain diminutive
(iriisclieii issued ill !>olh'mia under Rudolf
II in the latter i)art of the sixteenth cen-

word

Manah.
iMina

from

eiglit to

Manilla

Tho

Marchetto
it is sonn'timcs called,
the fourth ])art of the Asper
four liuiidrcd and ei]trlitietli of a

Man>,nir, as

filially l)pcaiiie

or the
Piastre.
It

(

was introduced

man

(A. II.

I

under SoleiSee Fonrobert

in Ej^'vpt

!)26-!)74).

'

(5006).

A s]iecies of rinp
horseshoe, which was

Manilla, or Manille.

money,

resenililintr a

formerly eurrejit in tiie (irand Hassam,
8outliwest Nif,'eria, and other sections on
the West Coast of Africa. Specimens occur
in iron, tin, and copper.
tScc Zay
(p.
246-247).

An

Mankush.

Arabic word, the past
verb iidknsli, tn en<j:i'ave.
It is incorrect to say that it means a coin,
altiioufrli it is occasionally found in poetry
jiarticiplc of the

a|i|)lied to coins as

the

Mannen Tsuho.

A

Manoel.

later

"engraved"

pieces.

name

name

for the

Cruzado
to

of Entrland in the An<i:lo-(jallie series
(1415-1422).
The reverse inscription,
MONETA nvPLKX, indicates that it was a
variety of the double Tournois.
The name is variously written Manqois,
.Alanseau,

Monsoys, and

Srr Kudiiig

(i.

in

Low

260).

Mantelet d'Or.
Aimtlier name for the
Petit Koyal d'Or, struck by Piiilij) 111 of
France 127()-12S5). See Royal <rOr.
(

Marabotin Alfonsin.
The gold Dinar
struck by Alfonso \'lll of Ca.stile in imitation of the Almoravide Dinars.
These
coins have the insci-iptions in Arabic and
the letters ai,f at the bottom.

The contempoi'ary n:unc in
gold coins of tiu' Almorain Spain and Morocco during
and twelfth centuries. See

Marabotins.
Luroj)!' fur

vides, sti-uck

the

elevcntii

by

tiic

Maravedi.

Maradoe.

According to Kelly (p. 214),
was a foi'mcr Chinese money of account and com])ulcd al six hnndred Cash.

tliis

[14,

fii'e.

Marca Argenti.

re-

V

Latin .Mansens.

based on the fiftieth part of this
In 1093, Philip I of France donated nine Marcs of silver for the restoration of a church which had been destroyed

of
at

fi-om the cngravci', .lulins

(x. 53-56).

Marc. The French, Sjianisli, and Italian
e(iuivalent foi- tiic .Alark as a wciglit and
a money of account. The Castellano (q.v.)
weight.

Manouvrier, a Frcnchnian who was in business in New Orleans until about 1S75.
Mansois. A billon coin struck by Henry

Manceau.

iiiatica

was

Manouvrier Note. The name t;iveii
a rare variety of the five Dollar note
the Confederate Government, issued
New Orlean.s, La., in July, 1861. It
its

nominal value, howevei'. was one thirtySee Iiasse(jna Numis-

Its

fourth of a Real.

See Jiu Ni Zene.

(q.r.).

ceives

Maravedi. This coin corresponded to the
gold Dinar and the Marabotiji, which wa.s
struck in Sjiain l)y the Jloorish dynasty
(if Aimoravidcs
Kl-.Mnrabitin). The coins
of the Christian rulers of S])ain arc copied
to some extent from their Moorisii predecessors, and even the names are retained.
The I\Iaravedi a])i)earcd in the reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella and became the
unit of the Spanish co]iper coinage. l\Iultijiles of two, four, six, and eight Maravedis were issued, and fre<piently th(^ values were altered by means of countermarks.

Marcello.
i-cceives

A

Sec Mark.

silver coin of

name from

its

tiie

^'l'ni('('

which

Doge Nicolo

Marcello (1473-1474), wiio inti-odnced it.
It was retained until
tlic middle of the
sixteenth century.
Originally its value was ten Soldi, but
later issues were struck of four, six. and
eight Soldi, as well as one of five Soldi for
colonial purposes.
The Marcello bears on the obvci-sc a
figui'c of the standing or crowned Christ,
and on the reverse the kneeling figure of
the Doge, in the act of reccixing a banner

from

St.

Mark.

The type was co])ied at Mantua as early
as 1529 and was retained unilcr Francesco
(ionzaga

1540-1 5.")() i.
In tiie coinage of
the sixteenth century the
(i rosso of five Soldi was also co])ied from
the Marcello.
1

(

Modena during

Marchesino.
of

The name given

to a vari-

IJolognino,

struck at Ferrara
during the fourteenth century, wiiile tiie
city was under the rule of the IIou.se of
Este, called Marehesi di Fciiara.

ety-

tiie

Marchetto. A eopjier coin of X'cnice. introduced by the Doge (liovanni Bembo
(1615-1618), and continued until the latter

:

Mark

Marchiones
There is
part of the eighteentli century.
a corresponding: mezzo Marchetto.
The name is derived from the tigiire of
St. Mark, which occurs on the coin.
In Ber<iramo at the beginning of the
nineteenth century trading was carried on
in Marchetti, i.e., in Lira of twenty Soldi.
Marchiones.

Marengo.

Sec IMarques.

The name given

to a gokl
coin struck in the mint of Turin after the
battle of Marengo, which occurred on June
It bears the head of Minerva
14, 1800.
and on tlie reverse the date l'an 9 or
l'an 10, i.e., 1801 or 1802. The value was

Francs, and it was designed by
Lavj-, the mintmaster at Turin.
This coin is also known as the Marenghino.

twenty

Amadeus

Tlie name was retained long after the
original design was abandoned, e.g., there
exist pieces for Brunswick-Liineburg of

twelve and twenty-four Mariengroschen
with the running horse design.

Marienthaler. This coin, like the Groschen of the same name, receives its title
from the figure of the Virgin and the Child
on the reverse.
They were originally
struck at

Hamburg,

Goslar,

and Hildes-

were copied in Hungary and were
issued ill Bavaria as late as 1871.
Marigold. An obsolete slang name for
a Guinea, and probably given to the coin
on account of its yellow color, which is a
heiiii,

distinctive feature of the flower. Abraham
Cowlev, in his plav, I'he Cutter of Colemnn Street, 1663 (ii. 3), says: "I'll
.

Margaretengroschen.
to sonic

The name given

silver coins of the fifteentli

cen-

by Frederick II, Margrave of
Meissen, which bear the letter M in addi-

.

.

hundred Marygolds in a Purse."
Marjase. The Hungarian name for the

])ut five

tury, struck

Austrian seventeen Kreiizer pieces.

Authorition to the ordinary inscription.
ties are agreed that this represents Margaret, the wife of Frederick, to whom were
accoi'dcil ci'i-tain minting privileges.

Mark, or Marca Argenti. The Mark as
a gold and silver weight is mentioned in
Germany as early as the eleventh century.
In the Nibeiuiiglied, composed between
1180 and 1190, there is mention of zehen

Margengroschen.

Sec Mariengroschen.

The popular name for a Spanish
silver coin struck by Charles II (16651700). On the reverse was a large letter
M with an A crossing the same and the
There is a Maria of four Reales
value.
and another of eight Reales.
Maria.

Maria

Theresa

Thaler.

See

Levant

Dollar.

Mariengroschen, or Gros a

A

la

Madone.

coin originally issued at Goslar in
150;") with a value of eighty to the Mark,
and consequently inferior to the Bohemian
Groschen, which were computed at sixty
These coins received their
to the Mark.
name from the figure of the Virgin and
In Adam Bei'g's
Cliild on the reverse.
Nrir Mi'nit:hiirli, 1597, they are called
Margcngi'osclieii, and their value is stated
to be etiual to ten while Pfennigc.
The type was copied in Hanover, Li'unswick-Liineburg, and many parts of Westphalia.
During the seventeenth century
this coin was legalized at one thirty-sixth
of tiic Thaler, or one twenty-fourth of tlie
silvei'

(luiden, and numerous multiples
sions were struck.

and

divi-

van guide, Richard I of England was
ransomed for ten thousand l\Tarks, and
Shakespeare in The Comedy of Errors (ii.
1 and iii. 1) speaks of "a thousand marks
ill gold."
It was extensively employed in
Cologne during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, and the Kolnische Mark in 1524
was made the accepted weight standard
throughout Central Europe.
As a money of account it was used for
the ]iayment of large sums where the small
silver coins of different sizes and fineness
were sim])ly weighed. See Usualmark.
The divisions of the Mark were
The one fourth, called Vierdung, Viertiiuirc.

iiig,

Firdung, or Ferto.

The one sixteenth, called Lot.
The one thirty-second, called Setiii, and
The one sixty-fourth, called Quentin, or
(^)iieiitchen.

These

divisions

were uniformly recog-

nized, tlioiigh tlie weight varied in different
lociilities.

Mark. Tiie unit of the currency of Germany, it was introduced as a silver coin
pursuant to an ordinance of December 4,
1S71, and tlivided into one hundred Pfeunige.

[144]

Massa

Mark
There are multiples of two.
five
tioii

are

tliree,

and

the latter deiiominaIn ijold there
heiiijr now abolished.
twenty
imilti])les of five, ten, and

Marks

in

silver,

]\rarks.

The
a

ten JIark piece

was

orifjinally ealled

Krone, and the silver coin of three Marks

I'eplaced the Thaler.

A

coin wiiicii appeared
early in tiie sixteenth eentiiry in Seandiuavia, Livonia, Holstein, Ilarnhnr!?, Liibeck, Mecklenburg, etc., and which represented approximately a half Thaler.
In Sweden it was struck as early as 1512
and retained until the bcginninj; of the

Mark.

silver

eifrhteenth century; In Denmark its value
was sixteen Skillinfr and it was in use to

the reitrn of Frederick VI (1808).
Mark was issued in Livonia in 1573
for |iaymeiit of the garrison of Pernau.

A

Mark.

Sec Nova Constellatio.

Mark Banco. See Banco.
Markka (plural Markkaa).

Mark Newby Coppers.

See

A money

A

St. Patrick's

of Milan

men-

35).

A name given to a class of
coins struck by Finance for use in
Their dates range from about
its colonies.
1738 to 1744, and they were received at
various values. Thus in Canada they represented a doidile Sol of twenty-four Deniers
and a Sol of half that value; in the Isles
of France and Rourbon they corresponded
to three Sols; in the Antilles to two Sous
See
Sol
and six Deniers, etc.
and
Tampe, and ranf. Zay (jip. 65-70), and
Wood, in Auxririin Journal of NiimistnatMarque.

billon

billon coin of

Marche,

Marti. The |)opular name for the ('nban
gold coin of the value of five Pesos issued
in 1915.
It bears on the obverse the head
of Jose Marti, the Cuban patriot, who died
in 1895 at the early age of fort.y-two years.

See Albansgulden.

Martinsgulden.
Martinsthaler.

Marzellen.

Germany

in

on June

19,

at nineteen

See Bettlertlialer.

This term was formerly used
designate coins with the

to

The Diet of Augsburg,
15S9, established their value

Mark.

figure of St.

Kreuzer.

A

gold coin of the former Kingof Atjeh in Sumatra. It can be traced
to tiie latter part of the sixteenth century.
Sir John Davis, in his Travels, 1598, states
that
1600 f'alxas
400 Ciilxus
4 Koupaus
4 Mas
4 Tarflaws

The name given

Miis. or
K(in|ian.

1

Mas. or

1

rardaw.

1

Taypll,

Mine.
Ma<'t'.

iir

Tail.

(p. 72).

Masaka. A coin of Ceylon which is referred to in commentaries written as early
It appears to have
as the fifth century.
been of both metal and wood, though no
specimens are now in existence. See Rhys
Davids

(sec. 13).

Masenetta. A silver coin of Ferrara of
the value of one (irossetto, with the figure
of St. Maurclins on one side and a cornmill on the reverse.
It was introduced in the fiftecntii century either by Duke Borso (1450-1471) or

by

his succes,sor, Ercole I (1471-1505).

P'or

detailed accounts of the origin of the name
and the curious devices, see Rivistn JtaUana
<ll XiiiiilsiiKitira (xviii. 560).

Mashrabi.

Maskat

French (4uiana of the value

[

1

1

Koupan, Pardaw, or Tayell, and considers
them moiievs of account. Conf. also Millies

to the

of ten Centimes, struck in 1818.
As they
contained twenty per cent of silver they

=
=
=
=
=

Netscher states that he has never seen the

fxlviii. T_'0-136).

Marque Blanc.

la

established a mint at HelUic in Till and
struck coins called ]\Iar((ues, or Marchiones,
bearing a figure resembling a half moon.
Srr Blanchet (i. 2S7).

Mas.

tioned as early as 1473, and later regulated at seven to a Grosso to conform with
the coinage of Savov. See Promis (ii. 34-

/r.9

Hugo, Comte de

Marques.

the

dom

silver
coin of Finland, issued in 1865 and .subPindivided into one hundred Pennia.
land has had a gold standard since 1877,
and its coins are based on the system
Multiples
adopted by the Latin Union.
exist in gold of ten and twenty Markkaa.

Money.
Marmussini.

presented a whiter appearance than
Xoirs or older Marques.

See Mu.shtari.

Pice.

See Baisa.

Massa. A Latin term denoting a Flan
or Blank {q.v.).
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Maundy Money

Massa

Matapan was succeeded by

Massa. A popper coin of Ceylon, specimens of which liave lieen discovered dating
hack to the middle of tlie twelfth century.
It was prohably a later form of the Masaka
iq.v.), and was copied by a long line of the

Mathbu, or Metbuo. A gold coin of
Morocco, which appears to have been introduced about the jieriod of Muley Ismail
ben Scherif (A.H. 1082-1140), and discontinued in the latter part of the eighteenth
Its value was one and a half
centui-y.
Rials or twenty and a quarter Ukkias.

native rulers.

Massachusetts Cent.

This well-known

coin first appeared in 1787 and the corresponding lialf Cent in the following year.
It was evidently the intention to issue
coins of larger denominations also, as men-

Matica (i)lural Maticaes). A currency
adopted by Portugal for Mozambique. See
Barrinha.

tion is made in Fleet's Pocket Almanack
for the year 1789 that "a mint is erected
on Boston Neck, for coining of gold, silver,
and copper, of the same weight, alloy, and
value as is fixed by the Resolve of (Congress

Matsuri Sen. A form of the Japanese
E Sen (q.v.), sometimes known as "Festival" Sen. They are cast in such a way
that several pieces form a group often very
picturesque. They are made to stand upright or to set in a holder and are used
for shrine offerings or ornaments.

:

Masse d'Or. A gold coin of France
struck oiilv l)v Philip HI (1270-1285) and
It
his successor Philip IV (1285-1.314).
has on one side a figure of the King seated
on a throne and holding in his hand a long
sceptre or mace (Fr. la masse) from which

Matthiasgrosehen.
A name originally
bestowed on certain varieties of the silver
Groschen of Goslar, struck in 1464. They
bore on the obverse a bust of St. Matthew,
the patron saint of the city, whose body
it was claimed was brought to Goslar by
the Emperor Henry III in the year 1040.
Tliese coins were of the value of six
Pfennige, and they were extensively copied
in Hilde.sheim in 166.3, in Hanover, etc.,

receives its name.

A

silver coin of Lorraine and
receives its name from Mons.
Masson, the Director of the Mint in 1728
and 1720. Sec De Saulcy (pi. xxxiii. 1).

Masson.

Bar,

wiiicli

Masumma.

where their value was subject

Sec Mazuma.

Matapem,
name given to

or

Grosso

Veneto.

The

a variety of the

some

time,
establisiied mints there, the

for

to consid-

ei'able fluctuation.

Grosso (q.v.)
wliich was first struck bv Enrico Dandulo,
Doge of Venice, from 1102 to 1205. The
etymology of the word is uncertain, but it
is known that the Venetians took part in
tlie fourth Crusade in the year 1204, the
result of which was the annexation by
Venice of several islands and territories in
tiie Aegean Sea, among them being Morea.
As the Venetians retained jjossession of
this section

See Matthiasgrosehen.

Matier.

Copper only
of the 8th of August, 1786.
lias as yet been coined, viz Cents and HalfCents. " See Crosby.

it

the Grossetto

(q.v.).

and

|)ro])alily

name may be
connected with Cape Matapan in i\Iorea.
The Matapan usually has on one side a
figure of the Doge receiving a banner from
St. Mark, the patron saint of Venice, and
on tlie reverse a figure of Clirist seated on
a tlirone.

The terms Matthier, Matier, or Mattier,
are abbreviated names for coins of similar
type struck for Ravensberg by Frederick
William of Brandenburg. They were of
the value of four Pfennige, or one half of
Mariengroschen, and were used in Brunswick as late as the nineteenth century.

a

Maundy Money.
cei-tain

[
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money was

first

fr-(im tlie

Tlie

maund

on

Maundy

or Holy
be derived
or bag in which they were

jioor ]iersons

'I'luirsday.

name seems

to

The coins consist of silver Fourpence or Groats, Tlireepence, Twopence or
lialf Groats, and Pennies; they are not intended for currency but are, nevertheless,
cari-ied.

legal tender.

In he reign of Victoria a considerable
numl)er of llie Tim-epeiices and half Groats
were exported to .lainaiea and used as currency there. Sec Wire Money.
I

were extensively struck up
to the beginning of the fiftecrith century,
and were copied by the Balkan States. The
Tliese coins

This

issued in 1670, to conform to the old custom of distributing the royal bounty to

]

Megg

Maximilian d'Or
Tlic ])ractico of distrilintiiifr coins to tlip
from tlio time of the Koniaii

poiJiilace dates

emperors, wliere
silia,

were thrown

pieces,

sueli

to the jinblie

ealled

Mis-

on days of

])erformaiiees at the
series, coins
distribution during:
specially
commemorative exercises receive the name
of Auswurf ^fiinzen, i.e., "mone.v to be
festivity, dnriiif; the

In the
struck for

circus,

etc.

German

thrown out.""
Maximilian d'Or.

A

<;old

Mayili. A Kanarese word which is supThe term Mayili
to signify a token.
Kasu followed b.v a numeral, and meaning
"Token Cash," is found on the copper
coins of Ki'ishna Ra.ia Udaiyar, the ruler
of :\Iysore (1799-1868).

posed

Mayon. Sec Salung.
Mazuma, or Masumma.

This word is
American Yiddish for money; Yiddish bea

patois of Polish, Russian, (Jerman,

and Hebrew, and American Yiddish being
made up of tlie same languages plus English.
Tiie word comes from the PolishYiddish word, Masunnncn, wiiich in turn
is derived from M'Zumon, being literally
"Means of Sustenance." The latter is
from the verli Zoman, i.e., "to feed."
Meaia, or Meaja. An obsolete Spanish
woi-d, iiicMniiig a medal.

Mealha. A billon coin resembling the
and which apyiears to have been
struck <inl\- during the reign of Alfonso I
Deiiicr,

of I'orlugal

(1128-1185).

Mechelaar.
A silver coin of Brabant
Its value was
struck in 1485 and later.
one and a half Grooten, and the corresponding Didjbele Mechelaar was generally
known as the Penning van drie Grooten.
*SV(;

Ileylen (p. 64).

Medaglia, Medaille.
ing uanies
medid.

in

Italian

to a coin outside of cii-eulatiou, and valuable only for its historical or artistic featuri's.

.SVr

Medalet.

Schauthaler.
A small medal.

A name

Medallion.

coin of Bavaria, a variety of the Pistole or five Thaler.
The name is jirincipall.v applied to the
issues of Duke Maximiliaii III (1745-1778).

inir

and Vossius states that it comes from
Mddlhnii. metal. The most probable etymology, however, is from the Italian meda(jliii. a
term which can be traced to the
fourteenth century, aiul which was applied
it.

The correspondand French for a

Medal. A piece coined for the puri)ose
of coiiniiemoi'ating some historical event, or
as an award for personal merit. It is never
inteiulcd to pass for mone.v.
Various derivations of the word are
Scaliger derives it from the Arabic
Mcllutlid, a sort of coin with a head upon

given.

[14'

generally given to

which occur in the Roman
sei'ies, and which were struck by Imperial
authority in gold, silver, and bronze.
It
is not detinitel.\- settled whethei- the.v were
ver\- large pieces

used as

actual

currenc.v

commemoration

oi-

pieces.

tiee

intended as
Stevenson

{s.v.).

An

Mediacula.

obsolete

Italian

term

signifying a medal.
Poey d "Avant (iii.
179) cites it from the mint records of the
Alibey of C'luny, and from ordinances of
William, Duke of A(iuitaine, A.D. 1019.

Mediano.

This term was used in Milan
Soldo (tf six Danari.

to desci'ibe the half

Mediatino. A name given to the double
Dauaro, struck in \^>i'ona from 1259 to
1329.

Medino.

A

of Egypt, the
Ghrush, the twentieth

co]i|ier coin

fortieth part of the

of the Yigirmlik, and the fifth of the
Beshlik.
A billon coin of twenty Medins is cited
by Mailliet (Suppl. 23, 5) as having been

struck during the P"'rench
Cairo, 1798-1801.

occupation of

Medio. A Spanish word meaning one
and not infi-ecpu^ntl.v applied to the
half Real.
It was extensively used
in
Noi'th America during the colonial period,
and to some extent after the War of the
Revolution. Its value represented six and
half,

a (pmrter Cents.

Medjidie, or Irmilik.
A silver coin of
the UKidcrn Tui'kisli series of the value of
eighteen iiud one half Piastres, though
often reckoned at twenty Piastres or eighty
Metalliks.

Megg.
A nickname
Thomas Sliadwell, in his
(if

a

Guinea.

The Squire

1688 (i. 1), says: "Meggs are
Smelts are half-guineas."
See

Al.'iiitid,

Guineas,
Decus.

for
pla.v.

Mexican Dollar

Mehnder-Mulie
Mehnder-Mulie.
Kirkpatrick,
in An
Account of the KiiKjdoiii of Nepal, 1811
(pp. 217-218), statos'that in 1793 "the silver eipht-anna piece, now called Mohr and
Adliecda, was formerly denominated Mehnder-Mulie, after the Prince who first struck
it (i.e., Mahendra Malla, A.D. 1566), and
by treaty established it in the neighboring
Kingdom of Tibet."

Meke.
lialf

An

Penny.

Mencalis.

obsolete dialect term for a

See Make.

Du Cange

states that this is

name of a Spanish coin which occurs
documents written in Latin.
Menellk. The name given to the Talari
issued by ]\Ienelik, King of Abyssinia.
These coins were struck at Paris.
Menudo, frequently called Memit, an
struck at Vich
ol)sidi(inal copper coin,
during the French occupation in 1645 at
Barcelona in 1643 and in Civita Vecchia
fnmi 1642 to 1646. See Mailliet (cxx. 12-

the
in

Merk. A Scottish coin which owes its
origin to the mediaeval Mark, which was
originally a weight, next a money of account, and lastly a coined piece.
The Merk first appears in the Scottish
series of money, as a coin, in 1591, where
a "Balance Half Merk" of James VI is
mentioned.
See Patrick, Records of the
Coinnqe of Scotland (i. introd. and pp.
These were fol118, 177, 253, ii. pi. 9).
lowed by the Thistle Merk (q.v.) of 1601
and later.
The value of the Merk continued to be
two thirds of the Pound (i.e., 13s. 4d.),
but when James VI ascended the English
throne the Scottish money had so deteriorated that

it

one to twelve.

known

com]iared to the English as

The Double Merk was

as the Thistle Dollar.

Messir, or Mishir.

A

;

modern Turkish

series

also

See Noble.

gold coin of the
the value of

of

;

twenty-five Piastres.

Suppl. 11, No. 12), etc.
These appear to have been copied from
a regular type issued by Philip II and
Philiji III of Spain.

Messthaler. The name given to the silver coins struck by the Bishops of Sitten,
in Switzerland, on which are usually depicted a figure of St. Theodolus before an

Meraner Kreuzer. See Kreuzer.
Mereau. Originally a moneyer's pass or
token, whicli originated in France.
At a
later period it was used for the identifica-

altar.

15,

tion of membei's at council meetings, religions festivals, etc.
M. Blanciiet, in his Nunmmatique du
Moijrn-dgc ci Morlernc, Paris, 1890, reproduces on the cover of the Atlas a moneyer's
pass in silver of the mint of Lyons, bear-

ing on the obverse a crowned bust of FranIT.
The Paris Cabinet des Medailles
preserves similar mereaux of the mints of
OrenobJe, Cremieu, Ijyons, Avignon, and

cis

That of Avignon, which is the
was issued in the name and
has tlie arms of Cardinal de Bourbon
(Charles X), who was at the time Legate
of the Holy See to the Comtat Venaissin.
The work of de Fauris de Saint-Vincens
Trevoux.

latest in date,

describes one of these silver passes, bearing
the name of Louis XTI, with the title of
Comte de Provence, which has on reverse
an initial A, evidently indicating the mint
of Aix.
De Courtois Rrvuc NuinlsiiKitlquc, 1848,
(p. 66) illustrates a mereau, of small module, issued by the moncyers of Tarascon.
[

Metallik, or Metallique. The name given
variety of low grade silver Turkish
coins, which constituted a large part of the
to a

ordinary circidation, chiefly in Asia Minor.
The largest of these Metalliks when composed of fifty-two parts of silver and fortyis known as the Altilik,
value of five Piastres.
When,
however, the same sized coin contains only
twenty-five per cent of silver, it is known
as the Beshlik, and is only equal to two
and one half Piastres.
As the smaller
Metalliks are in the same ratio, the greatest confusion formerly prevailed, which,
however, was remedied in 1911 upon the
introduction of the nickel coinage.

eight of cojiper,

and has

a

Metbuo.

»SVe

Metsqal.

See Miscal.

Mathbu.

Metzblanken. The name given to the
Breitgrosclu-n of the city of Metz, struck
during the fifteenth century.

Mexican Dollar.
name for

|io]inlar

Originally this was the
the silver coin of eight

Reales which was struck in Mexico and
largely used in the Orient. It is mentioned
in this .sense as early as the beginning of

148]

"

Me
the

Milled
eifjlitcontli

century.

Altliouprli the coin

no longer issued the nanie has survived
to tlie present day and is now applied in
the P"'ar East to the Mexican Peso, which
is

circulates for the exact amount of silver
that it contains, and consequently has a
flnctuatinj;' value.
See Chopped Dollar.

Mezza. An Italian word nieaniiifi; one
half, and applied to coins to indicate the
half of some recognized unit.
Mezzanino.

An

Money

Miliarensis, or Milliarensis,

(!r. MtXtapsihcr coin, iiitroduc^'il by Constantinc the (ircat, which at first iiad the value
of one fourteenth of a Solidus, ami obtained its name from being the one thoutj'.ov,

a

sandtli part of the i>f)und of gold.

was

It

from Constantine

coined continuously

to
.Justinian I.
After the latter 's reign the
Miliarensis was raised in weight to ecpial
the one twelfth of the Solidus and the

value changed from one and three (piarter
Italian silver coin

of

half the value of the Grosso (q.v.). It was
first issued under the Doge Francesco Dandolo of Veidce (1326-1339).
A cop]ier Mezzanino was struck at Ragusa in 1795 and 1796, of the same value
as the Venetian type.

Michaels Gulden and Michaels Pfennige.
name given to two denominations
struck hy the Ahhots of Beromiinstei- in the
Canton of Luzerne. They obtain their
name from the figure of the arcihangel
Michael slaying a dragon, which occurs on

The

the reverse of these coins.

Michalati.
Certain Byzantine Solidi
struck in the name of the Emperor Michael
bore this designation, which was jjrohably
nidy a pojiidar term.
Michieletta. The name given to a series
of leather ohsidional coins issued for the
of Tyrus, in 1124.
The name is
cit.v
derived from Dominicus I\Iichieli, Doge of

Venice (1117-1130), who introduced them.
See Leatlier Money.
Mihon Sen, See Shiken Sen.
Mihrabi.
A gold coin of Akbar, Emperor of Ilindu.stan, valued at nine Rupees.
See Hihansah.
Mikron. See Obolos.
Mil. A copper coin of Hong Kong, first
issued in 1863. It has a round hole in the
centre for stringing purposes.
The inscriptions are bi-lingual,
English and
Chinese, and its value is one tenth of the
l)ronze Cent.
The Chinese call it Tsian.

Milan d'Or. The name given to tlic gold
coin of twenty Dinara issued in Servia bv
Milan T in 1882.
See Hazardinar.
A former eo]iper denomination of the Philippine Islands; the one
thousandth part of the Spanish Escudo.
Mildinar.

Milesimo.

[

Sili(|uac to

two

Siliipiae

Military Guinea.

(q.v.).

See (luinea.

Milk Penny. S,,' Old Milk Peiniy.
The consti'uctive unit of the monetary .s_\stem of the United States.
It is
a money of account and e<pial to the one
tenth of the Cent or the one thoii.sandth
Mill.

jiart of

the Dollar.

The name given to certain
square silver coins struck by the Almohades in Siiain and Northern Africa during
the twelfth century.
The,y ai)i)car to be
the successors of the Miliarenses [q.v.).
The name Millares, however, is more frequently used for the imitations of these
Millares.

half Dirhems made by a number of Christian cities in Spain, Southern France, and
Italy for purposes of trade with the Arabs.
For an exhaustive treatise on the subject
ace Blancard, Le 3Illlares, 1876, and Engel
and Serrure (iii. 456).
Millares.
The modern French
the ancient ililiarense (q.v.).

Milled Money.

A

name

name given

to

for

such

coins as were made by the employment of
the mill and screw process which superseded the hammered coins {q.v.}.
Polkes states that "the maker of this

milled money is reported to have been one
Philip Mastrelle, a Frenchman, who eventually, however, fell into the practice of
coining counterfeit money, and was convicted, and executed at Tyburn, on the

27th of January, 1569."

Kenj'on states

the "new process of coining, by
means of the mill and screw, was introthat

duced into England from France, apparently by a Frenchman called P^loye Mestrell. "
Hawkins, 07i the other hand, asserts that "the name of the Frenchman is
unknown and the whole history of the process and its employment
is involved in
singular obsenritv.
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Miobolo

Millieme

As

One

thiiijr,

in two.

that

from 1561

reis of Brazil represent a

however, is certain, and that
to 1575 milled coins were
made in England, but as they did not win
entire approval, they were discontinued
and not revived until November 5, 1662,
when a warrant was issued for coining b.y
is

the mill altogether.
Shakespeare alludes to the milled Six-

pence in The Merry Wives of Windsor

(i.

1).

For an exhaustive treatise on the early
by mill and screw, fter
Mr. W. .1. Hocking's monograph entitled
Siiiion's Dies in the Royal Mint Mnscum,
with Some Notes on the Early History of
mintiui!: operations

Coinage by Machinery, contributed to the
Niiniisniatic Chronicle (4th Series, vol. ix.).

A

Millieme, also called Ochr-el-guerche.
nickel coin of modern Egypt of the value
of four Para, or the one tenth of the
Piastre.
There are multiples of two and
five

Milliemcs in the same metal.

Type. Many Greek coins of the
Archaic period have for their reverse type
a square design composed of six or eight

the
41)0,

ill till' same pro]iortioii.
Mimigardeford Deniers. The oldest silver coins of Munster are so called.
The
city received this name when founded by
Charlemagne A.D. 803, and retained it
until 1041, when the title Monasterium was

arc

adopted.
Tiiese Deniers have on one side a eluu'ch
with three towers or steejdes, and the inscri]ition

from a common centre to
the corners and sides of the square.
The

resulting six or eight triangular com]iartments arc alternately raised or depressed,
giving somewhat the appearance of a
swastika or mill-sail and from whence is
dcrix'cd the modern name for the design.
Milreis. The money of account for Portugal and Brazil.
One thousand Reis are
called Milreis, and one million Reis is
known as a Conto di Reis.

The word is derived from mille. mil. a
thousand, and real, rey, a King. The Rei
of flannel (1495-1521) was a small copper
coin of low value which was abolished in
the sixteenth century, but multiples were
retained, some of which received specific
luimes.
Thus the Tostao was one huudi'cd
Reis; the Cruzado four hundred, the Coroa
five thousand, etc.
A nominal gold standard has been in
use in Poi'tugal since 1854 and the gold
and two Milreis,
thousand and two thousand Reis

coins consist of five
five

i.e..

In silver the Milreis consi.st
of one thousand Reis, and there are smaller
coins of silver and bronze, the lowest being
a piece of one Real.

Portugal imposed her monetary system
on Brazil but cut the value of the luiit
[

or

+mimigerne-

Mina,

Manah.

or

An

early

weight

employed by the Babylonians
and (Jreeks, and one sixtieth of the Talent
((/./'.).
The Greek Mina was etjual to one
hundred Drachmai, and the Babylonian
and Persian Mina or Manah was divided
into one hundred Sigloi.
standard

Mining-pieces.

Minnespanning.
ish

iiiiiiiisinatists

See Ausbeutemiinzen.
A term used by Swedto indicate a token or

medalet issued to commemorate some spe-

The word minne means mem-

cial event.

ory,

Mint Condition. This term when applied to coins or medals means that they
are in the highest degree of preservation,
or absolutely bright and perfect as when
issued by the mint.
Mint-Marks. Abbreviations of words on
coins to indicate the place wliere the coin
was struck. Thej' are usually to be found
on the lower part of the coin or in the
exergue, but instances occur where they
are placed above the head on the obverse.

The name given to a small bilGenoa in the thirteenth
century during Re])ublican rule.
It was
Minuto.

lon ciiin issued in
in

use until

which time
latter

t.v]ie

about the year 1700, after
was struck in copper. The
was copied in Cagliari, Savov,
it

etc.

Minutulus, or Argenteus Minutulus, allname for the Ai'gcntcus (r/.c).
Compai'e Lami)ridius, Sec. Ale.r. (xxii.
Also see Siliqua.
8).
ot licr

re-

spectively.

+ mimigardeford,

EORDE.

Mill-sail

lines radiating

a consequence the silver Milvalue of half of
Portuguese, and the nickel coins of
200, and 100 Reis, adopted in 1906,

Miobolo.
An obsolete copper coin of
the Ionian Islands. The name is ])robably
a corruption of medio oholos, and is ajiplicd
I.I the half Obolos.

I-'IU

"

:

Mite

Mirliton

mad

(A. 11. 1171-120.')j.
Its value is ten
Uirliems. See Kesme.
In recent years the Chinese have struck
ill Turkestan bi-lingual silver coins of five,
tlire(\ two, and one Misc^als.

Mirliton.
Tlu' iiaiiic ^ivt'ii to a variety
of the Louis d'Or struck bj' Louis XV. It
lias on the reverse two interlaeed eursivc
Ls, witli a crown above and a palni-bnuich

on each side.
Mirror Sen.

Mise. An obsolete term for the double
Albus or Weisspfeiiuig. It originated from
tile fact that this was the amount of the

S<i Kajrami Sen.
Miscal.
A unit of weight for bullion,
prevalent in all JIuliaiuniadaii I'ouiiti'ies.
It is the ecpiivalent of twenty-four Nakhods or Peas, aiul the Nakliod is e((uivalent to four fjandums or grains of wbeat.
Tlie Committee for the Reform of the Currency in Efr.v|)t exjierieneed great difficulty
in detcrniiniug the exact weight, aiul tinally decided to set aside tiie unseal and
ado]it the metric system.
Mr. II. L. Kabino contributed an interesting paper on the coins of the Shahs of
Pei"sia to the Numismatic Chronicle (series
from which the following is
iv. vol. 8)
extracted
"When the Imperial Bank of Persia
started operations in Persia in 1890, it had
to impoi-t capital in bar silver to be coined
standard weight had to be
in Tehran.

stake or entrance money for ])layiiig the
game of lotto formerly controll(>d ])y the
Hessian government.
Conf. \\w l"'ri'n(li
.V(.sv.

Mise Money.
money by way
some

Blount, in
particular exemption.
Tenures, 1679 (p. 162) states
that "The tenants shall pay him a certain
sum of money called Mise-money, in consideration whereof, they claim to be acquit of all fines and amerciaments, which
are recorded at that time and in Court
Rolls and not levj-ed.

Ancient

llaj.ji

JIuhammad

Ila.ssan,

Amin

the

ez-

(</./'.)

in the

Another name for
coinage of Afghan-

Sec Miscal.

Misri.

See Zer-malibub.
See

Missilia.

Maundy

Monej'.

Mistura.
A general name for Italian
iiiUou or base silver coins, but more especially applied to the early issues of Asti,
Cremona, Fauo, the Pajial coins of Avignon, etc.

=

I

Mitad.
This word is found very freipientl.y on tokens of Latin America, and
designates a half Real.

Mite. The Domcsdaij Book, circa
268), mentions the term minuta,
which comes the English w'ord mite.
Riiding (i. 217) saj's, "a mite, in
eyer's weight is the twentieth part
grain, and an indenture of the 17th
(i.

of

1086

from

monof a

year

Edward

carat c."

Customs found an established
standard weight for bullion, which they
the Mint the

III mentions un mytisme de
See Leptoii and Myte.

Mite. The expression "a Mite" is used
mainly to indicate an extremely small unit
of monetary value.
lu arithmetical books

maintained.
is eousequeutly now in Persia a
weight for bullion, the miscal of 71.04
grains; and a legal weight for merchandise,
the miscal of 71. Gl grains."
The Miscal, also called Metsqal and
Mits(ial, is a silver coin of Morocco, introduced by Muhammad Abd-Allah ben Is-

"There

of the sixteenth

legal

[

Sanar

istan.

Zarb, late Mint-master to the Persian Government, aiul Mr. Rabino, chief manager of
the liank, after a series of experiments
with the Mint and Bank weights, established the projiortion between miscals and
37 ounces
ounces troy as 250 miscals
71.04 grains. This has
troy, or 1 miscal
ever since been recognized as the equivalent of the miscal for bullion transactions.
"I must add that when the Customs Administration were preparing the New Commercial Convention they had no knowledge
of this standard, having at the time no
control over the Mint, and after weighing
the heavy weights iii use in their administration, they fixed the equivalent of the
batman Tabrizi of 640 miscals as 2.97 kilogrammes. This equivalent is confirmed, so
to .say, by treaty.
On taking charge of

=

See Messir.

Mishir.

Misqal, or Misqali.

A

fixed,

An obsolete payment of
of contract to ])urchase

it is

and seventeenth centuries

mentioned as the lowest denomination

of English

money

of account.

Caxton, in his Dialo(jucs, 1483 (p. 51),
has, "A peiiy, a halfpeuy, A ferdyug, a
myte;" and Jeake, in his Arithmetick, 1696
151

:

Mon

Mithqal

See Lepton.

one Farthing.

A

Mithqal.

nifying the impression of a seal. See Sihansah.
The Mohurs of the East India Company
were first struck as patterns in 1765 for
P.ombay, and in 1769 at the Murshidabad
mint for Bengal. The English regal coinage of Mohurs commenced soon after 1858
when tbe government of India was transferred to the C'rown.
In 1899 the silver standard of India was
superseded by the gold standard and the
Mohur was replaeecl b.y the Sovereign.
In the former money of account for

that there are sixteen mites

(p. 77), states

in

dialectic

form of Miscal

(q-v.).

Mitre. J. Simon, in his work on Irish
Coins, 1749 (p. 15), states that "other foreign coins called Mitres, Lionines, etc.,
from the stamp or figures impressed on
them, were
uttered here for pennies,
though not worth half a penny.
See Rosary.
.

.

.

'

'

See Miscal.

Mitsqal.

Mixti nummi.

Bombay, Madras,

Srr Plated Coins.

this

name

A

.*i

—
=
=
=
=
Sec Noback

in ancient times.

Mocenigo,

also

Lira Mocenigo.

called

silver coin of Venice, wliieh receives its

from the Doge Pietro Mocenigo
(1474-1476), who introduced it. The type
was similar to the Marcella (q.v.) and the
coin was retained until about the middle
of the sixteenth century. Its original value
was ten Soldi.

name

A West

Moco.

Indian silver piece cut

the

back

(i).

Mohar.

See Morchen.
in

tiooo

Arabia.

Reis.

(p. 137).

((Jr.

|j.6Xu^8o?)=Lead {q.v.).

Ordinarily a Japanese weight,
but in some instances used as indicative of
value. Thus in 1765 ajipeared a rectilinear
silver coin called the

The name formerly used for
Dollar

750 Fuddea, or double Pice.
Pice or Doggane.v (Duganih).

1000 Doreas or r)urihs.
HOlPO Urdoos or Urdilis.

Momme.

See Moidore.

S|)atiisli

or Pjinnohea,

l.'jOO

Molybdos
to indicate the

dianietcf of a coin.

Morchen.
Mogrebi.

Mohur was com-

bonino.

cut

Moeda.

the

Moidore, or more properlj% Moeda,
from moneta, money, a gold coin of Portugal and Brazil. When originally issued
under Sebastian I (1557-1578) it was
given a value of five hundred Reis, but
this coin was nothing but a one and one
quarter Cruzado. Tlie Moidore proper, of
four thousand Reis, was first struck in the
reign of Pedro II (1683-1706), and discontinued under John V (1706-1750; some
writers even limiting the period of issue
from the years 1688 to 1732.
It was struck much longer for Brazil,
and was sujierseded hy the gold coin of
four thousand Reis, issued by Pedro I in
1823.
See Chalmers (p. 396) and Lis-

from a Spanish Dollar. It corresponded to
the Bit {q.v.), and was extensively used
in the islands of Dominica and Guadehmpe. See Zay and Chalmers {passim).
The name is probably a corruption of
the French morceau, but Chalmers states
that "Moco seems to be an abbreviation
of the word Maccochino, of which the
forms Maecaroni and MacMpiina were emploj-ed in Jamaica and Trinidad to denote

money."
Module. A word used

etc.,

puted as follows
Fananis
1 Mohur —
=
1.1 Rupcfs.
— Ii40 Annas.

A piece of one
Mnaieion ([j.vateitjv).
liundrcd Drachms.
The gold Octodraehms (or one hundred
silver Drachms) of Egypt were known by

See No-

67(t).

The name used in Nepal for the
Ang-tuk {q.v.).

Mon.

i'a-nying Tang-Ka, or

and
Sen

A
Mohur, or moi-e ]iroperly, Muhr.
gold coin of India, the issues with native
inscriptions dating back to tiie dynasty of
the Moghul emperors in the sixteenth cenThe name is from tlie Arabic, sigtury.
[,

Tanuma Go Momme

Gin, or the five Momme Silver of Tanuma
(Munro, p. 195). It was valued at the
twelfth of a gold Ryo. See Kwan.

A word

implying a crest or badge
Japanese
decoration.
See Munro

ai)plicd to sncli of the early

as

had

til is

Later the name was synonymous with Rin, i.e., the tenth jiart of
the Sen. The Japanese Tempo {q.v.) was
worth one hundred Mon.
(l)p.

1.

,2]

17,

36).

Moneyage

Monarque
111 the Korean eoinapre tlie Mon or Mnn
the hiindrodth jwrt of the present Nianir
Copper i)ie('o.s of five and ten
or Yani;.
Mnn are issued.
is

A Freneh

Monarque.

emperor.

Moneda
Si)aiiisli

A

term used

b.\-

when describing

ob-

Provisional.

luanisnuitists

sidioiial eoins.

This surname was bestowed
Moneta.
upon .luMo, of the Capitol. In B.C. 268

Roman mint was established in the
tlie
precinets of the temple of Juno Moneta.
At a later jieriod it was used to deiuite
both the plaee of the mint and the minting
art proper, A Denarius struek about B.C.
48 bears tlie head of the goddess Moneta,
with the inscription moneta. On the revei-se is an anvil, die, hammer, and pincers,
with T(itus)rARisivs.
In the reign of Se|)timins Severus the
three Monetae ai)pear on eoins. They are
represented as holding each a cornucopia
Under Diocletian, Alexand a balance.
ander Severus, etc., only a single figure
of Moneta appears on the coins, and is
usually represented in the act of dropping
coins into a mcasiire.

Moneta Abatuda
ords and occurs

in

money clipped

is

The term

diminisiied.

is

or

used in old rec-

I)u Presne, Glossary.

Moneta Argentosa. See Billon.
Moneta di Coppella. The name given
to a

Scudo

ence in

struci<

165(J.

It

by Pei-dinand II at Florbears on the reverse the

and was
The operation
from all alloys

inscription imi'VKITatk rehx'TA,

extremely pure

silver.

refining gold and silver
known as copprllazione.

of
of
is

Moneta Duplex. Srr Doul)le.
Moneta Falsa, or Moneta FalsiBcata.
The Italian equivalent, for counterfeit
coins.

Moneta Farthing. The name given to a
Parthing of David 11 of Scotland (13291371), which is characterized by the following curious reading: ohv. moneta regis
n.

reiK avid scottor.

Miliarensis.

Hee Miliarensis and

Moneta Nova.

A common

ex|)ressioa

on

European

continental coins, to denote a
new coinage, whicii in many instances was
only made possible by melting the coins
previciusly in use.

Moneta Palatina. A term which occurs
on some of the Merovingian coins of the
seventh century, which were issued by the
authoritv of Eligius, a monevcr to Dagob.Tt

I.

Moneta Papalis. iSVe Paparina.
Moneta Spezzata. The Italian

equiva-

lent for fractional or subsidiary coins.

term can be traced
i.e.,

to the

The

verb spezzare,

to split, or bi'eak.

Monetarius. A mintmaster, or moneyer.
The term is found on many Anglo-Saxon
coins.

Monetary Unit.
tain coin

A

name given

to a cer-

which has been agreed upon as

the liase of a monetary .system. From this
basis are made the multii)les and divisions.

Money. Any material that by agreement serves as a common medium of excliange and measure of value in trade.
The olde.st spelling appears to be mone,
and in this form the word occurs in the
Chronicle of R. Brunue, circa 1330. The
Anglo-Saxon laws of Aethelstan, circa 900,
mention the term inynet, in the sense of
money, or payment in general.

Money used as a verb, i.e., to coin or
mint money, is now but rarely used. George
Augustus Sala, in his Diari/ in America,
186r)
(iii.
"The American
136), says,
double-eagle ... is perhaps the most beautiful and splendid coin ever moneyed in
aii\-

mint."

Moneyage.

This term means not only

the right to coin money, but was also formerly applied to a tax paid to some of
the Norman rulers of England, in consideration of their refraining from debasing
the coinage.
Carte, Iliatorn of Eiu/hnul, 1747 (i. 482),
says
Moneyage was a duty of twelve
pence paid every third year in Normandie
to the Duke for not altering the coin."
'

In Plorcnco it was formerly the custom to
comjiute in Tuscan silver, called monctn
to distinguish

Moneta
Millares.

:

Moneta Lunga, meaning "light money."

hiioiiii.

less in \alu('.

slang expression

for the silver ciiiii of five Pranes, wliieli
formerly hore a lai'tre portrait of tiie reiufniiifr

hou/d of Leghorn, whicli was four per cent

it

from the moneta

'

Hume, History of England, 1762 (i.
App.) has: "Moneyage was also a general

[1 53]

.

Money

Morelos Dollars

Batterer

Monnaies Fourrees.
Monnaies Muettes.

levied by tlio two first Norland-tax
man Kings, and aholisluMl liv tlie charter
of Henry I."
.

.

.

Money Batterer. One who defaces coins,
especially a ])ei'son wlio clips or otherwise
In
nuitihites tlieni for dishonest pnrposes.
a rare tract entitled Cocke LorelVa Boke
(11), printed circd 1515, and reprinted by
the Percy Society, occurs the passage:
Players, purse cutters, money baterers,
'

'

Golde washers."
Money of Account. The general term
employed to expri'ss a value not represented by an actual coin, but which is
computed on the basis of a number of
struck pieces, the money of account representing a i;nit value, in some instances very
minute or insignificant, and in others very
large.

Examples are the Talent of the Anthe Conto of the Portuguese, the
Beutel of the Aluhammadans, the Indian
Lac of Rupees, and the I\lill in the coinage
cients,

of the United States.

The German numismatic writers use the
term Kechnungsmiinzen, and the French
say Monnaies de Compte.

Money

of

See

Necessity.

Obsidional

("oins.

Monkey.

An

me.niing the

sum

English slang expression
of five hundred pounds.

Monnaie, La. The familiar name for
the mint of Paris, ab})reviated from Hotel
de

la

Monnaie.

Monnaies a

la Croix.

Tlie general

plied

Monsoys.
Mopus.
lialf

Modena and bore

the inscription moneta
DECiENSis on the obverse, and on the reverse s. GERMANus, with a figure of the
saint.
See Murajola.

Morchen,

also called

Miir-

Heller.

The name, meaning a small moor,
bestowed on them in derision, as they
turneil black on account of the small
centage of silver they contained.

was
soon
per-

See

Hiisch.

Mordowkis.
tions of the

and the
menting

of

A name

given to imita-

Kopecks made by the Mordwas

Tai'tars for the purjiose of ornatheir dress.
See Blanchet (ii.

193).

Ai-cdunI

Morelos Dollars.
tain Mexican
Keales. issued

Coins.
[

Mbrchen and

chen, were small uniface base silver coins,
and they are mentioned in 1409 and 1425
in the mint regulations of Cologne.
They
circulated extensively in the Rhenish provinces, and their value was the same as the

term originally
used to distinguish the Deniers struck at
Angers fi'om those of Tours. Later tlie
name Angevin or Angevine was applied to
the donlile (Jros issued in Flanders and th«
Low Countries which was copied from the
French tyjx'. There is an extensive series
struck bv the Bishops of Metz, beginning
witli Thierry V (1363-1384).

Monnaies d'Essai. See Essays.
Monnaies de Verre. See Glass

See JIansois.

A

slang term for a Farthing
Penny, and also for money in general.
The word can be ti'aced to the beginning of the eighteenth century. Thackeray, in Vanitii Fair (vi.), mentions "the
old gaff's mopus box."
Morabitino.
A gold coin of Portugal
struck only in the reigns of Sancho I (11851211) and his successor Alfonso II (1211The figure of the ruler on horse1223).
back probably served as the prototype of
tlie Rider and similar gold coins adopted
in Europe some time later.
Moraglia. A base silver coin struck b.v
Agostino Tizzone, Count of Dezaiia (15591582). It was of the type of the Sesini of
or

name

Money

French term apno inscription.

five Sols.

A

See

that have

Monneron Tokens. Tlie name given to
a series of copper medals issued by the
brothers Monneron of Paris in 1791 and
1792, whicli were intended to be used for
the redemiition of the Assignats (q.v.).
The Moiinerons, who were bankers, had a
patent for making these tokens, and they
struck them in denominations of two and

sages, etc.

Monnaies de Compte.

coins

See Mute and Anepigrafa.

foi' coins exhibiting a cross but antedating
Notable examples are
the Christian era.
(iaulisli imitations of drachmae, and usually assigned to the ('adurci, Volkes Tecto-

Monnaies Angevines.

to

See Plated Coins.

A

154

]

cast

A name
silver

from 1811

given to cer-

pieces
to

of

eight

1813 by Gen-

Miinz Recht

Morisca

Mourisca. See Morisca.
Mousquetaire.
A name given to the

Morclos of tlio Republican
the Province of Oaxaca. There
are corros])oM(linj!; coins of the value of
two, one, and one lialf Reales of the same
Tlio word sun on tlie reverse redesijjn.
fers to th(> ai'iiiy of tlie Sontli, of wliicli
eral Jose
forces,

was

111'

i\laii;i

ill

till'

fonrtt'ontli
'.i\'2

ci'iitiirN'.

It

was

Moritzpfennige.
III'

liisli(i|is

silviT

Tlic

I'liiiis

of

and 1711

to

{q.v.).

Edward

It

is

A larger
generally

at

a

by the Arcb-

icle

to

has suggested that

(1906, p. 274)

should be

of JIafrdt'liury- frnui the twelfth to

III

his occupation of

during

tlie

i'i)in|)nt('d

by

for ('aiiada.

of England
France ( 13371:556), but, as the title "King of France"
and the English arms are absent from tliis
piece, a writer in the Niiniisiniitic Chronattrilnited

early coin

during

Deniers, struck

thirty

in 1710

form of the Agncl

name ffWen

issued

XIV

Zay (p. 66).
Mouton, or Mouton d'Or.

Maraliiitini.

sei'ii's

coin

Louis
.S',7'

I'lnnniaiiiliT in I'hirf.

An
Morisca, or Mourisca.
of Castili' cui-rciit in I'nrtiifial

billon

assigiietl

to

Edwanl,

l)u

Cangc

Duke

it

of

(iueldres.

Tlii'V have on
fourteenth cenlurics.
tlie obverse a tijiure of the |)atroii. Saint
Mauritius, wiio is variously re|)resented as
Archstanding, oi' with the Inist only.
bishop Wigmaiin von Seeburg (1152-1102)
struck the largest and most beautiful specitiie

Moutonneaulx.
tioned

Mu Ch'ien.

Ciiinese

make the Yang Ch' ien or pattern coins which are in turn used to make
the regular cast coins for circulation. For
the -lapanese eipiivalents ace Halia Sen
and Taiie Sen.

Mortuary Pieces. A name given to such
ami medals as are struck by one
monarch to commemorate the reign and
coins

Miickenpfennig.
A co]i]icr coin of
Brunswick-Liineburg, struck in 1696, which
has the figure of a fly on the revei*se. See

acts of his predecessor.

The}' are usually issued very shortly
after tlie demise of the preceding ruler,
and in many instances contain both the
])()rtraits of him and his successor.
The (ierman equivalents are Sterbe
Uenkmiinze, Sterbe Thaler, and Begriibniss
Thaler.

Neumann

(No. 7466).

Mijckenthaler.

See Wespenthaler.

A German

Miinze.

word,

meaning a

coin.

An

expression used by Gerconnection with discoveries of coins, and the eiiuivalcnt of the
Fi-eneh "trouvaille" and the English term

Miinzfund.

to a variety

man

of the Teston of Ciiarles IX of France,
struck at Orleans by the Huguenots. Below the laureated liust are the letters
and
(), one within the other.
^Vp Blanchet (i.
161).

A

iiuiiiismatists in

"find."

Miinz Gulden.

A

gold coin of the Re-

from 1794 to
have been struck only
in
multiples of twelve and twenty-four,
and the reverse has the value abbreviated:

Sff Mustofske.
Mother Sen. Srr Ilaiia Sen.

1796.

Mouches, 111- Mousches, meaning flies,
was the niekname given to certain varieties

Luzerne,

of

])iiblie

Mostoska.

It

issued

ajijicars to

Mz.Gu
many
inces,

and

vested,

.5.5

A

right to coin money
less reservation, in
Euroi)eaii rulers, ecclesiastics, prov-

Miinz Recht.

of Liards, or jiicces of three Deniers, issued
in Avignon by Urban VIII ( 1623-1 f)44).
They bore on one side the figures of tliree
bees which were mistaken for flies.

[1

tlie

ous mints to

The Greek term for

The name given

"^Mother coin,""

word for the coins made from tiie handcut model, and which are .sent to the vari-

Flan.

Morveux.

an ordinance of 1422.
preceding coin.

in

Mozzi. A class of coins mentioned by
Promis (ii. 12), as being current in Piedmont in 1335 and of the value of two to a
(! rosso and a half.

Moriziotti. This term is applied to copper coins of the value of five Soldi, issued
in Piedmont by Victor Amedeo III in 1704.
Like tlie preceding they bore a figure of
Saint Mauritius.
(\>.op(fri).

189)

menIt was

priiliably a variety of the

mens.

Morphe

(iii.

cites this as a])|)lying to a gold coin

]

with more or
cities.

Myte

Miinz-Zeichen
Miinz-Zeichen.

Tlie

German

equivalent

for mint mark.

See Morchen.

Miirchen.
Miiter.

See Myte.

See Monnaies Muettes.
Muggerbee. See Gubber.
Muhr. See I\Iohnr.

Muettes.

Muhr-Ashrafi. See Ashrafi.
Muini. A gold coin of Akbar, Emperor
of lliiuliistan, valued at nine Rupees. See
Sihansah.

Mule. A
by using two

coin,
ilies

token, or medal,

made

which were not originally

intended for each other.
The term was first generally used in the
latter part of the eighteenth century, and
it mav have been adopted from the "Token
Collectors' Half-penny" of 1796, the reverse of whicli represents an ass and a
mule saluting each other, with the inscription, "Be ass>ired, friend nuile, you shall
never want my protection."
The German name for this class of coins

and medals is Zwittermiinzen, and specimens exist dating from the early part of

Mushtari. A name given to the copper
forty Cash piece of Mysore, by Tijui Sultan, in 1793.
This coin had previously
been called Asmani (q.v.), and the change
of name was necessitated owing to Tipu
having given the names of the different
stars to his smaller copper coins.
Marsden (ii. 724) calls it Mashrabi. The
word Mushtari is the Arabic designation
for the planet Jupiter.

Mustofske. A Russian copper coin referred to by Adam Olearius, in his Travels
of the Anihassadors, etc., 1636 (p. 97), and
of tiie value of one fourtli of a Kopeck.
The term is also found written Mostoska.

Mutton Head Cent.

posed to have been made before the regular Japanese inscribed coinage. Another
name is Kwammon Gin Sen, or "Flower
Badge Silver Sen."

Mun, or
the Chinese
see

Mon.

Wen

The Korean name for
For further note

(q.v.).

Mon.

Murajola, or Muragliola, a diminutive
of Moraglia (q.v.), a general term for all
coins of dark color probably due to impure
As a coin it was first struck in
silver.
Bologna and Piacenza by Paul III in 1534,
of tlie respective values of two and four
Baiocci.
It was imitated in Modena in
ir)42, and in Ferrara, Guastalla, and CorIn 1642 the
reggio siiortly afterward.
mint at Bologna struck the Murajola of a

'

vahie of one Bolognino.
As a Paj)al coin its value varied consid(M-ai)ly.
Ch'ment XI issued it equal to
eight
liaioeci in 1717 for Bologna and
Ferrara; (Uement XII for sixteen Baiocci;
Benedict XIV in 1747 for four Baiocci;
and Pius VI struck it at various mints

and of numerous values.
[

The popular name

for one of the Connecticut Cents issued in
1787.
It bears one of the largest heads
represented on coins of that State.
See
Crosby (p. 215).

Muzuna.

The Japanese word
silver 8en which was sup-

Sen.

fur iion-inscril)cd

is

Anepigra]ihic Coins.

the sixteentli century.

Mu-mon Gin

A

term applied to a coin when
without any inscription and
can tlierefore only lie identified by the devices upon it.
See Monnaies Muettes, and

Mute.
same

the

A

small copper coin of Al-

Budwas discontinued about 1820, but
was retained longer.
Morocco coinage the copper Centimo is also known as a Muzuna.
The
latest coins have the value so expressed.

giers, the twentj'-fourth part of the

schu. It
the half
In the

See Blancpiillo.

Myddelton Token.
A copper half
Penny dated 1796 for the British settlement in Kentuck}% and made payable by
P. P. P.
origin.

Myddelton.

It

was

of

English

Mynet. See Money.
Myshemihecte (MuaY)iJ.t£7.T0v), or Ilemiobol of gold.
Specimens were struck at
Cuniae and by Pixodaros, Satrap of Caria.
Myshemitetarte

or the
equal to one and
a half Drachms or nine Obols of silver.
Specimens were coined at Athens but are
very rare.

Tritemorion

of

((j.ua'(5[jLiT£-:apTT)),

gold,

Myte, sometimes called Mite and Miite
Myten, Miiter), and the diminutive

(plur.

Miiterken.
A billon coin of small value
current in Flanders and Brabant as early
as the fourteenth century and copied in
15(1]

Myte

Myte

Germany and
ctymolofiy

is

the Low
probal)ly

rouiitries.

from

the

The
Latin

name was indiscriminately
coins of small value.
In Flanders, Louis de Male (1:346-1384)
prohahly introduced it, and the Brabandsche Mi it, as it was called, appeared under
Jean IV (1417-1427) and had a value of
one sixth of a Grote. A chronicle of Lemjio
states that "Miiter" wei'e struck at that
place in 1497.
iiiiniitia,

as the

ai)plie(l to

[

The myte occurs in tlie coinafxe of Arnheni before 1460; it was issued at Osuabruek under liishnp Konrad von Kietbern
(14S2-lo().S), and at Lippe it had the value
of a double Pfennifj in the time of Bern-

hard VII (1431-1511).

At

a later period the name wa.s applied
coins struck at M\inster, and in

to billon

1764 it was used to dcsifj-nate pieces of
three Pfenni<;e which had been reduced to
one half of their original value. Sec Mite.
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Ner

Nadiri

N
Nadiri, also called Rupi and PuusadDinar. A silver coin of Persia, which takes
its name from the Shah Nadir, who introduced it in 17-'58. Its value was computed
at tive hundi'i^d Dinars.

Napgen Heller, or Napfchen Heller. A
niclcname piven to counterfeit coins of very
inferior silver which appeared in Saxony
in the latter part of the seventeenth century. The name was bestowed on account
of their concave or bowl-like form.

Nag-Tang.

See Tan<;:-Ka.

Nami

or

form

Sen,

Wave

the Japanese

(if

Sen.

Nashe, in Saffron Waldeii, 1596, says:

"I hearing the fellow so forlorne
gaue him his Charons Naulum or ferry
.

Kwanei Sen

certain
{q.v.)

with waves or curved lines on the back.
They are sometimes called Shi Mon Sen
or four Mon Sen, beinp: valued at four of
Various other coins
the regular pieces.
with waves on them were called Nami Sen,
such as one of the coins of Akita Province.

whicli bore on the
figure of St. Peter in a boat.

Wu

Napoleon.
TJie |)opular name for the
Franc gold coin, struck bv Napoh'on J. from 1805 to 1815.
also
Masson, Nnpolcon et les
(\iiif.
Fi iiiiiK's, 1894 (p. l():i), where the piece
of forty Francs issued by the same emt

Weill

peror

\'

is

of account used in
value of twenty Dirhenis.

Nasfi.
(lucrd liy

A copper coin of
Muhammad ill

A.H.
was known

aliout

as Dokaiii.
'_'(ll

to

L'OC).

DeJdi, iuti'oibn Tughbiq,
Tlie corresponding half
730.
as Hashtkani, and the (puirtei'
»SVp Thomas, Chi'oniclcs fNos.

The word means

for the reverse of a coin.

a half.

Naulum. Tiic name given l)y the Greeks
money put in the mouths of deceased

or-

bronze coins was the representation of a
ship's |)row.
Hence the expression caput
aid navis would corres])ond to our "Heads
111'

tails."

Neat Gild.

Src Black Mail.

Money. iSVc Obsidional Coins.
Negenmenneke. A silver coin of BraNecessity

bant issueil ill 1480-1481, and originally of
the value of nine Myteii.
By the Ordonnantie of February 4, 1520, its value was
reduced to six Myten and it was consequently called Seskin or Sesken.
It was
extensively copied in the Low Countries.

Mertens and Torfs, Geschirdmis van
Antwerpoi. 1847 (iii. ;125) state that this
coin was cni]iloyed extensively as alms for
mendicants.
gold ten Floi-iu

A name

iiiece of

given to the

William

III,

King

of
tlie
Netherlands
(1849-1890).
The
(weiily and the five Floi'in coins of the
saiiii'
ruler are corres|)(in(liiigly entitled
Diihliclc

Nen.
fonii

and Halve Negotiepenning.
.\

silver ingul of a iiarallelopiprd

slightly

ciirNi'd
with an averncre
length of 11.') mill.; a breadth of 28 mill.,
and a thickness of 17 mill., and which
sliould weigh
about three hundred and

persons to insure their passage over the

seveiity-eiglit
in

!•

the

term is naturally to be sought
among the Republican issues where the
common reverse type to be found on the

river Styx.
r

the

igin for this

Negotiepenning.

A money
tlic

The popular name among
The

Navis.

called a double Napoleon.

Nasch.
Arabia of

reverse

century-,

Nan

The name given to the
Ch'ien.
Feng IIuo Ch'ien issued by the Chinese
Emperor
Ti (A.D. 502-548) of tjie
Liang dynasty and to the Pu Ch'uan of
Wang IMang, because if worn by a woman
she would give birth to a son.

.

tliree half pence."
See Juvenal (viii. 97),
and Aristophanes, Frof/s (270).
Navicella, or Navesella.
The common
name for the Papal Ducato, struck in
Rome, Ancona, etc., during the sixteenth

Romans

A

.

Indo-( 'liina

graiinues.

and

(

These were used

'niiilHidia.

Nen Bac

Nisfiah

Nen

Bac. 'I'lic name priveii to the Annarcclan^Milar silver bars iiitroducod
under tlie Kiiiperor Nj^aieii-tselninjr (l.S()2IS'iO).
Tlie\- are siijiposed to e(|iial in
weifilit the native oiinee, called Lu'ong, and
are eonsecnieiitlv frequently referred to as
iiicsf

liu'oMK Bae.

See Ponrobert

(2()<)7,

2105).

There is a half of similar sliajie.
The popidar
Neptune's Car Penny.
name for a copper Penny of Kariia<loes,
tij;uie of
issued in 17!I'J, which bears
Neptune's car on the reverse. Tiiere is a
eorrespoiidin<r lialf Penny, /b'ec Atkins (j).
<i

;n4).

Nesiaca Drachma, oi- SpotyiJ.T] vrjatwTtyo,
mentioned i>y .Mcxaiidrian writers, was a
silver coin struck by the "Island Li^airue'"
(X.01V0V Twv vrjatwTuv), principally in Tenos
but also with other types, in the Islands
of Andros, Melos, Faros, Na.xos, and other.s.
See Babelon, Traitc (vol. i. 501).
Nesle. See Gros de Nesle.
NessBjeh. See Nisfiah.
Neugroschen. See Silberfrroschen.

New

Beaver Skins.

Sec Ihnlson's

Pay

Tokens.

Newby

Coppers.

See

Patrick's

St.

Money.

New England

This, with

Shilling.

the

and Threepence, were the eai'liest
coins issued by the Colony of Massachusetts.
They are plain i)lancliets of silver,
without tlate, Icfieud, or inscription, and
bear on one side the fifrures of value and
Si.\])ence

on the other the letters N.E.
The shilling' was made cui'i'ent,
in^' to

Pence

the act estaliiishiufr a mint, at two
than the corres])ondinj,' En<;lish

coin.

For detailed
|)er

from

A

Crosby.

roiif.

State issue

in

cop

1788, inclusive, and all
nova f'AESAKKA.
details and varieties see Crosb\-,
17s(i

Hie

lieariiifj:

For

ilesci-ipl ions

Jersey Cents.

silvei'

to

iiiscriiition

Ngun Tawk.
routi'li

A name

i)ieces of

j^iven

the

Lao

to certain

States.

See

As'ek.

Niang.
Yan<r.

It

The

(jld

name

i'oi-

the

was the tenth of the Warn

There are pattern pieces

troduced

nickel alloy coinafi'c

land

Bu

of I'.actria

a modern
by Switzer-

struck at

beiiifi-

The United States introduced

187:3.

The word

is

now

collo(|uialI.\'

used

to

desitrnate the five Cent |)iece of the Uniteil

States.

Nim-Bisti.

See Bisti.

Ninepence.
ish

c(iina!.;'e

lozenf>:e

and

This (U'uomination in Britoccurs only as a jiart of the

shajied necessity

money

also in the series of

of Newark,

Inchquin money

issued in 1642.

The Newark coin is tlated 1646 aiul
bears a crown with the letlci-s C K at tlu;
sides, and the value IX b(>low.
The Ninei)ence in the Inchipiin set'ies
has nine annulets indicative of its value.
Nippence. An En<rlish dialect term for
Ninepence. Sarah Ilewett, in The I'eiisdiit
SjKeeh uf Devon, 18!)2, has, " Ey-j^'s be
awnly nippence a dizen tu-day in Iha mai'ket."
nois issued

A variety of the double Toui'by Charles VI of France (K{8()-

1422).
The obverse exhibited three Hc'ir.;
de lis crowned, and the type was copied
with slifi'ht modifications in the Anp;loGallic series and in Buri^'und.y as late as
the sixteenth centni'X'. See IldlTiiiann (:!4).

Nisar. A ji'old coin of Hindustan, made
the pui'jiose of distlMbution "on the
occasion of <i'reat festivals, such as State
processions or at mari'iajjes, when thev
were scattered amoufist the crowd." They
aT"e usually somewhat thinnei' than the curfoi'

rent coins.

((/.c).

Si'i

(

'(idi'inu'ton

(p.

12()K

Nisfiah, or Nisfiyeh.

Ottoman

.lapanese term meaninj;' two

nuihbub.

iq.v.).

the half.
[

is

This alloy

;

twenty

A

nu\(h'

eoinafie,

a nickel Cent in 1856 -Tamaiea a nickel
I'enny in 1870; and the German Empire
adopted a subsidiary nickel coinage in

Korean

havinf,' this spell-

was

the jiieces

1(S5(),

in

Strasburji'.

ing.

Ni Bu.

in 1S!14.

Nickel, when employed for
»enerally mi.xed with cojjper.
was used by .some of the Kin<is
in the second century B.C.
The first national iss\ie of

Niquet.
accoi'd-

less

New

Nichelino.
Tlie popular name in Italy
for the nickel coin of twenty Centesimi in-

'"!'

]

.\ <;-old coin of the
of the weif^ht of about
ami the half of the Zer-

l]iupire,

<^rains

The name

is

derived from nisf,

Noble

Nishka
In tlip Algiers cnrrenp.y
the Sultany or Solthani.

it

is

The large cross on the reverse has various letters in the centre: E for Edward,
L for the London Mint, and one struck at
Calais has a C.
Those of the succeeding
monarchs have R for Richard II, and
for file Henries.
The original weight of the Noble was

the half of

Nishka. A gold coin of ancient India,
the (luadruple Rnvarna.
Cunningham (p.
48) thinks that it may have been only an
ingot of gold of a fixed weight. No specimens have thus far been found. See Pana.

Ni Shu.
Nizim.

H

and six
was reduced
to one hundred
and twenty-eight and
four sevenths grains, and in 1351 it was
further reduced to one hundred and
twenty grains, although retaining the same
nominal value of six Shillings and eight
Pence.
Henry IV, in 1412, reduced the
weight to one hundred and eight grains,
one

See Shu.
See Sizinia.

Noailles.
A variety of the Louis d'Or,
struck by Louis XV, which bears on the
reverse two shields of France and two of
Navarre, arranged in tlie form of a cross.

Nobilis Rosatus.

See Noble.

and

an old rhyme states:
"Kourc things our noble sht'weth unto uio,
Kinp. ship, and sword, and power of the sea."

The legend on the Noble was ihc avtem
TBANSIENS PER MEDIVM ILLORVM IBAT, taken
from the Gospel of St. Luke (iv. 30), and
it was explained to mean that "as Jesus
passed invisible and in most secret manner
by the middest of the Pharisees, so gold
was made by invisible and seci'et art

it

value to fen Shiltlie new Nobles
from the old ones he stamped a rose on
each side of them, from which they received the name of Rose Nobles, corrupted
into Royals or Ryals, a name borrowed
from the French. The white rose was the
badge of the King's family. Sec Ryal.
In the time of Henry VII a double Ryal
was struck, called a Sovereign (q.v.).
The Noble was copied in Burgundy and
by the Archdukes of Austria. It was also
closely imitated in the Low Countries under the names of Gouden Nobel and Rosenobel (q.r.). In a proclamation by Robert
Dudley, Earl of Leicester, as Governor in
the Low Countries, mention is made of tlie
various tudawful coins then current, and
among them is NohiUs Rosatus, struck in
Gorcum by the authority of Don Antonio,
of which one side is said to agree with the
English Noble.
grains.
lings,

lie raised

and

its

to distinguish

Noble.
A gold coin of Scotland, first
(1329issued in the reign of David II
1371), and almost identical in type with
the contemporary English coin of the same

name.

There appear

to

be no further

is-

sues of Nobles until the second coinage of

VI, when one was struck with tlie
date 1580, sometimes called the Barelieaded
Noble.
In the fourth coinage of this nionarcii occurs the Thistle Noble (q.v.).
The silvci' Noble of Scotland is more geiirraily known as the Half Mcrk.
It originally weighed one hundred and five grains
and first appeared in the second coinage
of James VI, with dates from 1572 to 1580,

•liimes

amidst the ignorant." A legend also states
that it was put upon the coins "liecausc
Ripley, the Alchymist, when lu; made gol^d
in the Tower, the first time he found it,
spoke these words, 'per medium eorum,'
i.e., per medium ignis et sulphuris."
[

thirty-eight

in 1346

aiul Edward IV in 1465 restored it to its
former weight of one hundred and twenty

A

gold coin of England first
issued in 1:J44 in the reign of Edward III,
being a successor to the Florin. Its original value by proclamation was six Shillings and eight Pence, and no one could
refuse to take them in sums of twenty
At the same time
Shillings and ujiwards.
were issued half Nobles called Maille Nobles and quarter Nobles called Ferling
Nobles, their value being in proportion.
The name of the coin is supposed to be
derived from the noble nature of the metal
of which it was composed, it having only
one half of a grain of alloy.
The prominent feature of the coin is the
great ship in which stands the King holding a sword and shield, from which circumstance the coins are sometimes referred
The ship may comto as Ship Nobles.
memorate the naval victory which the English fleet, commanded by the King in person, obtained over the French fleet at
Sluys, on Midsummer Day, 1340, and as

Noble.

hundred

thirteenths grains;

KiO

]

Novgorodka

Noble Angels
and

a half Nf)l)le or (|uartor

Merk was

at

K)?."),

Noumia,

inclusive.

A name

jriven

Edward

Noctua. The name fiiven to the coins of
Greece, on wliich there is the figure of an
owl, the emblem of Minerva or Pallas
Atiiene.

Noirs.
A name given to the billon
Mar((ues in the French Antilles and at
("ayeiuie, on account of their black color.

Noummos,
used

1783 and
See Crosby.

Another

Nomos

law, custom, came to be
of a piece of money,
See
legal money, the synonym for v6ij.iaij.a.
(vojAOi;)

.sen.se

Noununos.

Non

Sunt.

billon coin

1559.
Plack.

It

A name

given to a Scotch
in 1558 and

which was issued

is

The name

also

known

as a

Twelvepennv

derived from the revei-si'
NON svnt dvo sed vna
I'AKO. i.e.. "They are no more twain but
one flesh,"" taken from St. Matthew (xix.
inscriiition,

6),

is

i.\M

and which refers

to the

Mary Stuart and Francis

marriage of

of France.

Norkyn. See Halard.
Norman Penny. The name given to a
Deniei' of Kichard I, and one of his AngloGallic coins.
It bears on the reverse the
inscription iioDVMnvro for rodomaco, and
resembles the coin.s of Aleonor, queen of
Ijo\iis, King of Fi'ance.

A

Shilling.
name given
to a Shilling struck in 1763 for distribution
among the people, on the Earl of Northum-

Northumberland

berland "s public entry into Dublin as Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland. Only two thousand
were struck and the coin is conseciuently
rare. Tlie designei- is Richard Yeo.

Nosf-Wokye.
Notdaler.

A

foi'iu

of

v6|xoi;,

to designate the prin-

in

1785,

Birmingham, England,
for

use

in

America.

same name, condenominayuint, ami Cent, which repre-

series,

of the

sists of thi'ce silver coins, of the

tion of ]\Iark,
sent a plan of coinage, advocated .lanuary
These coins
15, 1782, by Robert Morris.
are pattern or experimental pieces, and
were never adopted.

Novcic (])lural Novcica). A copper den(unination formerly current in Bosnia and
iMontenegro and equal to the one hundredth part of the Gulden or Florin.
When the Krone system was introduced
into Austria in 18f)2, this coin was superseded by the Heller.

Noveno, or Novene. The name given to
a billon coin issued by Alfonso X of Castile
(1252-1284), and his successoi"s, and
struck at Burgos, Leon, Seville, etc. The
general t.ype presents a lion rampant on
the obverse, and a fortress of three towers
It was discontimied in
on the reverse.
the sixteenth century.
Novgorodka. The name given to the
Denga struck in Novgorod in the fourteenth century, and valued at two Dengui
See Chaudoir (p. 116).
at Moskow.
This is the money referred to by John
Ilasse,

in

The Cnines Weit/hta

niirl

Meas-

ures. Kxed in Russia, 1554, Ilakluyt, I'riii-

eipal N(ivi(jatio»s, London, 1589 (p. 293),
"Of silver coines there be
as follows:
The least is a Polthese sortes of pieces.

See Kesme.

Sec De Gortz Daler.
[

Doi'ian

the

South Italy

in

Solidus.

also

ill

Wyon, and made

designated a gold coin.

emplo.ved in the

.

Nova Constellatio. The conunon name
for a series of copper coins engraved by

The Greek name for the

Nomisma.

vo'j[jiijl!Ov )

coin issued in the many cities
of this district.
The Noummos here corresponded in weight to the ('orinthian
Stater or Attic Didrachm. The term Noummos was also used to designate the silver
Litra {q.r.), struck in the same locality.
Srr Kalielon, Tniitt' (i. 450-453).

Nomisma, derived from v6|j.oi;, law, cusamong the Greeks tiie generic
term for money. In late Roman and Byit

(

cii)al silver

tom, became

zantine times

Noummia

by

obsidi-

coin which appeared
about the reign of .lulianus II (360-363)
and continued to the end of the Western
Enipii'e.
Its weight was ten grains.

to the
IV, because
theii- value, six Shillings and eight Pence,
cori-es|)onded with the previous value of
the Xohle.

time of

in the

oi-

used

indicate

to

Roman copper

small

Noble Angels.

expression

(ieruian numismatists
onal coins.

tlie

Angels

An

Notmiinzen.

is-

Tlit' last apjiearsaino time.
aiiPP of the No])le in Scottisii eoiiia^o is
in tlie rei^ii of Charles II, from lfiC4 to

sued

101

]

Nyueki Jimpo

Novini
the second a Denga, the third a
Niiwgrote, which is as much to say in English, a half penie, a penie, and two pence."

deiiga,

The name given to silver coins
Savoy and Genoa of the value of nine

Novini.
of

Danari, issued in the latter half of the
See Rivista Italiana di
NumisDiatica (vi. 368).

fifteenth century.

See Novgorodka.

Nowgrote.

Nowt Geld. In Ine's Laws, circa 693,
a regulated sequence of fines is given, estimated in the payment of cattle, and called
nowt-geld. But as the valuations here recorded were not subjected to subsequent
alteration, it is probable that the nowtgeld was disused by the Anglo-Saxons soon
In Scotland, however,
after Ine's time.
cattle payments continued to the reign of
David I "(1124-1153).

Nummi
Nummi

See Concave Coins.
See Glass Coins.
Nummularius. A Roman money changer.
The "term is foimd in English literature
in the Mirour of Saluacioun (58), written
circa 1450, to wit: "He ouerthrewe the
hordes & shedde the monee of the NumelScyphati.
Vitrei.

aricHs."'

Nummus, also written Numus. In Latin
a generic term for money, and the name
applied to the chief current coin in any
system. See Sestertius and Follis. Multiples,
etc.,

e.g.,

Pentanummion,

Decanummion,

are fre(iuently used in describing the

Byzantine

coins.

and Signia in CenB.C. 303-268, correspond
to the As of aboiit ten Roman ounces.

The Nimimi

of Alba

tral Italy, issued

Nummus

A

Aereus.

small copper coin

prinof late Roman times {see Noumia)
cipally used as a generic term for a bronze
;

Numisma, the Latin form
Nomisma (q.v.).
Numismata.

Nummi

A

of the Greek

coin.

Nummus Argenteus. See Denarius.
Nummus Aureus. See Aureus.
Nummus Bracteatus. See Bracteates.
Nummus Centenionalis. See Follis and

generic term for money.

Caduceati.

The name given

to
as

such varieties of the Roman Denarii
bear a representation of the caduceus or
staff of Mercury.
Nummi Castrenses. The name given to
such coins as were issued l)y military com-

Well known
to pay their armies.
examples are the gold coins of Rome, struck
by order of Sulla, Pompey, and Julius
Caesar, and a rare piece i.ssued by Flaminius in Greece, about the period of the
Second Macedonian War, which bears his

Centenionalis.

manders

name and

All of the military coiiuige was struck
outside of Rome.

Grossi.
Mixti.

Some

See Labay.

Nummus
Nummus

Realis.

Nunciata.

A

Incusus.

See Bracteates.

A

See Real.

Serratus.

See Serrated Coins.

corrui)tion of

Annunciata

iq.v.).

Nurling,

Nusflik.

See Dick Thaler.
Sec Plated Coins.

Plumbei. The general term for
leaden coins or tokens, but specially used
for those struck by the ancients.
Plautus, in his Triiiunniio. sa.ys: "Cni
si capitis sit

Sec Serrated Coins.

Epularis.

oi'

Knurling.

Another name for

the reeding on the edge of a coin.

teates (q.v.).

Nummi
Nummi
Nummi

Dentatus.

Ratitus.
general name for
Roman cuius wjiirh bear the figure of a
galley or the jirow of a galley.

portrait.

Nummi Cavi. A name used by some
luanismatic writers to designate the Brac-

Nummus
Nummus
Nummus
Nummus

numinuin crcdam plumbeum."

writei's apjily the

name

to imitations

of the Denarii of the Consular
perial series.

and Im-

A

gold coin of the

modern

Eg\ptian series of the value of fifty Piastres.
It was introduced A. II. 1255 or A.D.
1839.

The coi-respoiuling silver coin of the
value of ten Piastres is called Nusf. Noback (p. 243) cites the Nusf as a gold
coin of Morocco of the value of half a Rial,
or six and three quarter IJkkias.
Nyueki Jimpo.

[162]

Si r

Jiu Ni Zene.

Oak Tree

Obryzum

Coins

O
Coins. An early silver issue
The
the Colony of Massachusetts.
series consists of Shillings, Sixpences, and
Threepences, dated 1652, and Twopence
dated 1662. Srr Pine Tree Coins. Conf.

Oak Tree

for

Croshy.

O

Ashi.

for money.

The common Japanese name
The word means "Honorable

Foot."

Oban.

The

largest of the -lapanese gold
oval in shape but variable in
size, some siiecimens being six inches in
length, and weighing over five ounces.
The face of this coin is usually covered
with s\Tnmetrieal lozenge shaped flutings,
and it is stamped at the ends and sides
with the Government crest of the day,
namely, the Kiri flower and leaves. The
value, usually about ten Ryo, is painted in
.Jajjanese ink on the face by the superintendent of the mint.
The Oban came into use A.D. 1573-1592,
and was issued until about 1860. For the
coins.

many

It

is

varieties

conf.

Munro

(p.

188

et

Sf(j.).

Obeliskoi.

Sec Iron Coins.

A nickname

given by the
soldiers to the bills of the Bank of the
Tnited States in allusion to their shape.

Oblongs.

The term

a|)i)ears to

common

have been

in

Oliio in the early part of the nineteenth
Sec Cist, Cincinnati in 185!)
century.

(Pt.

i.).

Obol, Obolus, or Obolos. Originally a
weight of iincicnt Greece, and later a silver
coin, the one sixth of the

Drachm

etymology of the name

(q.v.).

uncertain,
but the generally accepted theory is that
is derived from o|ii/,6i;. o^i/.iay.o?, i.e., a
it
spit, or skewer, the apjiellation given to
the earliest iron bar money which was made
The normal weight of the
in this form.
Obol was 0.73 grammes, or 11.25 grains.
The multiples of the Obol consisted of
Tlie

ri-lltc.liiilou

Ti'tnilidUm

r:

.")

=

4

=
^

2

is

Oboll.

'•

1 Vj
[ ir„

The
lowing

divisions of the Obol were
:

Tritcmorlon

tiie

fol-

Oirtk en

Obsidional Coins
as
oi' Siege Pieces,
are generally called, are stamped
pieces of metal struck during sieges or by
iieleaguei-ed cities, when the customary

A

Octavo.

Obsidional Coins,

copper coin of Mexico of the

money became

value of one eighth of a Real, adopted
during the Revolution of 1812-1813, and
later copied by the state of Jalisco from
1828 to al)out 1862. See Ochavo.

but conf. Mailliet.

Octobol (Gr. oy.TMpoXov). The multiple
eight Obols (q.v.) and equal to one and
one third Drachms. No coins of this denomination are known.

they

They frequently
scarce.
represent a fictitious value, and a promise
The
of redemption at some future time.
subject cannot be treated here in detail,
Obverse of a coin is the side which bears
the more important device or inscription;
In
the, other side is called the reverse.
the United States the side bearing the date
is called the obverse, irrespective of device.
On ancient coins the side bearing the portrait of a ruler or the picture of a deity

Some

claim
that in classifying ancient coins the obverse
must always be regarded as the side which
received its impression from the lower die,
is

always the obverse.

i.e.,

writei's

the die supported by the anvil.

See Oc-

tavo.

A Spanish copper coin struck
Charles III pursuant to an ordinance of
May 5, 1772. Its value was two Quartos
or eight Maravedis.
Ochota.

Ijy

Ochr

el guerche.
See Millieme.
Octachalk.
A piece of eight Chalks
This multiple of the Chalk is not
(q.v.).
specifically mentioned by ancient writers
but certain large bronze coins of Egypt,
from their weights, were pi'obably of this
denomination.

Octadrachm, or

v/,-iicot'/_i>.'j'/,

ing the nudtiple of eight

represent-

Drachms

another and more common term Quinarius
(q.v.) or half a Denarius (when this had
become equal to sixteen Asses).
:

oSeAo?).
A term for Obol
sometimes found in Arcadia, Crete,
and also at Delphi and Megara.

Odelos (Gr.

iq.v.),

Odolke
says,

(Gr.

65oX7,ti, 6SoX/,ai'),

was the name of the Obol

Ilesychius
(q.v.)

in

Crete.

Ochavo. A copper coin of Spain, the
It dates from
half of the Quarto (q.v.).
the beginning of the sixteenth century and
received its name from being valued at one
It was also issued
eighth of the Real.
during the French occupation of Barcelona and Catalonia (1808-1814).

Octussis, or piece of eight Asses. Never
struck in bronze, but only in silver under

(q.v.),

was a coin struck not regularly, but occasionally in Thrace, Macedonia, and more
generally at Sidon in Phoenicia.
The
Octadrachm of gold (also known by the
term Miuiieion, q.v.) was struck by the
Seleueid and Ptolemaic kings.
Octas, or Octussis. A multiple of eight
Asses after tiie tirst i-ednction. It is doubtful, however, whether such a coin was ac^tually sti'uck, or whether it was only a money
of account.
[

Oertchen. A diminutive of Ort (q.v.).
According to the monetary regulations
adopted by the district ("Kreisordnung")
of lower Saxony in 1568, its value was
established at two Pfennige.
It is of frequent occurrence in East Priesland and
was in use in a number of the German
States to the end of the seventeenth century.

A similar coin, also called Oirtken, was
struck for Brabant in 1512 and later with
a value of twelve Mj'ten.
See Frey (No.
231).
Orterer.

The popular name for the
by the moneNovember 10,

(piarter Gulden, established
tarv convention of Essling
1524.

OertH.
issued

at

Tile
St.

name given
Gallen,

to a billon coin

Schwyz, and other

Swiss cantons during tlie seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
They exist on both
round and square planchets, and were
e(|ual to four Batzen.

A

Offering Pieces.
name given to certain coins of Alfred the Great, which are
considerably larger in size than the then
prevalent issue. Carlyon-Britton considers
that they were intended for Shillings. See
nrillsh Niniiisiiiiillr Journal

Ogata Sen.

(i.

5).

The Japanese name

large specimens of their cast Sen.

Oirtken.
104
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See Oertchen.

for

'

Oord

Okelpenning
Okelpenning.

A

precise etyiiidlofjy
ordinance of 1314,

variety of Denier,

tiie

unknown. In an
Johann V, Margrave of

lieiiif?

Urandenbnrp: is authorized to coin certain
Dcniers ''(jiii rulfinrltcr Ol-clprnnbuir vocaiilur."

Ponuneranian archives of

In

tlie

year 182') they are called Denarii Au!_nnentabiles, and in Brandeid)ur<; at a somewhat
later period they are referred to as Keljienninp-e.
Sec Kehlpfennig.

Oke Money.
Okkia.

See Ilock Money.

S(r Ukkia.

Oktodrachmon. See Octodrachm.
An English dialect
Old Milk Penny.
term used in West Yorkshire to indicate a
Penny of the eighteenth century which
was formerly added to the standard
weights to give a good weight.

See Sicca.
Srr Polleten.

Olotl.

A silver coin of the Ottoman
Its
of the value of fifteen Paras.

Onbeshlik.
weight

is

from

sixty-five

to

one h\nidred

grains.

Onca.

See Canello.
Oncetta. A Neapolitan gold coin of the
value of three Ducati, with multiples of
two, five, and ten. It was made pursuant
to the ordinance of April 20, ISIS, double
See
in value to the Oncia of Palermo.
Ducato.
Oncia (Gr. b'i%i<x, oufvAa). The Latin
Uneia, the small unit of the Siciilo-Italian

which it was the twelfth
was struck only in bronze, and
many cities of Sicily and Southern Italy.

Litra
part.
at

fancy to have been

(q.v.), of

Oncia.
A gold coin of Sicily, notably
of Palermo. It was originally e(iual to the
Oncetta of Naples, as is indicated by the
value T 30, i.e., thirty Tari, on some of
these pieces dated 1793, etc.
By the ordinance of Ajiril 20, ISIS, it was reduced
to half the value of the Neapolitan coin.

On-le-vault.

pojiular nam(> for the

A

II (A.H. 1223-1255)
and finallv,
under Abd-el-Medschid (A.H. 1255-1277),
the silver coiiLS etjual to ten Paras were
made.
In Tripoli the Onlik was a billon coin
of the value of one fourth of a Ghrush.
It does not seem to have been issued prior
to the reign of Abd-el-Hamid I (A.H. 11S7-

to thirty Tari or

Onza. A name given to the gold eight
Escudo piece of Spain and the Spaui.sh
Colonies.

See Dobla.

Oof. An English slang term for money,
and a corruption of ooftish, i.e., from the
(ierman auf clem Tisch, meaning "on the
table."
J.

W.

Pearce, in

Modern Society (Jan-

uary 16, 1892), says: "Oof as a current
]iseudonym for money has been in use for
about seven years, but ooftish, which also
is Whitechapel slang for coin of the realm,
has been in use in England over thirty
'

.vears.

Oord, or Double Duit. A base silver
eonnnon to all the provinces of the
Low Countries, and of the value of one

coin,

fourth of a Stuiver.
There are many varieti(>s. Those of
(lueldi'cs, Zeeland, and Ovei'ysel have the
bust of Philip II on the obverse; those of
Holland a female seated figure; those of
Uti'ccht and West Eriesland the arms of
the ivspeetive provinces, etc.
All of the
in-eeeding types wei'c struck in the latter
jiart of the sixteenth century.

two Scudi.

See Ungaro.

An ol)solete English diaformcfly used principally in
Hampshire. The English Dialrcf Dictionary cites a manusci'ipt glossary compiled
term,

[

;

1203).

Onion Penny.

lect

The

Onlik.
Turkish silver coin originally
of the value of ten Paras, hut latei' slightly
reduced. See Rebia.
The issues for Egypt, introduced by
Soleiman I (A.H. 926-974), were of copjier, and of the value of ten Aspers; this
was followed bv a billon Onlik binder

See Ducato.
The Oncia of Malta was a silver coin introduced earl}' in the eighteenth century

Ongaro.

and an inhab-

Denier Blanc of Cambrai, coined in 13-47
by Jean Bougier of Arras, for Guido IV
of Ventadour, the Bishop of Cambrai. It
was valued at two Deniers Tournois. See
Blanchet (i. 462).

It

and was equal

a giant,

itant of this city."

Mahmnd

Omnibuses.

Empire

by W. Kennett, cii-cn 1700, which reads:
"At Silchester they find great plenty of
Roman coins which they call Onion Pennies, from one Onion whom tliey foolishly
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:

Or

Osella

Tlie name of the coin is varioxisly written: Oord, Oordje, and Ortje.

Or.

See Ore.

Ora. Riidinp; (i. 114") states that this
was an Aii^Io-Saxon money of account, and
that the name is supposed to be derived
from the Anglo-Saxon word ore, i.e., ore
or metal. He adds that "it seems to have
been brought into this island by the Danes,
at least the first mention of it occurs in
tiie league between Edward the Elder and
(iuthrun the Danish monarch. The exact
date of this treaty does not appear, but
it must
have been ratified between the
years 901 and 924. The Danes used this
term both as a denomination of money and
also as a weight." See Ore.
Ordensthaler, and Ordensdukaten. The
to such coins on which are
representations of the insignia or badges
of the Orders of Kniglithood, etc.
Thus
on a Thaler of Frederick 1 of Prussia the
chain of the Order of the Black Eagle,
founded by him, is depicted and on a

name given

;

of Christian V of Denmark the cross
of the Order of Danebrog is pictured.

Crown

A

Ormond Money.
series of silver
coins issued in 1643 under the superintendence of James, Marquis of Ormond, the
Viceroy of Ireland.
They consist of seven denominations
Crowns, Halfcrowns, Shillings, Sixpences,
Groats, Threepence and Ilalfgroats.
See
British Numismntic Journal (ii. 341-348).
Ort.
An abbreviation, for the sake of
convenience, of Ortsthaler, and used to
designate the one fourth Speciesthaler common to many of the German States in the
seventeenth century and later.
The curtailed form must have been officially recognized, as in the Swedish series, under
Christina, the Ryksort or Riksort occurs,
struck for Stettin, of the value of one quarter Rixdaler, and in Brandenburg, Gottingen, Brunswick-Liineburg, etc., there is the
Reichsort, with divisions of halves and
quarters.
The one quarter Ort is also called Achtzehner, i.e., one eighteenth, as this coin was
equal to eighteen Pfennige or the one sixteenth part of the Thaler of twenty-four
Groschen, or two hundred and eighty-eight
Pfeiuiige. See Oord and Oertchen.

The name given

Ortelin.

Ore. The name of this coin is ]irobably
derived from eijrir, a Norse word meaning
a weight of an ounce, and Latinized ora

was employed in Anglo-Saxon
and Scandinavian computation.
Sehmid,
Cliivis Numismatica (i. 50), states that it
means the same as the Latin octans, or the
eighth part of the silver Mark.

or hora.

Pfennig of Strasburg, struck
Blanchet (i. 494).
Ortje.

in 1393.

See

See Oord.

It

appears originall.y as a silver coin of
Sweden, in the middle of the fourteenth
century, but under the name of Ortug;
while the Ore with its double is found in

to the (|uarter

A Thaler of small size, comiuunl)er of the German States,

Ortsthaler.

mon

to

a

and popularly designated
Ortug.

as Ort iq.v.).

See Ore.

It

the early part of the sixteenth century.
The silver issues ceased about 1626, since
which time the Ore has been a copper coin.
Erik XIV issued .srpiare silver coins of
four, eight, and sixteen <')re from 1562 to
1567.
After the adoption of the Riksdaler the
latter was made the eipiivaleut of one hun-

dred copper

(")re,

and

this

ratio

was

tained when the Krone was established
the monetary convention of 1875.
The Icelandic form is Aur.

Orichalcum.

See Brass.

rebj'

Orty.

Poland

The plural of Ort
to indicate the

Oscenses.

(q.v.), used
quarter Thaler.

in

See Denarius Oscensis.

Osella.
It was the custom in Venice at
the time of the Republic for the Doge to
make a present on New Year's Day to the
members of the Council, said present consisting of birds (uccelli).
This practice
was altered at the beginning of the sixteenth century by substituting a memorial
coin of silver, which received the name
Osella from the original gift.
The earliest of these was struck by Antonio Grimani in 1522, and the custom was
contiinied, with few interruptions, until
1 797.
These historical medals usually bear

[1 (JO]

Othmany

Ox

tlio name of the Doge and the re<jnal year,
hut otherwise they present a s''eat vaiMcty
of designs and inscriptions.
There were oeeasional issues struck in
gokl, tlie earliest heing that of Alvise I,
Mocenigo, dated 1571, on tlie naval victory

Otuzllk.

Silver

See Utuzlik.

Overstrike.
This term is used by numismatists to describe a coin where a portion of the design, and especially the date,
api)eaTs under another design or date.

Owls (Gr. rXauy-s?). The familiar name
for the Athenian Tetradrachms, which bear
a figure of an owl on tiie reverse.
See

Le|)anto.
The Dogaressa also had the
privilege of coining Oselle in her own name.
Of the many varieties the Osella di JMurano bears a date instead of a regnal year.
Tliese occur as early as 1711. Sec Schmid,
Cliivis Niiinis)ii(ifica (i. 13).
Conf. also
at

Glaukes.

Oxford Crown. The name given to a
variety of the silver crown of Charles I,
dated 1644, and made by Thomas Rawlins,
while mintmaster at O.xford.
ISchind the figure of the King on horseback holding a drawn sword, is shown a
view of the city of Oxford, in which some
of tlie chief buildings and fortifications are
delineated.
See E.xurgat Money.

Werdnig, Die Osrllrn oiler Mihiz-Medaillen
(lev Hcpuhlik Venedirj. AVien, 18Si).
Othmany. See Akcheh.

A

Ottavetti, or Ottavini.
type of silver
coins reseinl)ling tlie Luigini, and cui'rent
in Genoa during the seventeenth century.
They were valued at eight Soldi. An ordinance of 16G7 refers to clipped or light
money and mentions the Ottavetti.

Oxford Unite.
When the civil war
broke out in England in 1642 the mint at

Ottavo. An Italian term, implying one
eighth of some accepted standard, e.g., the
Ottavo di Scudo di Tassarolo, issued by
Agostino Spinola in 1607.
Ottene.
billon coin of the value of
three Deniers, issued by Louis XI of
P^rance (1461-1-164), for Savona in Sar-

Shrewsbury was removed to the New Inn
Hall at Oxford, where gold pieces, consisting of triple Unites, Unites, and double
Crowns, were struck.
All of these coins have on one side a
jiortrait of King Charles I, and bear on
the other a scroll with the words Religio

dinia.

ProtestiiiL^, Legeft

Ottenpfennige.
A name given to certain Deniers of the Middle Ages, so called
after Otto I, Emperor of Germany (936973), in whose reign they appear.
These coins have on one side a cross
with the inscription otto rex, and on the

vieiiti

A

reverse the

name

Angliae, Liherta.i Parliareferring to the
King's declaration, on September 19, 1642,
that he would "preserve the Protestant religion, the known laws of the land, and
the jiist privileges and freedom of Parliament." The type upon which this inscription occurs is, therefore, called the "Declar-

of the locality.

"'

ation Tj-pe.
The other inscription, Exurgat Deus
dissipentur inimici, is from Psalms (Ixviii.

Ottino. A silver coin of eight Danari,
current in Milan during the fifteenth century.
It was another name for the Soldo
of twelve Danari, after the same had been
reduced in 1410 bv the Conte di Virtii.

[

(ai)l)reviated),

1).

Ox
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Silver.

See Sheep Silver.

:

Paisa

Pacheia

Pacheia,

llocxs'*

or

Spa-/[;.i],

"Heavy

drachm," the term given by tlie Athenians
to the Aeginetan Drachm, which weighed
about two grammes more than their own.
This name has also been applied to Dithe
to
draehms
in
contradistinction

Pagoda. A name given to both a gold
and silver coin current in Madras, Chandergerry, and manj' parts of Southern
For an exteusive history of the
India.
derivation of the term see Thurston (p.
11).

The Tamil name

Drachms.
Authorities differ as to whether
In the Maha
Vagga, edited by Mr. Dickson in the Journal of the Royal Askitic Society (1875),
occurs a liturgy used at the admission of
laj-men to the Buddhist order of mendicants, and he translates Pada as the quarter of a Pagoda.
Other writers recognize
For a full
it as a weight of small value.
account of this subject, the reader is referred to the work by Rhys Davids (sec. 4).

Pada.

this

is

a weight or a coin.

Padaka.

A

the Gonerdiva

copper coin of Kaschmir of
and Gupta dvnasties. See

Fonrobert (2396-2400).

name

The Italian
Padiglione.
Pavilion d'Or (q.P.).

for the

Padika, another name for the Tang-Ka,
The woi'd
a silver coin of ancient India.

means "one fourth," and

used to inSec Pana.
Tanka, or Lotus Coin. A jiame
is

ilicate tiie (|tiarter of Karslia.

Padma

given to a gold coin of Soutiiern India,
concave in shape and averaging about fiftyTiieir peculiar form coneight grains.
nects them with the coinage of the Western
Chalukya dynasty of Kalyani, but their
date cannot be determined with accuracy,
tliongh it is later than the si.xth century.
'i'iie obverse shows a seven-i)etalled lotus
flower, and the reverse is blank.

Paduans.

is

Varaha,

to the circumstance that

i.e.,

a boar,

some of the

older types had on the obverse the figure
The Hindustani name of
of this animal.
the Pagoda is Hun, a word probably
derived from Homiu, the Kanarese name
for the half Pagoda. See Pana.
The modern Pagoda can be traced to the
early part of the seventeenth century and
among the more i)rominent varieties are
the Lakshmi, the Swami, the Star, and the
Porto Novo Pagoda, all of which are separately referred to.
The divisions of the Pagoda are usually
com])uted as follows
1 Fela.
20 Kas
4 Falus
42 Fanams

See Badam.

Padens.

due

—
=

1

Fanara.

1

Pagoda.

"But," says Codrington (p. 121), "owing
to attempts made by orders to equalize
the currencies of the Presidencies, the relative value of the coins became altered,
and we have copper coins of Madras with
a variety of legeiuls stating their value."
The French equivalent, Pagode, is applied to a gold coin struck in the reign
of Louis X^' for Poiulicherv.
See Zay
(p. 298).

The Dutch introduced the Pagoda at
Paliakate in the latter part of the seventeenth century, and rated it at one hundred and twenty Sous. Tavernier, in his
Voyayca, Paris, 1676, describes it.
Pai,

iir

Phai.

A

Siamese copper coin,

the one

tiiirty-second i)art
iq.v.), and conf. Suka.

The general name for coun-

Paisa,

of Paissah.

A

of the

Tical

copper coin of

terfeits of ancient coins, especially the Ro-

llindiisfMH, frei|ii(Mitly referred to as Pice,

man first bronzes; they were extcMisively
mannfactured by Cavino and Bassiano of

though

Padiia.

abiiiit

Ihc luiddle

nl'

the sixteenth

century.

[1 68

is |)robably the older name.
existing as far back as the
sixteentii century. The value varied, being
from forty to eighty to the Rupee.

It

]

is

Paisii

foinid

:

Panterino

Pala
minor

Tlie

cninaj^o

Siiltan,

Tipii

is

of

Mysore,

under

usually classified by this

name.

detail

In Mombasa, Zanzibar, and German East
Africa, tlie Paisa, also called Pysa, has
been introduced since 1881.
Conf. also
P.aisa.

The name

Pala.

and

jriven

to both

a o^old

denomination of ancient India.

silver

See Pana.

The popular name given

Palanca.

coins of the value of one
Liguria, Tuscany, and Venice.

all

Soldo,

to
in

Pallades.
Greek coins
(particularly
those of Athens) with the head of Pallas
are thus referred to.

An

attempt has been made
element for medallic
A communication to the Revue
inirposes.
Bcli/e de Numismntique,
1869 (p. 477),
Palladium.

to

utilize

states

The following table exhibits the names
and weights of the early Indian coins in

this

that

Sir

rare

Thomas Graham, Comp-

troller of the En<rlish Mint, struck a

medal

of i)alladium alloyed with gold, silver, or
nickel.

Palpa. Promis (ii. 34) cites this as a
coin of Milan referred to in an ordinance
of 1473 of the Duke of Savoy Du Cange
finds "Palpas"' in another monetarj- ordinance of 1465.
;

An early copper coin of Ceylon.
referred to in works of the fifth century and later, and is frei|nently alluded
to under the name of Kahapana.
Pana.

It is

The English traveller, Robei't Knox, who
was in Ceylon from 1659 to 1679, and
who.se writings were published in 1681 b.y
oi-der of the

East India Company, states

"the King's proper coin is called a
pounam (panam)
is as small
it
as a
that

;

spangle
Spanish

;

75 make a jjiece of eight, or a
See also Rhvs Davids
Dollar.""

14-18).
In the coinage of ancient India the Paiui,
or Karshapana, as it is sometimes called,
was based on the weight of eighty rati
seeds, ecpiivalent to one hundred and fortyfour grains, or nearly nine and a half
graiinnes.
The name, like the Greek
(.sees.

Drachma, means a "handful," and is
derived from paui, the hand.
See Cunningham (pp. 4-5, and 42-44).
[1

CopvBit Coins

Pa-nying Tang-Ka
Pa-nying Tang-Ka.

Para
See Tang-Ka.

A

Chinese word, meaning treasure.
used in conjunction with Tung,
i.e., currency, on coins, forming two of tlie
usual four characters on tlie obverse. Sec
Ho.

Pao.

The term

is

Pao. The more recent Chinese word for
Ting in reference to the silver ingot or
shoe.
piece.

generally means the fifty Tael
Another name is Yuan Pao, or

It

I'ound ingot.

Another name for the Seudo
Paolino.
d'Oro, struck by Pope Paid III in 15:1.'),
and bearing the figure of St. Paul. It was
originally issued from the mint at Ancona,
then at Rome, and later at Camerino,
Bologna, Perugia, and Parma.

An obsolete Papal silver coin
Paolo.
which obtained its name from Pope Paul
III, in whose reign it was originally issued
to rejilacc the older Giulio

(q.v.).

In the sixteenth centar3^ it was also
coined in the Duchy of Ferrara, and later
by the Dukes of Tuscany, and in Modena.
Ten Paoli were equal to one Seudo, and
the Paf)lo of
silver Florin.

Tuscany was the fifth of a
Coiif. also San Paolo and

Paul.

A name

given to coins issued
century, which were made
for the exclusive use of the subjects of the
They were principally .struck at
Popes.
Viterbo and JMontefiascone.
The term should not be confused with
the Moneta Papalis, which is used to designate coins struck at Rome and Avignon
See Eivisfa ItaUnna
at a later period.
(xxii. 370, .xxiii. 37).
Paparini.

in the tliirteenth

Paparoni.
coins of the
ordinance of
Orvieto.

Paper.

The term given to certain
same value as Piceoli in an
1398 of the Archbishop of

The

earliest use of

paper money
be found in

prolialiiy the reference to
is
the Trdvr'h of Marco Polo (ii. 18), who
states that it was extensively used in China.
Among the obsidional coins Mailliet

A small Papal silver coin,
Papetto.
equal to one fifth of the Seudo.
It ap])ears to have been first issued under Benedict
(1740-1750), and was continued
until the period of Pius IX.

XIV

Papineau.
A nickname given by the
F'rench-Canadians to the Pennies and half
Peiniies issued by the Bank of Montreal,
City Bank, La Banque du Peuple, and the
Quebec Bank in 1837. Pierre Papineau

was the leader of the rebellion which ocin this year.
The coins bear on one

curred

side the figure of a native in winter costume.
The value of this Penny was in-

creased one fifth by an order in the Council, passed August 30, 1870, which established a uniform currency of Dollars and
Cents, and converted its purchasing power
at two Cents. See Breton (521-522).

Papione.
Para.

Ottoman Empire, which came

as the latter coin.

The Para was made the fortieth part of
the Piastre or Ghrush, a value it has alwa.ys retained.
Some of the earlier issues
are rectangular in form.
The modern Para and its multiples are
of copper and nickel it was instituted bv
Abdul Medjid, A.H. 1260, i.e., in 1844.
Ten Paras are today roughly computed as
wortli a Metallik.
;

Para. The name given to the smallest
copper coin of Servia, adopted in 1867
when that eountrj^ followed the Latin
Union in its monetary system. One hundred Para are equal to one Dinar. King
Milan issued pieces of five and ten Paras
in nickel in 1883 and later.
The Para of Montenegro has a .somewhat
higher value, as it is the fractional part of
the Perper, which latter has the same value
as the Austrian Krone. Nickel and copper

and twenty Paras
and one and two Paras in copper, were struck for Montenegro at the
Paris mint in 1909.

coins respectively of ten
in

Ixxii.) mentions various denominafrom five to thirty Sols issued at
Leyden when besieged by the Spaniards in

(Ixxi.

1;')74,

Para.

A

copper coin of Russia

i.ssued

and 1772 for Moldavia and Wallachia.
The Para was equal to three Dengi
and tlie double Para to three Kopecks.

are supposed to have been
the leav<'s of missals. iSVr Sao.
[

nickel,

in 1771

which
fi-oiii

into exist-

ence about A.II. 1066, and eventually took
the place of the Akcheh {q.v.), although
at first it had a value four times as great

tions

madi'

See Pepion.

Originally a silver coin of the
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Pataca

Parali
This was a sulidivision of the
Parali.
Twenty-eight
older LiMi of Ronmaiiia.
Parali were ('(iiial to one Leu, and on the
adoption of tlie decimal system they were
succeeded hy tlie Bani.

Pardao,
ori|;iiial]y

oi-

A

Pardau.

issued

undei'

John

silver

V

coin

(1706-

ITSO) for the Portufjuese Indies, and
struck principall}' at Goa.
It was valued at half a Rupia and the
type represents a bust of the ruler on the
obverse and the Portuguese arms on the
revei-se.
\'ai'ieties occur with the figures
;{()()
stam|)ed on them to indicate their
value in Reis.

A former money of account at
Sec Mas.

Pardaw.
Atjeh.

gold coin of
France, originally struck by Philip VI of
Valois (1328-1350). Its name is based on
the fact that the Paris standard was one
fourth al)()ve tliat of Tours.
It was retained in France to the end of the seventeenth century, but it gradually lost its
technical significance.
A Roval Parisis appeared in the reign
of Philip IV (1285-1314) this was of billon.
The Denier Parisis was struck about
the same time, and of the same composition.
;

Parpagliola.
A base silver coin of the
value of two and a half Soldi struck by the
Eni|)eror Charles \' for tlie Duchy of Milan
(1535-1556). Louis Xll of France issued
for Asti, and William II (1464-1483)
it
for Casale.
At Correggio, under Camillo
of Austria (1597-1606), it had a value of
three Soldi
it was struck at Montalcino
in Tuscany in 1556 and 1557, and at Miraudola and Siena about the same time.
iS'(
h'iisft('(/iia NuinisDiaticn (xi. 31-34).
All of the ])receding are probably copied
from a Swiss coin, known as the Parpaiole,
which continued in use until the sixteenth
century. It was quite common in the canton of Waadt, under Barthelemi Chuet,
Bishop of Lausanne (1469-1472).
;

(

Parruccone.
ru|)la d'Oi'o of

A nickname

for the

many.
Parthenoi, meaning "maidens." A luime
given to the silver coins of Athens, from
the head of Pallas on the obverse.
Passir,

probably

corruption

a

of

the

A name given to
French verb passer.
pieces of brass or copper resembling coins
which had a weight denomination stamped
on them and were used by banks, merchants, etc., to determine whether a coin
was ecjual to the necessary weight standiird.
A well known example is the brass Louis
d'Or of 1772, stamped passir.
Kelly (p. 8) states that the name Passier

A

Parisis, or Parisis d'Or.

Partenope. The popular name for a silver coin of twelve (larlini, issued in Naples
in 1791 to commemorate the return of the
rulers, Ferdinaiul and Caroline, from tier-

Dukaten was used

in

Germany

to indicate

such Ducats as were deficient in weight or
fineness more than one sixth of a carat.

Pasteboard Coins.
Pataca,

oi-

Patacao.

See Paper.

A

Portuguese

sil-

ver coin of the value of three hiuulred and
twentv Reis, which appeared in the reign
of John IV (1640-1656) after the restoration of the House of Braganza. There are
doubles and halves of corresponding values.
Teixeira de Aragao (]). 219) mentions
an edict of November 13, 1630, by which
the value of the Pataca was fixed at six
Tangas; this was evidentl.\' for the Portuguese colonies.
This coin is the one referred to under the name of Patachine bj'
William Barret in his Book of Travels,
1684, who writes of Malacca:
"There is also a sort of silver monj'
which they call Patachines and is worth 6
Tangas of good mony which is 360 reyes
and is stamped with two letters S T which
is St. Thomas on one side and the arms
of Portugall on the other."
In Brazil Meili catalogues specimens as
early as 1695 struck at Bahia, and 1700
struck at Pernambuco. The colonial issues
are frequently eounterstamped with higher
or lower values. See Butaca.

Quad-

Charles III of Spain, issued

from 1761 to 1785. The word means a
wig, and the allusion is to the abundance
of hair and curls on the sovereign's head.

Pataca.

In

the Neapolitan series this
to the half of the silver

name was applied
Ducato

(r/.r.),

authorized by the ordinance

of April 20, 1818.
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.

Pattacona

Pataca

is

Pataca, or Patack. The Species Tlialer
See Wakea.
so called in Abyssinia.

Pataz.
Grosehel

Pataca Chica and Pataca Gourda.

tliree foiirths of the

Poraooonnt in Algiers.
Tlie
fii'st
was reckoned at eight. Muznnas of
twenty-nine Aspers, or two hnndred and

mei'

money

tliirty-two

of

Aspers

and the

;

A

Patacchina, also called Petacchina.
small silver coin of Genoa issued during
Kejniblican rule in the fourteenth century
and in use until the period of the Sforza
dynasty.
Specimens struck under the
French occupation (1396-1409) bear the
divided arms of France and Genoa, or

France and Savoy.
Pataccho. A silver coin of the Principality of Monaco, which appeared early in
Under Onorato
the seventeenth century.
n pieces of four Patacchi were issued from
1640 to 1649 they have on the reverse
a cross, formed by four letters H, all
;

crowned.
Patachine.

See Pataca.

A

Pataco (plural

copper
Patacoes).
coin of Portugal, first issued bj' John III,
of a value of ten Reis, and intended as a
substitute for the small silver coins of the
same value. It was revived from about
1811 to 18.S.3 with a value of forty Reis.

The name given

Patagon.

to the piece

of fifty Stuivers issued in various parts of
Brabant and the Low Countries during the
seventeenth century. The word, like Piefort,

means

Patina.
tain soils

The largest of the silver coins
Ottoman Empire. See Yuzlik.

A

Patard.
silver coin of Flanders, Brabant, Burgundy, etc., originally issued in
the latter jiart of the fifteentli century.
Its value Huctnated, althongli in the main
it
was about ('i|iial to tiie Dutcii Stuiver.
At Liege and Cainbrai the Ecu d 'argent
was equal to thirty or thirty-two Patards.
The Daalder of the Low Countries was
valued at thirty-two Patards, and the gold
Florin at thirty-four.

This oxidation takes a black, brown, red,
blue, or green color, according to the materials which have affected tlie surface of
the coins.
Patla.
Another name for the gold Mohur of Nepal, of the weight of half a Tola.
The word means "a thin coin." See Suka.
Patlachte.
The name given to cacao
beans which circulated as money among the

ancient Mexicans.

Bancroft,
in
Native
Races of the Pacifi.c States of North America, 1875 (ii. 381-382), states that among
the ancient Mexicans this name was used
for "small pieces of cotton cloth used as
money in the purchase of articles of immediate necessity or of little value."

A

Patricius Farthing.
copper coin of
Ireland, struck in 1463 by Germ.yn Lynch,
the warden of the mints at Dublin and

Trim.

The obverse has a bishop's head, with
the inscription patricivs, and tlie reverse
a cross pattee, with salvator.

At a Parliament held at Drogbefore Richard, Duke of York,
Lord Lieutenant, it was enacted that "a
l)roper coin separate from the coin of England was with more convenience agreed to
be had in Ireland," and among the pro])osed coins was one "having imprinted on
one part of it a crown, and on the other
part a cross, called a Patrick, of which
eight shall pass for one Denier."
See
Ruding (i. 278).
This probably refers to a eopjier half
Farthing issued by Henry VI for Ireland,
which bears the inscription Patkik.
Patrick.

Patriotenthaler.

to

IlofVmann

gon

pa.isim

See Sicca.

Patolquachtli.

Patard. A billon coin of France, struck
hv Chai-les VI (i:iS0-1422). and co])ied bv
Charles VII aiul Louis XI.
The last
named ruler issued it for Pei-pignan, and
Louis XII for Provence and Milan.
See
(

An oxidation produced by cerand moisture upon copper coins.

lieda, 1460,

heav}'.

Pataque.
of the

Kreuzer.

Pathenmiinzen. A term used by German numismatists for tokens presented at
baptisms by the god-parents or sponsors.

latter at three

times that amount.

The Hungarian name for the
which was computed at

(q.v.),

)

[

Pattacona.

the Austro-IIungai-ian

1890.

It is

{q.V.}.

given

in Istria

coin of
abolished about
probably a corrui)tion of Pata-

Kreuwr which was

lour
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See Pelikanthaler.

A nickname

co|)i)er

"

Patte d'oie

Pelavillano

A

Patte d'oie.
of

till'

by

.loliii

II

lumic

P.laiu' a la

(ii'iis

of VvHuvv

word FRANC

<iivpii

to a v<aripty

timv do

lis,

(l:{r)()-i:5(34).

issucil
lias

It

ill

hirfrc letters liorizoiitally

across the reverse.

8ee Iloffmami (49, 50).

flu'

A

Pattern.

sui;<;ested desi<,'n, wliieli

may

or may not be adopted. Pattei'ii pieees arc
those for wliieli the dies have been desijiiied
These
and eu't foi- a pro])osed eoinatre.
models are afterwards submitted to the
mint authorities for ajiproval and have
been discarded by them for various rea.sons.

An

Paul.

Paolo

term for

olisolete Enirlisli

tJie

{(/.('.).

Sterne, in Tristniiii SIttindij (i.K. 24),
"1 paid five Pauls for two hard
says:
ejrfrs;"

and James

Juurnnl

in

ciistode a

Ifnlif

eipial to

Paunchea,

money

in

his

jrive

the

you the wolf

Romulus and Renuis.

A

Paulah.

and

"You

for showin<!:

jiaul

that suckled

Lowell

Ru.ssell

remarks:

cojiper coin

of

one fourth of the
(U'

Paunschih.

Hindustan

Dam

A

(q.v.).

former

Bombay, etc., comRupees. See Mohnr.

of account of

puted at

five

Lewis Rice in the Mysore Gazet1877 (p. 8), states that a silver coin
of this name, and of the value of one ipiarter Rupee, was in circulation in the abovePavali.

teer,

mentioned year.
Pavilion d'Or.

A

<;-ol(l

coin of France,

issued by Philip VI of Valois (1328-1350).
It receives its name from the canopy or
tent under whieii the Kinj? is seated.
It
was copied by Edward the Black Prince
in the Anjrlo-Gallic series, and struck at
Piordeaux.

Pax Type.

A

desif;-nation

classify Englisii silver coins.

employed
The coins

to

of
across the reverse,

Harold II all have pax
which device was copied to some extent on
the pennies of William I. These have the
letters pax.s (perhaps sifrnifyint;- pax sit),
in the angles of the cross.

Pe.

See Bahar.
Pecunia.
The Latin name for money,
derived from peeii.s, a Hock of sliee]i or a
herd of cattle. This indicates that animals
of

exehaufre.

Ronum

copj)er money.
the Domcsdau Hook, issued ciren
1086, the word is used for cattle almost
iiiiix'ersally, and in a few instances it has
the iiieaniiiu- of possessions or personal
property.

In

Pecunia Major.

See ilajoriiia.

Pecuniola. Du Canjje cites an ordinanee
of KiOO in which this word is used as a
diminutive of Pecunia and is specially apto copper coins.
Peerdeke. A base silver coin issued at
Nimepue, Zutjilien, Zwolle, Groninp:eii,
|)lie(l

Roermond,
tury.

one

Its
lialf

etc., duriiii>- the sixteenth cenvalue varied slifrhtly, beinfr fnmi
to one third of the Esealin or

Snaphaan.

The name,

that

like

of

the

Cavallo (q.v.), appears to be derived from
the fi<;ure of the runniuf:i: horse on the obverse.
See v.d. Chijs (passim).

A

Pegasi.
popular name for Greek
coins of Corintli, Syracuse, etc., bearin<r a
tiffure of Pcfrasus.
They are also variou.sly

known

and Pullus.

as Polos

Conf. Greek

Pegione.
A silver coin of the Grosso
t\pe of the Visconti, Dukes of Milan.
It

appeared first in the reij>ii of (Jaleaz/.o II
and Harnabo Visconti 1354-137S),aii(l was
continued to the end of the fifteenth cen(

a fi<!;ure of St. Amseated, with
a triplethonjred whip in his hand. See Ambrosino.
The luime is variously spelled Pejrioiie,

tury.
The types
brosius, usually

show

and Picchione, and the etymolofry
uncertain. It is of tiie value of one and
one half Soldi.
Pifjione,
is

The Chinese name

foi-

the Cowrie

Pelanor (lU/^avop, OlXavo;).

The Greek

corruption of Wompompeeke,
a variety of Wam])um.
See Roanoake.

(q.v.).

Peca.
A Portiinriiese jjold coin of six
thousand and four liiindred Reis, or four
Escudos, introduced in 1750, and rein-esenting a reduced form of the Dobra

name

[1

mediums

the earliest

wei-e

See Homer, Iliad (vi. 23.")).
In the third
century tiie word was used to define the

Pei.

A

P.ra/.il

and Bahia.

at Rio

Pecco.

See Prak Pe.

Peack.

It circulated extensively in

(q.v.).

and was struck

at

for the iron bars

Sparta

and

othiM'

lonji;

used as money

[ihiees

in

Gi'eece.

Pelavillano.
r;i]

See Poillevillain.

aneieiit

Penny Poize

Pelegrini
See Foghetti.

Pelegrini.

i)rohably allied to pilfer, means
money or rielies, Init it often conveys the
idea of something: ill-gotten or worthless.
It was in use as early as the begimiing
of the sixteenth century, and Spenser, in
the Fairie Queene, 1590 (iii. ix. 4), has
the line, "But all his mind is set on mucky
pelf."
Pelf,

The name given

Pelhauquins.

to

tain leaden jetons or tokens used for

and

cer-

games

during the second half of the

i.ssued

They are described in
by Adrien Blanchet in the Procesverhavx de la Societe Franqaisc de Numis-

fourteenth century.
detail

miitique. 1907

(xxxix.).

Pelikanthaler.
Tiialer struck by

The name given to
Henry Julius, Duke

a
of

Bnmswick-Liineburg in 1599. It bears on
the reverse the figure of a pelican feeding
its young, and the inscription pro arts et
Fons,

i.e.,

"for home and hearth;" from

known

as the Patriotenthaler.
including the legend formci-ly current, that the pelican fed its offspring by tearing its own breast, cunf.
this

it is

For

also

details,

Madai.
Pelliculati.

See Plated Coins.

Another
(xsij,xto(ioXov).
Pempobolon
form of till' word Pentobolon (q.i<.).
Penabad. The half Kran in the coinage
of modern Persia.
See Kran.
Pengar. The Swedish name for money
from Penning,
is derived
it
in general
;

Pfennig,

Penge.

etc.

A

Danish word for money

in

general.

Penni.
A copper coin of Finland, the
one hundredtli part of the Markka. There
are multiph's of five and ten Pennia.
Tlie
Dutch ecpiivalent of
Penning.
Pfennig (f/.i'.), and applied to the Denier.
Tiiere were special issues for Brabant and
tlie Low Countries called Penning van een
en een halven (one and one iudf) Groot;
Penning van Twee Grooten (i.e., Stniver)
Penidng van Drie (irooten (i.e., Mechelaar,
and later called Tweeblankspenning)
Penning van Ses (six) (Jrooten, etc.
Penny (plural, Peimies and Pence). An
English coin, the twelftli i^art of a ShilIt succeeded the Denarius or Denier
ling.
of the Anglo-Saxons since the eighth cen;

;

tury and from this circumstance probably
retained the abbreviation D or d.
Off a, King of Mercia (757-796) is the
first king to whom any silver Peiniies can
be attributed witli certainty; and from
this time this coin remained the basis iintil
the introduction of the Groat and half
Groat by Edward III. The type is almost
uniformly with a portrait on one side and
a long or short cross with pellets in the
angles on the reverse.
In 1257 Henry III struck a gold Penny,
which was first valued at twenty silver
Pennies and later at twenty-four; it
weiglied forty-five and one quarter grains.
"This piece," says Ruding, "was properly
a Ryal, and the first of the sort coined in
Europe the petit Ryal of Philip le Bel
l)eing much in imitation of it, and he was
the first King of France who coined Ryals. "
»SVe Jaku.
The silver Pennies struck for Ireland
frecpiently have the l)ust of the King in
a triangle those for Scotland were called
:

;

Sterlings (q.v.).
Thirds of Pennies are mentioned in the
laws of Aelfred (872-901), and the half
Pennies of Edward the Confessor may be
actually thirds of Pennies, as they weigh
from seven to nine grains.
The earliest specimen of an English copper Penny is one dated 1601, which was
evidently intended for a pattern. The obverse has a bust portrait of Elizabeth with
tlie
words the. pledge. of.
On the reverse is the royal monogram crowned, with
the date and the inscription A. penny.
Tlie half Penny is not dated; it has the
royal monogram on one side and a rose
crowned on the other.
Montagu's work cites the long series of
copper Pennies and half Pence which subsequently appeared, and the reader is referred to this book.
For many of the British colonies and
|)o.sse.ssions

Pennies and

liajf

Pence were

also struck, and for Soiitliern Nigeria Pennies in nickel and one fcnlh P(M]nies in

aluminium were

issued,

both

perforated.

See Pfennig.

Penny Poize. An early English weight
standard used for discovei'iiig the lack of
projier weigiit in the coins. An ordinance
of the year 1205 states tliat "there was
issued, from the mint office, a penny-poize,
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,

Penny Yard Pence
waiitiiifr Olio cifrlitli

livort'd

of a penny, to be dc-

any one who would

to

liave

it,

to

he used until Easter in the next year."
Kudini; (i. 211) states that about the
year l.'ilJl, "a curious kind of fraud was
devised by Salamon de Ripple, a monk of
the Abbey of St. Augustin in C'anterbury,
and receiver of the tenth and tifteenth in
that diocese, as deputy for the abbot.
He
framed a balance, which he called a penny
pise, and liavini;' selected twenty shilliufjs
in old and heavy
pennies, he weighed
ajjainst them the money which he received;
by which means those wlio thought to pay

were forced to pay
more, or three shillings and
foui-pence at the least.
At length a eomjilaint from the whole diocese was laid before the council, and the king gave order
foi- (iropcr in((uiry to be made; in eonseipience of which the abbot was fined eighty
pounds, for the offence committed by his
dejiuty, and was obliged to refund what
had been unjustly taken, although it was
done without his knowledge."

only twenty

shilliiigs

five shillings

Penny Yard Pence.

Berry,

Encijclopncdia llrriddica, 1828, states that certain
varieties of silver Pennies receive this
name, "from the place where they were
coined, which is supposed to have been at
Penny Yard f'astle, near Ross, in llerct'oi-dshii-c.

Pentadrachm.

A

Greek

silver coin of

the value of five Drachms {q.v.).
It was
rarely struck, though specimens issued by
the early kings of Macedonia are known.
A gold Pentadrachm was issued for Egvpt
l.y Ptolemy 1
Soter (B.C. .323-284) and
Ptolemy li Philadelphus (B.f. 284-247).

Pentalitron, or five Litra

was struck

in silver at

Pentanummion.

(q.v.)

piece,

A name

Pentecostals.
Aylitfe, Parcrrjon, 1726
has the following: "Pentecostals,
otherwise called Whitsun Fartiiings, were
Oblations made by the Parishioners to the
Parish Priest at the Feast of Pentecost."
At times they were contributed by inferiiu' churches or parishes to the pi'incipal
mother church.
(p. 434),

Pentobolon. A piece of five Oboli. See
Specimens of this denomination in
silver were struck at Athens, and in bronze
Obol.
liy

the Ptolemies.

Pentoncion

(zsvtwYv.iov), Latin Quincunx. A multiple of the Uncia (q.v.). It
was struck in silver at Agrigentum and
Leontini, in bronze, at Catania, Khegiuni.
Camarilla, and bv the Mamertines in
Sicily._

Pepion.
A billon coin of Castile and
Leon, issued by Ferdinand III and his
successor, Alfcmso X, during the thirteenth
century. It was struck at Burgos. Toledo,
and Cuenea. It is sometimes referred to
by th(> name of Papione.
Pepulea.
The name given to coins
struck in Bologna in 13;18 by the Signors
de Pepoli.

A

Pequenino.

cojiper coin, struck for
colonies; it is
of the value of half the Bazariicco or Leal.

Goa and other Portuguese

The popular name for the
by Peter Til of

Percale.

Real, struck in Messina

Aragon (1282-1285).
Peregozi.

Perkin

.SVc

Petragordin.

Warbeck Groat.

(Sui)pl. Plate

iii.

No.

.33)

is

In Rudiiig
given the rep-

resentation of a silver coin which

are mentioned by Pollu.x.
They are the gold Deeadraclims of Berenice of Egypt.
Pentechalkon. A Greek silver coin of
the value of five times the Chalcus, or five
eighths of the Olml iq.v.).
(-evTaaTaxYipo?)

Pentecontadrachm

Drachm

(

piece,

j:£VTr)y.ov:a5pa);|xov)
is

mentioned by

There was a gold coin of this
value struck by Alexander the Great and
Pollu.x.

Pentecontalitra. The Sicilian name for
the Dccadi-achm (q.v.).
See also Litra.

given to the

Nnmnd.

or fifty

by several of the Ptolenuiie sovereigns of
Egypt. It is better known to us l)y the
more common name of Distatcr {q:v.),
double Stater, or gold Tctradrachm.

Agrigentum.

eighth part of the Follis, consisting of five

Pentastater

Warbeck Groat

Perkin

is

pre-

sumed to have been struck by the Ducliess
of Burgundy for Pei'kin Warbeck, when
he set out to invade England in the year
14f)5.

On what ground

has been made,
discover.

this approju-iation

Ruding was never able

The coin bears date

to

1494, but

no evidence whatever of the mint where
it was struck, or the authority by which
it was coined exists.
The very singular
legend on the reverse mani teckkl phakes

[17 •5]

Pesson

Permische Schilling
*]494*

may

possibly have been intended as

Henry; hut this suj)by any known
l)()sition is not warranted
reeord, nor is this coin mentioned by any
liistorian of that period.
The motto on
the obverse, domine salvvm fac regkm, is
taken from Psalms xx. 9, aud that on the
a prophetic threat to

the denunciation against BelSee Daniel (v. 25). The date
appears to have been the chief, if not the
only reason for the ap]iropriation. Wise
says, "ejus [neiiipc Warhrck] gratia nummum sequrntcm in Burgundia ctisum fuisse
putant antiquarii, propter epocam inscripreverse
shazzar.

tani,"

is

Num.

Bodleian. Cat.

(p. 241).

If

were really struck by order of the
Duchess of Burgundy, it mijocht be expected
tliat the rose would have been made more
it

conspicuously ]iromincnt than it is upon
the coin, bearing in mind the fact that she
gave Perkin Warbeck the title of "the
of England."
Permische Schilling. A silver denomination of Belgium under Austrian rule,
It was
and valued at seven Stuivers.
struck pursuant to a monetary convention

White Eose

of 1749.

Pemer.

See Berner.

The gold standard of Montesame value as the Austrian
Krone, aud subdivided into one hundred
Paras.
In 1910 the Vienna Ro3'al Mint
Perper.

negi'o, of the

struck gold coins of one hundred, twenty,
and ten Perpera pieces for Montenegro in
commemoration of the fiftieth year of the
reign of Prince Nicolas I.

Perpero.
A silver coin of Byzantine
origin, current in Ragusa, Dalmatia.
In
the thirteenth century it was a money of
account and equal to twelve Grossi; from
168n to 1750, however, an actual coin of
this denomination was issued.

The monetary unit of Spain,
Escudo in 1868 when the
Latin Union system was adopted.
It is
divided into one hundred Centimos, and
Peseta.

r('|)lacing

the

there arc multiples in gold of ten, twenty,
and twenty-five, and in silver of five Pesetas.

The etymology is from pezzo, a piece,
or portion, whence pezeta, a small piece.
This is borne out by the fact that it was
originally a part of the Peso; the latter
coin consisting of eight Reales, whereas

the Peseta was equal to two silver or four
copper Reales.
In the Peruvian coinage the Peseta is
a silver coin equal to the one fifth of a
Sol, but its value is little more than half
that of the Spanish unit.
It is equal to
two Dineros, or twenty Centavos.

Peso.
The Spanish equivalent for our
word Dollar; primarily it means a weight,
and by implication the weight of an ounce.

This designation is apparent when it is
considered that originally it was only a
silver liar, the value of which was determined by weighing.

As a silver coin of Spain it was issued
about the middle of the sixteenth century.
Its value, eight Reales, is frequently found
on the side of the armorial shield on the
reverse; thus, VIII or 8, and from this
circumstance arose the expression "Piece
of Eight."
Tlie Peso at times had a value of ten
Reales. By a decree of June 6, 1856, the
Paraguay goverinnent decided that the
Spanish Piastre should be reckoned equal
to ten Reales.
See Graty, Republica de
This refers to the
Paragvaii (p. 403).
Peso, which is frequently termed a Piastre.
In Colombia the Peso of ten Reales was
introduced about 1850, an essay having ap]ieared in 1S49, Foni'obert (8135)
and in
Venezuela about 1863, Fonrobert (7953).
Of the obsidional Pesos there were issues
for Chile, Copiapo, Lima, Sombrerete, and
;

Zacatecas.

The Peso Duro is a scmiewhat larger
and of a value of twent.y Reales. It
was issued under Philip III' (1598-1621)
bv Joseph Napoleon from 1809 to 1812,
and by Isabella II in 1835 and 1836. See
coin,

Duro.
In the South American series and the
Philippines the Peso is divided into one
inindi'cd Centavos.
In Uruguay it is one
liuiulred Centesimos and the Peso of Panama is e([ual to one half Balboa (q.i'.), or
:

fifty

Centesimos.

The Peso Puerte of A'enezuela is ecjual
to five Bolivares and is divided into one
hundred Centavos, and the Peso Maquina
of the same country equals four Bolivares
or eighty Centavos.

Pesson

(TCSuaov),

Tessera (q.v.).

the

Greek name for

Petrus Schilling

Pest Thaler
Pest Thaler.
not a

cfiiii

This, strictly speaking,

sued when

a district, or immediately thereafter. There
are well known specimens for Breslau,
Hamburo;, Erfurt, etc., the majority of
which were struck in the sixteenth century.

Petacchina.

See Patacehina.

Petalon (TtexaXov), the Greek name for
Flan (q.v.).
Peter.

and a

The name

silver coin

{riven to

of the

both a gold
Countries,

Low

its title from the prominent
The
of St. Peter on the obverse.
Gouden Peter, or Pierre d'or, first appeared under Jan TIT of Brabant (13121355). Tt was twenty-three and one half
carats fine and of half the value of the
Rozenobel (q.v.). The Zilveren Peter, or
Pietre d 'argent, was a silver coin issued
contemporaneously with the preceding,
von Arkel, Bishop
and copied bv Jan

which obtains

effi«ry

V

Petermannchen, also called Petermenwere small base silver coins which

ger,

bore on the obverse a bust of St. Peter in
the clouds, holding a key in his right hand.
They were struck at Trier as early as
1621 and had a value of nine Pfennige.
Their issue appears to have been discontinued early in the eighteenth century.
The name given to a
Peter's Pence.
tribute which was collected for the Roman
pontiff in reverence of the memory of St.

The payment was abolished

in

England in 1366, but not entirely suppressed, as Fabian in his Chronicle (friiip.
Edward TV) states that in some counties
of

England

finally

it

was

still

collected.

It

was

stopped by a statute of TTenry VTTI

in 1533.

Certain small coins of Poland and Sileprobably coined for pa.ying this offerreceived the name of Petersing, have
pfennige.
The semi-ecclesiastical Pennies struck for
St. Peter, at York, about A.D. 920 to 940,
are commonly though incorrectly called
Peter's Ponce.
Selden, History of Tithes (217), states
that the Anglo-Saxon term Almesfeoh or
Almsfeoh, i.e., alms-money, is supposed to
be the same as I'eter's Pence. Tt was likewise called Romefeoh and Romescot.
sia,

Petit

See Blanc.

Dauphin.

See Dauphin.

Petition Crown.
Tn the year 1663 the
celebrated Simon Petition Crown was produced. It arose out of a trial of skill between Thoma.s Simon, who held the office
of engraver to the mint since 1646, and
John Roettier, a Flemish engraver, who
wa.s brought over under the patronage of
Charles IT. Both made pattern pieces for
a new coinage to be introduced, but Roettier 's work was accepted and he received
Simon exorders to prepare the dies.
pressed his displeasure at the verdict and
was deprived of his office by the King.
The artists' petition is on the edge of
the pattern-piece and reads

THOMAS

:

SIMON

MOST

MAJESTY

.

HVMBLY

.

YOVR
TRYALL

PRAYS

TO COMPARE THIS

.

HIS

.

.

WITH THE DVTCH AND IF MORE
TRVLY
DRAWN & EMBOSS 'd MORE
GRACE FVLLY ORDERED AND MORE ACCVRATELY ENGRAVEN TO RELEIVE HIM.
About twentj- of these pieces were struck
off with the petition, and a .small number
without.
Sec Reddite Crown.
.

PIECE

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

Petit

Royal d'Or.

Petit

Toumois.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of Liege (1364-1378).

Peter.

Petit Blanque.

is

a cdmnieinorative medal isa jiestileiiee or plaurue ravaged

l>iit

.

.

.

.

.

Sec Royal d'Or.

See Gros Tournois.

Petizza.
A silver coin of Piedmont, introduced in 1799 with a value of seventeen
Kreuzer. See Promis (ii. 192). The name
was also applied to the piece of fifteen
Carantani of Venice. The latter coin has
in the exergue.
the numerals

XV

Petragordin, Pierregordin, or Peregozi.
Denier of the
Comits of Perigord is referred to in MeThe best known type
dian'al ordinances.
Sec Blanchet (i.
is that of Angouleme.
288). A document of the year 1305 states
that two Florentines agreed to supply to
the Count of Perigord twenty thousand
Mar((ues of a white money known as Pierregordins by July 25 of that year.

The name by which the

Petros.

Du Cangc

cites a chronicle of

1456 in which are mentioned Petros auri,
meaning the gold coins of the Counts of
ITaiiiaut bearing the effigy of St. I'eter.
Petrus Schilling. The common name for
of
a silver coin struck by Hermann
"Wied, Archbishop of Cologne (1515-1546),
which bears a figure of St. Peter.

[1' 7]

V

Philippi

Pettine
Pettine, im'aiiiiig a comb, is the name
used in Lombardy for such coins of Napoleon I as have a radiated crown on the
reverse, said crown being supposed to resoiiiMe a comb.

Pewter.
Peze.

See Tin.

A

slang French term for a Peso.

The name given

to a variety of
the Medici family at Leghorn. It appears to have been first issued
by Ferdinando II about 1660, and was
retained by Coszno III and Giovanni GasIt is usually known as the Pezza
tone.
della Rosa from the figure of a rose-bush

Pezza.

Seudo struck

l)y

on one side. There is a corresponding half.
A gold type, struck in Florence in 1716,
is known as the Pezza d'oro della Rosa;
and the double Zecchino of this series is
popularly called Rosina.
Pezzetta.
A billon coin of Monaco, isfrom the period of Onorato II (16401662) to the middle of the eighteenth century. It corresponds to the Piecette {q.v).
There is also a mezza Pezzetta.

sucil

Pezzetta
G\uistal]a,

Imperiale.
issued

in

A

1736,

silver coin

of

and equal

to

twelve Carantani.

Pfaffenfeind Thaler, also called GottesA silver coin issued by
freund Thaler.
Christian of Brunswick, Bishop of Halberstadt, in 1622, with the inscription c.ottes/
FIU'.VNDT DKR I'FAPFKN FEINDT, and OU the
reverse the figure of an arm emerging from
These
the clouds and holding a sword.
coins were struck at Lippstadt from silver
taken from the shrine of St. Liborius in
till'

catliedi'al at

The name given to
Pfaffen Pfennige.
such varieties of Braeteates (q.v.) as were
struck by religious denominations or at
ecclesiastical mints.

A

Pfauenthaler.
size issued

upon

coin

under J\Iaximilian

II,

of crown
in 156;!,

Emperor of Hunname from the figure

his coronation as

gary. It obtains its
of a peacock on the reverse.

Pfennig.

Tiie

The word was formerly frequently written Pfenning, and the plural at this daj^
is Pfennig, or Pfennige, both forms being
used.
In all German archives of the
Middle Ages the Denarius is translated by
In 1271 mention is made of
this word.
denarii qui dicuutur Hantpennige, and in
1223 the Council of Quedlinburg mentions a payment of talcntum Quedlinglieburgensivm denariorum quod vulgariter
ViscJi cpcnnige dicitur.

etymology of the word

two hundred and forty of
computed at the Mark of

Originally

these coins were

silver.
In course of time, however,
they were not only made of lighter weight,
but a certain proportion of base metal was
added to their composition. The copper
Pfennig was introduced in Westphalia in
the sixteenth century and was soon copied

fine

throughout central Europe. At the present time the Pfennig is e([ual to the one
hundredth jiart of the Mark. The German
Em]ure now issues one and two Pfennige
in

copper, and

five,

ten,

and twenty-five

Pfennige in nickel.

Pfundner, oi' Zwblfer. A silver Groscheu of the value of twelve Kreuzer, struck
by Ferdinand I (1521-1564) for Tyrol,
Carinthia, and Styria.
It was copied by
William de Bronckhorst of Batenbourg,
(1556-1573), and by Michael Apafi for
Transylvania.
Phai.

See Pai.

The Annamese name for the ChiIt is a weight and so
(q.v.).
intended when used on the coins.
Phenyng. See Halard.
Phetang. The name given in India to
Phan.

Fen

a bag of gold dust which is current for
eight Rupees.
Cunningham (p. 7) thinks
that the name is "a survival of the Rig
Veda name of Pindiin, or collected (juantities of gold dust."
See Suvarna.

A

of

Philippe.
popular name for the
l>(inis Philippe of Fi-anee.

Ecu

is

Philippeioi.

Some

authorities claim it is
from the Keltic word pen, a head. Conf.
Others derive it
Teston, Kopfstiick, etc.
from the Old High German, phnntinc, or
phentinc, meaning a jdedge, and a third
unsettled.

braeteates.

nese

Paderborii.

silver

etymology is suggested from pfanne, a pan,
due to the saucer shape of some of the

Philippi

See

Philijjpi.

Gold coins of
Macedonia, which derive their name from
having been issued by Philip, the father
of Alexander (lie Great.

[1 T.s]

((ftXrcxesot).

Philippus

Piastre

name is also given to a silver coin of the
value of thirty Tari, issued in Palermo bv

Tlicy are t'rcinu'iitly luriitidiii'd by ancient writers, and Livy i-clates (Lil). xliv.
c. 15) that in the year" of Home 58:! (B.C.

169) ambassadoi's from Pami)liylia

an

offering' of a ei'owii of jrold for the

l)le

Ferdinand III (17r)!)-1825).
Phoenix.
A silver coin of the Greek
Republic under Capo d'lstria, adojitcd in
18:21 and superseded by tlie Draclnna in
183:1
It
is
divided into one hundred
Lei)ta, atid
its
original value was one

broiifrlit

tem-

from twenty thouthis term eame to t)e

of .Iu|)iter, wrouji'ht

sand

I'hilippi.

applied to

Latei'

Roman

Imperial coins as well.

Philippus.
A tviie of the g:old Florin
struck by Philip tlie Good (143()-U()7) for
Brabant. This coin was issued in 14;!') and
must not be confused witii the Filijis Gulden, a later frold coin (q.v.).'
The Philippus was of the Kijder tyjie
with a fijrure of the Duke on horseback.
See v.d. Chijs (p. 150).

eighth of the Spanisli silver Dolhir.
It obtains its name from tlie figure of
the fabled bird Phoenix, which is prominent on one side of tiie coin.

Sec Dam and Suka.
Phokikoi, T-a-TJpi; ^wxtxoc, of Athenian
inscri|)ti()ns, were nndoiibtedly the very

Phoka Dam.

eonnnon triobols of

Philippus Daalder, also called Filipsdaalder.
A silver coin of crown size
stnu'k by Pliilip II of Sjiain for Brabant,
Fhmders, and the various provinces of ti\e
Countries. It received its name frtmi
the larfje bust of the king: on the obverse,
and appeared about 1557, but the t.vpe
was I'etained for many years, even after
tlie Netherlands had i)ecome independent
of Spain.
Orifiinally it was issued at the value of
one half of the ^old Keaal, or thirty Stuivers later many divisions were made, consisting of one half, one fifth, one tenth,
one twentieth, and one fortieth.
This coin is sometimes referred to as the

name by

(^w/.aioei;,
"/piiatov

w/.a(-/.6v

)

,

The

i)opulai'

stru(-k at

Borbone.

name

Palermo

in IT-'lo, by Carlo III
This coin has on the revei'se the

figure of the Phoenix rising from
flames, and tiic iiisci'iption KESuuciiT.

the

The

or five

also ap])lies to a coin

many
tiius

round

of the modern
inscribed with

in

Chinese
an ad-

word, such as co|)per
for a copper or silver coin.
Primitive rings and amulets and a certain foi'in of .jade bore this name.
Pi was
also a term given to the early round coins
when the field is also the width of the
central hole. Sec Iluan and Yuan.
Pi is used in conjunction with other
\v((i'ds as follows: Ch' ien Pi or T'ung Pi
means copjjcr moiie.\-; Chin Pi, gold money;
ditional

or

(|iialifyiiig

silvei',

and

Ilectes of Phocaea were generally known
to the ancients.
They are frequently mentioned in inscriptions and in these instances we |)robably must also include the
Ilectes of Jlytilene which were sufficieiitly
similai' to those of Phocaea to allow them
to be cla.ssed as one with the former.

the Italians Fenicc.
for the Oncia (FOro

Quan

Sec Fonrobert (2127).

The word

was the
and

liy

corresixinds in value to ten

shape, and
pieces are

wiiich the electrum .Staters

Phoenix, called

Follis.

vices.

a-x-rjps?,

^by/.xiv.ol
tp

.S'ee

Pi.
A Chinese woi'd, the e(piivalent for
commodities and for which individuals
readily exchange their protlucts and ser-

(q.v.).

v/.-xi,

Sec AbbAsi, and Pnl.

It

Philistideion (^'.'A'.aTtSstov vofAiuixa), mentioned by Ilesychins, refers undoubtedly
to the handsome si.\teen Litra silver coins
of lliero II of Syracuse, bearing the portrait of his (|uecn Philistis.

Phocaides

Phuli.

Pia.stre.s.

;

(fojy.atOE?

(<?6XXi(;).

Phuoc. A silver coin of Aiuiam, iss\ied
under tlie Emperor Thicu-tri (1842-1847).

Low

Ducafon

Plutcis.

Phollis

Chill Pi, pa])ei'

money.

The native name
Poi'celain Tokens (f/.v.).
Pi.

for

the

Siamese

Pianetto, or Planetto.
The Denier of
Brescia issued in the foui'teenth century
is .so called on account of its very flat apl)eM

ranee.

Piastre.

The

Tiu-kish

unit

of

value,

Para, and the one hundredth
jiart of the Ijira or Pound Turkish.
It is
sometimes known as the Bir-glii-iish.
In
Egypt the same system pi'cvails, but the
value of the Egyptian Piastre is slightly
higher than that of Turkey, and it is die((nal to foi'ty

[1' 0
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Pice

Piastre

Another
Piastrino.
of Ferdiiuuul II
Florence in 1665.

vided also into forty Para or ten Oohr-elguerches, also called Milliemes.
The Piastre of Cyprus was introduced
for the Eufjlish Florin,
in 1901, when,
Shillinor, Sixpence, and Threepence, silver
jjieees of eighteen, nine, four and one half,
and three Piastres were substituted. In
the reign of Edward VII only the quarter

lino

A

Originally a SpanPiastre, or Piastra.
isii silver coin of the value of eight Reales,
introduced at the beginning of the sixteenth century, and intended for trade
with the Orient and the Spanish colonies.
See Peso.
Charles III of Bourbon issued the Piastra of one hundred and twenty Grani for
Naples from 1735 to the end of his reign,
and with it a corresponding half Piastra.
These coins were continued in the NeapoliIn the Retan series to the year 1860.
pubblica Partenopea of 1799 the Piastre
had a value of twelve Carlini.
In the Florentine series the Medici family struck the Piastra in both gold and
silver.
One variety, called the Piastra
della Rosa, issued by Cosmo III, receives
its name from the bunch of roses on the

See Rial.
is supposed to be derived from

The name

the Italian piastro, a plaster. John Florio,
in his Worhle of Words, 1598, has: "PiastJ'a d'Argento, a coine or plate of silver

"

Blount, Glosxographia,
1()74, says:
"Piastre, a eoyn in Italy,
about the value of our crowu." See Chalmers (p. 390).
ill

Sjiaine.

the

and
the

and

Kolywan.

Guerche.

used

for the Carstruck at

Medici,

Russian copper coin of
Piatak.
value of five Kopecks, issued in 1758
They occur with
later for Siberia.
mint marks of Anuinsk, Ekaterinburg,

Piastre was struck.
The etjinology of the name can probably
be traced to the Italian word Piastra,
meaning originally a thin plate of metal.
Another derivation is from the pillars, i.e.,
pila.'itrcs, which are found on the Spanish
coins bearing this name. See Ghru.sh and

reverse.

name

Piastre de Commerce. The name given
the Ddlhir size silvci' coins struck for
Freiic'li Indo-China, licginning about 1SS4.

to

for

the

Picaillon.
A copper coin of Turin,
struck originally about 1755 for use in
Sardinia, and of the value of one twelfth
Soldo.

Picayune.
A popular name in the
Soutliern States and the Mississippi valley for the Spanish Medio or half Real.
It was originally valued at six and a cpiarter Cents, but at a later period the same
designation was applied to the half Dime
and the five Cent piece.
Picchione.
Picciolino.

See Pegione.

A

diminutive

of

Piccolo.

The term was used in Florence and Rome,
and the coin is mentioned in an ordinance
of the Papal mint as early as 1454.

The name given
Picciolo, or Piccolo.
small copper coin current in Malta
and the two Sicilies from the middle of
Its value was one
the sixteenth century.
sixth of a Grano.
In the coinage of Verona it is found as
early as the period of Michele Steno (14001413), and in the Venetian series from
to a

Doge Sebastian Ziani (1172-1178).

These

early varieties are rude coins of the Denier type with a cross on both obverse and
reverse.

Pice. Tliis coin is mentioned in the annals of Bombay as earl.y as the middle of
the seventeenth century, and while its
value varied to some extent, it was generally acce|)ted as e((ual to the fourth part
of a Fanam.
Specimens of Pice, as well
as halves and doubles, exist in lioth copper

and
Piastre Gourda. A monetary denomination of the French aiul Sjianish West Indies.
It is usually found with a new value
stamped on the Mexican Piastres or Dollars, or witli a heart-shaped "bit" cut from
the same coins.
See Gourde.
[

name

Another

Plataltininck.

Russian coin of fifteen Kopecks.

lead.

In 1835 an Act was j)assed in the Presidency of Bengal making the Pice legal
tender for one sixtj'-fourth of the East

India Com])any Rupee.

The copper Pice
and is divided

of today retains this ratio
into three Pies.

ISO

]

Pi

Ch'an

Piefort
varieties

tlio

Anioiijj;

merly

the

in

I'urreiit

of

tlie

Deeeiiii

Pice for-

and other

l>arts of Hindustan, two of the ])riiu'ii)al
ones were l\nown as tiie Seorai, e(inal to
one sixty-fonrtli of the ("handor Rupee,
and the .laniodi or Siahi, equivalent to
See
one tifty-sixtii of a British Kujiee.
Paisii.

Gazetteer

Tiie

AurungaJxid.

of

1SS4.

eites tile following in reference to tlie coins

])eccan
cojiper coins tliat |irevailed were
the Seorai, .lamodi, Dliabbu, and Siahi.
The Seorai-pice weighed 111/2 mashas,
ecpial to 1721/2 prrains troy, and 16 s<i"clas
of them, viz. 64, were given in exchange
The Jamodi, or
for a C'handor Rupee.
Siahi-pices, were exelianged at tlie rate
of 14 gaiidas, viz. 56, for a Surti or
Rnpee.
The Dliabhu weighed 18
P.ritisli
mashas, eciual to 270 grains troy, and was
exchange at 8 gaudas, viz. 32, for a ChanThe Siahi and Dhabbu are
dor Rupee.

of

tlie

:

"The

still

Picture Sen.

Picureddu.
coin

of

See

E

XIV.

Grani

for the
issued by

a young sheep, and the allusion
Order of the Golden Fleece, which
upon the coin. The name was retained
i.e.,

to the

at a later

eral times in the

Matthew

found

II

Sicily.

period for

(plural

A

Pies).

This term occurs sevTestament. In St.

New

(xxvi. 15, xxvii. 3,

all coin.s

of this type.

i))

the original

mouth

and the coin
Matthew

of the fish, St.
a Stater.

A

billon coin of the cantons
Piecette.
of Freiburg and Neuchatel, in Switzerland,
of a value of seven Kreuzer. It was issued
from about 1780 to the end of the century.
See Pezzetta. Multiples as high as fifty-six
Kreuzer were struck.
The original meaning is any fractional

A

part,

and

it

must have been used

in

this

sense in England, as Cotgrave, in his />/<•tionarie, 1611, has "Piecette, a shred, bit,
morsell, a .small parcell, or peece."

Pied-Guailloux.

The name given

to a

varietv of Liard, struck bj' Henri IV of
France (1589-1610). The obverse has a
crown between three lilies, and on the reverse is a hollow cross.

Piece.
piece of money a coin. Moryson, in his Itinerari/, 1617 (i. 289), says
"They coyne any peece of which they can
;

Piefort,

means

make gayne."

or

literally

more properly, Piedfort,
any coin struck on an un-

usually thick planchet as a trial piece or
The designation is applied chiefly
to coins of Bohemia, the Low Countries,

Piece de Fantaisie. The name given to
any coin of an unauthorized character
[

in the

(xvii. 27), is

copper coin of
India, which must not be confused with
the Pice, of which it is the one third part.
An Act of 1835 passed in Bengal ordained that the Pie should be c(iual to
the twelfth jiart of an Anna, or the li)2d
This relationship still
liart of a Rupee.
exists.
See Paisii.
Pie

See IIofTmann (passim).

Spa^ixai; Sexa in the original,

Sen.

{1665-1700) for Naples and
The word is a corruption of pceor-

Charles

given to any

Piece of Eight. The name given to the
Spanish silver coin of eight Reales and
the ])rcdecessor of the silver Dollar of the
United States. It was extensively coined
in all of the Spanish mints of North and
South America, and in the seventeenth
century it usually was current for four
For extensive
Shillings and Sixpence.
notes on the practice of cutting it see
Wood (p. 4 et seq.), and coiif. also Pe.so
{supra).
See Chalmers (passim).

The popular name
twenty

A name

usuall.y identified as tetradrachms of Antioch or T.yre prior to A.D. 34.
The quotation from St. Luke (xv. 8) is

See Poitevin.

Pictavina.

Plaisir.

reads Tpiocy.ovxa dpYupta, and the coins are

See Pite.

Picta, or Pictata.

silver

names for

See Pitje.

Pichi.

is

Piece de

coin of which only a limited number are
struck, or of which some specimens are
struck in a different metal from the ordinary type. They are found frequently in
the French coinage from the reign of Louis

Pieces of Silver.

Pi Ch'an. One
the Spade Money (q.v.).

is

is struck for ]iolitical, religious, or
other purposes.
Consult on this subject
Strochlin, Refrappe.s et FfiLsifieatioiis, Geneva, 18!)3.

sparingly current."
of the t'hiiiese

ella,

which

essay.

isi

]

"

Pin

Pierced

and France, where some of these pieces
were undoubtedly used as current money.
The Dickgrosehen of Prague are so termed,
and in the French series Pieforts of billon
occur as early as tlie reign of Louis VII
(1137-1180), while those of silver and gold
from the fourteenth to the seventeenth century are frequently met with.
Pierced. A coin or medal is said to be

when

This is
sometimes done by the issuer for purposes
of suspension, but is more often the work
pierced

it

has a hole in

it.

of vandals.

Pierre d'Or.

Pierregordin.

A

Pietje.

See Peter.
Srf Petragordin.

In the Registers of the Privy Council
of Scotland, 1562-63 (i. 227), occurs the
following entry: "Ane pile and ane tursall
maid for cunyeing of certane ]iecis of gold
and silvir, the pile havaud sunkin thairin

fonre

Pietre.

Pig.

Pillar Dollar.

a

See Peter.
obsolete English slang term for
Fletcher,

in

his

play,

Bush, 1622 (iii. 1), has
following: "Fill till 't be sixpence.
there's my Pig."
Pigeon Eye Sen. >SVe Hatome Sen.
Pigione.

The
the

And

Tree coins. Sec Crosby.
The prevalent erroneous conception of
this coin, due probably to its rarity, is
indicated by the following curious passage
in a work by Richard Hayes, entitled llie
Negociator's Magazine, 1740 (pp. 213214). The author had never seen the coin,
but states that "it is made of good silver,
and is about the value of a common English shilling.
This piece they first coined
in Oliver Cromwell's time; and I have
been told, they continue to coin the said
Shilling to this ver3- time, and do still retain the first date upon the same.
I am
told that on one side is a palm-branch and
a laurel united together like a tree; and
on the reverse side is St. George's cross
in a shield, conjoined to another shield,
within which is an Harp for Ireland."

See Pegione.

Tlie name given to a base
Pignatelle.
silver coin originally struck in France
during the sixteenth century and more or
counloss circulated in the neighboring
Donzain of Henri III countertries.
.stam|)ed i.h.s., probably for Geneva, is
so called, and the name is also given to
pieces of six Blanques issued by Henri IV.

A

Pilarte.
A billon coin of Portugal issued by Fernando (1367-1383), and struck
Its value was two
at Ijisl)on and Porto.
Tlio obverse has a cross with
Dinheiros.
surrounding ins('ri|)tion and on the reverse are live sliields in cruciform arrangement.

Pile and Trussell are obsolete Scottish
t(i wiiat are now
known as tlie obverse and I'cverse dies.
("ochran-Patrick in Records of the Coinage of Srofldtid, 1876 (I. introd. 49), has
the following: "Each moneyer had two
irons or puncheons, one of which was called
The
the pile, and the other the trussell.
pile was from seven to eight inches long,
and was firmly fixed in a block of wood.
On tlic pile was ciigi'aved one side of tlie
coin, and on the trussell tlie other."

A

Pin Money.
sum of money allowed
or settled on a wife or other lad.v for her
jirivate and personal expenses.
In the
fourteenth century, long after the invention of pins, tlie makers were allowed to
sell tliem only on certain days.
It was
then that the women gathered there to buy
tliem.
When pins became cheap and common, they s\Hint their allowances on otlier
fancies, l)ut the exi)i-ession "pin money"

tci'nis wliicli ci)iTcs|)iiii(led

[

See Colonato.

Pine Tree Coins. An early silver issue
for the Colony of Massachusetts, consisting
of Shillings, Sixpences, and Threepences.
They are all dated 1652, but probably did
not come into use until 1662.
Originally
they were known as Boston or Bay Shillings or Sixpences, and the name Pine Tree
was adopted about 1680 to distinguish them
from the earlier Oak Tree and Willow

An

Sixpence.

French for the reverse

Pimpion. A slang French term for the
Pepimi {(j.v.).
Pineapple Penny.
The popular name
for a copper penny of Barbadoes, issued
in 1788, which bears a large pineapple on
the obverse. See Atkins (p. 313).

popular name for the piece
Friesland

Beggar's

lettris.

Pile is used in
of a coin.

seven Stuivers, struck for
during the seventeenth century.
of

Money

remained.
ly^

]

'

:

Pinpennellos

Pitje

Pinpennellos.
naiicc

lit'

I'liilip

Pistole Forte.
A name
coin issued in Geneva in
on account of its value,
Florins higher than that

Dii Canfro eitos an ordiof Fraiu'C of tlie year

II

1218, in wliich small coins arc irforrcd to

name. Notliin<r
eoneerning them.
this

I)}'

Pinto.

fiii'tlipr

is

known

Tiic

Pisisthaler.

A small Pistole. The term is
the Scudo d'Oro of Fi'ancisco
[II of IMontcferrato
to the golil issues of
ilerniaii Thierry, Seigneur of Hatenbourg
(1573-l(iL2), etc. See also Ecu Pistolet.
iiroclamation of Elizabeth of October
n, 15fi(), states that "Pistolets, then valued
Pistolet.

;

Franccscono of Tnsto

li\'

(ii'i'nian

nu-

A

The populai' name used in
Pistacchio.
Kajiles for the small Danaro of the period
of Alfonso 1 (141(i-14r)S).
Its value was
one sixtieth of the ("ai'lino.

for

five

Ruding

and two iience, shall go
and ten pence."
See

shillings

338).

(i.

See Pistareen.

Pistoreen.

Pi Tch'eng Ma. The Chinese name for
Saddle or Riding money, known generally

Weight Money

as

{q.v.).

Pitching Pence is defined by Wharton in
his Law Lrxicon. 1864, as being "money,
commonly a penny, paid for pitching or
setting down every bag of corn or pack of
goods in a fair or market.
The practice is referred to early in the
eighteenth century.
'

Pistole, from the Spanish pistola, a plate
Originally this was a Spanish
of metal.
gold coin struck in the beginning of the
sixteenth century and ap]n'oximately of
It
the value of one fourth of the Dobla.
was the prototype of the Tjouis d'Or of
France and wa.s also copied in the Palatinate and bj' several of the Swiss cantons,
Geneva, Uri, etc.
In the later German coinage the Pistole
re|)resents a gold coin of five Thaler, and
received various luunes from the sovereign
whose portrait it bore, ejj., Friedrich's

Pite, Pitta, or Picta.

A

base silver coin

Savoy of the value of half of the Obole.
It
was introduced under Count Aimon
(1329-1343), and is mentioned as late as
The
the middle of the fifteenth century.
Pitta Genovese was half of the Danaro.
Du Cange cites an ordinance of 1599, in
which the term Picta is used synonyof

U10USI3'.

*SVf.

Pogesia.

Pitje, Pitji, or Pitis.

A

tin coin of

Java

introduced about 1750, and copied in Su-

etc.

matra for

A

gold coin, sometimes called
Pistole.
the Twelve-Pound Piece, struck liy William in of England, for Scotland, in 1701.
Its weight is one hundred and six grains.

and there

shillings

six

at

Pistareen, also variously written Pistereen and I'istoreen.
The name given to
the Spanisli silver jiieee of two Reales, introdueed at the liejrinning of the eighteenth
century.
Its value was one fourth of the
corres])onding: new Peso, but it was rated
at one fifth of the old type Peso, the latter
being of inferior silver. It was freqiiently
divided or cut for use in the British West
Indies. See Chalmers (pp. 53 and 395).

d'Or,

to

a|)|)lit'd

Srr Tessera.

cany is thus refci'i'cil
mismatii- writers.

whicii was five
of the ordinary

Pistole.

Srr Cnizado.

Pions de Jeux.

given to a gold
1722 and later,

is

a corres])onding half.

These coins were struck fnnn gold sent
over from the Colony of Darien, in a
vessel called the "Rising Siui." The name

Palembang, and Djambi.

= VioRpiil = 20 DultR.
= %
= 40
= Vi " = 80 " .^
"
= Vj " = 100 "
In a paper contributed by R. C. Temple
The Indian Aniiquarij, 1913 (pp. 85 et

2.50 I'itjos

nmi
1000
aOOO

of the shi]) is commemorated by the device,
niuler the King's bust, of a sun rising from
the sea.
There is also a gold pistole in the Irish
.series
of 1642 called
Inclupiin Money
It has 4 dwtt. 7 v.k. stamped on it.
{q.v.).
L

Atjeli,

See Millies and Netcher (passim), the latter of whom (pp. 169 and 173) states that
4()()() I'itjes were eijual to a Spanish Real,
thus indicating their insignificant value.
To facilitate their use they were sewed in
bags or on mats as follows

to

seq.),

the
is:

•
••

the

=

1 Kfiljci-

=1 Tan
=1 Soekoo
=1 DJampcl

relative

'•

••

values of the coins of
ai'e given as follows:

Malay Peninsula

:

Plaquette

Pitta

Dutch popular method of reckoning:

A.

4 Pitjes (Pltis, Pese, Cash) = 1 Puit.
1 Dubbeltje, Wang
2% Dult (Cent)
(copper).

=

2'-j

nuhlu'ltjc

=

Kaharu

san Angelo in 1527. The issue consisted
of Seudi, Ducati, and fractions of the
same.
Plaisant.
A silver coin struck by William III, Count of Ilainaut (1336-1389), in
1387.
Its value was fifteen Deniers and
it was subdivided into tliree Tiereelins.

Kenderi pcrak (silver).

1

2 Kenderi (canrlareen) =: 1 Suliu (<iuarter).
4 8ulvii — 1 Ringgit (Real, Spanish Dollar).

B.

Modern

method of

British popular

reckoning
4 Pities. Keping,
(halt cent).
2 Tengah Sen =:

Duit

(Cash)

=

1

Tengah Sen

Plak

Sen (cent).

1

2M, Sen = 1 Wang Haharu (i-opper).
2 Wang Haharii i= 1 P.ua.va.
2 Bnaya — 1 Kupang.
2\A Kupang = 1 Sulin ((inarter).
2 Suliii = 1 .Tanipal. or Djaniiiel.
2 Jainpal = 1 Riiiggil (ilollar).

Pitta.

Double Plakken occur for Groningen,
from 1579 to about 1620, and a twelve
Plakken piece was struck by Philip II for

etc.,

It

:

is

better

can tokens.

Tlie

this piece

Overysel in 1560.
The diminutive, called PhKjuette, was
applied to small silver coins issued about
the same time in Burgundy, Liege, etc.
One variety remained current in Belgium
to the Revolution
in 1830.
See Gros
BlaiKiue an Lis.

known tlian most AmeriStamp Act was passed

March 22, 1765, and repealed, jn-iiicipally
by the agency of Mr. Pitt, March 18, 1766.
This coin, or rather medalet, was struck to
commemorate this event b.v Mr. Smithers,
of Philadelphia, from the designs of Colonel
Revere of Boston. Although doubtless

Plakette.

The disc of metal on which
the die of the coin or medal is impressed.
Also called Blank, Disc, and Flan.
Plancus Thaler. The name given to a
medallic Thaler of Basle, struck in 1571.
It has on the reverse a figure of Lucius
Miinatius Plancus, the conqueror of the
Rhaetians or Ratiraci, and the founder of
Augusta Rauricorum. There are half and

See Statenschelling.

Plack. A Scotch billon coin first issued
by .lames III (1460-1488) and continued
almost uninterruptedly to the reign of
.lames VI.
It was originally valued at
three Pence, but later at two Pence.
A
variety struck under .lames VI was current
for four Pence
and was known as the
Saltire Plack, from the design on one side
of two sceptres in saltire (i.e., crossed),

(|iiarter

Plappart.

Plaque.

See Pianetto.
See Blaffei't.
See Plak.

Plaquette, also called Plakette, is the
to a variety of uniface medal,
usually of a (piadrilateral, hexagonal, or
octagonal form.
They exist from the time of the Renaissance and there are examples by Enzola
(1456-1475) and Peter Fliitner of the same
period.
In recent times the Phupiette has
lieen brought to a high degree of artistic
perfection by Roty, Scharff, Chaplain, Mar-

name given

The name Plack is derived from the
French jihuiue, a thin ]ilate of metal. See
Aclicsoiiii. and liodle.
Tlie name given to certain
necessity coins struck by Pope
Cleiiieiit \'I1 wliile lie took refuge in Castel

Plagauner.
r)f

[

Tluder of the same design.

Planetto.

united by a thistle.

varieties

See Plaquette.

Planchet.

originally intended for this juirpose only,
it soon became, in coiisecpience of tlie dearth
of small chiiuge, converted into currency."

Placaatschelling.

sur-

tin, etc.

ferior silver.

Stamp

has on the obverse the bust of Pitt
and the words the restorer op commerce,
and on the reverse a sliip and the inscription: thanks to the friends op liberty
AND TRADE.
Atkins (p. 264) says: "Tlie history of
Act.

flat

of these definitions can probably
be traced the name of the small coins issued in Brabant, Lorraine, and the neighboring districts from the fourteenth century to the seventeenth. They were iisually of the size of a Groschen, and of in-

See Pite.

to secure tlie repeal of the

The French
There are various

Plakken).

Platjue.

To one

Token.

Chatham,

is

meaning-s for this term, e.g., a
face, a plate, a shield, a piece of

Tlie popular name for a
copper token prol)ably issued to commemorate the efforts of William Pitt, Earl of
Pitt

(plural

ecpiivalent

schall, etc.
I'^-l

]

Plate

Plat

A gfciieral term
Plat (plural Platar).
used ill Sweden to designate any copper
coin.

Plata.

See Yellon.

Plated Coins.

was

soiiietiiiK's

(ireeks, as

is

The

issue of plated coins

praetised

bj-

the

ancient

known from some extremely

rare examples in eleetrum of the earliest
period of eoiiiafife, and from the not uucoiiitiioM oecurrenee of plated silver money.
A fanioiis e.\aiiiple in silver is the Stat(>i' of

Themistoeles, the Athenian, issued at Magnesia, Ionia, circa B.C. 465-44!) (Brit. Museum). This is not regarded as an official
issue, hut a private forger.y, for the Paris
specimen is not iilated and is from different
dies.
The practice was not general, and
as a state measure was rare. However, one
finds jilated silver coins among Greek issometimes from identical dies
.sues, and

with the official pure specimens, so that
they can scarcely be regarded as of private f)rigin. The Romans, on the contrary,
struck plated silver coins as legal state isThe earliest are said to
sues for profit.
he those struck in B.C. 91 during the war
with Hannibal.
In B.C. 84 these plated
pieces were recalled.
But Sulla cancelled
this measure, and plated coins were issued
certain ([uantities until Augustus' reform in B.('. 15. Plated coins continued
to be i.ssued under the Empire for exportain

a

Money

One must

distinguish between the
pieces of careful style and
those of barbarous execution, the latter
being doubtless the product of false moneyers.
Plated coins were designated by
the Romans Nuiiimi mixti, Subdcrati, or
Pclliciilati, terms which refer only to such
pieces as had a core of base metal, e.g.,
copper, lead, etc., covei'cd with a thin plate,
usually of silver, though plated gold coins
are found among the Rtiman imperial

tion.

Roman

silver

issues.

Tlie
French equivalent is Monnaies
Pourrees, and tlie German is Subaerati, or
Gefiitterte Miinzen, but these terms never
refer to coins of debased metal.

Plate Money, also known as Kopparplatmynt.
The name given to large tlat
rectangular and square pieces of copper,
with a stamp of value in each corner and
one in the centre.
They were issued in
Sweden during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and may perhaps be considered as weights for the purchase of
goods, rather than coins, though some authorities state that they were acceiited at
the value of one third of the Riksilaler
(q.V.).

As no complete list of them has ever
been published in tabular form, the following arrangement will be of assistance
to the student and collector.

"

Platinum

Points Secrets

Platinum was used for a

series of coins
of pieces of three, six, and
twelve Rubles, issued in Russia on May 6,
1828.
The coins are all nf the same type and
they were struck uninterruptedly to the
year 1845.
At fii-st, their novelty appealed to the people and the three Rouble
piece was accepted universallj' by both the
iiankers and the p:eneral public, the latter
coJisisting

promptly nicknaming them serinkie, i.e.,
"the little gray coins." It was the favor
with which they were at first received that
encouraged the government to contiiuie
their issue.

In June, 1843, the Russian government
decided to abandon this form of coinage.
The general populace were tired of them,
and for a inimber of years previously they
were sent to Bokhara, China, etc., in payment of accounts. These countries promptly returned them and the Imperial treasury discovered that they began to accumuTwo years later the edict above
late.
mentioned was published and the government redeemed all the platinum coins, paying for them in gold or silver as demanded

by the holders.
this

name

College, Oxford
of Ripsulwer.

(145),

under

Plugged Money. A general name for
gold coins used in the West Indies in which
a gold plug was inserted to rectify any
deficiency in weight.
For a detailed account of the practice, .<see Wood (p. 4 et
seq.).

A

Plum.
popular name for the sum of
£10n,()nO sterling.
Steele, in The Tafler.
1710 (No. 244) sjjeaks of "an honest Gentleman who

was worth half a Plumb."
term in the United
States for a Dollar. George Vere Ilobart,
writing under the pseudonym H. McHugh,
in his novel John Ilenrif, 1901 (12), has a
description of a theatrical performance
with "Sarah Bernhardt at five plunks a
.

A

Plunk.

.

.

slang

chair."

Poen.

A

popular name in various parts

of Holland for

money

in general.

Dutch proverb is: "Om de poen is het
doen," i.e.. "money is the vehicle to

A
te

accomplish everything.
A base silver
Pogesia, or Pougeoise.
coin current in the thirteenth century and

which takes

its

in the Haute-Loire.

name from Le Puy
Its value

was half of

the Obole or Maille.

Du Cange

cites an ordinance of Philip
of Prance of 1294 in which the Pogesia
is stated to be the same as the Pite (q.v.),
and also asserts that the term pogesata is
used to indicate anything of the value of
one Pogesia.

IV

coins.

See Tokens.

Pledges of Value.
Plinthos

(-/.ivOo?).

A

Greek term for

(q.v.).

This is stated by Wharton, in his Iahv Lexicon, 1864, to be "the
ancient payment of a penny to the church
It is referred to
for every plough land."
as early as the eleventh century.

Plough Alms.

Plough

Silver.

W. -lones, in
"In some

his Reporta,

places they
have Plough silver and Reap silver, which
is Socage Tenure now turned into ^Money.
Tomlins, Iajw Dictiouurii, 1809, has
"Plow silver in former times, was money
l(i7.')

the

later

metal was of less
value than at present, it was used in a
lilated condition for fabrications of gold

At times when

Flan

Magdalen

(2.S()),

says:

paid by some tenants, in lieu of service to
plougli the lord's lands."
Rcaji Silver, or Rep Silver, was a sum
of money formerly paid by a tenant to a
lord or other superior in commutation of
It is referred
his services in harvest time.
to as early as

lliilil

in

the Mo)iU)iiciils

of

An Armenian copper coin.
Pogh.
Langlois (p. 14) states that it had the
value of an Obolus, and that it corresponds
to the Fels or Follis.
Poid.

The French word

for weight.

A

nickiuimc given to a
variety of the Gros Blanc struck by John
It was so called
II of France (1350-1364).
from the name of the master of the royal
mint. See Hoffman (xx. 35, 36).
The tyi)e was copied by Amedeo VI of
Savoy, aiul known as Pelavillano.
Poillevillain.

Poin?on.

The French word for a punch.

Points Secrets. A tei-ni used by French
numismatists to indicate the place of mint-

The custom was introduciHl in
France about 1415 by putting a ])eriod or
similar mark under cci'tain letters of the
age.

[1«6]

Poney

Poitevin

Thus a dot under the fourth

inscription.

that the coin was struck at
.Moiitiieilier, under the niiitli letter at La

letter sliowed
lioehelle, ete.

On

ISth of April, 1420, an ordiwas issued, directed to the wardens
of the mint of St. Lo, comniandinfi them
"to coin (iroats, of the same kind as those
wliich were ordered to be struck at Rouen,
liy tiie writ hearinj;; date on the twelfth
of January, with tiiis distinction only, that
a sinjrle jxiint was to he ])laced under the
second letter from the he<rinning of tlic
the

luinee

Poltina, or Poltinink. A silver coin of
Russia of the value of one half Ruble or
fifty Kopecks.
It was introduced at the
beginning of the eighteenth century by
Peter the Great.

from the Polish
and tworij, the other,
was the common desig-

Poltora, or Poltorak,
pol,
i.e.,

meaning
one and a

half,

half,

nation for the Polish piece of one an<l a
It occurs extensively in
half Gi'oschen.
the si.xteenth and seventeenth centuries,
and was c(»|)ied in ({ci'nuiny under the

Sweden was

inscription on each side of the coin."

name of Dreiptilker,
called Trepolcher.

Poitevin. The name j2:iven to the Denier
of I'oictiers in Acpiitaine to distinguish it
The former was
fi'oni the Denier Parisis.
\aiued at one fourth of the latter.

the Poltora (q.v.).
It had a value of one
and one half Kreuzer, and was largely
coined during tlie eighteenth century for

Rich

silvei-

mines were diseovei-ed

in this

and a mint
was established under William IV, Count
of Poictiers, and Duke of Aquitaine (963fl!K)).
The old name of the town was Pictavi, and frecjuent references to Pictavinas,
evidently the same coin, can be found.
locality in the tenth century,

Poldenga.
An early Russian silver
coin: the half of the Denga. See Novgorodka.
Pollard, probably a corruption of "poll
head," was a clipped coin which made its
appeara!ice in large niimbers in England
toward the close of the thirteenth century.
For a short time these coins were allowed
to i)ass at the rate of two for a Penny,
but were ])rohibited A.D. 1.310. They were
decried in Ireland by a proclamation of
Edward I. Srr lirabant and (h'ocard.

PoUeten, sometimes called Augslu])S
Pnllcten, were a series of copper, bra.ss, and
zinc ])ieces, used in the city of Stockholm,
Sweden, and in the surrounding neighborhood. These tokens were accepted on various lines of transportation,
stage-lines,

e.fj.,

ferries

and

the latter receiving the nick-

name Omnibuses.
Poloi (taoXo:). f^fp Pegasi and Colts.
Polonaise, or Polonese. Another name
for the

August

tl'Or, i.ssued liy

Elector of Saxonj', and
(1 752-1 756).
Polos. See Pegasi.

King

August III,
of Poland

Polpoltin.
Another name for the Ruscoin of twenty-five Kopecks or one
quarter Ruble.
sian

and

in

The Hungarian equivalent

Poltura.

of

Hungary and Transylvania.
Poluschka.
(|uarter of the

A

former Russian

Denga

(q.v.).

coin, the
Originally

it was struck in silver, but tha later issues
are of copper.
The Polusehki first a])peared under Peter the Great from about
the year 1700, and continued in use during
the
eighteenth
century.
Catherine II
struck varieties for special use in Siberia.
The name is tracealile to the early Russian custom of using skins as money, and
is
derived from pulu, the half of any
article, and schkura, a skin.
Two Polusehki repi'esented the value of one hare

skin.

Pon.
Varaha

A

Tamil name for the Pagoda or

(q.v.).

A

Pond.
gold coin of the South African
Republic, agreeing in weight and value with
the English Sovereign.
There is a corresponding half. The ordiinii'y issues have
the bust of President Paul Kriiger, but
obsidional varieties were struck in 11102 at
the headquarters of the commanding general, with the inscription z. a. b.
(Zuid
Afrikaansche Republiek) in monogram.

Pondo, i.e., a pound.
As on account of

The synonym

of

weight
hence
Dupondius, etc. See Stevenson (p. 135).
Pone. See Poon.
the

Poney.
the

sum

Mrs.

its

;

A

slang English expression for
of twenty-five Guineas or Pounds.

M. Robinson,

in

Wal.'iiiKjhaiii.

97), has the following, "There
touching her even for a poney."
(ii.

17!)7
is

no

Poni

Portugalbser

Pohi.
A money of accoint formerly
used at Bengal. Stavorninus, in his Voyages to the East Indies, 1798 (i. 460), says:
"For change they make use of the small
sea-sliells called cowries,
eighty of which
make a poni, and sixty or sixty-five ponis,
according as there are few or man.y cowries
in tlie country, make a Rupee." See Poon.

the reverses and are generally written in
The native name is Pi.
Two of the old English potteries adopted
china or porcelain tokens.
At Worcester
W. Davis issued tliem for tlie value of one
and two Shillings; and Jolm Coke put
forth tokens for five and seven Shillings
at Pinxton, in 1801.
See Chany.
Marco Polo, in his Travels (ii. 39), refers to the use of porcelain shells.
blue.

A

Ponti.
Sicilian money of account. By
a regulation of 1823 the Tari were computed at any of the following rates two
Carlini, twenty Grani, fifteen Ponti, or one

See Ecu an Pore-epie.
Porpyne. On July 8, 1525, a proclamation was made that
Crowns named Porpynes be valued at four Shillings and four
pence sterling." See Ruding (i. 303), and
Ecu au Pore-epic (supra).
Pore-epic.

:

hundred and twenty Piccoli.
Poon, or Pone. A money of account in
the Maldive Islands, and equal to eighty
Cowries

'

{q.v.).

See Putta.

Poet.

Pop.

'

A

nickname given to the silver
coins of one Gidden, issued by the Netherlands. The word is probably a corruption
of the German Pu]i]ie, or French poupee,
i.e., a doll, and is used principally to designate the coins struck with a .youthful portrait of tlie ruler.

The name given

Popolano.
the

piece of twentv

in

Milan

to

Centesimi struck in

1S6.3.

A

Popolino.

issued

as

pieces

of

known

necessity

during Ptolemaic times.
are

in

to

Porto Novo Pagoda. A name given to
one of the varieties of the Pagoda [q.t'.),
probably because it was first coined by the
Portuguese at Porto Novo or Feringhipet.

Egypt

Two

the Paris collection.
18!)1 (p. 233).

specimens
iSVe Revista

It has a figure of Vishmi on the obverse,
and the reverse presents a granulated sur-

Xumismafica,

Porcelaine.

See

currency

it should not be regarded as a
pattern-piece rather than as a coin intended for actual currency."

have been
in

the

whether

See Poupon.

Porcelain Coins are

was

eight Reales.
The Portcullis Gi'oat and Farthing
struck in the reign of Henry VIII were
never intended for the Indian trade, and,
concerning the Groat, the late Sir John
Evans has suggested that "from the careful manner in which this piece has been
struck and from the extreme rarity of this
variety of the groat, it appears doubtful

silver coin of Florence, a

It was
variety of the Fiorino d'Argento.
struck early in the fourteenth century of
the value of two Soldi, and continued in
use until the period of the Medici family.
Tlie Popolino is notalile for its great variety of mint-marks, among whicli are stars,
keys, antlers, fish, etc.
In one of the tales
in Boccaccio's I)een)iicron, a juggling trick
is narrated where gilt Popolini appeared as
gold coins.

Popone.

Money

Portcullis

struck by Queen Elizabeth in 1600-1601,
for the iise of the East India Company,
and it was so called from its having the
Westminster Arms, i.e., a large portcullis,
on the reverse.
The issue consisted of
Crowns, half Crowns, Shillings, and Sixpences.
They were of different weights
from the current English Crown and its
divisions, being struck to agree with the
weight of the Spanish Piastre or piece of

Wampum.

face.

It

is

sometimes referred to as the

Porcelain Tokens. Tliese Siamese pieces
were in use from the middle of the
eighteenth century until 1871, when they
were forbidden. The majority were issued

Scott Pagoda.

traders at Bangkok.
a great variety of sliapes,
colors, aiul values, from one fpuirter to one
sixtv-fonrth of a Tical. The vahies are on

Ducats or Kronen, and received the above
name.
These coins are semi-medallie in
character and were struck for presentation
purjjoses and not for general circulation.

by companies

They occur

Portugaloser.

aiul

in

L

The Portuguez was cop-

ied in various parts of Germany, Transylvania, Poland, etc., witli a value of ten

188

]

Portuguez

Pramienthaler

When

the
Hank of ITaniburf? was
1667, a numhcr nl' these jiieees
were issued, ealled Bankpoi-tufraiiiser, and
tlie eiistoni lias l)eeii kept up in tliat eity
to eoniparatively recent times, to eonnnemorate
any important historical event.
These beautiful jrold coins <;enerally have
views of the city-towers, etc., and the inscription MONETA
NOVA AVREA CIVITATIS
t'oiiiided in

.

HAMHVRGENS
VXD KORN.

NACH

.

.

.

PORTVGALIS

.

.

SCUROT

.

.

also ealled Lisbonino.
A
gold coin of Poi-tufjal, orifrinally of
three thousand nine hundi'ed Keis and advanced in 1517 to the value of ten Cruzados or four thousand Keis. It was issued
I)y iManuel I
14l)r)-1521 ), and ref(>rrin<r to
the great discoveries by Portuguese navigatoi-s, styles him as r: portvgalie: al: c:
VL IN A D GVINE I.C.N. ETHIOPIE ARABIE
PERSIE: iNDE: i.e., Rex Portugalie, Algarves, Citra Ultra in Africa, Dominus
Guinee.
In
Commercii,
Navigacione,
Ethioi)ie, Arabic, Persie, Tnde.
The obverse has the armorial shield, and the revei-se a large cross; it was also struck bv
John III (1521-1557) and then discontinued. See Fernandes {i)p. 113, 115),
who mentions a silver Portuguez, not
known to exist at the present time.

other prelates to the middle
teenth century.

Portuguez,

:

:

:

:

The

first

cunrncy

issued by the
United States in August, 1862, and so
ealled from the fact that re|iresentations
of postage stamps were a part of the design.
The credit for this i.ssue is due to
(ieneral F. E. Si)iniiei', the Treasurer of
the United States, who adopted the idea
from the postage stamps being used by the
people in lieu of small change during the
Civil War.

Postal Currency.

stamps

The encased postage

circulation as currency during
the early part of the Civil War in the
Ignited States in 1861 and later.
in

Posthumous Coins are such

as

wei'e

struck after the death of the individiuil

whose name

thej' bear.

Postulatsgulden. The name given to certain gold coins struck by Count Rudolph

von Diepiiolt,

Hislioj) of Utrecht, in 1440,
to confirm his claim to the bi.shopric, which

was disputed.

ba.se

metal

;

an alloy

and twenty per

Pougeoise.
Poul.

See Pogesia.

See Pul.

Pound.

Silver

Pounds and Half Pounds

occur only in the Declaration Type coiiuige
of Charles I, and were struck at Oxford
and Shrewsbury.
They are marked respectively with the figures
and X.
The Half Pound struck at Exeter was

XX

:

:

Postage, or Postal Currency.
series of fractional

])rittle

lead, co|)|)er, tin, zinc,

six-

tlie

cent of silver. This composition occurs in
the Denarii of Valerianus, Gallienus, etc.,
and the large series of base Tetradraehms
struck at Alexandria in Eg.vpt from the
first to the third century A.'l).
The term
is usually applied to ancient coins, but the
mixture is of the character of Billon {q.v.).

lai'jre

(

A

Potin.
'>f

of

The practice was copied by
[

from the die of a Crown and

Pound only

is

a

Half

as regards weight.

Pound Sovereign. See Sovereign.
Pound Sterling. See Sterling.
Pound Turkish. Also called Lira,
Yslik.

A

or

gold coin of Turkey divided

one hundred Piastres,
and of a
weight of 111..37 grains.
[n Egypt a
gold standard was introduced since 1885,
and the Pound Egyptian is divided similarly to the Turki.sh, but weighs l.'31.175
into

and is of the same fineness.
Poupon, or Popone. A nickname given

grains,

XV

to the silver p]cus of Louis
of France
bearing the youthful portrait, because the
same was supposed to resemble a doll.

Poy.
ciator's
(p.

A coin mentioned in The NetjoMagazinp, by Richard Hayes, 1740

247).

In referring to the

money

of

Brabant and Flanders he says that "they
had also among them the Bohemia Grosses
of .3 Cruitzers, each Crnitzer 2 Pence or
Poy, the Poy at 2 Ilelliers, and one Ilellier
at two Urchins."
Pramienthaler.
A silver
Albertinian Line of Saxony.
l)y

coin
It

of

the

was issued

Xavier as admiiiLstrator of Fi'ederick
(176:M76S), and tlie Elector

Christian

Frederick August 111 (17(i:!-l,S()(J) struck
varieties.
See Madai (No. 5266).
All of these coins have on the reverse
the inscrii^tion zi'R belohnung des fleises,
indicating that they were awarded as

many

jirizes.
IS!)

]

"

"

'

Prager Groschen

Provisino

Prager Groschen.

Sre Grosz.

Prak Pe, or Pe.

A

signifying money
the term is used for
certain base coins of Battambaug valued
at the Siamese Att.
;

A

Pratapa.
gold coin of ancient India,
of the value of one half the Pagoda.
See
Pana.

Money.

Cowell, The Interpreter, 1607, s.v. Coramissarie, has: "The
Bishop taking prestation money of his

Prestation

archdeacons yearel.y.
In the same work occurs: "Spiritualties
of a Bishop. Prestation mone.y, that siibsiflium chnritatinuin.

may

able cause he

which vppon reason-

require of his Clergie.

A

base silver coin of Brabant
Priesken.
in 1429-1430, and of the value of
one fourth of a Groot. It obtains its name
from a small bread of the same name which
could be purchased for this coin. See Veri.ssued

achter,

Documens pour

nwnctaire

rles

Discoverer the Sum of Thii-ty Pounds,
Proclamation Money.
Similarly, in the Neir Hampshire Provincial Papers of 1748 (reprinted 1871, v.
905), an official says that "His Majesty
has recommended that my salary should be
fixed and Paid in Sterling or Proclamation
'

Cambodian term

servir a I'histoire
(p. 71).

Money."
Proclamation Pieces are, as their name
indicates, such coins or medals as bear on
their face a ruler's proclamation for his
authority for striking the same. There is
extensive series of them issued for
Spain, Central America, and South Am-

an

erica.

Pronkdaalder.
A
sometimes known as

large silver
coin,
a double Ducaton,
struck by Philip II of Spain for Gueldres
in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
It has on the reverse eighteen crowned
shields surrounding a central and larger
shield of Spain.
The name signifies ostentatious or splendid.

Pays-Bas, 1840

Proof Coins are those struck from

pol-

Pringle. An obsolete name for the silver
coin of twenty Pence, struck in 1636 for
Si'otland.
6. Merton, in his Glossary of
the Yorkshire Dialect, 1697, has: "Pringle,
a little silver Scotch Coin about the bigon it."
ness of a penny, with two

or sjiecially prepared dies.
They
have a mirror-like or frosted surface.
Many recent jiroof coins, however, liave a
mat surface produced artificially after
striking.

Private Gold Coins, and Proprietary
Gold Coins. TIh' terms are used indiscriminately to designate certain gold coins
issued in Georgia in 1S30: North Carolina
in 1831; and in California from 1849 to
18ii;").
See also Territorial Gold.

Gold Coins.

XX

Probemiinzen.

See Essays.

Proclamation Money.

The name given
according to a table pre.scribed in a proclamation of Queen Anne,
on .Tune 18, 1704, in which tlie Spanish
Dollar of seventeen and one half pennyweights was to lie rated at six Shillings

to coins valued,

North American Colonies.
Horace Wliite, in Moneti and Banlniiy,
1896 (p. 15), says that "six shillings was
considered by the home government a fair
average of tlie various Colonial valuations
in all of tlic

of

This valuation
Siianish Dollar.
to be known by the term Proclama-

the

came
tion

Money."

In the Archives of the Slate of Neir Jersey, 1735 (xi. 432), occurs a statement:
"I do liei'cby promise to Pay to the said
[1 DO

islied

Proprietary

Gold Coins.

See Private

A

Provinois.
name applied to the Destruck at Provins, a mint of the
Counts of Ciiampagne, early in the twelfth
century.
The
See Blanehet "(i. 407).
earlier t\'p('s bore poorlv executed
])ortraits and under Thibaut IV (1201-1253)
was issued the Nouveaux Provinois, which
bore a peiync, i.e., a head surmounted by
three towers and resembling a comb. This
rude portraiture was due to the carelessness of the engraver, though some writers
claim that the hair was worn in this fasliion
nier

in

Ciiampagne

Du Cange

at this period.
refers to an ordinance

of
Philip IV of Prance dated 1301, in which
I'ruvinienses, evidently the same coins, are

mentioned.
Provisino.

The name given to a variety
of the Denaro struck at Rome under the
rule of the Senate (circa 1188-1303), and
rojucd from the Provinois (q.v.). In 1347
Cola da Rien/o. Tribune of Rome, issued
Provisiiii

ATIfiUST
]

.

with

OWKRO

the
.

n.triri'N.
TUIBIINAT URBS.

inscription

ALMI'S

.

.

Provisional

Pustulatum

In the Pajial series a Provisino of Bonifaee VIII is clesci'ihed at leiij^tli in the
ItnlidiKi

fi'ivisfa

t'ace

IX

struel<

of a eoinb on
,jnl)ilee

in

tlie

them on

S!)-!)")"),

and Honi-

the fifjure
occasion of his

\vitl\

tiie

year 1400.
See Moneta Provisional.

Provisional.

Pruvinienses.

Psephos

(xviii.

I'l-ovisini

See Provinois.
Tlie

('^7)90!;).

Greek name for

Srr Kikkalios.

(''jio'hoi).

A

Ptolomaici.
coins struck by

fi'eneral

name

for

tlie

Ptolemies in E^ypt,
which extend from circa B.C. 323 to B.C.
Those issued
30, and cover fifteen rulers.
by Ptolemy 1 in honor of liis wife Berenice

are <renerally

Pu.
tiiouo;]!

A

tiie

known

as Berenicii.

Chinese word meaning "cloth,"

i)rol)ably the original sense of the

word was "to spread," or better, "to circulate."
The term Pu or Ku Pu is ap-

(q.v.),
though sometimes
used to include all of these forms.
The
Pus were in use from the sixth to the third
centuries B.C. and were confined, for the
most part, to western, northern, and central China.
There are a number of mim)r
forms of Pus, but they can roughly be
divided into s((uare and pointed-toed classes.
The sha])e was copied later by the
Usurjier Wang Mang (A.D. 7-22) who issued them witii a value from one hundred
to one thousand Li.
These latter pieces
arc known as New Pus.
Publica, also called Pubblica. A copper
coin of the Two Sicilies, first struck by
Philip I\' about 1()22, and issued by his
successors until the middle of the eighteenth century.
Its value varied
from
thi'ce to four Tornesi, and it obtains its

name from

the inscription publica COMMoniTAS, found on the coins.

in

A

silver

coin

of

Denmark, struck in 1(!65. It receives its
name from the figure of the King, Frederick III, who is represented attired in very
wide trousers or slops.

Pung.

A

coin of Turkestan.

See

Yam-

ba.

Punsad-Dinar.

A

silver coin of Persia.

See Xadiri.

A

Purana.
silver coin of ancient India
of the "punch-marked" type, and usually
assigned to the second century 1?.C.
Scr
Paiui.

The Puranas, or Dharanas, as llicy are
sometimes called, were struck to the scale
of 32 rati seeds, and their normal weight
was fiiV-eight grains, or three and three
quarters grammes. At Taxila they var-led
in value from one to four of the copper
Panas.

A

Chinese word, meaning
See Ch'uan.

The name given to
an Kli/alietiian Sixpence, upon
which a large escalloji shell has been
Hawkins contends that "thej'
stamped.
are nothing more than the cajirice probably of some silversmith," but Ruding in
a note states that they were "said to have

See Pegasi.

Puma. See Kesme.
Pumphosen Krone.

See

Cunningham

(p.

3).

Purnya. The name given to tiie copi)cr
twenty Cash piece of Mysore, struck at
Salemabad from rirra ISOO to ISl."),

Pudsey Sixpence.

a variety of

in

pay the army

Pullus.

Weight money

"currency."

to

Pul.
Russian copper coin, issued as
early as the reign of Vasili Vasilievitch
(1425-1462).
It is quite common up to
the period of Ivan III ( 1682-1 fiS!)), and
was struck for Twer, Kaschin, Kiev, etc.
The name is sometimes written Poul, and
the plural is Pouli or Puli.
In the Georgian series ten Phouli were ccpial to one
Kojjeck. The coinage of these pieces ceased
in 1810. See Abbasi, and Kasbegi.
In the modern Persian series the Pid is
an insignificant copper coin, the fortieth
jiart of a Kran.

plied to certain ancient Chine.se bronze
coins derived from the Spade (q.v.) and

Pu Ch'uan.

Ii-eland

for a shilthe time of the
Rebellion there, i>y the advice of one Pudsey, who was afterwards executed for giving it."
In another note Ruding ipiotes Browne
Willis, who says "this was called the Pudsey sixpence from the place where the silver was dug in Yorkshire."
ling,

A

Tessera (q.v.).

Psothia

been made current

Pustulatum, or Pusulatum Argentum.
The Latin term for pure or refined silver,
and corresponding to Obryzum in the gold.
The letters pv or ps on Roman silver coins
therefore signify that such

good metal.

[1 !.l

]

coins

are

of

Putschanel

Pysa

Putschanel.
A term found in Adam
Berg's New Mih)tzhuch, 1597, and used to
describe small Bohemian silver coins, of

teen grains.

which three are e(iual to a Kreuzer and
one hundred and eighty to a Gulden. The
term is prohalily a nickname.
Putta, or Poot, meaning a fragment, is
a name given to lumps of tin used as money
in the island of Junkseylon in the Malay
Peninsula. See R. C. Temple, in the Indian Antiquary, 1902 (p. 51).

Pjrramiden Thaler.
The name usually
given to a coin on which the reverse inscription is in the form of a pyramid.
They are generally struck to commemorate
a death. A notable example is the Thaler
of Frederick William II of Sachsen-Altenburg issued in 1668, on the death of his

Puttan.

A

silver coin of Cochin, struck

during the Dutch occupancy (1782-1791),
and continued until 1858. The word means

f 1!'2 ]

"new," and
from

the ordinary Puttan weighs
grains; the double sixSee Elliot (pp. 141-142).

five to eight

second wife, Magdalena Sibvlla.
dai (No. 1471).

Pysa.

See Paisa.

Sec Ma-

;

Quarantano

Q. An obsolete English dialect symbol,
meaniiijr a Farthing, anrl probably an abbreviation of Quadrans.
In a work entitled Hcronlr of thr (ircatc
Artes, If)?;") (p. 29), occurs the passage:
"q a farthing the liij part of a penny."

Qaz. Srr Kasbegi.
Quadrans, or Teruncia.
part of the
the head of
the prow of
three bosses,
ounces. See

The fourth
bears on the obverse
Hercules and on the reverse
On each side are
a galley.
indicating its weight of three
Aes Grave, and Vierer.

As.

Quadrant.
tlic

name

is

It

The same

as

also given to the

ing struck by

Edward IV

Quadrans. but
copper Farth-

for Ireland.

Quadrigati.
A name given in ancient
times to such varieties of the Roman Denarii as have a four-horse chariot on the
reverse.

A general name
Quadrilateral Pieces.
given to the so-called Roman Quadrussis
and Qnincussis, on account of their rectangular shape.
These curious coins bear on tiiem rejjresentations of objects of exchange or .symbols and allusions to the victories of the
Roman armies. One of the animals depicted on a variety of these coins is an
elephant in connection with the battle of
Asculum, B.C. 279, which circumstance
would fix the approximate date of these
pieces, as the elephant was unknown to the
Romans before that time.
The Quadrussis and Quineussis weighed
respectively four and tive Roman pounds.
Quadruble.
A term used on a coin
struck in 1786 for the French possessions
in Africa.
See Zay (pp. 241-242).

A large Italian gold coin
obtains its name from being four
times the size of some other current gold
Quadrupla.

wiiich

denomination.
occurs in the Papal series of four
It
times the value and weight of the Scudo di
Oro the Emperor Charles V struck it for
Naples and Sicily in 1547 Alberieo Cibo
for Massa di Lunigiana; Ferdinand Oonzaga (1612-1626) for Mantua, etc.

It is

known

to

Savoy where

its

original

Doppia da Due.
See Ecu Pistolet.
Quadrussis.
A piece of four Asses.
Some of the large, cast, rectangular Roman
bronze bars are, from their weights, supposed to represent Quadrusses. See Quad-

is

as the

Quadruple.

rilateral pieces.

Quakers' Money.

A name

given

to

those crowns of Queen Anne which bear
plumes in the angles of the cross formed
liy the shields.
The plumes indicate that
the silver was obtained from Welsh mines,
aiul the Company by which the mines were

operated comprised among its members
many persons of the Society of Friends.

Quan, or Qwan. The unit of value of
the empire of Annam, and which was introduced during the reign of the Emperor

Minh-mang (1820-1842).

It is a base silver
coin with a sixteen or twenty-rayed sun on
one side and a dragon on the reverse. See
Fonrobert (2112-2114, 2123-2124). Under
the Emperor Tu-Dnk (1847-1883) a silver
rectangular bar of three Quan was issued.
Fonrobert (2133).
The Quan represented a value of half
a Piastre or Tambac-tron (q.v.), and was
divided into six hundred Sepeks.
Ten
Qnans in a single block formed a Chuc'
the French soldiers and sailors called this
bh>ck "a sow," from its resemblance to
the metal pigs used for ballast in vessels.
The string of cash is also known as a
Quan and has superseded the older word

Man.
The silver coin of four Francs, struck
by Norodom T, King of Cambodia in 1860,
is also called a Qwan.
Sec also Kwan.
Quan Tien. The Annamese name for a
string of 600 Cash.

A

Quarantano.

See Tien.

of Parma,
forty Soldi, struck by
Ranuccio II (1646-1694). In Jlodena, under Francesco III (1737-1780), it was issued at the same value but of a debased
silver.
Conf. Carantano, supra.
of

;

;

[

common

value was four Scudi di Oro and later
eighty Lira.
In the Milan coinage it is
found during the seventeenth century, and

lici

]

the

value

of

silver coin

Quattrino

Quart

A silver coin of Geneva and
Quart.
other Swiss cantons, issued during the sixand seventeenth centuries. Its
teenth
value was three Deniers and multiples of
two. three, and six Quarts were struck.
Quart.

A

See Qiiarto.

Quartarii. Lampridius Sev. Alex. (39),
states that the Emperor Severus Alexander
caused fourths of the Aureus, or Quartarii,
to be struck. None until the reign of Gallienus, however,

have come down to

us.

Quartaro. A copper coin of Genoa, issued under Republican rule (1252-1339).
It bears on one side a griffin rampant, and
on the reverse a cross.
Quartarola. A gold coin of Genoa, the
one fourth of the Genovino iq.v.). It was
issued in the twelfth century and remained
in use until the termination of the Sforza
dynasty.
Quartarolo.
A copper coin of Venice,

by the Doge Pietro Ziani (1205and continued by some of his sucIt does not, however, appear to
cessors.
issued
1229),

have been struck after the fourteenth cenThe general type has a cross with
turj-.
It was copied at
lilies in the angles.
Verona bv Giovanni Galeazzo Visconti
(13S7-1402).

A

silver coin of France,
issued in the reign of Henri III (15741589), with a corresponding Huitieme
d'Ecu. The name of the former coin was
corrupted into Cardeeu, and it was a legal
tender in England in 1625 for nineteen
Pence half Penny, during the suspension

Quart d'Ecu.

it being one fourth in value
of the latter coin, i.e., one thousand Reis.
Quartinhos of twelve hundred Reis were,
however, occasionally issued. It was abolSee Cuartino.
ished about 1792.

account of

Papal gold coin, the one
Quartino.
fourth of the Scudo di Oro. It was issued
during the .scde vacant c of 1740, and under
Benedict XIV.
Quarto, sometimes called Cuarto, a copper coin of Spain, of the value of one
ijuarter of a Real.
It dates from the time
of Ferdinand and Isabella.
During the
French occupation of Barcelona and Catalonia from 1808 to 1814, pieces of one
lialf
(i.e., Ochavos), one. two, and four
Quartos were issued, and after the Spanish rule was resumed multiples as high as
six Quartos appeared.
In 1802 private firms at Gibraltar issued
tokens of one and two Quartos valued respectively at a half Penny and a Penny.
A regal coinage was introduced by Great
Britain in 1842, consisting of a half Quart,
Quart, and two Quarts, the Quart being
equal to a half Penny.

Quateme, or Quem. Poe.y d'Avant (ii.
210), states that the Counts of Barcelona
in the eleventh century issued gold coins
of this name which were computed at one
fourth of the Soldo d'Oro. See Tern.

first

of the Tower mint at London, on account
There were varieties for
of the plague.

Beam, Navarre, Dauphiny,
ing

(i.

etc.

See Rud-

382).

Quau^er. The pojjidar name for the silver coin of twenty-five cents of the United
States, it lieing the one fourth part of the

Quatemio, Quartemiones, or Quadruple Aurei were struck by certain of the
Roman emjierors, notably Augustus, Domitian, Gallienus, and others.
Quatrine.

The same

as Quattrino.

See

also Sequin.

The nickname given in the
Jamaica to the silver coin of
Pence issued by "William IV
and Victoria from 1834 to 1*862. It is also
known as the half Bit. Src Chalmers (p.
Quattie.

island of
three half

110).

Dolhir.

The diminutive of QuatThe term was used in Bologna in

Quattrinello.

Quartemariae Formae were certain gold
medallions, ('(lual to four Aurei in weight,

trino.

said

or about 1508 for the small Papal coins
of .Julius II.

Quartinho. A gold coin of Portugal issued in the reign of .Joseph (1750-1777).
It succeeded the Moidore (retired in the
previous reign), and obtains its name on

Quattrino.
An Italian coin which occurs botli in copper and billon and which
originally was the fourth part of the
C. rosso
(q.v.).
It was issued at Ferrara,
Milan, Bologna, Venice, and other Italian
states.
A reference to this coin is found

by Lampridius, Sev. Alex. (39), to
have been struck by the Emperor Elagabalus. None have come down to us.
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"

'

:

Qwan

Queen Anne Farthing
ill a ballad circulated in Florence shortly
had been elected Pope in
after Martin

V

1415

;

he

is

thus referred to

I'apa

Non

Martlno
un qunttrlno.

vale

The Quattrino was later made the fifth
part (sic) of the Baioccho (q.v.). Multiples exist of three Quattrini in copper, and
five and ten Quattrini in silver.
The one in the Papal series is generally
known as the Quattrino Romano, and one
struck for Lucca from 1684 to 1733 on
which there is a fiorure of a panther siipportin<r the municipal arras is called the
Quattrino Panterino. It was of silver and
of the value of one eigrhth of the Bolognino.
See Ducato.
The Quattrino

is

[irobahility the
Andrew Boorde, in his
in

all

coin referred to by
Introduction to Knowhdcjr, 1547 (179),
who says In bras they haue Kateryns and
byokes and denares.
'

'

Queen Anne

Farthing.

Sec Farthing.

A

Quinarius.
Roman silver coin of one
half the weight and value of the Denarius.
It hears on the obverse the head of Minerva
and the figure V, i.e., five Asses; the reverse is the same as the Deuarius.
After B.C. 217, in which year the value
of the Denarius was altered, the Quinarius
was only issued at intervals.
The gold Quinarius was half the Aureus
and was coined dTiring the first three centuries.

Quincunx, Quicunx, or Cingus. One of
the divisions of the As of the weight of
five ounces.
See Aes Grave.

A

Quincussis.
name given to one of the
large Roman rectangular copper coins, its

weight being about five
See Quadrilateral Pieces.

verse.

This obsolete form of
English revenue is described as follows by
Wharton, in his Law Lexicon, 1864.
It is a royal revenue which belonged
to every queen consort during her marriage with the King, and was due from
every person who had made a voluntary
'

'

offer or fine to the King amounting to ten
marks or upwards."
It is mentioned by Blount, in his Ancient Tenures, 1679 (36), and Blackstone
in his Commentaries (i. 221) says that
"The queen ... is entitled to an antient

anrum

re-

e(iual

The one

sixty-

in

gold

weight to

silver

See Nova Constellatio.
Quinto.
The common designation for
the one fifth of the silver Fiorino of FlorQuint.

ence.

But the same name was applied

to the

Ducato at an earlier period, as
in a monetary decree of 1531 it was ordered that the Quinto di Ducato, that is,
tifth of the

the

money

of four Grossi, should be valued
and ten Soldi.

at one Lira

A

name given

NeaSee Du-

to the

politan gold coin of five Ducati.
cato.

makes use of the expression, "Let

me

equip thee with a Quid," and Bret
Harte, in his tale. The Ghosts of Stitkeley
Castle, introduces a stable boy who wishes

to sell a three-legged stool for

to certain
medallions,
Quintuple Aurei or

or

Denarii.

See Quaterne.

Quid.
A slang English term for a
Guinea or a Sovereign. Thomas Shadwell,
in his play, The Squire of Alsatia, 1688
1),

Roman

Quintuple.

Quern.

(iii.

The name given

Quiniones.
large

ginae."

Quentin, or Quentchen.
fourth of the Mark (q.v.).

pounds.

Quindicino. A small silver coin struck
by the Emperor Charles V for the Duchy
of Milan (1535-1556).
It has a crowned
vase on one side, and a wreath on the re-

Queen Gold.

perquisite called queen-gold or

Roman

'
'

five quid.

[

Quirate.

See Kirate.

Quirino.

A

silver coin of the value of
eight Soldi struck in Correggio during the
sixteenth centurj-. It takes its name from
the figure of St. Quirinus on one side of
the coin.

Quran.

Qwan.

'
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The half Rupee

of Afghanistan

]

is

so called.

See Quan.

coinage
See Sanar.

in the

'

Rap

Raal Lakria

R
Raal Lakria. Stavorniims, in his Voyto the East Indies, 1798 (iii. 8), in

aijcs

'

All
of the coinage of Surat, says
coins are tal?en according to their
and assay; but the Mexican dolPieces of Eight, Ivnown among the
natives by the appellation of raal lakria,

writing
foreign
weight
lars, or

must,
waals.

:

weighed,

if

contain

'

seventy-three

'

Rabayeasee. See Rebia.
Rabenpfennige. See Denarii Corvorum.
Raderalbus, frequently abbreviated into
Rader,

the

is

name given

to a variety of

Raha. The word for money in the language of the Esthonians, who inhabited a
district to the south of the Gulf of Finland. See Skins of Animals (infra).
Raij. See Tankah.
Raimondine, or Raymondine.
The
name given to the Denar struck by the
Counts of Toulouse, whose principal mint
was at Albi, in the Department of Tarn.
The Counts of Toulouse from 1088 to 1249
all bore the name of Raimond, and this
name occurs on all the coins. See Blanchet

Albns issued by the Archbishops of

the

Trier, and Cologne, and by the
Dukes of Juliers, Berg, etc., during the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
The armorial bearings on these coins
were copied from the Electorate of Mainz,

Mainz,

which include a double cross within a cirthis design was easily mistaken for a
cle
wheel by the common people, hence the
name.
A larger coin of the same type has re-

Rag.

name

An

of Radersehilling.

obsolete

English slang term

for a Farthing.

Beaumont and Fletcher in their play
The Captain, 1613 (iv. 2), use the phrase,
"Not a rag, Not a Deniere, " and in A
Dictionary of the Canting Crew, printed
circa 1700, occurs the definition, "Rag, a
Farthing."

Rag Money. A nickname given to the
paper money introduced during the Civil
War in the United States.
During the Oreenback agitation the advocates of unlimited paper money were
often dejiicted by the cartoonists as nursing
a rag doll, in allusion to the fact that the
paper on wliich the Greenbacks were
printed was made almost entirely from

linen rags.

Ragno.

Tlie

name given

to

the

Lira

Ragusino.

Sec

Visliiio.

A

gold coin of Akbar, Emperor
of Hindustan, and of half the value of the

Raha.

Sihansah

[q.v.).
[

See

Hana Furi Kin.

See Rechenpfennige.

Raku Sen, or Fancy Sen. The Japanese
name for those coins made in imitation generally of regular pieces but larger or
elaborate.

Rama-tanka.

The name given

more

to gold

cup-shaped medals of varying sizes issued
in Southern India, especially by the kings
of Vijayanagara. They were originally introduced to commemorate the enthronement of the king. They bear the design of
the durbar, or inauguration ceremony of
Rama, with his consort Siva, in the ancient
city of Ayodhya. Tlie other side has Hanuman standing holding a club.
Ramtinkis.
An incorrect spelling of
Rama-tanka.
Rana Shahi Kori. See Kori.
Randschrift. A term used by German
numismatic writers to indicate an inscription on the edge of a coin or medal.

Rap was

a counterfeit coin in circulation
Ireland after the regular coinage had
ceased in 1696. The nominal value of the
Rap was a half-penny, but intrinsically it
was not worth even a farthing.
Swift, in his Drapicr's Letters, 1724
(i.), says "Copper lialf pence or farthings
have been for some time very scarce,
and many counterfeits passed about under
the name of raps."
Tlie expressions "not worth a rap," "I
care not a rap," etc., can be traced to the
insignificant value of this coin.
in

.

Troll in Bologna.

339).

Raitpfennlge.

;

ceived the

(i.

Raining Flowers.
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.

.

Ready

Rappen
R. Twiss, in his Tour in Ireland, 177C
oflFering a
has: "The heg<rers
bad halfpenny, which they eall a rap;" and
Jiilm Wilson, in Nuctes Anihroxidniir (i.
(73),

1282),

.

"Ane

mentions

obsolete sort

.

.

.

.

.

bawbees o' an
what thev ea' an Eerisli
o' tlie

rap."
Byron, in Von ! unn (eaiito xi. 84), says:
"I have seen tin- Landholders without a
rap,"
Rappen, or more correctly Rappe, is a
corruption of Knhe, a raven, and was bestowed oritriiially on small silver coins
struck at Fi-eiliurg in Breisgau iu the
fourteenth century. See Denarii Corvorum.
The name was afterwards applied to all
coins having the figure of this bird and
consequently we find the expressions Rappenlieller, Rappensehillinge, etc.

In the Swiss cantons the Rappen was formerly the tenth part of the Batzen, but
since the introduction of the Latin Union
system, the Rappen was made eqiuil to the
Centime, and is struck in copper as the one
hundredth part of the Franc, Multiples
exist in nickel,

A gold coin of Travancore comRasi.
puted at ten Chakrams, Elliot, Coins of
Southern India (iii, 3), states that it dates
from a period anterior to the seventh or
eighth century, and adds, "though seldom
seen in circulation, it is still the denomination used in Northern ALilabar for recording the value of lands aiul the ancient revenue assessed on them but for all ordinar3'
transactions, it has long been superseded by
the Kali Fanam, five of which are equal to
;

one Rasi,"
Rathausthaler.
The name given to a
silver coin of Zurich struck to commemorate the foundation of the City Hall in
1698,
It is from designs by H. J. BuUinger and has on one side a picture of the
l)uilding, and on the reverse a view of the
city of Zurich.
The same title is given to an undated
silver coin of Nuremberg from designs by
P. II. Miiller. This has a view of the townhall on the obverse, and an illustration of
the citv on the reverse.
See Madai (No.
2313).
Rathspraesentger. A silver coin of Aixla-Chapelle struck for the value of 10
[

Marks iu 1711, and the same design was
employed in 1752 for pieces of 8 Marks and
32 Marks, The value is given in figures on
a shield which is placed on the breast of
The reverse has
the eagle on the obverse.
the coronation insignia on an altar and the
inscription locvs coronationis c.^s.\re.«.
.

,

The name used by Ger-

Rath Zeichen.

man

luimismatists to describe tokens issued

by a municipality or by civic authorities.
Rati Seed. The unit of weight of the
early monetary .system of India and e(iual
It was the seed of
to 1,75 grains troy.
the Abrus precatoriu.t, or wild licorice.
One hundred Ratis, i.e., 175 grains,
formed the Sata-raktika, a weight of fine
metal, and this was used as the basis of the
Rupee in 1542 and of the gold Mohur
The latter coin
about a century earlier.
was, however, for a brief period raised to
200 grains, but reverted to the Sata-rak-

See Pana.

tika.

See Nummus Ratitus.
These
Rautengroschen, Rautenheller.
terms are applied to various issues of Saxony from the fifteenth century to comparaThe word Raute,
tively modern times.
means rue, and the bar composed of rue
leaves is conspicuous on the armorial shield
of Saxony.
Rawani. See Tankah.
Ratitus.

Rawranoke.

A

corruption of Roanoake

(q.v.).

Raymondine. See Raimondine.
Razor Money. Sec Knife Money.
Reaal. The name given to the Real in
the Low Countries where it was not only
extensively copied but also struck in gold,
receiving the name of Gouden Reaal, or
Real d'Or. The latter coin was issued
uiuler Maximilian and Philip (1482-1494)
in Brabant and Holland, and the coinage
continued until 1580. See Van der Chijs,
(p. 267).
The silver Reaal was also common in the
latter part of the fifteenth century and
dated specimens appeared as earlv as 1487
(Frey, Nos. 285, 288).
In 1821 a small silver coin, bearing the
inscription i ueaal w-as struck for the
Dutch settlement in Cura(,'ao.

Ready, usually found

An
l'.i7

]

as

elliptical expression for

"the ready."
money imme-

Rebel Money

Real

A

diately available and used in this sense
as early as the beginning of the fifteenth
century.
Other forms are ready money,
ready gold, ready penny, ready sterling,

Realone.
silver coin of the value of
eight Reals struck in Genoa by the Banco
di San Georgio in 1666.
Its purpose was
for trading with Spain and the Levant.

etc.

Real Portuguez. A silver coin of Porfirst appeared in the reign of
Fernando I (1367-1383) and was equal to

Shadwell, in his play The Squire of Alsatui, 1688 (i. 1), mentions "the ready";
and Goldsmith in the Eton Latin Grammar
says, Aes in presenti perfectum format, i.e.,
"Ready money makes a man perfect."

tugal which

A somewhat smaller vaunder Joao I (1383-1433)
was called the Real Cruzado and had

ten Dinheiros.
riety was issued
it

;

Real.
silver coin current in .such
parts of Spain as were not conquered by
the Moors.
It was first struck at Seville
and Burgos by Pedro III, king of Castile
(1350-1368), and was called Nummus
Realis, "money of tlie king," from which
the name Real was abbreviated.
It was
one eightli of the Peso, and was divided
into 34 Maravedis or eight and one half
Cuartos, and there are multiples as high
as fifty Reales in silver and one hundred
Reales in gold. See Cinquantina and Rial.
The coin continued in use in Spain up to
the time of the Revolution of 1869-1870,
and was succeeded by the Peseta. It was
extensively struck in Mexico, the Central
American Republics, and in many coun-

a value of only nine Dinheiros.
Still another variety, known as the Real Grosso,
was struck in the reign of Alfonso
(14381481) and was valued at eleven Dinheiros.
Some later issues show a value of ten
Soldos, and others of forty Reis on the
face of the coins, and when the Real was
struck in copper in the reign of Sebastian
(1557-1578) its value declined to one tenth
of its silver predecessors.
The half Real

South America.
Wlien the East India Company was chartered in 1600, it struck a silver Crown,
Half-Crown, Sliilling, and Sixpence for use
in India, and these pieces were also known
as eight Reales, four Reales, two Reales,
and Real. A one twenty-fourtli Real was
issued by James II for the plantations in
Nortli America, which lias a reverse inscription VAL 24 P.\UT REAL HISPAN.
For a detailed account of this coin and its
numerous varieties, etc., see Heiss, and for
the Portuguese equivalents .tee Milreis.

eight

A

tries in

Real Branco. A silver coin of Groa,
mentioned in tlie Lendas da India (circa.
1550), and eomiiuted at seven liundred and
twenty Reaes. There is a corresponding
half.

Real d'Or.

V

was commonly known as Chimfram.
Real Preto. See Ceitil.
Reap Silver. See Plough Silver.
Reaux.
Tlie
French equivalent for
Reales.
Pieces of five Reaux were struck
at Barcelona in 1641 and 1642, and for
Oran there were issued copper four and

Reaux

in 1691.

Rebah. An early Jewisli weight standard
it
was equal to one fourth of the
Shekel. See 1 Samuel (ix. 8).
;

Rebellenthaler The name given to a
Thaler struck by Henry .Julius, Duke of
Bruuswiek-Liineburg in 1595. It was issued to commemorate his victory over
certain rebellious vassals, and the reverse
refers to the sedition of Korah, as described
in Numbers (.\vi.).
See also Madai (No.
1110).

The name given to a
Sou tokens issued by La
Bautpie du Peuple of Montreal, Canada,
which bears a wreath of five maple leaves,
among which was surreptitiously inserted
a star of hope and a Phrj^gian cap of
Rebellion Token.

variety of the

liberty.

See Reaal.

Realito nv Realillo.
A Spanish word
moaning a small Real. It is applied to a
series of silver Reales struck by Philip II
and Philip III as Counts of Barcelona.
The type usually reads barcino civitas,
1613, etc.
[
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Rebel Money. A name given to a series
Crowns and half Crowns which were issued in 1643, probably l)y the "Confeder(if

ated Catholics" at Kilkenn.v, Ireland. They
are to some extent imitations of the Ormond Money (q.v.). See also British Numismatic Journal (ii. 348).
]

Rebi

Regensburger

a frold coin of the Ottoiiiaii Kiiipire and the foiirtli part of the
Piinduk, tlioujrh it also passes in circulation for the third part of a Zer-mahhuh.
Its weight is about thirteen and a lialf
grains, and its name is derived from reba,

known

as the

On-

of the value of ten Paras or the
]iart of a Piastre.
It weighs from
fifty to seventy grains.
Since the readjustment of the Turkisii currency, the Onlik of
the modern coinage is eijual to nine and one
one quarter Piastres.
lik,

is

fourth

Rebia Budschu. SVr P>udscliu.
Rechenpfennige, or Raitpfennige.

name given

The

to certain jetons originall.v in-

tended for purposes of computation, the
specimens of which can be traced to

earliest

France

in

thirteenth

tlie

They

century.

Brabant under Pliilip the
(lood (14;iO-1467) and in Germany al)out a
iuindred years later.
Large quantities
were issued at Nuremberg, and in the LowCountries they were circulated under the
in

ai)i)eai'ed

name

of Legpenninge.
Later tlie.v were employed as counters
at games, and are consciiueutly now chiefly
known as Spielpfennige or Spielmarken.
For an exhaustive paper on the subject sre

Ferrer, in Spink

(i.

This term

copper coin

is

sonietiines aiijilied

in alhision to its color,

but

more generally found in conjunction
with a substantive and used in a negative
sense, e.g., "1 am without a red cent."
is

Obsolete forms occur in which the eombiwas employed for gold coins on
account of their ruddv appearance. Thus
T. Howell, in his I'onus. loGS (i. <)1), has
the line: " Ich shall not mis of red ones to
haue store,"' and John Fletcher in his plav
The Mad Lover, 1625 (v. 4), says:
"There's a red rogue to buy thee handkerchiefs."
luition

Reddite Crown.
Simon.

same
and
is

c^SARi,

A

of the
legends as

It

(q.v.),

edge

struck for Irelanil, pi'obably

Red Money. By an Act of the Assembly of the State of JIaryland, of May 10.
1781, there was an issue of bills to which
was given the name of Red IMoney. This
differed from previous issues in having the
border of the notes printed in red. About
£200, 000 in face value was issued, and it
was based upon the confiscated lands of
P)ritisli subjects in Maryland of an estimated value of €;)()(), 000. :\I(.st of this confiscated projjcrty was in lands, for which
there was not a readj' market, and the
greater portion was disposed of on credit,
and final settlement was not effected until
long after the war was over.
"

Redotatos. Du Cange cites an ordinance of 1:342 in which coins of this name
are mentioned as being base silver pieces
of Dauphinj- of the value of two and four
Deniers.

The milling on the edge of a
The corrugations on the rim are
parallel and run either transversely or obReeding.

coin.

liquely.

Dollar.

The name given

to a series of octagonal silver tokens issiu'd

by Joseph

Red, A.

the

\'l,

Referendum
Jloney of Ac-

S(<

count.

it

Edward

on account of the baseness of the metal, the
copper in the composition coming to the
surface soon after they were put in circulation.
See Harp.

5).

Rechnungsmiinzen.

to a

firoals

lial)ayialis(>i>, is

a fourtii i)art.
The silver Rebia, also

A nickname given to the
and half Groats of Henry VIII and

Red Harp.

Rebia, also vai'iously called Rabayeasee

and

is

is

the

Petition

from the same

Crown

but the
c^saris

dies,

reddite qv^
See liudinij (x.x.xiv. 7).

inscribed
etc.

])attcrn by Thomas
same type and bears

.

.

.

[

lyj

Ijcsher at Victor, Colorado, in
1900.
There are five varieties,
each one of which contains an ounce of
coin silver.
Lesher called them Referendum Dollars because they are to be referred
to the people for acceptance or rejection.
The United States government officials
stopped all coinage of the pieces and
seized the dies.

the j'ear

Refrappe. A term used by French numismatic writers to indicate a restrike.
Regalis Aureus.

.Sec

Royal d'Or.

Regenbogenschiissel, also called Iriden.
The name given to Keltic concave gold
coins issued in Southwestern (icrmany and
the Rhine Provinces by the Boii.
Regensburger. The name of a former
Bavarian money of account extensively
used at Munich, Ratisbon, etc. Four hundred and iiinetv-two Regen.sburger went
]

Rheingold Dukat

Regiments Thaler
Regensburger Pfund.

to the so-ealled

See

A

Regiments Thaler.

silver coin struck
in 1622.
The obverse
has a view of the town and on the reverse
are eight armorial shields of the magistrates or to^^Ti councillors and the inscrip* PRO * PATRIA * CVNCTA * ET * PACERE
tion
* ET * PERRE * PARATi *
few Specimens

at the city of

Ulm

:

A

were struck in gold.

A

Reichsalbus.
name given to a variety
of the Albus which was adapted to the currencies of the Palatinate, ]Mainz, Frankfort
It was the equivalent
a. M., and Hanau.
of eight Pfennige, or two Kreuzer, or one
half Batzcn, and occurs also in multiples of
doubles and triples.

Reichsgulden. A general name for a
denomination representing two thirds of
It was formerly extenthe Thaler (q.v.).
sively used in the South German states.

term was establisliod in the German Empire pursuant to
an ordinance of July 9, 1873. The designation Reichsmark is consequently the official one, but the name Mark is retained on
Reichsmiinzen.

This

the coinage.

Reichsort.

An

ordinance of 1310 mentions
que I'on appelle Deniers a
la Reine," but no such coins are in existence.
Some authorities think that it was a
gold Denier struck by Louis IX of France
in honor of his mother, Queen Blanche.
Others identify it with a small Masse d'Or
Reine.

The name given

to a silver

d'or,

generally attributed to Philip III of France
(1270-12S5), on which the king is represented in the act of receiving the royal
mantle from the queen. See Blanchet,
(i. 146).

Reinoldigroschen.

of Denmark in
coin issued by Frederick
It
1749, and specially struck for Norway.
had a value of six Marks and appears to
have been made of native silver.

The name given to a
Dortmund, issued
century, and which re-

Sec Schiffsthaler.

Reisethaler.

See Vislino.

Rektorsthaler.

Rempel

Heller.
The nickname given to
certain Heller struck in Breslau in 1422 in
large cpiantities.
They bear on one side
the head of St. John the Baptist, which was
supposed to resemble that of Nikolaus Rempel, a justice of Breslau.

Renaissjuice Medals.

A

general

name

for the Italian medals of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries which exhibit beautiful
workmanship compared with their predecessors.
There are a large number of treatises on the subject, e.g., by Friedliinder,
Armand, and Lenormant in the Tresor de

Numisiiiatique et de Ghjptique, 1834-1850.

Repentigny Tokens. The name given to
a series of pattern pieces which were intended to be used as passes over the bridge
near Montreal, Canada, similar to the Bout
de L'Isle Tokens (q.v.).
They are dedescribed in detail by Breton (p. 55).

Rep

See Ort.

Reichsthaler.
The name given to the
Speciesthaler by an ordinance of 1623. See
Thaler.

" Dcnkrs

Reisedaler.

V

Nohaelc (p. 692).

See Plough Silver.

Silver.

Resellado.
A Spanish term for recoined or re-stamped money. A piece of
ten Reales, also called Duro Resellado, was
issued by Ferdinand VII in 1821 with the
word Resellado upon it, thus indicating a
re-coinage.

Restitution Coins. A term applied to
such pieces as were re-coined at some time
after their original emission.
Such coins
frequently occur in the Roman series and
usually bear the word restituit or the abbreviated form REST.
The Restitution Coins first appear under

Titus and end under Trajan. The latter issued a large number of them commemorative of

some of

Restrike.

A

his predecessors.

later

impression from an

silver coin of the city of

original die.

during the tiftccnth
ceives its title from the figure of Renaldus,
the patron saint of the city, which is found
on one side of tlie coin. Ilalf and quarter
Groschcn of the same design were also

Reverse, from the Latin rcvertere, to
turn over, is the opposite of Obverse {q.v.).

The inscriptions on the reverse of a coin
are usually considered of lesser import than
those on the obverse.

struck.

Reis, plural of Real.

Rheingold Dukat.
See Milreis.

zen.
[
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See Ausbeutemiin-

Rheinischer Albus

Rijksdaalder

Rheinischer Albus.

The name

ling.

Rheinischer Schil-

friven to the (iros

and

its

Ridi, i.e., Silver.
halese literature to

money.

Rhino. A slang term for monej'. John
G. Saxe in his poem Poh/phemns and Ulys-

mote

.

.

ses (ii.), has the following rhyme:
Drunker than any one you or I know,
Who buys his "Uhinlsh" with ready rhino.

not be confused with the Turkish Piastre.
See Abbasi.
For Zanzibar, the Rial has been issued
since A.II. 1299 with Arabic inscriptions,

and

is

the size of a dollar.

Rial Budschu.

See Budschu.

An Italian word meaning curwas applied to the silver Testone of
forty Soldi made by Benvenuto Cellini for
Riccio.

ly.

It

Alessandro de Medici, of Florence (1533ir)36), on account of the curly head on the
obverse.
See Symonds, Life of Cellini
(i.

Ixxx.).

Rice was a current medium of exchange
during the later prehistoric age of -Japan.
See Munro (pp. 19-20). It was extensively
used in the payment of taxes and government officials readily accepted it.

Riddock.
Rider.

Scotch gold coin issued by
III in 1475, in his second coinage.
It receives its name from tiie figure of the
king on a galloping horse, and its weight
was eighty grains.
There are divisions of one (piarter, one
third, one half, and two thirds, some of
others to
Rijder.

his

to

monarch and
James IV. See

this

successor,

[•201

states

that

no

See Pi Tch'eng Ma.

An

Rigsdaler.
The Danish equivalent of
the Reichsthaler.
It was divided, into six
Marks of sixteen Skillings. The double
Rigsdaler was called the Speciesdaler, or

Rigsbankdaler.

A

Rijder.
coin of the United Provinces,
Friesland, etc.
It obtains its name from
the armored knight on horseback figured
on the obverse, and the term was applied
to any coin bearing this device irrespective
of the metal.
The issues in gold, called
Gouden Rijder were synonymous with the
Scottish Rider of James III, and the
French Cavalier.
The gold Rijder of
Gueldres was first issued in 1581 and that
of Friesland in 1583.
The Nederlandschc
Rijder was ordered to be struck early in
the year 1606 according to the Muntplucuut
of that year.
The silver Rijder, or Rijderdaalder was
also originally issued in 1581 according to
the Ordonnantie.
It was copied in Friesland, etc.
This coin is .sometimes referred
to as the Ducaton, and it was usuallj^ computed at forty Stuivers.
Rijjal.

James

73)

obsolete dialect term used
both in England and Scotland for a coin of
small value. The name is supjjosed to have
originated from one of the base silver coins
struek during the reign of Mary (15531558) which had the worils reg. maria. as
part of the inscription.

See Ruddock.

A

which are assigned

(sec.

specimens of the Ridis have survived.

Riding Money.

Noback (p. 243).
The Rial of the modern Morocco coinage
is sometimes known as the Piastre, and is
subdivided into one hundred Centimos. It
corresponds in value to the quarter Franc
or quarter Peseta, and must eoiiseciuently

designate

districts in the sense of a Ilix Dollar.

Rhys Davids

Rigmarie.

Rial, or Ryal. A silver coin of Morocco
which occurs in both round and rectangular form. It eorres]ionded to the Spanish Real and was divided into thirteen and
For a detailed account of
a half Ukkias.
its comparative weight and fineness see

used in Sin-

the hookThis term, however, was probably
applied to other silver money before the introduction of the Lariiis.
The term Ridi
jiahayi, i.e., five Ridis, is still used in re-

the Rhenisli
Provinces during tlie sixteenth century.
They freciuently bear an inscription reading MONETA NOVA RENENS '.

corresi)()ndiiig half struek in

A name

A

silver

modern Persian
and five Shahi.

denomination in the
one Kran

series equal to

Rijksdaalder, or Rix Daler.
(Miuivaleiit of the Reichsthaler.

The Dutch
It

was

i.s-

sued early in the sixteenth century and was
I'etained in the currency as late as the
reign of Louis Napoleon (1806-1810).
The designation is retained as a popular
name for the current silver coin of two and
one half Gulden of the Netherlands.
]

'

Rogati

Riksdaler

The Scandinavian equiva-

Riksdaler.

It was introduced by
lent of Reiclisthaler.
Gustav I of Sweden (1521-1560) and divided into twelve Marks. Since tlie uionetarj' convention of 1875 it represents fortySpp
eiglit Skillings, or one hundred Ore.

and Wompompeeke

W.

Talbot in describing the Discov1672 (27), says, "Their
currant Co.yn of small shells, which they
call Roanoack or Peack.
Sir

eries of J. Leclerer,

'

Robertino, or Robertone. The common
for the Liard struck by Robert,

Daler.

Riksort.

keep their wonted

to

value."

name

See Ort.

Rin. A small Japanese copper coin, the
one tenth of the Sen (g.r.). The Chinese
equivalent is the Li (q.v.).

Count of Anjou and Duke

Ring Dollar. See Holey Dollar.
The name given to the Real or
Ringgit.
Spanish Dollar in tlie Malay Peninsula.

ninnismatists iov such tokens or jetons as
are struck to indicate some compelled ser-

See Pitje.

Ring Money.

One

of the earliest forms

of a circulating medium, and which appears
to be generall.y adjusted to a graduated
system founded upon a certain weight.
Its antiquity is demonstrated bj^ its
occurrence in ancient Egyptian paintings,
showing merchants weighing rings in scales,
and there is a reference to it in Genesis
"When the Romans invaded
(xxiv. 22).
England they found ring money in use; in
Ireland it was utilized until the Danish invasion, and in Scandinavia until the thir-

teenth century.

In the

museum

at Stock-

holm specimens are exhibited of large spiral
rings of gold, which could be opened, closed,
and linked into a chain. Some of these
specimens weigh from eight hundred to one
tliousand grammes.
A primitive money in
.Japan consisted of copper rings coated with
silver and gold and called Kin Kwan and
Gin Kwan according to their composition.
See Munro (p. 5), and conf. Manilla.

Rix Daler.

See Ri.iksdaalder.

Rix Dollar. A silver coin struck by the
English government for Ceylon from 1803
to 1821.

Roanoake.

pum made and

inferior kind of Wamused by the natives of Vir-

An

Robotmarken.

vice

fion among the Salvages (sic), as gold and
siluer amongst Christians."
In the Statutes of Virginia for 1656
(repr. 1823, i. 897) it was ordered that
" Peeces of eight that are good and of silver
shall pass for five shillings, and Roanoake
[
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done

in

A

term used by German

socage.

Neumann

See

(28482-28491).

Robustus Daalder. The name given to
a silver coin of Brabant issued in 1584. The
reverse has the armorial shields of Brussels, Antwerp, Louvain, and Bois-le-Duc,

and the motto conportare et esto. eobvsand be strong," or
"Have a bold heart and a strong arm."
There is a half and a quarter of the same
.

.

Tvs, /.f.,'"Be of courage

type.

Roda, meaning a wheel, is the name
given to a leaden or tin coin of the value of
three, ten, or fifteen Bazaruccos, issued by
the Portuguese for their possessions in India, at the beginning of the eighteenth century.

These coins were struck at Damao, Basand Goa, and receive their name from
the fanciful resemblance of the cross on

sein,

the reverse to a St. Catherine's wheel. The
second capture of Goa by Alfonso de Albuquerque occurred on November 25, 1510,
the anniversarj' of the martyrdom of St.
Catherine, and the wheel, the instrument of
her martyrdom, was made a part of the
Arms of Goa.

Rodioti.
The name generally used to
describe the Zecchini struck by the Grand
Masters of Rhodes and which were copied
from the Venetian t.ypes.

ginia.

Captain Smith in his work on Virginia,
1624 (iii. 418), mentions "Rawranoke or
white beads that occasion as much dissen-

Calabria

of

(1309-1343).

Rossler.

The name given

to

the half

Diek Thaler of the cantons of Uri, Schwyz,
and Unterwalden, from the figure of St.
Martin riding a horse which occurs on
these coins.

Rogati.

A money

current in Padua in
century.
document of
1294 mentions a pajTnent of viginti Rogatos
parvos.
tlie

]

thirteenth

A

'

Rose Crown

Rolabasso
of

Rolabasso. »SVe Rollbatzen.
Rolino. A variety of the Ducato of
Savoy current in the sixteenth century and
valued at 64 Grossi. See Promis (ii. 54).

A

Rollbatzen.

name given

lin
ii.

A

to a varietj'

of Batzeu issued by Bishop Hugo of Constance at the beginning of tlie sixteenth century, on account of the figure of three rings
or rolling circular lines, which were part
of his armorial bearings and which were
copied on these coins.
The type was imitated in Italy at Messerano, at Carmagnola, at L'asale in Jlonteferrato, and by Francesco Trivulzio at Rogoredo (1518-1523) and the original name
was transformed into Rolabasso, or Arlabaso.
The Italian coin was current for

two Grossi.
Romanati.

A

popular name in ancient
times for certain tSolidi struck by such Byzantine empei'ors as bore the luune

Roma-

nus.

Romanino.

See Grosso Romanino.
Another name for the Bj'zantine Solidus. Du Gauge cites a number

Romano.

of ordinances, documents,
twelfth century in which this

Romefeoh,

or

Romescot.

etc.,

form

Brabant they were struck later at Mechand Louvain. See Blanchet (i. 443,
4) and Engel and Serrure (iii. 1094).

of the
occurs.

See Peter's

Pence.

Roosschelllng.
variety of the Schelling of the Low Countries having on the
obverse a floriated cross surmounted by a
rose.
It is consequently also known as the
Esealin a la Rose.
This piece was first struck in IGOl and
the coinage extended to the middle of the
eighteenth century.

Roosstuiver.

same design

A

base silver coin of the
and of half

as the preceding

the value.

Ropaka. An early Indian coin, the one
seventieth of the Suvarna.
See Cunningham (p. 22).

A

Rosa Americana.
coinage consisting
of an alloy of brass, zinc, and silver (commonly known as Bath Metal), and issued in
1772-24 by William Wood, for the use of
the colonists in North America.
The denominations were Twopence, Penny, and
Halfpenny, and a pattern Twopence issued

Wood's death.
For a detailed account of this coinage see
a paper contributed by Philip Nelson to the
British Numismatic Journal (i, 265-285).
in 1733, after

King

Rosalino. The popular name for the
Pezza of eight Reali struck in Florence
in 1665 which bore the figure of a rose

barons and the

plant.

Romesine.

In the year 1140 Roger

II,

of Sicily, called an assembly of the
clergj'^ at Ariano di Pnglia,
in Campania, to discuss among other matters certain monetary reforms.
At this
meeting the king abolished the pieces
known as Romesines, which had enjoj'ed an
extensive circulation, and introduced in
their stead three tj-pes of the Follari in
copper, and also established a new silver
coin which received the name of Ducato

d'Argento.

See Engel and Serrure

(ii.

810).

Rond. A French nickname for a Sou.
The allusion is to its shape.

Roob or Rub. The quarter of the Abyssinian Talari.
See Ber.

A

Roosebeker.
silver coin of Brabant,
a variety of the double Groot, struck in
1887 and later. It obtains its name from
a group of five roses which surmount the
double sliields of Brabant and Burgundy.
Philip, Count of Flanders, issued them at
Ghent, and by an agreement with Johanna
[

20a

Rosario.

Du Cange

cites

an ordinance

of 1300 in which Rosarios are mentioned
as coins prohibited in France.

A

Rosary.
base or counterfeit coin of
foreign origin, current in England during
the thirteenth century at the value of the
silver penny.
It was declared illegal by a
statute of Edward I.
It is referred to in Pabyau's Chronicle,
1513 (vii. 401), and Grafton's Chronicle,
1568 (ii. 182).
J. Simon, in his Essay on Irish Coins,
1749 (p. 15), says: "These
foreign
coins, called Mitres, Lionines, Rosaries, etc.
from the stamp or figures impressed on
.

.

.

them, were privatelj' brought from. .beseas and uttered here for pen.

yond the
'

nies.

A

name given to the first
the reign of Charles II
from the fact that it had the figure of a
Rose Crown.
Crown of

milled

]

Rube

Rose Farthing
under the bust, said to indicate that
was struck from silver derived from

rose
it

mines in the western part of England.
These coins were issued in 1662.
Rose Farthing. jS'ee Farthing.
Rosen Groschen. A silver coin of the
Ducliy of Juliers issued under William II
(1361-1393). It receives its name from
the figures of eleven roses, five on the ducal
crown and six on the reverse design.
Rose Noble. See Noble.

Rose Pennies and half Pence were
coined in London during the reigns of Edward VI and Mary. They were of base
silver and intended for use in Ireland, but
were withdrawn from circulation in 15.56.
Tliey receive their name from the design of
a full-blown rose on the obverse.
Rose Ryal. Another name for the
Double-Ryal, a gold coin of the value of
thirty Shillings, issued
land.
See Noble.

by James

I of

Eng-

Rosina. See Pezza.
Rossgulden. A silver denomination of
Brunswick and Liineburg from the latter
part of the seventeenth century. It takes

name from

the figure of the
liorse on the reverse.
the

Rothschild Love Dollar.
schek Thaler.
Rouble. See Ruble.

See Janau-

Franc pieces.
Rouleau (plural Rouleaux.) A French
term meaning literally a roll of coins, but
also applied to a set of coins making a fixed
unit.
Tluis Zay (p. 107) states that, by
an ordinance of 1819, a rouleaux of thirty
pieces of the billon ten Centime pieces of
French Guiana, also called Marques Blancs,
were computed at three Francs.

The Freiieh

iq.v.).

In Sir Robert Cotton's Privy Council Report of Sept. 2, 1626, occurs a passage:

"The

said Royal of Eight runs in aeeoxint
of trade at 5s. of his Majesties now English

Mony."

Royal Coronat.

eciuivalent of the

(q.v.).

Roverino. A name given to the Papal
Fiorino of Sixtus IV (1471-1484) and JuThey have the arlius II (1503-1513).
morial liearings of the family della Rovere.
Rovetti.
Prom is (ii. 34) states tliat
these were coins of the Dukos of Savoy
and valued at eight Grossi.
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A

silver coin of

Mar-

have lieen originally struck
circa 1186 by Ildefonso, Marquis of Provence.
See Blancard, Le Millares, 1876
seilles said to

(p. 11).

Royal d'Or, or Regalis Aureus.
A
French gold coin of the fourteenth century whicli. bears on the obverse a fulllength figure of the king in his royal robes,
and he is usually represented standing under a Gothic canopy.
petit Royal d'Or was issued in the
reign of Pliilip III called Mantelet d'Or.
In the time of Edward IV the English
applied the name Royal to the Noble
(cj.v.)
and in the reign of Henry VII tlie
double Ryal was called the Royal or Sov-

A

;

ereign.

Royal Farthing.
Royalin.

five

Roupie.

Eight"

running

Roue, i.e., a wheel. Tlie terms Roue de
dcvant and Roue de derriere, meaning the
front and hind wheel, are used in French
slang to denote respectively the two and

Rupee

Royal. An obsolete form of the Spanish
Real and frequently cited as the "Piece of

A

See Farthing.

silver coin issued in

mark from about 1755

Den-

1807 for its possessions in Tranquebar. The obverse bears
the ruler's monogram crowned, and on the
reverse is the Danish Arms with the inscription I ROYALIN or 2 ROYALiNER, and the
to

date. France issued similar silver coins of
one, two, four, and eight Royalins for Pon-

dichery.

See Bergsoe, Trankehar-Monter,

and Zay.
Royal Parisis Double.

A name

given to

a variety of the double Gros, or Gros Parisis, which bears the inscription moneta
DVPLEX RKGALis. See also Parisis.

Rozenobel,

also

called

Gouden Nobel

A

gold coin of the Low Countries, copied
from the English Noble. The type issued
liy Johanna of Brabant was of the value
and fineness of the English prototype.

The name given to tlie Piastre in
Egyptian coinage.
Rub.
See Roob.
Ruba. A base silver coin of the modern
Egyptian series of the value of five Piastres.
It was introduced A.H. 1255 or A.D.
Rsch.

the

1839.
]

"

:

"

Rupie

Ruble
Ruble, or Rouble. A Russian silver coin
subdivided into one hundred
Donga but lator into one hundred Kopeeks.
The only exception to this rule is an issue

orifjiiially

of Rubles, halves, and quarters, respectively, of ninety-six, forty-eiprht, and twenty-

four Kopecks struck by Elizabeth in 1757

This coin was oi-ijrinally a piece of silver
cut from a bar, and the name is derived
from the Russian ruhitj, i.e.. to chop off
or to cut off. The earliest attempt to give
it a distinct circular form was about 1652
when Alcxei llichailowitsch took Thaler of
West Friesland, Ovcrysel, Hungary, Tyrol,
etc.. and struck over them the portrait of
the Czar on one side and the Russian
double-headed eagle and legends on the
other.

The regular issue began under Peter the
Great in 1704, and in 1707 appeared a new
type with the value expressed, and tlie date
Catharine I in 1725
in Arabic numerals.
issued a Klippe or scjuare Ruble and corresponding half and quarter. These have
the double eagle in each corner and the
value and date in the centre.

Ruddock,

An

also, but rarely, written Ridobsolete slang name for a gold

coin in "allusion to

John Lyly,

its

ruddy

color.

1592(ii.l),
.he haue golden rudhas the line "If
docks in his bagges, he must be wise and

play

in his

:

.

.1/ irZns,

.

honourable."
in a translation of Aleman's
d'Alfarache, 1622 (ii, 147), says:
"Three thotisand erowncs, in good, dainty
braue ruddocks, all good double pistolets.

Mabbe,

Guzman

A nickRiibener, or Riiben Batzen.
luime given to small silver coins of Salzburg, struck by the Archbishop Leonhard
von Keutschach (1495-1519), from the turso-called
nip in the armorial shield.
Riiben Thaler and Riiben Gulden (Frey
No. 520) were struck by the same prelate.

A

Rundstiicke, or Rundstycken,

meaning

is the popular name for
round pieces,
the Swedish Ore of copper. They occur as
singles, doubles, and quadruples under
Charles X^ (1660-1697), struck for Reval,

lar valued at 3 Polish Florins, or

'

4s.

"They have no such

coin as a Runstiek,
only used in their reckoning;
yet they have copper Farthings, of which
they reckon 2 to a Runstiek, 3 Runstieks
to a Wliitton. 10^ Wliittons to a Cop])cr
Dollar, and 6 Copper Dollars, or 64 Whit[it]

is

tons to a Rixdollar.

Rupee,

also called

coin of
reign of Sher

Rupih and Roupie.

A

dating back to the

India,

silver

Shah (A.II. 946-952), and
Assam, Ceylon, Jlombasa, etc.
The name is probably derived from the
Sanscrit word Rupa, meaning cattle. See
copied

in

Sihansah.
In 1676 the Bombay mint was authorized
by Charles II "to coin rupees, pice, and
budgrooks, "' which were to be current in
all the dependencies of the East India Company and in 1758 the coinage rights in
Bengal were granted to the Company and
Rupees were issued in the name of Alamgir II, with the regnal year 5 A.H.
The ancient silver standard of India was
superseded in 1899 by the gold standard,
with an arbitrary rating of the Rupee at
sixteen Pence, which is maintained by
means of a gold redemption fund.
The
present Rupee weighs one hundred and
eight.v grains, or 11.66 grammes, and is
nine hundred and sixteen one thousandths
to nine hundred and twenty-five one thousandths fine.
;

The

divisions consist of sixteen Annas,
of four Pice, each of three Pies.
There are also half, quarter, and eighth
Rupees.
In Ceylon the Rupee is divided
into one hundred Cents.
See Mahbubia
and Sicca, and conf. Zay (p. 306).

each

A

Rupi.

silver

coin

of Persia.

See

Nadiri.

A

Rupia.

'

first

issued

iumdred
struck

silver coin of

Reis.

in

Rupie.
Africa,

1729.
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]

A

Goa and Diu,

1725, with a value of six
A corresponding half was

in

The

])resent

Indian Rujtia corresponds
Indian Rupee.

Narva, etc.
Richard Hayes, in The Negociator's
Magazine, 1740 (p. 337), has the following
passage
[

about

6d. Sterling.

'

'

their accounts

Copper Dollars, and Runsticks, reckoning 32 Runstieks to a Copper
Dollar, and 6 ('oi)pcr Dollars to a RixdolRixdollars,

but

for Ijivonia.

(lock.

"In Stockholm they keep
in

Portuguese

witli the British

silver coin of

introduced in 1890,

German East
and divided

Ryuhei Eiho

Ruspone
into one hundred Heller.
Rupie of the same type.

There

is

a double

A

Ruspone.
gold coin of the value of
three Zeechini, introduced at Florence under Giovanni Gastone (1723-1737) of the
Medici family, and continued to the time
of the provisional government of 1859.
Tlie Italian word ruspa, when used to
describe a coin, means in mint condition,

and the

name was probably

applied to
these pieces on account of their being uniformly bright and well preserved.

marriage to Mary. These Ryals are also
called Cruickston Dollars (q.v.). They are
eleven parts fine to one part alloy, and
weigh four hundred and seventy-two and
one half grains.
The Ryal, or Thirty Shilling Piece, of

James VI is
Sword Dollar

V

[

as

the

name given to the Rose Noble
Edward IV. In 1543 the

half Sovereign of the value of ten Shillings
was substituted for the Ryal. See Noble.

Ryal.

See Rial.
See Rider and Rijder.

Ryder.

Ryksdaalder.

A

Scottish gold coin, of which
there is a pattern in the second coinage
of James
(1525), but which did not
appear as a regular issue until the reign
of Mary I and dated 1555. It had a value
of sixty Shillings and is consequently sometimes referred to as the Three-pound Piece.
It is twenty-two carats fine and weighs one
luindred and eighteen grains.
The silver Ryal, with its divisions of one
third and two thirds, was first issued in
1565.
The second type bears on the reverse a tortoise or "schell padocke" creeping up the trunk of a yew tree which is
supposed to intimate the ascent of Henry
Darnley, son of the Earl of Lennox bj' his

known

in the time of

Russino. The name given to a variety
of Grosso struck bv Theodore I of Montefcrrato (1306-1338) at the mint of Chivasso.
Ryal.

A

Ryal.

commonly
(q.v.).

Ryksort.

See Rijksdaalder.

See Ort.

The name given to the
Arnheim by William,
Juliers and Gueldres (1383-1402).

Rynsgulden.

gold Florin struck at

Duke

of

Ryo.

A

Japanese

standard of value
was used in determining the weight of gold in dust or grains,
when this form of the metal was used for
payment, and when the Oban (q.v.) was
issued it was stamped with the Ryo value.
equal to ten

Momme.

It

The Ryo ordinarily was computed

at

twenty Kwan, or twenty thousand Mon of
copper coin. It was equal to four Bu or
sixteen Shu.
See Munro (pp. 186, 189).
Ryuhei Eiho. See Jiu Ni Zene.

2n(! ]

Salding

Sabi

Sabi. Tlic pntiiiation or rust on a JapFor a detailed aecount see
anese coin.
Miiiiro, Introduction (\^. x.)-

Sacramental Tokens.

i<rr

rommunion

Tokens.
Sec Jlalimruli, and Sanai'.

Sad-Dinar.

Saddle Money.
Sadiki.

A name

Sagittarii.

their

Sec Kiu Ma.

Srr Siddiki.

ty|)e,

to

See Archers.
Sahebqiran.

jriven, on account of
Persian Darics and Sigloi.

A

in

size

to

Saiga.
A snudl thick silver coin of the
Merovin<xians. Charles Martel struck them

Their value
claim that they
rcpi'esent the fourth part of the Tremissis,
while oth(>rs think that they were equal to
tiie Denarius of that period.
See Blanchet
(i. 24, 27, 102).

at

Aries,

varied

;

Marseilles,

etc.

some authorities

Saime. According to' Kelly (p. 5) this
was a former money of account in Algiers
and computed at fifty to the Aspre.
The general desigSt. Afra Dukaten.
luition for a series of gold coins issued

the city of

St.

Augsburg

by

in 1635,

1636, etc.,
which have on the obverse a figure of St.
Afra, the patron saint of the cit.y.

A

Saint Andrew.
gold coin of Scotland,
struck in the reign of Robert II (13711390), and continued almost uninterruptedly to the -second coinage of James
in
1;'52.5.
It derives its name from the figure
of St. Andrew with extended arms which
occurs on one side. Its weight varied from
thirty-eight to eighty-one grains, and the
half in proportion. See Lion.

Andries Gulden. A gold coin of the
Counts of Holland and the Dukes of Burgundy, struck during the fourteenth cent\iry and later.
It receives its name from
the standing figure of St. Andrew on the
reverse. See under Andreas, supra.
St.

Srr

\'islino.

The name given
by the Emperor
in 1598 and con-

a silver coin issued
II for Gi'oningcji
It has on the
linued until about 1602.
obverse a full length figure of St. -lohn the
Baptist lioldiiig a lamb.
An essay of this piece, called the St.
•Tans Daalder, appeared as early as 1561.
and was struck on both round and scjuare
planchets.
On it the Emperor's name is
of cour.se omitted.
to

St.

Matthew'sgroschen.

See

Matthias-

groschen.

Saint Patrick's Money. Half Pence and
bearing upon the obverse a
figure of King David kneeling and playing
on the harp. On the reverse is the standing figure of St. Patrick with a cross or

Farthings

crozier in his hand.
Simon classed these coppers as Irish
siege-money, and states that they were
struck in Dublin in 1643. Philip Nelson,
however, in a paper contributed to the
Brifixh
Niiiiiisiiiafic
Journal (i. 184),
pi-oves witiiout a doubt that they were not
issued prior to 1678. They are sometimes
called "Newby Coppers," because Mark
Newby brought a rpuintit.v of them from
Ireland to New .lersey in 1681, and they
were used for a time as currency in that
State. See also British Nuiiiisinatic Journiil.
(iii.

first

V

Thaler.

Jans Rijksdaalder.

Rudolf

Persian silver coin, cor-

It was
the Real.
struck for Tabriz, Ardcbil, Kermanschahan, etc. Sre Fonrobert (No. 4670-4714).

res|)ondinjr

St. Blasius

St.

219-222).

Victor Daalder, or Ecu au

The name gives

St. Victor.

to a silver coin of

William

de Bronckhorst, Seigneur de Batenbonrg
(1556-1575), which has on one side the
figure of St. A'ictor armed with a sword.
The inscriiition reads SANCtus victor marTIR.

Salding, or Scalding.

A

base English
I.
In
the (Uilrndar (if Documents relating to Ireland, circa 1285 (iii. 8), there is a reference stating that the Bishop of Watcrford,
silver coin of the period of

Edward

Stephen de Fulborn, caused new money to
be made. It was called Scalding, Bishop's

[20'7]

"

:

:

Sampietrino

Salt

money, or Stepheniug, from tlie name of
the Bishop. See Brabant.
Salt was used by the Venetians during
the thirteenth century as an equivalent for
money, and the Abyssinians have employed
bars of rock-salt. See Amoles. Marco Polo
(Bk. ii. 38), in describing
the Chinese province of Kain-du, remarks
as follows
"In this country there are salt-springs,
from which they manufacture salt by boiling it in small pans. When the water has
boiled for an hour, it becomes a kind of
paste, which is formed into cakes of the
value of twopence each. These, which are
flat on the lower, and convex on the upper
side, are placed upon hot tiles, near a fire,
On this latter
in order to dry and harden.
species of money the stamp of the grand
Khan is impressed, and it cannot be prepared by any other than his own officers.
Eighty of the cakes are made to pass for
But when these are cara saggio of gold.
ried by the traders amongst the inhabitants
of the mountains and other parts little fre(luented, they obtain a saggio of gold for
sixty, fifty, or even forty of the salt cakes,
in proportion as tliey find the natives less
civilized, further removed from the towns,
in his Travels

and more accustomed to remain on the same
spot inasmuch as people so circumstanced
cannot always have a market for their gold,
And yet
musk, and other commodities.
even at tliis rate it answers well to them
who collect the gold-dust from the beds of
The same merchants travel in
the rivers.
like manner through the mountainous and
other parts of Thebeth (Tibet), where the
;

Their
of salt has equal currency.
are considerable, because these
country people consume the salt with their
food, and regard it as an indispensable
necessary whereas the inhabitants of the
cities use for the same purpose only the

money
profiles

;

broken fragments of the cakes, putting tlie
whole cakes into circulation as money."
In a note to the foregoing passage the
translator adds: "The saggio of Venice
was the sixth part of an ounce, and conse(piently the cake of salt was in value the
four hundred and eightieth part of an
ounce of gold, which, at the price of four
pounds sterling, is exactly two pence for

the value of each cake; a coincidence that
could hardly have been expected. Its pre-

however, must depend on a comparison between the English pence and
Venetian denari of that day,"
Up to modern times salt cakes have been
used as money on the borders of Yunnan.
eision,

Saltire Plack.

See Plack.

Kennett, in Parochial A^iSalt Silver.
tiquities of the j-ear 1363, has the following

"Salt-Sylver is One penny paid at the
Feast of St. Martin, by the servile Tenants
to their Lord, as a commutation for the service of carrying their Lord's Salt from the
ilarket to his Lardar.
Salung, or Mayon.
the one fourth

coin,

A
part

Siamese
of

the

silver

Tical

(q.v.).

Salute, called by the French Salut d'Or.
of England
gold coin issued by Henry
in 1422, bj- virtue of his power as Regent
of France bj' the treaty of Troyes.
The
obverse shows the Annunciation, or the
angel's Salutation of the Virgin Mary, and
the two shields of England and France.
Between the figures is the word ave on a
scroll, above which are celestial rays.
The
surrounding inscription reads henricvs
Z ANGLIE REX.
DEI GRA PRACORV
are very rare,
The Salutes of Henry
but those of Henry VI are quite common.
The mint marks indicate that they were
struck for Calais, Paris, Amiens, Dijon, etc.
The above coins were copied from the
Salut d'or, originally issued bv Charles VI
of France (1380-1422). See Hoffmann (7,

V

A

:

:

'

:

:

:

:

:

V

8).

d'Oro

and Saluto d'Argento.
and silver coins issued
in Naples and Sicily by Charles I of Anjou
(1266-1285), and bv his successor, Charles
Saluto

Names given

to gold

II (1285-1309).

They bear on the obverse a representation of the Salutation of tlie Virgin and are
the prototypes of the Anglo-Gallic Salute
(q.v.).

Salvator Thaler. Tlie name given to a
Swedish Tlialcr with the effigy of the Savior on one side, and the inscription .salvator MVNDi. It was introduced by Gustavus I Wasa in 1542, and continued until
the reign of Christina.

A Papal copper coin of
and a half Baiocci, issued
by Pius VI (1775-1798). See Madonnina.
Sampietrino.

the value of two
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:

Samson d'Or

Santo

Samson d'Or.
The

Sanar.

coinage of
computed as follows
of

See Fonrobert

a saint holding a banner.

See Fort.
unit

the

Thome

(3SS1-:1SS7, 39(i5).

San Carlo.
A silver coin of Charles
Emanuel I, Duke of Savoy, struck in 1614,

A silver coin of Lucca
under Republican rule from about
1660 to 1750, and of a value of fifteen
Soldi. The reverse has a figure of St. Martin and the beggar. See Pettier Thaler.
San Mauricio. A silver coin struck by
Charles II, Duke of Savoy (1504-1553),
which received this name from the figure
of St. Maurice on horseback. It was issued
in two values, i.e., sixteen Grossi and nine
Grossi, and there are corresponding halves
and quarters. See Promis (41).
Sannar.
The name given to a billon
Soldo of Perpignan struck in 1528 by order

and equal

of Charles V.

Afgliiinistan, which is
10 Dinar
= i i-aisa m-

=
=

5 I'aisa
2 ShShi

2 Sanar
Abbasl
2 Quran

1%

20 Rupees

=
=
=
=

Takii.

1

Shflhi.

1

Sanar. SaiMinnr.

1

Abliasi.

1

Quran.
Rupee.
Tunian.

1
1

iir

Misqiinli.

Conf. for the analogy to the modern Persian coinage, Senar, Abbasi, etc.

Sanar-Kasu.
The name given by the
former natives of Portuguese India to the
Venetian Zecchino, M'hieh was at one time
current in Goa and vicinity.

to

nine Fiorini.

Saincheti.
A general name for coins issued by such rulers of Navarre as bore the
name of Sancho, of which there were several.

Szuicto

Zoanne.

A

coin of Florence,

al-

luded to in an ordinance of 1494 as being
equal to twenty Quattrini.

Sand Dollar or Sand Cast Dollar. The
name given to a Mexican Peso cast in Chihuahua by Ferdinand VII during the Revolutionary
period
(1812-1821).
These
pieces are generally connterstamped.

Sanese d'Oro. A gold coin of Siena,
struck bv Giovanni Galeazzo Visconti
(1390-1404). It has a large S on one side
and a cross on the reverse.

A

San

Felipe.
silver coin issued by
III of Portugal (1621-1640) for
Goa. It receives its name from the letters
s. F., i.e., Sao Felipe, which are found on
the obverse, one on each side of the figure
of a saint.
See Fonrobert (3878).

Philip

A

San Giovannino.
silver coin of Genoa
issued in 1671, and of the value of one
sixteenth of the Scudo. It obtains its name
from the standing figure of St. John the
Baptist, represented on one side of the coin.
The same name is given to a billon coin
of the value of three Soldi struck at Correggio circa 1615 to 1630, on which was a
seated figure of St. John the Abbot,
San Joao. A silver coin issued by John
IV of Portugal (1640-1656) for Damao and
Goa. It receives its name from the letters
Sao Joao, which occur on the
obverse, one on each side of the figure of

S.

I.,

San Martino.

issued

A

San Paolo.
silver coin of Guastalla
issued in the reign of Ferdinand Gonzaga
(1595-1630).
Its value was twenty-one
Soldi.
Conf. also Paolo.

A

Sanpetronio.
Papal coin of Bologna
referred to in an ordinance of Francesco
Maria, Governor of Siena, in 1686.
Ssoipierino.

name

for

the
the
Senate, circa 1297, to commemorate the approaching jubilee year 1300.
It bears a
figure of St. Peter. See also Sampietrino.

San Pietro.
San Rupee.

Rome by

See Albulo del San Pietro.
tj-pe of the Rupee struck
by the East India Company at Farukhabad
A. II. 1203. It has the inscription yr 45,
and is consequently usually referred to as
the fortj'-five San Lueknow Rupee.
Santa Croce. A silver coin of Lucca, issued in 1564 and later, and of the value
of twenty-five Soldi. The usual revei-se has
a cross and the inscription salvator mvndi.
Sant' Anselmo. Another name for the

A

Anselmino (q.v.).
Santo Thome.

A gold coin of the Portuguese Indies, struck as early as the middle of the sixteenth century, principally at
Goa. Its value originally was fifteen hundred Reis, and there was a corresponding
half.
The earlier types represent on one
side a figure of Saint Thomas standing
dividing the date, and on the reverse the
armorial shield of Portugal with an inscription.

At

i.e.,
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Another

Grosso d'Argento struck in

the beginning of the i-eign of

John

V

(1706-1750) there was a read.iustment of
]

:

Scalding

San Vicente
the monetary system and the Santo Thome
was struck in various sizes, based on the
find in consequence a San
Xcraphin.
Thome of two, four, eight, ten, twelve, and
Tlie design on these
fifteen Xerapliins.
coins is usually a cross, the lower bar of
which divides the date, and the upper one
the figiires 12 X, 10 X, etc.
The San Thome was issued at Goa until

We

the year 1841.

A

gold
San Vicente, or Santo Vicente.
coin of Portugal, first issued by John III
(1521-1557). It had a value of one thousand Eeis, and bears the full length figure
of St. Vincent and the inscription zelator
FiDEi, a title conferred on John by Pope
Paul III for his efforts to establish the

Inquisition in Portugal. The coin was retained by Sebastian (1557-1578).

A

variety of paper money issued
during the twelfth century. It
was of two kinds, tlie smaller being valued
from one hundred to seven hundred Sapeques, and the larger sort represented
higher values. See Schroeder (p. 48).

Sao.

Annam

in

See San Felipe.

Sao Felipe,

Sao Joao. See San Joao.
Sapeque, also written Sepek, is used
by French numismatic writers as an

chiefly

the Annamese Cash, of
which six hundred are equal to one Qwan.
Yule and Burnell, in Hohson-Jobson,
Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial
Words, 1886 (s. v. Sapeca), have the fol-

equivalent

for

A

lowing

:

is used at Macao for what
cash in Chinese currency; and it
is the word generally used by French writers for that coin. It is very probably from
the Malay sa, i.e., one, and pakv, a string
or file of the smallest coins called piehis.
Sapaku would then properly be a string of
one hundred cash, but it is not difficult to
perceive that it might through some misunderstanding have been transferred to a
single coin."
Crawfurd, Malay Dictionary, 1852, has
"PAku, a string or file of the small coins
called piehis." See also Indian Antiquary
(xxvi. 222) andZay (pp. 118-122).

"This word

we

Jean d'Acre from 1251
and Serrure (iii. 947).

A

coin of Turkestan.

Saracenato,

name

for

tlie

See Yamba.

Sarrazino.
Another
or
gold Denarius struck at St.
[

See Engel

A

Saraceno.
coin of Ubertino of Carrara, Signer of Padua (1338-1345), of the
value of a Qnattrino. It bore the figure of
a Saracen with wings

Sargpfennig.

and horns.

The nickname given

to

small silver coins of the bishopric of Halberstadt, issued in the early part of the
They have on the obsixteenth century.
verse the figure of St. Stephen, the patron

who is supposed to bear some
semblance to a body in a coffin.
saint,

re-

Sata.
An obsolete coin of the Malay
Peninsula. See Caixa.

Satamana. The name given to both a
gold and silver denomination of ancient
India. See Pana.
Satang. A bronze coin of Siam issued
pursuant to an order of King Chulalongkorn, dated November 11, 1908. There are
multiples of five and ten Satang pieces in
nickel. One hundred Satangs equal a Tical.
Sateleer. The derivation is the same as
Sapeque {q.v.), and it meant originally the
same thing, i.e., a string of cash. It comes
from the Malay sa, i.e., one, and tali, a
string.

Stevens, in his Guide to the East India
(p. 124), says: "In Batavia
3 Cash are one Satallie; 6 Cash are 1
Sooka; 9 Cash are one Sooka Satallie."
The name Setale is still retained in Java
and the Malay Peninsula to designate the
current twenty-five cent silver piece of the

Trade, 1775

Netherlands.

call

Sar.

to 1257.

Satrapal Coins
the

to

many

is

the generic

name given

varieties of coins issued

by

Persian Satraps during the sixth to the
fourth centuries B.C. in various cities of
Asia Minor and Syria.

Saulen Piastre.
the Colonato.

The German name for

Sawbuck. A nickname given to the ten
and twenty Dollar bills of the United
States with the figures X or XX, which
bear a fanciful resemblance to a saw-buck.

The popular name in Piedmont
piece of two Soldi, introduced pursuant to an ordinance of October 26, 1826.
Sec Promis (ii. 202).
Scaggia.

for

tlie

Scalding.
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See Salding.

:

Scherf

Sceat
Sceat, or Sksat (plural Sceattae). Small
thick silver coins, varying; in wcifrlit from
about seven to twenty frrains, and the earliest productions of the Anglo-Saxon mint,
dating from the fifth to the eighth century.

They occur with both Runic and Roman
inscriptions and on some the name of London may be read.
The word means "a portion," and it is
usually supposed that they were a portion
of some merely nominal sinn by which
large amounts were calculated.
It is difficult to ascertain their exact
value.
In the laws of Aethelstan, King
of the West Saxons from 925 to 941, it is
stated that 30,000 Sceattae were equal to

hundred
Ruding says

one

and

twenty

pounds,

and

that "whatever might have
been the price value of tlie sceatta, it was
undoubtedly the smallest coin known

among

the Saxons."

Schaap.

A money

of account formerly
(p. 235) gives the

used at Emden. Noback
following equivalents
1
1

Gulden
Schaap

=
=

10 Schnap.
20 Witten.

Schaelgy. An early silver coin of Brabant issued by Wenceslaus and Johanna
(1355-1405). "Three Schaelgy were equal
See
to two Grooten plus four Placken.
Heylen, Antwoord op het Vrnrg-Sfiik, etc.,
1787 (p. 26).
Schauri. See Abbasi.
Schauthaler. The name given to a variety of Tiialcr which is of a semi-medal! ic
character, and which is struck as commemorative of some anniversary or as a
memorial rather than for general circulation.

Such

pieces, also called Schaustiicke, are

frequently found in the series of the Holy
Roman Empire at the beginning of the
sixteenth century.
Scheepjeschelling, also known as the
Escalin au Navire. A variety of the Schelling of tiie United Provinces which receives
this name from a ship under full sail on
It was current for six Stuithe obverse.
vers:

This coin was issued by the Province of
in 1670, liy West Friesland in
1673, by Utrecht in" 1702, by Gueldres in
1716, and by Zeeland in 1750.

Holland

Scheepsnobel. The Dutch name for the
Noble (q.v.), so called on account of the

prominent ship on the obverse. It wa.s extensively cojiied in Brabant, etc.
The half of the same type was known
as the Schuitken or Schuytkcn, this word
meaning a small shij). There are dated
specimens as early as 1488, issued by Maximilian during the minoritv of Philip the
Good. See Frey (No. 295").
Scheidemiinzen.
Coins
whoso actual
value is consideraiily less than their declared value by reason of their mixed composition.
They are either silver with a
large proportion of copper and tin, or, as
is more frequently the case, cojjper washed
over with a thin coating of silver.
The
latter soon wears otf, leaving the base metal
exposed.
There are many modern examples of this money.
In (4ermany it was
common to the middle of the nineteenth
century, and specimens are found in England during the reigns of llenrv VI 11 and
Edward VI.
The base Shillings of the
former monarch had a full-face portrait
of the king, but the end of the nose bj'
reason of its prominence suffered the greatest amount of abrasion.
The base metal
was soon exposed, and from this circumstance this ruler received tli(> sobriquet of
"copper-nose." See Billon.
Schelling,

also

called

Escalin

{q.v.).

Probably the best known coin associated
with the historj- of the

Low

Countries.

It

was of silver though occasionally of billon,
and varied somewhat in value according to
the locality, ranging from five to eight
Stuivers, or one fourth of the Daalder.

The term Schelling

is generally a])plied
provinces jiroper, and
is freciuentl.y
iised in combinations, e.g.,
Roosschelling, Gehelmdeschelling, etc., all
of which are described pn.'isim. The name
Escalin, on the other hand, was used to
designate pieces struck for the Oriental
possessions, etc.
See Snaphaan.

to the issues for the

Scherf (plural Scherfe). A name given
very small silver coins which were valued
at the half of a Pfennig. The word means
a fraction or fragment, and the designation
is most freiiuently applied to the earlj- and
poorly executed coins of Northern Gerto

many, and especially Pommerania and
" Scherf penige" are menBrandenburg.
tioned as early as 1369.
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Schnabelthaler

Scherif
Scherif.

This

A

Schilling Liibsk.
base silver coin comto Riga, Stade, Stralsund, etc., in the
It
latter part of the seventeenth century.
was equal to one forty-eighth of the Riks-

may

be a corruption of
Conf. also Sequin.
See Seliiitzenthaler.

mon

Aslirafi or Sherify.

Schiessthaler.

The name given to a
issued from 1682 to
1696 by the German African Company.
They obtain their name from a ship on the
Schiffs Dukaten.
of gold coins

daler.

series

Schinderling. The nickname given to a
base silver Pfennig issued in Austria from
1457 to 1460, and later in Salzburg and
The word schinden means to
Bavaria.
fleece or extort, and these pieces were
forced on the people at a fictitious value.

reverse.
In the State Papers of 1686 they
are referred to as Afrikanische Pfennige.

A memorial silver Thaler
and issued bv August, Duke

Schiffsthaler.
witliout date,

About 1461 they were withdrawn from

Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel (1636-1666).
It has on the reverse a picture of several
vessels, and in the foreground the figure
of a man in a contemplative attitude, undetermined whether to embark on a voyage
The motto, alles mit bedacht,
or not.
confirms this unsettled condition, and the
coin is consequently also known as the

of

culation at their actual value,
of a pure silver Pfennig.

Schlagelpfennige.

i.e.,

cir-

one sixth

See Slegelpenninge.

Schlafrock Thaler. The nickname given
Convention Thaler struck by Frederick August I, King of Saxony, in 1816,
because the badly engraved uniform of the
King resembles a dressing-gown.
to the

Reisethaler.

The Dutch equivalent for the
Schild.
The Gouden Schild (or
or Ecu.
golden shield) is the same as the Ecu d'Or.
According to v.d. Chijs, this coin was introduced in Brabant under Philip of Valois

Schlecht Thaler.
According to Kelly
was a former money of account
at Aix-la-Chapelle of the value of twent}'six Marks, and at Emden it was computed
at one and one half Guilders.
The word
means a Dollar of low grade.

Crown

(p. 2) this

(1327-1350) in Holland under William V
(1345-1359) and in Gueldres under Reinoud III (1343-1361). A new type, called
the Brabandsch Schild {q.v.), was struck
pursuant to an ordinance of May 10, 1430.
Schild Groschen, also called Schildige
Groschen. The name given to silver coins
;

;

issued by the Margraves of Meissen during
the fifteenth century, which have a prominent shield on both obverse and reverse.
Schilling.
in doubt.

The etymology of the term is
Some authorities consider it a

corruption of Solidus, and it is thus transThe old Gerlated in mediaeval archives.

man

and the

or
shield, have also been suggested as possible
scellan,

to

ring,

scild,

I'oots.

Originally it was a money of account,
the pound of silver being divided into
twenty Sehillinge of twelve Denarii. As
a coin, bearing this name, it occurs in the
fifteenth century, and originally appears in
It was extensively
the Baltic Provinces.
used in the currency of the Teutonic Order,
and was retained in the monetary systems
of Hamburg, Ijiibeck, Holstein, Mecklenburg, etc, and in several of the Swi.ss cantons until comparatively modern times.
See Shilling and Skilling.
[-21

Schlickthaler.

See Thaler.

A

'

Schmalkaldischer Bundesthaler.
silver coin of Saxony and He.ssen, struck from
1536 to 1546 during the existence of the
League. These coins have on one side the
portrait of the elector Johann Frederick of
Saxony, and on the reverse that of the
Landgrave Philip of Hessen.
Wlien the city of Brunswick joined the
League, Thaler were struck dated 1538,
1545, and 1546. These have on the obverse
the emblematic lion of Brunswick and on
the reverse a figure of Christ rising from
the grave and Death at his feet. From this
design the names Triumph Thaler, Jesus
Thaler, and Auferstehungs Thaler have
also

been given to this coin.

Schmetterlings Thaler. A silver coin of
Poland without date, but struck by August
II (1697-1733).
It had a value of thirtytwo Groschen, and received its name from
the butterfly on the reverse.
There are
halves, quarters, eighths, and Groschen of
the

same type.

Schnabelthaler. A silver coin of Zurich,
struck in 15.")9 fi'om designs by Stampfer.

Schnepfenpfennige

Scilling

Schnepfenpfennige.

'I'lic

Pfennige

Schuitken, meaning a small boat, was
b.y the Dutch to the Sycee
silver (q.v.), c.onf. also Scheepsnobel.

of

Ludwif;' von Solms, ])riiic(' of the Hovise of
Lifh, who siicccodt'd in 1824, are so named,
on account of a snipe on the obverse.

Schock Groschen.
Schoter.

the tuime given

Schulpfennige.

See Grosclien.

Schuppen. A nickname given to certain
very snudl silver coins of thin fabric,
struck by the bishops of Munster for EmThe
den during the fifteenth century.
designation was apjilied on account of their
resemblance to fish scales.

Sec Skoter.

A

variety of Thaler, the
Schraubthaler.
sides of which unscrew like a box, and the
interior was used for holding portraits,
erotic objects, etc.
The earliest of these coins date from the

Schurmann.

middle of the sixtoentli century. Au^^sburg
and Nuremberg;- were the principal places

corresixinding
struck under

of their mannfacfui'c.
For an extensive descriptive series of the
Schraubthaler, see Mitihvilutujen dor Bai/erischen Kumismatischen Gesellschaft, 1913

Schuyt.

Schwaren.

their

nig.

to

former

See Flinderke.

According to Jungk
Schwaren of 1676 were the

(p.

338),

the

earliest bearing

a date.

Schwarze Pfennige.

See Black Money.

Schweizer Bundesthaler.

See Bundes-

thaler.

Schwertgroschen. A silver coin struck
by Frederick IF of Saxony (obit. 1464),
which receives this name from the crossed
swords over a shield on the reverse. The
t>-pe was copied by several of his successors
'

during the fifteenth century.

homes and
of

An

Anglo-Saxon money
at an early
the laws, some fines being regu-

Scilling, or Scill.

these pieces had considerable
significance, but at present the.y only commemorate a shooting festival held under
government auspices, or are issued as rewards to such persons as are successful in
the shooting contests. See Tir Federal.

property,

[

The name given

The name is probably from schiver, i.e.,
heavy, and denoted a heavy or thick Pfen-

Schiitzen Thaler, or Schiessthaler. This
not, strictly speaking, a coin, but a commemorative medal, and common to Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. In former times when citizens were frequently

defend

See Zopf Dukat.

base silver and copper coins of Oldenburg
and Bremen, equal to one fifth of the Grote.
In Oldenburg they appeared in the latter
part of the fourteenth century and usually
had a figure of St. Lambert. Those for
Bremen were originally issued about the
same time and were struck as late as 1866.

A

to

be

See Scheepsnobel.

Schwanz Dukat.

is

upon

to

See Sycee Silver.

Schuytken.

base silver coin of East
Friesland, struck from the twelfth to the
They appear to be
fourteenth centuries.
rude imitations of the Deniers and usually
bear small figures, e.<j., a hand, a cross, etc.

called

and Johanna

Wenceslaus

Schusterthaler. The nickname given to
the Austro-Hungarian copper coin of four
Kreuzcr which was abolished about 1890.

See Chu.

and Schiisselheller,
Schiisselpfennige
meaning "saucei' shaped"" or concave, was
a name given to small base silver coins
wiiich were struck extensively in the Palatinate during the sixteenth century, and
imitated in Brabant. They are uniface and
usually bear a device or figure in a beaded
circle. Dated specimens occasionally occur,
e.g., a Schusselheller of Johann von Schonburg. Bishop of Trier, has the year 158!).

coin of Brabant, with a
said to have been

See v.d. Chijs (p. 93).

in existence.

Schreckenberger. See Engelsgroschen.
Schrift Bracteaten. See Bracteates.
Schrot. The term "Das Schrot" is used
by German numismatic writers to indicate
the weight of the alloy used for coining
any particular denomination, irrespective
of its fineness or purity. See Korn.
Schu.

A

half,

No specimens appear

(].3r)r)-1405).

(p. 1).

Schubbe.

See Brabeon.

account

which

appears

in
lated by it in the reign of Ethelbert, King
of Kent (.568-616).
For a detailed account
of the etymology of the name see Ending
])eri()d

(i.
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]

112-113).

"

'

Scute

Scimminger
Scimminger. According to Parish and
Shaw, A Dictionary of The Kentish Dialect,
1887, tliis is an obsolete term for "a piece
of counterfeit money made of base metal
and coated with silver."

See Sizel.
See Scriddick.
Scorrick.
See Porto Novo Pagoda.
Pagoda.
Scott
Scissel.

An English dialect term for a
Scrat.
Ross,
coin of very small denomination.
Stead, and Holderuess, in A Glossarfj of
Words used in the East Riding of Yorkshire, 1877, cite the following: "He deed
and didn't leeave a scrat behint. He's not
worth a scrat."
An English dialect term
Scriddick.
It is
a coin of very small value.
common to a number of counties and is variously written, e.g.. Scuddick, Scuddock,
Scuttick, Skiddick, Scurrick, etc.
Grose, Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue,
1823, has: "Scurrick, a half-penny."

meaning

Elworthy, The West Somerset WordBook, 1886, quotes: "I an't a-got nothin.
not a scriddick about me.
Cope, A Glossary of Hampshire Words,
1883, has "not worth a scuddick;" and
Long, in A Dictionary of The Isle of Wight
Dialect, 1886, cites, "I can't lend ee tuppence, vor I hain't got a scuddick about
'

me."
Scripulum. A name given to tlie earliest
gold coin, issued about B.C. 206.
It was originally a silver weight of
eighteen grains in the Roman computation,
and later was admitted to the monetary
system. There are three values worth respectively twenty, forty, and sixty Sesterces.
It was succeeded by the Aureus.

Roman

Scuddick.

Scuddock.

was usually divided into ten Paoli or one
hundred Baiocchi, and multiples exist. In
the Neapolitan coinage in the eighteenth
century the Scudo was equal to one hundred and twenty Grani, and at Mantua to
one hundred and ten Soldi. See Ecu.

Scudo

della Croce.

Lucca as a republic issued the Scudo di
Oro in the fifteenth century, and in the
Venetian series it occurs under Andrea
In
Gritti and Pietro Lando (1523-1545).
tlie coinage of Mantua it is found under
Frederick II (1519-1540), and Maria and
Charles II (1637-1665) struck the large
twelve Scudi di Oro.
The Popes introduced it early in the sixteenth century and retained it almost conIts
tinnouslj' to the time of Pius IX.
value in the Papal series was one hundred
in other parts of Italy it was
Baiocchi
the equivalent of one hundred and sixty
;

Soldi.

Scuferus. Du Cange cites this as being
the name of an early coin of Laon and also

current in Namur.
Scurrick.

Scudo means a shield, and the coin reits name from the figure of a shield
found upon it.
The silver Scudo, or Scudo di Argento,

ceives

of the Papal States was introduced in the
It
latter part of tlie sixteenth century.

variety of the

1512).

See Scriddick.

Scudino. A gold coin of Modena of the
value of one hundred and three Soldi. It
was introduced by Francesco I d'Este
{1629-1658) and continued until the end
of the seventeenth century. The name was
used to distinguish it from the Scudo di
Oro of one hundred and sixty Soldi.

A

Scudo first issued in Venice vinder
the Doge Nicolo da Ponte (1578-1585). It
receives its name from the floriated cross
on the obverse, and had a value of one hundred and forty Soldi.
Scudo di Leone. See Leone.
Scudo di Oro. The gold Scudo is common to the Italian series. It was issued
by Charles VIII of France as King of
Naples and Sicily, in 1495. There was also
a variety called the Scudo di Oro del Sole
struck by the same ruler, which had a sun
over the armorial shield. This was copied
by Louis XII of France for Genoa (1499-

silver

See Scriddick.

An obsolete English name for
Scute.
the French Ecu {q.v.).
Caxton, in his Dialogues, 1483 (17), menScutes of the Kyng, and John Skeltions
ton in his tract Why come ye nat to Courte,
1522 (167), has: "With scutes and crownes
of gold I drede we are bought and solde.
At a somewhat later period the word was
vaguely used for a coin of small value.
Thus, Thomas Nashe, in his Christ's Teares
says:
(introd.),
over Jerusalem, 1594
"Therein I imitate rich men wlio hauing
gathered store of white single money to-
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'

'

'

'

"

Semision

Scuttick
gether, coiuiert a iiiiinl)er of those small
scutes into jrreat jieeces of gold, sueli
as double Pistols and Portiigues.
lu Have with you to Saffron-Wahhn,
159G, another tract by Nashe, he says: "The
diuell a scute had he to pay the reckoning."
little

Sff Scriddick. This form of
Scuttick.
the word is coniinoii to Northamptonshire,
Hampshire, and the Isk^ of Wight. It is
also wi-itten 8euttuck.

Scyphati Nummi. See Concave Coins.
Seawant. Sit- Wamjiuni.
Sebaldus Thaler. The popular name for
a Guldenthaler of Nuremberg struck in
1634 and 1635, which has on the obverse
the figure of St. Sebaldus holding a church
See Madai (5065).
A name usually given to pieces
It is applied
of six Kreuzer or Pfennige.
to the Prussian half Silber Groschen of
the value of six Pfennige, and to the Gros-

arm.
Sechser.

in his

chen of six Kreuzer i.ssued by the Archduke
Sigismund of Tyrol in the latter part of
See Dreier.
the fifteenth century.
See Dreigroscher.
The double of the Dreiling
Sechsling.
iq.v.), and like Sechser applied to the half
of the Silber Groschen.
This coin is of common occurrence in the
issues for Hamburg from circa 1553 to
1855, and during the French occupation of
the city in 1809 a billon piece was issued
Sec
with the inscription i. sechsling.

Sechsgrbscher.

Soesling.

A

name generally applied in
Sechstel.
the southern parts of Germany to coins
having a value of one sixth of a Thaler.
Sede Vacante Coinage.

A

term used

define such coins as were struck
in

to

by those

temporary authority during an interreg-

num

in the regal succession.
not only in the Papal series

They occur
but

various archbishoprics, bishopries,
Vikariats Thaler.

Sedicina.

A

silver coin of

al.so

etc.

in

See

Urbino and

Pesaro issued under the Duke Francesco

Maria

II

Its value

(1605-1606), for the Levant trade.
was sixteen Qnattrini.

Seed.
A slang name for a counter or
used in various games of cards. Its
origin may be due to its flat circular shajie,
resembling, in an enlarged form, certain
cliiji

[21

The term appears to be confined to
United States.

seeds.
tlie

Seed Sen.

See Tane.

A Javanese

Segeloh.
nate

tiie

silver

term used

to desig-

Gulden of the Netherlands.

A

paper currency issued in ConSehim.
Tlie largstantinople in February, 1840.
denomination was two hundred Piastres,
and the paper money bore an annual inSee
terest of twelve and a half per cent.
Noback (p. 434).
Seignorage. A certain deduction from
all tlie bullion which was coined, and which
was used to defray the expenses of refining,
est

See Brassage.

etc.

A

Seisino.
copper coin of the value of
half a Real, struck by Philip IV of Spain,
during the French occupation of Barcelona,
1640-1652.
It must not be confused with
the Sixain (q.v.) struck by the French
similar piece
during the same period.
was issued for Villa Franca in 1642. See
Mailliet (exxiii. 4).

A

Sekel.

See Shekel.

A

silver medallic ThaSeligkeitsthaler.
ler issued by Ernst, Duke of Sachsen Gotha
in 1672.
It has rhymed cpiatrains on both
obverse and reverse, embodying the beatiSee Madai
tudes, a creed of belief, etc.

(1514).

Selmino. The popular name for a silver
coin of Guastalla struck in imitation of the
Anselmino of Mantua. It was issued principally in the seventeenth century and bore
a figure of St. Peter.

Sema.

The Greek

arjixa,

arjiJi-scov.

See

Type.

A

Sembella.
e(iual

Roman copper

small

to the Sextans,

coin

and the half of the

Also a silver weight ecpial
bronze Semis of the libral series.

Libella (q.v.).
to the

Semis, or Sexcunx. The half of the As,
of a weight of six ounces. It bears on the
obverse the head of .Iu]iiter and on the
reverse the prow of a galley and the letter
See Aes Grave. Also used for the half
S.
Aureus {q.v.) struck in Imperial times, in
place of the old name Qninarius Aureus.
The half Solidus (q.v.) was also called
Semis.

Semision
for

tiie

(jsyLcatov).

The Greek name

Scmissis or half Solidus.

'

Serrated Coins

Semi ssis
Another name for the Semis
to designate a half Au-

Semissis.
(q.v.)

when used

reus or a half Solidus.

They can always be easily distinguished by the letters S. C, i.e., Senatus
Senate.

C'onsulto.

A

Semissis.
base silver coin of Strasburg, the lialf of the Assis (q.v.).

Semistertius.
tertius (q.v.).
(iv. 36).

Another name for the SesSee Varro, De Ling Lai.

A

Semprevivo.

silver

coin of Milan,

varying of the value of five and ten Soldi,
and issued only by the Duke Fi'aneiseo II,
Sforza (1522-1535).
It obtains its name
from the plant sempre-viva, or house leek,
this little emblem is usually represented sprouting from three hillocks.

and

Semuncia.

The half

of

the

Uncia of

bronze (q.v.).
Sen. A word meaning a fountain, was
applied to certain Japanese coins as early
as the eiglith century.

Copper was

discov-

ered in Japan A.D. 707-708, and a metallic
currency was at once introduced. The Sen
was cast in copper. Conf. ilunro (pasThis coinage, with fluctuating valsim).
ues, was in use until A.D. 958, and then
for over six hundred years no coins were
made in Japan. In 1587 the manufacture
of copper Sen was resumed, and was continued until 1863, when this coinage ceased.
Occasional iron specimens occur.
The Sen of the present Japanese coinage
is the one hundredth part of the Yen (q.v.).
Multiples exist in nickel and silver. Conf.
Chien. See Jiu Ni Zene, and Kwan Ei Sen.
The same designation is used in the
coinage of the Malaj^ Peninsula as an equivalent for Cent. See Pitje.
Setfeige, or Synage, is money paid for
synodals, a tribute due to the bishop or
archdeacon at Easter.
John Wyclif refers to the custom, in a
tract written circa 1380, and reprinted in
his Works (edit. 1880, p. 249), thus: "And
whannc bischopis & here officeris conien &
fej'nen to visite
.wrecchid curatis ben
nedid to festen him richely & geue procu.

racie

sian series

and

A
;

popular name for the silver

variety of spelling of Sen (q.v.).

commemorate important events.
Seniorats-Dukat. The name given

to a

gold coin of Anhalt-Cothen, issued by
Prince August Ludwig in 1747. It has on
the reverse a bear holding a shield on which
SENIOR DOMVS is inscribed.
See Kohler
(No. 1707).
Seorai. See Pice.

Sepek. See Sapeque.
Septim Shilling. See Shilling.
Septunx. One of the divisions of the As
of the weight of seven ounces. It is of rare
occurrence. See Aes Grave.
Sequin. A colloquial form of Zecchino
(q.v.). This name was extensively adopted
in Turkey, Egypt, and the Barbary States
in general, and it appears to bear a relationship to the Arabic sikka, i.e., a coining
die.

Early writers of books of travel adopt
preference to the Italian
form. Morj^son, in his Itinerary, 1617 (i.
292), says, "At Naples
ten quatrines
make one sequin
and in the translation
of Tavernier's Grand Seignior's Seraglio,
1677 (14), occurs this passage, "The
Scherif, otherwise called Sequin, or Sulthis spelling in

.

.

.

; '

'

tanine.

'

The name of the coin was variously
written, or rather corrupted, by the writers
of the seventeenth century, and consequently we find Chequin, Chekin, Chickiuo,
etc.

Serafin.

A

silver coin of Goa.

See Xer-

apliin.

Serinkie,

i.e.,

name given by

gray coins;" a nickthe people to the platinum
"little

coins of Russia.

modern Pertenth part of a Kran

the

to two Shahi or four Puli, or
See Sanar.
Senatorial Coins are such Roman coins
as were issued by the authority of the
etiual

Abassi.

A

Senio.
The multiple of six Denarii.
Medallions of this weight were from time
to time coined by Roman emperors to

silver coin of the
it is

A

Sen!.

.

& synage."

Senar.

Seneselli.

Grossi of Siena.

Serrated Coins,

from

scrra,

called

Nummi

Serrati,

saw, are characterized by
having their edges indented like the teetii
of a saw.
Examples occur among the
Chahiues in the Syrian coinage, and in
certain Roman Consular Denarii.
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a

Sheep

Sescunx

One of tlie divisions of the
Sescunx.
As, of the weight of one iuul one half
See Aes
It is rarely met with.
ounces.
Grave.
Sesen. The Swiss equivalent for the
Sesino, and usually applied to the half
Groschen. In the eanton of Waadt, it oecurs as early as the period of Guy de
Prangius, Bishop of Lausanne (1375-1394).
Sesino, also called Sestino. An Italian
coin in both copper and billon, and originally the sixth part of the Grosso (q.v.).
It was struck in Milan, Venice, Mantua,
Naples, and other principalities, and was
The
in use until the eighteenth century.
Republic of Genoa issued a piece of eight
Sesini in silver in 1653.

Seskin.

See Negenmenneke.

Sestertius.

A Roman

silver coin of

one

fourth the weight and value of the DeIt bears on the obverse the head
narius.
of Minerva and the figures iis, i.e., two
and one half Asses; the reverse was the
.same as on the Denarius.
The Sestertius became the recognized
money of account and is consequently frequently referred to as Nummus. Under the
Empire it was struck in bronze. See
Grand Bronze.
Sesthalf.
A Dutch silver coin of the
value of five and one half Stuivers. It was

having nearly brought financial ruin to the
country.

Seven Shilling Piece. See Guinea.
Sewan. See Wampum.
Sexagina. Du Cange cites this as a

Sexcunx.

Another name for the Semis

(q.v.).

Sextans. Tlie sixth part of the As. It
bears on the obverse the head of Mercury
and on the reverse the prow of a galley.
On each side are two bosses indicative of
See Aes. Grave.
its weight of two ounces.

Shahi, or Shahy. A Persian silver coin
It was one
tlie Sufi or Safi dynasty.
quarter of the Abbasi and was equal to ten
pieces of the copper money called Kasbegi
or Kazbegi.
The Shahi of the coinage of modern Persia is a copper coin of the value of two
Puli or fifty Dinar, and its multiples consist of two Shahi equal to one Senar and
four Shahi equal to one Abbasi.
of

The Shahi was

a silver coin forthe Deccan and other
parts of India. There are many varieties,
some of them, e.g., the Pistan Shahi, deriving their names from tlie individuals who

merly

also

cui'reut in

introduced them.

The name given to certain
Lao States. These
a different form and more solid than

Shan Baw.

silver ingots used in the

and

are of

all

the As'ek (q.v.).

at twenty-five Cents.

See Sesino.
Sesto. The name given to the one sixth
(if the Apuliense (q.v.).
Sestino.

Setale.
Setin.

Mark

See Sateleer.
Tlie one thirty-second part of the

(q.v.).

Settimo. A silver coin of the value of
a Giulio and a half, struck bv Pope Clement
VII (1523-1531).
Settle.

coin

of sixty Soldi referred to in an ordinance
of Casimir III, King of Poland, in 1335.

abolislied

by an Act of September 28, 1816,
outstanding pieces were redeemed

Silver

See Jettal.

Seufzer.
The word means both a sigh
and a groan, and the nickname was given
to certain very debased silver pieces issued
in 1701 and 1702 by the Elector Frederick
August to defray the expenses of the wai"s.
They were valued at six Pfennige, aiul a
sigh accompanied their acquisition.
They
were withdrawn from circulation in 1703,

Sharp-Shin. A nickname given, on account of its resemblance, to a coinage current in Virginia and other colonies prior
The coins were made by dividing
to 1773.
the Bit (q.v.) into four or eight parts.

Sheedy. The name given in several of
the islands of the West Indies to the Sjianish Pistareen whei'c it was extensively used
See Chalmers (pp.
at an enhanced value.
76-77).

Sheep Silver. Sir W. Jones, in his Reports, 1675 (280), states that this "is a service now turned into money, which is paid
in respect that anciently the tenants used
to wash their lord's sheep."
Hibbert, in
Description of the Shetland Islands, 1822 (p. 198), has the follow-

A

ing:

"The compliment

sheep
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from

every

of an ox

parish

had

and twelve
.

.

.

been

Short Cross

Shekel
granted to the Earl of Bothwell. It was
converted into a perpetual tribute, under the name of ox and slieep silver.
Shekel, or Sekel. Originally a weight,
this piece was incorporated into the monetary system of the Jews under Simon Maceabaeus (B.C. 143-135), who received the
privilege of striking coins from Antiochus
VII, King of Syria. Its value was fixed
at four Drachmai, according to the standard of Tyre, and Flavins Josephus states
that it also was equal to four Denarii. See
.

.

.

Siglos.

The half Shekel was called Bekah; the
quarter was named Rebah and a further
division of one twentieth, called Gerah was
occasionally employed.
A rent formerly paid by
Sheriff Geld.
;

a slierift' for the farm of his shire.
Rolls of Parliament for the year 1376
348) state that it was £13, 19 shillings,

one penny per annum.
Sherify. A Persian gold coin.

The
(ii.

and

See Ash-

rafi.

Shiken, or

Mihon Sen.

The Japanese

name

for an experimental or trial coin
either of governmental or private manufacture.

A

pattei'n coin.

This coin occurs as a money of
account in the Anglo-Saxon laws, but it
was first struck in 1504, as part of the third
Its weight was
coinage of Henry VII.
twelve Pennies, or one hundred and fortyfour grains.
A variety with the legend henric'
pra', is
angl' z
septim' di' gra
REX
cimnnonly known as the Septim Shilling
and is very rare.
In the English Colonies the Shilling circulating in Cyprus was replaced in 1901
by the piece of nine Piastres. See SchilShilling.

.

ling,

.

.

Testoon.

The coinage of Scotland contains a large
mnnber of the multiples of this coin, there
being two, three, four, five, six, eight, ten,
twelve, sixteen, twenty, twenty-two, thirty,
forty,

forty-four,

forty-eight,

and

sixty

Sliilling i)ieces.

Shima Sen. The Japanese name for a
large class of poorly made Sen or coins of
private manufacture or counterfeits. Munro aptly describes these as the gypsies of
till' ra<'i' dl' Sen.
See Bita Sen.
Shi

Mon

Sen.

See Nami Sen.
[-21

Type

Shiner. A slang term for a gold or silver coin in allusion to its lustre. In the
plural it is used for money in general.
Samuel Foote, in his ])lay. The Minor,
1760 (ii.),has "To let a lord of lands want
:

shiners; 'tis a shame."
Dickens, in Oliver Twist (xix.), says:
"Is it worth fift}' shiners extra, if it's safely done from the outside?" and Mayne
Reid, in his novel. The Scalp Hunters (ix.),
makes one of his characters say: "I will
bring von a mule-load of Mexican shiners.
See Half Shiner.

Shin Koban.

See Koban.

Shin Plaster.

A popular name

originally
the depreciated Continental
Currency after the War of the Revolution.
It was revived about 1837 to designate the
small notes for tlie fractional part of a
Dollar issued by private bankers during
the financial stress of that period. Finally,
the same name was given to the Fractional
Currencj' which appeared in 1862 when
specie payments were suspended.

applied

to

Ship Money was a former tax levied in
time of war on the ports and maritime
towns of England to provide ships for the
royal service.
It was revived by Charles
I, but was finally abolished bv statute in
1640.
let

In 1636 William Prynne issued a pamphentitled Remedy against Ship Money.

Ship Nobles.

See Noble.

Ships, Colonies,

The name given

and Commerce Tokens.

to a series of

copper tokens

issued in the early part of the nineteenth
century for use in Canada. They are so
called from the inscription on one side, the
reverse bearing a ship or a bust.
minor varieties.
There are about forty
"
See Breton (997-1002).

Shoe.

See Sycee Silver.

Sho-Kang.
of four Annas.

A

Tibetan coin of the value
See Tang-Ka.

Shon. See Yang.
Short Bit. See Bit.
Short Cross Type. The name used to
describe a series of English silver Pennies
issued from 1180 to 1247 inclusive, during
the reigns of Henry II, Richard I, Joha,
and Henry 111. They have on the reverse
a short double cross with a small cross in
each angle.
For a detailed classification

"

:

Shovel Board
see

Siege Pieces

Numismatic Chronicle

(Ser.

iv.

xvi.

356).

As all the short cross Pennies bear the
Maine iiENRicvs it is difficult to assi^rn them
accurately among the four different rulers
who struck them. See Long Cross Type.
Shovel Board.

A nickname

1).

Poet, in his
68), states that "Edward
for the most jiart are used at

Works, 1630
Shillings

(i.

shouue-boord.

Showa Shoho. Sec Jin Ni Zene.
Shroffed Money is such as has been

sub-

mitted to ex{)erts, called "shroffs," or "surrafs, " whose duty it was to detect the counterfeits or pieces of infei-ior weight.

The custom was resorted to in the Far
East as early as the beginning of the eighteenth century, and Beveridge, in his History of India, 1862 (i. 592), states that
Lord Clive represented that "the money
could not be divided till it was .shroffed.
T. Brooks, in Coins of the East Indies,
1766
(49), cites an expense account:
"Brokerage, one and one half per cent.
Shroffage, one per thousand." See Soolakie.

A rectangular silver coin

of Japan.
the fourth jiart of the Bu
{q.v.), atul the sixteenth part of the Ryo

Shu.

The Shu was

The \i Shu, meaning two Shu,
iq.v.).
exists both in gold and silver, the former
being struck as early as 1697.
Chu.

Also see

A

denomination for the Lu Chu
Islands, ecpial to the one sixteenth part of
a Ryo, or sixty-two Mon.
A half Shu in
copper was struck in 1862 at Satsuma for
these islands.
Its value later declined one
half.
See Munro (pp. 164-165).
Shu.

Siahi.

See Pice.

A money of account formerly
used at Alejjpo.
The Turkish Piastre is
here subdivided into twenty-four Siani.
See Noback (p. 6).
Siemi.

Si Bat.

The same

as

20 Cacao
20 Olotl
20 Zontip

given to the

broad Shilling of Edward VI, whicli was
used as a counter in the game of shovelboard or shuffle-board. See Shakespeare,

Merry Wives of Windsor (i.
John Taylor, the Water

ico from its fancied resemblance to an axe
or chopper.
Authorities differ as to whether these
pieces were ever actually used as a currency, or only for ceremonial purposes, although divisions did exist, to wit

Tamlung

(q.v.).

Sicca, Siccapili, or Xiquipili. The native
names for the so-called "Axe Money" of
the Aztecs or native Indian tribes of Mex[

J{(>an.>:=

=
=

1

Ohitl.

1

Zontlr.

1

SiciHplll.

Bancroft, in Native Races of the Pacific
States of North America, 1875 (ii. 381382), states that Xiquipili is the Mexican
e(|uivalent for the number 8000, which in
the preceding table is confirmed {i.e., 20 x
20 X 20
8000).
Conf. Biart, Les Azteques, 1885 (pp.
199-200), aiul Joyce, Mexican Archaeology,
1914 (p. 287).
Sicca Rupee. A silver coin of Bengal,
mention of which is made in the seventeenth century. By the treaty of 1765, it
was agreed that all of these Rupees, commonly known as Siccas, be henceforth
struck at Murshidabad.
The Siri Sicca was the coin of the Hindu
rajahs previous to the Muhammadan eonquest. Of many other varieties, the Chandor, Belapuri, Chulnee, and Moonkhee Siccas obtained their names from the towns
in which they were coined.
The name is derived from the Arabic
sikka, meaning a coining die.
A type of the gold Mohur struck by the
East India Company A.H. 1202, and later,
is known as the Sicca Mohur.
Side. A term used by French numisnuitists to denote the Siglos {q.v.).

=

Siddiki, or Sadiki.
The name given to
the half Mohur of Mysore by Tipu Sultan,

when he adopted

his new sj'stem of reckonbased on the Muludi, dating
from the birth of the Prophet. The name
is taken from Abu Bakr Siddik, the first
Khalifa.
Side- View. A nickname given to certain
varieties of the Pennies and half Pennies,
issued by the Bank of Montreal in the
years 1838 and 1839, to distinguish them
from the ordinary types which depict only
a front view of the bank.
All these varieties are very rare.
See Breton (523-525).
Siebzehner. The popular name for the
silver coin of seventeen Kreuzer, issued in
Austria in 1753 and later.
Siege Pieces. See Obsidional Coins.
ing, in 1786,

•2VJ ]

Simons' Petition

Sieges Thaler

A name given to such
Sieges Thaler.
German medallic Thaler as were struck
and commemorative of some
national victory. Notable examples are the
subsequent

to

Fehrbelliner Sieges Thaler, issued after tlie
victory of the Great Elector over the
Swedes in 1675 at Fehrbellin, and the commemorative piece struck after the FrancoGerman war in 1870. See Giustina.
Sigillum. Stevenson states that this term
was applied to a little image of something
imprinted on a medal as a mark.
Siglos. Another name for the early Persian Sekel or Shekel. It was the twentietli
part of the gold Daric in value, and its
weight was the one hundredth part of the

Mina.
Like

Daric, the Sigloi were also popuas Archers from the representation of a bowman on the obverse.
The later Jewish Sekel or Shekel {q.v.)
has only the name in common with this
larly

tlie

known

coin.

Sihansah. A gold coin of Akbar, Emperor of Hindu.stan A.H. 963-1014 (15561605). Thomas (pp. 418 et seq.) desci-ibes
Akbar 's coinage in detail, fi'om which the
following table is compiled
:

Gold.

—
=
=

100 L'al JalAli Jluhrs.
1000 Rupees.
40.000 Dfims.
Kaha
one half of the Sihansah.
Atmah — one fourth of the Sihansah.
Binsat = one fifth of the Sihansah.
Chahar GOshah, i.e., "square" = 30 Rupees.
Chugul -— 27 Rupees.
Ilahl = 12 Rupees.
Aftftbl = 10 Rupees.
L'al Jalfili = 10 Rupees.
The .ift.lbi, is lighter in weight, but of purer golil.
This coin is also calleil
Alii Gutkah = 9 Rupees.
Mlbrftbi and Mufnf, and represents the iirdinar,v round

Sihansah
Sihansah
Sihansah

=

.

Muhr

of 360

DSms.
SiLVEU.

Rupee (round).
(square).

Jalfllah

Darb

=

Pandu

=
=
=
=
=

Cham =
Asht
Dasa
Kalil

SOki

one
one
one
one
one
one
one

half of the Rupee.
fourth of the Ru|iei'.
lifth of the Uui)ee.
eighth of the Rupee.
tenth of the Rupee.
sixteenth of the Rupee.
twentieth of- the Rupee.

Dftm

=

1 Tolah, f
grains of eopp.

Adh^lah

=

I'fiulah

Daniri

=

Mfishas and 7 Ratis

See Suka.

Sikka.

See Sicca.

A

Silbergroschen.

coin of Prussia, first
issued in 1821, and the thirtieth part of
a Thaler; it was subdivided into twelve

Pfennige.
This division of the Thaler was copied

Saxony and Hanover, the

coins in these
of Neugroschen,
but they were valued at ten Pfennige.
in

states receiving the

Silfvergyllen.
Siliqua.

name

See Gyllen.

A Roman

silver coin first issued

by Constaiitine the Great, and in use until
the middk^ of the seventli century. It was
equal to one twenty-fourth of the Solidus.

From the time of Heraclius (610-641) the
half Miliarensis was called Siliqua.
There is a half Siliqua of similar type,
introduced by Houorius, and called the
Deeargyrus.
The half Siliquae are frequentlj' referred to as Minutuli, on account
Their weight is
of their diminutive size.
frequently under two grammes, and their
coinage appears to have been confined to
the mints of Rome, Trier, and later to
Ravenna and Milan.
Silly Head.
The popular name for one
of the varieties of the Cents of the United
It has an idiotic
States issued in 1839.
looking head of Liberty on the obverse.
Silver.
The metal which has played the
greatest part in the world's monetary systems.
In ancient times it was used in a
form much purer than that found in modern coins. It is generally supposed that it
was first employed for coins in Aegina,
about the seventh century B.C.
From
about the period of Alfred the Great to
tlie middle of the fourteenth century it was
the only metal used in England for coining
purposes.

Silverling.
to in Isaiah

other

name

This denomination referred
23) is assumed to be an-

(vii.

for the Shekel.

Simoleon.

A

slang term used

in

tln'

riiited States for a Dollar.

COPI'ER.
.riS'/j

Siki.

Crown

nliout

half of the Dflrii.
fourth of the Dfini.
eighth of thi> Diim.

One of the names for the Siamese
Sik.
one sixtccntli Tieal piece, known also as the
Song Phai or Song Pai.

Simon. An English .slang term for a
Sixpence.
The origin of the word is obscure but it may be a fanciful use of the
personal name. The term is found in English .slang dictionaries as early as 1700.
Simons' Petition Crown.
(

'rovvn.
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See Petition

Skins of Animals

Singula

Another name for the Sembella

Singula.

The

Sirena.

popular

name

for

the

ddulde Ducato d'Oro coined by Ferdinand
I of Naples in 1488, from desi<rns by Liparolo.
It bears tlie motto serenitati
AC PACI PER.
:

Sisad-Dinar. A silver coin of Persia, iutrodueod by llie Shah Nadir in 1738. Its
value was six Shahis or three hundred
Dinars.
Sisel.

Also written Seissel and Sisel.
of a metal sheet or plate,
after it has had blanks or i>lanchets cut or
stamped from it. Conf. Fr. cisaille, from
Sizel.

The waste remains

(q.v.).

See

Sizel.

The Italian
aines (q.v.). The term

e(iuivalent of Sixspecially applied
to coins of tlie value of six Deuari issued
bv Umberto II, Baron of Faucigni in Savoy
Siseni.

is

ciselcr, to cut.

In a report of the mintmasters under
Elizabeth, fenip. 1572, mention is made of
"syssel" in tiie making of Sixpences. See

Numismatic Chronicle
75).

16, p.

Schlumberger

Sjen, more properly spelled Hsien (q.v.).
The Chinese name for the c()])i)er one Cent
piece introduced at Ilong Kong when under
Sju.

The popular name for

a silver

See Shu.

Skeat.

See Sceat.

The popular name
Norwegian Pennig. See

Skef, or Skefpennig.
for the

lialf

Blanchet

Grosso of Sixtus V (1585-1590) struck at
Its value was forty-four QuatBologna.

of the

(ii.

322).

See Scriddick.

Skerrick.

Skiddick.

Skilling.

The Scandinavian equivalent

It occurs in Denmark under Christopher III (1440-1448) and was
continued to comparatively modern times.
Its value fluctuated but usuall.v it was computed at ninety-six to the Rigsdaler. In
Sweden the Riksdaler was equal to fortyeight Skilling, and in Norwa,v the Speciesdaler equalled one hundred and twenty

of the Schilling.

trini.

The name for the
Sitarion (Titapiov).
fourth of tlie Siliqua whicli was struck at
intervals from the reign of Honoriiis.
Sixain.
A French billon coin which, as
its name indicates, is the sixth part of the
silver Franc or Ecu.
It appears to have been originally struck
by Louis XII (1498-1515) of the type of
the Douzain (q.v.), and under Francis I
(1515-1547) there was issued a Sixain a
la

vol.

(182) cites this as the name of a ba.se silver coin i.ssued bv .lanus, King of Cvpriis
(1398-1432). Its value was six Carci.

A

copper coin of Valencia, equal
Sison.
It was abolished by an
to six Dineros.
ordinance of Charles III dated October 27,
17'
^fpNoback (p. 1307).

Salamandre, having

oi)verse,

_

Sizinia, also called Nizim.

iv.

British rule.

(l3:!;M349).

Sisto.

(ser.

this

animal on the

Skilling.

All of these countries also struck the
Skilling in copper, which greatly varied in
size and value.
Skilling Banco.

with a crown above.

Mailliet (xlii. 9, xi. 14, and Suppl.)
cites an obsidional Sixain struck during
the Freneli occupation of Barcelona, 16401652, and another for the similar occujiaAll of these
tion of Gerona, in 1648.
pieces are of copper.

Sixpence. An English silver coin of the
value of one half of a Shilling; it was first
struck in 1551 in the reign of Edward VI.
Henry VIII issued Sixpence for Ireland
with the inscription civit.\s dvblinik; these
coins, however, were struck in London.
In Cyprus, the Sixpence wa.s replaced in
1901 by the piece of four and one half
Piastres.
[

See Banco.

Skins of Animals were used as
in tlie i)riniitive stage of

money

man's existence.

The |)assage in .lob ii. 4 has been construed
by some writers to indicate that skins were
regarded as representatives of value. There
was at one time a comiection between skins
and mone.v, for in the language of the
EstJKinians the word for mone.v is raiui,
and ill tlie kindred language of the Laplanders the same word means fur or a .skin.
Pelts were used in Scandinavia aiul when
tied in packages of forty constituted a
money of account called Zimmer. In western Russia the fur and skin of the black
marmot was u.sed as late as the end of the
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Snaphaan

Skoter
This was called Kuna,
from the name of the animal. Blanehet (ii.

of monj- being brasse, and couered ouer
with siluer, which the common people call
slips."

fourteenth century.

191) .states that the heads of squirrels, Caput aspcrgellis, were employed in Russia in
the eleventh century as a medium of exchange, and were later adopted in Poland.

The Hudson's Bay Company made fur
common medium of exchange and

Indians.

929) Noback (p.
(supra).
;

with the
Breton (Nos. 926895), and Leather Money
in its dealings

Smasher. A vulgar term for a counterand now rare. Mayhew, London
Labour and London Poor, 1851 (ii. 488),
has
Every bit of it, every coin,
was
bad,
all smashers."
Smelt. A nickname for a half Guinea.
See Megg and Decus.
Smoke Farthings were offerings made in
England at Whitsuntide b.y the householdfeit coin,

Skoter, or Schoter. Originally a silver
weight and the one twenty-fourth of the
Mark. It was never used as a coin though
Halbskoter were struck by the Grand Masters of the Teutonic Orders as early as the
fourteenth century, with the inscription

MONETA DOMINOBVM
was known

this coin

PRVSSIE.

The half

'

:

of

Smoke

silver

were the silver coins used

in paj-ment of the tax.
It was the common

name

for

Fumage,

Fuage, or Fouage, i.e., a tax paid to the
sovereign for every house that had a chim-

;

ney.

Smulkyn. A Farthing introduced in
Ireland during the reigns of Henry VIII
and Edward VI. Moryson, in his Itinerary, 1617 (i. 284), in speaking of the Irish
people, states that "they had also brasse
farthings, called Smulkins, whereof foure
made a penny."
In the Numismatic Chronicle (4th series,
XV. 192-229) Mr. Henry Symonds cites
some contemporary manuscripts, and points
out that three Smulkyns wei'e current as a
"red harpe," and four Snuilkyns were
eqtuU to a "white groat." See Harp.

Slantar. A general term in Swedish for
coins; it is, however, usually applied to the
i.ssues of copper which are known as Koppar Slantar.

tury.

.

later.

Slant. The Swedish equivalent for copper coins of small value similarly Slantar
means loose cash.

A

.

of chimneys in the district.
Murray, in
the Oxford English Dictionary, cites its
use in this sense by quotations of 1524 and

times.

base silver coin in circula-

England during the thirteenth

.

ers of a diocese to the cathedral church,
and also a hearth-tax based on the number

as the Vierehen.

Skutala (axuxaXa, axuTosXiSei;). The name
for ingots of metal, cast in bar form, often
circulating as actual money in ancient

Sleeping.

'

—

Sknifthaler. A term Tised by Scandinavian numismatic writers to indicate the
Schraubthaler (q.v.).

tion in

Kia Tseh Ma.

exist.

also

Conf.

;S'ee

Slug.
The common name for the gold
coin of fifty Dollai's issued by various private concerns in California from 1851 to
1855. Both round and octagonal specimens

skins the

measure of value

Weight Money.

Slip

cen-

See Brabant.

Slegelpenninge.
An expression which
occurs in the media-val records of Munster,
and which is used to indicate the amount
of coins to be retained by the mint officials as payment for striking.
The modern
form would be Schlagelpfennige, from
srhlagen, to strike.
See Brassage.

Snaphaan,
lier.

A

A

also called Elscalin

au Cava-

silver coin, a variety of the Schel-

Sleng.
copper coin, plated with silver, issued for the province of Battambang

ling (q.v.), issued in 1582 in the Provinces
of Gueldres, Utrecht, and Friesland, and

in (Cambodia.

copied by Deventer and Zeeland. Its value
appears to have varied from six to eight

Slip.

An

c<)UMt('rfeit

obsolete

word used

to in<licate

money.

St ui vers.

Grosart, in iiis edition of tlie works of
Robert (ireene (x. 260), uiuler the year
1592, ((uotes: "He went aiul got him a
eertaine slips, which are counterfeyt peeces
[
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The obverse bears tlu^ figure of a galloping liorseinan and usinilly the date; on
the reverse is the armorial shield of the
province for which it is issued.
]

:

Soldo

Soberano
Soberano.

The Portuguese equivalent

of tho

Sovorcifrn.
It
forty-five liundred Reis.

is

a gold coin of

A Javauese monej- of aeeouut
value of one quarter of a Real. See

Soekoe.
of

tlie

Pitjc.

NON MfTUATA LUCE.

A

Soesling, or Sosling.
corruption of
Scelisliug {q.w), and applied to the coins
struck b.v Christian IV of Denmark for
Liibeck, at tlic beginning of tlie seventeenth
century.
The inscription, soesling lubs,
means six Pfennige based on the standard
of Liibeck.

Sol aux Balances. An imitation of the
Frcncli Sol, issued in 1793 for Santo Domingo. It obtains its name from the pair
of scales on the reverse. See Zay (p. 232).

The word

V

derived from
Rolidus and was later corrupted into Sou.
It did not long retain its original name of
Sol d 'Argent, as it was struck in copper
during the sixteenth century, and during
the first French Revolution pieces of one
and two Sols appeared in bronze, a metal
obtained from melted bells.
Of other multiples there are pieces of
one, six, and twelve Sols in copper for
Geneva, struck in 1590, for the pay of solSol, or Sou.

is

diers billon three and six Sols were issued
in Luxemburg in 1790 one, two, and five
Sols were used during the siege of Mainz
in 1793
there are also issues for the
French colonies. The Sol was part of the
;

;

;

'

Solarus. The name given to a silver
coin of Mantua issued in 1624 to commemorate the beatification of Luigi Gonzaga. It
was also used as the designation of a silver
Scudo of Ferdinand Gonzaga which bore
the figure of a radiate sun, and the motto

following system
During the first Revolution the Sol was
divided into five Centimes, and the two Sou
piece was called a Decime. The name Sou
is still used in France for the five Centime
piece.

A

Sol.
silver coin of Peru of the value
of ten Dineros or one hundred Centavos.
It was adopted in 1855.
There are multiples of five, ten, and twenty Soles in gold.

Coinage.
A name given to the
coinage of Mary of England, issued in
1553, the year before her marriage to
Philip of Spain.
The Groats and half
Groats of this series bear the motto Veritas
TEMPOKis FiLiA, i.c, "Truth is the Daughter
of Time."
This motto was suggested by
the Romish priesthood, in allusion to her
efforts to bring the country under Roman
dominion, after this faith had been suppressed by her predecessors.

Sola

first

4 Llartls

12 Deuiers

20 Sous

=
=
=

1 Denier.
1 Sol, or

1 Livre.

Sou.

Sol Coronat. A silver coin introduced
by the Kings of Spain for Naples and
Sicily in the thirteenth century, and later
copied by Charles
of France (13641380) for Dauphiny. It receives its name
from the large crown on the obverse. See
Heiss (PI. 116, 2; 145, 12), etc.
Soldatino.
Papadopoli (i. 160) states
that this term occurs in an ordinance of
1339 and is used for Soldino.

Soldino. The diminutive of Soldo (q.v.).
small Venetian base silver coin of the
fourteenth century, which type was later
copied in other parts of Italy. The Soldino

A

Vessillifero

receives

its

name from

the

standard held by the lion on the reverse
of the coin.
It was introduced about the
time of Doge Giovanni Gradenigo (13551356) and continued in use for nearly a
century.

Probably derived from Solidus
silver coin which
circulated extensively during the thirteenth
century and later in upper and middle
Ital.v, especially in Venice, Milan, Parma,
Soldo.

(q.v.).

The name of a

and Lucca.

Its value varied, five to eight
being the equivalent of a Grosso
(q.v.), and its fineness gradually declined
and later the name was given to issues in
copper.
On the establishment of the French monetary system in Italy under Bonaparte, the
value of the copper Soldo was established
at one twentieth of a Lira or five Centesimi, and at this value it was current in
Austrian-Lombardy, Lucca, etc. The Italian five Centesimi piece of today still re-

Soldi

tains the name of Soldo.
Tliere are multiples of

from two to one
hundred and sixty Soldi in silver and gold
for Venice, Mantua, and Modena, an odd
value of one hundred and three Soldi being
peculiar to the latter province. The Soldo

[ 22.'} ]

;

Soolakie

Soldo Cenoglego
of Ragiisa was a copper coin introduced in
1680, with a value of five PoUari, or in
the Venetian system of five Bagattini. It
was abolished in 1797. See Caixa.

Soldo Cenoglego.
Soldo Mancuso.
Soldone.

A

Sommer

See Cenoglego.

.

two

See Maneoso.

Venetian coin of base silver

Soldi.

Sol d'Or.

Money.

See

Hog

A Siamese word meaning two or
double. There is consequently in the coinage a Song Bat, Song Pai, and Song Salung. See Tical.
Sonnenkrone.
The German equivalent
Ecu au Soleil.
Sonnette, i.e., a bell, is a French slang

of the

.

.

Islainds

Money.
Song.

The same
of the value of twelve Soldi.
name is given to a copper coin of Mantua
there are specimens of the latter issued by
Charles VI, Emperor of Germany, reading
SOLDONE DI MANTOVA 1732. Its Value
Avas

Solz. Tliis name was given to a variety
of Fiorino copied from the Brabantine type
and issued by Alexander Pico of Mirandola
(1602-1637).*

expression for

See Sou d'Or.

money

that jingles in one's

pocket.

A

Solidus.
A gold coin introduced by
Constantine the Great.
Its weight was
fixed at seventy-two to the pound and the
The
value is indicated by lxxii or ob.

Sookoo.
silver coin of the value of
half a Rupee.
piece of two Sookoos was
struck at Fort ilarlborough, Sumatra, in
1783 and 1784, with Malay and English in-

Greek name for the same coin was Nomisma. This piece remained in circulation as
long as the Empire existed, maintaining its

scriptions.

full weight.

The

divisions of the Solidus were the
called Semis or Semissis, and the
third, called Triens or Tremissis.
Medallions were often issued from the time of
Constantine on, which in weight equalled
one and a half, two, three, four, eight, etc.,
half,

Solidi.

The Solidus was also current at a later
period in Western Europe and received the
name of Bezant or Byzant, on account of
having been previouslj' used in the Eastern
Empire.
Solidus. This name is invariablj^ translated Scliilling or Shilling in mediteval
records and archives.
It was retained to
some extent on silver coins of the Teutonic
Order, Poland, and various Baltic Provinces as late as the sixteenth century. The
same name is also given to a copper coin
current in Livonia, Danzig, etc., from circa
1550 to 1750.
Solot, or Lott.
the Siamese Tieal,
half Att.

Sol-sanar.
ill

1.")2<S,

The one sixty-fourth of
and which is equal to the

A

coin of Perpignan struck
to an ordinance of
It bore a figure of St. John
Sec Blanchet (333).

pursuant

Charles V.
the Baptist.

Solthani.

See Altun.

A

See Suku.

Soolakie. The term Soolakie or Soolackie as applied to coins is explained by a
letter to the Chief Secretar.y to the East
Indian Government at Fort St. George,
dated January 18th, 1813, wherein it is
stated that "there are two modes of rendering coins Soolakie.
The one is
adopted for the most part by the petty village surrafs in those territories (the Nizam's) who, being in general very inexpert
in ascertaining the fineness of the metal, invariably punch a hole in the rupee to convince themselves that it is good silver; but
as this expedient is not sufficient to guard
against the frauds of coiners, who frequently counterfeit rupees of copper covered
with a coat of silver, with one or two such
holes in them, it is usual for the surrafs,
when they have the slightest suspicion that
the metal is base, to punch a fresh hole in
it.
In consequence, it is by no means uncommon to see Rupees with eight or ten
such marks indented upon them. The other
kind of Soolakie coins are made so by the
surrafs of large towns who undertake to
.shroff the money belonging to individuals
for a certain percentage under an agreement to make good any coins that may
afterwards turn out to be coiuiterfeit. In
order that tlie coins that have undergone
such examination may be recognized, each
principal surraf has a private stamp or
mark of his own, which he affixes to the
edge or some other part of the coin. The

[2 24]

.

.

.

Sophiendukat

Sovereign

existence of one or moro such marks
gives a sort of sanction to the currency, as
the credit of those who have put their
stamp to it is a pledge for its goodness.
Hence many rupees have forty or fifty
sucli impressions, and at last become completely defaced.
Neither of these modes of
making the Rujiee Sof)lakie diminishes at
all the weight of it, but, according to long

custom, its value in exchange becomes
greatly reduced when it is imported into
the Company's territories." See Shroffed

Money.
Sophiendukat.
A gold coin struck in
1616 by the Eleetress Sophia of Saxonj' to
commemorate the birth of her son Johann
George. It has on the obver.se the letters
I H s
with an eye above and a dove below.
.

.

.

Sortengulden. A silver coin issued by
of Hessen-Darmstadt in 1674
and copied by the archbishops of Mainz

Ludwig VI

until 1695.

Sosling.

See Soesling.

French numismatic writers freSou.
quently employ this word to indicate the
Stuiver. See Sol.

Sou au

Faisceau.

Soudi Budschu.

Sou d'Or.

See Bezemstuiver.

See Budschu.

The Solidus

;

but the name

more generally applied to the gold issues
of Western Europe, e.fj., the Carlovingian
Kings, to distinguish them from the Byzantine types, which were contemporary.
is

Sou Mark, or more properly Sou
Marque. A name given to the billon
Marque after its introduction in the British
West Indies. See Marque.
Sous. The erroneous inscription UN sous
occurs on two varieties of tokens issued by
the Bank of Montreal from 1835 to 1838.

The

dies for these were

ingham, England.

engraved at Birm-

See Breton (713-714).

Sou Tokens. The name given to a series
of copper tokens issued by the Bank of
Montreal to overcome the want of change
caused by the demonetizing of the private
coppers and brass pieces current in Canada.
See Breton (Nos. 670-716).
From the design of a bunch of flowers
on the obverse of the.se coins, they are frequently known as the Bouquet Series.

Souveranitatsthaler. The name given to
Thaler struck in 1657 by the Elec-

a silver

tor Frederick Wilhelm of Brandenburg,
after the sovereignty of Prussia was as.sured liim by the treaty of Wehlau.

Souverain.

A

gold coin of Brabant and
Countries, issued early in the
seventeenth century, and copied from the
English types of Mary and Elizabeth. It
was struck at Antwerp. Campen, etc., and
was larger than the Clinkaert (q.v.).
When the national Belgian coinage went
into effect in 1832, the Souverain d'Or was
discontinued.
the

Low

Sovereign.
A large gold coin of the
value of twenty Siiillings, fii-st issued by

Henry VII of" England in 1480. Being
twice the weight and value of the Rose
Noble it was frequently called the Double
Ryal. This beautiful coin contained only
one half grain of alloy, and weighed two
hundred and forty grains.
On the obverse was a representation of the King on
a throne and on the revei-se a rose charged
with the English shield.
In 1526 Henry VI II advanced the value
to twenty-two Shillings, but in 1543 the
old value was restored, and the fineness
debased to twenty-three carats.
In 1545
the metal was still further debased to 20
carats, the lowest state of degradation
which it has ever reached in England.
The fourth coinage of the reign of Edward VI issued by virtue of an indenture
of the year 1552, presents a new type with
a half length figure of the King crowned
and

armor, holding a sword and orb.
raised the value of this coin to
thirty Shillings and the Sovereign of 1553
is the first English coin bearing a date.
In 1561 the value was again reduced to
in

Mary

twenty Shillings and the fineness made
twenty-two carats, and finally, in the first
coinage of James I, there is a Pound Sovereign, valued at thirty Shillings; with the
second coinage the Sovereign ceases and
the T'liite (q.v.) takes

its

place.

Sovereign. A modern English gold coin
of the value of twenty Shillings or one
Pound sterling, first struck in 1817, and
which displays on the reverse the wellknown design of St. George slaying the
dragon. It bears the initials of the artist,

Bernard Pistrucci.
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Sovrano
The

first

Spesmilo
half Sovereign

is

of the

same

date, but the reverse bears a plain shield

of

the

Royal Arms,

surmounted by the

crown.

The double Sovereign was issued from
1823 to 1826, inclusive, and revived under
Victoria, and the five Sovereign or fivePound piece appeared originall.v in 1887.
The Sovereign, the standard gold coin of
India since 1899, is equal to fifteen Rupees,
of sixteen Annas, each of four Pice, each
of three Pies.

A

gold coin of the value of
Sovrano.
forty Lira struck by Francis I of Austria
for the Dukedom of Milan and LombardyVenice, pursuant to a regulation of November 1, 1823.

Spadaccino. The popular name for the
Giulio struck in Massa Lombarda, and mentioned in an ordinance if 1560.
It bears
the figure of St. Paul armed with a sword.

Spade Guinea. The name given to a
variety of tlie Guinea issued in the reign
of George III from 1787 to 1799, inclusive,
on account of the shovel-shaped shield on
the reverse, which bears a resemblance to
an old-fashioned spade, or to the spades in
a pack of playing cards.
The half spade
Guineas are of similar design.
Spade Money.

The name given to cerand ancient coins of

tain of the ])rimitive

China,

resembling

spades

or

pitchforks,

and which were probablj' derived from
actual implements following the barter
stage of that people. The Chinese name for
this kind of coin is Ch'an Pi, Pi Ch'an, or
Ch'an Pu.
These pieces are sometimes
called Pu coins
{q.v.), but this name
should be more correctly given to the
smaller coins derived from the spades.
The earliest were uninscribed and for the
most part have hollow square handles filled
with terra-cotta. Some later forms have a
plain flat handle.
They were made from
pi'i'histofic times to about B.C. 22.'i. Closely
I'clatcd to these
are the above-mentioned
Pus and the Weight Money {q.v.).
varietv of Denier issued bv
of Lorraine (1312-1328).
on the obverse the figure of a long

Spadin.
Fcrri
It

lias

I\',

.\

Duke

sword between two birds.
The tvpe was copied liv

.Jean d'ArziBishoi) of Toul (1309-1320), and by
Reuaud de Bar, Bishop of Metz (1302lii'Tcs,

[
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1319), who attempted to harmonize his
coins with those of his brother, the C'ount
of Bar.

Spadino. Another name
Scudo of Charles Emanuel

for the silver
of Savoy isIt bears on the reverse an
1

sued in 1630.
arm holding a long sword.

A

Spagiirli.
base silver coin of the canton of Luzerne.
It appears to be a nickname for a half Kreuzer.

Spanish Sixpence. A common designaJamaica and other West India Islands during the eighteenth century for the
Real of Spain, on account of its size and
general appearance. See Chalmers (pp.
tion in

6,

8).

Spanker. An obsolete slang term for a
gold coin, and frequently used in the plural
for money.
Abraham Cowley, in his play, The Cutter
of Coleman Street 1663 (ii. 5), says: "I'll
go and provide the Spankers
and Mot;

"

'

teu.x,

in his translation of Rabelais' Paii-

tagruel (vi.), mentions "Old Gold, such as
your Double Ducats, Rose-Noliles, Angels,
Spankers, Spur-Royals."

Speciesdaler.

See Rigsdaler.

A

Speciesthaler.
name given to a Thaler
of a fixed standard value proclaimed by
In the monetary
an ordinance of 1566.

conference between Austria and Bavaria in
1753, their value was specified at ten to
the fine Mark of silver. See Thaler.

Spesmilo.
An Esperanto term for an
international money unit proposed as a
theoretical "money of exchange," by M.
Rene de Saussure, a well-known Swiss scientist. As the name indicates, the Spesmilo
(abbreviated Sm.) consists of one thousand
Speso (1 Speso equals about $.0005). The
Spesmilo is subdivided into the Spescento
(100 Speso) and the Spesdeko (10 Speso).
Although proposed merely as a fictitious
m(mey of exchange, coins of the value of
one Siiesmilo and two Spesmilo have been
struck.
Theoreticall.v, the Spesmilo represents
the value of eight grammes of gold eleven
twelfths pure.
For practical purposes it
is
considered, approximately, to be the
value of fifty Cents (U.S.), two and one
half Francs, two Shillings, two Marks, one
Roulile, one Mexican Peso, one Yen, one
Sol, ten Piastres, etc.
]

Stagnate

Sphragis
In 1!)()7, at its thirty -sixth session, the
"Association Frangaise pour rAvancemeiit
des Sciences" adopted the Speso as the
international "fictitious"
basis for an
money. About that time the "Schweizerische Bankverein" introduced experimentally iiiternatioiuil Spesmilo checks, the values heiufr indicated exclusively in the Spesmilo system and the text being printed in
the international language, Esperanto.

Sphragis (TippaYi?). See Type.
Spie. A slang term for the current copper one Cent piece of the Netherlands.
See
Spielmarken, or Spielpfennige.
Rcclii'ii|)fennigc.

Spintriae.
A name given to certain
tokens which occur in the Roman series,
on which there are obscene representations.
For a detailed account of their history and
probable uses see Nadrowski, in the Berliner Mumblatter (No. 52), and Stevenson (.<t.^^).

The name given to a
coins struck by the Elector

Spitzgroschen.
series of silver

Ernst of Saxony, conjointly with his broth-

Dukes Wilhelm and Albrecht, and
some extent with his mother, Margaret.
The issue began about 1475 and continued

ers, the

silver coin bearing
have been maiuifactured by an individual named Josiah
Sprinkle, who lived in Lewis County, KenThe pieces were claimed to have
tucky.
been coined circa 1830-1835, and their
weight was heavier than the standard
Dollars of the United States. Rudely outlined on one side was an owl, and the reverse bore a six-pointed star.
We arc inclined to regard the entire story as a fabrication, but details can be found in the
American Journal of Numismatics (xxx.

beginning of the sixteenth century,
and the type was copied by Ge])hard VII
for Mansf'eld about 1547.

The word Spitze or Spitz means a point,
and the coins receive their
name from the decorations of the armorial

or pointed,

design on the reverse.

Spondulix.
formerly very
States.

A

slang

name

common

The origin

in

of the term

for money
the United
is

unknown.

name

is

said

to

84).

Spruchthaler, and Spruchgroschen. The
general name for coins bearing a ([notaTliey are found in
tion from Scripture.
the series of Brunswick, Sachsen-Weimar,

Mansfeld,

etc.

A name given to the
introduced by David II

Spurred Groat.
Groat,
(1329-1371).

Scottish

Snelling, View of the Silver Coinage of
Scotland, 1773, states that the expression
arose from the mullet or spur in the quarters of the cross on the reverse of these
coins.

to

to the

A

Sprinkle Dollar.

this

Spur Ryal.

A

term generally applied
Ryal wiiicii was tirst isthe reign of Edward IV, but more

to tlie half of the

sued

in

particularly to the gold fifteen Shilling
piece of the fifth coinage of .James I
(1619), the rays of the sun on this coin
resembling the rowels of a spur.

Squiddish. An English dialect term for
very insignificant sum of money.
In
Northumbei'land it denotes the twentieth
part of a Farthing.

a

Sportula. A word used by Martial (Lib.
X. Epig. 75) to indicate a purse or sum of
money presented at banquets by rich persons to their friends and clients.

Ssojuznyia.
The name given to early
Russian convention money liearing the
titles of two princes.
Sec Blanchet (ii.

A

Stabler. A nickname given to small silver coins struck in Southern Germany
during the fourteenth century from the
bishop's staff held in the hand of the figure
on the obverse, which is a prominent feature on many of tiiese ])ieces.

Spottmiinzen, or Spottmedaillen.
term used liy ({crman numismatists to
dicate i)ieces of a satirical character.

Spousage Tokens.
Sprat.
jience.
tioiKirii,

in-

.

See Arrhes.

All English slang

The word occurs

in

term for a SixThe Slaxr/ f)ic-

193).

Stag.

1839 fp. 34).

Sprenger.

A

coin
of
Liege,
Homes, etc., issued during the sixteenth
century and of the value of one fourth of
the Ecu or Thaler.
silver

[
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ling.

An

English slang term for a

The word

occui"s in

The

Slaiirj

Sliil-

Dic-

tionarn. 1857 (p. 20).

Stagnate. An Italian expression, usually
applied to such of the Roman bronze coins
]

Stambul

Sterbe Denkmiinzen

of the later Empire as were coated with
tin to give them the appearance of silver.

Stambul.

See Zer-mahbub.

Stamma.

See Aboiuljidid.

while at Athens the Tetradrachm, being the
principal coin issued, was there called a
Stater.

Stampee. A name given to the Cayenne
Sous when punched or stamped by the
Island governments or merchants of the
British West Indies.
Their value varied
according to the localitj-, but on the island
of Trinidad an English half Penny is
known counterstamped 1 stampee. See
Tamijc.

Star Pagoda.
of the

A

name given

to a variety

Madras Pagoda, which bears on the

obverse a large five-pointed star on a granulated convex surface, and on the reverse
a figure of Vishnu. See Pagoda.

Statendaalder.
A silver crown issued
by Philip 11 in 1578 for general circulation in Gueldres, Utrecht, and Overj-sel.
The obverse bears a half-length portrait of the king holding an uplifted
sceptre.
There are corresponding halves

and quarters,

as well

as

Statensehellinge

iq.v.).

Statenschelling, also called Klopschelling and Placaatschelling.
A variety of
the Sehelling of the Low Countries introduced in 1672 in the Province of Groningen, and copied in 1675 at Utrecht.
It
was hammered or stamped (Kloppen, to
beat, to liammer), and the obverse bore a
figure of an armed rider, while on the reverse was the shield of arms dividing the
value, six Stuivers. See Zesthalven.
Stater.

The unit of the gold coinage of
Its iisual division was the

ancient Greece.
sixth, or Hecte
halves, thirds,

(q.v.),

but there are also

and even smaller parts; for

Ionia there exists a one ninety-sixth Stater
struck in electrum. Multiples of the Stater
are unusual, hut they are found occasionally.
Thus Alexander the Great issued
double Staters, and Eucratides, King of
Baetria. (B.C. 190-160) struck a twenty
Stater piece, the largest gold coin of antiquity.

The

silver Stater varied in weight, ac-

cording to locality.
Stater was given to
coin of each city.
Tridrachm, eciual in

Drachms, was known

In general the term
the principal silver
Thus the Corinthian
weight to two Attic
liy

the

See Hobby Horse.

Steckenreiter.

name

Stater,

Steenie, sometimes also written Steinie.
An obsolete Scotch and English dialect
name for a gold coin or Guinea. Skinner
Poems, 1809 (71), has the line:

A

bag fnU of

iiocir

.vellow stoinies.

Steinbock Pfennige. The name given to
certain varieties of Deniers struck in Austria at the beginning of the fifteenth century pursuant to ,an ordinance of Duke
Albrecht IV. They have the head of the
eapricornus or ibex on the obverse.
Steinie.
See Steenie.
Stella.
A experimental coin of the
United States, the value of which, four
Dollars, is based on the metric system,
being intended to serve as an international
coin.
These coins were made on the request of the United States Minister to Austria, their exact value, three Dollars and
eighty-eiglit Cents, being that of the former Austrian eight Florin piece.
The

name

is derived from the large five-pointed
star on the reverse and they are the work
of W. W. Hubbell, the patentee of the
goloid metal.
They were issued at the
Philadelphia mint in 1879 and 1880, and
were composed of six grammes of pure
gold, three of silver, and one of copper.

Stellino.
A silver coin of Florence
struck by Cosmo di Medici (1536-1574)
and continued by his successor, Francesco
(1574-1587).
The obverse has a bust of

the Duke and on the reverse is a seated
figure of St. .lohn the Baptist.
The name
of tlie coin is derived from the star used
as a mint-mark, and the issue of these
pieces it is claimed was made to repay a
loan from the Genoese.

Stephanensis.

See Estevenante.

Stephanusdaalder.
A silver coin of
Nimegue issued pursuant to an ordinance
of October 23, 1523.
It bears a figure of
St. Stephen on the obverse.
There is a
gold Florin, called Stephanusgulden, of
similar tj'pe.

Stephening.
Sterbe
Pieces.

28]

See Salding.

Denkmiinzen.

See

Mortuary

Stone

Sterling
Sterling. Tlii.s word, as applied to coins,
appears to be derived from Esterlings, i.e.,
people from the east of Europe, some of
whom were employed in the thirteenth
century in regulating the coinage of EngThe coins made by tliem were variland.

ously called Esterlins, or Easterlings, a
term later abbreviated into Sterlings.
On August 16, 1257, a writ dated at
Chester was i.ssuod, commanding the Mayor
of London to proclaim in that city that
"the gold money which the King had
caused to be made should be immediately
current there and elsevvlun-c within the
realm of England, in all transactions of
buying and selling, at the rate of twenty
pennies of sterlings for every gold penny."
This refers to silver Pennies.
In many transactions these coins were
weighed, and the term Pound Sterling surSee Esvives to tliis date as a standard.
terlin.

and was similar in many respects to the
contemporary English Penny of Stephen.
The term was in use until the middle of
century; in the reign of
the silver
(1249-1292)
coins are iisually referred to as Pennies, a
designation subsequently adhered to.
the

thirteenth

Alexander

The same as Stuiver (q.v.). The
form is used on the English
issues for Ceylon, struck in copper and silver from 1801 to 1815, and on tokens for
Essecjuilw and Demerara from 1813 to
Stiver.

word

III

Stem Groschen.
common

A

peculiar type of
the coinages of
Cleve, Juliers, etc., during the fifteentii
century aiul later. The reverse has four
large stars, one in each angle of the cross.

Groschen

in

Stichtsche Stuiver.
Tlie name given to
a variety of Stuiver i.ssued by the towns
of Campen, Deventer, and Zwolle, in 14SS,
pursuant to an ordiimnce of the same year.
(No. 308).
The
coins that will stand the test.

See Frey

Stickamstam.

A

Scottish

word means

Stockfischthaler,
silver coin struck

and English

Stips, whence the English word stipend.
According to Livj', this name was applied
to the Aes Grave when stored in quantity
in chests or warehouses on account of its
bulky nature. See Stevenson (p. 135).

The name given to a
by Duke Hein-y Julius

Tlie reof Brunswick-Liineberg in 1612.
verse has the figure of a codfisli lying on
a block, which is being beaten by two hands
holding hammers. There is also a satirical
inscrii)tion implying that some persons,
like the codfish, must be beaten to over-

ecmie their indolence.

The

tvpe

was copied

in

Hamburg

in

1620.

Stone Money. Edniond Planchut, in a
reference to the Caroline Islands, contributed to the Scientific Review (Sept., 1885),
states that "in that mysterious archipelago
the monej' consists of circular stones,
which have a hole in the centre, and vary
in diameter fnmi twenty centimetres to
one metre. With this stone currency, the
material of which is very hard, and which
comes from the neighboring islands of
Palaos, where it is also used for the same
purpose, the natives pay their tribute to
The native
the chiefs of their villages."
.

.

imme

for this

money

Mr. Howland

is

Wood

Fci.

in

The Nutiiismatlst

(1906) described the curious stone money
In
of Yap, one of the Caroline Islands.
the same periodical (1911) he adds that
stone used as currency is not confined,
however, to this group of islands, as upon
the testimony of the missionary Spiess, it
was used formerly also on the Gold Coast
and in the vicinity of Togoland on the west
coast of Africa.
On his return to Europe
Spiess brought with him four specimens
of these stones, of which three were of
of a
crystalline quartz and the fourth
softer

dialect term for a coin of very small value.
It is now obsolete but at one time was applied to the Scottish half-penny.

in this

1838.

.

Sterling.
A name frequently given to
This type
the silver Penny of Scotland.
was introduced by David I (1124-1153),

Money

component

specimens were

material.

iiolished, of a

The

(piartz

diameter of

forty to fifty millimetres, and of a thickness of fifteen to twenty millimetres. The
holes in the centre of the stones were funnel shaped from both sides, evidently iiulicating that the coins were intended for
"This stone money,'' says
suspension.
Spiess, "is obtainable in only one district
of the Gold Coast and is now no longer in
use."

[2 29]

Styca

Stooter

Some years ago some laborers on the
road between Lome and Palime in Togoland discovered a quantity of these stones,
and they were sent to Europe by one of
the officials.
The specimens confirm the
earlier observations of

Spiess.

The}- are

and yellowish crystalline quartz,
and appear to have received a polish from
of a white

the action of water. Their diameter varies
from thirty-two to sixty millimetres, and
their thickness from fifteen to twenty millimetres. With this lot was found a single
stone, C3'lindrical in shape and of a material resembling jasper; the height of the
same was eighteen millimetres, and the
diameter twenty-six millimetres.
It is supposed that this specimen represents some higher unit of value than the

remainder.
Stooter, or Stoter.
A base silver coin
Gueldres, Overysel, C'ampen, Zeeland,
etc., struck in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
It bore the head of the
Earl of Leicester and was valued at the
twentieth part of the silver Daalder.
The name is still retained in Holland to
designate the current copper coin of two
and one half Cents.
of

Stoter.

See Stooter.

A copper coin of Bulgaria,
adopted in 1867 when this country based
its monetary sj-stem on that of the Latin
Union. One hundred Stotinki are equal to
one Lev. It is also referred to as the KanBronze
tem or Canteim, i.e.. Centime.
pattern pieces of ten Kantems were struck
in 1880 and 1887.
Straw Money. See Lebongo.
Streitpfennlge.
The papular name for
a copper coinage of Erfurt, the principal
Stotlnka.

city of Thuringia.

The name means

Stiiber.

circulated.

A

nickname given to the
Kreuzer pieces, which
were very common at the beginning of the
seventeenth century.
They were of verj'
base composition, poor fabric, and the
Silesian twenty-four

[

A

German

billon

and copper

coin corresponding to the Dutch Stuiver
(q.v.).
It is of frequent occurrence in
Juliers and Berg, East Friesland, and Ol-

denburg, and appears to have been introin the latter part of the fifteenth
century, continuing in use until the beginning of the nineteenth.

duced

Stuiver, also variousl.y written Stuyver,
and Stiiber, was originally a billon, and later a copper coin of the Low

Stiver,

Countries and various German States,
dating from the middle of the sixteenth
century. The Munten Ordonnantie of 1576
gives forty Stuivers as the equivalent of
the silver Rijder of Friesland and Gueldres.
A later Ordonnantie of 1652 mentions thirty Stuivers as being equal to one
Ducatone, fifteen Stuivers as equal to a
quarter Crown of Burgundy, one quarter
Stuiver as equal to one silver Oord, and
five Stuivers as equal to a Spanish Real.
There is an extensive series of Stuivers
issued by the Dutch for their possessions
the East, struck in copper, lead and
silver.
For details conf. the works of
Moquette and Millies {passim). See also
in

Stiver.

The word is still retained in Holland to
designate the current copper coin of five
cents.

Stuk van Achten. The Dutch equiva"Piece of Eight." It is applied
to such coins as were struck for Java, etc.,
and which corresponded to the Piastre or
eight Reaals.
Conf. Netscher and v.d.
Chijs (i. 1), Verkade (199, 1), and see
lent for

Peso.

Stuyver.

dis-

sention or quarrel.
At the beginning of tlie sixteenth century the local mintmaster did not always
comply with the ordinances governing the
weight and purity of the coinage, which
led to fre(|ueiit complaints from neighboring principalities wliere those pieces were

Strohthaler.

Thaler at that period was divided into
twenty-four parts, i.e., Grosehen.

A

more

archaic

foi-m

of

wi'iting Stuiver {q.v.).

Styca. This coin occurs only in the issues for Northumberland, and it appears
to begin with the reign of Ecgfrith (670685), and concludes with the year 875,
when the Danish King Halfden conquered
the territory.
The name is supposed to be derived from
the Saxon word sticce, a minute part, two
Stycas being equal to one Farthing. The
composition of the coins was of a mixed
metal in one hundred parts there were
sixtj' to seventy of copper, twenty to twen;
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Sun Dollar

Styfer
ty-five of zinc, six to eleven of silver, and
traces of gold, lead, and tin.
The Stycms usually have crosses with

pellets in the angles on both obverse and
reverse; tlie name f)f the rulei- and moneycr is irenerall\' added.

Pronounced

Styfer,

as

if

written Sty-

ver, is applied to both small copper and
It is
small base silver coins of Sweden.
the Scandinavian e(|nivalent for Stuiver.
Stykke. A small silver coin of Denmark,
eiliiiil 1(1 one fiftii of the Species Daler, oione fourth of the Rigsdaler Courant.

Suckauhock.

A

Siki.
The basis of the
monetary system of Nepal introduced by the Gorkhas, who used two varieties of currency as under

Suka, Suki, or

silver

.-

Pacis Ganda Sv.stk.m

See

1

half.

silver coin of

It

l>am

1

Mohur

SOURA (lANOA SVSTKSI.

name from Antonio Jose de
South American patriot who
fought under Simon Bolivar. lie was born
at Cumana in 1793, and in 1819 had so
distinguished himself that he was made a
its

1

Sucre,

a

1

A

silver coin of the

= 2 Suka.
Suka = 2 Do-uni.
Do-ani = 2 Ek-anl =
Ek-ani = 2 Adha-ani.
Adha-aui = 1 silver PU-e,

i/i

1
1

Paisa IMohur.
called Adha-paisa.

The Suka

is

Vyj

i.e.,

or I'aisa Midiur-.

Mohur —

ba.sed on the

2 Do-Diiin. nlsi>

weight of the

and the Nepalese gold coins
follow the same standard, i.e.
I>uit(de .\sarfl = i Mohurs = 2 Tolas = MW
Tola

triiy

{q.v.),

—

;,'rains.

I'.akla

Asarfi

=

=

2 Mcdiurs

1

=

Tola

ISd Iroy

Krains.

Patla or Majhawaia
troy grains.
Suka Asarli
grains.

=

=

Mohur

1

\'.>

Tola

=

IH)

=

Va

Mohur

=^

V4

Tola

=

4.">

troy

Sukl =
Anl = Via

Mohur = Vie Tola = 22.."i troy grains.
Mohur = Vaa Tola = ll.T.'i troy grains.
= V.i2 Mohur = '/«i Tola = n.S7 troy

%

.-Vdha-anl
gl'ains.

Pal = Vm Mohur = Vi2»
Dam = Vawj Mohur =

Tola
Vj.s

—

2.93 troy graiuN.
0.71 troy

Tida

=

grains.

Suki.

A

silver coin of

twentieth
Sihansah.
to

Republic

tiie same value as the Real,
one eigiith of the Peso. iSV'e Fonrobert

tiie

part

and

e(|ual

Rupee.

See

lii<lia,

of

a

The Dutch equivalent of the
Tlie Dutch counterstamped
pieces in 1787 with the v.o.c. mark

Suku.

Suka

(9475, 9481, 9524, etc.)."
At Perpignan, in the Pyrenees, a billon
Sueldo was issued during the French occujiation from 1G42 to 1655.
The Sueldo of Ferdinand VII (18081833) was the Spanish ecpiivalent of tlie
It
Soldo, and was ecpial to si.x Doblers.
was a cojjper coin and ajipears to have been
issued chictly foi- Majorca.

(q.v.).

these
for their i)ossessions in Ceylon.
In tiie JIalay Peninsula the Suku is one
fourth of the Real or Spanisii Dollar. The
word means a (piarter. See Sookoo and
Pitje.

Sultanine.

Tavernier

calls this the

same

as the Seipiin [q.v. xiiprn).

Sultany Altun.

Suitenmedaillen. A term used by Gernumismatists to indicate medals that
have a regular se(|uence on account of a
series of portraits, recording successive

See Altun.

Dollar. A name given to the Peso
of Costa Rica on account of the design
wliicli
represents the sun rising behind

Sun

man

mountains.

events, etc.
[

Molniri.

(

1

of Bolivia, of
i.e.,

=

1

ceives

Sueldo.

=

Dhcbua

re-

brigadier general of the insurgent forces.
In 1822 he defeated the Spaniards at Chiciiinclia, and, liaving become commanderin-chief when Bolivar was made dictator,
he routed the troops of the viceroy in the
battle of Ayachuco, Peru, December 9,
1824, which established the independence
For this signal victory
of the coinitry.
Bolivar made him grand marshal, and in
1825 he was elected President of Bolivia.
lie was assassinated soon after his election
to the Constituent Congress in 1830, due,
it was .said, to the jealou.sy or instigation
His portrait appears on
of Gen. Ovando.
most of tlie coins of the Republic.

6 Dyaks. or double I'iie.
2 Dhebuas. or 2 I'aisa.
4 Dams
(i-opper).
2 Phoka Dams, or Chun Dnnis.

=

Dj-ak

1

Ecuador of the

Centavos.

=

Do-anl

1
1

Wampum.

one hundred

=
=

2 Suka.
Siiku
2 Do-ani or 2.'> Dhcbuas of (<ii»|n>i-.
I'cjnrobert (2325 ct ncq.) states that tlii' Suka is I'liiuil
to the quarter Mobur, and the A<lhn (2:t24) Is Ihi'

ilohur

1

See Plated Coins.

Subaerati.
Sucre.
value of

Suit Silver.
According to Wliarton,
Lexicon, 1864, this was "a small rent
or sum of money paid in some manors to
excuse the freeholders' ajipearance at the
courts of their lord.''

Law
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Symbol

Suskin

Swarf Money, or Warth Money.

Suskin. The English diminutive of the
French Sou. This debased coin was current in England for a long period.
The

cording to Wharton,

parliament in 1424 decreed that it should
no longer be used, but this ordinance was
but little regarded, as it was found necessary to put a stop to the entire circulation

Swarte Penninge, i.e.. Black Pennies.
Sec Korten, Black Money, and Zwarte.

of these pieces in 1519.
Sutlers' Checks.
The tokens issued by
the sutlers, i.e., the military victualers
corresponding to the canteen-keepers of
the present time, attached to the various
regiments and posts of the Northern Army
during the Civil War in the United States.
At first, for a short time, these checks
were of eardlioard or paper, but these soon
disintegrated through wear and were replaced bj' metallic issues. This currency
had free circulation in the regiment or
brigade for which it was issued, and formed
the greater part of the small change.
The

denominations ranged from five to one hundred Cents. The issue is without artistic
merit, being of interest from the historic
point of view only.
See Wood in Am.
Journal of Numismatics (xxxvii. 23, and
xlvii.

163).

An early Indian gold coin,
value of twenty-five Karshapanas,
and weighing one hundred and forty to
one hundred and forty-four grains. Cunningham (pp. 7, 22) states that it "also
was a simple bag of gold dust, such as is
still current in Kumaon, of the value of
eight Rupees.
Each of these gold dust
bags is now called Phetang. " See Pana.
The name Suvarna means "beautiful
Suvama.

of

tlie

color.

'

Swami Pagoda.
of the

A

name given

to

one

Madras Pagodas, which has a male

and two female

One

figures on the obverse.
of the titles of Krishna was Chenna

Keswam Swami, and from
probably

this the

name

females being
Lakshmi and Kukmini.
The weight of
this Pagoda is somewhat more than two
pennyweights. The revcree has a granulated surface. See Pagoda.
is

was a sum of money "paid in lieu of
the service of castle-ward."

Swine Pennies. A local English term for
money rooted up by swine. Defoe, in his
Tour through Great Britain (iii. 9), states
that in Littleborough, Lancashire, "great
numbers of coins have been taken up in
ploughing and digging, which they call
Swine-penies, because those creatures sometimes rout them up."

Sword and Sceptre Piece. A name
given to a Scottish gold coin of James VI,
issued in 1601 and later.
It was of the
value of six Pounds and derives its name
from the sword and sceptre

derived,

the

in saltire

the obverse.
There is a half of the
type of the value of three Pounds.

Sword

on

same

A

Dollar.
silver coin issued by
of Scotland, of the value of

James VI

thirty Shillings, which receives its name
from the upright sword on the reverse.
It is also known as the Ryal {q.v.), and
except for differences in the figures of
value the one third Ryal and the two
thirds are of the same type.

Sword Money. See Knife Money.
Sycee Silver.
The name Sycee, from
the Cantonese Hsi Ssu, means "fine floss
silk," and it is given to these ingots in
allusion to the purity of the metal, which
apparently a native silver.
It is xnin
into circular or shoe-shaped ingots, called,
in the Dutch East Indies, Schuyt or
boats,
and bears an inscription or stamp
on its upper surface. The standard ingot
is

'

'

Austriaea.

Ac-

Lexicon, 1864,

this

'

Svanzica.
The Italian name for the
Austrian Zwanziger (q.v.) introduced by
Francis I (1815-1835) into the currency
of Milan.
It is also known as the Lira

Law

'

weighs about fifty Taels, though smaller
ones are made. All ingots or shoes, however, are not of such pure silver or
"touch." See Ting and Yuan Pao for
the various Chinese names for these silver
ingots.

These "shoes," as they are sometimes
used for the purpose of paying
customs duties, salt duties, and land taxes.
See Prinsep (p. 33).
called, are

Symbol. A device found on coins and
medals which bears no relation to the inscriptions.
Thus the owl is a symbol of
wisdom, the anchor of hope, the lamb of
purity, etc.

[232]

Szostak

Synage
Synage.
Syssel.

Szelag.
Sc-hilling

noUIK-ed

mund

See Senage.
See Sizel

The Polish equivalent
or Shilling
The word

I

(1506-1548), but later in copper.
value was twelve Denarii, or

It^ original

for the
is

'"^^ <^™'*' """"^ ^^'^ ""'Itiples

pro-

^;^J^

Sehellong.

Czvorak
^^"^^"^

Szelong. The Polish ((luivalent of the
Solidus, first issued in silver under Sigia-

[233]

Szostak.

=
=
=

^

were:

^l^'^-

48 Deuarll.
''^

See Szelong.

""""'"•

Talari

Tabo

Tabo. Au African money of account.
See Boss.
Tacolin.
An Armenian coin, of which
no specimen is known, but which is referred to in a grant made in 1333 by Leon
V to the Venetians. Langlois (p. 15)
quotes a passage showing that one hundred
Tacolini were equal to seventy-seven DirIt may have been a money of acliems.

Tahil.

A
Tail, also written Tahil and Tayell.
former money of account at Atjeh. See
Mas.
Fonrobert (No. 838) describes a piece of
copper ring money, current at Korindschi,
of which fifteen thousand three hundred
and sixty were equal to the gold Tail.

Tlie Chinese

Tael.

Liang or ounce, and

about one and one third ounces
The word is derived from
avoirdupois.
the Hindu Tola through the Mayalan word
It is the nominal unit of China;
Taliil.
its value, however, is fluctuating and it is
(Chien or
ten Mace
into
subdivided
Tsien), one hundred Candareens (Fun),
and one thousand Cash (Li). The Tael is
a weight and there are varieties for each
The Ilai-Kwan, or customs
province.
It is
Tael, has the highest valuation.
equal to five hundred and ninety and thirty-five one hundredths grains of pure silver.
See Liang.
The actual trade unit is the Dollar or
Yuan {q.v.), and to harmonize this with
the weight, the value of the Dollar is seven
Mace and two Candareens, i.e., a trifle
less than three fourths of the Tael weight.
Certain provincial coins have been struck,
however, bearing the value of one Tael,
one half Tael, etc. See Ch'ien.
In China silver is frequently cast in a
mold in the form of a truncated cone or
bowl, and coiuiterstamped with Chinese
characters, indicating the weight in taels.
See Sj'cee Silver.
Tahegan. The name given to both a
The
gold and a silver coin of Armenia.
former appears to have been of lesser value
than the Tenar {q.v.), the two coins probably having the same ratio as the Solidus
to

value
Its
the later gold Florin.
varied; Langlois (pp. 10-11) cites several
authorities to show that it was the equivalent of thirty Draclniias of silver, or forty
Poghs of copper. Sec Drakani.

and

Tahegan was introduced in
Leon II (1185-1218), with a
corresponding half, called a Tram.

The

The Paisa or
Afghan coinage.

Taka.

count.
e(iual

silver

the reign of

See Tail.

in tiie

piece of ten

Dinar

See Sanar.

Another name for the double
struck by Prithvi Vira Vikrama,
Specimens
King of Nepal, after 1881.
were issued about 1911 in both gold and

Takka.

Mohur

silver.

Takoe. An English colonial silver coin
by the African Company on the
Gold Coast in 1796. This piece has on
the obverse g. r. in script, crowned, and
on the revei^se the armorial shield of the
company, with the crest of an elephant
above.
Its value was one eighth of the
Ackey {q.v.).
issued

Talar. The Thaler of Frederick August,
King of Saxony and Duke of Warsaw,
from 1807 to 1815, is so inscribed.
Talari.
The monetary silver unit of
Abyssinia. It is of Dollar or Crown size,
contains three hundred sixty and seventy-six one hundredths grains of pure
silver, and is divided into halves, quarters,
The latter, the
tenths, and twentieths.
smallest silver coin of this country, is
known as tlie Guerche, Gersh, or Piastre.
The Talari issued under King Menelik
wda sometimes referred to as a Menelik,
and, bj- an arbitrary decree, he attempted
to introduce divisions of quarters, eighths,
and sixteenths, instead of the prevailing
decimal system.
The half Talari of Menelik 's series is
called the Agod, the one (juarter the Yaber
Rub, and the one eighth received the name
of Tenan.
The Talari obtains its name
from tiie Thaler of Maria Theresa, and
in the Amharic language it is known as
Ber {q.v.). It is also referred to as the
Argenteus.

[i'34]
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'

Tampang

Talbot

A gold cDiii of the Anglo-Galof the value of tvveuty-one Sols
and eight Deniers. An ordinance of Scptemher 10, 1453, provided for this coin
which was to he stnick at Bordeaux in
the name of Henry VI, and also in England "by eonniiand of the Captain Talbot
[jifterwards Earl of Shrewsbury], then
Lioutenant-General of Henry in Guienne.
Talbot.

lic series,

Talent, from the Greek TsXavcov, a pair
of scales, was later applied to a definite
weight and belongs to the subject of metrology rather than numismatics.
In Greece there were several standards,
but the one most common made the Talent
ecpial to sixty ilinae; the Mina equal to

one hundred Drachmai

;

and the Drachma

so that a Talent conequal to six Oboli
tained six thousand Drachmai, and when
a Talent of gold is mentioned, the term
refers to tlie weight and not tlie value.
In the Babylonian system the Talent
was also e(iual to sixty Minae or Jlanas,
and the latter was again eqiud to sixty
Siiekels.
The Semetic name was Kikkar.
The Roman Talent was a money of ac-

The Doges of Venice, from the middle
of the eighteenth century to the end of
the Republic, issued a series of Talleri for
the Levant.
Tallero del Levante.

TsJlero di Convenzione.
tion

Tamano.

term used by Spanish numeaning a small portion, and
corresponding to the Bit (q.v.). The Sueldos, Reales, etc., were formerly frequently
cut into eighths or segments, and the name
Tamano was applied to these pieces.

Tambac-tron.

of a dragon.
It was introduced
during the reign of the Emperor Miuli
Mang (1820-1842), and was current for a
Piastre, or double the value of the Quan
(q.v.).
See Fonrobert (2109-11, 2115-17).
There are both dated and undated varieties.
The word Tambac-tron
means
''round silver."
Tambio, or Trambiyo. A copper coin
of Cutch and Kathiawar, and equal to the
one fortj'-eighth of the Kori (q.v.).

The name is derived from the Sanscrit
Tamrika, though its root meaning is "of
copper." Codrington states that "in practice it used to mean a half-pice; originally,

A

Tali.
Javanese money of account, of
the value of one eighth of a Real.
See

and Tra.

The name given to a
struck by David, Count

variety of Tlialcr
of Mansfeld, in 1010.
It has a figure of
StI George on horseback, and the motto
VNii

(No. 1797).

A name

Tallard.

Ecu
raine

issued

l)y

and Bar,

Tallero.

Thaler

given

(^hai-les

III,

to

the silver
of Lor-

in 1557.

The Italian equivalent of the
The name is, however, gen-

and

to coins

later,

to

[

variety of the
as currency in
from sixty to
to its weight.

A

Si Bat.
Siamese gold
or silver coin, of the value of four Ticals
and equivalent to the Tael (q.v.). There
is a half, known as a Kroung Tamlung.
The name is also given to a crude lump
of silver which is used as money in the
Lao States in the northern ])art of Siam.
The-e coins weigh from sixty to sixty-two

Duke

of the eighteenth
distinguish tiiem
from the Scudo. Exceptions to this rule
are the Tallcri of Francesco Ferrero of
Mcsscrano (1588-1624), and tho.se of Mantua, Florence, etc., as well as the Tallero
of the Italian colony of Eritrea.

century

Tamlung,

(q.v.).

erally applied

'

it

is the name given to one
Chinese silver ingots used
Tibet.
Its value varies
seventy Rupees, according

See Madai

TH.\T.

meant a pice.
Ta-mig-ma, meaning a "horse's hoof,"

believe,

I

Talisman Thaler.

RATH

silver coin of
side inscriptions
on the reverse the

figure

corresponded to one hundred
It was generally called Cen-

1ST

base

surrounding a sun, and

(pp. 26-31).

ciOT

A

Anuam, having on one

(

BKi

Wooden Money.

A

mismatists,

tupondium.
For a full account of these early standards conf. Ilill i>p. 28-32), and Cunning-

I'itje

See

Tallies.

Libral A.sses.

ham

See Conven-

Money.

Tallero di Saui Biagio. See Vislino.
Tallero Rettoralo. See Vislino.

;

count and

See Levant Dol-

lar.

oi-

grammes.

Tampang, i)r Dampang.
A tin coin
struck for Paliang in the Malay Peninsula
from about A.H. 1261-1295.
There are
corresponding halves and quarters. From
235
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Tankah

Tampe
shape, resembling a truncated obelisk,

its

commonly known as "hat money."
Tampe, also called Etampe. A billon
coin Issued by France for colonial use
it

is

from about 1750 to 1828, in which year
The usual type
they were demonetized.
presents the original obverse effaced and
countei"stamped C.
Their value varied,
being three Sous and nine Deniers in the
Antilles; two Sous in Cayenne, etc.
See

Marque and Sol, and conf. Zay (pp. 6570), and Wood, American Journal of Numismatics

(xlviii.

129-136).

Tamunah.

See Arruzeli.
The Japanese name for the coin
Tjine.
or pattern supplied to the mint workmen
to impress in the sand or clay moulds in

making the regular

Bonk (q.v.), issued by
Dutch East India Company for Cey-

in the style of the

There appear to be two varieties of
four and three quarters, and six Stuivers,

lon.

respectively.

Tang.
lois

(p.

An Armenian
14)

copper coin. Langit corresponds to

states that

the Denga.

Tanga. Originally a silver coin of Portuguese India, struck prineipallj' at Goa,
with a value of sixty Reis, and in some
localities of fifteen Bazaruceos.
It appears to have been issued early in
the seventeenth century, and specimens
occur dated as earlj^ as 1642 and counterstamped v.o.c. by the Dutch, for use in
Ceylon. The Tanga Cruzada has the value
on one side, and a cross with the four figures of the date in the angles on the reverse.

In 1787 the Tanga was

made

a copper
coin.
The original divisions were halves
and quarters, and to these were added
later pieces of one sixth, one eighth, one
twelfth, one eighteenth, and one twentieth.

The name is probably derived from Tankah, a coinage introduced by the Patau
Sultans of I)ehli during the fourteenth
century.
See Thomas (pp. 116-117), and
the Indian Antiquary (xxvi. 235-245).
[

The

basis of the coinage of
a silver piece containing a
considerable amount of alloy, the value of
which is nominallj' six Annas, though, as
a rule, three of them are exchanged for
an Indian Rupee, i.e., sixteen Annas.
The subdivisions of the Tang-Ka are
made by cutting up the coin itself. These
divisions are
Sho-Kang,
"/a of a Tang-Ka equal to 4 Annas.

Tjuig-Ka.

Tibet.

It

is

Chhl-Ke,
Kar-ma-nga,

Kha-Kang,
Khap-chhe,

coins for circulation.

These Tanes or "Seed" Sen are carefully
made of superior metal and are much
sought after by Japanese collectors, and
correspond in a waj' to a proof coin. See
Yeda, Haha Sen, and Yang Ch'ien, the
Chinese equivalent.
Tang. A rectangular copper bar coin
the

Tang-au-chon. See Chon.
Tsuig-bak-chon. See Chon.
Tang-Ka, or Padika. A silver coin of
ancient India, the one fourth of the Karsha.
(S'ee Pana.

%

"

i/o

"
"

%

Vis

The principal

"'

•
"

'
"

"

"
"

"

varieties of the

3
2

"

1

Anna.

'/a

"

Tang-Ka

are the following:

Ga-den Pho-dang Tang-Ka, which was
at the 6a-deu palace at Lhasa,

struck

about 1750.

Kong-par Tang-Ka, minted at Giamda
on the borders of the Province of Kongbo, and dated in Tibetan figures.
Pa-nying Tang-Ka, meaning "old Nepalese" coinage, commonly called Ang-tuk
(qM.), and termed Mohar by the people
of Nepal.
Nag-tang, or black Tang-Ka, a name
given to the Nepalese coinage of Ranjit
Malla Deva, bearing the Newar date 842,
or 1722.

Cho-tang, or "cutting Tang-Ka." A
Nepalese coin since the Gorkha conquest,
not struck for currency in Tibet, but generally current.
Conf. Walsli, Coinage of
Tibet, in Memoirs Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1907 (ii.), and Wood, in American
Journal of Numismatics, 1912.
For extensive historical references concerning the
name, see R. C. Temple in The Indian

Antiquary (xxvi. 235-244).
Tsuikah. A standard in both gold and
about one hundred and seventyfour grains in each metal, introduced by
the kings of Dehli.
The Tankah was divided into sixty-four parts, eacli called a
Kani, and equal to four Palus.
On the copper coins of Jahangir, the
son of Akbar, are to be found the words
RAWANi and RAiJ, both meaning "current
coin," and corresponding in weight with
the Tankah.
Valentine (p. 162) de-

silver, of
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Temple Money

Tanner

The
Tartemorion, oi" Tetartemorion.
one fourth of the Obol and the one twentyfourth of the Drachm. Aristotle mentions

scribes a piece of four Taiikahs struck by
Akbar for Kabul A.H. 996. The piece of

Kani

fifty

known

(Fonrobert,

No.

2917)

was

this

as Adli.

Tanuma Go Momme

A

Gin.

phon,

A

Tare.

Japan-

It

was

Elliot

See Knife

small silver coin of northern

and probably struck

Malabai-,

eipial to half of the
(pp. 57-58).

Calicut.
Paisa.
See
at

In some districts it is known as the Vis
or Viz, and, while the value varied slightly, it was computed at one sixteenth of
the Fanam, wherever the latter coin was
current.
Tarelares.

Du Cange

cites

an ordinance

of 1442 in which this denomination occurs
as a money of Brabant.

An early billon or base silver
of the Duchy of Bretagne, of the
value of two Deniers. It is mentioned in
an ordinance of 1459, issued by Count
Targa.

coin

Francis II.
Tarin, or Taro (plural Tari). In Malta
this appears as a silver coin early in the
sixteenth century, with the value of a
A copper issue
fifth of a Ducato {q.v.).
occurs under Giovanni de la Vallette
(1557-1568). Both series had various multiples, some of them as high as thirty.
In Naples and Sicily the same values

were retained up to 1818, when the Sicilian Taro was ctpiivalent to half of the
Neapolitan one.
Tarja. An early Castilian copper coin,
of about the value of one fourth of a Real.

The name means
til is

a variety of shield,
figure occurs on the coins.

and

from the Greek TSTap-rjpov
term applied in late Roman
times to a bronze piece.
See Du Cange,
Dissert, de infer, aevi numisvi.
Tartaron,

iq.v.),

is

coin.

It

is

A Khwarizm

coin, the one
and one twenty-fourth
It was etpial
of a Dinar, or of a Dirhem.
to two Habbehs in relation to the Dirhem
or three Habbehs in relation to the Dinar.

(piarter of a Danik,

hidies.

Pi.

silver

See TeastuJi.

Tassuj.

used was from conornaments of the Japanese

Tao, Tao Ch'ien, Tao
Money.

smallest

have been struck at Athens, ColoAegina, Elis, Tegea, Argos, and

Tasdan.

the metal

that

fiscated silver

tlie

to

Sicyon.

ese silver coin, valued at five Momme, issued in 1765, of rectanjiular shape. It is

said

as

known

Tanner. A slang; name for an English
Sixpence. The word may be a corruption
of Danaro, or from the Gyjisy tann, meaninjr little, the coin heinpr a small one when
compared with the Shiliinfj. Dickens uses
the term in M<irtin Chuzzleivit (xxxvii.).

a

[

:

the Danik. See Danik.
An expression frequently
found in German catalogues, and applied
to coins having a representation of the
baptism in the river Jordan, as referred
It varies witli

Tauf Thaler.

to in St.

Matthew

(iii.), St.

Tayell. A former
Atjeh. See Mas.

Tchen.
Tchu.

Tea

Mark

(i.), etc.

See Toweelah.

Tawil.

money

of account at

See Chien.
See Chu.

as currency.

See Brick Tea.

Dinneen, Irish-EiKjlish l>ic1904, has: "Teastun, Teastuin.
Itnl.
Tcsfourpenny piece, fourpencc.
tone. Englkh. Tester. Scotch Gaelic, TasTeastun.

A

tioiiari/,

'"

dan, a Shilling.

Teding Penny, or Tething Penny. An
form of Tithing Penny (q.v.).

obsolete

Temin Budschu. See Budschu.
Temmin. See Timmin.
Temple Coins. The Drachms or HemiDrachms issued from the temple at Didy-

ma

are so called.

They were

of the

same

types as those of the coins of ^liletus, and
appear to be a special Milesian issue meant
for religious purposes.
See Ilill (pp. 8081).

Temple Money.

A name

given

series of Chinese medals, dating

to

a

from the

time of the Sung dyimsty (A.D. 9601127). and specialK- of the pei'iod of Tsing-

Kang, A.D. 1126."
These medals were employed at ceremonies in honor of the god Kuei-Sing,
who forms a part of the constellation of
I'rsus Major.
Couf. Kainz, Die xogennnnten Chinesischen Tempelmiinzen, 1895, and
see also Kangtang.
237]

Tempo

Testone

Tempo.
An oblong bronze coin of
Japan, first made in 1835, and of the value
Its price at
of one hundred Mon or Sen.
first was thirty to a Ryo of former coin,
this probably representinu; one thousand
Moll, so that its actual value on this computation would be one to thirty-three and
one third.
From 1854 to 1859 this coin
depreciated to sixty to the Ryo, and in
the .year 1860 to a hundred.
It has nowfallen to one hundred and twenty-five to
the Yen, which is one to eight Mon. Sec

Munro

(pp. 148-151).
coins and fancifid pieces
of oval form are known as Tempo shaped.

Many Japanese

Tempo Koban.

>SVr

Koban.

Tenan, Temun, or Toumon.
given to the one eighth Talari
Abyssinia. »SVe Ber.

piece of

(passim).

The name of certain silver coins
of the various Muhammadan States of Central Asia.
The Tenga of Bokhara is worth
about ten cents. See Denga.
Tenga.

A

popular name for the ten
the Bank of England.
Thomas Hughes, in Tom Brown at Oxford,

Tenner.

Piiund
1861

note

(xix.),

of

says,

much; perhaps

"No money?"

"Not

a tenner."

Tercia Apuliensis.
The one third of
It is also called the
the Apuliense (q.v.).
Tercia Ducalis, its value being one third
of the Ducato d'Argento.

A

Terlina.

XI

1

of

France

billon coin struck by Louis
for Asti, between 1498 and

See Hoffmann (64-75).
Tern. A gold coin struck by the Counts
of Barcelona during the eleventh century,
and valued at one third of the Mancuso
d'Oro, or one twelfth of the Quaterne
The name is probably a corrup{<l.v.).
tion of Dinar, which appears to be confirmed by the fact that these coins have
both Arabic and jjatiii inscriptions.
1518.

Temar,
1\-

or Ternarius.
The name usiialill
the coinage of Poland to a
re|)reseiiting a triple Denarius, or

ajjplicd

piece

Pfennig.

It

zig, etc.

Temariae formae, or triple Aurei. A
gold coin, said by Laiupridius, Sev. Alex.
(39), to have been issuetl by Elagabalus.
Temiones. The name for the triple AuSpecimens are known of Commodus
and Gallienns.
Territorial Gold.
The name given to
certain gold coins issued by the Oregon
Exchange Company in 1849 the Moi'mon
coinage in Utah struck from 1849 to 1860;
and the gold coins isstied by three private
rei.

;

firms in Colorado during the years 1860
and 1861. See Private Gold Coins.

The name

Tenar. A gold coin of Armenia, corresponding to the Dinar (q.v.). The name
appears to be applied to such pieces as
have native inscriptions, the coins struck
by the Georgians, Arabs, etc., receiving the
name of Solidus or Byzant. See Langlois

III in the latter part of the sixteenth century, and copied for Posen, Lobseuz, Dan-

was introduced by Sigismund
[

A

Teruncia.

Roman copper

small

coin,

money of account. See
The same name is also given to

or perhaps a

Li-

bella.

the

Quadrans

(q.v.).

Terzarola.
A gold coin of Genoa, issued under the first Doge, Simon Boccanegra (1339-1344).
It was equal to one
third of the Genovino.
The same name is given to a billon coin
of Milan, introduced by the Visconti, in
the fourteenth century, and e(iual to one
third of the Danaro.

A name

Tesserae.
pieces

in

given

to certain
the use of
been satisfactorily deter-

Roman

the

series,

which has not
mined.
They exist in both bronze and
lead, and usually have a figiire or portrait
on one side and a numeral of value on
the reverse. It is generally supposed that
they were cmploj-ed as temporary substitutes for money, such as for admission to
the ancient games, theatres, etc.

Tester.

Teston.

See Testoon.

From

the Italian testa, a head,

and therefore, strictly speaking, any coin
with a head upon it the name seems to
;

have been

applied to certain silver
pieces of Louis XII of France, because
they bore the head of that ruler, and thus
identified the coinage as a national one.
Its value in France was later made at
one quarter of the Ecu. See Tostao.
Testone. The Italian form of the Teston.
There are remarkably fine specimens
struck for Milan during the Sforza dynasty (1450-1500).
The Emi)eror, Charles
V, issued it for Naples and Sicily as ecpial
to two Carlini
and at Ferrara, under Al-

2;i8 ]

first

;

Thaler

Testoon
fonso

II

known

(1559-1597), it had a value of
It occurs for .Miranilnla,

to

have been struck at Agrigentum.

eifjhtoen Paoli.

;\Icnaenum,

Savoy, Mantua, in the Papal series, and
numerous other Italian states.
Testoon, or Tester. The Enjjlish equiyIt was introduced in
aU'nt of tlu' Tcstoii.

giiini.

Tetrassarion,
four Asses (in

1504, in the third coina^'c of Henry VII,
The coin
at twelve Pence.
is
noted as bein^r the first English coin
which lia.s an actual portrait of the reign-

ing sovereign.
In 1543, under Henry VllI, Testoons
were ordered to be struck, the .silver in
them being of a lower grade of fineness
In
tiian had been jireviousiy employed.
1548 they were called in by ju-oclamation,
all persons being forbidden to utter or receive them in payment, bvit the holders of
any such coins could take them to the
mints and receive other current coins in
exchange, at the rate of twelve Pence for
The term Shilling soon supcverj' piece.
planted the expression Testoon; Shakespeare uses Tester in The Merry Wives of
first

appeared

in the Scot-

but these pieces were
struck in Prance by the mill and screw
Their value was five Shillings.
I)roce.ss.
Testudo. The name given to such coins
of Aegina as bear the figure of a tortoise.
Tetarte, -ztzipxTi. The one fourth of the
gold Stater, a denomination which was

tish coituige in 155.3,

seldom coined.
Tetartemorion. A Greek silver coin of
the value of one fourth of the Obol (q.v.).
See Tartemorion.
Tetarteron, TS-rapTi^pov. The one fourth
of the Solidus, first coined by Nicephorus
I, Emi)cror of the East.
Tetrachalk, isxpiyatKY.O'/.
Tiie ([uadSpecimens struck at
ruple Chalcus (q.v.).
Chios and by several of the Syrian kings
are known.

Tetradrachm, or Tetrad rachmon, represented
iq.v.),

the

midtiple

of

four

Drachms

and became the most widely

circu-

lated coin of the Greeks.

Tetranommos,
is

mentioned

in a

or piece of four

Nommoi,

Delian inscription.

The Triens of the Roone tiiird of the Litra, and
composed of four ounces, or Ilneiae.
Bronze specimens of this denomination are
Tetras,

mans,

-.i-paq.

eipial to

[

and

Syracuse,

-rsTpajaap'.ov.

A

Kiie-

piece of

other words, the Sestertius), by Greek writers often called Nomos.
It was coined extensively under the Homan
Empire in the Greek cities until the reign
of Claudius.

and was valued

Windsor.
The Testoon

Segesta,

Tetrastater, or (piailruple Stater. When
is coined in gold, it is called the Oetodrachni and the Mnaieion {q.v.).
Tetrobolon.
A piece of four Gboli,
coined at Athens and a few other cities.
See Obol.
this

Tettigia.
The zt'-zr^ia TC-roXsiAzr/.i "/p'JJa
of the Uelphie inscriptions are erroneously
supposed to designate certain gold coins,
but in all probability they refer to some
kind of gold ornament. See Babelon,
Traifr (i. 519-521).

The best known of all the coins
European continent, and one which
enjoyed an uninterrupted popularity for
four centuries.
The demand for a large
silver coin was manifested in the latter
part of the fifteenth century for trade and
commercial purposes, due to the great
quantity of silver which was being used in
Thaler.

of the

Europe.
By an edict dated June 4, 1474, Duke
Galeazzo Maria of Milan ordered the striking of a silver coin of the value of one
In 1477 Archduke
fourth of the Ducat.
Sigismund of Tyrol founded a mint at
Hall (in the vicinity of the rich silver
mines at Schwaz), from which mint were
issued
1484 the so-called Guldenin
grosehen {q.v.) of the value of one Gulden,
and approximately of the size of the Thaler.
These new, large, silver coins were
rapidly copied, and a demand was created
by the development of the silver mines in
Tyrol and Bohemia. At the beginning of
the sixteenth century the Emiieror Maximilian issued Guldengroschen with a bust
portrait and five armorial shields on the
reverse, which were copied after the medallie Thaler of 1479, struck to commemorate his marriage with Maria of Burgundy.
Brandenburg coi)ied the Thaler
in 1521, and in 1525 appeared those of
Count Stephan von Schlick in .loachimsthal in Bohemia, called Joaehimsthaler, or
Schlickthaler.
As this term was no doubt
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"

Thirteen-pence-half-penny

Thaler
it was abbreviated into
Thaler, a designation thereafter generally
adopted. These were approximately of the
size of the Guldengroschen, but of somewhat inferior fineness, thus yielding a
larger percentage of profit to those issuing
This fact led to their adoption
them.
sooner or later by almost every country
in Europe, with variations of the name,
e.(j., Daler, Tallero, etc.
Bj- an ordinance of 1551 the value of
the Thaler was made equal to seventy-two
Kreuzer, and that of the Guldenthaler, a
In 1566 the
smaller coin, sixty Kreuzer.
Thaler was made the legal imperial silver
coin and reduced to a value of sixty-six

found too lengthy,

in Austria and southern Germany,
but in north Germany it was divided into
Groschen. The latter varied according to
the weight and fineness of the Thaler, and
consequently there exist Thaler of twenty,
twenty-one, twenty-four, twenty-five, thirty, thirty-two, thirty-six, and even fortyThis led to the general
eight Groschen.

Kreuzer

practice of applying a certain number of
Groschen to make up the equivalent of a
Thaler, called a Zahlthaler, and this coin
suffered in proportion to the fineness or
debasement of its component parts.
Those Thaler, however, which adhered
to the legal standard were distinguished
from the Zahlthaler by the name of Speciesthaler
These were accepted
{q.v.).
throughout Germany on a regular fixed

and in consequence they were valued
anywhere from two to ten times of the
Zahlthaler.
The Speciesthaler, by an or-

basis,

at

of 1623, received the name of
Reichsthaler and was made equal to ninety
Kreuzer, or one and one half Gulden in
southern German.y, and twenty-four Groschen in the northern portions. The Vienna
Monetary Conference of 1857 designated
the Thaler to be equal to one and one half
Austrian Gulden, or one and three quarter
Gulden of the South German States. After the unification of the German States
empire a gold standard was
into an
adopted in 187.'^ and the Thaler was given
In
a legal tender value of three Marks.
1907 the Thaler was made subsidiary.
There are large coins issued as multiples of the Thaler as high as sixteen Speciesthaler (xre Loserthaler), and divisions

dinance

of two thirds, one third, one half, one
sixth, one twelfth, one twenty-fourth, one
[

the latter for the See of
Wiirzburg, and one one hundred and
ninety-second issued for Liibeck in 1706.
Theler. See Judenpfennige.
eighty-fourth,

Thetri.
In the Georgian coinage this
is the equivalent of Albus, or Weis.spfennig. Two hundred Thetri were equal
to ten Kopecks, or one Abaze.

word

Thibronian Money, Oi^puvsiov w\).izt^a.
mention by Photius has caused con-

Its

discussion among the learned.
(i. 474-478) gives a resume
of the controvei-sy, and finally designates
certain Ephesian gold coins as probably
representing this famous coinage, said to
have been struck by the Spartan general
siderable

Babelon, Traite

Thibron.

Thick 'im, and Thin 'un, are slang
English terms used respectivel.y for the
Sovereign and Crown and the corresponding halves.
Percy Clarke,
in Australia

in his

work The New Chum

143), has the following:
"If he feel that it were better for him to
quaff the flowing bowl, and he has a
drought within him, and a friend or a
thick 'un to stand by him, he is a
fool to refuse."
(p.

.

The Annamese word

Thien.

.

.

for Ch'ien

(q.V.).

Thin *un. See Thick 'un.
Third Guinea. An English gold coin
issued from 1797 to 1813 inclusive.
See
Guinea.
Thirteener. A name formerly current
in Ireland for the English silver Shilling,
tiie same being worth thirteen Pence of the
Iri.sh copper currency.
Lover, Handy Andy (xiv.) says: "With
a bold thirteen in the treasury;" and
Thomas Crofton Croker, in his Legends of
the Lakes (308), speaks of "golden guineas

and

lily-white thirteens.

Captain Marrj-at, in his no\el,The King's

Own

(xxi.), has the following; "He says
that it's two thirteens that must be paid
for it.
Have you two shillings?"
.

.

.

Thirteen-pence-half-penny.
This sum
was formerly known as "the hangman's
wages," it being the fee given to the executioner at Tyburn.
The name was given
to the Scotch Merk, which after the union
of England and Scotland was decreed to be
current at 13^^ pence.
240
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Crown

Thistle

Tical

It is referred to tiy Defop, in his novel,
Colonel Jack, 1722. who mentions "A paper of old thirteen-penee-half-penny pieces,
half and quarter pieces, with ninepences,
and four-pence-halfpeniiies, all crooked
money, Scotch and Irish coin."
An Enfrlish gold coin
Thistle Crown.
struck only in the rei^'u of James 1 pursuant to a proclamation of October 20,
Its original value was four Shil1604.
lings, which was raised one tenth, or to
four Shillings and four and three quarter
The union of the kingPence, in 1611.
doms is referred to in the legend Tucatur
unita Drus, i.e., "May God protect the
united (Kingdoms)." This coin was discontinued in 1612, the addition to its value
making it extremely inconvenient for
reckoning.
It receives its name from the
crowned thistle on one side.
known as the
also
Thistle Dollar,
Doulile-Mcrk, is a Scottish silver coin
which appears only in the third coinage of
James VI, i.e., from 1578 to 1580, inbears a thistle with large
It
clusive.

by Edward

I\' for Ireland, on a<'connt of
peculiar reverse, which bears three
crowns, one above the other, witii the inscription DOMINVS HIBERNIE.

the

Three Farthings.

These silver coins
struck li.\- Henry VIII for Ireland, hut in the English scries they were
not issued until 1561 and discontinued
in 1582.
Thej' have never since been
coined.

were

Three Halfpence.
simultaneously with
also

weight

its

The

grains.

West Indies.
Henry VIII issued

a Threejience for
Ireland with the inscri])tion civita-s dvbMNiE; this coin was, however, struck in

of Scotof James

London.

crowned,

Thiiringer Groschen.
to

.

a

series

of

silver

The name given

cdins

issued

by the

^Margraves Balthasar and Fredei-ick of
Meissen early in the fifteenth century. Instead of the design with the lion, as on
the Fiirstengrosehcii (r/.c), they bear the
Thuringian helmet.

.

REX scoTORUM and a ship with
bearing respectively 1 and 6 at the
bow and stern, with a Scottish shield
crowned over the side, and a thistle-head in
the waves.
This piece occurs only in the fourth
coinage of James VI, i.e., in 1588. and the
.

of

account and a.'ssumed to correspond to the
Tremissis.
In Mcrcia the Thrymsa was
equal to three Pence, and the Continental
Saxons had one Shilling of two Thrymsas
and another variety of three. The name
is jirobably derived from the Anglo-Saxon
word (iri, i.e., three. See Ruding (i. 114).

Thistle Noble. A gold coin of Scotland,
of the weight of one liundred and eighteen
grains, and of a value of £7 Gs. 8rf., which
obtains its name from the thistle on the
The obverse has the
side of the ship.
iacobvs
6
dei
following inscription
GR.\TiA

An Anglo-Saxon money

Thrymsa.

1604, in-

.

re-

the

is

.

They were

Threepence. This English silver coin
appeared in 1552 in the reign of Edward VI and was discontinued in 1684.
They were authorized for gen(>ral currency in 1845, and also formed ))art of the
Maundy Money. From 1834 they were
struck for various colonies, especially Malta, Mauritius, Ceylon, Sierra Leone, and

half, quarter,

:

in

first

one hundred and five
and one eighth
Jlerk were struck during the same period.

and

abandoned

were issued
preceding, and

These

the
1582.

vived under William 1\' for circidation in
the West Indies and Ceylon, but discontinued in the last-namecl island in 1870,
when an issue of Cents was ad()i)ted. Sec
Quattie.

Its weight
leaves between the letters i.r.
is three hundred and forty-three and one
half grains, and it contains eleven parts
of fine silver to one part of alloy.

A silver coin
Thistle Merk.
land, issued in the eighth coinage
VI, and bearing the dates 1601 to
clusive. The obverse has a thistle

first

.

flags

A

Tiao.
string of Chinese Cash, consisting in the various provinces fi-om one
hundred to one thousand of the coins, and

were engraved by Thomas Poulis.
Thousander. iSVr IMiliarensis.
Three Crowns Money. A name given

dies

supposed to he the e<iuivalcnt of the Tael.
See Kuan, and Ch'uan.
Tical, or Bat.
The unit of the silver
coinage of Siam.
It was originally in a
spherical form, commonly known as Bullet

a variety of the Groats, half Groats,
Pennies, half Pence, and Farthings, i.ssued

to
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'

:

Tien

Tin

Money, and based on weiglit, but this type
was superseded in 1861 by ordinary coins
made at Birmingham in England.
The Siamese series ranges as follows

—

2 Lott or Salots
1 Att, tMiuivalent to onoslxty-fourth Tloal.
2 Atts = 1 Pal or Phal, equivalent to one-thirtyseconil Tical.

2 Pais

=

Song Pai or

1

Silc,

equivalent to one

six-

teentli Tical.

=

2 Song Pais
Tical.
2

Fuangs

=

1

1

Fuaug. equivalent

to

one eighth

Salung or Mayon, equivalent

to

one quarter Tical.
2 Salungs = 1 Song Salung, equivalent to one half
Tical.

=

2 Song .Salungs
1 Tical or Hat.
2 Ticals =r 1 Song Bat or Kroung Tamlung, equivalent to 2 Ticals.
2 Song Bats
1 Tamlung or Si Bat (Tael), equivalent to 4 Ticals.
20 Tamlungs = 1 Catty or Chang, equivalent to

=

adopted by the nations of Western Europe.
It is found in the Merovingian coinage,
struck at Paris, Marseilles, Dnurstede,
Lyons, Viviers, etc., and of somewhat
larger size, among the Visigoths of Spain
from the sixth to the eighth century, with
the mint marks of Cordova, Merida, Coimbra, Tarragona, Seville, Toledo, etc.
Tiffins.
A nickname given to a series of
tokens which, for a time, were verj^ popular in Canada as substitutes for the inadequate legal copper currency. They derived
their name from Joseph Tiffin, a Montreal

merchant,

who impoi^ed them

in

large

from Birmingham, England,
There are several minor variand numerous imitations.

quantities
about 1825.

80 Ticals.

eties

In 1868 a mint was established at Bangkok, and multiples of the Tical in gold
were introduced.
The silver Tical weighs fifteen and thirty-sixth one hundredth.s grammes, or two
hundred and thirty -seven grains troy.
The Tical is also counterstamped in various ways for use in Burma. Hunter, in
his Account of Pegu, says: "The principal
money of this country is silver, which is
not coined, but paid by weight.
The
smallest denomination is the tycal
one
hundred tyeals make one viss; and these
are used in weighing goods as well as
money.
Conf. also, for an entensive account of
the Tical, both as a weight and as a coin,
R. C. Temple in the Indian Antiquari)
(x.wi. pp. 245, 253-256), and Sehroeder (p.

Tilla.
A gold coin of Kashgar in
Turkestan, of Khwarizm, and of Afghanis-

587).

Ecu, stntck at Trevoux, Dombes, in Burgundy, in 1650. It bears the youthful
portrait of Mile. Anna Maria Louisa d 'Orleans, and was used as a jewel or decora-

;

tan.

Timbre de Valencia, or Casquete. The
name given to a gold coin of twentyfour grammes, introduced by Alfonso V,
of Aragon (1416-1458), for Valencia.
It varied from previous issues in having
the bust of the king substituted for the
helmeted shield (Scudo casque). There is
a corresponding half known as medio
Timbre de Valencia, or medio Casquete.
See Engel and Serrure (iii. 1346).

King

Timma.

'

Tien.

The Annamese name for

a string

In 1878 the Tien was reduced to fifty. A string of six hundred
fash is called a Quan Tien.

of sixty Cash.

ill

in

Timmin, or Temmin. The name given
Turkey to the piece of five Sols or half

The type was also extensively imitated
Italy under the name of the Luigino

(q.v.)/ Conf. also Blanchet

Tiercelin, or Tiercele.
A coin of Haivalue of five Deniers, and the
third of the Plaisant (q.v.).
See also
I'ugne.

iiaut, of the

Timpf.

(i.

374).

See Tympf.

Tin, it is stated, was used for coining
purposes by Dionysius of Syracuse, but
if the tradition
is
correct, all of these
pieces have disappeared.
Lenormant (i.
213) mentions a large hoard of tin Denarii
of the time of Septimius Severns, found
at Lyons, which appear to have been in-

_

Tiers.
A word used in numismatics to
indicate the third part of any denomination.
There is conseciuently a Tiers d'Escalin. Tiers de I^ion d'Or, Tiers de Plaque,
etc.

Tiers de Sou d'Or, or Tiers de Sol.
The name given to the gold Triens when
•242

pewter coin of Keda, Malay

tion.

A

Tientje.
name given to the gold ten
(Juldeii piece of the Netherlands.

[

A

Peninsular, in the form of a cock on two
or more rings. See Ponrobert (2255).

tended by the government for circulation
in Gaul.
]

Tjugomarker

Tin

Poland in 1520. It ha.s two very distinct
points or dots (Ttipfel) above the armorial

This inotal is also omployetl for obsidi.
onal issues, ami Mailliet (i. 1-3) cites coins
struck for Alkmar when that citj' was besicfjed by tiie Spaniards in 1573.
Traders" tokens in Enp;land were occasionally made of tin, and a tin or pewter
Fartliin-r was struck in 1()84, with the ini.e.,
"the
scription NVMMOUVM FAMVi^vs,
servant of the coinafje," si«;nifyin<r that
it
is a substitute for the rcfiular issues.
These pieces have a small copper stud
driven throuofh the centre to render their
imitation difficidt.
See Farthinp;.
In Prance essays of twenty, ten, and five
Francs in this metal were issued during
the second republic of 1848 to 1850.
Tin was also extensively used in the
See Pitje,
eoinafre of Java and Sumatra.
and Chalmers (p. 381).
Tin.

A

synonym

depreciating

ver, especial l.v silver

for

money, and which

curs in phrases such as
"pay the tin," etc.

"he has

shield.

.

—

sil-

oc-

the tin,"

.

The former name for the silver
The more modern word is Pao (q.v.). The word Ting
Ting.

ingots or shoes of Chiiui.

generally refers to the ingot weighing fifty
Another name is Yin Ting. See
Taels.
Sycee.

Tingle

Dangle

Money.

See

Bridge

Money.
Tinker.

A

Scotch and Irish dialm't term

for counterfeit bronze or copjicr coin.
In Cruck-a-Ijcaghan, and Slieve Gallion,
Lai/.t rind Lcfjeiifls of the North of Ireland,
1884 (p. 21), occur the following lines:
"Snrchln' for goold
it was shurol.v a ni<u-k
To Hnd <»nl.v ashos Inside av tlic ]Mit.
Ami dlvil a tinlvor ainoiitr til** wlioh- lot."

—

•

Sec Kaird Turner {supra).
Tinney. See Bazarucco.
Tippelgroschen. A nickname given to
a ba.sc silver coin struck by the Teutonic
Order in Prussia during the war with
[

—

+

The name is said to have been first applied to the small Enjrlish silver coins of
the eighteenth century which before their
recall in 1817 were often worn entirely
smooth and without traces of any inscriptions, etc., so as to resemble pieces of tin;
Mrs. Gore, in Sketches of Einjlish
Character, 1846 (6), says: "Many i)ersons
remember the villanous old coinage of
George TIT, the tin-like si.Kjienccs, which
added a word to the slang dictionary."
.

Tir Federal. An inscription which appears on Swiss shooting pieces of five
Francs, issued for the cantons of Fi-eiburg,
Lausanne, etc. It corresponds to Schiitzenthalcr iq.v.). The Italian form. Tiro Fedcrale, occurs on the issues for Lugano.
Tirolino.
A silver coin of Bellinzona,
issued early in the fifteenth centuiy for
the cantons of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden. The obverse has an eagle over a
moneta
serpent, with the inscription
BELLizoNA.
On the revci-se is an eightarmed cross, four arms of which divide the
VNDi:
rval.
svit
inscription vri
This coin is frequently termed the Gi-osso
Tirolino, but the expression Tii'olino is
used by some authorities to indicate a
mezzo Grosso.
The type was copied by the Fieschi
family for Crevacuoi-e during the sixteenth
century.
This is not an actual
Tithing Penny.
coin but the name given to a snuill dut.v
formerly paid by manorial tenants to the
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—

—

and also a payment made by lords of
manors at the hundi-ed court.
lord,

A

New World of
Edward Phillips, in
Wo7-ds, or General Dictionarn, 1706, has:
"Teding-, Tething-, or Tithing-Penny, a
Tax or Allowance formerly paid to the
Sheriff from evci\v Tithing, towai-ds the
Charge of Keeping Courts."
Titolo.
An Italian word used to exthe purity of the metal employed
for coinage. See Forte.
Tizzy, also written Tizzey, and Tissey.
An English slang tei-m for a Sixpence.
The origin of the word is obscui-e, but it
may be a corrupt ioii of Testoon (q.v.).
The designation is found early in the nineteenth centurv, and Bulwer emplo.vs it in
pi-ess

The Ca.rtons\v. 1).
iSVc
Tjaturvin^atimzmam.
Tjentai.
The name given

Ki'ishnala.

the gold
coin of four Rupees, sti'iick for Biirma
Sec Fonin 1866, i.e., with the date 1228.
robcrt (No. 2.306).
to

Tjugomarker. The Swedish etpiivalent
for triple Thaler. It is usually applied to
the large crown of Charles TX, struck in
1608 with the inscription iehovah * solaTIVM
]

MEVM

:

Toman

Tobacco
Tobacco was used in many of the Britmedium of exchange for

ish Colonies as a

Oldmixon, in his British Emeurreucy.
pire i)i America, 1708, writing of Marj-hind, says: "The Lord Proprietary had a
Mint here, to coin iloney, but it was never
Tobacco is their
made much use of.
.

.

.

Meat, Drink, Cloathing, and Money."

Under the Antigua Act of November 20,
"one thousand pound of good Marchantable tobacco in Role" was one of the
fines.
In the Bermudas the "Martial Officers at the Toune," i.e., at St. George,
were paid in tobacco in 1620, and later.
1644,

See Chalmers (passim).

Tobacco Note.

See Inspection Note.

Toghrali. IMarsden states (i. 372) that
term "does not belong to a particular
denomination, being applied to such pieces,
whether of gold or silver, as are distinguished by the toghra or royal cipher, and
that of zingirli (from zingir, a chain)
seems to be given only to those coins which
have been pierced with a hole for the purpose of hanging them on a chain about
this

the neck."

Toghralu-Funduk.
Toison.

See Funduk.

See Vlies.

Tokens, or Pledges of Value, as they
were sometimes called, appeared earl.y in
the fifteenth century, and Queen Elizabeth
permitted municipal tokens to be struck
by the cities of Bristol, Oxford, and Worthe plwmbei
evidently referring to the leaden
tokens issued in the time of Henry VII.
There were three periods in English history when a large number of tokens were
put into circulation, owing to the inadeThe first of
((uacy of the regal coinage.
these was from about 1601 until prohibited
by a royal proclamation dated August 16,
1672, when a regal issue of copper half
cester.

Erasmus mentions

Aiif/liae.

and Farthings was made. From
1802 the copper coinage was again
insufficient and a large quantity of tokens
appeared. This series were originally described and inimbered by the Rev. James
Conder, and collectors consequently refer
In 1811 a
to them as the Conder Tokens.
third and last series of English tokens ap])eared, and these continued until 1817
when an Act was passed which prohibited
their manufacture and use, and persons

Periiiies

17S7

to

[

who had

issued any were obliged
them by the end of the year.

to

redeem

Among the earliest tokens issued in the
United States are those struck in 1789 by
Mott, an importer and dealer in silverware in New York City, and the ones dated
1794, of the firm of Talbot, Allnm & Lee
The latter are someof the same place.
times muled with English half Penny
tokens of the same period.
See also Copperheads, Hard Times Tokens, and Communion Tokens.

Tola. An Indian weight, chiefly of gold
or silver. The derivation is probably from
the Sanscrit ttita, a balance, or tul, to
weigh, to lift up.
In 1833 a regulation was passed for altering the weight of the new Farrukhabad Rupee, and for assimilating it to
the legal currency of the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, also for adjusting the
weight of the Calcutta Sicca Rupee.
The weight of the Farrukhabad Rupee
was introduced as the unit of a general
system of weights for government transactions throughout India under the native
denomination of the Tola.
The following scale was adopted
8 Rattis = 1 Masha = in tmy grains.
12 Mashas = 1 Tola =
SO Tolas (sicca weight)

ISO

=

1

tro.v srains.

Seer or Sihr

troy.

lbs.

40 Seers

=

1

Muu. or liazar Maniifl

—

=

214

100

lbs.

troy.

Tollero, or Tollore.
Another form of
Tallero {q.i'.). but specially applied in Tuscan.y to designate the Scudo
issued by Ferdinand I de Medici and his
successors for trading with the Levant.
\n-iting

Toman. A gold coin of Persia, probablv introduced in the reign of Shah Abbas" I (A.H. 996-1038
1587-1629). Its
original value was ten thousand Dinars,
the money of account (which must not be
confused with the Arabian Dinar), and it
was equal to fiftv Abbasis.
Under Mehem'ed Shah (A.H. 1250-1264
1834-1848), a new system of coinage
was introduced, and the equivalents were
1 Toman
=
10 Kran.

=

=

=

ir

=

20 Penahart.
200 Shahi.
10000 Dinar.

This remained in force until the year 1875,
when, under the Shah Nasr ed-din. the
French monetary system, with the Kran as
a basis, was adopted.
At present there are
244
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Tourelle

Tomin
multiples of two, five, and ten Tomans, and
divisions of halves and (inarters.

Tomin. A word sometimes used for the
Real in some of the South Ameriean coinages, but specifically a])plied to tlie one
See Fonrobert
fifth Boliviano of Bolivia.
(969!)).

Tomlno.

I)u

Cange

cites

an ordinance

of 1585 in which a coin of this name is
mentioned as being current in the Spanish
possessions.
Francesco de Dino
(cap.
Ivii.) states that it was a piece of twelve
Deniers used in Seville, and that it was
valued at one si.xteenth of the Castellano.

Tondino,

An

Italian

sometimes called Tondello.
term signifying tiic disc of

metal which is prejiared
coin.
See Planchet.

for

striking

a

Tooled. Having tlie device or lettering
on a coin or medal brought out in higher
relief by means of a graver.
Torellino.
A variety of the Piccolo of
issued
under Republican rule
(12GU-13;26), and copied by Guido of Correggio (1341-1345).
It received its name
from the figure of a small ox on the coin,
which design may have been adopted to
commemorate the celebrated Torclla da
Strada, master of Parma circa 1220.

Parma,

Torentje. A silver coin of Louvain, of
the value of half a Groot, struck by Wenceslaus and Johanna (1355-1405).
gold coin, known as the Gouden Tor-

A

was issued by .lolianna pursuant to
an ordinance of August 15, 1393. See v.d.
ens,

fhijs (pp.

9.5,

107, 109, 111).

The name of these coins appears
derived from tiio doorways on the

to be

build-

ing figured on the reverse.

Tori Sumi Sen.

Tomese

See

Bun

(plural Tornesi).

1355) and continued in use until the beginning of the sixteenth century.
The
type resembled that of the Soldino.
Tomez. A Portuguese silver coin,
which obtains its name from its resemblance to the Gros Tournois.
It appears
to have been originally issued in the reign
of Denis (1279-1325), and discontinued in
the time of Fernando
(1367-1383). The
half or Meio Tornez, struck by the latter
monarch, was of billon.
1

'

Tostao.
A silver coin of Portugal,
which appeared during the reign of John
II (1481-1495), and was struck extensively
at Lisbon and Porto.
It had a value of
one hundred Reis, and midtiples exist.
Under John V (1706-1750) its nominal
value was eighty Reis, but this appears
to have been only temporary.
This is the
coin fre(pientl}- referred to as the Teston.

Toston.

A

silver coin of Colombia, BoChile, Ecuador, and Peru, of the
value of four Reales, or half a Peso. See

livia,

Fonrobert (8218, 8259).
Touch-piece. A gold coin, usually the
Angel (q.u.), which was handed by a monarch to a patient suffering from the
"king's evil," a form of scrofula.
The
coin was then hung around the neck of
the afflicted i)erson by a white ribbon.
The pi'actice probably had its origin in
a belief in the power of kings to cure
diseases, based on the miracle described in
the gospel of St. Mark (i. 40-41).

The Elder Pretender, Charles Edward

Sen.

A

A

Tortoises.
familiar name for the
coins of Aegina, which bear the tortoise,
the .symbol of Aphrodite, the patron goddess of Aegina.
The Greek mime was
Cholonai, XsXtovat. See Pollu.x (ix. 74).

base

sil-

ver and copper coin, common to many of
the Italian states. It occurs in copper under Alfonso I of Aragon, King of the Two
Sicilies (1442-1468).
For Naples, many
nnilti|)lcs e.xist, the largest being the ten
T(n-ncsi, issued from 1819 to about 1860.
The name is a modification of the Gros
Tournois or Turnosgroschen, though the
.style is entirely dirt^^erenf.
Its value was
half of the Grano. See Dncato.

Tomesello. A copper coin of Venice,
which appears to have been introduced
about the period of Marino Falier (1354[

Stuart, claimed the power of healing by
touching, and so did his two .sons, Charles
and Henry, and some of all of these touchpieces are still extant, those of the latter
beai'ing the name of Henry IX.
The practice of touching was re|)udiated
by William III; Queen Anne disj)ensed
the royal gift at times, and George I aban-

doned

it.

Toumon.

See Tenan.

Tourelle, meaning a small tower, is a
name given to the half Gi'os of Johaiuui
and Wenceslaus, struck for Louvain in
Brabant, in the latter part of the fonr24o]

;

Tournay Groat

Tresel

The coins have
upon them.

teenth century.
of a tower

Tournay Groat.

the figure

See Gros Tournois.

A

standard Dollars, and after that date they
were worth only their metal value.
The entire history of the Trade Dollar
is treated in detail by Porter Garnett, in

general name for any coin
struck at Tours, but principally used in
connection with the Gros Tournois (g.t'.).

American Economic Review (vii. 91).
The .Japanese also issued a Trade Dollar
about the same time, known in .Japanese

Toweelah, or Tawil, meaning a "long
bit," is the name given to a variety of
the Larin money, struck at Hasa, on the
See
Arabian side of the Persian Gulf.
Allan, in Numismatic Chromcle (ser. iv.

as Boeki.

Toumois.

-xii.

324).

Town

Pieces.
The popular name for
issued by, or current in, a town,
and which are not accepted in payment
bej'oud the municipal limits.

tokens

Toxotai, To^oTat.

name

for the Daric.

Tra, or Trah.

A

The Greek popular
See Archer.

pewter or

tin coin of

Keda

in the Malay Peninsula.
The usual
types have either Malay or Arabic inscrip-

tions.

Conf. Fonrobert (2251-2254), and

Millies (pi. xxii.).
Beaulieu, in his Relation de divers Voy(ii. 83),
ages Curieux, etc., Paris, 1666
states that (transl.) in writing of Keda,
"they cast money somewhat of the material of French Sous, of a little better alloy,
however, which they call Tras, thirty-two

being worth a dollar."
J. R. Logan, in the Journal of the Indian Archipelago, 1851 (p. 58), says that
in 1850 "the native Indian coin is called
the Tra, a small round piece of tin, with
a hole in the centre, of which 160 make
a Tali, and eight Tali are worth a dollar."

Trade Dollar. The name given to a silver Dollar of four hundred and twenty
grains, authorized Iw an Act of Congress,
February

12,

1873,

for

the

purpose of

stimulating commerce with the Orient and
to take tlie place of the Mexican silver
Dollar.
It was fii-st struck in 1873 and
discontinued in 1878, during which period
approximately thirty-six million of these
coins were issued.
Proofs for collectors
were issued by the mint a.s late as 1885
in the last named year only a few were
struck.

By an Act dated February 19, 1887,
Congress provided that for six months
thereafter all Trade Dollars presented to
the Treasury should be exchanged for

the

See Munro (p. 213).
See Tra.
Traiaro, or Traiero. Tlie Italian equivIt is applied
alent of the Dreier {q.v.).
speciall}^ to coins of the value of three
Carantani, but the mint of Mantua, in
1732, .struck a coin of approximately half
a Lira which received the same name.

Trah.

A

Tram.
silver coin of Armenia, the
half of the Tahegan, and corresponding to
tlie Dirliem.
See Langlois {passim).
Trambiyo. iSVf Tambio.
Tranche Cordonnee. A term used by
French numismatists to indicate that the
edge of a coin has a corded appearance.
Trapezeta.
An obsolete Italian term
signifying a moneyer or mintmaster. Du
Cange cites records of the tenth century

where

tlie

Traro.

word

is

used.

A

billon coin of Venice, issued
in the latter part of the eighteenth centurj-.
It had a value of five Soldi, and

appears to be a variety of the Lirazza in
its debased form.
Tredesino, or Tredicina. Another name
for the half Lii-a of Bologna, issued by
Ercole I in 1471 and later.
It was iisually valued at three Bolognini.

A

Tremissis.
gold coin of the Merovingians, dating back to the seventh century.
It is practically of the same weight and
value as the Byzantine Trieiis.
It was
copied at Beneventum, etc. In the Bj^zantine Empire it was only another name for
tlie

Triens or Trimisium (q.v.).
See Aquilino.

Trentino.

Trepolcher. A silver coin of one and
one half Groschen, .struck in Sweden under
Gustavus Adolphus and later for Riga,
Elbiug, etc. See Poltora.
Tresel. A .small silver coin of the value
of three Deniors, currenl in the Swiss cantons of Freiburg, Waadt, etc. In the last

mentioned locality it ajJiieared under Guillaurae de Challant, Bishop of Lausanne
(1406-1431).
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Tripondius

Treseta
Treseta. A R(>anish copper coin, issued
the value
ill \122 to 1724 for Majorca, with
The
of three Doblers, i.e.. six Dineros.
general type presents a bust portrait, with
the value, 6, behind the head.

A

Tresin.

billon coin, belonprin? to tlie

An<rlo-(!allie series
VI pursuant to an

1423.

It

and struck by Henry
ordinance of June 4,

was current

for three

Trihemitartemorion.

A Greek silver
Triheniitetartemorion.
coin of the value of three eighths of the
Obol (q.v.). Specimens of Athens only are
known.
TrikoUybon.

Deniers

Lepta.

Trillina.

See Essays.

fourth part of the Litra,
corresponding to the Roman Quadraus. It
was struck in silver at Syracuse, and in
bronze at most of the Sicilian mints.
Trias.

Tiic

Tribute Money, or the money of atoneto in Exodus (xxx. 13, and
was equal to half a Shekel.
The Tribute Penny, mentioned in the gospel of St. :Matthew (xxii. 19), was the Ro-

ment referred
xxxviii. 26),

man

Di'iiarius.

Tricephalus. Another name for the Solidus of Heraclius, Emperor of tlie East
(613-641), which has three heads upon it.

tine

Syria.
(

Sec Tri(iuetra.

Trino.
A money of Perugia, issued in
1467 and after, and of the value of three
Denari. These coins have the letter P as
a distinguishing characteristic.

Trichalk, or triple Chalk, Tpi-/aX-/.ov. A
known to have been struck in Chios
and bv some of the Seleucid kings of
S(

Emperors.

Trinacria.

coin

Tricollybos.

See Collybos.

A billon coin of Milan, of the
value of one third of the Testone. It was
introduced in the reign of Giovanni Maria
Visconti (1402-1412), and was in u.se until
the middle of the seventeenth century. The
design on this coin, in tlie reign of Lodovico I\Iaria Sfoi-za (1494-1500), was made
by Leonardo da Vinci during his stay at
Milan.
Trimisium, -p'.;j.!a!Ov, also known as the
Triens and the Tremissis, was the one third
It was very common
of the gold Solidus.
under the later Roman and the fir.st Byzan-

Scr Tripondius.

Trial Pieces.

A

Greek copper coin, of
the value of three fourths of the Clialcus
At Athens it was equal to three
(q.v.).

Tournois.
Tressis.

Another form of

the Trihemitetartemorioii.

Triobol, -ptwpoXov, or the Hemidrachm,
is, a piece of three Obols, or half a
Drachm. In gold it was struck at Carthage
and by the Ptolemies of Egypt. In silver
it was a very common coin, and was to be
found in nearl}^ every Greek series.

TT-ikollybon.

that

Tridrachm, m- Triple Drachm. Tlie -p!Spef>f Pollux was rarely struck.
cimens, however, are known of Cyme, Aiabanda, and Ephesus.
Tridrachms. .SVr Qnadrigati.
The third of the As. It bears
Triens.
on the obverse the head of ]\Iinerva or
Roma, and on the reverse the prow of a
Four bosses are on each side, ingalley.
SpaXl^ov

dicative of

its

weight of four ounces.

Trionfo. A gold coin of Sicily, struck
by order of Ferdinand of Aragon,
and which succeeded tlie gold Reale. It
was computed at fourteen Tari of silver,
and corresponding doubles, halves, and
quarters were 'also issued.
Under Charles VI it was revived in 1723,
and bore the inscription trumi'H.vt on the
in 1490,

See

Aes Grave.

A

gohl coin in tlie Byzantine
one third of the Solidus.
It was introduced in tlie reign of Valerian us (254-260).
The Trientes were copied by the first
Gothic Kings of Spain, and also by the
Merovingians. Ser Tremissis.
Triens.

series,

eciuai

reverse.

to

Tripenon. Another name for the silver
coin of thirty Oboli, struck for tiie Ionian
Islands under English rule. See Obolos.

Trihemiobolion.
A piece of one and
one half Oboli. Sec Obol. Specimens are
known of Athens, Corinth, Leucas, Tegea,

and Cranium.
[24'

A

multiple of the Roman
after the first reduction.
It bears on
the obverse the head of Minerva or Roma,
and on the reverse the prow of a galley and
the sign m, i.e., three Asses.
It is also known as Tressis.

Tripondius.

As

'

]

Tulabhara Kasu

Triquetra
Triquetra. The name given to a type of
coins on wliich there is a figure of three
The design originated in Siclegs joined.
called by the Greeks Trinacria
ily, was
from its triangular shape, and was copied
in the Isle of Man. The motto on the latter
coins is quocunque .jesceris stabit.
The name Trinacria was a popular one
for the gold coin of two Oneie, struck bv
Ferdinand III, King of Sicily (1759-1825).
It has the above-named symbol on the revei-se.

See Wahrheitsthaler.
Tschal. A very large copper coin, about
fifty millimetres in diameter, issued for
Kaffa by Shahin Girai of Krim (A.H.
1191-1197) before the annexation of the
Crimea to Russia. See Valentine (p. 98).

Truth Dollar.

Tschech. See Tympf.
Tschetwertak. A silver coin of Russia,
of the value of twenty-five Kopecks, or one
quarter Ruble. It was introduced by Peter
I at the beginning of the eighteenth century, as part of his scheme for the reforma-

The name given to the one third
Trite.
electi'um Stater, which was struck in considerable numbers at Cyzicus, Phoeaea, and
IMytilene.

tion of the coinage.

Tritemorion, Tritetartemorion, Tritetetartemorion, meaning three Tartemorions

Tseh Ma. The Chinese name for Slip
Weight Money. See Weight Money.
Tsentez. The name given to a Turkish

A

Greek silver coin, the three
(q.r.).
fourths of the Obol (q.v.). It was struck
at Athens and many of the cities in the
Peloponnesus.
Tritetartemorion, Tpt-r)Tap-:T)[J.6ptov.
other forin of Tritemorion (q.v.).

An

(q.v.).

See Schmalkaldischer

Bundrstlialer.

Trochiskos,

-poyJiy-Mq.

t'haron's Obol

Another name for

(q.i'.).

Trojack, or Troiack. A silver coin of
It
Poland, of the value of three Grossi.
was struck under Sigismund III circa
15S)2, and continued under Johann Casimir.
There were special issues for Riga.
iSVp

Szelong.

Tronetto.

A

silver coin of the Trentino,

originally of the value of twelve Carantani
but altered in 1813 to fourteen and a half.

Trophy Money.

Wliarton,

Latv

Lexi-

con, li^M. states that this is "money formerly collected and raised in London and
the several counties of England, towards
providing harness, and maintenance for the
militia, etc."

Troue (French).

Tscheu.

See Chu.

one twentieth Medjidie, or four Metalliks.
Tsi. The name given to the pewter coins
issued at Patha Loeng on the Malay Peninsula.

See Ch'ien.
See Ch'uan.
Tso. Sven Hedin, in his work Central
Asia and Thibet, 1903 (ii. 433), states that
the Tso is the current silver coin of Lhasa.
Tso-tao. A variety of the Knife Money
Tsien.

Tritetetartemorion, TptTYjisxapTrjiAopiov.
The complete form of the term Tritemorion

Triumph Thaler.

In Poland it received the same value,
and was struck in 1842 and later.

Pierced (q.v.).

Tsiuen.

{q.v.)

of the Emj)er()r

valued

at five

Tsu Ho.
Chinese

Tung Pao

Sen

Wang Mang,

thousand Chien.
The Japanese equivalent

to the

The circulating
the Tsuj'o Sen in contradis(q.v.).

is called
tinction to Shiken Sen, etc.

Tughrali.

and

(q.v.).

See Toghrali.

Tuin, or Tuyn. A silver double Groot,
struck in Brabant at Maestricht in 14181419, and copied in Holland. The obverse
shows a lion sejant enclosed in a hedge,
and from this the coin obtains its name.
See v.d. Chijs (pp. 132, 137, 138). It is
also known as the Lion a la Ilaie.

A

Tukkuh.
general name in some parts
of Hindustan for a small copper coin.
In
the principality of the Ueccan in former
days, "the money revenue of the country
])aid in Tukkuhs, with many shells
and little gold."
Tulabhara Kasu, oi- Royal Weight To-

M'as

Trouvaille. An expression found in the
works of Frencli numismatists, and implyIt
ing a discovery, or "find" of coins.
eoiTcsponds to the German "Miinzfund."
Trussell.

See Pile.

ken.

These coins are gold, of four sizes,
twice during the reign of each ruler
of Travancore, when, according to ancient

made
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Tysschen Thaler

Tumbling Tams
custom, the ruler prcsoiits his wci^lit iu
gold to the liraliinaus witli olahorate ceremonies. Their metal value is worth from
thirteen to

two

Tva. In Swedish an adjective, meaning
two, and foinul in conjunction with designations, e.<j.. Tvamarker, i.e., two Marks.

Tweeblankspenning.

Shillings.

See Peiniing.

the thick half Pennies of the
reifrn of Georjie III.
John Gait, in The Last of the Lairds,
1826 (iv. 1) has the followinfj: "I grave him
a whole penny, twa new bawbees, gude
wei<rht, for it was then the days o' the

Twelvepenny Plack. See Non Sunt.
Twelve Pound Piece. See Pistole.
Twenty Pound Piece. The largest of all
the gold coins of Scotland, struck bv James
VI in 1576.
The motto on the reverse, parcerk
SVBIECTIS & DEBELLARE SVPERBOS, i.e., " To

Tams.
Tung, or Tung Pao, mcaninfi current or

spare the humbled, and to crush the insolent," is taken from ^'irgil Aen. (vi. 853).

Tumbling Tams.
term

An

Eui^lish

dialect

for

tuinlilinjr

valuable coin.

Yuan Pao
coins.

Sn

Tun": Pao, ('hun<r Pan, or

found on nearly all Chinese
The Japanese e(|uivalcnt is Tsn Ho.
is

Pao.

Tung

Tycal.

.

See Tieal.

Tympf, also called Timpf, from the
name of the miutmaster. Antlreas Tymi)f.

A

Pi.

monly used

The Chinese words now comcopper money.
former gold coin of the

to desijrnate

Turchifarus.

A

p]astern Empire.

ment of

.

.

;\Iicliacl

Du Cange cites a docuPaleologus dated 1261, in

which the term is used.
Turner.
A billon coin of Scotland, issueil in 1614 after James VI had become
King of England. It was of the value of
two Pence. The word is a corruption of
Tournois.

The Turners

of

the

third

coiiuige

of

Charles I were so extensively counterfeited
that a proclamation was issued l)y Charles
II iu 1661 against the forgeries.

Tumey.

A

variety of base silver, current iu Ireland at the beginning of the
fourteenth century.
The lunne is derived
from it being an imitation of the (iros
Tournois.
In 1339 a writ was issued
against the "Black iloney called Turneys, "' but allowing it to pass cuiTcnt until
other money should be provided I'm- Ireland. S,>- Ruding (i. 212).

Tumosgrroschen. »SVy' (ii'os Toui-nois.
Tutenag. An amalgam of copper, zinc,
nickel, and iron, or of pewter and tin.
It
was extensively used in the early IndoPortuguese coinage of Goa, etc.
Tuttu. See Duddu.
Tuyn. See Tuin.

C

base silver Gulden of Poland, first issued
1663.
These coins were extensively
struck under the Electors of Saxony as
Kings of Poland, and also by the Electors
of Brandenburg for Danzig, Konigsberg,
and the Polish and Lithuanian provinces.
They bear on one side a portrait of the
ruler, and on the other the figure 18, i.e.,
eighteen Groschen.
From this circumstance they are sometimes referred to as
in

Achtzehngroscher.
In Russia, the same coin is also called
Tsehech, and here it was issued at the beginning of the eighteenth century, of the
value of twelve Kopecks. There is a half

T.nnpf of the same period.
Type. In Greek: ewuv,
(J9paYt(;,
jii[ia!,

liriuTjiJiov,

ffiqixerov

;

tutcoi;, •/jxpav.-r^f,

xapaarj^iov,

in

Latin

:

y.6iJi|jia,

tj-pus,

Tcxi^ix,

figura,

forma, imago. The figure, object, inscrii)tion, or other feature on a coin or medal
which characterizes the same.
Tysschen Thaler. Danzig was the first
of the Pru.ssian cities to strike a Thaler.

Of the originals, issued in 1567, bvit two
specimens are known. One of these is in
the Gymnasium at Danzig, and the other
in the St. Petersburg collection.
About
1840 the consul Tys at Warsaw ac(iuirc(l
the original die of the reverse, and it is
said had sixteen copies with new obvei-ses
made, which are called Tj-sschen Thaler
after him.

2-*'J
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Unite

Ukkia

u
Ukkia, or Okkia. A former silver eoin
of Moroeeo, the two twenty-sevenths part
It was divided into
of the Rial in value.

Tassarolo by Agostino Spinola (16041616) and his successors; at Modena by
Cesare d'Este (1597-1628) at Florence by
Cosmo III (1670-1723), etc. The name of
the coin is also written Ongaro.
at

;

four Blanquillos

A

Umpyo.

silver coin of Korea, issued
year of the Emperor Tai,

Ungersk Gyllen.

in the nineteenth

three different denominations. Its minting
ceased in 1883. It was also called Daidong

Chun.

Un
pot"

Byong.
in the

A word meanings "silver
Korean language, and given

to a coin on account of the resemblance it
bore to that article. This silver coin had
a definite weight, and was introduced in
the sixth vear of King Shukehong, i.e..

A.D. 1101."
Uncia. The twelfth part of the As. It
bears on the obverse the head of Mars, and
on the reverse the prow of a galley. On
each side is one boss to indicate its weight
of one ounce.
A smaller coin, the Semi-Uncia, was of
one half the weight and value. See Aes

Unierijksdaalder. Another
Lei jcesterdaalder ( q.v. )

Grave.
Unciales.

See Guldengro.schen.

Uncirculated Coins are such as have
been preserved, immediately after they
were issued, and present a bright or perfect appearance, without traces of any injury.

Unecht means "not genuine," and the
term rnechte Miinzen is employed by Ger-

man

writers to indicate counterfeit coins.
Unetos. The name given to a variet.y of
Denari of Alfonso I, struck in Barcelona
in 1180, which contained one twelfth of
silver to the Mark. See Engel and Serrure
(ii.

4.39).

A gold coin, connnon to a number of the Italian states, which obtains its
name from the Hungarian type of ^latthias
Corvinus, with the Virgin and Child.
Ungaro.

At Parma
family in

it

See Gyllen.

A

Scotch gold eoin, struck by
.Tames III in his third coinage of 1486, and
continued in the reigns of James IV and
.lames V. Its weight was tifty-nine grains.
The name is derived from the design of
a unicorn, having a crown around its neck
fi'om which hang a ring and chain, and
supporting a shield of arms.
The legend on the reverse, exvrgat de
ET DisiPENT iNiMici, was copied on the Sovereign of James I of England, issued in
1603. See Alicorno.

Unicorn.

It was circular in form,
i.e., A.D. 1882.
without the central square hole, and of

was issued by the Fariiese

seventeenth century; at Correggio by Camillo of Austria (1597-1605)
tiie

;

[-2,50

name

for the

A

Uniface.
term used to describe a coin
struck on one side only.

Union Penny. The name given to a pattern Penny jirepared in 1789 by Mossop,
a jeweler and die-sinker, of Dublin. Only
si.x specimens are said to have been struck,
and two of them were presented to George
III.
Its rarity is due to the fact that the
die for the reverse broke.
The name is given to this pattern on
account of the emblematical fig\ires of Britannia and Hibernia on the revei'se.
The
engraving is after a design by Sir Joshua
Reynolds.

An English gold coin, of the
Unite.
value of twenty Shillings, first issued in
the reign of .Tames I, jjursuant to a proclamation of 1604. The union of England
and Scotland is referred to both in the
names and in the inscriptions on these
coins. The Unite reads paciam eos in genTEM UNAM, from Ezekiel (xxxvii. 22).
The Unites of the fourth coinage of this
monarch (1619) have the king's head
wreathed with laurel in.stead of being
ciY)wned, and consequentlj' they are fre((uently known as Laurels, and also as
Broad Pieces. Sec Oxford TTnite.
]

Upstalsboom Thaler

Utuzlik

Upstalsboom Thaler.
A silver coin
struck by George V, Kin<j of Hanover, in
I860 to coninieniorate the fiftieth anniversary of the uni<iM of Hanover ami East
Fi-ieshui<1.

Uqijeh. A silver coin of Morocco, first
issued under .Muliaiiimad Abd-Alhiii Ijen
Ismail (A.H. 1171-1205), and in use until
the introduction of the present system.
There is a lialf.

Urchin.

A

coin of Brabant, referred to
the eifrhtecnth century as beiufr equal
to one half of tiie Heller.
Sec Poy.
in

Urdee, or Urdih. A former money of
used at Bombay, etc., and comjMited at two Reis.
Sre Mohur.
Ursula Thaler.
Tiie name given to a
silver Tiudcr struck at Cologne in 1516,
which has on the obverse the figures of
three Jlagi with their names, and on the
reverse a vessel carrying St. Ursula and
her companions on the river Khine to
Cologne, wiu>re she is .supposed to have
suffered nuirtyi-dom.
There exist double
and ti'iple Thaler of the same tvpe. Sec
Madai (No. 2188).
Usmani. A name given to the forty Cash
piece of Mysore. See Asmani.
Usualmark. During a great part of tlie
Jliddic Ages, when payments were made

account

in the

Mark

as a

money

of account,

it

be-

[
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came necessary to have a fixed .standard,
as the Pfennige and other small coins were
not uniform in size and fineness.
The
coins were therefore melted and cast in a
flat circular lump, on which incuse stamj)ings were affixed, indicating the weight and
purity of the silver.
These ingots are
known in contemporary records as iiiarrar
argcnti u.sualis sujnaiae, and the common
name for one of them was the Usualmark.
By an agreement made in 1382, the cities
of (loslar, Brunswick, Hildesheim, Eimbeck,

Hanover,
Wernigerode,
and
Osterode
pledged themselves to kec]) all their Usualmarken at a uniform degree of fineness.
They were stamped with the arms of the
respective cities, and in addition with a
crown, as an indication of the conventional
agreement.
Uta.

See Bahar.

Utuzlik, or Otuzlik. A silver coin of the
Ottoman Empire, of the value of thirty
Paras.
The name is derived from the

Turkish word utuz, i.e., thirty. The Slavonian equivalent is Zolota, or Zolotah, by
which name it is also fre<iuently known.
Its weight varies from two hundred and
thirteen to two hundred and thirty grains,
and there is a double, called the Altmishlik.
In the reign of Selim III (A.H. 120:51222), when the weight of the coinage was
reduced, the Utuzlik was not struck.

]

Ventina

A

nickname for the five Dollar bill
V.
of the United States, which bears this numeral on the front side.
Vacquette, i.e., a little cow. A nickname
given to a billon Liard, struck by the Vicorates de Beam in the early part of the
fifteenth century. The type was copied by

Henri IV of France about 1608, on whose
coins the field was (juartered with two cows
letters H.
In the Inventory of the Chateau de Pan,
de
d'or
vacquettes
1561-1562, "Cinq
Beard" (? Beam) are mentioned; but
these were probably essays or trial-pieces,
as the Vacquette was always of billon or

and two crowned

See Baquette.
The name given to the cardVales.
board money issued by the Rebels in Mexico in 1914-1915. The words vale 5 centavos, VALE 10 CENTAVOS, etc., printed prominently on the face of these tickets, probably gave rise to the nickname.

base silver.

The popular name for the Denier Noir, struck bv Guido IV of Ventadour, the Bishop of Cambrai (1342-13-17).

Panams the one half Varahan equals three
and three quarters Rupees. See Codrington (p. 123) and Pana.
Vargas Dollar. The name given to a
variety of the Mexican silver piece of eight
Reales, coined at Sombrerete from 1810 to
1812 by the Republican general Vargas.
;

See Mailliet

Van.

Wen
Due

(i.

462).

The Annamese for the Chinese
Pieces of the Emperor Tu

{q.v.).

(1847-1883) are found with the values

and
Van.
Varaha. The Tamil name for the Pagoda (q.v.). Dr. Bidie, in the Journal of
the Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1883 (p. 35),
"the term
cites Sir Walter Elliot, that
varaha is never used in ancient Tamil records in connection with money, but the
word pon, which was a piece equal to the
modern half pagoda, the pagoda itself being the double pon, which ultimately became the varaha."
Varahan. Tlie name of a gold coin of
Travancorc. 'I'hosc issued liy the Maharaja
Rama Varma in 1877 had the following
values the one Varahan equals seven and
one half Ru])ees, or fifty-two and one lialf

sixty, fifty, forty, thirty, twenty, ten,
six

:

[

1).

,

"The Tenants
within the Mannor

of one of the Tythings
of Bradford, in Wiltshire, pay a .vearly Rent by this name, in
lieu of veale paid formerly in kind."

that

See Guilder.
Velddaalder. A term used by Dutch
numismatists to indicate a coin struck during the course of a campaign and corresponding to the German "Feldthaler." It
is also used to describe obsidional issues,
fort.y Sols of Breda,
c.ri., tlie Klippe of
Veertienstuiver.

1577, etc.

Vellon. A term used in connection with
Spanish coinage to indicate inferior

Valtan.

See Blanchet

(xli.

Veal Money, or Veale Noble Money.
Cowell in The Interpreter, 1684, states

tlie

as distinguishable from the plata,
or sterling silver.
In the reign of Joseph
Napoleon as King of Spain (1808-1814),
the Duro of twenty Reales is known as the
Duro de Vellon, and the Duro of eight
Reales as the Duro de Plata.
silver,

Venetian. The popular, though not the
authorized, name for the Zecchino, which
was struck at Venice. See Gubber.
Venetians are referred to in the monetarv ordinances of the island of St. Helena,
for the years 1750, 1819, 1823, 1830, and
1836, as varying in value, and ranging from
nine Shillings to nine Shillings and four
Pence.

Venezolano. See Bolivar.
Ventein. The Annuaire du Bureau des
Longitudes states that this name is sometimes applied to the gold quarter Pistole
of Charles III of Spain, dated 1786, etc.
It is probably a corruption of Vintem.
Ventina. See Vintina.
:>o2]

Vigintenario

Venusthaler
Venusthaler. The name
ver medallic Tlialer, issued
Magdeburjr in 1622. It has
a representation of Venus
Graces. See .Madai (5028).

given to a

sil-

in the city of

on the reverse

and the three

A name

sometimes
frivcii to the Convention Thaler, issued by
Maximilian .Joseph, after he became Kinjr
It was struck in 1818
of Bavaria in 1806.
and has on the reverse a tablet commemorative of the adopted constitution.

Verga.

A

Victory Thaler.

term used by Italian numis-

commemorate

a

A

Thaler struck to

marriage.

A copper issue from
1785 to 1788, inclusive, struck before Vermont actually became one of the United
Vermont

divisions of the Halbskoter.

A

nickname given to the
by Louis
XV of France in 1715 and later. It bears
the figure of the young draped head.
Vertugadin.

silver

Ecu

Vier Duitstuk.

of five Livres, issued

Srr Soldino.

Vessillifero.

Vexator Canadinsis.

The name given

to

several varieties of satirical tokens relating
to the administration of Sir James Craig
as Governor of Canada from 1807 to 1811.
See Breton (pp. 60-62).

Viannare, or Viannense.

A

small coin
of the value of three Deniers, current in
Austria, and also in Italy, during the fourteenth century, which was principally
struck at Vieiuia.

A

Vicessis.
uuilti|>lc of twenty Asses
after the first reduction.
It is doubtful,
however, whether such a coin was actually
struck, or whether it was only a money of

account.

A

Victoriatus.
Roman silver coin, originally issued about B.C. 228, and intended
princijially for foreign commerce.
The
Victoriati bore on the obverse a head of
and on the reverse a figure of Victory crowning a trophy, from which the
name is derived. Its weight and value was
three fourths of the Denarius, and equal
to the Drachm of Illyricum.
In B.C. 104 the Victoriatus was coined
of half the weight of the Denarius and

.Jupiter,

[

See Skoter.

The popular name for
and one

the current copjicr coin of two
half cents of the Netherlands.

Cents.

There are a number of varieties,
States.
for details concerning which see Crosby.

The

duced in 1S)15.
Vierchen.
This word is used in a general sense for any small coin that represents the fourth part of some standard.
It is apiilied to the fractions of the Brandenburg (iroschen struck under Frederick
II (1440-1470) at Prenzlau, and to the

matists to indicate an ingot or stamped bar.

Vermahlungsthaler.

See Siegesthaler.

jiopular name for the Cuban silver piece of twenty Centavos, intro-

Viente.

Vereinsmiinzen. Scr Convention Money.
Verfassungsthaler.

thus took the place of the obsolete QuinIt therefore bore, as the mark of
arius.
value, the letter Q from this time on.

Vierdung.

The one fourth

of the

Mark

iq.V.).

Vierer, or Fierer, also called Quadrans
and Etschvierer, was a silver coin curi-ent
and
in the Holy Roman P^mpire, Tyi-ol,
Southern Germany from the thirteenth to
the sixteenth century.
It had a value of four Berner

(q.v.),

hence its name, and was ecpial to one fifth
of a Kreuzer. There is one of Graz, dated
See Frey (No. 72).
as early as 1445.
Viererplatten.

The nickname given

to

the Austro-IIungariau copper coin of four
Kreuzer, which was abolished about 1890.

A name given to the double
when the same type was adopted by

Vierlander.
Gros,

four districts or principalities.
Thus Philippe le Bon of Burguiuly, and
his successor, Charles le Temeraire, struck
a Vierlander, current in Brabant, Flanders,
Holland, and Hennegau.
Vierling.
The popular name for a coin
of the value of four Groschcn. The term
was applied in Westphalia as early as the
fifteenth century, and occurs for the issues
of Stralsund in 1611, etc.

Vierschildheller.
The name given to
small coins issued by the Electors of the
Rhine provinces during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries; they have four shields
on the obverse.

Vigintenario.

Zwanziger
a^

(q.v.),

The Italian equivalent of
and specially ai)plied to

coin of twent\- Piccoli issue(i at Merano.
Rivi.'ita
Italinna Nuini.swatica
(xx

See

^

419).
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Vlieguyt

Vigo Coinage
Vigo Coinage. Tlie word Vigo occurs
under the bust on certain coins of Queen
Anne. It is placed there to commemorate the capture, in October, 1702, by
Sir George Rooke. of the Hpanish galleons
at Vigo, from which the bullion was taken,
and from which the coins were struck. It
occurs with the date 1702 on Shillings only,
but with 1703 on Crowns, half Crowns,
Shillings, and Sixpences.
In the gold series there are five Guinea
pieces. Guineas,
and half Guineas with
this inscription, dated 1703, 1705, and 1706.
Thaler.
A type of Thaler,
Sede Vacante coins, struck during
an interregnum.
They occur among the
Vikariats

like the

Electors of Saxony and those of the Palatinate from 1612 to 1741, and usually have
the title vir.\Rivs as part of the inscription.

Vinkenauge, also called Finkenauge.
The name given to a small silver coin
which was current in Brandenburg, IMecklenburg, Pommerania, etc., from the thirIn Pomteenth to the sixteenth century.
meranian archives they are mentioned as
earlj' as 1279 as marca dcnariorum slavicnlium. and they appear to have been last
struck in Berlin in 1562.
They are also
referred to as Wendische Pfennige, parvi
denarii slavicales, or vincones.
Their value varied, but in all cases it
seems to have gradually declined from the
original standard. Thus in Pommerania it
ranged from eighteen to thirty-four to the

Bohemian Groschen

;

in

Mecklenburg from

eighteen to twenty-four to the Schilling;
and in Brandenburg from sixteen to forty
to the Groschen.
The etymology of the name is not clear.
Some authorities assert that the griffin on
the issues of I\Iecklenburg was taken for
a finch, and Dr. P. Friedensburg, in the
lUlittcr fur Miinzfrcundr. 1913
(5183),
cites German proverbs showing that a
finch, a small bird, is fre(|uently employed
to indicate comparisons between small and
large objects.
Another plausible derivation is based on the belief that the Mecklenburg coins were nicknamed Ogen, from the
large eyes in the head of the ox; this,
combined with the superior quality of the
silver, of which they consist, created the
word vienkc (feine) ogen.

The name given originally to
Portugal, which was issued
the reign of Manuel (1495-1521), and

Vintem.

a silver coin of

in

corresponded to the Real.
In the eighteenth century the Vintem
was struck in copper, of a value of twenty
Reis, for the Portuguese colonies.
Of this
type there are multiples to twelve Vintems.
See Xeraphin.
Vintina.
A silver coin of the value of
twenty Soldi, issued in Corsica during the
Republican rule under General Pasquale
Paoli (1762-1768).
It is sometimes referred to as the Ventina.
Vis. 8ce Tare.
Vis-a-Vis Type. An exjiression used by
numismatic writers to indicate that the
figures or heads on a coin or medal face
each other.

Vischepennig.

See Pfennig.

Vislino.
A silver coin of Ragusa of the
value of sixty Grossetti.
They were first
issued in 1725 with the inscription dvcat
ET SEM. REiP.RH.\c., i.e., ducatus et semis,
meaning one and one half of the silver
Ducato. The original type had on the obverse the bust of St. Blasius, the patron
saint
this was followed in 1743 by the
bust of tlie rector, i.e., the head of the Republic.
This design was retained until
1779 with slight variations.
The first type was known as the St. Blasius Thaler, the Tallero di San Biagio, and
the Vislino, the latter being the name of
the saint in Servian.
The second variety
was called the Ragnsino and the Rektorsthaler, or Tallero Rettoralo.
For a detailed account of all these varieties see
Resetar, in the Monofshkift der Num. Gesell. in Wien (viii. pp. 203-205).
;

Viss.

A

Burmese money

of account. Sec

Tical.

A billon coin of Parma, struck'
Odoardo Farnese (1622-1646). which receives its name from the figure of St. VitaVitalino.

b.v

the patron of the city, on the rever.se.
See Tare.
Vlieger. See Krabbelaar.

lis,

Viz.

Vlieguyt.
bant,

issued

An

early silver coin of Bra-

by Wenceslans and Johanna

(1355-1405).
It appears to have been a
variety of the Groot.
See Hevlen, Antwoord op het Vraeg-Stuk, etc." 1787 (p
26).

[•2 54]

Vuurijzer

Vlies
Vlies.

In

Ul'O

Diikc

Philip of

Biir-

Order of the Golden
Toisoii d'Or), and the

fruiuly instituted the

Fleeee (Ordre de
cliain of this

la

order

is

fiojured

on both

{rold

and silver coins which receive their names
from it.
The (lOuden Vlies or Toison d'Or was
struck in Hrahant in 1409, and the Zilvcren \'lies, or Toison d"Ar<icnt, appeared
in Holland in 1496, and
was copied in
Philip the Good reached his
majority in the latter year, and the event
was celebrated by the strikiiifj of this coin.
It was a doul)le Rritpiet, of the value of
three Stuvvers.
Ser Frev (Nos. 443, 445,
494).
Rraliant.

Voce Populi Coinage.

A

variety of
copper half Pence and Farthings, issued
for Ireland.
Pinkerton, in his Essay on
Medals, states that "in 1760 there was a
prreat scarcity of copper coin in Ireland,
upon which a society of Irish gentlemen
api)lied for leave, upon proper conditions,
to coin half-pence; which being granted,
those ajipeared with a very bad portrait of

George II., and 'Voce Populi' around it.
The bust bears a much greater resemblance
to the Pretender; but whether this was a
piece of waggery in the engraver, or only

[
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arose from his ignorance in drawing, must
be left to doubt."
In Lindsay's Coinarje of Ireland, 18:?9,
a variety of the coin is depicted with the
letter P before the face, thus seemingly
confirming Pinkerton 's conjecture.
See a detailed account of this coinage
contrilnited by Pliilii) Nelson to the British
Nuinisiiiaiie Journal (i. 213).

An early Indian copper coin,
Vodri.
the sixth part of the Dramma (q.r.), oione fourth of the Pana (q.v.). It is also
known as the Kakini.
Sec Cunningham
(p. 46).

Volpetta.

See Armellino.

A former Hungarian
monej' of account, principally used in the
Vonds Gulden.

cattle

trade,

and computed

at

fifty-one

Kreuzer, or seventeen Marjase.

Votive Coins.

A name

given to such

Roman

coins as record the public i)rayers
or vows for a ruler.
They began with
the reign of Augustus, and usuall.v have
the inscriptions vota pvblica, vota svs-

CEPTA DErENNALIA,

J

etC.

Vureysen.

See Fewreysen.

Vuurijzer.

See Briquet.

:

Waal

Warn

w
A money

Waal.

of account

at

In the

Surat.

Wado

nance to the

Wadtih.

A

:

former Abyssin-

white."

On May
the

.">-/»

32,430

Korjookes or

j^lass

by the name of

heads.

The name given
Thaler of Joseph II.

the

[

in

Abvssinia

The word

contradistinction

to

A

word of Malay

origin,

and

Chinese names

Wappentumose.
mndified form of
the Gros Tournois (q.v.), on which a shield
of arms was substituted for the
original
chapel or city gate. It is common to the
issues of the Counts of Berg during
the

A

fourteenth
copied by

century

and

Hermann IV

later,

of

and" was

He.ssen,

who

was Archbishop of Cologne from 1480
1508.

Srr Frey (No. 237).

to

Ward Penny, or Wardage Money. This
term occurs in the Doiiicsdai/ Book and
is

was ordered

that throughout New England
should pass at "six a-penny"
for any sum less than twelve Pence. Three
years later, on October 7, 1640, a proclamation wa.s issued that white Wampum should
pa.ss at "four a-penny" and blue at "two
a-penny," also that not more than twelve
Pence in value should be tendered at one
time, unless the receiver desired more.

in

Wan-yin.
One of the
for Sycee Silver (q.v.).

it

Wampum

"male,"

Wang.

dise he had fifty pounds of Wampum,
which was accepted with great reluctance
by the New Englanders; nevertheless it
soon mu.st have become a standard circu-

1637

out of circu-

implying small change.
The Wang Baharu is a copper coin, the same a's the
Dubbelt.ie.
See Pitje.

Wampum.

of exchange, as in

it

Enest iq.v.), i.e., "female," bv which the
Thaler of Maria Theresa is known.

1627 Isaac de Rasieres sailed fi-om
New Amsterdam f)n a trading expedition
to the British colony at New Plymouth,
Massachusetts, and among other merchan-

medium

Wampum

See Roanoake.

means

In

lating

1661, the law authorizing
as legal tender in
was repealed, and gradually

22,

Wand.
to

bead made from the clam,
conch, and similar shells, and used in former times ])y the North American Indians
as money. The aborigines called it Sewan,
which name was copied by the Dutch colonists,
and written Seawant and Zewant.
The French settlei-s named it Porcelaine,
and the English tradei-s usually referred
it

of

the coinage of silver drove
lation.

Wampum. A

to

use

New England

=
Zecohini or Diirats.
= 11% Pataeas or Spocins Thaler.
= SO Aniol^s or cakes of salt.
= 270 y, Kharfs, Harfs. or Dahabs.
= 1.081 Divini or Paras.
= lO.SlO Kihear. nr Kebflr.
—

ordi-

"Their white [money] they call Wompam, which signifies white; their blacke
Suckauhock, Sucki signifying blacke. Both
amongst themselves, as also the English
and Dutch, the blacke peny is two pence

ian money of account, based on the weight
of an ounce of gold, four hundred English
Troy grains, and twenty-one and three
quarters carats fine.
The relationship to
actiial coins and the subdivisions are as
follows

Wakea

an

effect

Wampum

1112).
i>v

Council of

promulgated

that all coarse Wampum should pa.ss at six for a Stuiver, and
well polished beads should be valued at
four for a Stuiver.
is referred to in Roger Williams' treatise entitled .4 Kcif into the
Language of Amerka, published in London in 1643, as follows (cap. xxvi.)

Kaiho. See Jiu Ni Zene.
Wahrheitsthaler. The name priven to a
Thaler struck by Henry Julius of Bruns\viek-Liinel)ur<i in 1597 and 1598.
It has
on the reverse a nude allegorical tigure
representing Truth, and at her feet are
two monsters labelled calvmnia and menDACivM. See Liigenthaler, and Madai (No.

Wakea,

following year the

New Amsterdam

See Raal Lakria.

not a coin but a sum of money pa'ul
or contributed for watching and warding.

Warn, or Wham.
The basis "of the
gold .system of Korea and
corresponding
to the Yen of Japan, and
the Yuan of
China. The divisions are
Warn e<|ual to 10 Niaiii; or Yanj;
1
1
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iNlans equal to 100

Muu.

;

Wewelinghbfer

Warth Money
Gold twenty,

ten,

Warns and

and

five

Warns, and

Warns were

issued
shortly before the Japanese annexation of
the country. See Won.
silver

Warth Money.
Waser Thaler.

half

See Swarf Money.

See Hoehmuths Thaler.
Washington Cent. See Cent.

The name

Weckenpfennige.

^'iveii

tii

Bavaria, the Palastruck early in the fifteenth

uiiilarc coins of

small
tinate,

etc.,

century.

The

word

"Weeken"

corre-

sponds to our heraldic term paly-bendy,
and the.se coins are easily distin<rui.shed by
a shield, the field of which is divided by
lines

drawn

in

the directions of the pale

and bend.

Weidenbaum

The name ^iven
issued bv WilHessen-Cassel from 1627 t"o 1637,
Thaler.

to a series of silver coins

V of
of which have on the reverse the fitjure
of a willow tree, standing upright though
subjected to a storm of rain, wind, and
lightning.
liam

all

Weight Money.

The name given

to cer-

tain ancient Chinese coins bearing a weight
value and the name of the place of issue,
from the seventh to the fourth centuries
B.C. The Chinese call the coins Kia tseh

ma, Kiu ma, Pi tch'eng ma, and Tseh

ma

.{q.v.).

Weihemiinzen,

also called Betpfennige,

are not coins but medals or tokens, issued
to commemorate
the ordination of an
ecclesiastic.
They usually bear the figure
of the Savior and a cress, and were struck
in Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, and other parts
of southern Germany and Austria.

Weihnachts Thaler,

also

Christapplied in gencalled

This name is
medals of Thaler size, which
bear representations of the Nativity.
There are, however, silver coins struck
by Johann Georg I of Sa.xony in 1617 that
bear the same name. They were issued in
honor of his mother, and were intended as
Christmas gifts.
fest Thaler.

eral to silver

Weissgroschen. See Albus.
Weisskupfer. See Billon.
Weisspfennig. See Albus.
Wellington Tokens. The name given to
a series of tokens bearing the bust of Wellington, which were in circulation in lower
[

Canada in vast quantities from 1813 to
1816. They are described in detail liy Dr.
E. G. Courteau in the American Journal
of Numismatics, 1915 (xlviii. 137).

Wen. The modern Chinese word for
"Cash" (q.v.). This word is found on
many of the modern struck copper coins.
It, however, has been used as a value on
paper money since the ninth century, and
some of the coins of Hsien Feng (18501862) have the word Wen on them. The
Cantonese pronunciation is Mun, as is also
The Annamese word is Van.
the Korean.
See Ch'ien.
Wendenpfennige. The name given to a
class of silver coins, dating from the tenth
and eleventh centuries, which resemble the
Bracteates of that period but have peculiar
raised edges on both sides.
They usually
bear on the obverse the representation of
a church, and on the reverse a rude cross

in some instances
are also visible.

ill-formed

inscriptions

The Wends were one of the Lusatian
branch of the Slavic race and settled in
Silesia, Saxony, Brandenburg, etc.
The
collegiate church or chapter of Giebichennear Halle, received the privilege of
striking coins A.D. 987.
As it was situated on the main road from Halle aiul
Lausitz (Lusatia) to Poland, it is assumed
that many of the Wendenpfennige were
issued here.
stein,

Wendsiche Pfennige.

Weng.

See Vinkenange.
Scotch slang term for a Penin use at Dundee, etc., at the

A

ny.
It is
present day.

Wespenthaler,
ler.

A

Henry

also called Miickenthasilver coin struck in 1599 by Duke
.Julius of Brunswick-Liineburg.
It

has on the obverse a lion with twelve
wasps flying around its head and body.
The coin is a satirical one, and the insects
are supposed to represent certain rebellious .subjects of the Duke.
Wewelinghbfer. A nickname given to
small thick silver coins, issued in Westphalia and vicinity during the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries.
They are of
about fifteen millimetres in diameter,
whereas the dies impressed on them are
of twenty-two millimetres, and in eonse(juence only fragmentary portions of the
inscriptions are visible.

2-"

]

'
:

:

:

Wha

William
Wiedertaiifer Thaler. A silver coin issued at Munster in 1534 by the Anabaptists, under John of Leyden.
It is questionable whether they were ever accepted
as current coins.
See Mailliet (Suppl. 59,

The name is obtained from Florenz von
Wewelinghofen, Bishop of Mnnster (1364-

who

l:!79),

resorted to this practice.

Wham.

See Warn.
Whistler. Evidently at one time a slang
designation for a counterfeit Farthing.
Vanx, in his Flash Dictionary, 1812, says

"Browns and

whistlers,

60).

Wiener Pfennige. A general name for
Deniers and Pfennige of Austrian

the

bad half -pence and

farthings."

White

A

Geordie.

term for

a

Ayrshire.

colloquial

Scotch

Camden,

in

Remaines

standard silver coin, as
distinguished from Black Money {q.v.).
The term is used early in the sixteenth
is

century, and in a tract by Thomas Harman, entitled A Caveat or Warening for
Vagabones, 1567 (42), occurs the passage:
"He plucked oute viii. shyllinges in whyte

money.

'

Beaumont and Fletcher, in
Wit at Several Weapons, 1647

their play.
(ii.

1),

have

the lines
"Hore'8 a soard bag of a hiimlrod whioh intleed.
Are counters all. only some sixteen groats
Of white money."
:

The name was also common to Scotland,
and in Blackwood's Magazine, 1820 (p.
158), there is a sentence: "My hand has
nae been
aiicp tliese

cros-sed with white
seven blessed days."

money but

White Shilling. A popular name for the
Shilling in both Scotland and Ireland, the
allusion being to its white shiny appearaiifc.

Thomas Donaldson,

in his

Poems, Chief!

in the Scottish Dialect, 1809
the line
•'I

win give

a wliite sliilllng.

i/

(p. 99), has
I

swear."

and Seumas MacManus,

in The Bend of
the Road, 1898 (201), says: "He hadn't a
white shilliii' in his company."

Whitsun Farthings.
Whitton.
'Witteii.

An

form of Witte or

See Kimdstiick.

Widow's

Mite.

See Lepton.
[

Southeastern

of

Europe

Wig. A Scotch slang term for a Penny
and common to Ayr.shire.
Wild Cat Money. A popular name for
the issues of certain banks in the western
part of the United States which were organized iincler loose state banking laws
prior to the Civil War.
The original use
of the word in this .sense is said to have
been derived from a bank of this character
whose notes bore a figure of a wild cat.

Wildemeinnsthaler.
A silver coin of
Brunswick-Liiiieburg, the ordinary type
bearing on the obver.se a wild man holding
a tree, but the name is also given to the
Loserthaler (q.v.), on which two wild men
are supporting the armorial shield.
Similar designs are found on the Gulden and
Pfennige.
The armorial shield of the House of
Schwarzburg is supported by a wild man
and a wild woman, to be found on the
coins of Giinther XL (1537-15.52), dated
1543, etc.

Wilhelm d'Or.

A

gold coin of Hessenof five Thaler.
It
receives its name from the Elector Wilhelm II, and was first struck in 1840.
Cassel,

of

the

value

Willem. Another name for the gold
coin of ten Gulden, struck by Willem I,
King of the Netherlands, pursuant to the
ordinance of Sejifember 28, 1816.
Conf.
also Guillemin.
William.

See Pentecostals.

obsolete

medium

twelfth to the middle of the
fifteenth century.
Thej- are largely hammered coins, of crude workmansliip, and
of inferior purity.
The Kreuzer of Tyrol
with it,s division of four Pfennige, eventuall.v succeeded these pieces and became the
unit of exchange.

Concerniiuj Britain. 1605 (p. 150), states
that this "was a mulct on certain lands in
or n.ear to the forest of Whitehart, paid
into the Exchequer, imposed by Henry III
upon Thomas "de la Linda, for killing a
beautiful white hart which that king before had spared in hunting."

White Money

which constituted the great circu-

lating

from the

Shilling and very common in
See Yellow Geordie.

Whitehart Silver.

origin,

A

nickname

\ised

in

some

parts of the United States for any denomination of paper monev.
It is a plav upon
the words bill and Bill.
See Blue William.
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Wood's Coinage

Willow Tree Coins

An early silver
the Colony of Massachusetts.
The series consists of a Sixpence and
Twelvepence, dated 1652. See Crosby.

Wompam.

Willow Tree Coins.

issue

for

A

Wire

Money.
Maundy money of

name

g;iven

to

.

Wire Money.

See Larin.

A slang term for the current
Cent piece of the Netherlands.
probably from wit, i.e., white. See

Witje.

silver ten
It

is

Witten.

Witten. The name given to base silver
which originally were issued at Liibeck about 1380, and were copied in Hamburg, Schleswig Holstein, Hanover, Mecklenburg, Pommerania, East Friesland, and
other north German provinces. They rapidly became the current money, and were
of the value of half a Schilling.
There
are divisions of half and quarter Witten.
The name is a corruption of weiss, given
to the coins on account of their white,
shiny appearance, and corresponding to
coins,

the Albus.
In the Low Countries a Witten Pennine
of Brabant was issued about 1506, of the
value of half a Grote.
Under Christina
of Sweden and her successors, the Witten
was struck for Stettin, Stralsund, and
Wismar; it was equal to the one one hundred and ninety-second of the Riksdaler.

Wokye.

See Kesme.

Wolsey's Groat. A name given to tlie
Groat struck by Cardinal Thomas Wolsey
at York, when Archbishop of tliat diocese.

On

this coin

he placed the Cardinal's hat

W

under the shield, and the letters T and
on the sides of same.
This act was accounted illegal and treasonous, and one of the articles included in
the bill of impeachment against Wolsey in
1530 was on account "of his pompous and
presumptuous mind he hath enterprised to
join and imprint the Cardinal's Hat under your arms in your coin of groats made
at your city of York, which like deed hath
uot yet been seen to have been done by
any subject within your realm before this
time."
Shakespeare alludes to this in his play
of Ki7ig

Henry

the

Eighth

(iii.

2).

Wampum.

The spelling of Warn {q.v.) on
certain Korean coins i.ssued during the Russian influence over the country.

Wooden Money,

the

1792, enwraved by Lewis
Pingro, on account of the numerals of value
beingr very thin, like strips of wire

See

Won.

chequer

tallies,

in

the

was current

form of Exin England

prior to the establishment of the Bank of
England in 1694. Tallies was the name
given to the notched sticks formerly in use
for keeping the accounts in the Exchequer
They were square rods of hazel or willow, inscribed on one side with notches,
indicating the sum for which the tally was
an acknowledgment, and on the other two
sides with the same sum in Roman characters.

See

Bamboo Money.

Wood Geld. This is a term used in old
English law and it represented the money
paid for the privilege of cutting wood
within the forest.
Wood's Coinage. The name given to a
copper coinage introduced into Ireland in
1722, which caused great dissatisfaction,
although the coins were of superior workmanship to the English coins of the same
reign.
As the want of copper coin had
long been felt in that countrv, the
Duchess of Kendall obtained from Sunderland a patent for coining half Pence and
Farthings to the value of £108,000. This
patent was subsequently sold to William
Wood, an iron-master aud mine proprietor, who,
under the vice-ro.valty of the
Duke of Grafton, proceeded to strike the
coins and introduced them into the country.

Sir Isaac Newton was at that time the
master of the mint, and, according to his
statement, Wood appears to liave carried
out his contract faithfull.v, but the Irish
people raised a clamor against the new
coinage, and Dean Swift, in the Drapiers'
Letters, poured forth his sarcasm concerning them. Cartaret, then Lord Lieutenant,
offered a reward of £300 for the discovery
of the author of these invectives, but without success.
Harding, the printer of the
Drapiers' Letters, was apprehended, but
the grand jury threw otit the bill, and
themselves lodged a protest against tlie
coins, which protest was drawn up by Dean
Swift him.self.
It was now seen that the only way to
put down the dissatisfaction was to cancel

[2..59]

Wyn

Wreath Cent
the patent

;

this

was accordiugly done, and

compensate Wood, a pension of £3000
was granted to him in 1725. For an extended account of these coins see a paper
to

contributed by Philip

Nel^n

to the British

Numismatic Journal (i. 201-211).
Wreath Cent. The popular name for the
second type of copper Cents issued by the
Government of the United States in 1793.
It was the successor of the Chain Cent

See Yu Chia Ch' ien.
Tchu, or Wu Shu. A round Chinese copper coin, bearing the inscription
in two characters, 5 tchus, on either side
of the central hole.
This coin was the
standard of the Han dynasty, and supplanted the Pan Liang {q.v.) in B.C. 118,
and remained in circulation until A.D. 618.
Wyn. An obsolete English slang term
for a Penny. See Flag.

(q.v.).

[

Wu
Wu
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Fen Chien.

:

Xunistron

Xeraphin

A

Xeraphin.

Portuguese

silver

(q.v.).

The coin

mentioned by Vasco da
Gama as early as 1498, and a century later
is referred to as being equal to three hundred Portuguese Reis. The value in the
seventeenth century appears to be
is

Santo Thome

coin,

struck for the possessions in India, at
Diu, Ceilao, and Bassein, but principally
at Goa.
The name is varioiasly written Xeraphin,
Xerafine, Xerafin, Xarife, Xarafin, Seraphin, Zeraphin, and Cherafin, and is probably derived from the Arabic Ashrafi

Scraiihln

Tanga
Vlntem

=
=
=
^

12 Xeraphlns.
5 Tangas.
5 Vlntems.
15 BazaruccoB.

The value, however, fluctuated greatly,
The armorial
and the type also varied.
shield of Portugal is on one side and the
effigy of St. John or St. Sebastian on the
reverse.
The Xeraphin Cruzado presents
a large cross, with the four figures of the
date in the angles.

to

Xiquipili.

See Sicca.

Xunistron,

^uvt'dTpov w^is\).<x.

Hesj'chius, this

Charon's Obol

[261]

According
was another name for

{q.v.).

'

"

:

:

Yh

Yaber

The possessive of Ber {q.v.).
Yak-mig-ma, meaning a "Yak's lioof,
the name given to one variety of the
Yaber.

is

Chinese silver ingots, used as currency in
Tibet.
Its value varies from twelve to
fourteen Rupees, according to its weight.

Yamba.

The

largest

of

the

coins

of

Turkestan. Sven Hedin, in his work Central Asia and Thibet, 190.3 (i. 40), enumerates as follows

Yamba

equals 50 Siir.
Sar equals 16 Tengeh or 10 Misoal.
TenReli equals 50 Pul.
1 Misoal equals 10 Pung.
1 Pung equals 10 Li.
1
1
1

and he adds: "The Yamba seldom weighs
exactly fifty Sar, but varies as a rule between 49 and 51, and as the monetarj'
standard of Central Asia is the Chinese
coinage, it is always necessarj' to have a
Chinese balance at hand when exchanging
in any quantity. New silver coins,
not exceeding a maximum value of eight
Tengeh, have recently been introduced into
East Turkestan. These are current along
with the usual Chinese silver 'shoes,' an
exceedingly inconvenient form of coined

money

money.

rows, divided by a central channel in which
The name Yeda means
the metal runs.
tree, from the fancied resemblance to this
object.

See Tane.

Yellow Boy. An English slang term
for a Guinea or Sovereign, the reference
being, of course, to its color.
Arljuthnot, in The History of John Bxdl,
1713, uses the expression "there wanted
not yellow-boys to fee counsel."
That the name at a later period was also
common in Scotland and Ireland, the following quotations indicate
Alexander Boswell, in his Poetical
Works, edition 1871 (p. 205), has the lines:
"Though up in life, I'll get a wife,
I've

and T.

yellow boys in plenty."

Fairy Legends and

C. Croker, in

Traditions of South Ireland. 1862 (p. 308),
savs: "Fill vour pockets with these vellow
boys."

Yellow Geordie. A colloquial name in
Scotland for a Guinea. See White Geordie.

Robert Burns, in his poem The

Twa Dogs

(lines 55-58), says:

"He ca's his coach he ca's his horse
He draws a bonnie silken purse.

'

;

The Tengeh is probably another form of
the Tang-Ka {q.i'.) or Denga.
Yctng. The former silver unit of Korea,
rated at the fifth of the Mexican Peso.
In 189.3 a new series was introduced,
consisting of the five and one Yang in silver, equal to one hundred Mon (q.v.)
and
a half and quarter Yang in nickel.
The
name of tlie Yang was formerly Niang.
;

As lang's my tail, whare. thro' the
The yeiiow lotter'd Geordie keeks."'

Yellow George.
Guinea.

Yen equal

to 100 Sen.
Sen equal to 10 Rin.

1

The former

silver

tized, the silver

Yen

being cut to half

See Yigirmlik.

Yen Huan

Yeda,

Yeda

Yh.

Sen.

nanir for tlic grnui) of
tliey are cast, and before they are broken
apart. Tlie.se coins are cast in long double

a

are:

Yarimlik.

The .lapanese
coins in the form

for

Yen. The unit of the gold standard of
Japan, which succeeded the silver standard in 1897. There are multiples in gold
as liigh as forty Yen, and the divisions
1

or

nickname

See George.

Yang

Ch'ien.
The Chinese name for
the pattern coins used in making the regular cast coins.
See Mu Cli' ien, and its
Japanese equivalent, Tane Sen.

A

;

steeks.

its

Ch'ien.

standard

is

demone-

of the previous issue
former value.

See

The unit for gold

E Yen
in

Ch'ien.

China during

the Ts'in dynasty, aliout the second century before the Christian era.
It was
equal to twenty Liang (ounces) in weight.

[262]

Yuzlik

Yigirmlik
Yigirmlik, also called Yarimlik and Yigirmishlik, is a silver coin of the Ottoman
Empire, of the value of twenty Paras, or
one half of the Piastre. Its weight varies

from one hundred and forty to one hundred and sixty-five grains.
Tiie name is derived from the Turkish
word yigirmi, i.e., twenty, and the term
Yarimlik comes from varim, meaning one
half.

One

Ying Ting.

of the

names for the

Chinese silver ingots.

Yin-kwan.
paper money

See Ting.
given to certain
in China during the Southern

A name

Sung dyiuisty in the thirteenth century.
Yopchon. See Chon.
Yslik.
See Pound Turkish.
Yuan. The Chinese name for a round
coin.
See Yuan Fa.
In the early Chinese coinage the word
Yuan meant a round coin with the central
hole double the width of the

Iluan and

field.

See

Pi.

The name

is now given to the silver DolThis word, used as sucli, appeared
first on the British Hong Kong Dollar of
1864.
The present issue of Chinese Dollars introduced in 1914 are specifically
known as Yuans, or Yuan Dollars. There
are subdivisions of halves, fifths, and
tenths.
The Japanese for Yuan is Yen.
The same sound, yuan, but written with

lar.

is used on some of the
eopjier and silver coins to designate the cash.
See Tael, Liang, Candareen, Mace,
Ch'ien, and Fen.

another character,

modern

Yuan
Yuan

See Yuan.
The Chinese name for the

Dollar.

Fa.

round coins of ancient China, in contradistinction to the odd-shaped pieces.

Yuan Pao.

The Chinese name for "Oreoin."
This inscription has been
found on Chinese coins, as well as Tung
Pao iq.v.) since the seventh century A.D.
iginal

Yuan Pao. These words have been used
as a name for Chinese paper money and
the silver ingots. See Ting and Sycee.

Yu Chia Ch'ien, or Chia Ch'ien. The
Chinese expression for Elm Seed Vessel
monej', and which is applied by Chinese
writers to certain small Cash of three tchu
weight, which were also termed
Fen
Ch'ien, issued at the beginning of the Han
dynasty, B.C. 206.

Wu

Yuzlik, or Pataque. The largest of the
coins of the Ottoman Empire.
It
was originally equal to two and one half
Piastres, or one hundred Paras, and its
weight at first was nine hundred grains,
but in the reign of Selim III (1789-1807)
it was little more than a billon coin of
about five hundred grains.
The name is
derived from yuz, i.e., hundred.
silver
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Zahlthaler

Zer-mahbub

Zahlthaler. See Thakr.
Zahlpfennig, fi-om Zahl, a number, is
another name for the
Rechenpfennig

the piece of one hundred Zeccliini,
struck by the Doge Lodovieo Manin (17891797).
The coin -was very popular, and is alluded to by contemporary writers bj- the
names of Sequin, Checkin, Checquin, Chekin, Chequin, Cecchine, Chickino, Chikino,
Chicquin, Chiquiney, etc. All of these
corruptions are referred to passim.

as

(q.v.).

A

Zahrah.
name given to the copper
twenty- Cash piece of Mysore, by Tipu Sultan, in 1792, after the adoption of his new
system of reckoning. Tliis system was begun in 1786, and was based on the i\Iuludi,
i.e., dating from the birth of the Prophet.
The name is the Persian designation of the

Zecchino Zzmobio,

Marsden

(ii. 722)
cites Buchanan, who
coin Jora, "perhaps according
to the vulgar jironuneiation of the first
consonant in the ]\Iysore country.

this

'

Zamoscia. A name given to tlie silver
coins of two Gulden, struck in Poland in
1813.
See Noback (p. 1347).

Zehnbaetzner. See Baetzner.
Zehner. A name given to any coin that
represents the tenth multiple of some
standard. It was applied to the pieces of
ten Kreuzer, which appeared in southern
Germany in the sixteenth century, and
which bore the figure 10. The same term
was given to the Austrian pieces of ten
Kreuzer, and to the Swiss coins of ten

A name

Zanetta.

given to the silver
half Carlino, struck by Pliilip II of Spain,

King

as

of Naples

and

Sicily,

and con-

tinued by his successor, Philip III.
Zanobio. See Zecchino Zanobio.

Zar-mahbub.
Zecchino.
sponding in

See Zer-mahbub.

An

Italian gold coin, correDucat. Some writorigin of the name to la

size to the

ers

Batzen.

trace the
Zeccha or Giudecca, the mint in Venice.
But a more probable etymology is that it
was a corruption of Cyzicenus, i.e., a gold
coin of Cyzicus.
This Mysian city was
famous for its electrum or pak" gold Staters,
which eircuhitcd under the name of
Cyziceni.

The Zecchino was first struck by the
Venetians about 1280, and bore on one
side a standing figure of Christ, and on
the other tlie Doge receiving the standard
((jonfalone) from St. Mark.
The motto
was the same as on the Ducat.
Modeiia, ilirandola. Savoy, and many
other

Italian

i-h'mj, all

more

original type.

principalities

issued Zecor less modifications of the
The multiples run as high

Zanobio.

variety of the Zecchino struck at Florence in 1805 for the Zurich banker, Lampronti.
It was copied from the Venetian
type, and was to be employed in the Levantine trade. The obver.se has a kneeling
figure of San Zanobio, Bishop of Florence,
and on the revei-se is Saint John the
Baptist.

planet Venus.
calls

also called

A

Zelagh. A copper coin of Morocco, introduced early in the sixteenth century,

and of half the size of the Fels.
Zembi. A money of account, formerly
used in Sierra Leone. Two thousand Zembis were equal to one Macuta.
Zeni.
Another pronunciation of Sen
(q.v.).

Zeraphin.
Xeraphin.

A

Zer-mahbub,

A

silver coin
also

called

of Goa.

See

Zar-mahbub.

gold coin of the Ottoman Empire, weighing variously from thirty-seven to fortv

Marsden (i. 372) states that "such
of these as are coined in the mint of Con.stantinople are commonly named Stambul,
as those of Cairo are named Misri."
grains.

-'(!4
]
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Zwarte Penning

Zesthalven

By ii I'lucaat of the States
of the Nethorhiiids dated April
10, 1693, the Statenscliellin<re (q.v.) were
struck on a smaller plaiu'lu-t, and reduced
to the value of five and one half Stuivers.
These new coins received the name of
Zesthalven. By a decree of November 22,
1823, they were still further reduced to
the value of five Stuivers.
Zesthalven.

(iciu'i-al

Zevenstuiver.

ZewanL

See Guilder.

See "Wampum.

A

coin of Tortona.
nientioiied in ordinances of 1325 and 1329
a.s being equal
to luneteen and one half
Danari of Genoa.

Ziato,

oi-

Zuliato.

Zilveren Vlies.

Zimmer.

See Vlies.

A money

ing of forty pelts.

of account, consist-

with inscriptions in Russian and Polish;
five Zloty, issued during
the P()lish revohition of 1831.

and the piece of

verse of each of these coins bears one of
the twelve signs of the zodiac, and the
reverse has a Persian inscription, frequently indicating the place of issue.
For a detailed account of these pieces
see the contributions by .1. Gibbs, in the
Journal of the Bomhay Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society. 1878, and Ilowland
Wood, in the American Journal of Numismatics, 1909.

Zolota.

Zinc

were struck for Ghent
and for Luxemburg.
])ieces

in

Belgium

See Toghrali.
Zinnenthurmheller. A base silver coin
of Freistadt in Silesia, issued during the
sixteenth century.
It has on the obverse
the letter M, generally supposed to stand
for the princess Meehtildis, and on the reverse a tower, from which it obtains its
name. See Friedensburg, Schlesien's Neuere MUnzgexchiehte. 1899 (No. 638).
Zinsg^oschen.
The name given to a
Zingirli.

variety of silver coins, issued in Saxony
under" the Elector Frederick III (14861525), in conjunction with the Dukes Albrecht and Johanii. They were struck at

Schneeberg and Zwickau, aiul twenty-one
were equal to the gold Gulden.
ZIoty (plural Zlote). A name given to
the silver Gulden of Poland, introduced
under August III (1733-1763), and originally of a value of four Griischer, but
later subdivided into thirty Groszy.

See Utuzlik.

Zonnekroon,

also

called

Keizerskroon.

A

gold coin of Brabant, struck in 1544 by
the Emperor Charles V, pursuant to the
Ordonnantie of October 29, 1540. It receives its name from the poorly executed
figure of the sun on the obverse at the
edge of the armorial shield.

Zontle.

See Sicca.

Zopf Dukat, or Schwanz Dukat. A
nickname given to a variety of Ducat
struck by Frederick William I of Prussia, on account of the arrangement of the
hair on the king's
sembling a (lueue, or

Zudi Budschu.
Zuliato.

head;

the

hair

re-

pig-tail.

See Budschu.

See Ziato.

Zwainziger. A name given to an early
type of the Kreuzer of Tyrol on account
of its value, which was twenty Berner.
These coins are without date, and bear on
one side an eagle, and on the reverse a
cross.

A

Zwanziger.
name applied to the silver pieces of twenty Kreuzer, or one third
of a Gulden, formerly in circulation in
]5avaria, Salzburg, Austria, etc.
The peasantry frequently soldered a loop to them
and used them as buttons, hence the nickname Knopf zwanziger.

The name is derived from Zloto, the
Polish word for gold.
Of the later issues of this coin, the best
known are the two Zlote, .struck during the
siege of Zamosc in 1913; the ten Zlote issued from 1820 to 1825, with the portrait
of Alexander I of Russia; the Zloty of
fifteen Kopecks, struck from 1832 to 1840,
[

luime given to a set

and Rupees, struck bj'
Jahangir, Emperor of Hindustan (16051627), at Agrali, Ahmadaltad, and Lahore
from A.IT. 1019 to A.H. 1035. The ob-

See Skins of Animals.

This metal, on account of its softness, is not adapted for coinage purposes,
but it has been used for necessity money
during the European war of 1915, and

A

Zodiacal Coins.
of twelve jMohurs

'

'

'

A

Zwarte Penning.
billon coin of Brabant, issued 1385-1387, and of the value
of one twelfth of a Groot.
See Revue
Beige, 1844 (ii. pi. 2).
26o
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Zwei

Drittel

Zwolfgrbscher

In 1482 and later Zwarte Penuinge were
struck of two kinds, having a respective
value of four and two Myten.
See Korten,

and Black Money.

Zwei

Drittel.

A

popular expression for

any coin, the value of which is two thirds
of some accepted standard.
Common examples are those of Prussia, 1796, and
later; Hanover under George I, II, and

Zweier. The name given to the copper
coin of two Pfennige, i.e., half a Kreuzer,
chiefly struck at Vienna at the beginning
of the sixteenth century, and common
throughout Tyrol, Styria, and other parts
of the Holy Roman Empire,

Ill, etc.

Zwittermiinzen.

_

..,,

Zwolfer.

Zwolfgrbscher.

[
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See Mule

„

i
^fc t^^
Pfundner.

See Dreigroscher.
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Aalborg

KoiHvide
Abyssinia

Aboudjidid

Agod
Arnolds

Argenteus
Ashrafi

Ber
Besa
Borjookes

Dahab
Divini

Ekaba
Emol
Enest
Guerche
Harf
Kel)ar

Kharf
Kibear
Levant Dollar

Mab
Mahallak
Menelik
Pataca

Roob
Salt

Talari

Tenan

Wakea
AVaml
Achaia
Filippone

Aegina
Chelonai

Pacheia
Tarteinorion

Testudo
Tortoises

Afghanistan

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
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Annam

(continued)

Arabia (continued)

Asti

Man

Mankush

Cavallotto

Nen Bac

Mogrebi

Mistura

Phan
Pbuoc
Quau
Quan Tien

Nasch

Parpagliola

Sequin

Terliua

Sao

Toweelah
Aragon

Sapfeque

Acrimontana
Aguila de Oro

Tanibac-tron

Alfonsino

Tliieu

Dobla de los Escelentes
Doblengo
Duplo
Grueso
Jaquesa

Tien
'\''an

Anninsk
Piatak
Antioch

Pieces of Silver

Antwerp
Artesieuue

Falken Schild
Gigot
Maille

Souverain

Arboga

Fyrk
Ardebil

Sahebqiran
Argentine Republic

Argentine
Cuartino
Decinio

Aosta
Fert

Argos

Appenzell

Aries

Angster
Apulia

Ducato d'Argento
Aquila
Acjuilino

Bolognino
Cella
Aquileja

Frignacco
Aquitaine

Anglo-Gallic Coins

Tartemorion
Saiga

Armenia
Khori

Pogh
Tacolin

Tahegan

Tang
Tenar

Tram
Arnhem
JMyte

Arnaldes
Hardi
Mediacula

Arquata

Poiteviu

Artois

Arabia

Haisa

Carat
Divini

Pels

Hemitartemorion

Kore
Lepton
Myshemitetarte
Obol
Owls
Pacheia
Pallades

Parthenoi
Pentobolon
Tartemorion
Stater

Tetrobolon
Trihemiobolion
Trihemite tartemorion
Trikollybou
Tritemorion
Atjeh

Kou
Koupan
Mace
Mas
Pardaw
Pltje

Tail

TayeU
Augsburg

Augustos
Batzen
Jubileums Thaler
St. .i\ira

I.uigino

Dukateu

Aurich

Artesienne

Heymanuchen
Australia

Ascoli

Madonnina
Aschersleben

A.scanische Pfennige

Franzi

Assam

Gass
Kabir

Assyria

Komniassi
Kuflc Coins

Athens
Ilemiobol

T{ui)ee

Florin

Holey Dollar
Austria

Corona
Ducat
Florin

Forint

A])lus

Franc

Talent

Fiinfzehner

r.EOCKAPllH'AL

Austria (continued)

Basle (continued)

Baden

Gulden

Eintrachtsthaler

Heller

Karolin

Kaisergroschen
Kasperle

Basinge
Plate

Money

Kopfstuck
Kreuzer

Krone

Pfca
Bamberg
FUnfer
Gnadenpfennig
Bangkok
Porcelain Tokens

Leather Money

Levant Dollar
Xoble
Xovcic
Pattacona

Regiments Thaler
Schinderling
Schiitzenthaler

Schusterthaler

Siebzehner
Soldo

Sovrano
Speciesthaler

Steinbock Pfennige

Thaler

Viannare
Viererplatten

AVeihemunzen
Wiener Pfennige
Zehner
Zwanziger
Zweier

Pataca

Tical

Argento
Barberine
Giulio

Mdreau
Mistura

Mouche8
Paparini
Babylonia

Alexandrine Coinage

Mina
Talent
Bactria

Stater

Xeraphin
Bassorah

MahniGdl
Batavia
Sateleer

Batembourg

Pfundner
Pistolet

Bavaria

lUa
Bar
Beguinette

Batzen
Charta Magna Thaler
Isargold

Dukat

Denier d'Or

Karolin

Masson

Kopfstiick

Tallard

Kronenthaler
Marienthaler
Maximilian d'Or

Barbadoes
Crinibal

Neptune's Car Penny
Pineapple Penny
Barcelona

Ardite

Bossonaya

Doblengo
Duplo

Avignon

Roda

Peccoe

Auxonne

Money

Bazarucco

Laxsan

Catty

(Jroat

Avesta
Plate

Plancus Thaler

St. Victor Daalder
Battambang
Prak Pe
Sleng

Bantam
Bahar

Auvergne
Durantingi

Angroigne

GlucUiennen Thaler
Bassein

Bahia

Kronenthaler
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Dinerillo

Malla

Mancoso

Menudo
Ochavo
(^uart

Quarterns
Realito

Reaux
Seisino

Sixain

Tern
Unetos
Basle

Assis

Brabeon

Schinderling
Speciesthaler

Verfassungsthaler

Weckenpfennige
Weihemiinzen
Zwanziger
Bayeux
Baiocco
B^arn
Baquette

Douzain
Quart d'Ecu
Vacquette
Beauvais

Anvoire
Belgium

Centime
Franc
Frank
Leopold d'Or
Permische Schilling
Plak
Bellac

Marques

270
Bellinzona

Tiiolino

BeneTentum

f
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Bohemia (continued)
Gros
Jagdthaler

Bombay (continued)
Duggani
Fan am
Fuddea

Danaro
Mancoso

Judenmedaillen
Kattersinken

Tremissis

Kopy

Paunchea
Pice

Anna

Krejear
Maly Groszy

Badani

Piefort

Tola

Duddu
Mohur

Putschiinel

Bengal

Pice
Pie

Poni

Rupee
Sicca Rupee
Bentheim
Adler-pfennig
Malscliilling

Berg
Cassa Thaler
Engelthaler

Raderalbus
Stiiber

Wappenturnose
Bergamo
Grossello

Marchetto
Bermuda' Islands

Hog Money
Tobacco
Berne

Thaler
Bois-le-Duc

Gigot

Bokhara

Tenga
Bolivia

Boliviano

Sueldo

Tomin
Toston
Bologna

Mohur

Rupee
Urdee
Bonn
Cassiusgroschen
Bordeaux
Chitopense

Fort
Pavilion d'Or

Talbot
Borneo

Cent
Bosnia

Novcic

Bagarone

Bourges
Baliardus

Baiocco
Bianco
Biancone
Bolognino

Brabant
Albertln

Bononenus

Bourbonnais

Angelot
Blamiiser

Carllno

Botdrager

Doblone
Doppia
Gabella

Brabandsch Schild
Brabant
Braspenniug

Gobbi

Briquet

Bar Pfennige
Batzen

Graici

Brymann

Blaflert

Gregorio

Daalder

Dicken

Hongre

Double

Laubthaler

Madoiinina
Murajola

Drielander

Paolino

Engel

Berri

Baviardus

Dreilander

Pepulea

Esterlin

{,'arolus

Quattrinello

Kstcvenante

Quattriuo

Gulden
Franc k Cheval

Kagno

Gigot

Saupetronio
Sisto

Gouden Kroon
Gouden Lam

Tredesino

Griffon

Besanpon

Bijapiir

Larin
Blois

Blbsensis

Bombay

Filips

Budgrook

Grootken
au Chatel
Gros au Lion

Brcite Groschen

Carival

Guillemin

Dick Thaler

Dorea

Korten

Boeotia

League Coinage
Bohemia

Bazarucco

(Jros
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Brabant (continued)

Krabbelaar
Kroiiistaart

Kruisdaaldpr

Labay
Leeiiw

Lovenaar
Mechelaar

Myte
NegeiiHienneke
Oirtken

Patagon
I'atard

Penning
Peter
Philippus
Philippus Daalfler

Plak

Poy
Priesken

Reaal

Kecheupfennige
Robustus Daalder

Roosebeker
Roicenobel

Schaelgy
Schild

Schiisselpfennigc

Scbuitken

Schurmann
Souverain
Tarelares

Torentje
Tourelle

Tuin
I'rchin

Brandenburg (continued)

British Guiana (continued)

Okelpenning
Ort

(iroat

Scherf

Joe

Sechsgriischer

Stiver

iSouveranitiitsthaler

Tlialer

Vierchen

Vinkenauge
Zwolfgriischer
Brazil

Balastraca

Conto
Cruzadinho
Miheis
Moidore
Pataca

Peca
Breda
Velddaalder
Brederode

Angelot
Bremen
Diitchen

Flinderke

Gold Thaler
(irote

Kopfstiick

Schwaren
Brescia

Pianetto
Breslau

Pest Thaler
Rempel Heller
Bressa

Borgesi Neri
Bretagne

(iuilder

British Honduras

Cent
^[acfiuina
British

West

Indies

Dobra
Fond
Groat
Joe

Moco
Pistareen

Sheedy
Sou Mark
Spanish Sixpence
Three Halfpence

Threepence
Tobacco
Brittany

(See Bretagne)

Bromberg

Brummer
Bruges

Bourgeois
Brunswick
Achtelthaler
Acliter

Albertusthaler

Aloethaler

Andreas Thaler
Annengroschen
Ausbeutemiinzen
Carl d'or

Vierlander

Barbarin

Eintraehtsthaler

Vlieguyt

Caiolus

Ylies

Douzain
Lemocia
Targa

Fortuna Thaler
G ebu rtstagsthale r

^Vitten

Zonnekroon
/warte Penning
Brandenburg
Albertusthaler
Dreigriischer

Falkeiidukat

lloblpfennige

Keblpfennig

Brindisi

Glockenthaler

Gnte (iroschen
Harzgold Dukat

Apuliense
Augustalis

Jakobsthaler

FoUaro

Liiserthaler

British East India

(See Indian States)
British Guiana

Kii)permiinzen

Bit

Kieisobristeu Thaler

Cent

Licht Thaler
Liigenthaler

Mariengroschen
Matthiasgroschen
Miickeupfennig
Ort

272
Brunswick (continued)
Pelikan thaler
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Candia
(See also Crete)

Cavallina

Drachma
Gazzetta

Canton
Hsien
Cape of Good Hope
Good Fors

Capo d'Istria
Lepton
Phoenix
Capua
Follaro
Caria

Cornado
Dobla de la Banda
Dobla de los Excelentes
Marabotin Alfonsin
Morisca

Myshemihecte

Carlberg

Carmagnola
Cavallotto

Cornabo
Rollbatzen
Caroline Islands

Stone

Money

Carpentrasso

Argento
Carthage

Hexadrachm
Leather Money
Triobol
Casale

Azzalino

Bianchetto
Cervette

Cervia

Cornabo
Cornone
Maglio
Parpagliola

Rollbatzen

Castro

Baiochetto
Castroni
Catalonia

Acrimontana
Ochavo
Catania
Cattaro

Cayenne
Black Dogs

Noirs

Stampee
Tampt?

Massa
Pana

Stiver

Suku

Tang
Tanga
Three Halfpence
Threepence
Cbalcidice

League Coinage
Chandergerry

Pagoda
Chandernagor

Fanain
Chaul

Bazarucco
Chihuahua
Cuartilla

Ceilao

Xeraphin
Celebes

Benggolo

Doewi
Dschingara

Koupa
Central America

Centavo
Centimo
Colon
Cordoba
Cuartino
Decinio

Real

Sun Dollar
Centuripae

Deconcion
Ceuta

Castel san Angelo

Ceylon

Pla^auner

Miisaka

Ridi

Cashmere
(See Kaschmir)

Castile

Larin

Rix Dollar
Rupee

Follaro

Money

Kanisa

P^pion

Pentoncion

Pfunduer

Ceylon (continued)

Tarja

Quart

Carinthia

Plate

Castile (continued)

Ceitil

Blob
Cent

Sand Dollar
Chile

Condor
Doblon
Escudo
Peso
Toston
China

Amulets
Ants' Nose Coins

Arrow Head Money

Bamboo Money
Money

Bell

Brick Tea

Bridge

Money

Candareen
Carapace Money

Cash
Catty

Cent
Ch'ao
Chiao

Agnus Dei

Challies

Aguila de Oro
Blanco

Duit

Ch'ien
Ch'ien Fan

Dump

Chih Pi

Castellano

Farthing

Chih-tsien
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China (continued)

China (continued)

Chu

Spade Money
Sycee Silver
Tael

Ch'uan

Ta-niig-ma

(^hung Pao

Temple Money

Cicada Money

Tiao

Clean Dollars

Ting
Tseh

Chin
Chin Tao

Cowries
Eirakn Sen
Elm Seed iloney

Cnidus
Alliance Coins
Cochin

Bazarucco
Clou
Puttan
Coimbra
Tiers de Sou d'Or

Ma

Tso-tao

Tung
Tung Pi

Colditz

Ilorngroschen
Cologne

Fu

Wan-yin
Weight Money

Albus
Appelgulden
Convention Money

Goose Eye Coins

Wen

Fettniiiniichen

Hao

Wu

Tchu
Yak-mig-ma
Yang Ch'ien

Hitarc Pfennige

Hua
Huan
Huo

Yh

Petrus Schilling

Ying Ting
Yin Kvyau

Raderalhus
Ursula Thaler

Kangtang
Kia-tseh-nia

Yuan
Yuan Fa
Yuan Pao

Kin

Yu

Fen
Flying

Money

HoPu
Hsien

Kiao-tze

Chios

Kit-tao

Kiu-Ma
Knife Money

Kuan
Kua teng
Ku Pu

League Coinage
Tetrachalk
Trichalk

Ch'ien

Lai Tzu
Li

Liang
Lily Root Money
Lo-han Cash

Mace

Mu

Ch'ien
Nan Ch'ien

Pao

Circars

Constance

Faluce
Civita-Vecchia

Tch'eng

Pu
Pu Ch'uan
Salt

Sjen

Ma

Blaffert

Ewiger Pfennig
Rollbatzen
Copiapo

Menudo

Peso
Corcyra

llurantiugi

Pi Ch'an

Obolino

Clazomenae

Cleve

Pi

Grenadino
Peso
Toston

League Coinage
Tartemorion
Como

Clermont-Ferrand

Pei

Cuartino

Colophon

League Coinage

Pan Liang

Colombiauo
Condor Doblado

Russlno
Chur
Bluzger
Bocksthaler

Madonnina

Mil

Wappenturnose
Colombia

Chivasso

Baiocco

Maradoe

I'i

Chia Ch'ien

Mark
Morchen

Blamiinseu
Engelthaler

Fettmannchen
Stern Groschen
Cluny

Mediacula

Korku raioi

Stateres

Cordova
Tiers de Sou d'Or
Corea

(See Korea)
Corinth

Colts

Decalitron

Didraclim
Pegasi

GEOGRAIMIICAI.

Stater

Cuenca
P^pion

Triheniiobolion

Cumae

Corinth (continued)

Escalin

Murajola

Reaal

Quirino

Adhada

San Giovannino
Trellino

Ardpanchio
Dhingalo

Ungaro

Dokdo

Cadifri-

Carlin

Carolus

Dauphin
Ecu dn Dauphinc^
Gu^nar
Quart d'Ecu
Kedotatos
Sol Coronat

Ibramee

Corsica

Kori

Vintina

Deccan

Panchia

Cortemiglia

Alanigiri

Tambio
Cyme

Carrettini

Corvey

KipperniUnzen

Dhabbu
Pice

Tridrachni

Costa Rica

Shahi

Tukkuh

Cyprus (Ancient)

Centiiuo

Anchors

Colon

Dehli

Cyprus (Modern)

Sun Dollar

Adli

Caime

Courland

Buhloli

Carzia

Gnadenpfennig

Dam

Florin

Cracow
Granas

Ka.'-fi

Kharrubeh

Tankah

Piastre

Cranium

Delphi

Shilling

Trilif iniobolion

Cremona
Crenionese
Mistura

Dauphiny

Cutch

Parpagliola

Ecu <Iu Dauphin^
M^reau

Tyn.pf
Tyssclun Thaler

Curapao

Caval lotto

Cr^mieu

Danzig (continued)

Myshemiliecte

Correggio
Cauiilliiio
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Odelos

Sixpence
t

Denmark

Sizinia

Attefaal

Cyrene

Brillen

Hemichrysos
Hemihectf?

Ebenezer

Kyranaion

Ebriier

Cyzicus

Engelsk

Cyzicenes

Fa nam

Crete

(See also Candia)

Drachma
Lebetcs

Trite

Firleyne

Dalmatia
Galeazzo

Tirolino

Crimea
Kyrniis

Tschal
Crotona

Incuse Coins

Cuba
Cent
Cuarenta
Marti
Viente

Mont

Fortuna Thaler
Fredericks d'Or

Grossetto
Crevacuore

Dukat

Christian d'Or

II ebriier

Perpero

Damao
Roda
San Joao

Hvid
Kas

Danish West Indies

Kopfstiick

Klippe

Bit

Korsvide

Cent

Krone

Mark

Daler
Franc
Danzig

Ordensthaler

Penge
Pumphosen Krone

Solidus

Ternar

I

Reisedaler
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Denmark (continued)
Rigsdaler

Royalin
Skilling

Soesling

Stykke
Deventer

Butgen
Deventergans
Flabbe
Gehelmdeschelling
Gosseler

Snaphaan
Stichtsche Stuiver

Dezana

Cornoue
Moraglia

Didyma

Durazzo
Gigliato

Duurstede
Tiers de .Sou d'Or

Dutch Indies

Bahar
Benggolo

Bonk
Cash

Dijon

Divionensis
'

Salute

Dinant

Gros k I'Aigle
Diu

Atia

Bazarucco
Rupia
Xeraphin
Djambi
Pitje

Dominica
Mocf>

Dominican Republic

Centime
Cinco
Franco
Dorpat

Artig

Ferding

Dortmund

Leather Money
Egypt (Ancient)
Alexandreion
Alexandrian Coinage
Aryandic Coinage
Decachalk
Glass Coins
Heptobol

Catty

Hexadrachm

Doewi

Hexobol
Mnaieiou

Double Key
Dubbeltje

Octachalk

Dschingara
Ducaton

Octadrachm
Pentadrachm

Duit

Pentastater

Escalin

Pentecontradrachni
Pentobolon

Gobog

Temple Coins

Eferding

Guilder

Porcelain Coins

Kangtang

Ptolomaici

Kedjer

Ring Money

Kentfel

Triobol

Kfetfeng

Ketip

Kou
Koupa
Koupan
Krishnala

Kroon
Laxsan

Mas

Egypt (Modern)
Abu-Cinco

Abu-Mafta
Abuquelp
Abu-tera

Aqdscheh
Arbda
Aschera
Bedidlik

Pagoda

Beshlik

Pardaw

Beutel

Pitje

Borbi
Cataa Hamsie

Puttan
Sateleer

Chamsi

Segeloh

Ducatello

Soekoe
Stuiver

Suku

Forii

Funduk
Ghrush
Glass Coins

Blamiiser

Sycee Silver

Dreizehner

Tali

Kairien

Reinoldigroschen

Tang
Tanga

Mangir
Medino

Dresden

Iloscnband Thaler
Diiren

Herzogsgroschen
Durango
Cuartilla

Ecuador

Condor
Doblado
Sucre

Guersh

Millieme
Miscal
Nusflik
Onlik
Piastre

Toston

Pound Turkish
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Egypt (coDtiDued)

Rsch

England (continued)

England (continued)
Brockage

Ferling Noble

Ruba

Brown

Festing Penny

Sequin

Bull

Fiddle

Zer-mahbub

Butchers' Half-pence

Fiddler

Canaries

Fitpence
Fiver

Eimbeck
Kdrtling

Canopy Type

Usualmark

Cartwheel

Eisleben

Lutherthaler
Ekaterinburg

Piatak
Elberfeld

Bread Tokens
Elbing

Trepolcher
Elis

Tartemorion

Emden
Kromstaart

Schaap
Schlecht Thaler

Schuppen
Witten
England

Galley Halfpence

Chequin
Chesle

George
George Noble

Chinker

Georgius Triumpho
Glove Money

Money
Chimney Money
Coal

Money

Godless Florin

Copper
Copper Noses
Counter

Goldy

Couter
Crocard

Gray
Green Silver
Groat

Crown
Crown

Gothic

Angel
Angelet
Angelot
Anglo-Gallic Coins

Annulet Coinage

Awpenny
Bean
Bender
Bener Dener
Bit

Black Dogs
Black Money
Blacksmith Half Groat

Blunt

of the Rose

Bonnet Type
Boulton's

Twopence

Bowed Money

Halfling

Half Penny

Darby
Decus
Deuce

Harington
Harry Groat
Harry Sovereign

Devil's Bit

Hat Money
Head Silver

Hanover Sovereign

Dibs
Dinders

Heregeld
Herring Silver

Disk

Dodkin

Hock Money
Hock Tuesday Money

Doit
Dollar

Hog

Drake
Dripmy Bit
Ducats

Dump

Hoppers' Money
Horse and Jockey
Jack
Jacobus
Jane

Dust

Jingle

Earnest

Breeches Money

Crown
Crown

Boy

Joey

Ecclesiastical Coins

Brass

Grocery
Guinea

Dandiprat
Danegelt

Duffer

Bob

Crown

Graceless Florin

Dagger Money

Ale-silver

Britain

Florin

Chany

Cunnetti Type

Alderman

Briot's

Flag
Flimsy

Carucage
Cash

Jubilee

Money

Esterliu

King George

Exurgat Money
Fadge

King's Picture

Britannia Groat

Falconer's Half

Broad

Farthing

King's Silver

Crown

Kite

Larding Money
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England (continued)
Laurel

Leopard
Lima Coinage
Lion
Lion Shilling

Long Cross Type
Lord Lucas Farthings
Lundrenses
Lundress
Lushburger
Maerra Peninga

Mag
Magpie
Maille Noble

Make
Mancus
Marigold

Maundy Money
Megg
Meke
Military Guinea

Milled

Money

Mise Money
Mite

Moneyage

Money Batterer
Monkey
Mopus
Mule
Ninepence
Nippence
Noble
Noble Angels

Norman Penny
Offering Pieces

Old Milk Penny
Onion Penny

Oof
Ora
Oxford Crown
Oxford Unite
Paul

Pax Type
Pelf

Penny
Penny Poize
Penny Yard Pence
Pentecostals

Perkin Warbeck (iroat

England (continued)
Peter's

Pence

Petition

Crown

England (continued)
Sheriff Geld
Shilling

Shiner

Pig

Money

Pin Money

Ship

Pistole

Short Cross Type
Shovel Board

Pistolet

Simon

Pitching Pence
Plough Alms
Plough Silver

Sleeping

Plum

Slip

Pollard

Smasher

Sixpence

Poney

Smelt

Porcelain Tokens

Smoke Farthings

Porpyne

Sola Coinage
Sovereign

Portcullis

Money

Prestation

Money
Proclamation Money

Spade Guinea
Spanker
Sprat

Pudsey Sixpence

Spur Ryal

Q

Squiddish
Stag

Pound

Money
Queen Anne Farthing
Queen Gold

Steenie

Quid

Stickamstam

Kag

Styca

Ready
Red

Suskin

Reddite Crown
Rigmarie

Swarf Money
Swine Pennies

Ring Money
Rosa Americana

Tanner
Tenner

Rosary

Testoon
Thick 'un

Quakers'

Rose Crown
Rose Pennies
Rose Ryal
Ruddock
Ryal
Salding
Salt Silver

Sterling

Suit Silver

Thirteener
Thirteeu-pence-half-penny
Thistle

Crown

Three Farthings
Three Halfpence
Threepence

Salute

Thrymsa

Sceat

Tin
Tinker

Scilling

Scimminger

Tithing Penny

Scrat

Tizzy

Scriddick

Tokens

Scute

Touch-piece

Scuttick

Trophy Money
Tumbling Tarns

Senage
Sheep Silver

Unite

GEOGKAPHICAI.
England (continued)
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France (continued)

Argent le Roy
Arnaldes
Arrhes
Assignat

France (continued)
Florette

Florin

Florin-Georges

Fort

Baquette
Barbarin

Franc

Baudequin

Fretin

Baviardus
Bille

Blauc

Bon Gros
Bourbonnais
Bourgeois
Braise

Brassage
Cadifere

Carle
Carlin

Carolus
Cavalier

Centime
Cercle

Chaise

Chienes
Chiqua
Chitopense

Compagnon
Coupure
Couronne d'Or
Couronne du Soleil
Couronnelle

Dardenne
Dauphin
Decinie

Denier
Denier d'Or
Denier Palatin
Denier Parisis
Diviouensis

Dixain

Double
Double Lorrain
Doubloii
Douzaiii

Durantingi

Ecu

Fruste

Fleur de

J^is

Moneta Palatina
Monnaies
Monneron Tokens

Morveux
Mouton
Napoleon
Niquet

Gloriam Regni

Noailles

Gourde
Gros
Gudnar

Noble
Obole
On-le-vault

Guillot

Ottene

Guinnois
Hardi

Passir

Parisis

Heaume

Patacchina

Henri d'Or
Jaunet
Jeton

Patard
Patte d'oie

Laubthaler
Leather Money
Leniocia

Pavilion d'Or

Philippe
Pifece

de Plaisir

Pied-Guailloux

Leopard

Piefort

Leopoldino
Leopoldo
Liard

Pignatelle

Lingot
Lion
Lion d'Or

Pile

Pimpion
Pinpennellos
Pistole

Lis d 'Argent

Plated Coins
Pogesia

Lis d'Or

Poid

Livre

Poillevillain

Livre Tournois
Louis

Points Secrets

Louis aux Lunettes
Louis aux Palmes
Louis d'Or
Luigino

Poin9on
Poitevin

Poupon
Provinois

Maille

Quart d'Ecu
Raimondine

Mansois

Reaux

Mantelet d'Or

Rechenpfennige

Marc
Marqu^

Redotatos
Refrapp^
Reine

Masse d'Or
Masson
Medallion

Rond
Roue

M^reau

Rouleau

Millarfes

Roupie

Mirliton

Royal Coronat
Royal d'Or

Esterlin

Face

France (continued)

Monarque
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France (continued)

Royal Parisis Double

French Colonies

Saiga

Marqud
Marqud Hlanc

Salute

Noirs

Side

Quadrulile

^81

Geneva (continued)
Pistole Forte

Quart
Sol

Genoa

Sixain

Rouleau

Sol

Sol

Crosazzo

Sol Coronal

Stampee

Doppia

Soldo

Tampt'

Sol-sanar

Sonuette

Friesland

Arends-Rijksdaalder
Bankschelling
Bezenistuiver
Braspenniug

Sou
Sou d'Or
Spadin
Sneldo
Talbot
Tanip^

Flindricli

Guilder

Hvid
Koggerdaalder

Terlina

Teston
Tournois
Tranche Cordou^e
Tre missis

Pietje

Tresin

Rijder

Leijcesterdaalder

Oertchen

Oord

Trou^

Scheepjeschelling

Trouvaille

Schubbe
Snaphaan

Vacquette
Vertugadin
Frankfort

a.

M.

Bolette

Engel
Impierans Golt
Janauschek Thaler
Jeneuoser
Judenpfennige
Katzen Gulden
Kolhaseu Gulden
Reichsalbus
Freiberg

Horngroschen

Stiiber

Upstalsboom Thaler
Witten
Chiavarino

Dozzeno
Friuli

Bagattino

Mancoso
Bluzger

FoUaro

(See (tucldres)

Geneva

Ecu

Pistole t

Genevoise
Ciriugalet

Tr^sel

Ziunenthunnheller

Novini
Ottavetti

Pataccliina
Pite

Quartaro
Quartarola

Realone
San Giovannino
Scudo di Oro
Sesino

Terzarola
Georgia

Abbasi
Asper
Bisti

Botinat

Chauri
Drakani

Phoul
Schauri

German East Africa
Heller
Pais<d

Rupie

German States and

Cities

Achtbriiderthaler

Tir Federal

Freistadt

Madonnina
Minuto

Thetri

Gaeta

Gelderland

Piecette

Ligurino

Luigino

Pul

Fulda

Rappen
Funfer

Giustino
Januiiii

Frinco

Garpenberg
Plate Money

Freiburg (Switzerland)

GenoviiK)

Gianuino

Stuiver

Denarii Corvoruni

Freiburg (Brcisgau)

Asper

Achtelthaler

Achter
Adler

lluitain

Albansguldeu

Pignatelle

Albertusthaler

Pistole

Albus
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German States and

Cities

(continued)

German States and

Cities

(continued)

Aloiithaler

Denar

Andreas Thaler
Annengroschen
Appelgulden
Arenkopf

Denarii Corvoruni

Ascanische Pfennige
August d'Or
Augustos
Ausbeutemiiuzen
Auswurf Miiuzeu

Denkmiinze
Dick Thaler
Dreier

Dreigroscher

German States and

Cities

(continued)

Gnadenpfennig
Gosgen
Gold Fuchs
Gold Thaler
Gontzen Pfennig
Gottesfreund Thaler
Groschel

Dreikaiserthaler

Groschen

Dreiling

Grote

Dreipolker

Gulden
Guldengroschen
Gute Groschen

Baetzner

Dreissiger

Banco

Dreizehner

Baungeki
Batzen
Bauerngroschen
Bauern Thaler

Driittainer

Beichtthaler

Eintrachtsthaler

Bernhardsgroschen
Bettlerthaler

Engel
Engelsgroschen

Beutgroschen

Engelthaler

Dukat
Hausgroschen

Blaffert

Ephraimiteu
Ernst d'Or

Heckniiinzen

Blamiiser

Blechmiiuzen
Blutpfenuig
Bolette

Bracteates

Bread Tokens
Breite Groscheu
Bremseuthaler
Buudesthaler

Dukat
Eckige Pfennige
Edelrost

Esterlin

Etschkreuzer

Falkendukat
Falsche Miinzen
Federn Thaler
Feingoldgulden

Hacksilber
Iliilbling

Haudelheller
Ilahnrei Thaler
Ilalb

Halber
Iliirzgold

Ileilandsniiinzen
Ilelbling

Heller
Hellier

Helmarc
Heliupfennig

Feinsilljerthaler

Herrengroschen
Herzogsgroschen

Feldthaler

Heymauncheu

Busch

Fettmannchen
Fewreysen

Carl d'or

Flederniaus

Cassa Thaler
Cassius Groschen
Catechismusthaler
Charta Magna Thaler

Flinderke

Hirschgulden
Hirtenpfennig
Hitarc Pfennige
Hohlpfennige

Flindrich

Horngroschen

Flitter

Hosenband Thaler

Florin

Christfest Thaler

Fortuna Thaler
Fuchs

Hubertusthaler
Huldigungs Miinzen

Bursarienzeichen

Dukat
Church Tokens

Christkiudl

Convention Money
Coronation Coins
Cosel Gulden

Creutzer

Fiirstengroscheu

Geburtstagsthaler

Gedachtnismiinzen
Gelbvogel
Geld
Gelegenheitsniiiuzuu

Hussthaler
Inpierans Golt
Interiinsthaler
I rid en

Isargold

Dukat

Jakobsthaler

Janauschek Thaler

Cruitzer

Georgsthaler

Cyrillus Thaler

Jeneuoser

Danielsthaler

Gerlacus
Glaubeusthaler

Davidsthaler

Glockenthaler

Joachinisthaler

Jesus Thaler

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
German States and

Cities

(continued)

German States and

Cities

(continuud)
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German States and

Cities

(continned)

Jubileums Thaler

Lutherthaler

Pyratniden Thaler

Jiulenkopfgrosclien

Madonnenthaler
XIagister Thaler

Raifpfennige

Jmlenpfennige

KaderalbuR

Juliusliiser

MalschlUing

Kaiserthaler

Margare tengroschen

Katntnerherronthaler

Mariengroscheti
Marienthaler

Rebellenthalcr

Karolin
Kasseiiinan nchen

Mark

Regenbogenschiissel

Rath Zeichen
Rautengroschen
Rechenpfennige

Kasseutlialer

Martinsgulden

Regensburger

Katherinengroschen
Katzen Gulden

Martiusthaler

Reichsalbus
Reichsgulden

Kt'lilpfeiinig

Matthiasgroschen
Maximilian d'Or
Metzblanken
Mimigardeford Deniers
Mise

Kipperiuiinzen

Kirclienpfennige

Klappmiitzeuthaler
Klotergeld

Marzellen

Dukat
Albus
Robotmarken
Rheiiigold

Rheinisclit'r

Rossgulden
Afra Dukaten
Sargpfennig
St.

Kolnische Mark

Morchen

Kcirtllng

Moritzpfennige

Siiulen Piastre

Kolhasen Gulden
Kometenthaler

Schaap

Koru

Miickenpfennig
Miinze
Miinzfuud
Miinz Zeichen

Kosel Gulden
Kreditmiinzen

Myte
Napgen Heller

Kopfstiick

Schauthaler
Scheideniiinzen

Scherf
Schiffs

Dukaten

Schilfsthaler

Kreisobristeu Thaler

Notmunzen

Schild Groschen

Kreuzer
Kreuzgroschen
Kronungs Miiuzen
Kronenthaler
Kronigte
Kiirassier Thaler

Oertchen

Schilling

Orterer

Schilling Liibsk

Okelpeuning

Schlafrock Thaler
Schmalkaldischer Huiules-

Ordensthaler

Ort

thaler

Orteliu

Schni'pfi'ni)fennige

Kugildi

Ortsthaler

Schraubthaler

Landmiinze
Landsberger Pfennige

Ottenpfennige

Schrot

Passir

SchusselpfVnnige

Lappen

Pathenniiinzeii

Schiitzen 'J'halcr

Laubthaler

Patriotenthaler

Schuppen

Laureutiusgulden
Legierung
Leicht Geld
Licht Thaler
Linsen Dukaten

Pelikanthaler

Schvvaren

Pest Thaler

Schwertgro.schen

Peterraannchen
Petrus Schilling

Sechser

PfafEenfeind Thaler

Si'chsling

Locumtenensthaler

Pfennig

Sechstel

Loserthaler

Pistole

Seligkeitsthaler

Losungs Dukat
Lowenpfennige

Plated Coins

Seniissis

Polonaise

Seniorats

Lot

Poltora

Seufzer

Portugaliiser

Sieges Thaler

Pramienthaler

Silbergroschen

Lotterie

Dukat

Lugenthaler

Sebaldus Thaler

Dukat
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German States and

Cities

German States and

Cities

(continued)

(continued)

Slegelpenninge

Wewelinghofer

Sonnenkrone
Sophiendukat

Wiedertaiifer Thaler

Sortengulden
Souveranitatsthaler
Speciesthaler

Spielniarken

Spitzgroschen

SpottmUnzen
Spruchthaler
Stabler

Stern Groschen
Stockfishthaler

Wildemannsthaler
Wilhelm d'Or
Witten
Zahlpfennig
Zehner
Zinnenthurmheller
Zinsgroschen
Zopf Dukat
Zwanziger
Zwei Drittel
Germany (Empire)

Streitpfennige

Kriegsfiinfer

Strohthaler

Krone
Lappen
Mark

Stuber
Stuiver

Suitenmedaillen
Talar

Talisman Thaler
Tauf Thaler
Thaler
Thiiringer Groschen
Tippelgroschen
Triumph Thaler

Tympf
Tysschen Thaler
Unecht
Upstalsboom Thaler
Ursula Thaler

Usualmark
Venusthaler
Verfassungsthaler

Vermahlungsthaler
Vierchen
Vierer
Vierling
Vierschildheller
Vikariats Thaler

Vinkenauge
Wahrheitsthaler

Wappenturnose
Weckenpfennige

Weideubaum Thaler
Weihemiinzen
Weihnauhts Thaler

Pfennig
Reichsmiinzen

Gottingen

Kortling

Ort
Gold Coast

Ackey
Boss
Cabes
Cowries

Damba
Stone

Money

Tabo
Takoe
Gombroon
Besorg
Gorcum

Noble
Goslar

Arenkopf
Bauerngroschen
Berling
Brillenthaler
Flitter

Gerona

Kreuzgroschen
Mariengroschen

Dure
Sixain

Ghent

Roosebeker

Marienthaler
Matthiasgroschen
Scherf

Gibraltar

Half Shiner
Quart
Gliickstadt

Fortuna Thaler
Goa
Bastiao

Usualmark
Gowa
Dschingara

Koupa
Grand Bassam
Manilla

Bazarucco
Chazza

Graubiinden

Cherafin

Graz

Esphera
Pardao
Pequenino
Real Branco

Roda
Rupia
Sdndr-Kdsu
San Felipe
San Joao
Santo

Thom^

Bluzger
Vierer
Greece (Ancient)

Alexanders
Alexandrine Coinage
Alliance Coins
Animals
Archaic Coinage
Argurion
Assarion

Autonomous Coins

Seratin

Chalcus

Tanga

Charon's Obol
Chelonai
Chrysos
Cistophorus

Wendenpfennige

Tutenag
Xeraphin

Wespeuthaler

Zeraphin

GEOORAPHICAI.
Greece (Ancient
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Greece (Ancient

continued)

Kore
Korku raisi Statereg

Citharephori
Colly bos

Colts

:

INDEX

•

Krapatalos
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Greece (Ancient

:

Convention Money

Krystis

Daric

Kyraneion
League Coinage
Lepton

Tetarte

Decobol
Demareteion
Dichalkon

Lucullei

Tetradrachm
Tetranomnios

Didracbm
DikoUybon

Mina

Tetrastater

Mnaieion

Tetrobolon

Dilitron

Morphe

Tettigia

Dinomos

Thibronian

Di-Stater

Mysheraihecte
Myshemitetarte
Nauluni

Dodecadrachm

Nesiaca Drachma

Trias

Decadrachni
Decalitron

Dioblon

Mikron
Mill-sail

Type

continued)

Talent
Tartemorion
Temple Coinn
Testudo
Tetartemorion
Tetrachalk

Tetras

Money

Tortoises

Toxotai

Drachm

Koctua

Trichalk

Enneobol
Glaukes
Gorgoneion
Hect^

Nomisma
Nomos

Tridrachm

Obol

Triheniitartemorion

Octobol

Hemiassarion

Trihemite tartemorion
Trikollybon

Trihemiobolion

Hemichalk

Odelos
Odolke

Heniichrysos

Owls

Triquetra

Hemidanake

Pacheia

Trite

Heraidaric

Pallades

Tritemorion

Hemidrachm

Parthenoi

Trochiskos

Hemihect^

Pegasi

Hemilitrion

Hemiobol

Pelanor
Pentad rachm

Hemistater

Pentalitron

Hemitartemorion
Hemitetarte

Pentanumniion

Heptadrachm

Pentechalkon
Pentecontad rachm

Heptobol
Hexadrachni

Hexas

Pentastater

Pentecontalitra

Triobol

Xunistron
Greece (Modern)

Drachma
I cossad

rachmon

Lepton
Obolos
Grenoble

Chiqua

Ecu du Dauphin^
M^reau

Hexobol

Pentobolon
Pesson
Petalon

Histialka

Philippi

Incuse Coins

Phocaides

Karkadona

Phokikoi

Butgen
Cnapcock
riabbe

Kerma

Plated Coins

Jager

Kersa

Plinthos

Kikkabos

Psephos

Langrok
Peerdeke

Kistophoros

Sema

Plak

Kitharephoroi

Semision

St.

Kodrantes

Steter

Statenschelling

Hexastater

Groningen

Jans Rijksdaalder
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Guadeloupe
Collot

Doublon
Escalin

Gourde

Guam
Cent
Guanaxuato
Ciiartilla

Guastalla

Annunciata
Barbarina
Giulio

Murajola
Pezzetta Imperiale
San Paolo
Selmino
Guatemala
Cuartino
Gubbio
Mailonnina
Gueldres

Arnold us

Hainaut (continued)
Plaisant
Tiercelin
Haiti

Centime
Gourde
Halberstadt

Pfaffenfeind Thaler

Sargpfennig
Haldenstein

Bluzger
Hall

Handelheller
Heller

Hamburg
Banco
Dreiliug

Leicht Geld

Hawaiian Islands
Akahi Dala

Cent
Heinrichstadt

L5serthaler
Helvetian Republic

(See Switzerland)
Henneberg
Fiinfer

Hennegau
Dreilander
Drielander
Vierlander
Herford

Abbey-Pieces
Hermosillo
Cuartilla

Hessen

Madonnenthaler
Mariengroschen

Albus
Beutgroscheu

Mark

Ftir^tengroschen

Pest Thaler

Karolin

Portugaloser

Schmalkaldischer Bundes-

Briqui't

Schilling

Clenimergulden
Ecu d'Or

Sechsling
Stockfischthaler

Wappenturnose

Gouden Lam

VVitten

Weidenbaum Thaler

Kopfstiick

Hameln

Leijcesterthaler

Flitter

Mouton

Gosgen

Oord

Kortling

Pronkdaalder
Rijder

Rynsgulden
Scheepjeschelliug

Hanau
Reichsalbus

Hanover

thaler

Sortengulden

Wilhelm d'Or
Hildesheim

Annengroschen
Bernhardsgroschen
Marienthaler

M atth iasgroschen
Usualmark

Snaphaan

Achter
Annengroschen
Ernst d'Or

•Statendaalder

Feiusilberthaler

Stooter

Georgsthaler

Adli

Stuiver

Gute Groschen

Aftaby

Schild

Guernsey

Double
Gujarat

Gustafsberg
Plate

Money

Hainaut
Cavalier

Coquibus
Hales d'Or
Petros

Adhdlah
Adl Gutkah

Heaume

Atmah

Helni])feunig

Bacchanalian Coins
Binsat

Kiirtling

Mailaui

Hindustan
(See also Indian States)

Mariengroschen
Silbergroschen

Upstalsboom Thaler
Usualmark
Witten
Zwei Drittel
Hasa

Toweelah

Chahar Goshah
Chugul

Dam
Daniri

Dehliwdla

Hun
Ilahi

Jalalah

GEOGBAPHICAI. INDEX
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Indian States (continued)

Indian States (continued)

Ireland (continued)

Mohur

Tulabhaia Kasu

Rosarj'

Mushtari

Saint Patrick's

Nishka

Urdee
Usmani
Varaha

I'ada

Varalian

Sixpence

I'adaka

Vodri

Smulkyn

Zahrah

Teastun

Nsisfi

Padika
Padnia Tanka

Rose Pennies

Thirteener

Indo-China

Ken

Pagoda

Piastre de

Pala

Pan a

Commerce

Ionia

Panani
Panchia

Plated ('oins
Stater

Pandu
Paunchea
Pavali

Phetang

Lepton

Pice

Mioljolo

Pie

Obolos
Tripenon

Poll

Three Crowns Money
Three Farthings
Three Halfpence
Threepence
Tinker
Tiirney

Ionian Islands

Ditto Bolo
Gazzetta

Union Penny
Voce Populi Coinage
White Shilling
Wood's Coinage
Yellow Boy
Isle of

Man

Triquetra

Poni

Ireland

Portcullis

Money

Prata])a

Puiana
Purnya

Isles

Airgead
BlackKiiiith Half

Crown

Bonn

du Vent

(See
Isles of

Windward

Marqud

Cammacks

Isny

Raal Lakria

Cianog

Cob Money

Istria

Rati Seed

Eagle
Feorlainn

Italian States

Real

Groat

and
Aguila de Oro

Real Bianco

Gun Money

Albulo

Hopaka
Rupee
San Rupee

Harp

Alfonsino

Rasi

Sataniana
Shahi

Batzen
Pattacona

Hibernias

Alicorno

Inchquin Money
Irlandes d'Argent

Ambrosino

Patricius Farthing

Amedeo d'Oro
Anconitano
Anepigrafa
Annunciata
Anselmino
Apuliense

Sovereign

Patrick

Aquilino

Star Pagoda

Penny
Pistole

Argento
Armellino

Suvarna

Pollard

Artilucco

Swanii Pagoda

Quadrant

Asper

Tang-ka

Rap

Asprione

Taiikali

Rebel

Tenga

Red Harp
Ring Money

Money
Rupee

Jack

Shroffed

Mitre

Sicca

Northumberland

Siddiki

Soolakie

Suki

Islands)

France

Rama- tanka

Tola

Money

Salding

Shillinu

Ormond Money

Money

Augustalis

Aureola
Azzalino

Cities

GEOGKAIMIICAI.

Italian States

and Cities (con-

tinuod)

Bacca
Bagarone

Italian States

2K9

I.MiKX

and Cities (con-

Italian States

tinued)

tinued)

Cagliaiese

Denaretto
Denarino

Cagnolo

Cagnone
Camera

Diamante

Baggiani
JBagni

Caniillino

Baiarila

Capellone

Bagattino

and Cities (con-

Dicciottino

Baiocco

Carantano

Dobla
Dobloue
Dodicesimo

Baioccone

Caratto

Dopjiia

Baiochella

Carlino

Dozzeni)

Baiochetto

Carranino

Baiotta

Carrettiui

Banderuola

Castruccino

Ducato
Ducato d'Argento
Ducato di Banco
Ducato di Camera
Duetto

Barbariua
Barberine

Catanesi

Enricl

Cauci

Fernandino

Barbonaccio

Cavalitti

Ferrarino

Barbone

Cavalla

Fert

Bargelliuo

Cavallina

Filiberto

Barile

Cavallo

Filippo

Battezoue

Cavallotto

Filippone

Beato Ainedeo
Beato Luigi
Berlinga
Besante
Bezzo
Bezzone
Bianchetto
Bianco

Cecchine
Cenoglego

Flicca

Centesinio

Fogbetti

Cervette

Follaro

Cervia

Francesconc
Franchi
Frazione
Frignacco

Baldacchino

Carzia

Banco

Castroni

Checquin
Chiappe di Forte

Florin

Biancoiie

Chiavarino
Chickino

Biglioiie

Chikino

Bissolo

Cianfrone

Gazzetta

Bissona

Cinquina

Gelso

Bizzichini

dementi

Genovino

Bolognino

Colombina
Cornabo
Cornone
Cornuto
Corona

Gottone

Bononenus
Bordata
Borgesi

Bragone
Bronzo

Cosinio

Gabella
Galeazzo

Gianuino
Gigliato

Ginocchiello
Giorgiiio
Ciirasoli

Hruneti

Cotale

Giulio

Hudata

Cremonese

Giustina

Btiiigozzo

Croce o Testa

Giustino

Bussignarfi

Crocione

Gobbi

Bussola

Crosazzo

Graici

Bussoloti)

Danaro

Grano

Buttala

Decenario

Grazia

Cagliaresco

Dena

Gregorina

GEOGRAPHTCAI, INDEX
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Italian States and Cities (con-

tinued)

Italian States

and Cities (con-

tinued)

Italian States

and Cities (con-

tinued)

Gregorio

Moneta Spezzata

Quadrupla

Grolla

Moraglia

Qiiarantano

Grosello

Murajola

(i>uartaro

Grossetto

Navicella

(^•iiartarolo

Grosso
Grossone

Nicbelino

Quartino
Quattrinello

Guelfo

Novini
Oboliuo

Idra

OiK-etta

(^•uindioino

Imbiamcate

Oncia

(^)uinto

Iniperiale

Osella

(^)uiutuplo

Infortiati

Ottavetti

Quirino

Januini

Ottavo

Kagno

Ottino

Kagusino
Realone
Renaissance Medals

Leather

jVIoiiey

Leone
Leonina
Leonzino

Padiglione

Pad nans

(^)uattrino

Palanca
Palpa

Riccio

Libertini

Ligurino

Paolino

Rogati

Paolo

Rolino

Lirazza

Paparini

Rollbatzen

Liretta

Paparoni

Roniesine

Lirona
Livorniuo

Papetto

Rosalino

I

Am

Lucatl

Lucchese Nuovo
Luigino

Madonnina
Maglia

Rodioti

Parpagliola

Ro\'erino

Partenope
Pataca
Patacchiua
Pegione
Pepulea

Rovetti

Kuspone
Russino
Sal u to d'Oro

Sampietrino

Mancanza
Mancoso
Marc

Pereale

San Carlo

Petizza

Sancto Zoanne

Pezza

Marcello

Pezzetta Iniperiale

Marchesinu
Marchetto

Phoenix

Marengo

Piastrino

Sanese d'Oro
San Giovannino
San Martino
San Mauricio
San Paolo

Piastre

Marniussini

Picaillon

Sanpetronio

Matapan

Picfiolino

Sanpierino

Medaglla
Mediacula

Piceiolo

Picureddu

Santa Croce
Saraceno

Mediano

Pistacchio

Scaggia

Mediatino

Pistolet

Mezza

Pite

Scudino
Scudd

Mezzanino

Plagauner

Scudo della Croce

Michieletta

I'oillcvillain

Scudo

Minuto

Ponti

Sede Vacante Coinage

Mistura

Popolano

Sedicina

Mocenigo

Popolino

Selinino

Moni'ta

I'nivisiiio

Seniprevivo

di

Oro

CKOIiKAl'llHAL

Italian States

and Cities (con-
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Juliers

Clemniers;ulden

Engelthaler
Fettmiiimcheii

Raderalbus

Rosen Grost-heii
Ryusgulden
Stern Groschen
Stiiber

Junkseylon

Putta

Kabul
Tankali
Karikal
Caclif

Diuldu
Kaschin
Pul

Kaschmir

Padaka
Kashgar

Fen
Tilla

Kathiawar
Ad had
Ardpancliio

Dhingalo

Dokdo
Ibramee
Kori
Panchia
Tambio
Kermanschahan
Sahebqiran

Khwarizm
Aiuzzeh
Danik

Habbeh

Tamunah
Tassug
Tilla

Keda

Timma
Tra
Kiev

Denga
Grivna
Pul
Konigsberg

Tympf

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
Kolbarga
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Lorraine (continued)

Lima
Peso
Limoges

Assis

Masson

Centime
Franc

Plak
Spadin

Lemocia
Lippe

Sol

Luzerne

Tallard

Flitter

Kippermiinzen

Louvain

Boosebeker

Myte

Torentje

Lippstadt
1'1'affoiil'einil

Thaler

Tourelle

Low

Lisbon

Barbuda

Countries

(See Xetherlands)

Chimfram
Cruzadinlio

Albulo
Barbonaccio

Barbone

Lisbonini)

Castruccino

Pilarte

Duetto

Tostao

Eurici

Lithuaoia

Grazia

Bolognino

Lucati

Macao
Sapfeque

Lucchese Nuovo

Artig

Mancoso

Ferding
Livonese

San Martiiio

Mark

Scudo

Solidus

Soldo

Money

Lombardy
Centesiino

Gulden

Santa Croce
di

Oro

Lu Chu Islands
Hatonie Sen

Shu
Lucknow
San Ilupei'
Liibeck

Bremsenthaler
Firleyoe

Soldo

Mark

Sovrauo

Schilling

Loos
Kopfstiick
Lorraine

Aubonne
Bourgeois

Bugne
Dolche
Frau(;ois d"Or

Leopoldino

Alexanders
Alexandrine Coinage
Chalcus
Di-Stater

Octadrachni
Pentad rachni
Pentecontradraclmi
Philippi

Stater

Macerata

Madonniiia

Pettine

(See England)

Macedonia

Blaffert

Lira

London

Croisette

Tiers de Sou d'Or

Tympf

Plate

Kroiseioi

Lyons
Ji

Infortiati

Lobsenz
TiMnjir

League Coinage
Lydia

Ecu la
M^reau

Drcigrosi-her

Ljusnedal

Spagiirli

Gygeades

Cruzado
Grave

Livonia

Angster
Baetzner
Frank
Michaels (iulden
Miinz Gulden
Lycia

Lucca

Ceitil

Luxemburg (continued)

Leopoldo

Mont

Soesling

Madagascar
Levant Dollar

Madras
Dni>

Duddu

Thaler

Falucc

Witten

Fanani

Liineburg

Blaffert
Liittich

(See Li^ge)

Lugano
Tir Federal

Luxemburg
Angolot

Jettal

Mohur
Pagoda
Star Pagoda
Swiirni

Pagoda

Tola
Madrid
(See Spain)
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Maestricht
Tuiii

Magdeburg

Malay Peninsula (continued)
Kenderi

Kepeng

Bettlerthaler

Ketip

Ftirstengroschen

Pitje

Interimsthaler

Moritzpfeunige

Putta
Ringgit

Venusthaler

Sata

Mantua (continued)
Barbarina
Beato Luigi

Bianco
Bussola
Cagnolo
Cornabo
Doppia

Magnesia
Plated Coins

Sen
Suku

Girasoli

Mahe

Tampang

Biche
Fanani
Mainz
Albausgulden
Albus

Timma

Grossone
Marcello
Quadrupla
Scudo
Scudo di Oro

Tra
Tsi
Ualdive Islands
Burrie

Giulio

Sesino

Bettlerthaler

Cawne

Solarus

Convention Money

Cowries

Soldo

Gerlacus
Martinsgulden

Gunda
Kahan

Soldone

Raderalbus

Lari

Testone

ReichsalbuB

Peon

Sol
Sorteuguldi-'U

Majorca

Dobler
Maiorchino
Malla
Kueldo
Treseta
Makassar

Koupa
Malabar Coast
Biche

Malines
(See Mechlin)

Mai mo
Korsvide
Malpur

Dam
Malta
Carlino

Doppia
Farthing
Gigliato

Grain

Tallero

Traiaro
Marseilles

Ecu

;i

la Croisette

Royal Corouat
Saiga
Tiers de Sou d"Or

Maskat
Baisa
Gass
Mahraiidi

Maskat Pice
Massa

di

Lunigiana

Cervia

Dumare
Fanam

Grano

Rasi

Oncia

Massa Lombarda
Spadaccino

Tar(5

Picciolo

Matelica

Malacca
Bastardo

Caixa
Catholico

Luigi

Tarin

Threepence
Mansfeld
Ausbeuteniiiiizen

(,>ua<lrupla

Madonuina
Mauritius

Anchor Pieces
Cent

Challaine

Davidsthaler

Chazza

Georgsthaler

Mayence
(See Mainz)

Malaqui'

Kippermiinzen

Mechlin

Malay Peninsula

Spitzgrosfhen

Buaya

Spruchtlialer

Caixa

Talisman Thaler

I)jaiii])id

Mantua

Leeuw
Roosebeker
Mecklenburg
IJlaffert

Docwi

Anselinino

Drciling

Dubbeltjc

Aquilino

Fortuna Thaler

OKOfiRAPinrAI.
Mecklenburg (continued)

Mexico (continued)
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Milan (eontioiipd)

Ildhlpri'iinij^e

Centavo

Mark
Schilling

Chopped Dollars
Cob Money

Vinkenauge

Cuartilla

AVitton

Dobla

Svatizica

Dobloii

Terzarola

Doubloon
Mexican Dollar

Testone

Megalopolis

League Coinage
Megara
Odelos

Morelos Dollars
Octavo

Meissen

Fiiistengroschen
Jiidi'iikopfgrosclien

Kathaiincngiosi-lien

Kreuzgrosclien

Kronigte
J

,andsbeiger PlViiiiige

Margaretengrosclu'ii
S(,'hild

(irosL-lien

Patlaehtt^
Patohpiaclitli

Peso
Real
Sand Dollar
Sicca

Vales
Vargas Dollar

Thiiiingcr (iidscheii

Si'sino
Sili(]ua

Soldo

Sovrano

Trillina

Mileto

Folia rn
Miletus

League Coinage
'I'eniple

Coins

Minas

Cruzadinhn
Escndo
Miranda

Barbuda

Xi(iuipili

MeUe
Denier

Mirandola
<r()i-

Melos

Nesiaca Draclinia

Milan
Anibrosino

Parpagliola

Berlinga

Menaenum

Bissolo

Tftras

Bissona

Merano
Decenario
Viginteiiario

Burigoz/,0

Cagnone
Carlino Papale

Crocione

Messerano
Cornoiie

Doppia
Ducaton

Dicciottino

Forte

Ecu au

Kollbatzen

Enrici

Tallero

Porc-e])ic

Filippo

Grosso

Bronzo

Iniperiale

Follaro

Marniussini

Pereale

Medianii

Metapontum
Dinonios

Obolino

Incuse Coins

Metz
lUlgUe

Metzblanken
Monnaies Angevines
Spadin
Mexico

Solz

Testone
Zecchino

Merida
Tiers de Sou d'Or

Messina

Baggiane

Ottino
Pal pa

Mocba
Kabir
Konnnassi
Modena
Bagarone
I5aggiane

Baiarda

Biancone
Bolognino
Capellone

Denarino
Doblone
Giorgino
(iiustina

Leonzino
Marcello

Parpagliola

Moraglia

Patard

Murajola

Pegione
Popolano

Paolo

Quadru|)la

Quarantano
Scudino

Qnattrino

Soldo

Axe Money

Quindicino

Ungaro

Carasco Dollar

Seniprevivo

Zecehiiio

296
Moldavia
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Naples (continued)

Netherlands (continued)

Netherlands (continued)

Albus

Kloinp

Sequin

Arends-Rijksdaalder

Knaak

Sesino

Ariioldus

Sirena

Bankje
Bezemstuiver
Blank

Koggerdaalder
Kopfstuck
Kromstaart
Kronenthaler
Kruisdaalder

Sciulo

(li

Oro

Sol Coronat

Tarin
Testone

Botdrager

Tornese
Zanetta
Narva
Ruudstucke

Brabant
Braspeiming

Kwart

Briquet

Leather Money

Butgeii

Navarre
Caveria

Carolus

Leeuw
Leg Dollar

Langrok

Cavalier

Leijcesterdaalder

Dinero
Douzain
Grueso
Quart d'Ecu

Cent

Lion d'Or

Christus Gulden
Clinckaert

Monnaies Angevines
Myte

Croondaalder

Negenmenneke

Sancheti

Naxos
Nesiaca Drachma

Daalder
Davidstuiver
Deveutergaus

Nemausus

Diilpelthaler

Negotiepenning
Noble
Oord
Patagon

Dog Dollar

Patard

Douzain
Drielander

Peerdeke
Penning
Peter

Dubbeltje

Philippus Daalder

Ducaton

Piefort

Hams
Nepal

Adha

Dreilander

Adha-ani

Adheeda
Ang-tuk
Ani
Bakla Asarfi
Chiin

Dam

Dam
Dhebua
Do-am
Duitole-Asarfi

Dyak
Ek-ani

Majhawala
Mehnder-Mulie

Mohar
Patla

Duit

Plak

Escalin

Poeu
Pop

Escudo
Flabbe
Florin

Franc h Cheval
Franc si Pied

Postulatsgulden

Pronkdaalder
Reaal

Rechenpfennige

Geeltje

Rijder

GehelmdfSche'Uing
Geusenpfennige
Gildepenningen

Rijksdaalder

Gosseler

Roosschelling

Roosstuiver

Rozenobel
Andries Gulden

Gouden Kroon
Gouden I.am

St.

Groot
Grootken

Scheepsnobel

Guilder

Schilil

Halfje

Scluibbe

lleitje

Schuitken

Achtc-rwiel

Hip

Sesthalf

Albertin

Iloedjesschelling

Sna]ihaan

Albertusthaler

lager

Souverain

Phoka Dam
Suka
Takka
Tang-Ka
Nesle

Gro8 de Nesle
Netherlands

Scheepje^chelling
Schelling
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Netherlands (continued)
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Overysel (continued)
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Palestine (continued)

Papal States (continued)

(Joid

Silverliug

I'lak

Skins of Animals

Scudo di Oro
Sede Vacante Coinage

Statendaalder

Talent

Settimo

S footer

Tribute

Widow's Mite

Paderborn

Bread Tokens

Paliakate

Pagoda

IJursarieuzeichen

(Jiiadenpfennig

Pamphylia
I'hiliiipi

Padua

Panama

A(|uilino

Carrarino

Grosso Aquiliiio

Paduans

-

Balboa
Peso

Papal States
Absolution sthaler

Rogati

Baiocco

Saraceno

Baioccone

Pahang
Taiiipang

Baiochella
Carlino Papale

Palatinate

Albus
Convention Money
Ilubertusthaler

Karolin
Lotterie

Money

Dukat

Clenienti

Doblune
Doppia
Ducato di Camera
FoUaro

Pistole

Giulio

Heichsalbus

Gregorina

Schiisselpfennige

(iregorio

Vikariats Thaler

Joanniuus

Weckenpfennige
Palembang
I'itje

Kalenderthaler

Sisto

Testonc
Paraguay
Peso

Paramo
Granii
Paris

(See

Frame)

Parma
Bagarone
Bussolotto
Difciottino

Dueaton
Follaro
Paolinf)

Quarantano
Soldo
Trellino
I'ligaro

Vitalino
Paros

Nesiaca Draclmia
Pergamos
Cistopliorus
Perigord

Leonina

Ileliens

Madonnina
Mancoso

Petragordin

Mistura

Pernambuco
Patara

Budata
Oncetta
Oneia

Mouches

Perpignan

Phoenix

Palermo
Apuliense

Palestine

Murajola

Douzain

Navicella

Patard

Paolino

Saiinar

Paolo

Sol-sanar

Sueldo

Bekah

Papariui

Urachni

Papetto

Garah

Plagauner

Kesitah

Provisino

Kikkar

Quadrupla
Quartino

Danake

Maneh
Mina

Quattrinello

llemidanake

Quattrino

Mina

Pieces of Silver

Roverino

Sagittarii

Rebah
Ring Money

Sampietriiii)

Satrapal Coins

Sanpetroiiio

Siglos

Shekel

Scudo

Toxotai

I.epton

Persia (Ancient)

Adarkonim
Archer
Daric

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
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Persia (Modern)

Abbasi
Bisti

Cherassi

Dangh
Dinar
Dfib
Hazarclinar

Kasbegi

Kran
Larin

Mahmudi
Mildinar
Miscal

Xadiri

Penabad
Pul
Punsad-Dinar
Rijjal

Rupi
Sahebqiran

Senar
Shahi
Sherify

Sisad-Diuar

Toman
Peru

Dinero
Libra
Peseta
Peso
Sol

Toston
Perugia

Biaucone

Madonnina
Paolino

Trino
Pesaro

Scdirina
Philippine Islands

Cent
Conant
Milesimo
Peso
Phocaea
Hectf'-

League Coinage
Phocaides
Trite

Phocis

301
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Portuguese India (continued)

Portugal (continued)

Prussia (continued)

Pataca

Sechsgroscher

Cotrini

Pequeniuo

Sechsling

Crusade
Cruzadlnho
Cruzado
Cruzado Calvario
Dinheiro

Porto

Cdioa

lie

Prata

Novo Pagoda

Silbergroschen

Roda
Rupia

Skoter

Sanar-Kiisu

Tippelgroschen
Tysschen Thaler

Souveranitiitsthaler

San Felipe
San Joao
Santo TlidiiK'

Dobra
Dobra Gentil
Engenhoso

Zopf Dukat
Zwei Drittel
Zwiilfgroscher

Serafin

Tanga

Equipaga
Escudo

Pskof

Espadiin

Tutenag
Vintem

Esphera

Xerapliiii

Forte

Zeraphin

Denga
Grivna
Quedlinburg

Abbey-Pieces
Pfennig

Prague

Grave

Ragusa

Grosso Affonsini

Boh me

Indio

Eulendukateii

Artihicco

Joannes
Joe

Judenniedaillen

C'apuciae

Piefort

Ducato

Justo

11

Follaro

Prenzlau

Libertina

Vierchen

Leal

Mezzanino

Lisbonino

Priene

Macuta
Mansel
Mealha

Perpero
Ragusino
Soldo

League Coinage
Provence

Dardenne
Franc k Pied

Milreis

Moidore

Guillemin

Morabitino

Magdalon

Morisea

Vislino
Ratisbon

(See Regensburg)
Ravenna

Patard

Pataca

Asprioiie

Provins

Pataco

Brouzo

Provinois

Peca

Siliqua

Prussia

Pilarte

Achtehalber

Portuguez
Quartiubo
Real Portuguez
San Vicente
Soberano
Tornez
Tostao

Dreigroscher
Dreipolker
Driittainer

Diitchen

Ravensburg
Matthiasgroschen

Reckheim
Gigot
Regensburg

Linsen Dukaten
Regensburger

Flederniaus
Friedrichsdor

Gute Groschen
HausgrosChen

Vintcni

Reggio

Biancone
Colonibina

Heyniiinnclien

Portuguese India
Abacii*

Kamnierherrenthaler

Abraemos

Kurassier Thaler

Atia
Bazarucco

Laubthaler

Esphera
Pardao

Ordensthaler

Levant Dollar

I

Sechser

Rennes

Douzain
Rethel
.

Denter d'Or

Reunion Islands

Caron
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Rome

(Ancient: continued)

Rome

(Ancient: continued)

Cingus
Consecration Coins
Consular Coins

Quadrant

Contorniates

Quadrussis

Decargyrus
Deconcion

Quartarii

Decunx

Quateruis

Rhodes (Ancient)
Alliance Coins

Decussis

Quinarius

Dekanumniion

Quincunx

Rodloti
Rhodes (Modern)

Denarius

Quincussis

Deunx

Quiniones

Dextans
Dodrans

Scripulum

Duodeciaere

Senibella

Kipperiuunzen
Reval
Ferdiiii;-

Ruudstucke
Rhegium
Pentoncion
Tetras

Asper
Joaniiinuf^

Riga
Artig

Denarius Novus Argeuteus
Donario
Diinativ

Fiinfpr
Schilling Liibsk

Trepolcher
Trojack
Rio

Escudo
Peca
Rio Grande do Sul

Balastraca

Roermond
Peerdeke
Rogoredo
Kollbatzen

Rome (Ancient)
Aes
Aes Grave
Aes Signatuin
Antoninianus
Argenteus

As
Assarius
Assis

Aurelianus

Aureus

Autonomous Coins
Bes

Quadrigati
Quadrilateral Pieces

Quarternariae Forinae

Restitution Coins

Dupondius

Semis

Exagium

Semissis

Excoctuni

Semistertius

Follis

Semuncia

Grand Bronze

Senatorial Coins

labus

Senio

Lateres

Septunx

Latrones

Serrated Coins

Legionary Coins
Lenticular Coins
Lepton

Sescunx

Libella

Sextans

Litra

Siliqua

Majorina
Medallion

Sitarion

Miliarensis

Spintriae

Minutulus

Sportula

Moneta

Stagnate

Navis
Nouinia
Nuniini

Talent

Numnuis

Ternariae forniae

Obryzuni

Terniones

Octas

Teruncia
Tesserae

Octussis

Oncia
Paduans
Pecuuia
Pentoncion

Sestertius

Sexcunx

Solidus

Stips

Tartarou

Tetras
Tetrassariou
Trias

Philippi

Triens
Triniisium

Plated Coins

Triiiondius

Bigati

Brass

Pimdo

Uncia

Centenariae

Potin

Vicessis

Centenionalis

PListuUituiii

\'ictoriatus

Centussis

(i)uadrans

Votive Coins

Castoriati

GEOGRAPIIIIAI.

Rome

(Republic)

Alberetto
I'nivisino

Sanpicriiio

Rome

Sarmatia

Sachsen
(See Saxony)

Sater

Saint Andr§

Savoy

i'l

la

Croisette

St. Eustatius

Ronciglione

Bit

Mailoniiina

St. Gallen

Ronco

Aiifjster

Luiiriiiii

Money

Fish

Fyrk
(.Sardinia)

Amedeo d'Oro
Annunciata
Bacca
Bagni
Bianchetto

Biir Pfeniiif;e

Rostock

Cagliaresco

Firlej'oe

Mont

HlalTert
(iallus

Rouen

Ecu

Sabbioneta
Cavallotto

Kill

(SiH' I'ajial States)
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Pfennig

Cagliarese

Carlino
h la Couroiiiie

Iliiller

Lammpfeiinij;

Roumania

Cervia

Corn u to

Orltli

I'xIliU

Dicciottino

Leu

St. Helena
\'eiietiaii

I'arali

St. Jean d'Acre

Rovigo

Saracenato

Ha;;attiiu)

Salemabad

Russia

Purnya

Altiiiiiiik

Altyii

Salerno

Andreas Ducat
Beard Money
Horodovaya

Follaro

Salzburg

Frignaccn

Denira

Ftinfer

Uenuschka
Desjat Deueg

Schinderling

Hiibener

Grivna

Zwanziger

lesiinok

Samos

Imperial

Alliance Coins

Imperial Ducat

League Coinage

Jatiinske

San Marino

Kopeck
Leather Money
l^ivoiiese

Novini
Obolino
Ottene
Patacchina
Picaillon

Pite
I'oillevillain

Quadrupla

San Carlo
San Mauricio

Madonnina

Siseni

Condor Doblado
(irenadinn

Santo Domingo
Deciine

Poluschka
Pul
Ruble

Minuto

Baiocco

Piataltininck

I'oltiua

Fra/.ione

Kovetti

C()loiiil)iaiiii

I'olpoltin

Forte

Lira

Santa F^ de Bogota

P()ldenj;a

Filiberto

Filippone

Uolino

I'ara
I'iatak

Fert

Ceiitesinio

San Severino

Mustofska
Nov};orodka

Doppia
Ducato d'Argento
Ducaton

Spadino
Tcstone
Zecchino

Saxony
Achtbriiderthaler

Achtelthaler

Kscalin

Adelheidsdenare

Sol au.\ Balances

Annenpfennig

Sarawak
Cent

Augu.st d'Or

Skins of Animals
Ssoju/.nyia

Sardinia

Beichtthaler

Serinkie

Tschetwertak

(See Savoy)
I

Ausbeuteniiinzeii

Beutgroscheii
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Siam (continued)

Sidon

Octadiachni

Pai
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INDEX
Spain (continued)
Alfonsino

Alfonso
Siena

Pi
Porcelain Coins

Grazia

Saluii<;

Libertini

Parpagliola

Satan^

Sanest" d'Oro

Sik

Senesclli

Solot

Ardite
Halastraca

Blanca
Ulauco
Hiissonaya

Sierra Leone

Song

Cent
Macuta
Threepence

Tanilung
Tical
Siberia

Caldcrilla

Cara o Sella
Carolus Dollar
Castellauo

Zenibi

IMatak
Sicily

Aguila

Arbol

Silesia
di'

Oi-o

Alfonsino

Uenier
Fledernians

Apnlii'nse

(Jnischcl

Arnu'llino

Gutfreitagsgroschel

Augustalis

Heller

Carlino

Kaisergroschen

Catanesi

Pest Thaler

Cavallo

Peter's Pence

Cinquina
CoronaUi

Rempel Heller

Dobla
Ducat
Ducato
Ducato <rAigento

Zinnenthurniheller

Strohthaler

(iigliato

Sinaloa

Carasco Dollar
Cuartilla

Sitten

'Grand

Messthaler

GrossDiK-

Smyrna

Oucia

Horn ere us
League Coinage

Perealc
I'hoenix

Solms

Piccolo

llahnrei Thaler

Picnri'ddu

Solothurn

Ponti

liritha Thaler

PuMica

Sombrerete

Catcdra
Cavcria
Centiiuo

Cinquantina
Colouato

Cornado
Coronilla

Croat
Cross Dollar

Cut Dollar
Denarius Oscensis
Dineiillo

Dinero
Dobla
Diiblado

Doblcngo
Dolder
Doblou Sincillo
Doubloon
Ducaton
Duriglio

Duro
Enrique
Hscudillo d'Oro

Kscudo

.

Excelente

(^nadinpla

Peso

(ilobe Dollar

Honicsine

Vargas Dollar

(irueso

Saluto d'

()i<>

Scudo di Oro
Sol Coronat
Tarin
Tfstonc

Torncsc

Somaliland

Kcsa
Soudan
Hari-liri

South Alrican Republic

Pond

Trionfii

Tri(iuctra

Zanctta

S icy on
Tiirtcnionon

Spain
Aciiniontana
Agnus Dei

Aguila de Oro

Isabella
Isaliellina

.laiiuesa

Macquina
Madridja
Maiorchino
Malla

Marabotin

Maravedi
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Switzerland (conlinueil)
Bockstlialer

Brabeoii

Sybaris

Incuse Coins
Syracuse

Tibet (continued)

Chhi-Ke
Coral

Bundesthaler

ApoUina

Dung-tang

Centime
Comniunion Tokens
Dicken
Duploue
Ecu Pistolet
Ewiger Pfeiinii;
Franc

Deniareteion

Fen

Ileniilitrion

Gornio
Kar-nia-n^a

Franclii

Frank
Fiinfer
CJallus Pfennii;

lienevoisc

Gessnerthaler

(Jluckhennen TliaU-r

Pegasi
Philistldeion

Klia-Kang

Tetras

Khap-chlie

Trias
Syria

Alexandrine Coinage

Sho-Kang

Octadrachni
Satrapal Coins
Serrated Coins

Ta-niig-nia

Tetraclialk

Trichalk
Tabriz

Sahebi|iran
(irinLjalet

llalhT
llocliuiutlis Tlialer

Iluitain
.Iiiliei-

Kelclitlialer

Kriihi'nplappart

LainniplVnnij;
Laiibthaler

Lausannais

Tarascon

Majjdalon

MiMcau
Tarentum
Incuse ('oins
Litra

Tarragona

Escudo
Tiers de Sou d'Or

Lnigino

Michaels (iulden

Ottavo

Oertli
I'arpagliola

Piecette
Pignatelle
Pistole
Pistole Forte

Ungaro
Taxila

Purana
Tegea
Tarteniorion

Trihomiobolion

I'lancUH Thaler

Tenos
Nesiaca Drailinia

(^lart

Teos

Rap|)en
Kathausthaler
Hiissler

UoUbatzen

League Coinage
Terceira

Maluco

Tir Federal

Thorn
Abbey-Pieces
Augelot
Brandthaler
Thurium
Dinonios

Tirolino

Tibet

Schnabelthaler
Schiitzen Thaler

Sdsen
Spajriirli

Tang-Ka
Tso
Vak-niig-iua
Tierra del Fuego
(iranio

Tivoli

Baiocco

Madonnina
Togoland
Stone ^lonej"
Toledo

Agnus Dei
Blanca
Dobla
F^nri(iue

Tassarolo

Messtlialer

Miinz Gulden

Mehnder-Malie
Salt

Pepion
Tiers

ile

Sou

d"()r

Torriglia

Luigino
Tortona
Ziato

Toul
Spadin

Tournay
Abbey-Pieces

Abenge
Albertin
Anglo-Gallic Coins

Ecu

ii

la

Couronne

(iros BlaiKpie au Lis

Jeton
Tours

G loat
Gros Tournois
Maille

Tr^sel

Ang-tuk

Monnaies Angevines

Zehner

Brick Tea

Tournois

GEOGRAl'llHAI,
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Ueberlingen

Tunis

Tranquebar

Katzengulden

Akcheh

Fanam
Kas

Asper

Kovaliu

Beshlik

Transylvania

Bourbe

Du alius

Ulm
Handelheller

Regiments Thaler
United States

Ikilik

Annapolis Coinage

Kharub

(triischel

Bar Cent

Turin

Kieuzer
Pfundner

Aniedeo d'Oro
Beato Amedeo
Chiappe di Forte

Poltura

Portugaloser

Grolla

Travancore
Aiiaiidaranieii

Marengo

Cash

PiL-aill(in

Chakram
Duddu
Fanani

Kasu

Sar

Panani

Tilla

Tulabhaiu Kasu

Buck
Bungtowns

Turkey
(See Ottoman Empire)

^'a^ahKU

Dena

Asper

Leopold ino

Trentino

Leopoldo
Palanca

Tronetto
Treviso

Paolo

Ai|uilin()

Parpagliola

Trevoux
Luiyiiio

Pisisthaler

M^reaux

Tollero

Trier

Albus

Money

Fettniaunchen
Peteruiannclien

Uaderalbus
Scliiisselpfennige

Siliqua

Trinidad
iStanipce
Tripoli

Adlea
Adli

Continental Dollar

Copper
Copperheads
Demand Notes
(Silver

Shekel
Tyrol

Berner
Dick Thaler
Fiinfzehner

Kreuzer
Pfundner

Heshlik

Secbser

lioulianistasli

Thaler
Vierer
Zwainziger

Housebbatasli
Boutleteeli
Fuii(hil<

(fiiiiK'Hin

Onlik

Cent
Chain Cent
Chalmers' Tokens
Clover Cent
Columbian Half Dollar
Comet Cent
Communion Tokens
Confederate Half Dollar
Connecticut Cents

Tuy
Barbuda
Twer
Pul
Tyre
Pieces of

Buzzard
Cartwheel
Cash
Castorland Token

Tuscany

Trebizond

Bland Dollar
Blue Backs
Blue William

Brasher Doubloon
Bryan Medals

Yainba

Rasi

Bit

Bone
Booby Head
Boston Money

Turkestan
Miscal

Pung

('oiiventlun

INDEX

Zweier
Tyrus
Michieletta

Dime
Disme

Dog

Dollars

Dollar

Dough
Dust
Eagle
Eagle Cent

Encased Stamps
Fillet

Head

Finif

Fip
Fractional

(

'urrcncy

Fninklin Cent

GKOGRAIMIII
United States (continued)

Dollar

Good Samaratin

Sliilliiiir

Coppers

Graiiliv

Bolivar

Sharp-Shin

Centinio

Shin Plaster

Cuartino

Silly

Head

Simolfon

Hani Times Tokens

Slug

Coppers

Columbia
Indian Head Cent
In>pectioli \ote
Isabella Quarter
Iinnuiiie

As))er

Sprinkle Dollar

Aureola

Stella

Bagattino

Checks

Tokens
Trade Dollar

y

Lafayette Dollar
Legal Tender Notes

Levy

Cents
Wild Cat Money
William

Lincoln Cent

Wreath Cent

"S'<'rniont

Lesher lieferenilum Dollar

Lord Baltimore Pieces
Louisiana Cent
Mauouvrier Note
Massachusetts Cent

Mazuma

Unterwalden

Danaro

Urbino

Armellino
Rarile

Nova Constellatio
Oak Tree Coins
Oblongs
Picayune
Pine Tree Coins
Pitt

Uri

Token

Plunk
Postage Currency

Rag Money
Red
Red Money
Referendum Dollar
Rhino

Ducato d'Argento
Galeazzo
(Jazzetta

Ginocchiello
Tirolino

Uruguay
Centesinu)

Doblon
Peso
Bezenistuiver
Christus (iulden

Davidstuiver

Grootken

Leg Dollar
)ord

Postal Currency

Quarter

Ducatello

Uiissler

<

Private Gold Coins

Denaretto

Doppia

Pistole

Utrecht

Pelf

{^enoglego

Centesimo
Convention Money
Copoludi

Sedicina

Jersey C'ents
Nickel

Carzia
Cavallina

R<)ssler

Medio

New

Besante

Bezzo
Bezzone
Bianco
Carantano

Tirolino

Mill

Muttou Head Cent
Myddeltou Token
New Kugland -Shilling

I'eso

Venice

Territorial Gold

Kentucky Cent

Mac(iuina

Spondulix

Sutlers'

Jitney

Venezuela

Seed

Grt'fiibacks

Iligley

30»
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United States (continued)

Fugio Cent
(iobret'lit

AI.

I'ostulatsgulden

Scheepjesehelling

Snaphaan
Statcndaalder
.Statcnschelling

Valencia

(Jiustina

Grossetto

Grossone
Gulden
Leather .Money

Leone
Lira
Lirazza
Liretta

Lirona
Marcello

Marchetto

Matapan
Mfzzanino
Michieletta

Mooenigo
Osella

Arbol

Palanca

Dinerillo

Petizza

Roanoake

Sison

Picciolo

Sawbuck

Timbre de Valencia

Quartarolo

REOGBAPHICAI, INDEX
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Venice (continued)

Zamosc

Waadt

(^Uiattriuo

Parpagliola

Salt

S^sen

Scudu della Croce
Scudo di Orn

Tr^sel

Zanzibar

Waldeck
Kronentlialer

Sesino

Soldo

Kial

Zara

Wallachia

Soldone
Sovrano
Tallero

Tornesello

Traro
Zecchino

Levant Dollar
Paisa

Wales
Ccining

Soldino

Zloty

Zante
Gazzetta

Denga

Bagattino

Para

Leone

Wernigerode
Usuulniark

Westphalia

Liretta
Zeeland
Escalin

Achter
Bauern Thaler
Frank
Hieronymus d'Or

Hoedjesschelling

Gelso

Kassenmaunchen

Snaphaan

Mediatino

Mariengroschen
Pfennig

Vercelli

Beato Amedeo
Verona
Bagattino

Picciolo
(^)uaitar()l()

Vierling

Wewelinghiifer

Vianen

Windward

Angelot

Islands

Meiiudo
Vienna
Kasperle

llochmuthsthaler

Wiener

l\ania-t;iiika

Villa Franca

Seisino
Villalon

Enrique
Vilvoorden

ttoudcn Lain
Virneburg
Cassiusf^rosclien

Viterbo

Handelheller

Kek'hthaler

Krahenplappart
Kathausthaler
Schnabelthaler

Heller

Zutphen

Ilirschgulden

Peerdeke
Zwickau
Horngroschen

Karolin
Weiheniiin/.en
Wiirzburg

Lcisungs-Dukat

Thaler
Yanaon

Dub
Fei

Stone

Zinsgroschen
Zwolle

Butgen

Gosseler

Money

Zacatecas

Peso

Lowenpfennige

Flabbe
Gehelmdeschelling

Yap

Madoiinina

Tiers de Sou d'Or

Mont

Wiirttemberg

Paparini
Viviers

Hiiller

Zurich

Gessnerthaler

Witti'U

Zweier

Stooter

Zug
Angster

Fond
Wismar
Firleyoe

Vijayanagari

Scheepjeschelling

Abbey-Pieces
Angster

Viannare
Pfciinisie

Oord

Decaen Piastre

Crinibal

Vich

Leijcesterdaalder

Peerdeke
Stichtsehe Stuiver

I'Al'KK
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MONEV INDEX

PAPER MONEY INDEX
Appoints

Fiver

Assisjiiat

Flim^

Oblongs
Paper

Money

Postage Currency

Bankje

Flying

Bank Note

Fractional Ciin-iMuy

Sao

Blue Backs

Good Fois

Savvliuck

Blue William

Greenbacks

Sehini

C'ainie

Ilansatsu

Shin Plaster

Card Money
Ch'ao
Chih Pi

Ilayaki

Sutlers'

Inspection Note

V

Joe

Vales

Continental Currencv

Kiao-tze

Wen

Coupure

Kinsatsu

Demand Notes

Lappen
Legal Tender Notes
Manouvrier Note

Wild Cat Money
William
Yin Kwan

Femtia
Fiat

Money

Checks

Yuan Pao
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